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Editorial Preface 

From the Desk  of Managing Editor…  

It may be difficult to imagine that almost half a century ago we used computers far less sophisticated than current 

home desktop computers to put a man on the moon.  In that 50 year span, the field of computer science has 

exploded. 

Computer science has opened new avenues for thought and experimentation. What began as a way to simplify the 

calculation process has given birth to technology once only imagined by the human mind. The ability to communicate 

and share ideas even though collaborators are half a world away and exploration of not just the stars above but the 

internal workings of the human genome are some of the ways that this field has moved at an exponential pace. 

At the International Journal of Advanced Computer Science and Applications it is our mission to provide an outlet for 

quality research. We want to promote universal access and opportunities for the international scientific community to 

share and disseminate scientific and technical information.  

We believe in spreading knowledge of computer science and its applications to all classes of audiences. That is why we 

deliver up-to-date, authoritative coverage and offer open access of all our articles. Our archives have served as a 

place to provoke philosophical, theoretical, and empirical ideas from some of the finest minds in the field. 

 We utilize the talents and experience of editor and reviewers working at Universities and Institutions from around the 

world. We would like to express our gratitude to all authors, whose research results have been published in our journal, 

as well as our referees for their in-depth evaluations. Our high standards are maintained through a double blind review 

process.  

We hope that this edition of IJACSA inspires and entices you to submit your own contributions in upcoming issues. Thank 

you for sharing wisdom.  

Thank you for Sharing Wisdom! 
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Abstract—Virtual reality technologies are considered to be a 

basis and a promising development trend of telecommunication 

systems’ and services. New opportunities and sci-tech problems 

that need to be solved are currently undergoing analysis. In the 

nearest future, the possibility of creating a new segment in the 

international telecommunication services market that is oriented 

towards providing communication services to the mass consumer 

and the entertainment industry, new tools for goods promotion 

and education content delivery, as well as toward solving 

experimental problems in managing state structures and social 

economical systems, is being justified. Within the context of 

studying the necessary prerequisites to implementing this 

opportunity the following is being done: an approach to creating 

and charging for according telecommunication services is being 

given, opportunities for using the existing national and 

international cellular connection infrastructure is researched; the 

prospects of shifting towards new cellular network standards of 

the fifth generation are being analyzed, employing new ways of 

connecting to the Internet, as well as new formats of transmitting 

and processing multimedia, including the provision of immersion 

in the virtual reality environment; safety aspects of end-user 

equipment and VR-based telecommunication service exploitation 

are being updated. As a result of consolidating the given 

material, the authors are working on building grounds for the 

rapid development in this direction of telecommunication 

services and options provided by the Russian national and 

transnational cellular network operators. The paper was created 

as part of the project 2.7178.2017/БЧ “Researching Cognitive 

Semiotics in the Multimedia Virtual Reality Environment”. 

Keywords—Virtual reality; cellular network; mobile internet; 

telecommunication service; digital economy; informational society 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Establishing the knowledge economy, forming the 
informational community, implementing digital production and 
developing the digital economy are what is now considered to 
be the actual future of technologically developed countries. 
Bringing these trends to life will be achieved based on the fifth 
and sixth technological tenors [1] and will require significant 
alterations in the provisionary infrastructure in all areas of 
societal activities. One of the key elements of this 
infrastructure is the area of telecommunication technologies 
that provides all of the telecommunication services - 
mechanisms and instruments of transmitting and processing the 
ever-growing volumes of information - cellular network, 

mobile data, social networks, mobile applications, etc. The 
composition of telecommunication services delivered by 
various providers within said services is currently identical and 
differs only by separate options of their use and pricing 
policies. On the one hand, this points to high levels of 
competition, full satisfaction of customer needs and embracing 
the whole telecommunication services market, and, on the 
other hand, raises the relevant issue of predicting the future 
appearance of new needs conditioned by the innovative 
development of society and economy, leading to the market 
growth and changes in the structure of its segments. 

Developing the telecommunication industry cannot be 
limited to enhancing existing technology and equipment. 
Within the context of expected large-scale alterations in the 
system of social interactions and relations, the functioning of 
social institutes and economical subjects, the organization of 
industrial and logistical processes and so forth, it is necessary 
that telecommunications find the directions for rapid 
development, the result of which needs to be the timely 
appearance of new, but to-be-demanded segments of the 
telecommunication services market [2]. The scientific-
technological progress, transition to the fifth tenor and 
approaching expansion of the advantages of the sixth will 
require not only employing the new approaches to building 
telecommunication systems, but will also provide the 
opportunities for implementing services that are based on new 
and innovative technologies. From the point of view of 
economical efficiency, offering new telecommunication 
services makes sense for the largest segments of the existing 
market, ones that correspond with the most preferred target 
audiences - them being internet access and mobile (cellular) 
connection. 

At the moment, regulatory documents have been adopted 
and programs are being implemented which regulate the 
development of informational and telecommunication 
technologies in the RF, including ―Digital Economy of the 
Russian Federation‖, ―Russian Federation’s Informational 
Community Strategy for the years of 2017-2030‖ and ―The 
Strategy for Developing the Information Technology Industry 
in the Russian Federation in Years 2014 – 2020 with an 
Outlook to 2025‖. However, from the authors’ point of view, 
the search for an answer to the question of what directions of 
rapid development are possible, needs to be conducted in 
scientific and engineering communities. One of such directions 
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may be the development of virtual reality (VR) to the extent of 
employing it as a basis to innovative services that are shaping 
the segment of the corresponding market. Immersiveness will 
be the key improvable feature of VR environments, and not 
only private individuals, but also legal entities will be its target 
audience, and the area of VR-technology use will include not 
only the multimedia exchange, but also practical tasks aimed at 
managing state structures and social-economical systems [3]. 

The article provides positive results of the analysis made by 
the authors of the capabilities and prospects of the new 
segment on world telecommunication services market in VR 
environment, their architecture and approach to billing 
approaches. The authors also present the result of designing an 
immertion telecommunication VR service ―Virtual Situational 
Center‖. 

II. TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES BASED ON VIRTUAL 

REALITY 

Currently, the cellular network and mobile data are easily 
accessible in most of the countries of the world, and both the 
coverage and audience of these services are constantly 
growing. National and transnational mobile operators have 
coordinated the commutation issues between each other, as 
well as tarification issues regarding the users of local, regional 
and national infrastructures, and developed architectural and 
technological solutions can be distributed over the whole world 
in the future. Any cellular user will become identifiable by 
their telephone number, and additional telecommunication 
services based on VR technology may be provided to them 
through the use of the mobile services already open to them. 
Let us review the concept of implementing such an additional 
service based on a typical telecommunication system (TCS) of 
cellular data: 

1) Modern mobile phones and smart phones are able to 

launch VR applications, these devices are used as screens for 

helmets (cardboard VR), therefore fulfilling the main function 

of TCS end-user devices. 

2) Interaction with a launched VR application is conducted 

through the use of controllers similar to Samsung Gear VR, 

ones that complement the functionality of TCS end-user 

devices. 

3) Send-receive device networks used to connect users to a 

service are supplied by the already used cellular network 

equipment - base stations, connection lines, commutation 

centers, etc. 

4) In order for consumers to commute an additional 

service, one simply needs to add a server to a typical TCS, 

providing user synchronization throughout the use of a given 

VR application. Note that this server may also provide the 

resources necessary for the users who use any kind of Internet 

access. 

Basically, the cellular network operator automatically 
provides their TCS and mobile data as necessary technical 
provision for the service in question. At that, they have no 
grounds for asking the user and/or operator (provider) for 
additional payments. As a result, the operator’s additional 
expenses are only connected to supporting the synchronization 

servers. Apart from mobile phones and smart phones as end-
user devices, any specialized VR device, such as HTC Vive or 
Oculus Rift may be used. 

With that, the task of organizing functioning servers that 
synchronize VR applications remains quite challenging, since 
it entails the necessity to exploit specialized data processing 
centers. Defining the requirements for the equipment and 
software to be used there can be a separate research problem, 
solving which will call for, among other things, conducting a 
swries of experiments modeling the stress load put on the 
structure elements of the telecommunication service by end-
user devices. 

The general view of the service structure of 
telecommunication services in VR environments is shown in 
Fig. 1. 

The general view of the VR service server is shown in 
Fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 1. General view of the provided service structure. 

 
Fig. 2. General view of the VR service server structure. 

This description given on the approach to VR 
relecommunication services implementation and architecture 
is, of course, cursory and requires detailed elaboration. Their 
future specification will be one of the studies to be conducted 
by the authors. 
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The main factors currently limiting the wide spreading of 
the VR applications and, accordingly, the main tasks that need 
to be resolved in order to implement the telecommunication 
services based on it, are: 

1) The necessity of providing sufficient computing powers 

of end-user devices for the given services while achieving the 

minimal possible sizes of said devices for the mobility of their 

users. 

2) The necessity of quickly transmitting and processing 

large amounts of multimedia information. 

In the near future, these tasks may have a comprehensive 
solution with a consideration of development tendencies in 
data transmission and processing described earlier: 

1) Implementation of the fifth generation of connection 

standards expected in 2020 suggests an increase in data 

transmission of up to 20 times and reduction of lag time down 

to 10 times compared to the 4G standards used [4]. 

2) One of the International Telecommunication Union’s 

(ITU) - a United Nations facility specializing in informational 

telecommunication technology - directions of activity is 

developing a specialized MPEG Immersive Media (MPEG-I) 

standard by 2022, providing not only transmission efficiency, 

but also its immersiveness [5] - creating a participation effect 

in the given environment. 

3) The biggest players of the telecommunication services 

market are actively searching for new ways of setting up 

Internet access: 

a) Facebook’s Aquila project offers using land-based 

stations and drones.  

b) Google’s Project Loon offers using land-based 

stations and hot-air balloons in the stratosphere. 

c) SpaceX’s Falcon is oriented toward developing 

reusable satellite placement methods that would allow, among 

everything else, forming groups of lesser-sized cellular 

satellites on lower orbits while keeping to lower costs. 

III. TARIFICATION OF VR-BASED TELECOMMUNICATION 

SERVICES 

The modern practice of providing telecommunication 
services is based on the principles of paying beforehand for a 
package of services that is to be used in the future. For 
instance, the cellular network user pays for a set of services and 
options from a certain amount of traffic Gbps, instant 
messages, minutes, etc. for the following month. A similar 
principle may be used for charging for new VR-based services 
- the package may include the summary length of connection 
sessions, the size of the cloud storage, the maximum number of 
session participants, the volume and composition of 
multimedia content, options for accessing social networks and 
gaming servers, end so forth, Table I. At the same time, it is 
possible to have both the options for fixed tarification with a 
limited number of packages with certain sets of services, as 
well as introducing flexible tarification, calculating the price of 
the package in accordance with the parameters entered by the 
user and quantifiable values of specific services included in 
said package. The last option would define the amount of a 
preliminary payment depending on such parameters and the 
combinations chosen by the user previously 

TABLE I. AN EXAMPLE OF VR TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES PACKAGE TARIFICATION 

The composition of a VR telecommunication service 

package 
Tarification plans (package service options) 

Plan 1 Plan 2 Plan 3 … Plan n 

Session duration (minutes) A1 A2 A3 … variative 

Max number of users (people) P1 P2 P3 … variative 

Max volume of traffic (Gb) T1 T2 variative … variative 

Cloud storage size (Gb) V1 variative variative … variative 

Access to social networks (yes/no) no yes yes … yes/no 

Access to gaming servers (yes/no) no yes yes … yes/no 

Online television (yes/no) no no yes/no … yes/no 

……… ……… ……… ……… … ……… 

Virtual cinema (yes/no) no no yes/no … yes/no 

Package price (currency unit) S1 S2 S3 … Sn 

In accordance with the ―Digital Economy of the Russian 
Federation‖ program, virtual and augmented reality technology 
is one of the nine directions depicted as one of the main 
directions of cross-cutting digital technology. Digital industry 
development directions and key institutions covered by the 
program cater to the development of the already existing 

conditions for the appearance of breakthrough and promising 
cross-cutting digital platforms and technology, as well as 
creating the conditions for launching new platforms and 
technology where competencies are formed for market and 
economy (areas of activity) growth. In this context, Russia’s 
national and transnational network operators are gaining an 
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opportunity to organize an innovative telecommunication 
service [6] that has no competition and presents itself as a new 
and, potentially, high-grossing segment of the 
telecommunication services market. Considering the absence 
of competition and a basically free use of the whole existing 
TCS infrastructure of other mobile operators, all users of the 
mobile and stationery internet can be considered potential users 
of this service on a world-wide scale. From this point of view, 
a corresponding project not only fully complies with the 
Russian Federation’s Informational Community Strategy for 
the years of 2017-2030, but can also be considered as an 
innovative source of national income in terms of digital 
economy. However, considering the current level of VR 
development in Russia, an issue arises in terms of finding and 
choosing a platform for designing and prototyping the services 
described. 

IV. CURRENT RESULTS AND SCIENTIFIC TECHNOLOGICAL 

AND PRACTICAL TASKS 

At the Moscow Technological University’s Information 
Technologies Institute (IIT MIREA), a telecommunication 
service prototype based on VR has been designed and is 
currently successfully tested. Mobile devices, as well as HTC 
Vive and OculusRift headsets may be used as end-user devices. 
Users have access to an option of synchronized interaction with 
each other and the objects of the virtual reality, including audio 
and video playback, watching videos recorded by remote 
cameras, working with graphic images and PDF documents. 
An option has been designed for forming a set of personal user 
virtual environments, as well as using them for a cooperative 
and/or personalized cloud storage [7]. The project was named 
―The Virtual Situational Center‖ and was presented at the 
Junction 2017 hackathon as SCVR (Situation Center Virtual 
Reality) (first place in Microsoft challenge of Entertainment 
track). Solutions it includes are universal and can be used for 
implementing telecommunication services based on VR for 
various practical areas and tasks, both for mass use and solving 
specific tasks in social-economic process management. Let us 
review the examples of areas of possible application of such 
innovative telecommunication services: 

1) A virtual situational center (center for strategic 

management, situation room, control station, multimedia 

center, etc. [3]) - a set of methodical, informational, hardware 

and software devices, aimed at managers and/or groups of 

experts. The relevance of this service on various levels of state 

and corporate management is partly determined by the need for 

raising decision-making efficiency based on a large number of 

information sources and streams under time pressure. 

2) A virtual office (conference room) - a 

telecommunication service providing interactive 

communication with employees and contractors for higher 

work efficiency and less time-spending on meeting/negotiation 

organization, discussing and coordinating documentation, etc. 

3) A virtual office for analytic - a service for organizing 

individual and collective expert work when analyzing 

multimedia information that depicts the aspects of the situation 

that is undergoing analysis. It offers an opportunity of 

visualizing evidence and factors, physical individuals and legal 

entities, objects and locations in a virtual environment in order 

to form, show and analyze the connection between them. Using 

this service on a mobile device allows, for instance, efficient 

access to visualized information and expert interaction during 

business trips and onsite events. 

1) Virtual communication in social networks and 

messengers (Facebook, Twitter, Vkontakte, etc., Skype, Viber, 

WhatsApp, etc.) significantly improves the opportunities for 

exchanging media content, raising competitive performance 

and user attraction, provides new opportunities for posting 

advertising content. 

2) The entertainment industry, education and goods 

promotion - multiplayer online games in VR environments 

may become one of the main development trends of the 

gaming industry, virtual tours and educational content can be 

in high demand on every educational level, and virtual 

advertising can become a more vivid method of visualization 

and goods usage. 

3) Addition to mobile and video connection services - 

using a VR-based telecommunication service on a mobile 

device grants new opportunities and forms of communication 

for users. 

During the process and according to the results of the 
―Virtual Situational Center‖ project, a series of scientific 
technological and practical tasks has been fulfilled, in order to 
effectively use VR technology for forming new 
telecommunication services: 

1) End-user device miniaturization: minimizing mass-size 

parameter values and composition of equipment used. In 

pursuit of this, IIT MIREA is designing a construction, 

hardware and software of a compact VR helmet and 

manipulator that will allow using a mobile phone and all 

options of interactive communication. 

2) Researching aspects of human-machine interaction and 

special features of information perception in VR environments. 

In this direction, in terms of a governmental task, IIT MIREA 

is implementing the 2.7178.2017/БЧ project ―Researching 

Cognitive Semiotics in the Multimedia Virtual Reality 

Environment‖. 

3) Designing and improving methods of providing 

immersiveness for VR environments, including the 

development and implementation of special standards for 

multimedia information processing and playback. 

4) Researching the effect hardware and working patters 

have on the state of the user, designing recommendations and 

demands to protecting him from harmful factors. Special 

attention needs to be paid to researching the influence VR 

devices have on organs of sight, and researching the 

environments’ effect on the users’ psycho-emotional state. 

5) Designing and developing a specialized convergent 

billing system that would allow user commutation in VR 

environments and access to multimedia content, tarification 

and payments to the service provider. 
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6) Designing a data processing center that has computing 

capacities big enough for telecommunication services in VR 

environments to be accessible simultaneously to a large 

number of users. 

7) Researching opportunities and prospects for using new 

standards of mobile connections (the fifth generation), as well 

as new formats of transmitting and processing multimedia 

information, including the provision of immersiveness in VR 

environments. 

Tasks listed can be solved by MIREA’s own scientific 
departments, or in cooperation with industrial partners. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Virtual reality technology could be used in organizing new 
telecommunication services in the nearest future. Basically, the 
operator that is the first to offer said services, will not only be 
able to gain all the users of mobile and stationary internet as 
their clients on a world-wide scale, but also use existing TCS 
and already provided services of other mobile operators for 
forming this new segment without paying additional costs. 
New connection standards and forms of data transmission and 
processing that are getting ready for production will contribute 
to rapid coverage of this new telecommunication service 
market segment and to the connection of users to new services 

without consideration for national mobile operators. MIREA’s 
Information Technologies Institute invites all interested 
physical persons and legal entities to participate in this 
direction of research and development. 
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Abstract—Software design is the most crucial step in the 

software development process that is why it must be given a good 

care. Software designers must go through many modeling steps 

to end up with a good design that will allow for a smooth 

development process later. For this, designers usually have to 

choose between two main modeling methodologies: Merise and 

UML. Both methodologies are widely used; however, each one 

has its own advantages and disadvantages. This paper combines 

both techniques and merges their advantages to come up with an 

approach that would help software designers make the best of 

both methodologies. This integration mainly targets the software 

design step in general but can be specifically applied to database 

design. It presents the weaknesses and strengths of each one of 

UML and Merise as two techniques used in database modeling 

and design. Later in this paper, a comparing of UML and Merise 

diagrams is lead and based on it, the decision on which of the two 

is the best at each step of the modeling process.  

Keywords—UML; Merise; modeling; design; databases 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Database is what all software developers are concerned 
with in the first place. If you have a well-designed database, 
you can be sure that the entire development process will go as 
smoothly. For the purpose of designing the best database, tools 
and frameworks like Merise and UML can be used for data 
modeling. However, none of the existing frameworks is 
perfect. That is why it is thought that presenting a new 
approach based on UML and Merise would help having a good 
database design just by applying little effort and avoiding the 
drawbacks of each technique. 

Although UML is the methodology that is widely used, it, 
definitely, has some disadvantages that make its usage tedious 
to some extent. UML is very complex with more than 13 
diagrams and more than 100 types of classes [1]. This makes it 
hard to adopt and even harder to master. UML is also time 
consuming. It takes a lot of time to manage and maintain UML 
diagrams [2]. On top of that, software developers do not 
benefit from UML diagrams as much as you would hope, 
because they work with code and programs rather than pictures 
and diagrams. UML is rather beneficial for project managers 
that are concerned with the way the software tool would 
work [3]. 

Merise, on the other hand, is not as widely used. It also has 
a set of advantages and several disadvantages. Merise does a 
great job with the modeling and the conception of small 
databases. But, when designing large databases, it may not be 

the best methodology to opt for. Also, it is limited to the 3
rd

 
normal form [4]. In addition to that, it is best suited to work 
with modeling sequential tasks and does not deliver a good 
result when dealing with distributed ones. It is not meant to 
model semantic data. 

The new approach comes to circumvent the disadvantages 
mentioned above for both methodologies through creating a 
new process to model the system in general and databases in 
particular. This integration of both techniques has less 
limitation than each methodology when applied by its own. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II 
presents the work that has been previously done in the same 
field. Section III consists of a comparison of UML and Merise. 
The description of the work done is presented in Section IV. 
Finally, Section V describes the suggested final process to 
follow. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Knowing that MERISE is a methodology that is mainly 
used in France and that is being adopted in European 
engineering community more than other communities, the 
author tries in [5] to make the methodology more suitable for 
English speaking users. However, this work does a perfect job 
in trying to spread MERISE in English speaking community, 
by somehow translating the existing elements of the 
methodology, but doesn’t in any way try to hide the 
disadvantages and limitations of the methodology itself. 

In [6], the author presents the different concepts of UML as 
an object-oriented modeling language. These concepts 
definitely have many problems and limitations, which actually 
don’t exist in the first methodology. But UML does have 
advantages that, in contrast, don’t exist in MERISE. Hence, 
comes the idea of combining the two approaches by integrating 
the diagrams from each to satisfy the user’s need in different 
scenarios. In the next sections, the paper will present how the 
integration is to be devised. 

III. UNIFIED MODELING LANGUAGE VS MERISE 

Before getting on with the integrated approach, it is 
necessary to look at the comparisons between UML and Merise 
that have been done in the literature. 

UML and Merise are not completely similar. Each one has 
a different concept. UML, for example, takes care of the 
object-oriented modeling, while Merise works best for 
relational databases. Even though UML is more widely used 
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than Merise, both methodologies can nonetheless be used in 
modeling and conceiving databases.  

On the one hand, Merise is said to constitute a real 
methodology that respects the standards. Earlier, in 2003, 
Merise was divided into three main pillars: steps to follow, 
formalism, and organization. However, some of these aspects 
did not survive in front of the advancement of technology and 
needs of the recent applications. The “steps to follow” for 
example, is no longer needed in order to have a good 
methodology, while the importance of “formalism” persists. 

On the other hand, methodologists claim that UML 
presents a very good formalism with a high level of 
standardization, but it is lacking the process to follow in 
addition to the organization to be a real methodology. Besides, 
Merise works best with organizational information systems 
while UML is designed for object-oriented based information 
systems. That is why the two methods actually complement 
each other and can be used at the same time. 

The purpose of this paper is to combine these two 
methodologies and to prove that they can together be leveraged 
in the modeling of the same project. 

IV. DESCRIPTION OF THE WORK DONE 

It goes without saying that the order of the UML diagrams 
to be used is not fixed as it depends on the type of the 
application and the style of the designer or developer. 

In this paper, an attempt to unify the process of software 
design is made, by making all the steps standardized and clear. 

In the first place, the classes that constitute the system are 
identified then the actors of the application are looked at. Right 
after that, the exchanged messages between the actors of the 
system are studied, their sequence as well as the order in which 
these messages appear. Then, further light is shed on the set of 
activities that are performed within the application. 

At each step, a comparison of the diagrams used in each 
methodology is lead, and then the assessment. 

The figure below (Fig. 1) summarizes the process as 
described above. 

 
Fig. 1. Software design process. 

A. UML Class Diagram vs Conceptual Model of Merise 

1) UML Class Diagram 

a) Definition 

It provides a general overview of the final system by 
describing the classes involved in the system and by explaining 
the relationships between them. It allows the users to go from 
domain specific data structures to a detailed design of the final 
product. The main components of the class diagram are [7]: 

Class: grouping of objects with the same characteristics 

Method: part of a class that shows the behaviors of a certain 
object of that class 

Attribute: part of a class that represents the static properties 
of an object of the same class 

Multiplicity: indicates that one of the related classes refers 
to the other and it can take many values. 

Relationship: represent the logical relationship between 
classes. There are many types of relationships in the class 
diagram of UML. 

Object: instances of a specific class 

Access Level: data privacy is determined by assigning an 
access level to it 

b) Example 

Fig. 2 shows the different components mentioned in the 
previous section.  

 
Fig. 2. UML class diagram. 

As shown in the figure above, it represents a simple class 
diagram that consists of two classes: Person, and Address. 
Each class has attributes (e.g. Name, Address, …) and 
operations or methods (in this case only the class Person has a 
method that is called BuyCar()). The multiplicities in this 
example mean that an address is associated to one person 
maximum, while a person does necessarily have one address.  

2) Merise Conceptual Model 

a) Definition 

At this level of the modeling process, the entity/relationship 
schema is used in Merise. A typical entity/relationship diagram 
would contain two main components as its name suggests: 
entity and relationship.  

An entity, short for entity type, can be compared to a class 
in the context of UML, but it only contains properties 
(attributes). In general, an entity can be defined independently 
of the rest of the data and corresponds to one row in a database 
table [8], [9]. 

System 
Classes 

System 
Actors 

Messages 
Exchanged 

Sequence 
System 

Activities 
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In an E-R diagram, the entity needs to have a unique 
identifier which could be one or a set of properties (e.g. orderid 
+ date to characteristic of an order). 

The relationship (or association) links together one or more 
entities and can itself contain additional attributes. 

b) Example 

Fig. 3 shows a graphical representation of the E-R diagram.  

 

Fig. 3. Merise conceptual diagram. 

In the example above, the same classes as in the previous 
UML class diagram are kept to show the differences that exist 
between the two modeling techniques when dealing with 
system classes. The first difference that pops up is in the 
multiplicities. They still mean the same in both diagrams, but 
they inversed. Another difference resides in the fact that 
associations in Merise can have attributes, thing which does 
not exist in UML. 

3) What to use and why 
If a translation from the conceptual model to the class 

diagram of Merise was to be done, nothing much would be 
done: in fact, each relationship will be transformed to an 
association, each entity will be a class and relationships with 
attributes will be transformed into a class association with the 
same attributes. 

Although the differences are not that big, it is 
recommended to use the UML class diagram for the following 
reasons: 

 The multiplicities in the class diagram are more 
intuitive and make more sense to the designers that are 
new to the domain. It is easier to understand that a tutor 
has a program rather than a program is owned by a 
tutor. 

 The class diagram gives a better illustration and 
overview of the system because it presents not only the 
attributes of the objects but also their data types in 
addition to behaviors and their return data types. 

 UML class diagram is closer to the implementation as 
it lets you think about the code and the things to be 
implemented in the coding phase. This saves a huge 
amount of time in the implementation. 

 The UML class diagram is more for object-oriented 
languages (java, visual basic, .net …), and the object-
oriented paradigm is gaining a lot of popularity among 
programmers these days. 

B. UML use Case Diagram vs Conceptual Model for 

Communication of Merise 

1) UML Use Case Diagram 

a)  Definition 

Use case diagrams give a general overview of the usage 
requirements of the final system [10]. They are mainly used to 
represent the stakeholders of the entire project. It is also helpful 
in the deployment phase as programmers find it easy to go 
from actual use cases from the diagram to functions in the 
system. The Use Case diagram consists of the following 
components: 

Use cases: they are horizontal ellipses that represent the 
sequence of actions that are done by a user and that would be 
of additional value to them. 

Actors: The main users of the system, they can be humans 
or external entities (operating systems). 

Associations: They represent the relationship between the 
actors and the use cases, between use cases (include, extend), 
or even between users (inheritance). 

System Boundary: Represented by a rectangle drawn 
around the use cases. Their main goal is to delimit the scope of 
the project. 

Packages: Packages are totally optional. They are used to 
group use cases of the same type together allowing for a better 
organization of the entire diagram [11]. 

b) Example 

Fig. 4 is a simple use case diagram that shows the different 
actions performed by the student and professor in a university. 

 
Fig. 4. UML use case diagram. 

Concerning the example in the previous figure, it presents 
two main actions that are performed within a university by the 
professor and the student. It can be inferred from the diagram 
that the professor posts and views the grades while the student 
can only view the grades. 

2) Conceptual Model for Communication 

a) Definition 

This model is complementary to what is called “Context 
Diagram”. The “Context Diagram” shows the external entities 
that interact with the system to be designed [12]. The 
Conceptual Model for Communication completes this diagram 
in the sense that it decomposes the system into many internal 
actors who exchanges messages between them.  
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Graphically, the actor is represented by an ellipse whereas 
the messages are represented by arrows [13]. 

b) Example 

In Fig. 5, the organization is composed of 2 internal actors 
who are the professor and the student, and they are interacting 
with the system through performing two main actions that are 
Post Grades and View Grades. The actions done by each actor 
can be inferred just like in the previous diagram. 

 

Fig. 5. Conceptual model for communication. 

3) What to use and why 
Both the use case diagram and the conceptual model for 

communication show the set of internal actors that exist in the 
system and the actions that are performed by those. 

It is recommended to use the conceptual model for 
communication if there is an extensive interaction not only 
between the internal actors, but also between those and other 
external entities. The conceptual model for communication 
explicitly shows the interaction between the entities. This 
implies that even if the system in question has a significant 
number of entities that are communicating with each other, it 
can easily be represented in a nice and readable diagram.  

However, if the focus needs to be done on each individual 
actor (to limit the privileges and describe them), then it would 
be more suitable to use the use case diagram. This latter 
focuses on the user rather than the actions done. It takes a 
better care of the privileges given to each actor which 
consequently affects the actions to be performed by that actor. 

C. UML Sequence Diagram vs Merise Data Flow Diagram  

1) UML Sequence Diagram 

a) Definition 

Sequence Diagram is a high-level interaction diagram that 
shows how operations are carried out between the different 
parts that exist in the system [14]. Graphically, the messages 
exchanged during the interactions are ordered vertically in an 
increasing chronological order. The vertical line that represents 
time is called the lifeline. It extends as long as the life of the 
actor in question within the system. The horizontal axis shows 
the different objects involved in the interactions the diagram 
shows. Each of those objects is called a participant and has its 
own lifetime [15]. 

b) Example 

 

Fig. 6. UML sequence diagram. 

The example above (Fig. 6) has the same actors as the use 
case diagram. The sequence diagram shows the messages that 
are exchanged between the two actors and the system. The 
professor posts the students’ grades to the system which saving 
them later to the database. To view their grades, the students 
request the grades from the database which then replies by 
displaying the grades. 

The messages shown in the diagram follow a chronological 
order, meaning that the first message sent is displayed in the 
top of the diagram and has the ID number 1 and so on. 

2) Merise DataFlow Diagram 

a) Definition 

This diagram shows which activities are related to each 
other and how they are involved in solving the problem stated 
[16]. At this stage, this diagram is done without taking into 
consideration the actual behavior of the system (scheduling, 
synchronization …). It shows the activities and relationships 
between them in a non-sequenced manner [17]. 

b) Example 

Fig. 7 shows an example of a Merise Data Flow Diagram.  

 
Fig. 7. Merise data flow diagram. 
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3) What to use and why 
It is clear that both diagrams are about exchanging 

messages. The main and obvious difference would be that 
UML’s sequence diagram looks more structured and organized 
because it takes into consideration the time and it shows the 
activities in a chronological order. 

However, it can be observed that the use of the data flow 
diagram brought by Merise will do a better job in giving a 
general view about the communication of the objects within the 
system: 

 The sequence diagram somehow gives an idealistic 
representation of the messages exchanged between 
instances, while the view given by the data flow 
diagram is more realistic. 

 In the data flow diagram, there is no need to follow a 
specific order the thing that allows for a certain level of 
flexibility. This way, the user will be able to see 
different scenarios and choose a specific instance to 
initiate the scenario. 

 The data flow diagram is easy to master with few 
symbols and notations compared to the complex UML 
sequence diagram. Plus, it is more intuitive and easy to 
explain to project managers or clients who, not 
necessarily have a computer science background. 

D. UML Collaboration Diagram vs Merise Dataflow 

Diagram of Merise 

1) UML Collaboration Diagram 

a) Definition 

The collaboration diagram is similar to the sequence diagram. 

The difference is that the collaboration diagram is object-

centered whereas the sequence diagram is time-oriented [18], 

[19]. 

b) Example 

Fig. 8 shows a simple example of a UML collaboration 
diagram. 

 

Fig. 8. UML collaboration diagram. 

2) What to use and why? 
In this step of the modeling, no Merise diagram is 

introduced. However, one can opt for an intermediate solution 
in this case. It is recommended to use the UML collaboration 

diagram, and if not applicable (for the specifications of the 
application in question), simply replace the objects by the usual 
entities used in Merise.  

That is because:  

 The collaboration diagram shows more details about 
the messages between objects/entities. 

 There might be a chronological order introduced to the 
diagram. 

 Actors can be included in the diagram 

 It gives a clear and structured overview of the system 
in a later step of the design 

E. UML Activity Diagram vs Merise MCT 

1) UML Activity Diagram 

a) Definition 

The activity diagram consists of activities, states and 
transitions between those. It shows how activities coordinate to 
achieve and provide certain services and defines the main 
events of the system needed to make a given service, and how 
those events relate to each other. 

It is an advanced flowchart that combines other details such 
as the actors, the starting point, and the finishing point of the 
system. 

In addition to that, it captures the dynamic flow of the 
system [20], [21]. 

b) Example 

Fig. 9 illustrates an example of UML’s activity diagram. 

 
Fig. 9. UML activity diagram. 

2) Merise MCT 

a) Definition 

The conceptual model of treatment is one of the most 
famous diagrams in Merise. It allows for the treatment of the 
dynamics of the information system meaning the event-driven 
operations that are carried out within the system. 

This diagram helps then to model the activities of the 
system using clear schemas. It simply defines what should be 
done without giving any idea about how, when or where. 

The components below describe the MCT diagram [22]: 
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Process: A subset of the enterprise activities. This means 
that the entity uses many processes within the same activity. 

Operation: Is a set of actions executed after an event or a 
conjunction of events. 

Event: An event represents the change in the external 
universe of the information system or in information system 
itself. 

b) Example 

The example showed in Fig. 10 presents a Merise 
conceptual treatment model.  

 
Fig. 10. Merise MCT. 

3) What to use and why? 
Both the activity diagram of UML and MCT of Merise can 

be used in the same stage of the conception and design phase. 
They both show the flow of activities in the system to be 
conceived. But, UML’s activity diagram tends to be more 
powerful for the following reason: 

 The separation between the actors of the system will be 
of a great help in trying to really understand the 
system. It makes it clear for the user which activity is 
done by which actor. 

 The MCT provides the use of some rules that when 
added may result in increasing the complexity of the 
diagram. 

 The MCT does not clearly identify the initial and final 
events while it is really important to state when the 
flow of activities starts and when it ends. 

V. ENTIRE PROCESS TO FOLLOW AND ITS LIMITATIONS 

Now that all the recommendations regarding the usage of 
UML and Merise diagrams were given, it is time to discuss the 
entire process to follow. 

This is done through providing the steps of the entire 
process that is suggested in this paper. Fig. 11 summarizes the 
suggested process. 

As mentioned previously in this paper and as shown in the 
diagram, It is recommended to start either with UML use case 
diagram or the Merise conceptual model for communication. 
Then, go for UML class diagram. For the following step, it is 
suggested to opt for Merise dataflow diagram. As for the forth 
step, UML activity diagram is said to do a better job, then end 
up with an integrated approach that combines collaboration and 
dataflow diagrams. 

 
Fig. 11. Entire process to follow. 

In the process of comparing Merise and UML diagrams, 
many challenges were faced. The first one was to find common 
aspects and features in both methodologies. This required 
closely looking at the applications of each one seperatly. The 
second challenge was mainly about keeping the required 
functionalities at each stage of the design process. The last 
challenge resides in keeping the process as efficient as it 
initially is while modifying the diagrams used.  

The limitations of this new approach reside in the fact that 
it has not been based on experiments. It is based on studying 
each step of the design process along with the diagrams 
associated with it. Besides, this new approach may not suit all 
types of projects and all communities. People used to Merise 
digrams will have hard time merging it with another approach, 
and the same goes for software designers who are more of 
UML users. 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

UML and Merise are two methodologies that are used by 
software designers. Unlike what many practitioners in the 
domain think, these two modeling methods are not very 
different from each other. UML and Merise complement each 
other in a way allowing for their integration which means that 
they can be used at the same time with the same application 
that is why software designers always have problems choosing 
the framework to use. 

This paper came up with an approach to unify UML and 
MERISE approaches in a way that reduces the drawbacks and 
takes advantages of each one of them.  

This new approach aims at helping software designers by 
simplifying the design process and making it smooth. 

UML use case 
Diagram/Merise 

Concepltual Model for 
Communication 

UML Class Diagram 
Merise Dataflow 

Diagram 

Merise Activity 
Diagram 

Integrated 
Collaboration/Dataflow 

Diagrams 
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As future work, this new approach needs to be 
implemented in a real-world project and tested in terms of 
performance. A good way of doing that could be by testing 
each approach, MERISE and UML, and comparing it to the 
one suggested in this paper. These tests based are to be 
performed on a real-life project that is complex to enough in 
order to push these methodologies along with the new 
approach to the limit, and hence be a proof of concept. An 
interesting metric to measure this performance would be the 
number of iterations done in each methodology before getting 
the appropriate model to implement. Besides, the feedback of 
the software designers will also be valuable in assessing the 
performance of each technique.  
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Abstract—In this study, a linear quadratic regulator (LQR) 

based position controller is designed and optimized for an 

inverted pendulum system. Two parameters, vertical pendulum 

angle and horizontal cart position, must be controlled together to 

move a pendulum to desired position. PID controllers are 

conventionally used for this purpose and two different PID 

controllers must be used to move the pendulum. LQR is an 

alternative method. Angle and position of inverted pendulum can 

be controlled using only one LQR. Determination of Q and R 

matrices is the main problem when designing an LQR and they 

must be minimized a defined performance index. Determination 

of the Q and R matrices is generally made by trial and error 

method but finding the optimum parameters using this method is 

difficult and not guaranty. An optimization algorithm can be 

used for this purpose and in this way; it is possible to obtain 

optimum controller parameters and high performance. That’s 

why an optimization method, grey wolf optimizer, is used to tune 

controller parameters in this study.    

Keywords—Grey wolf optimizer; inverted pendulum; position 

controller; linear quadratic regulator; optimized controller design 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) is one of the optimum 
control methods and it is successfully applied to many systems. 
Selection of the controller parameters is the main problem 
when designing an LQR controller. The selected parameters 
must minimize a performance index. The selection process is 
conventionally made by trial and error method and it makes the 
process difficult, not guarantees finding the optimum 
parameters and may take long time. Optimization algorithms 
help designers to overcome these problems and guarantee 
finding one of the optimum solutions. 

One of the basic systems for control theory is DC motor 
and LQR controller is one of the methods to control its speed 
and position. Ruderman et al. designed an LQR based speed 
controller for a DC motor [1]. Abut compared the PID 
controlled DC motor and the LQR controlled DC motor under 
disturbance and the results showed the LQR based system has 
better performance than PID based one [2]. Haron deigned 
speed and position controllers for a DC motor in his study. In 
the study, PID and LQR controllers was used and made a 
performance comparison. The results show again the LQR 
controller has better performance than PID controller [3]. 

Another popular system for control theory applications is 
inverted pendulum. Kumar et al. designed an LQR based 
controller for balance and trajectory tracking problem of a Self-
Erecting Single Inverted Pendulum [4]. They reported that 
LQR based system had faster and smooth stabilizing process 
compared to Full State Feedback controller designed by pole 
placement. Prasad et al. made a study to analyze and compare 
the PID and LQR controlled system under disturbance [5]. The 
results was justified that the advantages of the LQR controller. 

Trial and error method is widely used method to determine 
the elements of the Q and R matrices of an LQR controller [6].  
However there are many study shows the optimization 
algorithms help to determine the optimum parameters for the 
controller. Ata et al. designed an LQR based controller for an 
inverted pendulum on a cart. In the study, elements of the Q 
and the R matrices of the controller were selected by Artificial 
Bee Colony Algorithm to achieve the optimum performance. 
Optimization process was made on a nonlinear model and the 
results showed the ABC optimized system had good 
performance [7]. 

In another study, an unmanned rotorcraft pendulum was 
controlled using LQR optimized by ABC and Particle Swarm 
Optimization algorithm [8]. The designed system was also 
tested under disturbance and the results showed that the ABC 
optimized system had better performance than the PSO 
optimized system. Çatalbaş et al. was designed an LQR 
controller for a Boeing 707 flight model and the unstable 
model was controlled successfully by the LQR controller [9]. 

In this study, an inverted pendulum system is modeled and 
controlled by LQR. Q and R matrices of the LQR are 
optimized by Grey Wolf Optimizer (GWO). All the study is 
made by simulation using Matlab program. Two different 
objective functions are used for the optimization process: 
firstly performance index of the LQR is used and then an 
improved objective function obtained adding settling time and 
total absolute error to the performance index is used. The 
controller is successfully optimized using both of the objective 
functions. 

II. LINEAR QUADRATIC REGULATOR 

LQR is one of the optimal control methods and widely used 
in the optimal control problems. The LQR method is used to 
control of complex systems that needs high performance. A 
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system described by linear differential equations can be shown 
in steady-state form given in (1) and (2).  A is system matrix, B 
is input matrix, C is output matrix and D is feed forward 
matrix. “x” is the state vector, “y” is the output vector and “v” 
is the input vector. A conventional LQR problem is to find the 
Q an R matrix which minimizes the cost function (performance 
index) based on the input “v” [10].  Performance index “J” is 
defined as given in (3). The control energy is represented by 
v(t)

T
Rv(t), while the transient energy is expressed as x(t)

T
Qx(t) 

[11]. Q is symmetric positive semi definite matrix and R is 
symmetric positive definite matrix. 

  ̇( )    ( )    ( ) 

  ( )    ( )    ( ) 

   
 

 
∫ [  ( )  ( )    ( )  ( )]
 

 
   

Designing a LQR controller consists of the following steps: 

Step 1: Q and R matrix, minimizing J, must be chosen. 

Step 2:  Then the algebraic Riccati equation, given in (4), is 

solved to obtain P using Q and R. 

Step 3:  Optimum feedback gain matrix “K” is calculated 

using (5). 
Step 4:  System response is checked. If the system response is 

not met the required specifications, repeat all steps 
again. 

                     

           

A pre-compensation factor must be used when the system 
has a bigger steady-state error than expected. Pre-
compensation factor calculation can be made by the equation 
given in (6). 

    ( (    )   )   

As seen as, the system must be well modeled to design an 
LQR controller.  The system must be linearized if the system is 
not linear. All states of the system must also be measurable or 
observable. Therefore, LQR design has a complex procedure 
but it has an important advantage.  Controlling the all system 
states is possible with one LQR controller. In this study, 
pendulum position and vertical angle of the pendulum are 
controlled by one LQR controller. 

III. INVERTED PENDULUM ON A CART 

Inverted pendulum is a popular system, which is naturally 
nonlinear and unstable, in control theory. Inverted pendulum 
balance research is classically based on an inverted pendulum 
on a cart and the aim is balancing the pendulum by moving the 
cart [12]–[14]. The basic system is given in Fig. 1. Invers 
pendulum is fixed on the cart by a rotating joint. “θ” angle 
changes when an enough amount of force applied to the cart. 
The aim of the system is balancing the pendulum on vertical 

axis. The position control of the cart is also possible using an 
extra controller. 

 
Fig. 1. Structure of inverted pendulum on a cart. 

The differential equations of the system can be derived 
using Euler-Lagrange method. The equations of the system 
given in Fig. 1 are given in (7) and (8) [15], [16]. “I” is the 
moment of inertia of the pendulum, “m” is the mass of the 
pendulum, “M” is the mass of the cart, “l” is the length of the 
pendulum, “x” is the cart position, “θ” is the angle between the 
pendulum and the vertical axis, “F” is the input force. 

 (     ) ̈             ̈       

 (   ) ̈    ̇      ̈        ̇        

When the “θ” is enough small, the equations can be 
linearized and steady-space equations (given in (9)) of the 
system can be obtained. “a” used in (9) is given in (10). The 
system parameters are given in Table I. 
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TABLE I.  SYSTEM PARAMETERS 

Symbol Value 

M 0.5Kg 

m 0.2Kg 

l 0.3m 

g 9.81m/s2 

I 0.006kg.m2 

b 0.1N/m.s-1 

F - N 

θ - ° 

IV. GREY WOLF OPTIMIZER 

An optimization algorithm minimizes (or maximizes) a 
function called objective function. The objective function is a 
special function defined for a system (or for a problem). It is 
affected by the parameters of the system. The optimization 
algorithms minimize the objective function by changing the 
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function variables in a special way. This special way is inspired 
from the creatures in nature in some algorithms like Artificial 
Bee Colony Algorithm, Particle Swarm Algorithm or Grey 
Wolf Optimizer. 

Grey Wolf Optimizer algorithm is inspired from the Grey 
Wolfs in nature. They are social animals and live in groups 
which size is generally 5-12. There are four levels in a group 
called as alpha, beta, delta and omega. The group leaders called 
alpha make important decisions like about hunting, sleeping 
and etc. The alphas are the most dominant wolves in the group. 
The alphas may not be the most powerful member of the group 
but they are best in managing. Beta wolves help alpha wolves 
for everything. When the alphas get away, ill or very old, betas 
do coordination and decision making processes for the group. 
They are under control of the alpha wolves but they can 
command the other wolves in the group. They also give 
feedback to alphas about the other wolves and works. There are 
omega wolves at the end of the hierarchy. They always do 
what the dominant wolves want. They are the last wolves 
allowed to eat. It seems like omega wolves do not have an 
important role in the group but it is observed that the group has 
some problems like internal fighting in the absence of omegas 
[17], [18]. 

The delta wolves are another type and they are responsible 
of hunting, scouting, sentineling, and some of them may be 
caretakers or elders. Hunters help the alphas and betas. 
Sentinels protect the group, scouts watches around and warns 
the group if there is any danger. Caretakers care the weak or ill 
wolves. 

They have also a special hunting strategy. They track and 
approach the prey. Then they encircle, pursue and harass the 
prey until it stops moving. Finally they attack the prey. 
Detailed information of the mathematical model of the 
algorithm can be found in  [17]. 

V. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 

In this study, an inverted pendulum model is designed, and 
controlled by an LQR controller. All study is made by 
simulations using Matlab program. Q and R matrices of the 
LQR controller are optimized by GWO algorithm. General 
block diagram of the LQR controlled system is given in Fig. 2. 
A, B and C are system matrices; K is feedback gain matrix and 
N is pre-compensation factor. 

Solution of the differential equation in the simulation is 
made by the four steps Runge-Kutta method and the used time 
step is 0.001s. Total simulation time is 10s. Number of Search 
agents (individuals in the group) is selected as 30 and the 
iteration number is selected as 50 for the GWO algorithm. Q 
and R matrices are defined as diagonal matrices and the range 
of the each element is 1.10

-4
-1.10

10
. 

An objective function is needed to tune the Q and R 
matrices when used an optimization algorithm. The main 
objective function is the performance index J, given in (3), for 
LQR design. Optimum controller design is possible when J is 
used as an objective function. 

 

Fig. 2. Structure of LQR controlled system. 

The system outputs are given in Fig. 3 when only J is used 
as objective function. The settling time of the position output is 
14.18s with 2% tolerance. The settling time of the θ output is 
19.36s. Maximum error of θ is 0.04° and performance index J 
is 0.141. 

 
Fig. 3. System outputs 1 (J is used as objective function). 

As seen as, the controller works good but the settling time 
is very long. That means, the results may not meet design 
requirements. In this case, an improved objective function is 
needed. The used objective function to meet the design 
requirements is given in (11). ST denotes the settling time and 
Z1,2 is a coefficient to increase the effect of ST and integral of 
absolute error on objective function. Z1,2 is selected as 1x10

8
. 

               ∫    ( )  

At the end of the optimization process, Q and R matrices 
optimized as given in equation 12 and equation 13. The value 
of the performance index J is 3.195x10

5
 for the given Q and R 

matrices. Pre-compensation factor, N is calculated as -19.884. 
The system outputs are given in Fig. 4. The settling time of the 
system for position control is 1.26s with 2% tolerance and it is 
2.06s for θ control. Maximum error of the θ angle is 1.77°. 

   [

            
           
            
           

]  
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Fig. 4. Sytem outputs 2 (equation 11 is used as objective function). 

As seen as, the settling time is shorted using the improved 
objective function but error of θ angle is increased. As a result, 
both of (3) and (11) are successful with GWO and selection of 
the objective function is depended on the design requirements. 

 

Fig. 5. Objective function value vs. Iteration number. 

The speed of the algorithm is another important parameter. 
Objective function output vs. number of iteration graph is 
given in Fig. 5. GWO reaches the best solution at 35

th
 iteration. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this study, an LQR based position controller is designed 
using GWO algorithm. Determination of Q and R matrices, 
minimizing the performance index, is the main problem when 
designing an LQR controller. Minimizing the performance 
index using Q and R matrices is an optimization problem and 
GWO is successfully used to obtain optimum Q and R 
matrices. 

Using only performance index J helps to design optimum 
controller but it may not meet the design requirements like 
settling time or maximum overshoot. In this case, the objective 
function must be improved using the effect of the system 

outputs which must be meet design requirements. Settling time 
and integral absolute error may be added to the objective 
function to obtain shorter settling time. 

As a result, GWO algorithm successfully optimizes the 
LQR controller. The settling time of the position controller is 
1.26s and maximum error of θ angle is 1.77°. GWO reaches 
the optimum results at the 35

th
 iteration. 
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Abstract—With the deepening of aging and low birth rate in 

China, the solitary elderly or old couple living alone is becoming 

more and more, who has a higher risk of senile dementia caused 

by disuse of cognitive function because of loneliness without 

communication. Due to the shortage of care workers, the young 

volunteer is expected becoming communication partner for them. 

But it is difficult for the young volunteer without the experience 

of communication with the elderly, and for two generations to 

find common topics. However, Conversation Support System was 

proposed so that the elderly and the young volunteer can talk 

smoothly with common photo contents. In order to evaluate the 

utility of photo contents of the system in China, we did the 

conversation experiment by photos in China, to analyze the 

expression and stress of subjects during the conversation. As a 

result, the photos which made the elderly and the young 

volunteer feel easy and difficult for the conversation were found. 

Then we analyzed utterance data of subjects with protocol 

analysis method to discuss the common features of these photos.  

Keywords—Protocol analysis method; the elderly; the young 

volunteer; photo contents; conversation 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Situation of Aging and Low Birth Rate in China 

In China, the number of the elderly aged 65 and over was 
158.31 million in 2017, and the percentage of the elderly rises 
to 11.4%. Meanwhile, China is in the face of low birth rate as 
the result of “One Child Policy”. In 2017, China’s population 
increased by 172.3 million, a year-on-year decrease of 
630,000, and the birth rate dropped from 1.295 percent in 2016 
to 1.243 percent in 2017 [1]. 

B. Shortage of Nursing Care Staff in China 

The National Medium and Long-Term Development Plan 
for Civilian Talents (2010-2020) proposed that the number of 
nursing care staff should grow from 30,000 in 2010 to 6 
million in 2020 [2]. However, by the end of 2016, the total 
number of skillful nursing care staff was only 12,144 [3]. 

C. Related Works 

With the deepening of aging and low birth rate in China, 
the solitary elderly or old couple living alone is more and more, 
who has a higher risk of senile dementia caused by disuse of 
cognitive function because of loneliness without 
communication. However, due to the severe shortage of 
nursing care staff, the young volunteer is expected becoming 
communication partner for the elderly. But it is difficult for the 
young volunteer without any care and communication 

experience. Co-imagination as a communication support 
method for prevention of dementia was proposed by Otake in 
2006, which should support daily interactive communication 
between people without care experience and the elderly with 
images [4]. However, Iwamoto Miyuki investigated the 
Conversation Support System, which was expected that the 
young volunteer would feel less stress when talking with the 
elderly by common contents of photographs and videos [5]. 
Iwamoto decided to use photos as the contents of this system, 
because from the experimental results so far, although the 
video made the subjects feel less pressure, the photo made the 
elderly and young volunteers talk longer [5]. 

D. Photo Contents of System 

Referring to related works on photo contents for 
Intergenerational Conversation Support System in Japan, the 
photo categories of “Food” and “Events” are common to any 
generation [6]. Meanwhile, from the results of the preliminary 
experiment in China, Chinese elders were interested in photo 
categories of “School” and “Commodity” [7]. Therefore, we 
selected photo categories of “Food”, “Events”, “School” and 
“Commodity” as contents of the system in this study, and for 
each category, we used ten photos in China for the 
conversation. 

E. Protocol Analysis 

Protocol analysis is a method of extracting the problem of 
the system by analyzing the utterance data (protocol) of the 
user while using the system [8]. In this study, the subjects are 
the elderly and young beginners who speak slowly when 
looking at the photo not seen before. Protocol Analysis is an 
effective method because utterance data of subjects is easy to 
be obtained. 

F. Research Objectives 

The goal of this study is to construct a system making the 
Chinese elderly and young volunteer talk smoothly by photo 
contents. In order to find the common features of optimal 
photos for the system, by which the elderly should talk 
smoothly, and the young volunteer should feel no stress in 
conversation, we evaluated each photo for each category with 
protocol analysis method. 

II. EXPERIMENT 

A. Summary 

In this experiment, the elderly and the young volunteer 
talked each other while looking at the common photos. We 
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examined the degree of stress for the young volunteer, and the 
expression of the elderly depending on each photo in 
conversation. 

The purpose of this experiment is to evaluate the photo 
categories which make the conversation between two 
generations easy or difficult. 

B. Evaluation Item 

1) Stress Check for Young Volunteer for Photo 
The young indicated the degree of stress on the stress check 

sheet every minute in conversation. The stress check sheet 
represented a 1-7-scale. 1 means the least stress and 7 means 
the most stress (Fig. 1). 

 
Fig. 1. Stress check sheet. 

2) Questionnaire for Category 
The elderly and the young answered ten questions by 5-

stage subjective evaluation each time after each category was 
finished. 

3) Expression Analysis for the Elderly for Photo 
We analyzed the expressions of the elderly from the video 

recordings. We used the degree of happiness or unhappiness as 
a result of each photo. 

C. Subject 

The conversation participants were seven young female 
caregivers of Suzhou Social Welfare Home, and four senior 
women and two senior men without dementia living there. 
They don’t know each other before. 

D. Environment of Experiment 

Because the function of eyes is often kept better than ears 
for the elderly, we brought a photo into close-up and displayed 
on the screen by the projector. The elderly and the young 
talked to each other while looking at the screen. The layout of 
the experiment was shown in Fig. 2 and 3. 

 
Fig. 2. Experimental environment. 

 

Fig. 3. The layout of the experimental environment. 

 We used a meeting room, in which we placed desks and 
chairs side by side. 

 We used a MacBook in which photos were uploaded for 
a 10-minutes conversation session. 

 We used a camera to capture the expression of the 
elderly throughout the sessions. 

E. Materials 

This experiment used photo categories of “Food”, 
“Events”, “School”, and “Commodity”. Each category was 
with ten photos. 

F. Methods 

 We prepared four photo categories of “Food”, “Events”, 
“School” and “Commodity”, and ten photos for each 
category by Keynote.  

 One elderly people and one young volunteer sat down 
side by side and faced to the screen. Then we displayed 
each photo on the screen for 1 minute. They were asked 
to talk about each photo for 1 minute.  

 The young volunteer indicated the degree of stress on 
the stress check sheet every minute for each photo.  

 Both the elderly and young volunteer answered the 
questionnaire for category each time after the 
conversation was over. 

 A camera was used to capture the expression of the 
elderly throughout the sessions. 
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 The expression of the elderly was analyzed from the 
video recordings. We used the major literature 
“Expression Analysis” techniques to know which photo 
made the subject feel happy [9]. We framed the 
expression images of each category every second. 
Frame images for the number of conversation hours 
were classified by their respective pictures and analyzed 
by using the frame images. By making it into a frame, it 
is possible to delete facial expressions of parts other 
than the conversation in the video, and it can be thought 
that picture and emotion can be related more. We 
evaluated the degree of the smile on a frame-by-frame 
basis. We define 0% as a state of expressionlessness, 
and 100% as the state of the highest degree of smile. 
We used the highest degree of the smile as a result of 
each photo. 

III. PROTOCOL ANALYSIS METHOD 

Table I shows an example of protocol analysis method.  

TABLE I. EXAMPLE OF PROTOCOL ANALYSIS 

Speaker 

Utterance Data 

Utterance Contents 
Utterance 

Amounts 

Speaking 

Time 

Young It’s a blackboard. 1 1.3” 

Elderly Is it...? 1 0.9” 

Young Lei Feng 1 0.9” 

Elderly En, Lei Feng 2 1.4” 

Young 
Is it that Learn-from-Lei Feng a 

few years ago? 
1 

3.6” 

Elderly Yes yes. 1 1” 

Young 
We had to Learn from Lei Feng 

when we were children. 
1 2” 

Elderly Yes yes. 1 1.3” 

 Transcribed all utterances of subjects from the video 
recording, while “Speaker”, “Utterance Contents”, 
“Utterance Amounts”, “Speaking Time” are recorded 
for each photo. The speaking time used the time code of 
video recording. 

 Extracted out photos that were supposed to be easy and 
difficult for the conversation on the results of stress 
check, expression analysis, and speaking time. 

 Extracted out the key topic of photos above from the 
transcribed utterance protocol on the results of utterance 
amounts, which was classified to estimate their 
common features. 

IV. RESULT 

1) Questionnaire for Category 
From the results of the questionnaire, we knew that all 

photo categories of “Food”, “Events”, “School”, and 
“Commodity” got the less stress for subjects under stage 3, 
which can help them talk easily [7]. 

2) Stress Check & Expression Analysis for Photo 
Fig. 4 shows the relationship between the stress of young 

volunteer and expression of the elderly for each photo. The 
photos with both of no stress and happy are “Children’s Day”, 
“Duanwu Festival”, “Spring Festival Evening”, “Popcorn”, 
“Soy Milk”, “Fried Rice”, and “Television”. On the contrary, 
the extreme unhappy photo is “Dumpling”. 

 
Fig. 4. Relationship between stress and expression. 

3) Speaking Time for Photo 
Fig. 5 shows the percentage of speaking time of the elderly 

for “Food” category. Because each conversation unit for each 
photo is the same 60 seconds, and the average speaking time of 
the elderly for each photo is 20.3 seconds. The percentage is 
over 34% (20.3 seconds) which is supposed to be good photo 
making conversation easy. From this figure, it is known that all 
photos in “Food” category are good. 

 

Fig. 5. Percentage of speaking time of the elderly for food. 

Fig. 6 shows the percentage of speaking time of the elderly 
for “Events” category. From this figure, it is known that only 
photo of “Spring Festival Evening” is good. 

 
Fig. 6. Percentage of speaking time of the elderly for events. 

Fig. 7 shows the percentage of speaking time of the elderly 
for “School” category. From this figure, it is known that only 
photo of “School Bag” is good. On the contrary, the extreme 
short speaking time is “Table-tennis”. 
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Fig. 7. Percentage of speaking time of the elderly for school. 

Fig. 8 shows the percentage of speaking time of the elderly 
for “Commodity” category. From this figure, it is known that 
photos of “Sewing Machine”, “Lunch Box”, “Bicycle”, 
“Kerosene Lamp”, “Cold Cream”, “Quit”, “Hot Pot”, “Small 
Coal” are good. 

 
Fig. 8. Percentage of speaking time of the elderly for commodity. 

Even if all categories are easy for conversation, the result of 
each photo is very different, from which we get the best photos 
with no stress, happy, and speaking time above 34%, that is 
“Spring Festival Evening” (Fig. 9), “Popcorn” (Fig. 10), “Soy 
Milk” (Fig. 11), and “Fried Rice” (Fig. 12). On the contrary, 
we also get the extreme unhappy photo of “Dumpling” 
(Fig. 13), and extreme short speaking time of “Table-tennis” 
(Fig. 14). 

 
Fig. 9. Spring festival evening. 

 

Fig. 10. Popcorn. 

 

Fig. 11. Soy milk. 

 
Fig. 12. Fried rice.
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Fig. 13. Dumpling. 

 

Fig. 14. Table-tennis. 

4) Utterance Amounts for Photo 
We analyzed the utterance contents of photos above and 

extracted out key topics on the result of utterance amounts. 

Fig. 15 shows the percentage of utterance amounts of key 
topic for each photo. 

 
Fig. 15. Percentage of utterance amounts of key topic. 

a) Spring Festival Evening: The most utterance amounts 

of the elderly are responding to the young partner. Except it, 

the key topic with the most utterance amounts concerns 

“Presenters of  Spring Festival Evening”. 

b) Popcorn: The most utterance amounts of the elderly 

are responding to the young partner. Except it, the key topic 

with the most utterance amounts concerns “How to Make 

Popcorn”. 

c) Soy Milk: The most utterance amounts of the elderly 

are responding to the young partner. Except it, the key topic 

with the most utterance amounts concerns “How to Make Soy 

Milk”. 

d) Fried Rice: The most utterance amounts of the 

elderly are responding to the young partner. Except it, the key 

topic with the most utterance amounts concerns “How to 

Make Fried Rice”. 

e) Dumpling: The most utterance amounts of the elderly 

are key topic concerning “Northerners Like Dumpling” and 

“Southerners Don’t Like Dumpling”. 

f) Table-tennis: The most utterance amounts of the 

elderly are responding to the young partner. Except it, the key 

topic with the most utterance amounts concerns “Countryside” 

and “Shabby”. 

V. DISCUSSION 

We classified the key topics of photos above: 

A. Easy for the Conversation  

1) Making Food Method 
For the photo of “Popcorn”, “Soy Milk”, and “Fried Rice”, 

the key topic with the most utterance amounts of the elderly is 
that how to make the food and materials for making. 

2) Recent Famous People 
For the photo of “Spring Festival Evening”, the key topic 

with the most utterance amounts of the elderly is presenters of 
Spring Festival Evening, who are recent famous people in 
China. 

From the result that the most utterance amounts of the 
elderly are responding to the young partner, we knew that these 
topics also made the most interaction between the elderly and 
the young volunteer. 

B. Difficult  for the Conversation 

1) Different Area 
For the extreme unhappy photo of “Dumpling”, the key 

topic with the most utterance amounts of the elderly is that 
northerners like the dumpling, not southerners. In China, 
different area has wholly different customs. 

2) Shabby Things 
For the photo of “Table-tennis”, the elderly talked few, 

only about what it looks like the countryside, and everything is 
shabby. Although photos of 1960’s are nostalgic, the elderly 
don’t like shabby things of that time. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

From this experiment, we got the common features of 
photos making the elderly feel easy to talk with the young 
volunteer as follows: 

 Recent famous people. 

 Diet can be done oneself. 

This conclusion is similar to the related work on photo 
contents in Japan that regardless of age, what is familiar in the 
current environment can become a category of common 
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interest for the young people and the elderly. For example, 
when the young people see food they enjoy, the elderly can 
teach how to make it. This is a good topic that makes both the 
elderly and the young people feel happy [6]. 

Meanwhile, we have to avoid the features making 
conversation difficult: 

 Different area. 

 Shabby things. 

This conclusion is also similar to the related work in Japan 
that in conversations, the burden of the young people will 
increase when there is a category with less commonality 
between the young people and the elderly [6]. 

For examining the common features of photo contents 
mentioned above, we should use more photos and do more 
experiments in China. 

VII. FUTURE WORKS 

In this study, we knew that the “Food”, “Events”, “School”, 
“Commodity” were suitable categories for conversation for the 
elderly in China, in which only four photos got the results with 
no stress, happy, and long speaking time. We should prepare 
more photos for the next experiment to examine more optimal 
photos and common features of them. 

Because measure device is difficult for the elderly, in future 
research, we expect to evaluate the elderly and young 
volunteer’s emotional reaction to photos with sentiment 
analysis.  

The young volunteers of this study were all the caregivers 
in this study. For the next experiment we should let the young 

people without any care experience become the conversation 
partners. 
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Abstract—Ground irregularities also known as defected 

ground structures (DGS) is a freshly presented innovatory way in 

designing of patch antennas to boost up the performance of 

antenna constraints. This study presents a novel proposal of 

ground irregularities or defected ground structure is proposed 

for suppression of mutual coupling effects among 2x1 multiple 

input multiple output patch array designed on Roggers Duroid 

5880. The two adjacent M shape structures surrounding 

Dumbbell Shaped structure and sandwiched between Dumbbell 

shape patterns showed the significant level of surface wave 

suppression up to -42dB while maintaining the gain of 4.7dB and 

5.6dBi of directivity. The patch array operates at 4 to 4.3GHz for 

Fixed and Radio satellite services (FSS) and (RSS) and radio 

altimeter application systems. 

Keywords—Multiple input multiple output (MIMO); mutual 

coupling; defected ground structures (DGS); fixed satellite services 

(FSS); radio satellite services (RSS); radio altimeters 

I. INTRODUCTION  

With the rapid advancement of technology, the 
communications industry has seen significant growth in order 
to fulfill the criteria of higher consumer data rate demand. 
Antenna configuration has seen a very large amount of interest 
among antenna designers and researchers. In particular, the 
microstrip patch antenna has been the subject of much research 
because of its unique offering features as light weight, low 
fabrication cost and conformal geometry. Antennas offer 
higher performance and higher compatibility in array 
topologies, to which microstrip patches adapt well. Multiple 
Input Multiple Output (MIMO) technology has gained 
significant attention in the design of state-of-the-art wireless 
communication schemes due to its ability to increase channel 
capacity whilst maintaining bandwidth. MIMO antenna 
systems require very good element isolation in order to avoid 
mutual coupling of surface waves, but simultaneously 
necessitate a reduced size for their incorporation into portable, 
handheld devices. Coupling amongst the patch structures is 
typically significant in MIMO structures. Mutual coupling 
between probe elements or patches is an undesirable spectacle 
that alters the conductance of radiating elements as each patch 

element radiates over the air or through ground plane surface 
currents conduction. Furthermore, in applications such as 
Imaging Radar System and aircraft radio altimeter applications, 
coupling phenomena requirements is to be as minimum as 
possible [1]. In order to control surface waves, Electromagnetic 
band gap (EBG) structures and Defected ground structures and 
line resonators have been most common techniques [2]-[5]. 
Defected ground structures are used to control size of antenna 
significantly and producing multiband response [6] as their 
shape aims to control the propagation of waves from ground to 
radiating element through substrate. Their ability to control 
electromagnetic suppression just like of Electromagnetic band 
gap structures gives them edge as their implementation is more 
easy as compared to others [7], [8]. In [9] more nearly-20dB of 
isolation among elements is presented. Increasing higher layers 
of EBG structures causes abnormal response [10]. In [11] 
dumbbell with spiral rings showed better response in isolation 
of array with higher efficiency. In this study a novel design of 
DGS is presented providing up to -42dB of isolation and 
antenna performance parameters. CST microwave studio 2014 
is used for designing the antenna. This paper is presented as 
under. 

Section I covers introduction area. Section II covers single 
element and array configuration and structure of novel design. 
Section III covers the discussed results and last conclusion. 
Ease of Use 

II. ANTENNA DESIGN 

A. Single Element Design 

Roggers Duroid 5880 is taken as substrate with relative 
permittivity of 2.3 due to its behavior noted in [12]. The patch 
size is for fundamental frequency of 4.1GHz. Following 
formulas are used to sum patch dimensions [13]. 

                             
 

   √
    

 

                                                

Where εr = relative constant and f0 =functioning frequency    
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Where 
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B. Array Design 

The array is composed of two identical patches separated 
by half wavelength distance of 34mm. The overall dimension 
of array is 7776mm

2
.  With and without isolating structure 

array is shown in Fig. 1. The substrate thickness is taken 2mm 
and height of both ground plane and patches are kept 
0.787mm.  

 
(a)                                                         (b) 

Fig. 1. Conventional antenna (b) Proposed antenna. 

 
(a) 

  
(b) 

Fig. 2. (a) Whole isolating structures; (b) M Shape isolating structure. 

The isolating structure is composed of three dumb bells 
with two M shaped structures. The central dumb bell is 
surrounded by M shaped structures followed by smaller dumb 
bells. The distance between all dumb bells is kept 2.5mm and 
in that distance M shape is introduced. Both isolating structures 
are shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b) respectively. The edge to edge 
distance is kept 20mm and center to center is kept 34.5mm. A 
1.9mm whole is also made in ground plane to connect SMA 
connector inner probe to the patches. 

The matching impedance is set to be 50ohm. The overall 
dimensions of dumb bell and M shaped isolating unit are given 
in Tables I and II. 

TABLE I. DIMENSIONS OF DUMB BELL STRUCTURE 

Parameters da db dc dd de df dg 

Value (mm) 6 8 6 0.025 3 0.025 0.025 

TABLE II. DIMENSIONS OF M STRUCTURE 

Parameters ma mb mc md me 

Value (mm) 3 0.5 1.2 0.5 0.2 

ma, mb, mc, md, me are the dimensions of M shape 
isolating structure, whereas da, dc are the dimensions of central 
dumbbell while db, de are the dimensions of side dumbbells 
respectively. df, dd, dg are the separating distance among 
isolating elements. Patterns are introduced in efforts to change 
the electromagnetic conduction properties of structures. These 
structures relative to size of wavelength acts usually as block 
filers for certain number of frequencies and can be considered 
as LC network. Surface wave’s interference reduction was seen 
with insertion of isolating structure. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The proposed structure as stated was designed in Computer 
Simulation Technology 2014 version. Performance parameters 
like return loss, gain, directivity, bandwidth, and VSWR, E and 
H fields are discussed with and without isolating structure. The 
detail results comparison are shown in Table III. 

TABLE III. PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS 

Parameters Conventional Proposed 

Return Loss,S11 -30.25dB -28.0dB 

Coupling, S22 -18.00dB -42.05dB 

Gain 5.18dB 4.82dB 

Directivity 6.15dBi 6.8dBi 

VSWR 1.05 1.25 

Bandwidth 180MHz 200MHz 

The return loss plot or reflection coefficient was slightly 
decreased in proposed antenna with gain but overall directivity 
patterns have increased. The return loss of both designs is 
shown in Fig. 3(a) and isolation enhancement with and without 
proposed defected ground structure is shown in Fig. 3(b). 
Isolation enhancement is taken in terms of S12 as only one of 
the patch elements has been excited. It is clearly visible that up 
to -28dB of isolation is increased summing up to -42dB which 
is clearly much more them [14], [15]. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 3. S parameters of conventional and proposed antenna. 

The proposed antenna has shown good bandwidth results 
with addition of 20MHz. Also antenna has shown satisfactory 
results and has shown minimum miss match losses.  

 

Fig. 4. E field pattern. 

 

Fig. 5. H field pattern. 

The standardized Gain pattern in E and H planes of 
conventional and proposed structures is shown in Fig. 4 and 5 
respectively. The H plane patterns have been tilted a little bit 
because of the proposed structure and so the direction of 
current of excited patch is perpendicular to the passive patch. 

From figures it is cleared that existence of DGS have not 
altered radiation patterns. Only the patterns are marginally 
propped since as of asymmetry in the plane from which it is 
evident that not only proposed structure successfully blocked 
the surface waves but also mends the patterns. 

 

Fig. 6. 3D view of far field. 

Fig. 6 shows the 3D directivity view of proposed antenna. 
The proposed antenna shows high directivity results of 6.8dBi 
with main lobe direction of 16 degrees.  
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IV. CONCLUSION 

A fresh DGS design is presented in this study to improve 
isolation enhancement between MIMO antennas. A very 
simple structure is designed comprising of two shapes M and 
Dumb bells using Computer simulation technology software. 
By insertion of proposed patterns reduction of mutual coupling 
was achieved up to more than 20dB and was reduced to sum of 
-42dB also improving 20MHz of bandwidth. The antenna 
showed good performance parameters results such as gain, 
directivity, miss match losses with minor alteration in radiation 
patterns. The isolated embedded structure antenna can be used 
for satellite services and for radio altimeter applications. 

V. FUTURE WORK 

The proposed antenna work in future can be extended for 
circular polarized antennas that are suitable for avionics, 
aerospace and satellite applications. Also this work can be 
extended to enhance isolation among MIMO elements by 
increasing DGS elements. 
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Abstract—Computed tomography angiography (CTA) has
turned non-invasive diagnosis of cardiovascular anomalies into
a reality as state-of-the-art imaging equipment is capable of
recording sub-millimeter details. Based on high intensity, the
calcified plaques are easily identified in cardiac CTA; however,
low density based non-calcified plaque detection has been a
challenging problem in recent years. We propose an efficient
method in this work for automated detection of the non-calcified
plaques using discrete radial profiles. The plaque detection
is accomplished using support vector machine to differentiate
abnormal coronary segments. We investigated a total of 32 CTA
volumes and the detection mean accuracy of 84.6% was achieved,
which is in-line with the reported literature.

Keywords—Coronary tree segmentation; support vector
machines; non-calcified plaque detection; mean radial profiles;
Rotterdam CTA dataset

I. INTRODUCTION

Coronary heart disease (CHD) refers to the deposition of
materials (also termed as coronary plaques) inside coronary
arteries. The growth of plaque results in a reduced blood
flow towards heart muscles. Consequently, the heart muscles
become oxygen starved resulting in fatal cardiac consequences
including angina, heart failure and arrhythmias. In context of
the flow of this paper, we present relevant literature in Section
I-B, which is followed by the clinical data description. In the
subsequent section, the proposed model is explained, followed
with results of Section III. The last section presents some
limitations and the future extension for this work.

A. Clinical Motivation

According to the fact sheet of the World Health Organiza-
tion [1], CHD was the leading cause of death globally in 2013,
with 8.14 million deaths (16.8%) compared to 5.74 million
deaths (12%) in 1990. Moreover, the recent statistics of the
National Health Services, United Kingdom [2] reveals that
over 2.3 million people in the United Kingdom suffer from
CHD where the annual death toll is approximately 73,000 (an
average of one death every seven minutes). The huge levels
of growing morbidity and mortality have led to a increased
interest abnormality detection methods. From a clinical point
of view, the detection and quantification of arterial plaque
can help physicians avoid or at least delay the worst cardiac
events by addressing behavioural risk factors [3]. State of the
art developments [4] in non-invasive imaging technology have
revolutionized the clinical diagnosis methods in recent years.
For instance, sub-millimeter based acquisition of the internal

organs has made CTA a feasible alternative to cardiac cau-
terization for detecting coronary obstruction [5]; however, the
composition of the coronary plaques pose a difficult challenge
in the effective diagnosis. High intensity calcified plaques
can be detected easily in CTA imagery [6]–[9]; however, the
detection of the non-calcified plaques has been a challenging
problem in clinical practice due to close proximity with blood
voxels.

Clinically, the non-calcified plaques have been established
as the most important indicator of acute coronary syndromes
due to their fragile nature [10]. Moreover, unexpected rupture
has made soft plaques much threatening, i.e. for many indi-
viduals, sudden death becomes the first sign of soft plaque in
contrast to the calcified plaques which often lead to disease
symptoms at early stages. In addition, the positive remodeling
associated with soft plaques further amplifies the detection
challenge as the radial stenosis detection based methods often
miss the non-calcified plaques [6]–[9], [11]. Consequently, the
intense focus of the current research is an early detection of
soft plaques to predict and avoid worst cardiac events [12].

B. Related Work

Based on the fact that soft plaque detection is a complex
phenomena, there exists a little literature [13]–[17] addressing
automatic detection of soft plaques in CTA imagery. Out of
the reported work, the majority of the research have been
clinical pilot studies or generic anomaly detection techniques.
One framework in this context was proposed by Clouse et
al. [13]; however the main focus was the quantification of
manually identified soft plaques. Accordingly, a total of 49
coronary segments (41 normal, 8 abnormal) were chosen for
investigation from a dataset of 40 CTA volumes, to validate the
proposed quantification method. For precise quantification of
soft plaques, the authors established correspondence between
two normal cross sections at the terminal sites of the plaque
region to approximate the outer boundary of the vessel. In
the subsequent step, all voxels having intensity equal of the
lumen were subtracted and those left over were identified as
soft plaque. Accordingly, the research illustrated that the soft
plaques can be quantified in CTA; however, the results were
based on certain manual inputs i.e. a pre-selective set of the
segments was used in investigation with a manual selection
of plaque terminal points. An extension of this work further
validated the quantification correlation among two imaging
modalities (i.e. CTA and intravenous ultrasound (IVUS) plaque
quantifications [18]. Similar to the base study, the selection of
the coronary segment was made in a pre-processing stage for
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optimal results. Accordingly, 20 soft plaque effected segments
were chosen from a set of 12 CTAs. Despite of the successful
correlation , this method does not fulfil the automated spirit as
it was based on manual selection of the plaque positions.

Machine learning based soft plaque detection was first
reported by Wei et al. [14], in which authors employed a linear
discriminant analysis (LDA) to minimize the false positives
for a set of 120 pre-selected plaque candidates. According,
the efficiency of the LDA classifier was based on NCP can-
didate selection criteria, and the machine learning was used
to maximize the performance by suppressing false candidates.
Starting with a manually corrected coronary centreline, the
vessel radius along the length of the centreline was obtained in
the first stage. In a subsequent stage, the obtained radius was
used to identify seed points for 2 mm long plaque candidate
regions. From a set of 83 CTA volumes, 120 plaque candidate
regions were used in detection process, for which the reported
sensitivity was 92.5%. Another use of learning method was
reported by Tessman [17], in which coronary stenosis effected
cross-sections were detected. In the first step, the pre-extracted
coronary centreline was used to map the vessel segment
with a series of multi-scale overlapping cylinders to identify
the sampling points inside the segment. Subsequently, image
based features like intensity, gradient and the first-second
order derivatives were extracted at the sampled points to
identify high intensity calcifications. Moreover, global features
including image mean, entropy and variance were used in
combination with Haar-like features to detect the low intensity
soft plaques. According to the reported results, the plaque
detection accuracies were 94% and 79%, respectively for two
classes of plaques i.e. calcified and non-calcified. It should be
noted that the low accuracy for non-calcified plaques illustrate
that soft plaque detection demands a more sophisticated system
i.e. beyond stenosis based computations to efficiently address
vessel remodelling.

An important method focusing on cross-section based
vascular abnormality detection was proposed by Zuluaga et
al. [19]. Based on the “density level detection” technique of
Steinwart [20], authors employed an unsupervised learning
approach in this work for detecting abnormal cross-section.
In this method, the vascular cross-sectional images were
discretely sampled around centreline to derive the feature
set for suppressing outliers Subsequently, they used an SVM
model trained on normal cross sections to label the outliers
(i.e. the cross sections which violate the intensity pattern of
normal class) as abnormal. According to the reported results,
a good detection rate of 79.62%, was reported for 9 clinical
CTA datasets; however, the selection of anomaly concentration
parameter ρ plays an important role in overall results. In
addition, a large number of normal cross-sections having
similar intensity pattern are required for good training of SVM
due to one-class nature of supervisor.

Similarly Renard and Yang [15], Lankton et al. [16] and
Li et al. [21] proposed different approaches for the plaque
detection in CTA; however, these method were validated for
small datasets and require certain manual inputs from the
user, which preclude the automated solutions. Likewise, a
number of plaque quantification algorithms [22]–[25] have
been proposed in recent years with a motive of correlating CTA
with intra-vascular ultrasound (IVUS) measurements; however,

these methods again employ manual input in terms of the
plaque position and length in respective coronary vasculature.

In contrast to manual input based quantification, we ad-
dressed the problem of automated detection of plaque in this
work. Accordingly, our contribution is an efficient method for
the detection of the non-calcified plaque in coronary vascula-
ture. We employed a machine learning technique (SVM) for
identifying non-calcified plaque affected coronary segments.
It should be noted that the proposed method differs from
LDA based Wei et al. [14] classifier and anomaly detection
methods of [17], [19] in the sense that we segment coronary
tree in CTA using hybrid energy formulation. Accordingly,
the segment radial information based on the segmented tree is
employed in classification to handle both positive and negative
remodeling associated with the soft plaques. Experimental
results demonstrate that the proposed method achieves a good
agreement (detection accuracy of 88.4% with respect to manual
annotations), and in-line with anomaly detection methods of
[17], [19].

C. CTA Dataset Acquisition

In this study, we have investigated three CTA datasets in
context of the soft plaque detection. A first dataset comes
from public database of Rotterdam Coronary Artery Evaluation
framework. This dataset contains 18 CTA volumes coming
from different scanners and different institutes as explained in
[26], [27]. The second dataset consisting of 12 clinical CTA
volumes was obtained from Guys & St. Thomas’s Hospital
London. In addition, a third dataset consisting of only two
CTA volumes was obtained from Semmelweis University,
Budapest Hungary. It should be noted that the multi-vendor
data increases the complexity of the plaque detection problem;
however, the reproducibility of the method can be validated
successfully. Moreover, all the CTA data provides complete
ground truth in terms of segment nature (normal or plaque
effected), type and position of the plaque in abnormal segments
and stenosis information (if any) for the vessel boundary
respectively.

II. METHODS

The first step in the plaque detection process is the
segmentation of the coronary tree in CTA using a hybrid
energy formulation as proposed in Jawaid et al. [28]. After
tree extraction, we performed the skeletonization using fast
marching implementation of the thinning algorithm of Van et
al. [29]. As the plaque detection method heavily relies upon
the centreline accuracy, we evaluated the deviation error with
respect to manual reference ground truth as presented in Fig.
1. The visual comparison for complete coronary vasculature is
presented in Fig. 1a, whereas the deviation error for individual
segments (RCA, LCX, LAD and D1) is shown in Fig. 1b. After
generating the tree skeleton, we used 17-segment model of
American Heart Association (AHA) [30] to label the individual
segment present in respective coronary tree. In the subsequent
step, we employed segment-wise centerlines to extract cylin-
drical volume using interpolation in 3D space. In the final
step, the cross-section based cylindrical volume is used in a
support vector machine framework to identify abnormalities in
segment respectively. For a mathematical interpretation of the
paper, let I defines a 3D CTA image and x represents a spatial
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Fig. 1. Centreline accuracy with respect to reference centreline [27]. (a,
c) shows obtained centreline overlain with reference in 3D space, whereas
(b, d) represents mean deviation for major segments in millimeters. It can
be observed that mean deviation with respect to the reference is less than or
around 1mm.

location in domain Ω. Moreover, it is important to mention
that the high intensity based calcifications are regularized in a
pre-processing stage to optimize the non-calcified detection as
reported in [13]–[16], [18], [21], [31], [32]. Accordingly, the
high intensity plaques were assigned lumen intensity value to
minimize to work with-in the scope of this research.

A. Cylindrical Modelling of Coronary Segments

In order to identify the intensity in-homogeneity along the
coronary tree, we employed the ideal of the mean radial profile.
However, in contrast to conventional 2D image based profiles,
we used an extended version to detect intensity abnormality in
3D vessel structures. Accordingly, we extracted oblique cross
sections along the length of segment by substituting nxyz =
[nx, ny, nz]

T (normal of the plane) and cxyz (centreline point
at respective location) in by (1).

nxyz · (x− cxyz) = 0 (1)

The normal of the plane is computed using consecutive points
of the centreline to precisely follow the vessel orientation.

To effectively represent the coronary segments, we used the
diameter for cylindrical model to be 6 mm,as it represents the

Fig. 2. Cylindrical model for coronary segments using 6mm circle. It can
be observed that 3D surface is overlaid with centreline (black) along with
oblique planes in 3D space. Moreover, blue, red and green contours represent
the curved cylindrical approximations for three segments of AHA model.

(a) normal (b) normal (c) normal (d) normal (e) normal

(f) Intensity composition for normal and abnormal coronary cross sections.

Fig. 3. Cross-section based visualization of coronary segment. (a)-(e)
represents grey scale visualization for sequential cross sections, whereas (f)
shows colour interpretation in context of concentric rings (dots). It can be
observed from (f) that left represents a normal cross section with adequate
flow of blood, whereas right shows a plaque leading to blood obstruction.

maximum possible expansion of the normal coronary structure
in CTA [11], [33]. This 6mm modelling is illustrated in Fig. 2
where it can be observed that the circumference of the cylindri-
cal model serves interface between lumen and the background.
In the subsequent step, we computed the customized radial
profile for the coronary segment using discrete approximations
as expressed by (2).

v[i, k] = 1
L

∑L
t=1 I(ri, θt, qk) ∀i, k, i = 1, ..., 8, k = 1, ...K (2)

where qk represents the kth cross sectional of coronary
segment and K defines the total number of points along the
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length of the segment. L denotes the total number of projected
rays, which is set equal to 16 in our model and the respective
projection angle is computed as θt = t

(
π
8

)
. Moreover, i de-

notes the concentric ring formed at radius ri = 0.4(9− i)mm.
It is important to mention that the discretization parameters
are selected to achieve a balance between profile accuracy and
processing load. Accordingly, this sampling interval used for
radial and cylindrical axis represents 0.4mm (isotropic voxel
size), 22.5◦ angular interval projects 16 rays on the sampling
plane for estimation of the radial profile on respective plane.
Moreover, the formulation for radius ri parameter reflects that
concentric rings are numbered in an inward fashion, i.e. the
outer ring is labeled as v1 with inner most ring named as v8
as shown in visual illustration of cross sections in Fig. 3f. It
can be observed that in general inner rings (v5 to v8) define
the blood filled lumen and outer rings (v1 to v4) define the
interface between lumen and the CTA background.

The concentric ring based labeling phenomena is further
demonstrated in Fig. 4, where the intensity response is pre-
sented along the length of the coronary segment. It can be
observed that four external rings defining external interface
assumes low intensity values and remain stable irrespective
of the normal or abnormal cross-section, whereas the internal
four rings reflect the contrast filled blood in terms of high
intensity. Moreover, it can be observed from the figure that
normal cross-sections lead to stable response for the inner
rings, whereas the presence of low intensity material results
in significant concavities for inner four rings (see Fig. 4b).

Accordingly, we start with the assumption that this concav-
ity property of the diseases segments can be effectively used in
support vector machine based classification. In the subsequent
step, we computed mathematical representation (s) of coronary
segment using intensity response of four inner rings as follows:

s[k] =
1

4

8∑
i=5

v[i, k], ∀k, k = 1...K (3)

The mean segment representation of the coronary segment
often undergoes short term transitions, which are smoothed
with the help of moving average operation. Accordingly, we
compute the smoothed statistical representation of the segment
in terms of moving mean and moving standard deviation using
a [1] by [3] moving window as expressed in (4). Moreover,
it can be visually observed from Fig. 3f that the different
coronary segments have variable lengths. Accordingly, this
length variation is apportioned in this step with the help of
spline-based interpolation to construct fixed length character-
istic functions µ

′

s, σ
′

s (each having 100 samples) for respective
coronary segments.

σs[k] =

√√√√ 1

(2n+ 1)− 1

n∑
i=−n

(s[k + i]− µ[k])2,

µs[k] =
1

2n+ 1

n∑
i=−n

s[k + i], ∀k, k = 1, ...,K (4)
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Fig. 4. Intensity plot for 8 concentric rings (v1 to v8) for two segments
(normal and abnormal). It can be observed that central ring (v8) exhibits HU
intensity and outer ring (v1) assumes lower intensity value. Moreover, the
mean representation of the coronary segment is computed by averaging the
four inner rings (v8) - (v5).

B. SVM Based Segment Classification

1) Feature Based Representation for Coronary Segments:
The computation of fixed length characteristic function is
followed with SVM based differentiation of the plaque effected
coronary segments. The performance of the SVM classifier
heavily relies on the selected features, as distinctive features
helps classifier in optimal performance, whereas ambiguous
features lead to poor accuracy. In context of the non-calcified
plaque detector SVM, the intensity plays most important role
as it is the only indicator of the non-calcified plaques. Ac-
cordingly, we derived hand-crafted features capable to project
intensity variations before application of the SVM classifier.
Accordingly, we extracted the features by splitting the seg-
ment characteristic functions µ

′

s and σ
′

s into m windows as
expressed in (5).

fµ[m] =
5∑

n=1

µ
′

s[n+ 5(m− 1)],∀m = 1, 2, ..., 20

fσ[m] =
5∑

n=1

σ
′

s[n+ 5(m− 1)],∀m = 1, 2, ..., 20 (5)

The idea of m windows is used to exploit the relative vari-
ations in intensity along the length of the segment. However,
selection of appropriate number of windows is a challenging
task as it rationalizes the feature vector dimension at the cost
of approximation error. Relationship between subsets and the
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approximation error is presented in Fig. 5, where it can be
observed that the quantization error is inversely proportional
to the number of subsets, i.e. approximation improves as
the number of windows is increased. In order to maintain a
balance between the accuracy and the feature vector size, we
defined number of subsets m equal to 20, as the quantization
error becomes steady for m = 20 as illustrated in the Fig.
5. Accordingly, the discriminative capability of subset based
extracted features (fµ and fσ) to distinguish the intensity
patterns in to two classes is illustrated in Fig. 6 (see Fig. 6a -
reffig:fig8f).

Furthermore, an additional parameter namely mid-lumen
intensity fmid is added to improve the performance of the
SVM classifier. Mathematical formulation for the mid lumen
intensity is expressed by (6), i.e. mid-lumen response is
acquired by modelling the intensity of the central concentric
ring v8.

fmid[m] =
1

5

5∑
n=1

v8[n+ 5(m− 1)],∀m = 1, 2, ..., 20 (6)

The visual justification for the additional feature mid lumen
intensity is presented in Fig. 6c and 6f. Apparently fmid
replicates the distribution pattern of fµ; however, this feature
encodes the concentration of contrast medium in the lumen
centre along the length of the segment. It is important to
mention that a non-calcified plaque located at the start of
the coronary segment results in lower intensity in the mid
of lumen; hence, the segment must be labelled as abnormal.
However, due to the stable mean and variance along the seg-
ment, classifier may erroneously identify segment as normal.
Accordingly, the mid lumen feature fmid ensures that the
classifier takes into account not only the intensity variations but
the mid-lumen response of segment for efficient classification.
Next, we concatenate three feature sets fµ, fσ and fmid
to obtain a feature based representation Fxi for respective
coronary segment with dimensions [1 x 60].

2) SVM Classification Framework: For a support vector
machine based classifier, the input data consists of a feature
space along with training labels, i.e. N feature vectors of the
form Xn and the associated binary labels Yn defining the class
of feature vector as normal or diseased as expressed by (7).
Here d represent the dimensions of feature vector, i.e. defined
equal to 60 in this work and N represents total number of
samples in the classifier test.

D =
{

(Xn, Yn) |Xn ⊆ Rd, Yn ⊆ {−1, 1}
}N
n=1

(7)

In context of the binary classification problem, the support
vector machine computes an optimal hyperplane by minimiz-
ing the norm of weights for ideal segregation; however, a slack
variable is often integrated to relax the constraints for a feasible
solution as expressed in (8).

min |w|2 + P
n∑
i=1

εi (8)

subject to : Yn
(
wTXn + b

)
≥ 1− εi, εi ≥ 0, for i = 1, 2, ....n

where P = 100 defines the penalty cost, i.e. it is responsible
for regularizing the influence of individual support vectors

in the classification. A small value of P leads to quick
and inaccurate classification, i.e. having frequent violations,
whereas high value results in slow and accurate classification
using hard margin in classification. For mapping data into
higher space, we employed a non-linear radial basis Gaussian
kernel with σ set equal to 1.

III. RESULTS

A. Results for SVM Classification

The first step towards verification of the results is the
formulation of ground truth reference. For this research work,
the ground truth comes along with the CTA image data, i.e.
all CTA images accompany manual expert-based segment-
wise labels. The corresponding labels indicate the status of
the coronary segment in terms normal or plaque affected, and
for plaque affected segments the ground truth further reveals
the potential position. As the scope of this work is detection
of plaque in coronary vasculature using SVM classifier, we
therefore employed ground truth in context of normal versus
plaque affected coronary segments.

Accordingly, we evaluated the plaque detection perfor-
mance of the SVM classifier by extracting a total of 344
(200 normal, 144 abnormal) segments from 32 CTA volumes.
The statistical validation for detection performance has been
performed using Leave One Out (LOO) cross validation as
shown in Fig. 7. It is important to mention that for N samples,
LOO validation method employs N−1 samples in the training
and One sample in testing. From computational point of
view, LOO validation consumes extra time in comparison with
K − fold validation; however, it reveals the true efficiency of
the SVM model, as every sample is evaluated individually.
It can be observed that a promising sensitivity rate of 92%
is achieved. Moreover, positive predictive value for SVM
classifier is 81.4%, negative predictive value is 86.9% and
overall accuracy of soft plaque detection is equal to 84.6%. A
relatively high value for these metrics reveal that the automated
detection methods is capable of detecting non-calcified plaques
with a good agreement with human expert, which is ultimate
theme of any computer assisted application.

Next, we evaluated the performance of the SVM model
on three data sets individually to validate the generalization
of our model. In this evaluation, we extracted test segments
individually from three datasets (66 from Rotterdam, 76 from
St. Thomas and 36 from Semmelweis) and SVM classification
results are presented in Fig. 8. In the subsequent step, we used
the trained SVM classifier to investigate the impact of feature
vector dimensions on the classifier efficiency. In this test we
used 122 coronary segments extracted from 3 datasets (70
normal and 52 abnormal according to the manual ground truth)
and compared the classifier performance in terms of accuracy
and processing time. It has been observed that the windowed
mean and deviation based 40 features lead to a classification
accuracy of 76.8%, where the addition of mid-lumen fmid
and features improved the classifier accuracy by approximately
8%. Moreover, the comparative analysis demonstrates that the
further increase in the feature space dimensions show only
a marginal improvement in the classifier accuracy, while the
computational time increases significantly. These results lead
to the conclusion that the classifier performance becomes
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Fig. 5. Subset based signal representation to reduce the dimensions of the feature vector. It can be observed from a pairwise comparison that both normal
(top) and abnormal (below) segments can be adequately represented using 20-25 subsets. The top row represents normal segment and bottom row represents
abnormal segments.
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Fig. 6. illustration for the segment descriptor features. (a, c) shows stable
values for moving mean and deviation for a normal segment, whereas (b, d)
shows unexpected jumps for a soft plaque effected segment. Moreover (e, f)
reflects the discriminatory power of mid lumen intensity i.e normal segment
(e) assumes higher HU in contrast to abnormal segment (f) effected with low
density soft plaque.

resistant to the feature vector dimensions at a certain point
due to the redundancy of features.

IV. DISCUSSION

It can be observed from the performance graph (Fig. 7) that
the overall performance for proposed SVM detection model
is 84.6% with respect to the clinician based manual detected
ground truth, with a sensitivity of 92% and specificity of
80.3%. Moreover, it can be observed from Fig. 8 that plaque
detection performance remain consistent around 82% for three
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Fig. 7. Plaque detection performance of the SVM classifier. Leave one OUT
based cross correlation shows an overall detection accuracy around 84.6%,
with reasonable sensitivity, specificity, PPV and NPV rates.
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Fig. 8. SVM classifier performance for three individual datasets. The overall
accuracy is centred at 80% with a consistent sensitivity and specificity ratio
for three datasets.

individual datasets. The detection performance for three in-
dividual datasets can be further explained based on the fact
that a “significant dip” in the segment profile ensures greater
accuracy for the classifier. Accordingly, a large number of
severe plaque instances in the Rotterdam data results in higher
sensitivity, whereas the relative low accuracy for Semmelweis
CTA data indicates the absence of severe plaque instances.
In addition to the manual ground truth based validation, the
efficiency of the proposed model is compared with state-of-
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the-art plaque detection methods of Wei et al. [14] (sensitivity
of 93%), Lankton et al. [16] (sensitivity of 88%) and Tessmann
et al. [17] (sensitivity of 79%) to establish a correlation with
the reported literature. The future work aims to extend this
work for a quantitative analysis of plaque in abnormal marked
coronary segments. One possible extension is the use of deep
learning framework to avoid the computation of hand crafted
features for SVM model. Accordingly, we believe that the
automated detection of non-calcified plaque can significantly
increase the diagnostic of clinical experts to reduce cardiac
fatalities.

V. CONCLUSION

We proposed an efficient method for automated detection of
non-calcified plaques in cardiac CTA imagery. The innovation
of this work is statistical representation of coronary segments,
and the support vector machine based 2-class interpretation of
respective segments. Accordingly, the proposed model delivers
a very good detection rate for non-calcified plaques with
respect to manual expert detections. In context of the future
expansion of this work, there exists many potential extensions.
An important aspect is to use the detected plaques for precise
voxel-wise quantification of total plaque volume, which is the
most important indicator of coronary heart disease. Another
possible extension is to employ the deep learning in plaque
detection process. This can allow auto feature extraction and
minimize the user burden by eliminating the need of hand
crafted features. In addition, one potential extension is to
obtain the ground truth from multiple human experts and
evaluate the plaque performance of the proposed method with
respect of independent observers in context of inter-observer
agreement.
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and automated systems (AS) demonstrate excellent 

outcomes in various sectors of industrial units to replace 

the human from jobs. However, the competitive world 

with evolutions, advancement of technologies and thrive 

for success by industrial gains by the managements are 

leaving the interests and benefits of larger number of 

human beings in the society. In this paper, various ethical 

issues related with the implementation of AI/AS are 

demonstrated with different perspectives. The ongoing 
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and related advantages and serious concerns of the society 

are discussed. Various global initiatives and legal 

amendments across the globe to limit the excessive usage 

of AI/AS are being examined with critical assessments. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

The complete IT sector in the modern days of innovation 
and science is racing towards improving the quality of life and 
living standards as compared to early life. The internal desire 
of human being for a safe, comfortable and smooth life created 
a scenario where the man-made machines are being compared 
with the abilities of the human beings itself. Some of the 
authors like Holmes, in the past even questioned whether a 
digital brain [14] can replace a human mind? The mind of a 
human thinks, feels, exercises, makes perceptions, judges, 
reflects, etc. All these characters will be changing based on the 
time, situation and environment. However, in recent times the 
performance of human beings is being calculated with respect 
to the accuracy of automated systems (AS) designed by 
mankind itself. Two biggest technological titans of Silicon 
Valley are seen debating the potential of artificial intelligence 
(AI) at various platforms widely in recent times. The role of AI 
in designing various automated systems such as health 
industry, automobile industry, etc. were highlighted 
optimistically by Facebook founder, CEO, Mark Zuckerberg 
and was condemned fearfully by Elon Musk in an open debate. 
Supporting the statements of Elon Musk, the other business 
tycoon of Alibaba‘s Jack Ma stated that, AI may lead to world 
war III, but at the end humans will win according to CNBC 
News in April. The role of AI for the next generations were 
quoted to be pushing the human being towards decades of pain 
and any kind of repetitive job that has no emotional connection 

is finished [8]. Innovation at the cost of human being is not 
accepted by many people around the world and of course the 
advantages of AI also cannot be ignored but must be limited to 
the areas where it is necessary. The role of various 
governments across the globe to define the conditions and 
boundaries for any kind of automated activity in the near future 
to avoid the situation where the human jobs are replaced 
completely by involving the automated machines. The 
machines may be smarter, faster and stronger and may be 
intelligent but cannot be wise enough to take decisions as in the 
case of human beings. A human being is added with lots of 
emotions and feelings which a machine does not have. They 
may have ample knowledge and ability to work faster and 
efficiently using AI, but they do not have wisdom to 
understand various influential factors such as changes in 
environment, biological factors, emotions, feelings, etc. and 
therefore the decision making process by an automated system 
differs with the mankind.  

A. Background of Artificial Intelligence 

Early invention of artificial intelligence was mostly 
reported in the fictions, philosophy, imaginations, etc. and later 
was reported to take a good progress in the area of electronics 
and engineering [19]. The turning machine in the year 1936 
was the milestone in the area of AI [4]. Various intellectual 
issues related to AI were discussed by Newell in his book [20]. 
The replacement of labors with robotic machines created a 
serious revolution by the labor unions. There after most of the 
robotic applications were limited for security agencies and 
purposes [12]. However most of the industrial units continued 
the usage of robotic systems based on AI to deliver the huge 
market units with greater accuracy. Especially in the area of 
automobile industry the usage of robotic machines and AI 
based systems established a strong hold to increase the supply 
and benefits. This in turn gained lot of attraction from most of 
the investors and industrialists. For example, the strategy of 
Korea for industrial development at different stages is shown in 
Fig. 1 includes the role of AI and IOT as a key for their success 
[15]. 

Machine learning (ML) strategies are very important to 
generate AI was used from a long time [6]. For example, 
genetic algorithms were used to find the solutions for the 
intractable computing problems such as scheduling. Similarly, 
neural networks were used to understand the human learning 
and also for industrial controls, monitoring activities and to 
classify various dynamic parameters. As a whole the 
applications of AI helped to create a faster computing and 
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helped to develop solutions for the problems with complex 
nature. They provided easy solutions for various real-time 

industrial problems where the entry of humans is always a 
concern. 

 
Fig. 1. Role of AI and IOT in 21st century for Korea‘s development program. 

B. Problem Statement 

AI being a young filed to the market since the introduction 
in 1940s by Alan Turning, it has gained the attention of many 
people due to wide scope of dealing things and activities of the 
market. It is imbibed with wider spectrum of ideas, viewpoints, 
logical activities, techniques, working actions, etc. [13]. Due to 
the complex nature of dealing with things from different 
disciplines, people have plenty of viewpoints towards the 
credibility of AI and its applications. Some of the questions 
include: why people are depending more on mechanically 
developed products or why the society need human models or 
why business people want to replace human with machines, 
etc. Similarly, there are many doubts and concerns raised by 
various societies and organizations include: will have no heart 
or feelings or instant decision making or does not know the 
humanity, etc. Some argue that AI can be very much useful to 
deal with serious accidents, can identify people with ill health, 
in troubles at the time of absence of family members, etc. 
Therefore according to Shahriari and Shahriari [22] the 
definition of AI is ―… the science and engineering of making 
intelligent machines, especially intelligent computer programs‖ 
(pp. 197). It attempts to understand intelligent entities and 
provides healthy solutions for the human kind, which are 
almost next to impossible to predict by a human as faster as an 
AI based system. Therefore, the intelligence of the machine 
can learn, reason, solve, percept, rationale, think and deliver 
natural language process. It means the machine is mimicking 

the human and therefore can have huge influence and impact 
on the human life and may change the complete life style of the 
human beings [22]. It means that machine can control 
everything in the absence of human and deliver the results. 
However, if any system failed in the whole process of 
delivering the end results means a lot of damage to the society. 
For example, recent accident in Delhi, due to driverless train 
rams into a wall could have been resulted to a serious damage 
and many would have lost their life and loved ones [25]. 

There are so many ambiguous, contradictory and 
concerning issues were stated in introduction by various tech 
giants and business leaders on AI and some of the books and 
authors from different sections of society raised ethical and 
moral perspectives. These concerns definitely have different set 
of answers from different viewpoints and guidelines from the 
legislations of different state and international governments. 
Therefore it is very clear that understanding and define the 
dimensions of problem statement is quite complex in nature 
and proposing a solution may not be suitable for all types of 
industrial units. 

II. LEADING ETHICAL ISSUES RELATED WITH AI 

There are many ethical issues related with AI and some of 
them are listed here from various sources. All the issues may 
not have similar importance and significance by using AI. For 
example, the usage of AI in an industrial robot helping the 
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equipment in a production unit may differ with the robots 
working in healthcare and nuclear plants in terms of 
stringency, environment and human safety [17]. Sometimes it 
is also necessary to consider the cultural diversity and the 
opinion of people towards defining the norms, rules and 
regulations as autonomous intelligent systems are based on 
algorithmic biases and which may prove to be disadvantageous 
to a particular group or section of people. For example, the 
Muslim community prefers to eat halal food from the slaughter 
houses. They may feel offended with the regular slaughter 
houses we found in most of the western countries. Therefore 
the influence of certain communities, religions and habits of 
people must be considered carefully. Now in the following 
sections, various ethical issues related with AI are 
discussed [5].  

A. Unemployment   

The biggest affected area due to excessive automation is 
labor. More complex roles are being carried out by the 
machines at various production units creates a cognitive labor 
which creates a serious gap. For example, consider the 
transportation and travelling departments. If all the drivers are 
replaced by the self-driving transporting facilities means 
millions of employees will get unemployed and naturally there 
will be a serious imbalance in the society. 

B. Inequality 

It will be very difficult to assess the income sharing if the 
machines are playing a vital role in earning for a company. 
Most of the companies will be in a dilemma to decide the 
wages as it can depend more on the machines as compared 
with human work force. In other words the company providing 
AI based facilities will earn more money as compared to 
human beings.  

C. Humanity  

It is very difficult to obtain the sensitive nature of human 
beings in manmade machines. They cannot be made to respond 
intelligently towards building relationships and in case of 
human beings they are limited in terms of attention and 
kindness. Also it is very important to note the usage of 
software‘s and automated machines are under the usage 
effectively. However when they are handled by the wrong 
person they proved to be serious threat for entire humankind.  

D. Artificial Stupidity 

It is very difficult to guard against the mistakes made by the 
machines. Both human and systems learn to understand and 
detect various elements. But if something missing in the 
meantime means the human can act sensibly and in case of a 
machine it will be fooled. Especially if the role of AI is 
considered in the area of security, finance and healthcare 
industries it will be having a serious impact on the human life 
and society.  

E. Racist Robots 

It is evident that most of the AI based robots are capable of 
performing the tasks with high speed and capacity as compared 
to humans, however, it is always not the same and fair to trust 
them blindly. For example, Google uses AI to identify photos, 
people and objects in GOOGLE‘s Photos services and always 

it will not be able to produce the correct results. Also if any 
camera misses mark on racial sensitivity then the predicted 
criminals will be always the black people. Therefore it is very 
much evident that AI based systems are biased and judgmental.    

F. Security 

There are many countries in the world using powerful 
weapons and monitoring devices based on automated 
mechanisms and AI. Many countries like USA, Japan, China, 
Iran, Israel, etc. are having automated drones and in the battle 
field they are very much destructive and can win the wars 
without the human presence. The magnitude of destruction 
they can cause to human beings is unimaginable [24]. The 
possibility of such weapons in the hands terror organizations is 
always a serious concern. In the recent times, most of the 
countries at United Nations Summit appealed the ban on the 
automated war equipment and animations.  

G. Evil Genies 

So far the discussion was about external inputs and wrong 
usage of AI, but if the AI based systems turned against us as 
depicted in some of the Hollywood movies and etc. can 
damage the situation to a terrible unforeseen consequences. In 
an interesting scenario, the AI systems suggested to kill 
everyone on the planet to end the cancer. Such a goal of no 
more cancer could have been achieved by the computers very 
efficiently as compared to humans.  

H. Singularity 

Due to the ingenuity and intelligence the human dominance 
is seen everywhere on the earth and a better platform can be 
built in a bigger, faster and stronger manner as compared to the 
animals. This is due to the tool development and controlling 
skills of the human kind. These tools may include cages, 
weapons, etc. and with their help human kind can dominate the 
rest of the living entities. However, if AI does a better machine 
to anticipate the moves to defend it, human beings will be no 
longer an intelligent being on the earth.  

I. Robot Rights 

There are many research programs across the world to 
understand and unlock the secrets of basic mechanism of the 
brain and neuroscientists are still working in this area. 
Scientists are trying to build the mechanism of reward and 
aversion for the AI based systems as well. If suppose the 
widely available genetic algorithms are in a successful 
positions to survive and are able to form next generations to 
improve various instances, then how these machines will be 
trained towards ethical considerations and values of human 
life.  

So there should be some kind of control over all these 
activities using AI systems to save the human existence on the 
earth. Any form of misinterpretation using AI could lead to a 
serious damage to the society, environment and humans too. 

III. NEED FOR STANDARDIZING THE ETHICAL DESIGN FOR 

AI AND AS 

The fear and excitement are part and parcel of the AI 
systems and therefore it is essential to have a structured system 
whereby the negative side of it could be under control. The 
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rules applied to one group, state and country may not be 
suitable or applicable at times to all others. In such scenarios, it 
is very important to have a standard procedure to implement 
various conditions in a systematic manner.  Here some of the 
concerns of AI towards domestic and commercial aspects were 
discussed by Bryson and Winfield [6] raised some important 
questions as follows: does AI can compete with human beings; 
does AI undermine the societal stability; and does AI will be 
able to harm privacy, personal liberty and autonomy of the 
people. These questions raise serious concerns in the society 
towards the safety of humankind and the technology has 
developed to a level where they‘re in a position to replace the 
human entity in most of the areas including healthcare industry 
to conduct surgical operations to make some of the conclusive 
decisions while conducting the treatment for a patient. In 
simple words, it is proved that the machines are competing 
with the labors, experts and even with the human brains as well 
in most of the professional jobs. Now, considering the adverse 
part of AI‘s applications in the hands of anti-social elements 
always a serious threat to the society. Therefore it is very much 
essential to monitor the developments taking place in the area 
of AI. In this direction, some of the organizations linked with 
technology and scientific developments such as IEEE taken 
various initiatives to inculcate various ethical considerations in 
AI based systems. The overall motive of such initiative is to 
―… ensure every technologist is educated, trained, and 
empowered to prioritize ethical considerations‖ [6, p. 118]. 

A. Various IEEE Global Initiatives        

To ensure a safe society as quoted by many tech giants and 
industrial experts in the area of design, IT, manufacturing and 
AI/AS, it is very important that the people involved in 
industries, universities and corporations must be well aware of 
what is good and what is bad for the society. Various people 
related with AI, law and ethics, philosophy, etc. provided 
collected inputs for various initiatives to be implemented as a 
move to educate the masses of people to consider ethics and 
values at the time of their work and research.  

In general, the standards are based on various consensuses 
and agreed on different ways to do things in a particular format 
to reach a common goal. This is a good way that a system is 
providing all the guidelines to do the things and a kind of 
uniformity is maintained to establish coordination and 
confidence within the community of same interests. Already 
various standards such as British Standards (BS) 8611:2016, 
Robots and Robotic Devices explicitly addresses the guidelines 
for a Robotic designer and gives the platform to assess ethical 
risks involved in their designs. Similarly, IEEE conducted a 
program where multiple voices in AI/AS communities 
expressed their opinion, concerns and helped to share the 
information to empower people involved in AI to prioritize the 
ethical consideration in various design and development 
programs they initiate at their respective places. 

In order to give a clear idea and guidelines, IEEE published 
a document Ethically Aligned Design (EAD) in December 
2016. This Version-1 of the EAD is included with eight 
sections for covering the AI/AS related with ethics and moral 
values at the time of design and development stages includes: 
a) general principles, b) values to be added to the autonomous 
intelligence systems (AIS), c) guidelines to be followed for 

ethical designs, d) various safety and benefits of AI, e) security 
for personal data and access control while working with AI, 
f) reframing the autonomous weapon systems (AWS), g) 
impact on economy, h) humanitarian issues and laws. There 
were about 50-60 drafts and recommendations in EAD, 
covering issues and respective solutions to establish new 
standards. Presently according to the EAD presented four 
standards addressing the ethical concerns include the following 
[6], [7], [9], [10], [16].   

 P7000-Model Process for Addressing Ethical Concerns 
during System Design 

 P7001-Transparence of Autonomous Systems 

 P7002-Data Privacy Process 

 P7003-Algorithemic Bias Considerations 

The first standard (P7000) is related with values to be 
involved in the system design and methodology. The second 
standard (P7001) is related to transparency, clarity and 
appreciation between people, when two or more are involved 
in a project. The third standard (P7002) is related to methods 
and approaches to be followed for maintaining the privacy 
issues. Finally, the fourth standard (P7003) is related to avoid 
and eliminate the negative bias in the algorithms based 
programs. Apart from these there are three more standards 
developed by the IEEE standards committee focused on the 
data of child, employer and personal data as listed below [23]:   

 P7004-Standard for Child and Data Governance 

 P7005-Stndard for Transparent Employer Data 
Governance 

 P7006-Standard for Personal Data Artificial Intelligence 
Agent 

The last three standards P7004-P7006 are very important 
when it comes to the information of overall society, people, 
their habits, cultures, and privacy. It cannot be assumed that the 
AI systems will be safer at all times since they are trained at 
the initial stages. However, if the same system is under the 
influence of negative elements of the society, the problems for 
everyone are unimaginable. Entire society can be under the 
scanner with a threat to life and as it was mentioned earlier that 
for cancer free earth the automated systems may successfully 
complete the task by killing everyone. Therefore serious 
discussions of opinions on such scenarios have been included 
to draft the last three standards. 

B. Impact on the Society from IEEE Initiatives 

There are quite sensible impacts seen across the globe 
between various communities, states and nations towards 
maintaining the trust and harmony by improving the 
understanding between each other. Main objective of building 
the trust between two personalities, communities, etc. was 
achieved by following such streamlined standards. The systems 
developed by professionals will be exposed against safety 
standards so that the care must be taken to ensure that AS 
safety certification is awarded to a smooth launch of the 
product or machine in the market. The overall global spending 
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towards safety measures on AI based machine intelligence 
systems is increasing rapidly as shown in Fig. 2. 

In case of accidents a transparent investigation must be 
carried out by these autonomous systems, so that actual faults 
must be traceable. The transparency must be included even 

with the people informing the evidence and with the lawyers or 
experts who are assessing the failures or accidents. Most of the 
disruptive technologies such as driverless trucks, cars, trains, 
etc. need the transparency with various development activities 
and testing processes to ensure the safety of people and to 
establish the confidence in technology. 

 
Fig. 2. Increasing global expenditure on AI to establish safety measures. 

Source: Russell and P. Norvig (2016) [1] 

C. Role of AI/AS Systems in Gulf Countries  

The role of AI based systems in the Gulf countries helped 
various petroleum companies to ensure a systematic approach 
to maintain standard oil prices at different places. The artificial 
neural network (ANN) based tools helped these companies to 
solve complex problems involved in the oil companies towards 
pricing, measurements, assessments, forecasting, etc. were 
solved in effectively to ensure a stability among the 
competitors [18]. A kind of realistic approach for predicting the 
commercial oil prices was possible with such AI based 
systems. On the other hand, some of the programs on solar 
radiations are under progress by using AI based systems using 
MATLAB tool for predicting global solar radiation (GSR) in 
AI Ain city of UAE [2], [3]. In an attempt to predict the water 
quality parameters of Karoon River in Iran, scientists are using 
AI based models and analyzed the results in the real-time 
environments [11]. 

However, various cultural aspects were discussed and 
highlighted while using the automated systems and Riek and 
Robinson [21] opined that culture plays a substantial role 
towards interaction between people and even between people 
and machines. Therefore it is very important for machines to 
learn the social and cultural norms that impact overall people in 
the society. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The changes observed in real-life due to excessive usage of 
AI/AS based systems raised serious concerns towards a 
negative impact on the job opportunities, inequalities, 
humanity and security. These concerns were discussed at 
international forums and platforms to build ethics and values 

for the professionals and engineers involved in design and 
development programs of AI systems. The global initiatives 
taken by various organizations such as IEEE, IEE, BS, etc. are 
optimistic to ensure that right steps are being followed so that 
the AI/AS based systems are useful for the humans, rather 
creating the problems. The global expenditure towards safety 
measures were seen increasing rapidly to ensure a safe usage of 
AI applications.    
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Abstract—Todays, safe and sans collision free traveling is 

essential in the present World. Because of the particular needs 

required by different usages of Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks 

(VANETs), mainly in evolving lane, outlining a constant Collision 

Avoidance (CA) and securely lane changing has turned into the 

foundation of controlling the vehicle in the dense environment. In 

our system, we proposed efficient lane selection and collision-free 

vehicle transportation system in the light of patience, speed and 

the distance between all types of vehicles. To maximize the 

efficiency of the existing transportation infrastructure and 

reduce collision, it is necessary to improve safety and 

communication in all vehicles. In this paper, we first define the 

patience based method and simulate model for safety and 

efficiency of traffic flow using the game theoretical technique. 

Then we have improved a new algorithm for lane selection and 

collision control using distance and speed of all vehicles gather 

from the vehicular communication. After two different 

methodologies for lane change and collision-free driving are 

compared like; random patience based method and car following 

method, based on different traffic density. In the part of 

contribution as an outcome, our experimental simulation setup is 

executed on highway road traffic scenarios to demonstrate the 

capacity of the all type of vehicles to select best-fit lane, identify 

collision, and explore around them to maintain the safe distance. 

Finally, it is concluded that our proposed algorithm outperforms 

in lane selection and collision avoidance to satisfy safety and 

efficiency in the Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks. 

Keywords—Automatic vehicle; collision avoidance; lane 

selection; patience; threshold; traffic density 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Vehicle-to-Vehicle communications (V2V) provide the 
opportunity to establish the connection between vehicles 
through the recent advancement in communication 
technologies. The experiments in planning a Collision 
Avoidance (CA) and the framework are adjusting the viability 
of maintaining a strategic distance from collisions versus the 
danger of false alerts. The assignment of a CA is the 
framework to track objects of potential collision hazard and to 

maintain the threshold for avoiding the collision. Vehicle 
applications specifically display few difficulties; dense traffic 
causing complex situations with many moving articles; 
minimum distance sensors and computational units must be 
utilized [1], [2]. According to author‟s focus on how to make 
decisions based on uncertain estimates and in the presence of 
multiple obstacles. Timely detection of other vehicles in the 
region of outrageous significance to help avoid an accident and 
potential loss of human life, and traffic jams. Driver 
distractedness, weakness, and juvenile conduct are the 
fundamental variables causing street mishaps [3]. As indicated 
by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 
(NHTSA), that almost 25% of police-announced accidents 
embroil some sort of driver distractedness the driver may be 
diverted, exhausted, snoozing or somewhere out in 
dreamland [4]. 

Acceleration and lane-change decisions are drivers‟ main 
operational and tactical decisions. Lane change is considered as 
a standout amongst the most difficult driving moves to 
comprehend and to foresee, and with related driving choices 
are frequently observed as a noteworthy wellspring of collision 
[5]. Among current examinations, a large portion of lane 
change models in light of vehicle kinematics estimate that 
when the neighbor vehicle changes lane, the accompanying 
vehicle of target lane keeps uniform movement [6], [7]. 
Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) is typical and surely 
understood driving assistant system. By depending on a frontal 
radar or a „LIDAR sensor’, it can automatically adjust speed to 
keep up a protected progress distance between the vehicles in a 
similar lane. A few automakers have just presented highlights, 
for example, the ACC, in their top-of-the-line cars and some 
are seeking after research to incorporate the ACC, framework 
and collision warning or collision avoidance frameworks in 
different -situations. These frameworks utilize the basic plan 
that announces the target vehicle as the nearest one right now 
in subject‟s lane. Significant disadvantages coming about 
because of these fundamental methods are the failure to 
identifying vehicle on other lane and performing sufficient 
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response ahead of time and the restricted execution in high arch 
location [8], [9]. 

A few works have been done in the field of ACC, for 
instance in the field of automatic braking, parking, forthcoming 
collision control,  automatic crossing point assistance, 
automatic lane change and lane keeping framework that take 
after the speed of the lead vehicle. Apart from these social or 
legitimate issues while managing ACC, with VANET, 
obviously there is an achievement for enhancing wellbeing if 
the frameworks can act quickly and successfully. However, it 
should be notice that the highly complex quality associated 
with these situations, these frameworks request a high measure 
of vehicles data and the environment [10]. Congestion arises in 
the network when traffic increase and stuck in the lane instead 
of changing their lanes. ACC, assistances to enhance driver 
support and increase highway limit. Likewise; by applying 
automatic vehicle following framework, the collision between 
vehicles can be sufficiently decreased. Regardless, the greater 
part of them is executed in straight forwarding situations. 
Broad research has been done on the longitudinal speed control 
of vehicles. In this research paper; we compared Random 
Patience based Lane Change Algorithm (RPLCA), and Lane 
Change Model based on Car-Following Behavior (LCMCFB), 
that help the autonomous vehicle to change lanes in different 
situations and avoid the collision. Based on this concept we 
present our new idea of lane change by setting a threshold 
based on the distance between vehicles and different values of 
patience. Moreover, we use the game theoretical techniques 
based on zero-sum non-cooperative game theory under 
incomplete information. The type of game represents lane 
changing decisions that are made when the driver has partial 
information about other driver‟s decision. Rest of our paper 
deals as follows: In Section II, we are providing the overview 
of some work related to our experimental design which is 
based on collision avoidance methodology as well as patience 
based approach. Section (III) provides simulation scenario and 
mentions proposed method briefly. In Sections (IV) and (V), 
we discuss the experimental environment and discuss the result 
respectively. In the end, we conclude our remarks in 
Section (VI). 

II. RELATED WORK 

VANETs, apply numerous channels, includes Control 
Channels (CCH), and Service Channels (SCH), to give open 
street wellbeing service and enhanced comfort and productivity 
of driving. 75MHz of DSRC, the range at 5.9GHz 
extraordinarily assigned by FCC that is uniquely intended for 
vehicular correspondence is separated into seven equivalent 
channels called CCH and SCH [11]. Subsequently, the 
collision may occur when a vehicle changes its lane without 
having proper information related neighbor vehicles. ACC is a 
procedure used to control the speed of a vehicle to maintain 
safe distance from the leading vehicles. The essential point of 
this strategy is to give a reasonable alleviation to the driver. 
Locally available sensors help to control speed and maintain 
distance with the help of data received from Road Side 
Infrastructure (RSI), satellites and messages broadcast from 
surrounding vehicles. Some of the application installed in 
vehicles to detect leading vehicle which are mention here. A 

laser-based framework couldn't recognize leading vehicle in 
foggy climate or when the vehicle is muddy. Other techniques 
including single radar-based framework and binocular 
computer vision framework in view of the front camera are 
used in vehicle detection [12], [13]. 

A. Collision Avoidance Methods 

Several methods have been introduced in VANET to avoid 
collision between vehicles to protect lives and efficient driving. 
Here we are discussing some techniques related collision 
avoidance by different researchers. Alessandro Colombo et al. 
consider the issue of impact control at the intersection point. 
The author considers it as an NP-hard issue and is around 
illuminated in this paper, by receiving concentrated approach 
in light of supervisor having provable error bound [14]. The 
supervisor depends on a hybrid approach that utilizes a 
dynamic model of the vehicles and occasionally tackles a 
scheduling issue. The supervisor act as a channel between a 
coveted inputs forms from driver side and the physical 
framework. This structure is effortlessly combined with 
different controllers, acting between the driver input and the 
supervisor, to seek after optional execution destinations inside 
the arrangement of safe control activities permitted by the 
supervisor. 

An effort related collision avoidance and detection of 
independently moving vehicles are settled by receiving multi-
operator frameworks is discussed in [15]. Vehicles can 
commonly illuminate themselves about their objectives and 
goals for future development and subsequently can 
comprehend a conceivable collision significantly more 
productively than in the non-collaborative case. The proposed 
technique combine with a mind stunning conduct enabling it to 
consult with the workstation operators about items 
transportation, explore through the system to get to a specific 
workstation as quick as could be allowed, recognize and avoid 
collisions with different Automated Guided Vehicles (AGVs), 
and even powerfully identify and maintain a safe distance from 
hurdles on road. 

Marwah M. Almasri et al. presents another solution for lane 
following and collision avoidance in the mobile robotic 
frameworks. The proposed system depends on the utilization of 
minimal effort infrared sensors and includes the sensible level 
of estimations, with the goal that it can be effectively utilized 
as a part of ongoing control applications. This technique 
demonstrates that the robot has been effectively followed 
extremely congested curves and encounter any obstacle on its 
way [16]. Above work is firmly identified with our simulation 
related collision recognition and lane change control. In our 
collision avoiding scenario we consider above work in term of 
the vehicular environment. Where we get the location from 
beacon messages and compute the distance between the 
vehicles. 

B. Patience based Method 

In our simulation, we dynamically choose the lane that is 
suitable for safe and efficient transport on road by collecting 
data of close-by vehicles, their speed, distance and number of 
vehicles in various lanes. These features help us to take the -
correct decision. Dissimilar to [17], we better utilize patience 
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level to change lane (moving from the congested lane to the 
one having low traffic). The factor of patience has been 
discussed by few researchers. We are reviewing some of them 
in this section. Patience parameter was presented in [18]. While 
going astray from the favored speed vector in protocol 
constrained autonomous collision avoidance algorithms 
permitting a weighted balance of a lane selection and speed 
change. The patience parameter and suggested measurements 
of research permit autonomous collision avoidance with 
surrounding vehicles to maintain a safe distance from the 
collision. The patience parameter is presented for autonomous 
vehicles in sea scenario utilizing multi-target advancement 
with a non-parallel collision avoidance space involving 
distance factor. The experiment has performed in light of 
various values of the patience from 1-99. In our simulation, we 
utilize patience parameter and set the value to maximum for all 
the vehicles, and calculate distance and speed to select lane and 
speed. We will prove that the speed of vehicles and change 
lane incredibly influence the collision and lessen blockage and 
help the system to work efficiently. We compare two 
algorithms and based on above mention factor presents our 
algorithm “Adaptive Cruise Control Patience and Distance-
based Lane Change and Collision Avoidance Algorithm 
(ACCPDLCA)” to improve traffic efficiency and avoid the 
collision. ACC can just reduce the speed of the vehicle and 
help drivers to avoid the collision by maintaining the safe 
distance from the leading vehicle and help him to change 
speed. 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

A. Traffic Scenario 

The substance of our exploration in view of Cooperative 
awareness messages - According to [19], the cooperative 
awareness well known as beacon message contains the 
information related current status, geolocation and service 
announcements to/from those vehicles. This information 
related geolocation is further used in our research in calculating 
the distance between the vehicles. For safety driving, it is 
essential to have the location of surrounding vehicles to 
calculate the distance and make a decision whether to apply 
break, slow down speed, speed up or change the lane.  

In aforementioned work based on patience level, the lane 
change factor of a vehicle depends upon the level of patience 
parameter, when the vehicle applies break each time its 
patience values reduce by 1 and speed reduced with the factor 
of deceleration. We have simulated different scenarios on the 
basis of different variables involved likewise acceleration, 
deceleration, patience value, and vehicles density. When it 
reaches to 0, the vehicle changes its lane and shift to one of the 
closest lanes. In a high-density traffic environment when a 
vehicle changes its lane only based on patience level, chance of 
collision increase. For example, an engine failure or a mishap 
involving two or more vehicles can lead to a traffic jam. For 
this scenario, the objective is to build the vehicle efficiency for 
singular vehicles. Moreover, contingent upon various factors, 
for example, the significance of the accidental area, the vehicle 
framework may figure and recommend elective lanes to an 
expansive arrangement of vehicles considering a more 

extensive perspective of the movement requests keeping in 
mind the end goal to reduce the effect of this accident to areas 
not near to that instance. For this scenario, the objective is to 
expand the general transport productivity. Another issue is that 
when a vehicle changed its lane the value of patience is again 
set to maximum to avoid frequent lane change. Traffic scenario 
for lane selection and change is illustrated in Fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 1. The Road Traffic Scenario based on all types of vehicles when a 

high-speed vehicle stuck in the lane and change the lane from the best 

available lane. 

B. Proposed Simulation Model 

In our proposed solution we set the different threshold to 
change lane with proper information and having the best 
available solution that we achieved by using Bayes probability 
algorithm in our simulation. First, we check the traffic density 
of each lane and the speed of neighbor vehicles before lane 
change. Second, we start to make the decision of lane change 
based on distance and speed of the vehicle ahead. The third one 
we used Bayes probability theorem to decide whether to 
change lane or remain intact with the speed of the vehicle 
ahead. Increase in the density of traffic reduces the overall 
speed of vehicles as well as increase the chance of collision. To 
achieve maximum speed on-road vehicles choose a lane having 
low traffic with maximum speed. During this process, several 
collisions occur. To tackle the problem-related lane change and 
increase the overall speed of the vehicles we proposed an 
algorithm based on patience value and distance between the 
vehicles. 

Another push to control blockage and increase the speed of 
the vehicles to run smoothly and efficiently we used the 
patience factor. However, the preference and threshold of 
patience are different in our simulation than the one used in the 
ocean based technique as we discuss in Section II. The 
equation to detect threshold for patience is given below. 

           
          

 
    (1) 

Where p is the patience, vxy is the speed of the vehicle and 
L represents the number of lanes. After calculation of the 
thresholds, after that, we decide to change the lane of the 
vehicles along considering other factors. When the lane of the 
vehicle changed the patience value is again set to max. An 
equation to compute the safety threshold of distance is as 
under. 

                                       (2) 

α should lie in between [0.5, 1]. If                          
then the value of the constant should be equal to 1 for the lane 
change to avoid the collision. If                          then 
the constant value should be set as 0.5. If the value of constant 
is less than 0.5 then chance of collision increased. Sizeahead and 
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sizeitself both are variables, used to store values of the size the 
vehicles. 

Before settling on any choice on the premise of information 
and earlier outcomes we initially check the possibility of 
collision. On the premise of those probabilities, we choose the 
proper lane and distinctive limits to diminish the danger of 
collision. Utilizing these probability estimations we plan 
structure for performing simulations. To stay away from 
collision we should have former data of the vehicular network. 
On the premise of information obtained from the vehicular 
network we characterize the probabilities and change the lane 
and speed of the vehicle to avoid collision. In Bayesian 
probability hypothesis, one of these “instances” is the 
assumption, H, and the other is information, D, and we wish to 
judge the relative truth of the theory given the information. 

In our research, we have an arrangement of variable 
information D = (D1, D2, D3, . . . . , Dn) the reasons for 
collision β and an arrangement of feasible lane µ. As indicated 
by Bayesian control we utilize following recipe to choose the 
following move of the vehicle about the lane change. 

       
          

    
    (3) 

Since the data related lane P(µ) is earlier access to the 
vehicle when it joins the network. P(D) is likewise obtained by 
summing up P(D|µ)(P|µ). The term P(D|µ) is the probability 
capacity and it evaluates the likelihood of the examined 
information acquired from the data received from various 
sources for our scenario beacon messages, GPS and so forth. 
P(µ|D) is posterior. To maintain a strategic distance from the 
collision between vehicles one must realize what caused the 
collision. From (4) we induce the best arrangement of causes to 
clarify a given bit of information, as a rule, includes boosting 
the posterior over sources. 

 ̂  
                     

      
   (4) 

In (4) we utilize Nash Equilibrium in light of the fact that in 
a Nash balance, every vehicle‟s decision of activity is the best 
reaction to the moves really made by his adversaries. 
Subsequent to ascertaining the qualities and deciphering the 
accessible information it is important to choose the best lane to 
limit the hazard. Particularly in the dense network, it is hard to 
change lane. Utilizing Bayes likelihood hypothesis we assess 
the best reasonable lane from all the access lanes. Our activity 
is to choose the best lane µ from the information interpreted. 
To benefit the best lane we need to choose the lane having the 
best estimation of µ. Mathematically it is expressed as 

 ̂                   (5) 

C. Game Theoretical Method 

Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) is a discretionary voyage 
control framework for roadside vehicles that naturally alters the 
vehicle speed to maintain safe distance from the leading 
vehicles. Control depends on sensor data from locally available 
sensors. ACC innovation has broadly viewed as a key segment 
of any future ages of intelligent autos. They affect driver well-
being and accommodation and also expand the limit of roads 
by maintaining safe distance among the vehicles and 
diminishing driver‟s mistakes. The intelligent control of 
vehicles is one of the present difficulties of intelligent transport 
frameworks. The utilization of Artificial Intelligence strategies 
to vehicle frameworks empowers driving help frameworks to 
interface with nature. Previous work-related ACC can help to 
avoid front-end collision based on data interpreted by the 
sensors onboard. 

 

Fig. 2. A flow diagram of lane selection process for ACCPDLCA.
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Fig. 3. Proposed simulation setup executed on low-density traffic for high-way road.

In our research we are dealing with lane change scenario, 
having distinctive extra highlights moreover vehicle ad-hoc 
correspondence with the surrounding vehicle to consider their 
speed, area, and other essential messages to guarantee well-
being and effectiveness on road. VANET, correspondence 
helps us to gather relative information from different vehicles 
in the system utilizing reference point messages. With the 
assistance of these messages, we compute the general 
proficiency of the system. Area and speed of encompassing 
vehicle is to execute choice made by the vehicle. The 
framework of our experimental simulation is shown in above 
Fig. 2. 

Let a vehicle ci moves with a speed of vi having patience 
value pi at time t in lane Li following vehicle cj with a distance 
d. Utilizing ad-hoc correspondence between vehicles it will 
likewise assemble related data communicate much of the time 
from the encompassing vehicles. All these information stored 
in a tabular form maintained by each node. These beacon 
messages enable them to know current movement and speed of 
its surrounding vehicles. It persistently computes the distance 
between the vehicles ahead and furthermore has the data about 
their speed. At the point when the vehicle approaches the base 
distance criteria dthreshold it will begin decelerating with the 
factor of deceleration. The patience esteem diminishes much of 
the time with deceleration. Meanwhile, when patience esteem 
pi approaches pthreshold esteem it will then execute next step. At 
the point when the distance is way to deal with least limit and 
the patience likewise fulfill its condition then the estimation in 
light of the accessible information will perform through game 
theory approach. At that progression, we ascertain the most 
effective way and reasonable scenario for the vehicle. We 
simulate our experiment on different values of patience and 
traffic density and conclude the results in Section V. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP  

The experiment is performed in NetLogo software version 
v 6.0.2 [20], designed by Uri Wilensky. It shows programming 
ideas utilizing specialists as vehicles, patches, links and the 
spectator. We perform our experiments in highway scenario, 
by considering all types of the traffic density. We perform 
simulations in low density, medium density, and high-density 

traffic condition. The number of vehicles will be chosen 
progressively. Additionally, acceleration and deceleration are 
likewise factor and are also accessible at User Interface (UI), 
for dynamic determination. The patience level is also dynamic. 
We have performed several experiments with different level of 
patience from one to hundred and study the behavior of 
vehicles with respect to speed and collision avoidance. 
Simulation environment in Net Logo with low-density traffic is 
shown in Fig. 3.   

Here we present another idea of ACC, Patience and 
Distance-based Lane Change Algorithm (ACCPDLCA), based 
on the game theory approach. It takes the position of the 
leading vehicles to set the speed and distance of every single 
close-by vehicle to measure collision probability. 
ACCPDLCA, based on a game theory proposed a few 
principles as per which every vehicle act. To accomplish our 
destinations we infer any forecasts whatsoever in various 
circumstance by describing how vehicles carry on, what their 
targets are and how guidelines of the diversion they attempt. 
Simulation results that vehicle knows the procedures accessible 
to every vehicle have finished and reliable preferences over 
conceivable results and they know about those preferences. 
Besides, they can decide the best lane for themselves and 
faultlessly execute it. On the off chance that a result isn't a 
Nash equilibrium, at that point no less than one of the vehicles 
isn't best reacting, and at some point or another a vehicle in that 
part will happen to arrive on a higher activity which will then 
be received by the vehicles a while later. This helps vehicles to 
choose lane having maximum speed. The decision is based on 
the minimum threshold value of patience and distance between 
the vehicles.   

The number of accessible vehicles in a lane is consistently 
refreshed and was shown in a table. While in the dual mood we 
use two different algorithms run at a time on different vehicles 
to compare the effect of communication on the network. We 
can select the vehicle dynamically and observe its behavior in 
different frames. Here we apply ACCPDLCA on the selected 
vehicle while all the other vehicles in the network work base 
on ACC technology. In given simulation minimum speed of 
the vehicle is 0, i.e., complete break while we set start speed 
equal to 0.5. After that speed increased randomly up to 1.2. 
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A. Simulation Parameters 

We performed the simulation in NetLogo default setup with 
four number of lanes. Each of the underneath simulations keep 
running for 20 and 40 minutes. Therefore, we ponder the 
informational index of this renovation made on each step. 
Results are placed in the spreadsheet and also we obtain in 
tabular form. For each activity condition, we have an 
informational index of 648,540. General we interpreted 
2,594,160 of informational collections during simulation. 
Result generated based on simulation data is discussed in 
Section V. In Table I, we represent out simulation parameters. 

TABLE I. REQUIREMENTS OF SIMULATION PARAMETERS 

Simulation Tool NetLogo 

Traffic Environment 
Low, Medium, High, Extreme 

Dense 

Traffic Density (vehicle/lane) variable 

Average speed (at time of 

joining) 
0.5 

Max Speed 1.2 

Patience 
10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 

100 

Acceleration 0.002, 0.006, 0.01 

Deceleration 0.02, 0.06, 0.1 

Simulation Time (sec) 1200, 2400 

Data Set At each step 

V. FINAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

We simulated several experiments to prove that our 
algorithm help vehicles to select the better lane and enhance 
the speed by maintaining a safe distance from traffic 
congestion and collision between vehicles. We compared our 
algorithm with Random Patience based Lane Change 
Algorithm (RPLCA), and with Lane Change Model based on 
Car-Following Behavior focusing on the kinematic behavior of 
the lane-changing vehicle in the process of accelerated lane 
change  (LCMCFB). Table II has generated from low traffic 
condition. The simulation of our algorithm also included 
various patience values from 10-100. In low-density traffic 
lane change occur infrequently, however as indicated by the 
qualities we measure that if the lane change marvels happen 
just on the bases of patience with the random incentive at the 
joining of the system then it decrease the general speed of 
vehicles on road. 

TABLE II. VALUES OBTAINED AT LOW-DENSITY TRAFFIC 

Patien

ce 

Average Collision in  Average speed with  

RPL

CA 

ACCPDL

CA 

LCMC

FB 

RPL

CA 

ACCPDL

CA 

LCMC

FB 

10 3 0 0 0.70 0.80 0.79 

20 3 0 0 0.72 0.78 0.79 

30 3 0 0 0.71 0.78 0.79 

40 3 0 0 0.73 0.80 0.80 

50 3 0 0 0.73 0.80 0.79 

60 3 0 0 0.73 0.78 0.80 

70 3 0 0 0.72 0.79 0.80 

80 3 0 0 0.75 0.80 0.80 

90 3 0 0 0.72 0.80 0.78 

100 2 0 0 0.74 0.78 0.79 

Unnecessary lane change condition can cause the collision 
with surrounding vehicles that travel at high speed in the 
destination lane. Fig. 4 represents the number of collisions on 
various level of patience. After performing several experiments 
with different level of patience ACCPDLCA performs better 
than RPLCA. When we increase the traffic on road up to 
medium level the odds of collision between the traffic increase 
uncommonly when the driver changes the lane without having 
any data related traffic scenario in different lanes and in 
addition to the speed of vehicles. In this circumstance, it is 
important to settle on the better choice. Values obtained in 
Table III validate the effect of lane change among medium 
level traffic. In this scenario when the number of lane change 
increases unnecessarily the general speed of the vehicles 
decrease. In such scenario, when a vehicle change lane the 
following vehicles have to applied break to maintain the safe 
distance to avoid the collisions and the patience of the 
following car decreased.  

Unnecessary lane change decreases the overall speed of the 
vehicles. Comparison of these algorithms with respect to the 
number of collisions have illustrated in Fig. 5. ACC in view of 
PDLCA performs better in this scenario. In low and medium 
level density condition we see that general speed of vehicle 
remain close to each other in all algorithms. Also, collision 
avoidance in ACCPDLCA and LCMCFB are apparently equal. 
However, when the traffic increase, it is hard to oversee speed 
of the vehicles particularly when each vehicle has different 
patience level subsequent after joining VANET. 

TABLE III. VALUES OBTAINED AT MEDIUM DENSITY TRAFFIC 

Patien

ce 

Average Collision in   Average speed with  

RPL

CA 

ACCPDL

CA 

LCMC

FB 

RPL

CA 

ACCPDL

CA 

LCMC

FB 

10 33 3 4 0.36 0.69 0.50 

20 43 3 3 0.39 0.70 0.49 

30 36 3 4 0.41 0.68 0.68 

40 38 2 4 0.42 0.69 0.69 

50 38 4 3 0.43 0.68 0.68 

60 39 3 5 0.44 0.68 0.68 

70 40 3 4 0.43 0.68 0.68 

80 39 4 4 0.45 0.69 0.69 

90 40 3 5 0.45 0.68 0.68 

100 38 4 3 0.47 0.69 0.69 

TABLE IV. VALUES OBTAINED AT HIGH-DENSITY TRAFFIC 

Patien

ce 

Average Collision in   Average speed with  

RPL

CA 

ACCPDL

CA 

LCMC

FB 

RPL

CA 

ACCPDL

CA 

LCMC

FB 

10 164 20 30 0.20 0.55 0.33 

20 196 24 28 0.22 0.54 0.33 

30 213 23 31 0.23 0.54 0.33 

40 219 23 28 0.24 0.54 0.33 

50 226 21 32 0.26 0.54 0.33 

60 224 20 31 0.25 0.55 0.33 

70 229 22 28 0.26 0.54 0.33 

80 228 24 34 0.26 0.55 0.33 

90 227 24 29 0.26 0.55 0.33 

100 233 22 30 0.26 0.55 0.33 
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TABLE V. VALUES OBTAINED AT EXTREME HIGH-DENSITY TRAFFIC 

Patien

ce 

Average Collision in   Average speed with  

RPL

CA 

ACCPDL

CA 

LCMC

FB 

RPL

CA 

ACCPDL

CA 

LCMC

FB 

10 690 289 678 0.11 0.30 0.19 

20 879 323 839 0.13 0.31 0.19 

30 981 184 850 0.14 0.31 0.18 

40 1008 294 781 0.14 0.31 0.19 

50 1070 265 769 0.15 0.31 0.19 

60 1128 259 774 0.15 0.31 0.19 

70 1163 302 639 0.16 0.31 0.19 

80 1151 278 536 0.16 0.31 0.19 

90 1167 276 666 0.16 0.31 0.19 

100 1173 240 734 0.16 0.30 0.19 

In Section III, we as of now specify that how factor 
estimation of patience impact the general speed of the vehicle 
and cause traffic block. In a high-density condition for the 
most- part patience value decreased to 0 of approximately 
every vehicle, since when we apply break or diminish speed 
with respect to the speed and conduct of the leading vehicle, 
subsequently patience value decreased to 0. ACC in view of 
PDLCA help vehicles to sit tight for the others appropriate 
time to start lane change as portraying earlier. However, the 
performance of LCMCFB decreases as the traffic increase. 
Safety of vehicle during lane change scenario cannot only 
depend upon surrounding vehicle. A side collision occurs 
during lane change when we transfer to a lane in high-density 
traffic with proper information. Our proposed technique helps 
vehicles to remain in lane and continue proceeding onward 
with steady speed unless system generates safety message for 
transferring lane. These messages are generated as discussed in 
Section III above. Tables IV and V have been generated based 
on high-density and extreme high-density traffic from RPLCA, 
PDLCA, LCMCFB, on different patience esteem, respectively. 
Graphically represented in Fig. 6 and 7, respectively. 
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Fig. 4. Collision in low-density traffic environment. 
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Fig. 5. Collision in medium density traffic environment. 
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Fig. 6. Collision in high-density traffic environment. 
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Fig. 7. Collision in extreme high-density traffic environment. 
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In Fig. 8, we compare overall improvement in speed of 
vehicles in different density networks, using ACCPDLCA, 
LCMCFB, and RPLCA. The minimum speed of the vehicle 
can approach 0 while we set the starting speed 0.50. The 
maximum speed touches 1.2. From the graph, it is dissipating 
that overall performance in term of speed in ACC with PDLCA 
is better than ACC without PDLCA (RPLCA). However, 
performance in term of efficiency (speed) of LCMCFB has 
also improved in low and medium density network. But in high 
and extreme dense environment LCMCFB shows lack of 
efficiency as well as safety. 
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Fig. 8. Comparison of overall performance of vehicles in term of speed. 

VI. CONCLUSION  

The strategy to enhance traffic efficiency in terms of speed 
and collision avoidance is discussed in this paper. The results 
obtained from our simulation verify that factor for patience 
with the coordinated effort of distance among vehicle performs 
better to enhance general execution of the system to keep away 
from a traffic jam in the dense environment. Our proposed 
solution Adaptive Cruise Control model based on Patience and 
Distance-based Lane Change and Collision Avoidance 
Algorithm (ACCPDLCA), performs better than Random 
Patience based Lane Change Algorithm (RPLCA), and with 
Lane Change Model based on Car-Following Behavior 
(LCMCFB).  

The results shows that vehicles following ACCPDLCA 
have higher speed while RPLCA, decreases the speed and the 
efficiency of the traffic. Also, unnecessary lane change 
behavior in vehicles has been overcome by using Bayes 
algorithm and fixing the patience level to maximum when a 
vehicle joins the network in the specific area. 

Maximum speed in high-density traffic are 0.55, 0.33, and 
0.26 in ACCPDLCA, LCMCFB, and RPLCA, respectively. 
However, in extreme high-density environment where the 
distance between vehicles is lower than the threshold, our 
algorithm performs quite well as compared to others. The 
number of collision with respect to other two algorithms is also 
decreasing in number. Additionally, research about dense 
vehicular network will likewise be led. 

VII. FUTURE SCOPE 

Safe and sound collision free traveling with high speed is 
the basic demand of the present World. The purpose of the 
algorithm is to suggest efficient lane selection and improve 
speed on the highway. Our algorithm is assisting drivers, by 
selecting the best suitable lane for safe and efficient driving. In 
the future, we will implement our proposed system in city 
traffic and multi-lane systems. 
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Abstract—The diagnosis and treatment are very important 

for extending the life of patients. The small abnormalities may 

also be manifestations of the diseases. One of the abnormalities is 

the contour of each object in medical images. Therefore, the 

contour is very important and special to low quality medical 

images. In this paper, we propose a new method to detect the 

object contour of low quality medical images based on the self 

affine snake, one of the types of active contour models. The 

method includes two periods. Firstly, we use augmented 

lagrangian method to remove noise and detect edges in low 

quality medical images in curvelet domain. Finally, the active 

contour model is improved to show the contour of objects. After 

comparing the appearance of the contour and the time 

processing with other algorithms, we confirm that the proposed 

method is better. 

Keywords—Object contour; curvelet transform; augmented 

lagrangian 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, many diseases cannot be detected by the naked 
eye, such as the diseases of bone, liver, cancer, etc. If 
dangerous diseases are detected early, the diagnosis and the 
treatment will be easier. Therefore, the medical image is an 
important tool for specialists. They contain much important 
information inside human body, and the contour of each object 
is very necessary. The location of boundary is sometimes to 
refer to as fracture, enlargement or tumor. Most of the 
important task in medical image is edge detection. The result 
of edge detection depends on the quality of the image [2], [5]. 
However, the quality of medical images depends on many 
factors such as: technical skills, machines, printer, etc. because 
these reasons make medical images have noise or blur details, 
and the quality of them is reduced. So, this is a big challenge. 

Medical images are abundant about types. So, the 
boundary of each agency is difficult for detection because of 
the intensity of colorful or connection between them. In the 
last time, there were many methods for object contour in 
natural image, such as Sobel [4], B-spline [6]-[10] or the 
generation types of wavelet transform as [1], [6], [11], [12]. 
Brigger and his partners used B-spline snakes to detect the 
boundaries of objects in [7], multiscale of them, and to 
develop it as a flexible tool in [10]. Then, [23] is a method 
which also uses snake for detection and segmentation in 

medical images. The combination between curvelet with self-
affine mapping is proposed in [25] for the medical images 
which have low quality. So, the relation between transform 
and snake can be useful for contour detection. If the results 
from edge detection step are good, the contour will be more 
accurate and clearer. 

Although multi-scale or space domain gives positive 
results, the wavelet transform is one of the methods that is 
space domain. Discrete wavelets transform (DWT) [13] and 
complex wavelet [12] is continued. However, DWT has three 
disadvantages [14]: poor directionality, shift sensitivity, lack 
of phase information. So, the emergence of more optimal 
methods restored, such as: contourlet transform [15], 
nonsubsampled contourlet transform [16], [17], ridgelet 
transform or curvelet transform [18] and shearlet transform in 
[1]. 

Medical images contain one or more objects. They have 
noised or blurred pixels or both, and called as weak object. A 
concept of strong and weak objects in contour is defined in 
[12]. Therefore, the low quality is the big challenge for object 
contour detection. In the recent years, the applied of curvelet 
threshold in medical image is very powerful such as denoising 
[26], detection [27] and segmentation [28]. However, the time 
processing for using curvelet coefficients is very high. Yet, the 
slow time can be accepted in medicine as long as the result is 
good. However, the time can be smaller, the life can be longer. 
With this problem, augmented lagrangian method [3] is a good 
resolution. 

Based on the previous knowledge, we use augmented 
lagrangian method (ALM) and selft-affine snake to detect the 
boundary of medical images. However, we use the space 
domain, curvelet domain, instead of the frequency domain. 
The contributions of this paper are: 1) to design a competent 
curvelet domain adaptive threshold, capable to increment the 
quality of medical image. 2) The active contour model is 
explained. 3) Authors proposed a new method for object 
contour in low quality medical image in curvelet domain. The 
rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we 
present the basic concepts which relates to the proposed 
method in this paper, the Section 3 present the proposed 
method for object contour, the Section 4 present the 
experiments and results. The final section is conclusions.
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II. BRIEF KNOWLEDGE 

A. Curvelet Transform 

Wavelet transform is a popular method for image 
restoration [14]. Developing it, the new generation wavelet is 
showed; and the curvelet is one of them. The first generation 
of curvelet transform is ridgelet transform [18], [19]. In 
ridgelet domain, the hard threshold and soft threshold are 
applied. If we call Thard to be the hard threshold and Tsoft to be 

the soft threshold, 0  is parameter wavelet, I is normal 
parameter value. We have equations: 

hardT ,jk jk jkd d I d 
    

    
       (1) 

and 

softT , sign( )max 0,jk jk jkd d d 
    

    
      (2) 

Ridgelet transform can be adapted to represent objects with 
curved edges that are almost straight [21]. Two concepts are 
monoscale and multiscale, which represent the theory of 
ridgelets [25] based on the ridge functions to develop ridgelet 
system. The orthonormal ridgelets are indexed using as (3): 

 
 , , , ,s l a al x     (3) 

where, s is the ridge scale, l is the ridge location, a is the 
angular scale, al is the angular location and x is a gender 
token. The ridgelet transformation can be showed as follows 
[20]: 

 Smoothing step based on the Fourier transform. 

 Calculating bivariate ridgelet and depended on the 
radon transform that is the important process for ridgelet 
values.  

 Performing the scale wavelet transform with ridgelet 
coefficients to define the result images. 

The curvelet transform is a non-adaptive technique. It is 
the representation of multi-scale of objects. The curvelet is 
superior method to keep information and to improve the 
quality of images which have curves between edges. Similar to 
wavelets, curvelet transform can be dilated in two dimensions 
and translated. And like ridgelets, curvelets can be applied for 
all scales, locations and orientations. Each subband of curvelet 
is a curve with width   length

2
 and is analyzed by a local 

ridgelets. The subbands of curvelets have the nonstandard 
form [2

2s
, 2

2s+2
]. Authors in [18], [19] give the process of 

curvelet transform to include four steps: 

Firstly, the subband is decomposed. The image f is 

decomposed into subbands by [18], [19]:   

 0 1 2( , , ,...)f P f f f 
  (4) 

Each subband is the presentation of the value which needs 
to adapt to reconstruct coefficients. 

Secondly, smooth partitioning. Each subband is applied 
with scale which has the sidelength ~2

-s
, as follows by (5): 

 
( )

Ss Q s Q Qf w f  
      

(5)
 

where, 
Qw is a collection of smooth window localized 

around dyadic squares: 

1 1 2 2[ / 2 ,( 1) / 2 ] [ / 2 ,( 1) / 2 ]s s s sQ k k k k   
(6)

 

Thirdly, the renormalization. Each resulting square is 
renormalized to unit scale 

 
1( ) ( ),Q Q Q Sg T w f 

       
SQ Q

  (7)
 

Finally, ridgelet analysis. Each square is analyzed via the 
discrete ridgelet transform. 

While restore the images, besides of the curvelet 
coefficients, we can use the threshold and filter [14], [21] to 
support or combine between them [20]-[22]. But the execution 
time is very long. The time is slow because the adapting of the 
image to many filters or thresholds of transforms. 

B. Augmented Lagrangian Method 

When restoring the image restoration, any method must 
recover the sharpness of the image. The idea to minimize a 
total variation optimization problem for spatial temporal data 
was proposed [3]. It is Augmented Lagrangian Method (ALM) 
to solve the constrained problem. When we call a vector 
denoting the unknown (potentially sharp) image which has 

size M x N is called f (f 
1MNR  ), where f is an ingredient of 

equation to find the observed image g, g 
1MNR  . It is a 

linear shift invariant imaging system to calculate as: 

g = Hf + η , where f is a vector denoting the unknown 

(potentially sharp) image of size M x N, g is a vector denoting 

the observed image, 1η MNR  is a vector denoting the 

noise/blur, and the matrix H 
MN MNR  is a linear 

transformation representing convolution operation. This 
algorithm includes two types: TV/L1 minimization (for 
denoising image) and TV/L2 minimization (for deblurring 
image). They were defined as [3]: 

 

2

f
minimize   -

2 TV
Hf g f




 (8) 

and   
1f

minimize   -
TV

Hf g f 
  (9) 

where, μ is the regularization parameter. The authors were 

to find a saddle point of L(f, u, y). Then, they used the 
alternating direction method (ADM) to solve f-subproblem, u-
subproblem with TV/L2 and f-subproblem, u-subproblem and 
r-subproblem with TV/L1. The equation as [3]: 

 

2

1f,u

μ
minimize Hf-g + u

2  (10) 
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and   
1 1f,r,u

minimize + ur
 

(11)
 

Subject to r = Hf - g and u = Df. Augmented lagrangian 
method can be summarized as follows [3]: 

 Input: the information of vector denoting, 
convolution matrix, regularization parameter, the isotropic 
total variation. 

 Set parameter with value default. This step depends 
on other types of denoising or deblurring. 

 Initialize for the first value of each problem. 

 Compute the matrices of displacement in directions, 
such as: horizontal, vertical and temporal. 

 Check this value is coverage or not. If true, ALM will 
remove values (noise or blur) and update parameters. Then the 
checking process is continued. 

 When having any value to be not coverage, the 
algorithm will stop to check. 

C. Active Contour Model 

Active contour model, snake, is a method to detect 
boundaries of object in images. The position of a snake 
parametrically is known by v(s) = (x(s), y(s)) and energy 
functional as [7], [10]:  

1 1

*

int

0 0

( ( )) ( ( )) ( ( )) ( ( ))snake snake image conE E v s ds E v s E v s E v s ds    
 (12)

 

where, Eint represents the internal energy of spline due to 
bending is:  

2 2

int ( ( ) | ( ) | ( ) | ( ) | ) / 2s ssE s v s s v s  
  (13)

 

Eimage gives rise to the image forces, and Econ gives rise to 
the external constraint forces to calculate by [24]: 

 

21
( ( ) | ( ) | )

2
con sE s v s   (14) 

where, ( )s and ( )s are user-defined weights. The ( )s

is a large weight for the continuity term penalizes. The 
distance between points in the contour is changed by ( )s . In 

addition, ( )s is for the smoothing term of the contour. The 

features of images are the showing of image energy. These 
features are calculated by [24]: 

image line line edge edge term termE w E w E w E  
  (15)

 

where, wline, wedge, wterm are weights of these salient 
features. The process of snake includes computing force and 
then combining them and converging snake model. With self-
affine snake includes a step in the first of process which is 
extracting self-affine maps. However, the active contour 
model is only to apply when we have the object detection.   

III. OBJECT CONTOURS IN CURVELET DOMAIN 

Energy reducing is a popular direction for presenting the 
contour methods. In [22], the authors use energy reducing, 
self-affine snake in wavelet domain for contour detection. 
Edge detection is almost difficult because of the quality of 
images. The result of the contour object detection depends on 
the results of the edge detection step. Special with medical 
images, the quality of them is bad because of many reasons: 
skill of technical, machine, etc. … Edge detection is hard work 
because it is easy to lose information in medical images. 
Curvelet is one of the best choices for denoising medical 
images. In [24], [25], the authors use curvelet domain and 
Snake for contour detection and segmentation which have 
positive results. So, we can develop from it.  

Based on these ideas, we propose a new method for object 
contour. The process method is presented clearly in Fig. 1. In 
Fig. 1, the process method includes two periods. Firstly, object 
detection based on ALM for smoothing. Finally, the self-affine 
Snake for active contour. Both period 1 and 2 are also in 
curvelet domain. 

A. Object Detection based on ALM  for Smoothing 

Firstly, the input of the method is low quality medical 
images. These images have blur or noise values. So, objects in 
them are weak. Then, the decomposition which level is 5 and 
direction is 32 to be applied. The curvelet’s process is as 
follows: decompose input images into curvelet domain with 
scales depending on the level and direction. Then, the loop 
statement will begin in 1. Each repeat, calls block size, applies 
digital ridgelet transform. 

Secondly, the smoothing image: this step applies TV/L1 
process of ALM, which follows [3]: 

                ‖ ‖  ‖ ‖   
(16)

 

 

Fig. 1. The proposed method for object contour. 
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Equation (16) is solved as follows: 

INPUT: vector denoting the observed image (g) and convolution matrix (H), regularization parameter  , the isotropic total 

variation
x , 

y , 
t . 

OUTPUT: the medical image, which is denoised and deblurred. The object is to apply smoothing. 
BEGIN: 

- Set parameter with value default for 
r  = 2,         where 

0 = 0.7 and r : regularization parameter. 

- Initialize f0 = g, u0 = Df0, y0 = 0, r0 = Hf0 – g, z0 = 0    
- Compute the matrices of the first-order forward finite difference operators along the horizontal, vertical and temporal 

directions. 
- While (not coverage) do: 
     (i) Solve the f-subproblem is:  

                   
  

 
‖      ‖  

  

 
‖    ‖            

(17)
 

    where,    [  
        

        
  ]
 
 with: Dx, is the order forward finite-difference operators along the horizontal direction,     

    Dy is vertical direction and Dt  is temporal direction. 
          f-subprobem is improved by equation: 

              [
 [   

     (     )  
 (     )]

  | [ ]|
    (| [  ]|

  | [  ]|
 
 | [  ]|

 )
] (18) 

           where,   denotes the 3D Fourier Transform operator. 
    (ii) Solve u-subproblem: 

     

2

1 1 11
arg min ( )

2

T r
k k k k

u

u u y u Df u Df


      
 

(19) 

            where,

     

1
max ,0 * ( )x x x

r

u v sign v


 
  

                

(20) 

   (iii) Solve r-subproblem: 

                  ‖ ‖   
   

  

 
‖      ‖  (21) 

            by equation:       {|     
 

  
 |  

 

  
  }      (     

 

  
 ) (22) 

    (iv) Update the Lagrange multiplier y and z: 

     1 1 1( )k k r k ky y u Df    
  

(23)
 

           
          (            )  (24) 

    (v) Update: 

    
 1 1 2 2

,

,
r k k k k

r

if u Df u Df

r otherwise

 

    


  
(25) 

    (vi) Check convergence: if 
1 2 2

/k k kf f f tol   then break 

End while. 
END 

Thirdly, the object detection. In contour detection, after 
smoothing step, methods begin to calculate the strengths 
between edges together known to be the determining 
gradients. We use the equation of Eucidean distance as (26): 

    (∑ |     |
  

   )
 
 ⁄  (26) 

where, (x, y) is coordinates of image pixels. E will be used 
to define edges to be shown. Each pixel in the gradient image, 
45

0
 for direction and the connected neighborhoods help for the 

calculating process. The next problem is to show the 
relationships between pixels by direction, it is: 

 

arctan
y

x

G

G


 
  

 
    

(27)
 

where, Gx and Gy are the gradients in the x and y 
directions respectively. Gx and Gy are as (26). 

The edges are connected when the strength is greater than 
8-connected neighborhoods, and it will be removed. The 
boundaries of medical images are given, but they are not clear 
and powerful. We continue with them in the next period.  

B. Contour Detection 

In this period, we show the boundaries from the edges to 
be detected of the first period. The processing of this period, 
we present [24] as: extracting the self-affine maps, combining 
forces, converging snake model. In here, we don’t use the 
coefficients of curvelet as [24]. We improve the number of 
edges in the part A of this section. The matching code C is 
also evaluated by (28): 

 
( ) ( ( ))

ix M iC g x g m x    (28) 

where, g(x) is the intensity values. This is a first step of 
our methods. The second step is decomposition in Gaussian 
steps and the sum calculating (13) and (14).  From this, the 
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energy of medical images has given, similar to (15). This is 
the grounds for forces. 

Then, the coefficients for showing the boundaries of 
objects must fit with: 

2
n
 x Eimage > E    and   n > log2 (E / Eimage)  (29) 

where, E is the values of equation (15) and n is the 
coefficients of  smoothing step (by the comparison the smaller 
value between ALM and curvelet). If any value fits, it will be 
used for restoration and appearance. If not, it will not be a 
member of object contour. The difference of our method with 
[24] is we don’t only depend on coefficients of denoising 
images and improve this result of contour. Because of the 
denoising in space domain can lack information of medical 
images. We want to keep edges and connect between weak 
edges. They have very little gray intensity. 

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

The contour of objects in medical images has been very 
important because the size and location of them is 
manifestation of a disease. In Section 3, we present our 
method for object detection and improve the quality of 
boundaries in medical images. In the proposed method, we do 
not only use the features of curvelet transform for denoising 
medical images as other methods [24], [25] but also apply 

ALM for smoothing images. That is the preparatory step for 
the object detection in curvelet domain. Then, the self-affine 
snake in curvelet domain show the contour of objects. But we 
have another improvement to be the comparative values of 
forces. 

The results of our proposed method are compared with the 
other methods such as self-affine snake [23] and curvelet-
based geodesic snake method [25]. We have more edges and 
clear contour than other methods. We collect dataset from 
many hospitals with many sizes in more than 100 types of 
medical images. We test and show the contour of objects 
about the clarity and accuracy. Besides, we also compare the 
time processing between methods. 

Fig. 2 is the results of the proposed method and other 
methods with low quality medical images. Fig. 2(a) is the low 
quality medical images, Fig. 2(b) is the result of self- affine 
snake [23], Fig .2(c) is the result of curvelet-based geodesic 
snake method [25] and the proposed method result is the 
Fig. 2(d). 

Fig. 3 is another example about testing. Similar to Fig. 2, 
Fig. 3(a) is the low quality medical images. Fig. 3(b) is the 
result of self-affine snake [23]. Fig. 3(c) is the result of 
curvelet-based geodesic snake method [25] and the proposed 
method result is Fig. 3(d). 

       
(a)                               (b)                                   (c)                                 (d) 

Fig. 2. The results of contour detection by other methods with weak object: (a) The weak object in a noised and blurred medical image. (b) The result of 

detection by self-affine snake [23] with the time processing ~ 3.152 seconds. (c) The result of detection by curvelet-based geodesic snake method [25] with the 

time processing ~ 4.523 seconds. (d) The result of detection by the proposed method with the time processing ~ 4.047 seconds. 

       
    (a)                                            (b)                                  (c)                   (d) 

Fig. 3. The results of contour detection by other methods with weak object. (a) The weak object in a noised and blurred medical image. (b) The result of 

detection by self-affine snake [23] with the time processing ~  3.941 seconds. (c) The result of detection by curvelet-based geodesic snake method [25] with the 

time processing ~ 5.067 seconds. (d) The result of detection by the proposed method with the time processing ~ 4.797 seconds. 

The images in Fig. 2(a) and 3(a) also have no powerful 
objects. Because of the addition of 0.0005 of noise value and 
0.001 of blur value in them. These numbers are popular in 
images. 

From Fig. 2 and 3, we can see the accuracy of contour 
detection by our method is better. The time processing is 
smaller than curvelet-based geodesic snake method [25]. 

Because the proposed method uses ALM to improve the 
smoothing step to shorten the time processing. The time 
processing of self-affine snake [23] is the shortest, but the 
accuracy of contour is not good. Our results are better than 
other methods because of two reasons: 

Firstly, on one hand, that is improving of the smoothing 
step by ALM and using curvelet coefficients to active contour. 
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In edge detection step, the time processing is shortened to base 
on the ALM that removes noise from input images, because it 
does not depend on any threshold or filter. This is different 
from curvelet-based geodesic snake method [25]. The 
calculating of curvelet coefficients is applied in the next step, 
after denoising in smoothing step. That is more accurate and 
faster than other method. With medical images, the small 
details are very useful. We choose ALM to improve the 
smoothing step because of this reason. We do not want to lose 
the any pixels or weak values from input images. Because any 
pixel has a difference from others, it may be an early express.  

Secondly, on the other hand, the curvelet coefficient is 
very useful for active contour. The combining forces need the 
wavelet scales. In curvelet domain, these coefficients are very 
fit in this step. Moreover, the scales and the number of 
direction are in decomposition. Each subband of curvelet is a 
curve, to medical images that is an advantage. The previous 
step, edge detection, has good results and keeps much 
information of input images; the object contour is an 
advantage to be showed. And specially, we still use the results 
from the comparision with ALM coefficients to show forces. 

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS 

Object contour is an important task for segmentation, but 
the edge detection decides the results of contour. So, the 
improving result in the first step is necessary. When 
smoothing by transform, the result is very good but the 
processing time is very slow. We use the ALM to shorten the 
time but still keep information and applying self-affine snake 
to active contour. All of the steps are in curvelet domain, but 
we don’t only base on the curvelet coefficients. The authors 
compare the results with self-affine snake [23] and curvelet-
based geodesic snake method [25]. The comparison is not only 
the sharp contour, but also the execution time of algorithms in 
low quality medical images. In the future works, we extend to 
strong low quality medical images. We calculate and compare 
the information in medical images before and after applying 
our method. 
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Abstract—The given article covers the general formulations of 

inverse kinematic problems for robot motion control systems. We 

have discussed the difficulties how to solve such problems using 

analytical and numerical methods. We have also analyzed the 

convergence of iterative algorithms with the regularization on the 

trajectory with the points outside of the gripper reachability. The 

example of an iterative calculation of joint trajectories for a 3-

link robot using the recursive algorithm for the Jacobi matrix 

calculation has been presented.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

When modeling manipulative robot motion control systems 
(MCS) it is necessary to solve with the help of a computer the 
inverse kinematic problems (IKP) for their executive 
mechanisms (EM) using analytical or iterative methods. 
Algorithms for solving such problems constitute the 
mathematical basis for development (MCS) of robots. 

A robot manipulator is composed of a serial chain of rigid 
links connected to each other by revolute or prismatic joints. A 
revolute joint rotates about a motion axis and a prismatic joint 
slide along a motion axis. Each robot joint location is usually 
defined relative to neighboring joint. The relation between 
successive joints is described by 4x4 homogeneous 
transformation matrices that have orientation and position data 
of robots. The number of those transformation matrices 
determines the degrees of freedom of robots. The product of 
these transformation matrices produces final orientation and 
position data of a n degrees of freedom robot manipulator. 
Robot control actions are executed in the joint coordinates 
while robot motions are specified in the Cartesian coordinates. 
Conversion of the position and orientation of a robot 
manipulator end-effector from Cartesian space to joint space is 
called as inverse kinematics problem, which is of fundamental 
importance in calculating desired joint angles for robot 
manipulator design and control [1]. 

For a manipulator with n degree of freedom, at any instant 
of time joint variables is denoted by (qi =q (t), i = 1;2;3;....n) 
and position variables (xj = x(t), j = 1;2;3;….m). The relations 
between the end-effector position x(t) and joint angle q (t) can 
be represented by forward kinematic equation, x(t) = f (q (t)) 

where f is a nonlinear, continuous and differentiable function. 
On the other hand, with the given desired end effector 
position, the problem of finding the values of the joint 
variables is inverse kinematics, which can be solved by, q (t) = 
f(x(t))  Solution of (q(t)) is not unique due to nonlinear, 
uncertain and time varying nature of the governing 
equations [2]. 

The different techniques used for solving inverse 
kinematics can be reviewed with some articles where, Wu et.al. 
[3], a new analytic inverse kinematics (IK) solver is proposed 
which is suitable for multiple constrained 12-DOF human 
limbs. By decomposing human skeleton into five parts one 
head chain, two arm chains and two leg chains, a multi-
constrained human skeleton can be solved analytically. 

Drzevitzky [4] introduced Inverse Kinematics problems for 
anthropomorphic limbs and have shown how to solve those 
analytically in order to obtain symbolic solutions. The 
symbolic solutions can be modified and re-computed to match, 
for example, other input values that serve as constraints when 
solving the according Inverse Kinematics problem. 

In the theoretical robotics solutions for IKP often use 
algorithms based on analytical expressions that require 
calculating inverse trigonometric and transcendental functions. 
Such algorithms are obtained directly from geometric 
kinematics models of EM, or by vector-matrix models in the 
representation of Denavita-Hartenberg, describing the 
kinematics of EM in homogeneous coordinates [7]-[13]. 

However, for robots with complex kinematics, analytical 
solutions of the IKP on a given trajectory of grasping may turn 
out to be erroneous in specific configurations of EM (link 
positions), as well as at the boundary and outside the reachable 
zone of the grasp (gripper) because of the degeneracy of the 
Jacobi matrix due to the lowering of its rank. In such cases, 
only approximate solutions of IKP can be obtained by iterative 
methods. But when using such methods, it is necessary to study 
the convergence of their algorithms. 

The article discusses the difficulties of the analytical 
solution of the IKP using the example of a three-link robot 
with rotational links, draws attention to the need for 
regularization of iterative algorithms to ensure their 
convergence, describes the recursive algorithm for calculating 
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the Jacobi matrix, and analyzes the operability of iterative 
algorithms on the trajectories of the gripper containing areas 
with special configurations of EM. 

II. GENERAL FORMULATIONS OF THE IKP 

In systems of positional, high-speed and force-torque 
control movement of robots, different inverse problems of 
kinematics are solved. 

A. IKP about Positions of Links 

Given a 6 × 1 vector of linear position coordinates and 
angular coordinates of the orientation of the gripper 

  = (                 )
  

N × 1 vector of generalized coordinates of links is calculated 
 

q= (          )
     (  )                             ( ) 

 

Where      is the N × 1 vector-valued function inverse to 
the 6 × 1 vector-valued function Ф (q) corresponding to the 
kinematic scheme of the robot’s EM. 

The problem (1) is the most complicated from the 
computational point of view, since it requires the solution of a 
system of nonlinear algebraic equations of the form. 

 ( ) -     = F(q) = 0 

Where, 0 is the zero 6 × 1 vector. 

IKP about link speeds 

For given vectors of linear and angular velocities of 
grasping (of the gripper): 

  = (        )
 
      (        )

 
 

the N × 1 vector of generalized link speeds is calculated. 

  ̇ = (  ̇    ̇     ̇ )
      ( ) (  

  
)                                 (2) 

Where      ( ) is the inverse (or pseudoinverse) matrix of 
the Jacobi matrix J(q) of the vector-valued function Ф(q). 

The problem (2) is a solution of a system of linear algebraic 
equations of the form: 

 ( )  ̇     (
  
  
* 

B. IKP about the Forces and Moments in the Joints (Hinges) 

of the Links 

By the given vectors of projection of force and moment in 
the gripper: 

  = (        )
 
      (        )

 
 

The vector of generalized forces in the hinges is determined 

Q= (          )
 =  ( ) (  

  
).                                      (3) 

Expression (3), which requires the calculation and 
transposition of the Jacobi matrix, is valid only for the case of 
an ideal EM that does not have energy losses in the joints of 
the links. 

The Jacobi matrix in problems (1) - (3), depending on the 
number of links N of a robot can be square or have a 
rectangular form: 

J(q)= 
  ( ) 

  
 
  ( )

  
= 

{
   ( )

   
            ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅       ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅} 

In a more general formulation, problem (1) can be 
formulated as the problem of minimizing the square of the 
norm of the discrepancy vector: 

‖ ( ) ‖                                                                   (4) 

and solved by iterative methods without computing the 
Jacobi matrix or gradient methods using its numerical 
approximations. However, the convergence of algorithms of 
such methods is slower and when they are used, more steps of 
the iterative process are required [6]. 

In [8], an example of an iterative solution of the IKP in the 
formulation (4) for a 6-link robot is given, on the program 
trajectory of grasping which the constant orientation of the 
grasping is given not by the Euler angles, but by the vector of 
the direction cosines. 

If the values of the vector of generalized coordinates are 

bounded by the admissible domain q     , then problems of 

the form (4) should be solved by methods of conditional 
minimization. In this case, the exact solution of the IKP may in 
principle be absent. 

C. Analytical Solution of the IKP 

Consider a 3-link robot of the BBB type operating in an 
angular coordinate system for which problem (1) is solved 
ambiguously and depends on the sign of the angular position of 
the third link (the lower or upper arm configuration): 

         (
  
  ⁄ ); 

             ( ); 

         (
(     )

   
⁄ )        ( )                     (5a) 

Where L1, L2, L3 are the lengths of the links; 

     √  
     

  ((     ))
 
   

  (  
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The solution of the IKP can also be obtained from other 
expressions [9]: 

         (
  
  ⁄ );      √    ; 

           (   ); 

         (
(     )

   
⁄ )    

  arctg (
       

           
)                                        (5b) 

However, the solutions of the IKP with MATLAB 
functions by the expressions (5a) on the trajectory of grasping 
with points outside its reachability zone turn out to be complex 
numbers that have no practical meaning. To obtain real 
solutions of the IKP, the values of the variables C and D, 
which are cosines, should be limited to one. The solutions of 
the IKP by the expressions (5b) are obtained real at points both 
inside and outside the reach zone of the gripper, so there is no 
need to limit the values of the variables C and E. 

III. ALGORITHMS OF ITERATIVE METHODS 

We consider algorithms for the numerical solution of 
problem (1), in which the Jacobi matrix is calculated in explicit 
form. 

A. Algorithm of Newton’s Method 

Theoretically, in the case of a square Jacobi matrix, for 
example, when N = 3 or 6, the following algorithm can be 
used: 

            
  (  )   (  ),                                    (6) 

Where       is the scalar value of a constant or variable 
step.  

Wherein At each step of the iterative process, it is required 
to calculate the inverse matrix corresponding to the Jacobi 
matrix. However, in special configurations of EM, if the Jacobi 
matrix is poorly conditioned or completely degenerate due to a 
decrease in its rank, the operability of algorithm (6) is lost, 

Simplified algorithm of Newton’s method 

If we replace the inverse matrix      in the algorithm (6) 
with the transposed Jacobi matrix 

             
 (  )   (  ),                               (7) 

Coarse (Rough) solutions of problem (1) can be obtained, 
but in special configurations of EM, the convergence of 
algorithm (7) is also not guaranteed. 

B. Algorithm of the Gauss-Newton Method 

When solving problems with a rectangular Jacobi matrix, 
when the number of links is redundant (N > 6) or insufficient 
(N < 6) in the algorithm (6), instead of the inverse matrix     , 
it is necessary to use the left 

    (    )        or the right        (     )   
pseudoinverse matrices [5]. We obtain the following algorithm: 

             
 (  )   (  )                                      (8) 

C. Algorithms of the Levenberg-Marquardt Method 

In the algorithm (8), in calculating pseudo inverse matrices, 
because the matrices (    )  and (     )  can turn out to be 
poorly conditioned or degenerate, to ensure the convergence of 
the iterative processes, it is necessary to carry out factorization 
based on the matrix decomposition or to use simple 
regularization: 

            [( 
        )

    ]   (  )                      ( ) 

            [ 
 (          )

  ]   (  )                   (  ) 

Where E is the identity matrix;     is a regularizing scalar 
parameter. 

When applying any of the algorithms (6) - (10), the matrix 
J (q) can be calculated either by the direct derivation of the 
vector function  ( )by analytic expressions, which is rather 

cumbersome for N ≥  3, or by a more efficient recursive 

algorithm [13], using the transformation matrices of 
homogeneous coordinates and the intersection operations 
(vector products) of the columns of the rotation matrix of 
grasping (n, o, a) - normal vectors, orientation and approach.  

A recursive algorithm for computing the Jacobi matrix 

In the base coordinate system of the robot, the Jacobi 
matrix performs the transformation of the vector of generalized 
link speeds: 

(
    
    

)     ( )   ̇ 

Where       and       are the vectors of the projections of 

the linear and angular velocity of grasping. 

Here the Jacobi matrix is defined as the product 

  ( )     ( )     ( )  

Where   ( )  – 6   Jacobi matrix of velocity 
transformation in the coordinate system of the gripper 

(
    
    

)     ( )   ̇ 

  ( ) - 6 × 6 matrix transformation of linear and angular 
velocities of grasping from the N-th to the base coordinate 
system. 

(
    
    

)     ( )  (
    
    

) 

To calculate the matrix    ( ) , 4 × 4 matrices are required 

that determine the position and orientation of the gripper in the 
j-th coordinate system, i.e., with respect to the (j-1) -th link: 

  ( )     (  )    (  )   (  )    

= (
                   

                     
)  
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Where         (                     )
 

   - rotation matrix 

with orientation vectors of the grip coordinate system;        

 (                    )
 
 vector of the position of the center of the 

coordinate system of the grasp. 

Columns of the matrix   ( )  (                   ) are 

calculated by the reverse recursion (j = 6, 5, ….1):  

      {
(
  
  
*

(
  
     

)
                 

Where     - 3 × 1 vector, composed of Z-components of 

vector products. 
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(              ) 
(              ) 
(              ) ]
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] ; 

  - a 3 × 1 unit vector directed along the axis of motion of 

the j-th link 

        
    [

 
 
 
] = [

      
      
      

] ; 

       is the zero 3 × 1 vector. 

The matrix   ( )  in the block representation has the 
following form: 

  ( )   [
        
        

] 

Where         is the zero matrix;      ( )      rotation 

matrix with the column vectors of the normal, orientation and 
approach, calculated in the base coordinate system. 

A more detailed recursive algorithm for computing the 
Jacobi matrix is described in [9]. 

Analysis of the convergence of iterative algorithms 

Let us analyze the processes of the iterative IKP solution 
using algorithms (6) - (10) with the Jacobi matrix calculation 
using the above recursive algorithm on two BBB type robot 
gripper trajectories (Fig. 1). 

 

Fig. 1. Given trajectories of grasp. 

The trajectories are given by the base points Sg ={X, Y, Z}, 
the first is in the reachable zone of grasp, the second - with 
some points outside its boundary. 

Fig. 2 and 3 show the trajectory of the links obtained for the 
upper configuration of the robot by analytical methods (5a) and 
(5b), and calculated by these trajectories by solving the direct 
problem of kinematics corresponding trajectories of the gripper 
Sc = {Xc, Yc, Zc} are shown in Fig. 1 by solid lines. 

 

Fig. 2. Results of the solution of the IKP on the first trajectory of grasp. 

 

Fig. 3. Results of the solution of the IKP on the second trajectory of grasp. 

In Fig. 4 are presented the graphs of the modules of the 
Jacobi matrix determinant of the BBB-type robot, calculated 
from the recursive algorithm for the two variants of the link 
trajectories (see Fig. 2 and 3). 

Exactly the same graphs are obtained when calculating the 
elements of the Jacobi matrix by analytic expressions. It is seen 
from the graphs that for the second variant of the trajectories at 
the points on the boundary of the reachability zone of the grasp 
the determinant of the degenerate Jacobi matrix takes the value 
zero. 

On the first trajectory of the grasp, the solutions obtained 
by all the compared algorithms (6) - (10) coincide with the 
trajectories of the links (see Fig. 2), calculated by analytical 
methods. At the same time, for each of the algorithms, the 

values of the constant parameters    and     were 
established, which ensure the convergence of the IKP solution 
processes for the number of iterations         .  

 

Fig. 4. Graphs of modules of the Jacobi matrix determinant. 

For j link B-type 

For j link p-type, 
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On the second trajectory of grasping, because of the 
degeneracy of the Jacobi matrix at special points, the 
convergence of algorithms (6) and (8) is lost.   Algorithms (9) 
and (10), with regularized left and right pseudo-inverse 

matrices, are the most stable. At values of           = 0,1 

they give the same solutions as in Fig. 3, for the number of 
iterations           .The algorithm (7), which uses the 
transposed Jacobi matrix, converges, but gives very rough 
solutions.  

IV. CONCLUSION 

Thus, based on the results of the study, the following 
practical recommendations can be made.  

When modeling and developing control systems for the 
movement (motion) of manipulative robots, it is advisable to 
use iterative algorithms for solving the IKP. Analytical 
solutions by expressions containing inverse trigonometric 
functions in special configurations of EM can turn out to be 
incorrect. 

The most accurate solutions of the IKP multi-link robots 
can be obtained by algorithms (9) and (10) with regularization, 
in which the Jacobi matrix is recommended to be calculated 
without numerical differentiation using a recursive algorithm 
that uses kinematic models in homogeneous coordinates. 

When programming (planning) the grasp paths 
(trajectories) in robot motion control systems, care should be 
taken to avoid the situations shown in Fig. 1 and 3. 

The base points should be set in the working area of the 
robot, determined by the overall dimensions of the links and 
the Permissible variation ranges of the generalized 
coordinates.   
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Abstract—The computational applications support different 

processes in organizations, one of these processes are those 

related to human resources, where one of the activities is the 

hiring of new personnel; the evaluation of human talent to be 

integrated into a company can be measured through different 

tests, one of which is the Terman-Merril intelligence test, which 

measures the intellectual quotient of candidates with a series of 

sub-tests. In this project, the waterfall method has been used for 

the development of a web computational application for the 

Terman-Merril intelligence test, as well as the management of the 

users and the results obtained to be visualized in spreadsheets for 

its subsequent analysis and graphing. The ASP.Net programming 

language and the SQL Server 2014 database have been used for 

the programming and the storage of information. As a result, it 

has been applied successfully in some companies, obtaining 

measurable and evaluable results on the candidates. The 

application has also been installed in a computer lab for students 

enrolled in the Bachelor of Human Resources at Faculty of 

Accounting and Administration at Coahuila, Mexico. 

Keywords—Human resources; Terman-Merril test; intelligence 

test; ASP.Net 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The intelligence research is an important area of 
knowledge for researchers and practicing psychologists, 
organizations require tests to evaluate new staff and select 
those that get the best scores, testing in the selection process is 
a significant element that has aim to select the high quality 
personnel in the organization. Special features in the selection 
process are represented through psychological tests and 
intelligence tests [1]. 

The assessment of intelligence required good measurement 
instruments, consists of standardized questions and tools for 
assessing an individual potential [2]. 

At the present day there are various psychometric tools for 
intelligence measurement, one of these is the “Standard 
Progressive Matrices Test” (SPMT), which was developed by 
J.C. Raven (1939) and distributed by US Psychological 
Corporation, consists of abstract reasoning; puzzle solving, 
problem solving, learning and patterns recognized [3]. 

Alternative tools for measuring intellectual abilities were 
proposed by M.A. Kholodnaya as a development of an 
onthological approach to intelligence studies, these tests aim 
to measure categorical and conceptual abilities that underlie 

intellectual productivity, implies the necessity to derive a new 
conceptual knowledge by combining three words from 
completely different semantic contexts into one meaningful 
sentence [4]. 

The Terman-Merril Test (TMT) was created in 1960, by L. 
Terman and M. A. Merril, based on the research work of A. 
Binet, who was a teacher at Stanford University; for the 
evaluation of high intellectual capacities, where intelligence is 
measured as a general capacity starting from a chronological 
age, obtaining intellectual quotient (IQ) values significant and 
progressive higher than those obtained with the currently used 
factor scales, whose primary objective is to determine the 
intellectual quotient of people. 

It is a set of ten structured tests, requires a maximum 
execution to obtain the best performance of the examinee. 

The objectives of the test measure are: Common sense to 
appreciate social situations, develop the ability to understand 
concepts expressed in words, knowledge of language, obtain 
ability to summarize, relate and abstract essential ideas, 
develop the ability to concentrate and work under pressure, 
learn to anticipate situations to foresee the future and mentally 
imagine the solution to a problem. Each series has a time limit 
and the total test requires 27 minutes, and can be administered 
individually or collectively [5], [6]. 

In this project was developed a computational application 
based in the TMT for intelligence measurement, considering 
all the variables of the ten tests that integrate it. 

The software was used as a tool in a computer laboratory 
for the human resources students at the Faculty of Accounting 
and Administration at Autonomous University of Coahuila, 
else for examining people to be hired by the companies. 

The program was created using Active Server Pages 
(ASP).Net [7] programming language and the SQL Server 
2014 database for data storage [8]. 

Basically, this study has four sections. 

In Section I, the introduction was shown. In Section II, the 
fundamental concepts are described. Also, the Terman Merril 
structure was stated. Thus, Section III describes the 
methodology, and Section IV describes the principal findings 
of the project. 
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II. FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS 

A. Terman-Merril Structure 

It is composed of ten sets of tests that measure different 
cognitive skills and abilities of people, each of which has a 
measurement in minutes to be applied, in total the full test can 
be achieved in 27 minutes. The particular characteristics are 
described below, the tests are passed when the subject meets 
the criterion of step for each of them; minimum performance 
sufficient for the proposed task, being the result dichotomous 
(overcome / not exceeded). Tests are assessed and scored at 
more than one mental age level with demanding criteria. The 
IQ is obtained from the corresponding norms, which relate the 
chronological age at the time of performing the test with the 
mental age obtained. As the chronological age increases, the 
mean and dispersion of the mental ages is also increasing [9].  

 Information or knowledge, measure culture and general 
knowledge, long-term memory, answer in a time limit 
2 minutes. 

 Understanding, measures the understanding and 
management of reality. 

 Verbal meanings, measures the ability to analyze and 
synthesize concepts. 

 Logical selection, measures the ability to deduce and 
logically abstract concepts. 2 minutes time. 

 Arithmetic, measures reasoning and quantitative 
concepts. It is answered within a 3 minutes time limit. 

 Practical judgment, measure common sense. It is 
answered in a time limit of 5 minutes. 

 Analogies, ability to reason, abstract, generalize and 
think in an organized way. 

 Sentence ordering, planning, organization and 
understanding of concepts. Attention to detail. 
Maximum response time 3 minutes. 

 Classification, measures the logical discrimination of 
concepts. 

 Seriation, measures the deduction capacity. It is 
answered in a maximum of 4 minutes. Table I 
summarizes of test series, skill and time. 

TABLE I. TERMAN-MERRIL TEST SERIES 

Serie Skill Time 

I Information 2 minutes 

II Understanding 2 minutes 

III 
Verbal 

meanings 
2 minutes 

IV 
Logical 

selection 
3 minutes 

V Arithmetic 5 minutes 

VI 
Practical 
judgment 

2 minutes 

VII Analogies 2 minutes 

VIII 
Sentence 

ordering 
3 minutes 

IX Classification 2 minutes 

X Seriation 4 minutes 

Total  27 minutes 

Once the methodology comprising the TM intelligence test 
is understood, the software development component is carried 
out. 

B. Software Engineering 

Software development is based on software engineering, 
which is an engineering discipline that covers all aspects of 
software production. The goal is the cost-effective 
development of software systems where there are no physical 
limitations on the software's potential. software, which can 
sometimes be complex and difficult to understand [10].  
Another concept about software engineering that could be 
defined as the establishment and application of engineering 
principles to obtain software. Taking into account factors as 
important as the economic cost, the reliability of the system 
and an efficient operation that meets the needs of the user 
[11]. 

C. Waterfall Model 

The life cycle initially proposed by Royce in 1970 [12], 
shown in Fig. 1, was adapted for the software from the life 
cycles of other branches of engineering. It is the first of the 
proposed and most widely followed by organizations (it is 
estimated that 90% of the systems have been developed under 
this method) [11]. 

It works on the basis of documents, that is, the entry and 
exit of each phase is a specific document type deliverable. 
Ideally, each phase could be done by a different team thanks 
to the documentation generated between the phases. The 
documents are: Analysis: take as input a description in natural 
language of what the client wants. Produces the Software 
Requirements Document (SRD). Design: The entry is the 
SRD, produce the Software Design Document (SDD). Coding: 
From the SDD, produces modules. In this phase, unit tests are 
also carried out. Tests: The integration and testing of the entire 
system is carried out from the approved modules. The result of 
the tests is the final product ready to deliver [13].  

 

Fig. 1. Waterfall model. 

This model has some advantages as the planning is simple, 
the quality of the resulting product is high and it allows 
working with low-qualified personnel. By the other hand the 
disadvantages are the need to have all the requirements at the 
beginning. Typically, the client does not have perfectly 
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defined system specifications, or unexpected needs may arise, 
if mistakes have been made in one phase it is difficult to go 
back, you do not have the product until the end, if an error is 
made in the analysis phase it is reflected until the delivery, 
with the consequent waste of resources. The client will not see 
results until the end. 

D. Software used for the Development of the Application 

Microsoft SQL Server: SQL Server is a Microsoft 
Relational Database Management System (RDBMS) that was 
designed for the business environment. SQL Server runs on T-
SQL (Transact-SQL), a set of Sybase and Microsoft 
programming extensions that add several features to standard 
SQL, including transaction control, exception and error 
handling, row processing, as well as declared variables. It also 
supports the management of capabilities for business 
intelligence and data mining [14]. 

Visual Studio 2015: It is an Integrated Development 
Environment (IDE) for Windows operating systems. Supports 
multiple programming languages, such as C ++, C #, Visual 
Basic .NET, F #, Java, Python, Ruby and PHP, as well as web 
development environments, such as ASP.NET MVC, Django, 
and others [15]. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

The methodology phases were: Analysis of TMT 
components, requirements for the analysis, software 
specifications for application development, design and 
codification, testing and maintenance, and implementations 
and results. Fig. 2 displays the methodology phases. 

 

Fig. 2. Methodology phases. 

Regarding the methodology to perform the research, first a 
detailed analysis of the requirements for the specifications of 
the ten series that make up the TMT was carried out, the 
application was developed complying with all the 
specifications regarding required data; how to evaluate each 
series, time needed, and results obtained. 

The biggest challenge was the application development, 
since each series requires a different evaluation; the evaluation 
was based on a template with the correct answers and the final 
obtaining of the IQ; which is the data that the evaluator 
requests from the application. 

Once the application was developed, it was applied in a 
sample of thirty students of the Bachelor's degree in Human 
Resources and in a company of the public transport branch to 
evaluate the applicants, obtaining successful results compared 
against other psychometric test such as Cleaver test. 

Finally, it has been implemented in the human resources 
laboratory of the Faculty of Accounting and Administration 
and in the firm. 

A. Analysis Diagrams 

Some diagrams produced during analysis phase were 
displayed in Fig. 3 and 4. In Fig. 3 the application processes 
were shown. 

The main requirements for the development in the first 
phase, users registry, a program where the general users data 
for registry in the application are entered, and with that, users 
can create their own account and password. After users 
registry phase was done, the instructions about the test were 
shown; before beginning the test series, samples of the 
questions were displayed. This process was done in the ten 
series of TMT. The responses were saved in the database; 
Fig. 4 shows part of the database diagram. 

The result processing was activated through a buttom in 
the application once the series were responded. The TMT 
score obtained was calculated in the next way, first the series 
questions were saved in a table with the correct response; in 
other table related, the user answers were saved and a score 
was generated based in the answers and the correct answer. In 
this way, all the answers of the complete series were 
calculated and stored in a table named seriesUsers. 

The user can see all the scores obtained in the ten series 
and visualize a result. The scores obtained place the user at a 
level from deficient, inferior, medium low, medium, medium 
high, superior to the outstanding level, which is the highest.  

A part of the design of the database is shown in Fig. 4, 
where the main entities that are represented are: Users, 
SeriesUsers, Series, Questions, Answers, User Answers, 
among others. 

With this scheme it is intended to solve the storage of the 
necessary data required by the TMT web application in all its 
processes. 
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Fig. 3. Data flow processes. 

 

Fig. 4. Data model. 

The User Registration Process is shown in Fig. 5, where 
the user’s general data are recorded. 

 

Fig. 5. Users registry. 

A part of the program code that contains the user’s registry 
is shown in Fig. 6. 

Each of the series has its own programming since they 
have different questions, answers and way of evaluating. 

The application was implemented in a university Windows 
server, the database recorded the responses to each of the 
series and this information can be exported to spreadsheets for 
been evaluated by human resources personnel. 

 

Fig. 6. Code for users registry. 

IV. RESULTS 

Once the application has been implemented in the faculty 
repository, tests have been carried out with users-students of 
the Accounting and Administration faculty who are studying 
the Bachelor's degree in Human Resources, to whom the 
program is useful as a laboratory. 
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It has also been used in the evaluation of a transport 
company where fifteen people were evaluated for hiring, 
reflecting a high degree of acceptance among the company's 
human resources managers. The application has a simple and 
effective design at the same time; since it provides the 
pertinent information about the people who answer it, so it can 
be implemented in any company or organization to evaluate 
the intellectual capacities of the users.  

Fig. 7 shows the results of the application of the test in the 
company, where the data of ten people were shown, with age, 
the results of the ten tests and the IQ obtained. 

The results obtained from the application of the test in the 
group of students, who answered it in the established time, 
where the system records the responses of each person and the 
intellectual coefficient obtained for each user.  

These data are plotted and visualized by the test applicator. 

 

Fig. 7. Results of the Terman-Merril intelligence test application. 

The application export the results to Excel spreadsheet for 
the graphics purposes, the application provides sufficient basis 
to make a decision to hire or not hire staff, other factors may 
influence the final decision of human resources personnel. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this project, a web computational application has been 
designed and implemented for solving the needs of the human 
resources department at the Faculty of Accounting and 
Administration at Autonomous University of Coahuila, 
Mexico. Especially in the hiring of new personnel and else as 
an application that can be used for students in a computing 
laboratory, so can serve for various purposes as practices for 
the students and for uses in companies for evaluating new 
personnel to be hired. 

The software has some modules: users’ registry, answer 
series, process results, and export data, between others. 

It should be noted that in the development of the TM 
application now plays an important role with students and 
teachers from Accounting Faculty and can be applied at 

human resources companies for helping. Some phases were 
defined in order to fulfillment the project; these were: 
Analysis of the TM components, requirements analysis, 
software specifications, design and codification, testing and 
maintenance, and implementation and results; using the 
waterfall model as a methodology. 

The main results obtained were the process automation of 
the new personnel evaluation, made through a computational 
application, this implies better time response on the process, 
have the electronic information of the candidates for a 
position, less margin of error when applying calculations, and 
have a historical record of the candidates. 

The implementation of the  solution allowed appreciate 
how the use of IT, can support the processes of management 
and decisions in contexts such as university and companies, 
and contribute to strengthening initiatives aimed at improving 
decision-making process supported with the values obtained 
from the application. 

The methodology used facilitated all the application 
development process. 
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Abstract—Cost estimation is very important in software 

development progress so that resource and time planning can be 

successfully performed. Accurate estimation of cost is directly 

related to the decision making mechanism in the software 

development process. The underestimated cost might lead to 

fewer resources and budget problems; in contrast, customer 

satisfaction might diminish due to waste of resources. This study 

represents an estimation model for the effort required for the 

development of software projects using a variant of artificial bee 

colony (ABC) algorithm. The proposed model is performed over 

a dataset consisting of NASA software projects and has better 

performance than the previous studies. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

As technological advances have risen, the competition in 
the software industry has been increased. Thus the prediction 
of features that affect software processes such as performance, 
cost, and reliability becomes essential for software companies. 
The cost is the most fundamental element to make a software 
project manageable. With the precise cost estimation, 
companies might evaluate the project progress and analyze 
what is effective for the project and get better decisions during 
software life cycle. It provides a reliable budget and delivery of 
the software product within the promised period of time. 

In the literature, there are a number of models for 
estimating the software cost. These models are developed using 
algorithmic approaches, expert judgments, analogy, top-down 
and bottom-up strategies and machine learning techniques. 
Algorithmic models, one of the successful and simple software 
cost estimation techniques, use mathematical formulas that are 
based on the effort in terms of person-months at various life 
cycles of the software for a project [1]. In this study, we 
implement enhanced artificial bee colony method proposed in 
[2] to establish an algorithmic model for estimating software 
cost. 

The organization of this paper is as follows: Section II 
explains some algorithmic models, the methodology that has 
been used is detailed in Section III, in Section IV, the 
evaluation and results of our model are shown, Section V 
discusses the conclusions. 

II. BACKGROUND 

There are various major models to estimate software cost in 
the literature [3]-[5]. These models are based on a large 

number of software projects and applications completed in 
various organizations. In the formulations of these models, the 
software size is based on KLOC (Kilo Lines Of Code) that is 
the number of lines of source codes. The structure of the 
formulation is as follows: 

                                                                      (1) 

It is thought that the software effort can be found by 
multiplying a power of the number of lines of the software 
code by a coefficient. Values a and b are constants obtained 
experimentally. The proposed models in the literature aim to 
find these constants, a and b, mathematically by using some 
software projects. 

Some of these models are: 

 Walston-Felix Model [6]:  This model was proposed by 
Waltson and Felix in 1977. The model was developed 
from a database of 60 different projects and provides a 
correlation between effort and source code lines. This 
formulation can be expressed as: 

                                                                      (2) 

 Doty Model: In the same year with Walston-Felix 
Model, Doty presents the model called with his name 
[7], to estimate the effort for the number of lines of 
code as in the following equation: 

                                                                  (3) 

 Halstead Model [8]: This model, which predicts the 
error rate, was proposed in 1977. In this model, in-depth 
analysis is not required for the programming structure. 
It provides to recommend the code length and volume 
metrics of the software. The formulation of this 
model is: 

                                                                            (4) 

 Bailey-Basili Model [9]: Bailey and Basili proposed a 
meta-model in 1981 to calculate the software effort 
prediction equations that best fits the given 
development environment. The resulting model is based 
on the collection of data such as differences between 
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projects and their environmental factors. This equation 
is expressed as follows: 

                                                                (5) 

 Artificial neural networks (ANN) are designed to model 
the way in which human brain performs. ANNs consist 
of simple interconnected units and are usually 
organized as layers. Similar to the information 
processing method of the brain, after a learning process, 
ANN has the ability to collect information and the 
ability to store and generalize this information with the 
weight of connections between cells. The learning 
process involves learning algorithms that enable the 
renewal of ANN weights to achieve the desired goal. 
Finnie et al. [10] used ANN method to learn parameters 
in effort estimation of software development in 1977. 
The prediction model was based on 50 sample cases.  

 Genetic algorithm (GA): Genetic algorithm that is 
inspired by the evolutionary process, is a method used 
to solve optimization problems. Authors in [11] and 
[12] use genetic algorithms to achieve improvement on 
effort estimation.  

 ABC algorithm model: This algorithm was developed 
by Karaboga et al. [13] inspired by the behaviors of 
biological swarm intelligence. The intelligence in 
foraging behaviors of honeybees is leveraged to find the 
optimal solutions for problems. The principal of the 
algorithm is based on the behaviors of honeybees on 
finding nectar-rich food sources and information 
sharing about food sources [14]. The goal of foraging 
process is to minimize the consumed energy and time 
while finding nectar-rich sources. The ABC algorithm 
is very simple and robust optimization algorithm. For 
cost estimation of a software project, it aims to learn 
parameters of (1). 

 H-ABC [15]: The ABC algorithm can be initialized 
with a distribution that is either uniform or non-uniform 
according to the location of the optimum. In this model, 
Halton points are chosen among the initial points that 
are generated by ABC algorithm and this model is 
applied to optimize the parameters given in (1). 

III. METHODOLOGY 

The advantages of ABC algorithm are simplicity, be 
applicable to many different areas and its outstanding 
performance. On the other hand, it suffers from slow 
convergence and tendency to local optima [16]. Researchers 
have been proposed to overcome these drawbacks [2], [16]-
[20]. Abro et al. [2] proposed a novel variant of basic ABC 
algorithm which is called Enhanced-ABC algorithm (E-ABC). 
The E-ABC algorithm uses multiple global-best possible-
solutions (GBPS) rather than single global-best possible-
solution in exploration and exploitation phase. It also has a 
novel procedure in the scout bee phase to improve the 
performance. 

The bee swarm in basic ABC algorithm consists of three 
groups to accomplish different tasks: employed bees, 
onlookers, and scouts. The employed and onlooker bees 
indicate the number of possible solutions in the population. A 
scout bee is formed with the transformation of the employed 
bee when a food source exhausted totally [13]. A scout flies 
around the hive and produces a food source randomly. In the 
modeling of the optimization problem, the search space is 
represented by the hive, each possible solution is considered as 
a food source and the solution quality is shown by the nectar 
amount of these food sources. 

An employed bee investigates near food sources around the 
hive. After she finds a food source, she tries to explore the 
multiple best-found locations of search space instead of the 
neighborhood of an assigned food source like in basic ABC 
algorithm. 

                                                   (6) 

where     is the produced new source from     which 
represents the old food source,     is randomly selected  
number between (-1,1) [2].                            represents 

one of the high-nectar-content  food sources. 

The fitness value of new-found food source (    ) is 
evaluated using the following equation: 

                       {

 

    
               

              
                  (7) 

where    represents objective function value of     food 
source. 

If the nectar amount of newly found solution is higher, then 
the bee learns the new one and forgets the previous solution. 
Otherwise, she continues with the previous position. 

All population is divided into different groups, and the 
number of groups is determined by a user-defined value. The 
Global best possible solutions (GBPSs) are selected to assign 
each one of them to a group, regardless of its existence [2]. The 
aim of this task is to improve the fitness of possible solutions. 

In exploitation process, employed bees share information 
about food sources by dancing. Each onlooker bee chooses a 
high-quality food source based on the observation of the dance. 
The quality of the food source is decided by the probability 
value (pk): 

                                    
    

∑     
  
   

                                 (8)  

where      is the fitness value (nectar amount of food 
source) in     position. If an onlooker bee does not find a 
better solution than old one, she produces a new solution using 
the following equation: 

                                                               (9) 
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This formula is intended to improve exploitation process 
and runs if (1) failed to generate better solution than the 
existing solution and Selection (S), an additional control 
variable of E-ABC algorithm, is larger than a randomly 
generated number. Authors in [2] stated that higher value of S 
accelerates the speed of convergence. 

In E-ABC algorithm, a scout bee calculates new food 
sources,      according to the formula below: 

                                                                          (10) 

where          represents one of the high-nectar-content 

sources.      is a random number ranging between 0.9 and 
1.1 [2]. 

There are a few critical parameters to be specified in E-
ABC algorithm: 

1) SN: the size of the population. 

2) Limit value:  iteration number to quit processing on a 

food source. 

3) MIN: Maximum iteration number. 

4)   value: a decision number to search a new food 

source. 

5)   value: the number of groups in population to be 

assigned GBPSs. 

The values are assigned as shown in Table I. 

TABLE I. THE TUNING PARAMETERS FOR THE E-ABC 

Parameters Values 

SN 100 

Limit 20 

MIN 750 

Selection ( )  0.5 

Number of groups ( ) 5 

B. Results 

The performance of the predicted model is measured by 
two mainly used metrics, such as Mean Magnitude Relative 
Error (MMRE) and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE). 

         
 

 
∑

|                       |

      
 
             (11) 

     √
 

 
∑                            

    (12) 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

This section explains the details of the used dataset and 
obtained results over this dataset using some common metrics. 

A. Dataset 

The proposed estimation model using E-ABC method in [2] 
is conducted on a NASA dataset [9] that contains 18 projects 
consisting of Kilo Line of code (KLOC), Methodology (ME) 
and the measured effort.  The Effort is in terms of person-
months. Table II shows the details of this dataset. 

To estimate model parameters, the dataset is split into 
training set that consists of the first 13 projects, and test set that 
contains the rest of the projects in the dataset. The computed 
efforts obtained by E-ABC are shown in Table II. 

TABLE II. NASA DATA OF EFFORT ESTIMATION  

Project No KLOC Methodology Measured Effort 

1 90.2 30 115.80 

2 46.2 20 96.00 

3 46.5 19 79.00 

4 54.5 20 90.80 

5 31.1 35 39.60 

6 67.5 29 98.40 

7 12.8 26 18.90 

8 10.5 34 10.30 

9 21.5 31 28.50 

10 3.1 26 7.00 

11 4.2 19 9.00 

12 7.8 31 7.30 

13 2.1 28 5.00 

14 5 29 8.40 

15 78.6 35 98.70 

16 9.7 27 15.60 

17 12.5 27 23.90 

18 100.8 27 138.30 

Table III shows the estimated results by E-ABC algorithm 
are mostly close to the measured effort except for some 
projects, such as project 2.  Some models known as 
benchmarks, i.e. Halstead, Doty etc., and previous studies 
using NN and other evolutionary algorithms, namely GA, H-
ABC, are used to compare the performance of E-ABC model 
in terms of MMRE and RMSE. The results of the model 
produced by basic ABC algorithm are also provided. As shown 
in Table IV, basic ABC algorithm outperforms Halstead, 
Walston-Felix, Doty, GA, and H-ABC in MMRE metric, but 
not NN. It also gives lower RMSE than all models except GA., 
E-ABC yields better performance than all other models. It 
provides 22%, 78%, 81% gains in MMRE metric, and 70%, 
54%, 64% gains in RMSE metric according to NN, GA, and H-
ABC, respectively. 

TABLE III. ESTIMATED EFFORT CALCULATED BY E-ABC 

Project No Measured Effort 
E-ABC Estimated 

Effort 

1 115,8 115,8219 

2 96 62,1928 

3 79 62,568 

4 90,8 72,5151 

5 39,6 43,052 

6 98,4 88,466 

7 18,9 18,8653 

8 10,3 15,6933 

9 28,5 30,5485 

10 7 5,05 

11 9 6,6968 

12 7,3 11,9051 

13 5 3,5164 

14 8,4 7,8749 

15 98,7 101,9125 

16 15,6 14,579 

17 23,9 18,454 

18 138,3 128,4215 
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TABLE IV. THE PERFORMANCE RESULTS OF EFFORT ESTIMATION 

Performance 

Criteria 

Model Used 

NN System Halstead 
Walston-

Felix 

Bailey 

Basili 
Doty 

GA 

Estimated 

Effort 

H-ABC 

Estimated Effort 

ABC 

Estimated 

Effort 

E-ABC 

Estimated Effort 

MMRE 11,7896 175,6550 155,5590 20,2885 302,5020 41,9072 49,0565 23,62405 9,1961 

RMSE 17,4475 308,7097 123,4570 25,0224 299,4740 11,4867 14,6136 13,50596 5,2703 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this study, we propose a novel model to estimate the 
software effort. The E-ABC algorithm is used as it is faster 
convergence than basic ABC algorithm. With E-ABC 
algorithm, an algorithmic effort estimation model based on the 
number of lines of software has been developed. We tested our 
model on the NASA software projects dataset. The proposed 
model is compared with the algorithmic prediction models in 
the literature using MMRE and RMSE metrics. Results show 
that our model achieves better results than the previous models. 
The limitation of this study is that the size of the used NASA 
dataset is small. As future work, ABC and E-ABC can be 
employed to model software cost estimation over different 
datasets. 
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Abstract—This study has been undertaken using a creative 

drama in teaching in order to improve the communication and 

thinking skills for the students of preparatory year students at 

the Northern Border University. It aimed to measure the 

differences between the experimental and control groups in skills 

acquisition among students. The study was conducted on 140 

students from both genders (males=70 and females=70). The 

students were divided into four groups: each has 35 students. The 

study adopted an experimental approach by observing students’ 

behavior through affecting their communication and thinking 

skills with using drama. The findings confirmed that using 

drama in teaching significantly affected on the experimental 

group than the students of the control group who were taught 

with traditional methods as the experimental group achieved 

better results than the control group. Furthermore, the study 

stressed the possibility of benefiting from the drama in teaching 

other practical courses at the university level and provided 

several recommendations in this regard as well. 

Keywords—Creative drama; creative educational drama; self-

development skills; communication skills; thinking skills 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Creative drama is one of the most effective tools for 
improving communication and thinking skills. The use of 
creative drama technique in the classroom is a student-
centered, in which learning process results in the development 
of the students of any curriculum. Creative drama method of 
teaching helps learners develop and improve their divergent 
thinking skills, creativity, communication and it matures their 
oral and written communication skills. The use of creative 
drama enriches the students’ imagination and willingness to 
act or pretend as a means of reinforcing academic, emotional, 
and interpersonal objectives [1]. In fact, creative drama shows 
the learners the way to be appreciated and understand about 
others' the needs which will make the student themselves able 
to form a value judgment. Drama activities can reflect 
positively on the student’s behavior and his personality as 
well. Many previous studies have confirmed the effectiveness, 
creative drama as an effective method of teaching in the pre-
university educational stages and several courses. The 
approach of creative drama leads students to discover their 
inner strengths of “knowing” into concrete action. 

Further, according to the theorists, teachers can use 
creative dramatics to support social, academic, personal and 

interpersonal goals. This emphasizes the use of learners' 
imaginative skill and intelligence to help them learn through 
their own activity and practices because learners process 
information differently from the highly matured students. The 
concept of creative dramatics also supports the growth of their 
language and vocabulary while stimulating high-level 
cognitive processes. 

Therefore, it is worth saying that using creative drama for 
educational purposes has been the purpose of many studies 
that have undertaken with interactive drama techniques to 
facilitate the following: curriculum, language acquisition, and 
skills acquisition. Lastly, most of these studies have focused 
on pre-college education stage. Classroom exercises based on 
creative drama can provide a genuine experience and also fun 
in the classroom and guide learners to become aware of the 
use of their imagination. Therefore, this study will investigate 
the effectiveness of using drama and its impact on the learning 
and teaching process of self-development courses including 
communication and thinking skills. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Multiple studies have been conducted investigating the use 
of creative drama as a teaching method. The objective of this 
study is to investigate the degree to which improvement in 
communication and thinking skills is effective when using 
drama pedagogically. Author in [2] classifies thinking skills as 
crucial self-development skills. It is through thinking that 
students interpret and process the information they receive. 
Master the skill of collecting relevant information and 
formulate conclusions as a basis for decision making. Author 
in [3] states that exposing students to creative drama provokes 
a change in their thought patterns, enhancing their curiosity, 
driving them towards new discoveries, and further learning 
opportunities. Moreover, Çokadar and Yılmaz [4] investigated 
the use of creative drama and found that the participation, 
interaction, and harmony which emerges as part of the creative 
drama process, greatly enhance science students’ 
understanding of environmental concepts, positively direct 
them to develop their learning. According to [5], the creative 
drama is an effective teaching method for use when teaching 
students at all stages of formal education. Indeed, reflecting on 
the potential value of creative drama, Kay [6] recommended 
that universities increase the number of training sessions in 

http://www.nbu.edu.sa/en/Pages/default.aspx
http://fose.cu.edu.eg/
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how to use creative drama in the classroom, introducing it as a 
fun and student-centered method to adopt when teaching. 

Bayraktar and Okvuran [7] investigated the utility of 
creative drama and indicated that it motivates students to 
develop self-reflection and creative thinking skills, which can 
be developed alongside their writing skills, as part of their 
basic education. Espousing an alternative perspective, Partab 
[8] suggested that the primary value of drama in education is 
that it provides entertainment and psychological support, 
reducing student's anxiety. Moreover, he claimed that creative 
drama can develop community awareness, providing greater 
comprehension of learners’ problems. 

Similarly examining the social aspect of using drama in 
the classroom, Aydeniz, and Ozcelik [9] reported that the use 
of drama enhances students’ communication skills, benefitting 
group discussions and eliminating shyness. Moreover, they 
noted that drama creates an opportunity for students to express 
themselves clearly, consequently improving their level of 
academic achievement. Aykac’s [10] study further supported 
the view that creative drama improves students’ ability to 
express themselves, observing that it can enhance their self-
confidence by bestowing a capacity to communicate 
effectively, and thus creates an inner satisfaction within 
individuals. 

The most recent study was that conducted by [11]. This 
study discovered that drama activities could positively 
influence pupils’ skills acquisition; in particular fueling self-
expression and self-confidence. Moreover, creative drama can 
be utilized to teach languages, mathematics, social studies, 
and music, as well as to develop sensory and motor skills. 

III. RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

The present study seeks to answer the following main 
question: 

 What is the effectiveness of an educational program 
based on creative drama to develop communication 
and thinking skills among male and female students of 
the preparatory year at the Northern Border 
University? 

 The following sub-questions are derived from the main 
question: 

o Is there a significant effect from “gender” type of 
communication and thinking skills? 

o Is there a significant effect from “teaching Method 
(Traditional method & Creative drama)” on 
communication and thinking skills? 

o Is there any interaction between “gender” and 
“teaching Method (Traditional method & Creative 
drama)” and the level of communication and 
thinking skills? 

IV. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 

The importance of the study lies in the fact that it is an 
attempt to: 

 It draws the attention to the effectiveness of using 
drama in developing student’s communication and 
thinking skills. 

 It may provide teachers with applicable teaching 
situations using creative drama. 

 It may provide results, which may be applicable to 
other topics. 

 It may provide a clear impression of thinking and 
communication skills course designed to include drama 
with these courses as an effective method. 

V. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

The study seeks to explore the following objectives: 

 To Design an educational program for creative drama 
(trainer’s guide) in the field of communication and 
thinking skills for students in the preparatory year at 
Northern Border University. 

 To measure the effectiveness of the creative drama 
program proposed in the development of 
communication and thinking skills of the students. 

 To discover if there is any significant difference 
between the communication and thinking skills 
between the male and female students. 

VI. DIMENSIONS OF THE STUDY 

 Academic dimension 

This study focused on the effectiveness of drama as an 
educational method compared to the traditional method of 
teaching both communication and thinking skills. 

 Human dimension 

The study is concerned with students studying in the 
preparatory year at Northern Borders University, Arar, Saudi 
Arabia. 

 Time dimension 

The study was conducted within the first term of the 
academic year for 2017 -2018. 

 Place dimension 

This study was carried out in the preparatory year of 
Northern Borders University targeting its students from both 
genders. 

VII. DEFINITION OF TERMS USED IN THE STUDY 

It is important to define and explain the basic terms in any 
study, especially when there is difficulty in understanding 
these terms or when they carry more than one meaning. Thus, 
these terms are defined below: 

 Creative Drama: The innovative positions that the 
teacher of the course to participate with the learner in 
the classroom teaching and rely on innovative attitudes 
and the realization of the mind and open the door to 
debate and dialogue and raise questions that enrich the 
practical aspect of the courses, which the study 
codified to serve the practical objectives of 
communication and thinking skills. 
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 Educational Creative Drama:  It is the main study 
instrument and teacher’s guide to transforming the 
scientific material of the communication and thinking 
skills of dramatic acting situations between the course 
instructor and students and between students and 
themselves and their colleagues as well in order to 
transform the theoretical material into practical 
characteristics of education. 

 Self-development skills: These are the skills required 
for students of the preparatory year in their first years 
of university and summed up in communication and 
thinking skills. 

 Communication Skills: A general course for students of 
the preparatory year, aim at activating the human 
communication of the student inside and outside the 
university community to get him a good citizen who 
benefits himself and his family and society. 

 Thinking Skills: A compulsory course taught to the 
students of the preparatory year, aims to support them 
with the positive thinking patterns, accept others, build 
ideas and to make decisions, and deal with a range of 
other skills through brainstorming sessions and creative 
thinking based on student participation in the 
classroom. 

VIII. METHODOLOGY 

A. Design of the Study 

A research design aims to provide a framework for data 
collection and analysis procedures [12]. The choice of a 
research design is “based on the nature of the research 
problem or issue being addressed, the researchers’ personal 
experiences, and the audiences for the study” [13]. Thus, the 
present study employed the quasi-experimental method to 
investigate the effectiveness of self-development course using 
drama among preparatory year male and female students on 
their thinking and communication skills. 

B. Instrument 

For the purpose of the study, a structured observation was 
used. The observation strategy considered as a valuable 
strategy because it provides evidence of what happens in the 
classroom [14]. Moreover, Observation can provide a 
researcher with a rich description of the situation under 
investigation [15]. Thus, observation technique used in this 
study in order to assess any changes may occur in the behavior 
of the students in the experimental group during a specified 
period of studying the self-development courses 
(communication skills and thinking skills). The observation 
form was divided into two main sections: communication 
skills and thinking skills. Each of this skill was divided into 
three sub-sections. The course instructor of each group 
assesses the changes, which may occur in the period of 
experiment and record that for each student of his/her group. 
All the assessments of the observation were recorded on a 
five-point Likert scale, offering five choices: 1) poor; 
2) acceptable; 3) good; 4) very good; and 5) excellent (see 
Appendix 1). 

C. Procedures 

The researcher adopted the following procedures:  

 Review of related literature and related previous 
studies.  

 Several dramatic teaching scenes were conducted in the 
light of using drama for each lesson in both courses 
(communication skills and thinking skills) for about 
five weeks.  

 Research instrument (only observation card) was 
adopted upon a review of the literature and related 
studies, which paved the way for the researcher to 
greatly benefits from these studies to construct 
observation card content to suit the study objectives.  

 Validity and reliability of the instrument have been 
measured.  

 Assigning sample of the study and apply the pre-test of 
using drama for both control and experimental groups.  

 The control group was taught using the traditional way 
of teaching, whereas the experimental group was 
taught using drama.  

 The post-test of using drama was supplied by the end 
of teaching the assigned unit.  

 Data were statistically analyzed using the software 
SPSS to discover if there are any significant 
differences.  

 Results have been discovered and discussed.  

 Based on the results, the recommendations and 
suggestions have been given. 

D. Data Analysis 

The experimental study data was analyzed by using SPSS 
program, version 22 to answer the research questions. The 
researcher used mainly analytical tests in the study. The first 
one was a t-test in order to determine the significant 
differences between the study variables and the impact of 
creative drama on the student's communication and thinking 
skills. Additionally, the t-test has been used to discover the 
results of the paired sample test for the experimental group in 
the case of Pre-test and Post-test in communication skills, 
thinking skills and their dimensions on the students. The study 
referred to significant differences based on the p-value. 
Moreover, the researcher used two-way ANOVA in order to 
show interaction effects between the selected variables and the 
communication and thinking skills. 

IX. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This study proved that using creative drama in the 
instruction of certain developing learning skills affect the 
achievement level of self-department skills students in a 
positive way. The results were clear through changes that 
occurred in the student’s behavior in the classroom while 
learning.
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TABLE I. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS OF RESEARCH GROUP’S SCORES IN COMMUNICATION SKILLS AND THINKING SKILLS 

Statistical variable 

N M SD Variance 

Variables Tools Respondent Group Test 
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Male 

Experimental Group 

Pre-test 35 23.1429 2.11636 4.479 

Post-test 35 46.8000 1.99706 3.988 

Control Group 

Pre-test 35 21.2857 2.38342 5.681 

Post-test 35 23.4286 2.47678 6.134 

Female 

Experimental Group 

Pre-test 35 46.3429 1.86205 3.467 

Post-test 35 46.8000 1.89116 3.576 

Control Group 

Pre-test 35 23.8286 1.90179 3.617 

Post-test 35 22.9714 2.51450 6.323 

T
h
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k
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g
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k
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ls

 

Male 

Experimental Group 

Pre-test 35 22.9429 2.31292 5.350 

Post-test 35 46.6286 1.73351 3.005 

Control Group 

Pre-test 35 22.9429 2.31292 5.350 

Post-test 35 23.1714 2.38236 5.676 

Female 

Experimental Group 

Pre-test 35 22.6000 2.30345 5.306 

Post-test 35 22.9714 2.60639 6.793 

Control Group 

Pre-test 35 23.4000 3.77453 14.247 

Post-test 35 24.8571 2.27703 5.185 

      

According to Table I, there is a statistically meaningful 
difference between the two groups: control groups and 
experimental groups, as was clear from the score averages for 
the t-test, which shows a significant difference between the 
two groups. Moreover, a significant difference between males 
and females was apparent in every group. The statistics 
showed higher post-test values after the experiment, between 
both the male and female groups; these results were found 
after the majority of sessions of the experiment. These 
exceptional values, as apparent from Table I, show the 
positive influence of creative drama on both communication 
skills and thinking, confirming the value of using creative 
drama sessions to improve students’ self-development. 

The significant values obtained included the pre and post-
test scores for the experimental group and encompassed all 
variables. Benefits of using drama as a teaching approach 
were apparent for both genders; the variance value for males 
was (5.681) before using creative drama and (6.134) after. 
Similarly, improvements were noted for females; before using 
the dramatic method, their skills acquisition was (3.617) and 
after it rose to (6.323).  Moreover, the study confirmed that 
verbal   communication   skills   were   the  most  significantly  

improved skills; although non-verbal skills, thinking skills, 
problem-solving skills and brainstorming skills were also 
enhanced. 

These significant values included the pre and post-test 
scores for the experimental group. These values illustrated 
statically in all research based on variables. These significant 
values showed significant differences in Verbal Comm. Skills 
(t = 8.168; p =. 014), Non- Verbal Communication (t = 
11.065; p = 0.000), Electronic Communication (t = -11.469; p 
=. 055), Total Communication Skills (t = 11.233; p =. 000), 
Critical Thinking Skills (t = 11.374; p = 0.000), Problem 
Solving Skills (t = 13.729; p =. 000), Brainstorming Skills (t = 
9.655; p =. 000), Total thinking skills (t = 12.141; p =. 000), 
this result reflects the effectiveness of creative drama on all 
research variables, see Table II. The result of the study 
regarding its significant impact on the learning process and 
development of the student's characteristics and behaviors 
accorded with all studies stated in the literature review of this 
study. For example, Aydeniz, & Ozcelik, [9], Aykac [10], 
Sengul [11] which confirmed the constructive role of using 
suing drama in a learning process which agreed with this study 
results.
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TABLE II. RESULTS OF PAIRED SAMPLES (T) TEST FOR EXPERIMENTAL GROUP PRE-TEST & POST-TEST FOR TESTING THE IMPACT OF CREATIVE DRAMA IN 

COMMUNICATION & THINKING SKILLS 

Variables 

(Measurements) 

Paired Differences 

t DF 
Sig. 

 Mean SD 
Std. 

Error 

95% Confidence 

Lower Upper 

Pair 1 
Verbal Comm. Skills Pre-test 

Verbal Comm. Skills Post-test 
2.77857 4.02522 .34019 2.10595 3.45119 8.168 139 .000 

Pair 2 
Non- Verbal Comm. Skills Pre-test 

Nonverbal Comm. Skills Post-test 
3.51429 3.75794 .31760 2.88633 4.14224 11.065 139 .000 

Pair 3 
Electronic Comm. Skills Pre-test 

Electronic Comm. Skills Post-test 
5.99286 6.18247 .52251 4.95975 7.02596 11.469 139 .000 

Pair 4 
Critical Thinking Skills Pre-test 

Critical Thinking Skills Post-test 
3.36429 3.49966 .29578 2.77949 3.94909 11.374 139 .000 

Pair 5 
Problem Solving Skills Pre-test 

Problem Solving Skills Post-test 
3.78571 3.26258 .27574 3.24053 4.33090 13.729 139 .000 

Pair 6 
Brainstorming Skills Pre-test 

Brainstorming Skills Post-test 
4.63571 5.68123 .48015 3.68637 5.58506 9.655 139 .000 

Pair 7 

Total communication Skills Pre-

test 

Total communication Skills Post-

test 

1.22857E1 12.9405 1.09367 10.1233 14.4481 11.233 139 .000 

Pair 8 
Total thinking skills Pre-test 

Total thinking skills Post-test 
1.17857E1 11.4858 .97073 9.86640 13.7050 12.141 139 .000 

Moreover, as in Table II, it is noteworthy that the study 
shed light on the impact of creative drama on the study 
variables: gender, teaching method (whether traditional or 
using creative drama), and the interaction between gender and 
the teaching method. Here, we used the probability value, 
statistically termed the p-value, to discover significant 
differences between communication skills and thinking skills, 
after using drama as a teaching method. The study 
demonstrated that the gender has no significant effect on 
communication skills, as the p-value for gender (male and 
female) is (0.547). Meanwhile, an effect of gender emerged in 
relation  to  thinking  skills,  where  the p-value for gender was  

(0.049). However, this effect is considered small; because the 
partial eta squared, the value is (0.028). However, the figures 
for the type of teaching method were clearly different; the 
results confirmed that teaching method has a clear impact on 
both communication (sig. 000) and thinking skills (sig. 000) 
after applying an ANOVA analysis for this variance. Finally, 
the study concluded by noting a moderate interaction between 
gender and teaching method and thinking skills and 
communication skills; this was apparent from the p-values for 
both skills, which were (547) and (0.006) respectively. For 
more statistical details and p values in both situations, see 
Tables III and IV below. 

TABLE III. RESULTS OF 2WAY ANOVA TEST FOR THE IMPACT OF CREATIVE DRAMA ON TOTAL (COMMUNICATION SKILLS) OF THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP

  Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 

Dependent Variable: Total (Communication Skills) Post-test 

Source 
Type III Sum of 

Squares 
Def Mean Square F Sig. 

Partial Eta 

Squared 
Effect size 

Corrected Model 19497.257a 3 6499.086 1.298E3 .000 .966 Large 

Intercept 171500.000 1 171500.00 3.426E4 .000 .996 Large 

Gender (male& female) 1.829 1 1.829 .365 .547 .003 Small 

Method (Traditional method & Creative 

drama) 
19493.600 1 19493.600 3.894E3 .000 .966 Large 

Gender * method 1.829 1 1.829 .365 .547 .003 Small 

Error 680.743 136 5.005     

Total 191678.000 140      

Corrected Total 20178.000 139      

a. R Squared =. 966 (Adjusted R Squared =. 966)     
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TABLE IV. RESULTS OF 2WAY ANOVA TEST FOR THE IMPACT OF CREATIVE DRAMA ON TOTAL (THINKING SKILLS) OF THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 

Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 

Dependent Variable: Total (Thinking Skills) Post-test 

Source 
Type III Sum of 

Squares 
Def Mean Square F Sig. 

Partial Eta 

Squared 
Effect size 

Corrected Model 17724.936a 3 5908.312 1.364E3 .000 .968 Large 

Intercept 173958.750 1 173958.750 4.015E4 .000 .997 Large 

Gender (male& female) 17.150 1 17.150 3.958 .049 .028 Small 

Method (Traditional method &  

Creative drama) 
17673.779 1 17673.779 4.079E3 .000 .968 Large 

Gender * method 34.007 1 34.007 7.848 .006 .055 Small 

Error 589.314 136 4.333     

Total 192273.000 140      

Corrected Total 18314.250 139      

a. R Squared =. 968 (Adjusted R Squared =. 967)     

X. CONCLUSION 

The purpose of carrying out this study is to investigate the 
effectiveness of the drama on the students’ self- development, 
which focused on the effect of drama on both communication 
and thinking skills among Saudi students studying at the 
preparatory level in Northern Borders University. The target 
population of this study was targeting both genders (males and 
females) in the deanship of preparatory year and supportive 
studies of Northern Borders University for the academic year, 
2017-2018. The present study discovered a number of findings 
in this context. The study showed that using drama in the 
educational situation plays a constructive role in the learning 
process through improving the student’s skills. Besides, the 
significant effect was clearer of the experimental group than 
the students of the control group who were taught with 
traditional methods. Moreover, the study also showed the 
effectiveness of creative drama on the self-development of the 
students, which were clear on the impact of communication 
skills and thinking skills of the students in their courses. The 
high values of post-test for both of male and female groups in 
the experimental group confirmed the fundamental role of 
using drama developing the learning process and students’ 
behavior. 

 Limitations of the present study 

This study, like all studies, has limitations. The study 
conducted only on one academic institute namely, the 
Northern Borders University in Saudi Arabia, where the 
researcher works as lecturer and head of self-development 
department in it. Consequently, this may make the study's 
scope is limited and its results cannot be generalized to other 
students in other Saudi academic institutions.  Furthermore, 
the study did not employ more research methods for data 
collection such as interviews, questionnaire, etc., because the 
students were not happy to participate in the study includes 
more research methods, due to the pressure they face it in their 
study. Moreover, there is no more time for the researcher for 
designing other research methods. Additionally, there is no 
easy access to the female students to make interviews with 
them due to the segregation systems between males and 
females in Saudi universities. 

XI. RECOMMENDATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

Based on the findings of the study, the following 
recommendations and suggestions are made: 

 Creative drama courses should be taught as main part 
of the curriculum of self-development skills to be a 
more effective teaching tool.  

 Creative drama method should be progressively used as 
a teaching method in other courses as well. 

 Longitudinal studies should be conducted to identify 
the effect of creative drama in teaching and learning 
communication and thinking skills 

 Other studies need to investigate the changes, which 
occur for students, who are taught by the teachers that 
have increased communication and thinking skills due 
to being introduced to creative drama. 

 More qualitative studies are recommended to be 
conducted to investigate the effects of drama education 
in more depth as well. 
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APPENDIX 1 

SELF-DEVELOPMENT SKILLS EVALUATION OBSERVATION FORM  

 Name of the Rapporteur (optional): ..........................................  
 Course (Communication / Thinking Skills): ............................. 

 Observation Group (Male / Female): ........................................ 

 Date of observation: ..................................................................
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Critical Thinking 

Skills  

 The student is free from fear when he launches his innovative ideas.          
 

 
 The student accepts the ideas of his colleagues even if they are different from his ideas.          

 All students participate in the launch of innovative ideas.          

Problem Solving 

Skills 

 The student senses the problem and tries to resolve it.          

  The student assumes several assumptions and alternatives to solve the problem.          

 Students come up with suggested solutions to the problem he is facing.          

Brainstorming 

Skills 

 The student introduces critical new ideas.         

 
 The student is well versed in teamwork in presenting innovative ideas.          

 The student accepts the ideas of others and develops his idea.          

 Creative drama contributes to improving students' thinking skills.          

 

Evaluation Observation Form 

 = Poor                = Acceptable              = Good               = Very Good             = Excellent  

SELF-DEVELOPMENT SKILLS USING CREATIVE DRAMA 

Degree by 

Observing 

Performance 

Other 

Notes 
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Verbal 

 Communication  

Skills 

 The student can speak to his colleagues successfully.           

 
 The student listens to his colleagues while speaking and accepts the other opinion.          

 The student is good at using letter and word exits.          

Nonverbal  

Communication  

Skills 

 The student uses body language during lectures.           

 The student is good at using facial expressions.          

 The student uses the language of things (smells, clothes, and distances).          

Electronic  

Communication  

Skills 

 The student is proficient in dealing with international search engines.           

  Student maintains copyright and scientific integrity.          

 Fluent student deals with the dangers of the Internet.          

 Creative drama contributes to improving students' communication skills.          
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Abstract—Every society has a large majority group of disable 

people. The technology is developing day by day but no 

significant developments are undertaken for the improvement of 

these people. Sign language is an efficient mean of information 

exchange with special people, such as Deaf and Dumb people, 

they communicate with each other through sign language, but it 

become difficult when they communicate to outer world so sign 

language is used for this purpose. Different research has been 

done for this in America, Indonesia and India, but not much 

work done in Pakistan. In this research paper, author introduce a 

system for recognizing Pakistan Sign Language (PSL) including 

the alphabet to facilitate communication between special people 

and normal. This system capture input through webcam without 

making use of any additional hardware, then using segmentation 

approach we separate hand from the background and extract 

required feature from image using Principal Component Analysis 

(PCA) and then finally classifies the gesture feature by utilizing K 

Nearest Neighbors (KNN). This research will fill the 

communication gap between the deaf and normal people of the 

Pakistan country. 

Keywords—Deaf and dumb; hand gesture recognition; k-

nearest neighbors; Pakistan sign language; principal component 

analysis; Urdu alphabets 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Every society has a large maniority group of disable 
people. The technology is developing day by day but no 
significant developments are undertaken for the improvement 
of these people. Sign Language is an efficient mean of 
information exchange with special people like Deaf and 
Dumb, they communicate with each other through sign 
language, but it become difficult when they communicate to 
outer world so Sign Language is used for this purpose. 

Different research has been done for this in America, 
Indonesia and India because every country has its own sign 
language even it’s also vary from region to region. So Pakistan 
also has its own sign language for communication with special 
people but not much work has been done in Pakistan. For PSL 
detection a system is required.  

In this paper we introduce standard Pakistan sign language 
(PSL) detection System through hand gestures which is 
implemented in MATLAB. The main contribution of this 
research is to design system for standard Pakistan Sign 
Language for Urdu Alphabets using PCA and k-Nearest 
Neighbors algorithm. PCA is used to reduce data dimensions. 

PCA takes high dimension data and convert it into lower 
dimension data. It finds a new set of variables, which is 
smaller than the original set [7]. In this research main focus 
will be on accuracy then the speed. 

This  system capture input image through webcam without 
making use of any additional hardware, or gloves which is 
being used by earlier sign detection system, then use different 
image processing technique for feature extraction and finally 
identify the gesture and display letter against that gesture 
using some classification method. The complete working flow 
of purposed system has been shown in Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 1. Architecture of proposed system [1]. 

The prototype designed during this research will be 
introduced in “Govt. Special Education Centre, Jaranwala” 
having strength more then 150. 

The paper is divide in the following sections. Section 2 
talks about proposed model for Pakistan sign language Urdu 
alphabet identification based on hand gesture recognition 
using neural networks.  Section 3 consist of the results 
obtained by experiment on different input. Section 4 deals 
with Conclusion and future. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

The basic idea behind the proposed model is to identify 
PSL Urdu alphabets depending on hand gesture captured by 
webcam. The work flow of proposed system is shown in 
Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. Workflow of PSL detection system. 

A. Image Preprocessing 

Fig. 3 shows  steps involve in image processing.In first 
step image is provided as input.In order to take input from the 
webcam a system is implemented using MATLAB. Then this 
image goes to image pre-processing steps in which 
segmentation and image conversion is performed, the RGB 
image is converted into grayscale image i.e. BW image for 
processing, because grayscale is more preferable. The function 
rgb2hsv is being used for conversion [2]. 

 
Fig. 3. Steps of image preprocessing. 

Then skin region is extracted by calculating skin 
probability, after that thresholded region is computed. 
Threshold is simplest way of segmentation in which 
conversion of grey scale image to binary image is performed. 
In computer vision, segmentation or image segmentation is a 
process of partitioning an image into multiple segments (sets 
of pixels).  Segmentation can also be defined as a process of 
separating the required region from its background. In PSL as 
hand gesture is used, so segmentation involve separating hand 
region from the background. After performing Segmentation, 
the hand region is extracted as white colour and other regions 
of image are assigned black colour. Results of skin 
thresholding during prepressing step has been shown in Fig. 4. 

 

Fig. 4. Results of skin thresholding during prepressing step. 

B. Feature Extraction 

The binary images obtained after performing some 
processing like Skin extraction are used to extract the features 
using Principal Component Analysis. Feature extraction is a 
process in which dimension of image is reduced. As we are 
working on gesture the no of frames are too large to 
processed, so input of image pre-processing step is reduced 
here. Different feature extraction procedures available such as 
HOG [4], PCA [5], Fourier De-scripters [3], etc. 

In our case we will make use of PCA algorithm for feature 
extraction which will return output in the form of feature 
weight Matrix. 

1) Principal component analysis (PCA) 
PCA is used to reduce data dimensions. PCA takes high 

dimension data and convert it into lower dimension data. It 
finds a new set of variables, which is smaller than the original 
set. It’s maintain sample important information when 
extracting relevant and required information from dataset. It’s 
useful for compression reduction and classification of data [6]. 

PCA algorithm steps in PSL detection: 

Step1: Obtain images I1, I2, Im images for training. 

Step2: subtract the mean 

Ai = Γi – Ψ 

Step 3: Compute Covariance matrix as  

C = ATA. This is of size M x M.  

Step 4: We find the best Eigen vectors from this covariance 

matrix R. The Eigen vectors Ui we find from this correspond 

to the M best Eigen vectors Vi of the C matrix. And it can be 

shown that these two Eigen vectors are related by Vi = A * Ui. 

These are the Principal Components of the Image Matrix A. 

Fig. 5 shows the Eigen vectors extracted using PCA of URDU 

alphabet. 

Step 5: We find the weights of the images in this trans-

formed space with respect to the Eigen Vectors Vi. This is 

calculated as: 

j

1

, (w )
K

T

i j j j i

j

mean w u u


       

 

Fig. 5. Eigen vectors extracted using PCA. 
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C. K Nearest Neighbors (KNN) Classifier 

In the last step of proposed system, we classified each 
input image which we get after feature extraction phase using 
KNN classification. Classification identify input image to a set 
of taining image data set. KNN is an algorithm that classifies 
new cases based on similarity measure i.e. distance functions. 
KNN is being used in pattern recognition and statistical 
estimation in the beginning of 1970’s [7]. KNN is being used 
in this work because KNN is the simplest classifier used to 
solve classification problem.Training and Testing image have 
same dimenstions i.e. same number of columns. 

Usually Euclidean distance is used as the distance metric 
in KNN. In our experiment, classification is performed by 
finding the nearest Euclidean distance of the transformed 
weights of the test image. Distance using Euclidean function is 
calculated using following equation: 

2

1

( )
k

i i

i

x y


   

Using this distance calculation and KNN classifier Urdu 
alphabet for the give sign is displayed. Fig. 6 shows the output 
after KNN classifier. 

 

Fig. 6. Classification using KNN. 

For displaying URDU words we implemented URDU 
Optical character recognition system, which make use of 

Unicode for this purpose, such as Unicode of ب is “0628” [8] 

as shown in Fig. 7. 

By using this Unicode and hex2dec function i.e. 
hex2dec(Unicode ) [9], we got required Urdu Alphabet. 

 
Fig. 7. URDU alphabets Unicode [8]. 

III. IMPLEMENTATION AND INTERPRETATION OF 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The efficiency of the PSL detection system is evaluated by 
testing both training and testing data set.Standard PSL have 
been shown in Fig. 8. 

 

Fig. 8. PSL for Urdu alphabets. 

The System has been implemented in MATLAB R2015b 
using PCA and KNN algorithm. The database being used in 
Pakistan sign language detection system is self-created 
because it’s not available. Database of PSL alphabets is 
created by videos which are captured by web cam. We have 
used 30 image per alphabet so our database contain 38x30= 
1140 images, as there are 38 Urdu alphabets. Two data set are 
being used one for testing and other for training.There are 140 
images in Testing dataset and 1000 images in Training dataset. 
These images are taken from different distance and from 
different angle for checking system performance and its 
efficiency. Testing database is used to test system with 
possible inputs, it’s also used to test to evaluate the 
performance of Training dataset. For the performance 
evaluation, the system also has been tested multiple times on 
testing and training data set by more than 5 user. 

The proposed also system has been tested by different user 
using webcam having different skin type, color and gender, for 
test database data has been collected from people which 
belongs to different age. 

The purposed prototype has been deployed in “Govt. 
Special Education Centre, Jaranwala” for testing, and it is 
tested nearabout 50 special children of different age , having 
different skin color.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D8%A8
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After testing system fom different cases the avegare 
accuracy is 85% , but for some Urdu alphabet the accuracy 

was 100% like “ ب ”,”الف ” but we get low accuracy rate 

when dealing with Urdu alphabet like “غ ”. As some of the 

Pakistan signs are almost similar it was very difficult to 

identify such as “غ ” and “ف ” shown in Fig. 9 below. 

 

Fig. 9. URDU alphabets with low accuracy. 

IV.  CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this research paper, Pakistan Sign language (PSL) 
detection system for Urdu alphabets has been developed using 
MATLAB. The aim of this system is to help disabled persons 
living in Pakistan to communication with other. The hand 
gesture were recognized by using PCA and KNN classifier 
giving 85% accuracy rate for test data set which contain more 
than 1000 images and 80% when tested through webcam.  

This system can further be carried out for English alphabet 
for single and double handed of PSL and will also improve 
accuracy rate and also will introduce voice fature for text to 
help blind one. A mobile base application for this purpose will 
also be designed because now a days the use of mobile phone 
is increasing rapidly. 
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Abstract—This paper provided a general study of Wireless 

Body Area Network (WBAN) in health monitoring system as well 

as the study of the application of wearable and implanted Bio-

Medical-Sensors (BMS) which are used to monitor the vital signs 

of a patient in early detection. Energy efficiency is a significant 

issue in WBAN which can be achieved by reducing the overhead 

of control packets, prioritizing sensor-nodes and sink-node 

selection. Moreover, uncertainty in network topologies, such as 

distance and link affect between sensor-nodes occurs due to the 

mobility of human. In this research, we propose a scheme to 

reduce the overhead of control packets and prioritizing the 

threshold values of vital signs by assigning low and high 

transmission power with enhanced IEEE802.15.6 CSMA/CA as 

well as introduce a Mobility Link Table (MLT) for selecting a 

sink-node to communicate with the coordinator. Compare it with 

existing IEEE802.15.6 CSMA/CA technique and results shows 

the proposed techniques regarding mean power consumption, 

network delay, network throughput. 

Keywords—Wireless Body Area Network (WBAN); node; 

IEEE802.15.6; MAC; CSMA/CA; Mobility Link Table (MLT) 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A WSN is a manner to organize sensors nodes to observe 
and control the environmental factors such as temperature, 
motion detection, sound, and send their data to the base station 
[1]. WSN consists of various applications in the fields of 
medical, military and supports [2]. The use of wireless sensors 
in the medical field is considered as most emerging and 
evolving wireless network to monitor the patient anytime 
anywhere is known as WBAN wireless body area network. A 
Wireless Body Area Network (WBAN) is special-purpose 
sensor network which is designed for medical applications and 
operates independently to control communication between 
various medical sensors, which are to be placed inside and 
outside the human body Patient with long-standing diseases 
required continuous supervision. With restrict resources, it is 
almost impossible to focus on every patient continuously in 
and outside the hospital, so it is need of the time for healthcare 
services to become more efficient to monitor and examine the 
patient anytime and anywhere [3]. 

Sensors used in medical monitoring are tiny, so WBAN is 
required many parameters such as low power consumptions, 
low latency, reliability, efficient bandwidth utilization and 

maximum throughput. The batteries used in these types of 
sensors are also tiny, and it is challenging to recharge or 
replace them, so low power consumption is considered as a 
significant challenge for effective WBAN. Therefore energy 
efficient MAC protocol is needed to overcome this challenge 
[4].  WBAN can be made energy efficient by updating in MAC 
layer as well as the power control mechanism, so reducing the 
overhead of control packets, prioritizing nodes and efficient 
sink selection using one-hop topology are concerning areas to 
save the energy in WBAN [5]. The patients change their 
postures according to their needs and posture mobility of 
patient body effects distance and connections variation 
between different sensor nodes. 

In this research, we will propose two different protocol 
techniques. First technique will rely upon reducing the 
overhead of control packets by using block acknowledgment 
for data packets and prioritizing nodes according to the 
transmission power and contention window size. Second 
technique will relate to adaptive sink selection, which permits 
sink selection by using Mobility Link Table (MLT). The 
simulated analysis describes that purposed mechanism is 
succeeded to reduce mean power consumption in WBAN. 

In Section II, existing media access control mechanism is 
described. Section III contains the proposed schemes and 
experimental setup and analysis are evaluated in Section IV, as 
well as the Section V concludes the final recommendation and 
future work. 

II. EXISTING MEDIA ACCESS CONTROL MECHANISMS 

MAC frame consists of MAC header, payload, and FCS; 
payload holds the informative data, and MAC header hold 
Control Bit frame, Recipient-identity, Sender-identity and 
BAN-identity [6].  Usually, B-MAC, L-MAC, S-MAC and 
Wise MAC protocols are used in WBAN. 

B-MAC (Berkeley Mac protocol) [7], low power listening 
protocol, have to wake up and sleep states of the nodes which 
described that of B-MAC is to make nodes sleepy for a long 
time interval and to wake up the nodes after fixed intervals to 
check ongoing data communication. Timeout- timer stop the 
data listing if it does not find any data packet for that time, else 
the node will wait for entire data packets. The sender node 
announces a preamble to other nodes before sending the data 
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packet B-MAC is an asynchronous protocol and fairness is not 
guarantee in B-MAC. CCA (Clear Channel Assessment) is a 
key ingredient in B-MAC and CCA mean to detect clear 
channel for data or control packet transmission. Data receiving 
node will send an Acknowledgement packet to data sending 
node, but it is optional, and no priority mechanism used to 
assign the slot to the emergency data in a critical situation and 
also does not considered the threshold values of vital signs 
simultaneously. 

Lightweight Medium Access (LMAC) protocol is TDMA-
based protocol [8]. Slot assignment and synchronization in an 
LMAC network is self-organizing. This protocol reduces 
energy by avoiding a collision, minimizing overheads on the 
physical layer, and by reducing the state-switching in the 
transceiver when changing the sleep-interval for nodes 
according to the amount of data traffic. In LMAC [9], collision 
is reduced by dividing time into multiple slots and assigned 
specific time-slot to each node for a specific time, So that each 
node can send its data in allocated time-slot and don’t need to 
compete for medium. A distributed algorithm used for time slot 
assignment. Both sender and receiver will turn off their 
transceivers after data transmission and reception respectively 
for saving the energy consumption. The node synchronization 
process is significant for LMAC, achieved by gateway control 
messages. Each node, on reception of gateway message, will 
synchronize their clocks with a gateway of their one-hop 
neighbor, on the other hand, it does not handle the thresh hold 
values of vital signs at the same time, and fixed slot allocation 
caused delay. 

Sensor-MAC protocol considered energy-efficient media 
access control protocol. According to [1], SMAC reduces 
energy by avoiding a collision, control packet overhead, 
overhearing, idle listening. LMAC recognizes sleep and listens 
to phases for transceiver node so there should be 
synchronization between the network-nodes for sleeping and 
listen, but synchronization is not strict sometime between the 
nodes so they can change their sleep period as they required 
communication need [9]. Periodic sleeping is an essential 
component of SMAC which means node will change its state 
to sleep state in the absence of data transmission or reception. 
During sleep period, the node controls its wireless off, and 
awake it-self later according to the timer. Both contention and 
scheduling techniques are deployed in this protocol to reduce 
data collision.  Fairness is considered in protocol transmission 
but the delay increased. 

Wise-MAC is known as high energy-efficient MAC 
protocol presented in [10]. Wise-mac is based upon non-
deterministic CSMA and became energy-efficient by using 
preamble sampling, and by reducing idle-listening. Idle-
listening reduced by listening medium for short interval of 
time. The process of listening will continue until data-packet is 
received or medium becomes idle until finding the channel 
busy. Many nodes are used as relays towards the sink to avoid 
collision between data packets and further collision can be 
reduced by using medium reservation preamble in the wake-up 
preamble. If long data packet transmission is required, then an 
extra bit called more is added in front of the data packet to 
indicate receiver to listen, even after sending an 
acknowledgment. The sender sends the second packet ongoing 

to the received ACK-packet. CSMA/CA protocol is based on 
“contention-based technique”. This MAC frame structure is 
shown in Fig. 1. 

The whole channel is divided into super-frame hierarchy 
[11]. In each beacon period, beacons are broadcast. In the 
inactive period, no beacon is transmitted. Fig. 1 represents the 
Beacon mode with beacon super-frame edges, Fig. 2 and 3 
shows the Non-Beacon mode with super-frame edges and 
without super-frame edges, respectively. 

 

Fig. 1. Beacon mode with beacon super-frame edges. 

In CSMA/CA the node detects the channel, and if find it 
idle, the node will broadcast the data, and if find it busy, the 
node will wait for random time and will try again. The node 
sets a back-off counter between 1 and contention window 
(CW) size. Node senses the random channel time, and if the 
channel idle, the counter decrement one at every idle and 
transmit the frame on the channel if the back off counter 
becomes zero. If the channel is found busy, the node will lock 
its back-off counter until the channel becomes idle. A number 
of failures occur are counted by another counter [12]. There are 
two cases possible to represent the failure solution, the 
Contention window (CW) size will remain unchanged if 
failures counter recorded odd value, the CW will be doubled if 
failure counter value noticed even. After data transmission 
completed, contention window-size is set to initial CW. 

IEEE 802.15.6 based CSMA/CA [13] describes the MAC 
protocol with immediate acknowledgment and without 
acknowledgment on same contention window size (without 
user priority) and calculate the network delay, throughput and 
bandwidth efficiency. This scheme is implemented only for 
one sender, and one receiver node, multi-nodes, and postural 
mobility is not considered in the simulation. While in WBAN, 
we need a mobile network along with more than one receiver 
and transmitter. 

III. PROPOSED SCHEMES 

Propose technique aims to improve the overall network 
throughput and reduce the mean power consumption 
considering body mobility and posture variation factors in 
Intra-WBAN and evaluate the performance metrics of mobility 
network. Eleven nodes in the network and introduce mobility 
parameters to evaluate the performance parameter of the 
network. For energy efficiency in WBAN, we prioritize nodes 
by critical/emergency traffic and non-critical/normal traffic. 
Normal and emergency traffic are differentiated by using two 
techniques, one by different contention window (CW) sizes 
and another one is by using different transmission power for 
the different type of traffic. In IEEE 802.15.6 based CSMA/CA 
protocol, only immediate acknowledgment policy is 
implemented. In proposed protocol, we use block 
acknowledgment policy which reduces the control packet 
overhead so that we can get efficient power consumption in 
WBAN. 
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In the first scheme, we proposed a superframe with RAP1 
and RAP2 with prioritizing the nodes by using different 
transmission power and different contention window size for 
each node. The sensor node with higher transmission power, 
let’s call P1, will get more priority, and higher power will be 
given to node generating emergency traffic while node 
generating normal traffic will be given lower power let’s say 
P2 which will effectively decrease the priority of that node as 
compared to the node with emergency traffic. Due to the high 
priority of emergency traffic generating node, its traffic will 
reach the destination without distortion by the collision which 
will produce less delay. Proposed technique (enhancement of 
IEEE 802.16.4) packet collision scenarios are defined in two 
states, as shown in Fig. 2, i) S1: More than one low powered 
packets arrival at t2 ii) S2: More than one High powered 
packets arrival at t5.  In scenario 1, more than one low priority 
packets arrive which causes a collision between them. The 
packet collision cause discard of the packet and no packet 
received at the destination. Similarly, in scenario 2, there is 
more than one high priority packet arrived which also results in 
a collision. 

A packet without collision scenarios are defined in three 
states, as shown in Fig. 3, i) S1: one high powered packet 
arrival, ii) S2: one low powered packet arrival, iii) S3: one high 
powered packet and more than one low powered packet arrival. 
When one high or one low priority packet arrives, it is received 
at the destination without collision. In scenario 3, one high 
powered and one low powered packet is received, as per our 
policy, the high powered packet will get priority and will reach 
the destination without collision. 

 
Fig. 2. Collided packet transmission with Enhanced IEEE 802.15.6. 

 

Fig. 3. Successful packet transmission in Enhanced IEEE 802.15.6. 

 

Fig. 4. Priority using contention window size. 

The second method to assign user priority is by using 
different contention window size for each node. A node with 
minimum contention window size will get higher priority while 
a node with maximum contention window size will get lower 
priority. Emergency traffic will get the highest priority, so it 
will access the channel first due to which optimal delay and 
throughput are obtained. In Fig. 4 the access mechanism of the 
the channel is illustrated, which has three cases: i) Only low 
priority node transmit data ii) Only high priority node transmit 
data ii) High and low priority node transmit data. In case 1, at 
time T2 there are two packets, one with high contention 
window and another one with low contention window trying to 
access channel. The packet with low contention window will 
access the channel firstly, while the high window and another 
one with low contention window trying to access channel. The 
packet with low contention window will access the channel 
firstly, while the high contention window sized packet will 
wait for its turn. While in scenario 2 and 3 at time T4 and T6, 
one low contention window sized packet and one high 
contention window sized packet are trying to access the 
channel, so they will send their packets through the channel 
without collision which will ultimately cause minimum delay. 

The second scheme introduced a mechanism to choose a 
sink node to communicate with the coordinator in Intra-
WBAN. In WBAN, it is imperative to make the data 
transmission easy by choosing the easily accessible sink node 
for all other sensor nodes. In Intra-WBAN, distance and 
connection between different nodes vary due to the variation in 
posture or mobility in the human body, as shown in Fig. 5.  
Energy waste is a significant problem in WBAN due to 
improper sink selection technique and the maximized control 
overhead [14]. Using fix-sink or random-sink selection, using 
the routing table are the conventional techniques in WBAN. 
However, we know that information collected from every node 
is critical for the doctor to take any decision for patient 
treatment, so we need active techniques in which all nodes are 
accessible by the sink. Because in previous techniques other 
nodes may or may not access that the sink does not access 
particular node or other nosed. 
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Fig. 5. Illustration of range changing of sensor node as posture changes. 

As we are considering the human mobility, the MLT is a 
significant feature of our technique. This table contains 
information about no. of connections; each node has a variable 
called “Link” which will be incremented after each connection 
between two nodes is verified, through acknowledgment. MLT 
will use this variable to store a number of connections by each 
node. An MLT is distributed and maintained by each node. 
Complete procedure to fill this table and selecting adaptive 
sink by MLT described in Fig. 6. 

According to Fig 6, each sensor node will broadcast control 
packet. All the nodes reply after getting the control packet from 
another node, MLT will be updated (Incrementing No. of 
Links) if ACK received. A node with maximum “link” value in 
MLT presents the sink node in selected posture. Table update 
before every data transmission against the current posture and 
node that have more links will be select as a sink node.  Sink 
will be updated before transmission by repeating the same 
procedure. In this paper, we compare proposed sink selection 
with fixed sink, random sink selection through routing table. 

Start

Broadcast Packet (controled)

Send ACK for Received Packet(controled)

IF ACK Received form Nodes

UPDATE MLT

Don’t UPDFATE MLT

COMPARE (P-LT of each Node)

SELECT Sink (Node with MAX 
LINK) 

SELECT Sink (Node with MAX 
LINK) 

SIM_TIMER Expired

SEND DATA to Sink Node 

IF TIMER EXPIRES(Control 
Packets)

End
NoYes

No

No

Yes

Yes

 
Fig. 6. Flow chart for adaptive sink selection by MLT. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

Proposed scheme are compared with IEEE802.15.6 
CSMA/CA by simulated in OMNET++/MIXIM. Fig. 7(a) 
shows network delay comparison between proposed MAC and 
IEEE 802.15.6 based CSMA/CA by prioritizing using 
Contention Widow (CW) mechanism as well as the power 

priority mechanism. Fig. 7(b) shows network bandwidth 
efficiency comparison with IEEE 802.15.6 based CSMA/CA 
using CW and also prioritizing the nodes by the transmission 
power. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 7. (a) Network delay, (b) Network bandwidth. 

Fig. 7(a) & (b) shows that the minimum network delay, 
maximum network throughput, and maximum bandwidth 
efficiency is also achieved for the network, in proposed  MAC 
prioritizing by contention window (CW) due to less control 
packet overhead and nodal prioritization. As depicted from this 
figure that highest network delay, lowest throughput, and 
lowest bandwidth efficiency is present in case of IEEE 
802.15.6 based CSMA/CA with CW. The proposed MAC with 
priority using contention window (CW) is showing optimum 
results because node with the highest priority uses the channel 
for a maximum time because that node has maximum data for 
transmission and need a channel for maximum time. Fig. 8 
shows that minimum power consumption is achieved in 
proposed MAC by prioritizing using transmission power with 
block acknowledgment because when we use different 
transmission power and give the highest priority to highest 
transmission power node. 

We know that nodes with normal traffic will transmit data 
using lower transmission power because we have assigned less 
priority to normal traffic. Total power consumption is the sum 
of transmission power, receiving power and power used in 
acknowledgment. Moreover, transmission power has the 
highest influence on power consumption, as normal traffic is 
mostly used, so transmission power of the whole network will 
be reduced which means that average transmission power is 
reduced so that we will get less power consumption. Moreover, 
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block acknowledgment case further improves results by 
decreasing control packet overhead, which further reduces 
power consumption. 

 
Fig. 8. Network mean power consumption. 

Fig. 9 shows power consumption comparison between 
fixed sink, random sink selection technique, and adaptive sink 
selection technique through MLT, respectively for the network.  

The performance analysis shows lower delay, lower power 
consumption, higher throughput, and higher bandwidth 
efficiency is achieved in adaptive sink selection technique 
through MLT. In adaptive sink-selection, a sink-node has 
maximum LINK available technique results more comfortable 
accessible for other nodes, which improve the performance 
results. On the other hand, in random sink-selection approach, 
selected sink-node may or may not have enough amount of 
connections cause more delay, high energy consumption and 
lower throughput. 

 
Fig. 9. Network power consumption on different sink. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Increased control packet overhead and inappropriate sink 
selection techniques are considered as energy wastage factor in 
Intra-WBAN. Two techniques proposed in this paper, the first 
technique helps in reducing control packet overhead, and its 
prioritization feature gives priority to nodes according to the 
power and contention window size. The second technique is 
based upon adaptive sink selection through MLT. These two 
schemes help in reducing network delay, mean power 
consumption, and increasing network throughput. In the first 
technique, control packet overhead is reduced by sending 

acknowledgment after 5 data packets. A second key feature 
which is present in this technique is two ways of assigning 
nodal priority according to the transmission power and 
contention window size, where transmission power and 
contention window size of every node is unique. 

In the first case, the node with maximum transmission 
power will be assigned highest priority and priority will 
decrease as transmission power reduces. In the second case, 
priority will increase as CW size reduces and so on. In the 
second technique, sink node for data packet will be adaptive to 
the variation in a number of connections that each node holds. 
A number of connections for every node are present in MLT. A 
node with a maximum number of connections will be made 
sink node, and other nodes will send data to this node. 

Performance analysis shows that proposed techniques 
outperform then IEEE 802.15.6 based CSMA/CA considering 
different evaluation metric as presented in performance 
analysis metrics such as mean power consumption, network 
delay, network throughput and network bandwidth efficiency. 
Results show that our proposed techniques are showing ten to 
fifteen percent improvement in IEEE 802.15.6 based 
CSMA/CA. We want to further enhance our work by 
introducing the sink node selection by links and energy power 
maintain by sensor nodes considering the human mobility and 
posture variation in Intra-WBAN. As a test - the bed is 
provided in OMNET++\ MIXIM that is why other researchers 
can also enhance our work. 
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Abstract—Considering the problem of the management of IT 

project portfolios in universities, University managers face a lot 

of uncertainties when prioritizing projects that make up their 

portfolio. The alignment with their strategy becomes a major 

challenge and constitutes one of the essential elements of a 

governance approach. To overcome this challenge, the 

implementation of a project prioritization approach adapted to 

the university’s strategy, vision and culture is essential. In this 

context, this paper aims to provide a multi-criteria approach 

based on a combination of AHP and TOPSIS methodologies for 

the selection and prioritization of IT projects in universities. The 

main feature of our approach is the use of COBIT 5, its 

principles and enablers as prioritization criteria. In order to 

validate our model, project portfolio managers of a Moroccan 

public university were involved to evaluate the criteria and to 

prioritize their projects. This research demonstrates that the 

combined use of Multi Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) 

methodologies proves to be suitable for the implementation of 

COBIT sub-process APO05.03. 

Keywords—Component; IT governance; project portfolio 

management; Cobit 5; AHP; TOPSIS; prioritization; university 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Information technology has become essential in supporting 
the growth and sustainability of all types of organizations 
including universities. The maximized investment in these 
technologies is forcing decision makers to implement effective 
IT governance mechanisms. This IT governance requires the 
definition and implementation of structures and processes to 
maximize the value from their IT investment, to better manage 
risks, to optimize resources and ultimately meet the strategy of 
the organization and its stakeholder’s requests. 

Portfolio governance, a part of IT governance, is the bridge 
between the corporate governance and the project that includes 
the decisions about managing projects, defines the responsible 
for every decision on the project and encompasses decision 
tasks and how these decisions should be made [1]. It aims to 
align the information system with the strategic priorities of the 
organization, to provide a global vision of all projects and 
allows not only to standardize management processes and 
rules, but also to be able to revise priorities if necessary. It 
ensures that not only high-value projects are added, funded and 
launched in a secure manner, but also executed according to 
stakeholders priorities and needs. 

Several researchers have examined the effective 
management and success of project portfolios and their impact 
on the performance of organizations. Patanakul conducted a 

qualitative study for defining the attributes of portfolio 
effectiveness, he clarifies that project management literature in 
general discusses project portfolio management from 
management perspective and indicates that maximizing the 
value of the portfolio, balancing a portfolio, and aligning a 
project portfolio with a business strategy are three major goals 
for project portfolio management [2]. Unger et al. presented the 
positive impact that the abandonment of an ongoing project 
may have on the effectiveness and implementation of the 
strategy [3]. D. Jonas examined success factors and how they 
are related to the quality of management represented in “the 
quality of information, cooperation and resource allocation” 
[4]; Austin, C. et al. have conducted a study in University of 
Drexel in the United States in which they cited the lack of 
project management in higher education [5]. Indeed, the 
research carried out and the information collected from higher 
education institutions revealed the use of internal procedures 
for the management of IT projects, the use of experience 
feedback and available resources, without taking into 
consideration IT management good practices derived from 
international reference frameworks that could improve their 
image in a global market. 

One of the major challenges that universities are facing is 
the large number of projects in their portfolio; they are led to 
optimize their resources and their investments. In fact, the 
selection and prioritization of projects cannot be done 
intuitively or based on inadequate evaluation criteria, but rather 
on the application of a well-defined portfolio management 
process. 

Therefore, an effective project selection and prioritization 
approach is essential in order to properly balance the project 
portfolio and avoid selecting unprofitable projects that may 
have a negative impact on the performance of the process and 
the functioning of the institution. 

This governance approach cannot succeed without the 
effective use of good practices frameworks and international 
standards. However, it is difficult to apply a common 
framework to all organizations that are currently 
demonstrating, a great interest in the adoption of these 
frameworks. It is therefore necessary to establish a method that 
is structured and adapted to the needs, strategy and culture of 
these institutions. 

The main objective of this study is to propose a project 
portfolio management approach allowing IT project managers 
in universities to make a decision by evaluating several options 
in situations where no choice is perfect. The proposed 
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approach is based on Cobit 5 framework and on AHP and 
TOPSIS multi-criteria decision making methods. 

Cobit 5 proposes a process for portfolio management which 
is APO 05 “manage portfolio” of the domain “Align Plan and 
Organize”. This process consists of six sub processes that must 
be satisfied (Fig. 1). 

 

Fig. 1. Manage portfolio process. 

The major limitation of Cobit framework is that it does not 
provide indications about the implementation of the proposed 
practices. Thereby, this contribution is an attempt to implement 
the sub process “APO05-03 Evaluate and select programs to 
fund”. 

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, a 
theoretical background of the concepts and tools used in this 
study is presented. Section III describes the research 
methodology used and the proposed approach. A case study 
illustrating the implementation of the approach in universities 
is presented in Section IV. The results of this contribution are 
presented and discussed in Section V followed by a conclusion 
and perspectives of our research. 

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

A. IT GOVERNANCE 

IT governance is defined as the leadership and 
organizational structures, processes and relational mechanisms 
that ensure that an organization’s IT sustains and extends its 
strategy and objectives [6]. It is a process by which the 
objectives of the entity that give impact on Information 
technology are agreed, directed, and controlled [7]. IT 
Governance institute defines IT governance as “the 
responsibility of the Board of Directors and executive 
management. It is an integral part of enterprise governance and 
consists of the leadership and organizational structures and 
processes that ensure that the organization’s IT sustains and 
extends the organization’s strategy and objectives” [8]. 

According to ISO/IEC 38500 “IT Governance is the system 
by which the current and future use of IT is directed and 
controlled. It involves evaluating and directing the use of IT to 
support the organization and monitoring this use to achieve 
plans and includes the strategy and policies for using IT within 

an organization” [9]. Furthermore, some recent academic 
studies has demonstrated that the level of IT governance 
maturity has a significant positive impact on IT performance as 
well as organization performance [10], [11]. 

Although the problematic of IT governance has been 
studied by many authors, few studies can be found in the 
context of universities [12]-[14]. 

Recently, the importance of IT governance in universities 
has been increasingly recognized [15]. Universities have 
become more and more dependent on IT.  To fulfill their 
mission and goals, they require adequate IT infrastructure and 
information systems which turns IT Governance into a real 
challenge [16]. In order to achieve their objectives, and 
improve their competitiveness and their effectiveness as well, 
they have to establish strategic objectives and make the 
appropriate decisions in terms of investing on IT. Universities 
are then showing interest in adopting the best practices and 
standards for IT governance because these frameworks are 
considered as guidelines that provide the basic structure that is 
flexible to apply in a certain environment. Similarly, Educause 
Center for Applied Research (ECAR) claims that, despite the 
development of ideology and procedures in terms of IT 
governance for business organizations, many higher education 
institutions have shown huge interest in implementing these 
ideologies to the management of IT [17]. 

B. COBIT 5 

Control Objectives for Information and related Technology 
(COBIT) version 5 is a framework developed by IT 
Governance Institute and published on 2012 by ISACA [18]. It 
assists organizations in achieving their goals related to IT 
governance and management by providing a framework to 
establish the alignment of IT with the business [19], [20]. 

COBIT 5 enables information and related technology to be 
governed and managed in a holistic manner for the entire 
organization, taking in the full end-to-end business and 
functional areas of responsibility, considering the IT-related 
interests of internal and external stakeholders. 

COBIT 5 is generic and useful for enterprises of all sizes, 
whether commercial, not-for-profit or in the public sector [21]. 
It allows the development of policies and practices for IT 
control throughout organizations and includes a set of 37 
governance and management processes with respective metrics 
categorized into four domains of management and a domain of 
governance. It is based on 5 principles and 7 enablers that are 
the building blocks of the framework. COBIT 5 is an effective 
tool for implementing IT governance. Its latest version consists 
of RACIcharts to guide which stakeholders should be 
responsible, accountable, consulted, and informed about some 
activities [22]. 

C. PROJECT PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT 

The recognition of the strategic importance of project 
management is growing rapidly. This may be due to the strong 
belief that alignment between project management and 
organizational strategy can significantly increase their chance 
of achieving their strategic goals [23] and is positively 
associated with project performance [24]. Project management 
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allows organizations to execute their strategic objectives in a 
structured manner and thus provides some element of control. 

A portfolio refers to projects, programs, sub-portfolios, and 
operations managed as a group to achieve strategic objectives 
[25]. In a portfolio, projects must be quantifiable, classified and 
prioritized individually. According to Project Management 
Institute:  Portfolio management refers to “The centralized 
management of one or more portfolios, which include 
identifying, prioritizing, authorizing, managing and controlling 
projects, program and other related work to achieve specific 
strategic business objectives” [26]. 

Blichfeldt and Eskerod define project portfolio 
management as the managerial activities that relate to the 
initial screening, selection and prioritization of project 
proposals, the concurrent reprioritization of projects in the 
portfolio, and the allocation and reallocation of resources to 
projects according to priority [27]. 

Accordingly, Project portfolio management process can be 
subdivided into two main phases: 

 Prioritizing and selecting projects for the portfolio; 

 Managing the projects within the portfolio. 

The proposed metrics presented in the literature for 
calculating project priority have been criticized for not 
supporting the strategic alignment [28]. In this context, this 
paper aims to propose a multi criteria decision making 
approach for the selection and prioritization of IT projects, 
based on a combination of AHP and TOPSIS methodologies. 

D. AHP 

Thomas Saaty developed AHP as a decision-making 
method in the 1970s [29], it is a systematic decision making 
method which includes both qualitative and quantitative 
techniques. It is useful for obtaining single assessment value 
which is based on different indicators or criteria. It simplifies 
the process of decision making by subdividing a complex 
problem into a series of structured steps where each element in 
the hierarchy of criteria is supposed to be independent from 
others. The analytic network process is used when there is 
interdependence among criteria. AHP builds a hierarchy of 
decision items using comparisons between each pair of items 
expressed as a matrix. Paired comparisons produce weighting 
scores that measure how much importance items and criteria 
have with each other. 

Decision maker examines two alternatives by considering 
one criteria and indicates a preference. The standard numeric 
scale used for AHP is 1-9 scale which lies between “equal 
importance” to “extreme importance”, the value 9 indicates 
that one factor is extremely less important than the other, while 
value 1 indicates equal importance. At each level of the criteria 
hierarchy we obtain an n*n square matrix, where n is the 
number of elements of the level. 

AHP allows building consensus among decision makers, 
each member can compare their judgments to those of the other 
members and it gives them better understanding of the impact 
of their priorities. 

AHP decomposes the decision into the following 
steps [30]: 

1) Define the problem and state the goal or objective. 

2) Define the criteria or factors that influence the goal. 

Structure these factors into levels and sublevels.  

3) Use paired comparisons of each factor with respect to 

each other that forms a comparison matrix with calculated 

weights, ranked eigenvalues, and consistency measures.  

4) Synthesize the ranks of alternatives until the final 

choice is made. 

E. TOPSIS 

The TOPSIS (Technique for Order of Preference by 
Similarity to Ideal Solution) method is a multi-criteria analysis 
method developed by Hwang and Yoon in 1981 [31]. In this 
method two artificial alternatives are hypothesized: Ideal 
solution (IS) that presents the solution that has the best level 
for all attributes considered, and negative ideal solution (NIS) 
for the one which has the worst attribute values. 

TOPSIS method performs prioritization of alternatives 
based on their geometric distance from the positive-ideal and 
negative-ideal solution. 

TOPSIS decomposes the decision into the following steps 
[31] : 

1) Establish the decision matrix, 

2) Calculate a normalized decision R with coefficients Rij 

obtained by vector normalization. 

     
   

√∑    
 
   

 

3) Determine the weighted decision matrix V with 

coefficients Vij which are calculated by multiplying each 

element of each column of the normalized decision matrix by 

the adequate weights: 

            
 

4) Identify the positive and negative ideal solution 

according to the weighted decision matrix: 
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J is associated with beneficial attributes and J’ with the 
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Where I = criterion index and j= alternative index. 

6) Measure the relative closeness of each competitive 

alternative to the ideal solution, 

    
  
 

  
     

   

7) Rank the preference in descending order; the optimum 

alternative is the one with the highest proximity index, and as 

such it represents the optimal decision, or preferred or optimal 

solution to the problem [32]. 

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

To develop our approach and lead the project prioritization 
process, research at different levels has been done. In addition 
to the literature, the semi-directed interviews research method 
was used to collect information from experts managing IT 
project portfolios in universities. The target population was 
chosen because they have a holistic view about project 
portfolio management. The information collected were used to 
identify the project portfolio management process, to detect 
how decisions are made and to analyze the procedures used to 
select and prioritize IT projects. 

The analysis of these data revealed the use of internal 
procedures that are based on academic needs and allocated 
resources and their feedback about past projects. Nevertheless, 
no entity has been defined for project portfolio management. 
Thus it calls for a huge need of developing a new approach for 
IT project portfolio management based on an internationally 
recognized framework is essential. In this context, this paper 
proposes a portfolio management approach to select and 
prioritize projects in a portfolio, taking into account the 
contribution of projects to the achievement of strategic 
objectives and their impact on the institution performance. This 
approach is based on COBIT 5 framework and in particular the 
sub-process APO05.03 “Evaluate and select programs to 
fund”.  

Thus, this paper proposes a set of six project selection 
criteria based on the five strategic axes of IT governance and 
the catalyst “Culture, ethics and behaviors” derived from 
cobit5 enablers. These criteria are intended to evaluate the 
quality and relevance of the projects that must be submitted to 
the same evaluation in order to guarantee the coherence of the 
portfolio. 

Table I describes the criteria that will serves as a basis for 
project evaluation. Each criterion is associated with one or 
more processes in the Cobit 5 model. Table II presents the 
associated processes. 

TABLE I. PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA 

Criteria Description 

Strategic 
alignment 

 

Strategic alignment is about targeting projects that are most 
relevant to the strategy [33] [34]. It aims to align the 
operation of IT with that of the organization and to ensure 
the value creation of IT for the organization. 

Stakeholders 

needs 

Stakeholder needs must first be identified. Then, the 

relationship between projects and strategy will be measured 

in order to select only projects that effectively meet the 
needs of all stakeholders. 

Value delivery 

This criterion consists of determining the effectiveness, 

material and immaterial value of each project following an 

individual evaluation. Only projects that generate the 
expected benefits will be included in the portfolio. 

Resources 

optimization 

The aim is to optimize the investment in vital IT resources 

(infrastructure, applications, information, and people). 

Risk 

management 

Portfolio managers must optimize risk by having a clear 
understanding of the institution risks and the assignment of 

risk management responsibilities. 

Respect for 

the values, 

culture and 
ethics of the 

university 

The culture, ethics and behavior of individuals and of the 
organization is a factor of success in governance and 

management activities. They must therefore be taken into 

consideration when selecting projects. 

TABLE II. SELECTION CRITERIA AND ASSOCIATED PROCESSES 

Criteria Processes 

Strategic alignment APO Align, Plan and Organize 

Stakeholders needs 
EDM 05 Ensure stakeholder transparency 
BAI 02 Manage requirements definition 

Value delivery EDM 02 Ensure benefits delivery  

Resources optimization 

EDM 04 Ensure resource optimization 

APO 06 Manage budget and cost 

APO 07 Manage Human resources 

Risk management 
EDM 3 Ensure risk optimization 

APO 12 Manage risk 

Respect for the values, 
culture and ethics of the 

university 

Cobit 5 Enabler 4 

With the aim of constructing an approach that allows IT 
project portfolio selection and prioritization according to 
COBIT 5 practices, the study followed the procedure illustrated 
in Fig. 2. Each of the stages will be explained in detail below.  

(7) 

(6) 
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Fig. 2. Proposed approach. 

 Step 1 : Projects Identification  

For the majority of authors, the strategy is the starting point 
for identifying projects to put in a portfolio [35].  Projects must 
be identified according not only to the mission, vision and 
strategy of the university, but also to the investment budget 
allocated to the projects and the implanted organization 
structure. 

 Step 2 : Criteria Evaluation 

The selection of criteria depends on many different factors 
according to the strategic objectives of the institution. Some 
criteria are more important than others, therefore, for each 
criterion, a weighting should be assigned. Thus, we propose the 
use of Saaty scale (Table III) to obtain the consensus of the 
project team, and then the use of pairwise comparison. 

TABLE III. SAATY SCALE 

Numerical 

rating 
Verbal judgment preferences 

1 Equally important 

3 Moderately more important 

5 Strongly more important 

7 Very strongly more important 

9 Extremely more important 

2, 4, 6, 8 Intermediate values between adjacent scale values 

Reciprocal 
Aij indicates the importance of ith factor over jth, 

then aij can be calculated as the reciprocal of aij 

 Step 3 : Projects Selection 

This step consists of evaluating the projects in accordance 
with the predetermined criteria to assign them a weighting and 
determine their importance and priority. 

A scoring technique is proposed to determine the value of 
projects and prioritize the most important ones. The weight of 
each project is measured by the percentage of its contribution 
to achieving the goal. 

 Step 4 : Projects Prioritization 

The results from the previous step are compiled and the 
projects are compared. The one with the highest score is 
considered the one that generates the most value and must be 
achieved first. For that aim, TOPSIS method has been 
proposed. 

 Step 5 : Portfolio Adjustment 

Once projects are selected and prioritized, a portfolio 
adjustment is made. This step necessitates the reorganization of 
the portfolio as a result of the analysis done in the previous 
steps and aims to provide a better aligned portfolio that 
supports the university's strategy. The criteria for portfolio 
balancing depend on the weight of each project and its 
contribution to achieving the objectives. 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION 

The proposed approach was implemented in the field of 
higher education and specifically in a Moroccan public 
university. In response to accountability requirement, 
university decision makers have to manage the risks associated 
with the allocation of limited resources. 

Indeed, the objective of this study is to contribute to the 
optimization of these resources and to achieve the right balance 
of investments by means of a portfolio aligned with the 
strategic direction and contributing to the performance of the 
university. Thus, it presents the procedure followed to build the 
project portfolio. 

 Step 1 : Projects Identification 

The selection of alternatives is one of the most important 
decision of portfolio construction because it influences the 
success of all the portfolio. Five alternatives will be analyzed 
to build the IT project portfolio. To determine this list, we 
consulted key people with different responsibilities and 
functions in the process of portfolio management of IT projects 
in a Moroccan university. A list of alternatives or candidate 
projects has been established (Table IV). 

TABLE IV. LIST OF CANDIDATE PROJECTS 

Code Alternative 

A1 Upgrading LANs in institutions 

A2 Institutional messaging 

A3 Inter-site interconnection 

A4 Strengthening the security platform 

A5 
Upgrading the student and teaching management 
platform  
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 Step 2 : Criteria Evaluation 

Information system project experts have evaluated these 
criteria using a pairwise comparison. A weight was then 
calculated for each criterion. The pairwise comparison results 
obtained are shown in Table V. 

TABLE V. PAIRWISE COMPARISON 

 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 

C1 1 1/3 5 5 5 5 

C2 3 1 5 5 5 5 

C3 1/5 1/5 1 3 1/3 5 

C4 1/5 1/5 1/3 1 1/5 3 

C5 1/5 1/5 3 5 1 5 

C6 1/5 1/5 1/5 1/3 1/5 1 

AHP method was used to determine criteria weight. Based 
on Saaty scale decision making matrix was prepared.  Table VI 
presents weights calculated according to AHP approach. 

TABLE VI. WEIGHT CALCULATION WITH AHP METHOD 

Criterion Criterion weight Priority 

C1 28% 2 

C2 41% 1 

C3 8% 4 

C4 5% 5 

C5 14% 3 

C6 4% 6 

 Step 3 : Projects Selection 

We describe trough Table VII the dataset of the selected 
projects and the scoring of each alternative on different criteria. 

TABLE VII. DATA SET DESCRIPTION 

 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 

A1 80% 60% 80% 50% 50% 80% 

A2 80% 80% 80% 50% 50% 80% 

A3 80% 70% 80% 50% 60% 80% 

A4 80% 50% 50% 60% 60% 80% 

A5 80% 50% 50% 60% 50% 80% 

 Step 4 : Projects Prioritization 

The dataset is used as decision matrix, and then normalized 
decision matrix is calculated (Table VIII). 

TABLE VIII. NORMALIZED DECISION MATRIX 

rij C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 

A1 0.45 0.43 0.51 0.41 0.41 0.45 

A2 0.45 0.57 0.51 0.41 0.41 0.45 

A3 0.45 0.50 0.51 0.41 0.49 0.45 

A4  0.45 0.35 0.32 0.49 0.49 0.45 

A5 0.45 0.35 0.32 0.49 0.41 0.45 

TABLE IX. WEIGHTED DECISION MATRIX 

Vjj C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 

w 28 41 8 5 14 4 

A1 12.522 17.438 4.1141 2.062 5.7735 1.7889 

A2 12.522 23.251 4.1141 2.062 5.7735 1.7889 

A3 12.522 20.345 4.1141 2.062 6.9282 1.7889 

 A4 12.522 14.532 2.5713 2.4744 6.9282 1.7889 

A5 12.522 14.532 2.5713 2.4744 5.7735 1.7889 

TOPSIS weighted Decision Matrix is calculated using 
priorities derived by AHP Method in Step 2 (Table IX). 

Positive ideal   and Negative ideal    solutions are 
defined according to the weighted decision matrix. 

                                       
         

                               
                

Then for each competitive alternative the separation 
distance is calculated (Table X). 

TABLE X. SEPARATION DISTANCE OF ALTERNATIVES 

       

P1 5.94 3.29 

P2 1.22 8.85 

P3 2.93 6.12 

P4 8.85 1.22 

P5 8.92 0.41 

Finally, the relative closeness of each location to TOPSIS 
ideal solution is measured and projects are ranked in a 
descending order (Table XI). 

 Step 5 : Portfolio Adjustment 

After evaluating projects and approving investment 
programs, projects must undergo regular evaluations to adjust 
the portfolio and continually align with strategic factors that 
change over time. Hence, the portfolio is reorganized as a 
result of the performed analysis in the previous steps. Projects 
with the greatest weight will be implemented as a priority. 

TABLE XI. PRIORITIZED PORTFOLIO 

Projects  Ranking 

Institutional messaging 0.87 1 

Inter-site interconnection 0.67 2 

Upgrading LANs in institutions 0.35 3 

Strengthening the security platform 0.12 4 

Upgrading the student and teaching management platform 0.04 5 

V. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

IT project portfolio governance in universities is essential 
to ensure that programs and projects deliver expected benefits 
and make an optimal contribution to the performance of the 
university. Effective IT governance has been shown to have a 
positive impact on financial performance [36]. However, for 
non-profit organizations such as public universities, other 
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dimensions beyond the material value of projects need to be 
considered [37]. Their mission requires a balance between 
material and immaterial dimensions to achieve their 
educational, research and management goals. 

Programs and projects are part of the university's 
ecosystem. They must be initiated by taking into account the 
needs of stakeholders. The objective of this paper is to identify 
how portfolio management can benefit from using Cobit 5 as 
an IT governance framework and how to leverage its 
processes, principles, and enablers in designing our approach. 

Cobit 5 enablers can be applied in this practical situation 
and can be used to implement effective and efficient IT 
governance. They were used as a determining factor in the 
preparation of the proposed approach which is relevant and fits 
perfectly within the framework of project portfolio 
management.  

Cobit 5 is an integrated framework that not only covers all 
of the organization's processes, but also separates them into 
governance and management processes, which makes it 
possible to distinguish between portfolio management, which 
is more a function of governance, and the management of 
program and project, which is more operational.  

In fact, the process APO 05 “Manage Portfolio”, member 
of COBIT domain “Align, Plan and Organize (APO) domain”, 
consists of aligning investments with the organization's 
strategic goals, manage programs according to constraints and 
available resources. In addition, it aims to prioritize projects, 
balance the portfolio and optimize its performance by 
proposing any adjustments. 

Although Cobit 5 covers all the areas to be piloted and 
proposes effective practices to detect processes to be improved, 
it does not provide a practical approach for the implementation 
of the proposed practices. Therefore, it comes back to the 
organization managers to analyze, according to their context, 
the technological and organizational choices and implement the 
change. The papers’ contribution responds to this need by 
offering a practical tool to manage the portfolio of IT projects. 
It is based on the process APO 05 and specifically addresses 
the needs of sub-process APO05.03 related to project selection 
and prioritization.  

Based on the literature on Cobit 5 and the opinion of IT 
project management experts in universities, a set of criteria has 
been identified: alignment with strategy, response to 
stakeholder needs, value creation for stakeholders, resource 
optimization, risk optimization and respect for the values, 
culture and ethics of the university. 

The multi-criteria aspect is important when making 
portfolio management decisions. The proposed approach 
combined both AHP and TOPSIS assessment techniques to 
facilitate decision making. This combination made it possible 
to select and prioritize IT projects by the experts who 
participated in this study by evaluating the criteria and 
prioritizing each alternative. This scoring technique has helped 
to determine the value of projects and to focus efforts and 
resources on urgent and important projects. 

The findings show that the proposed approach allows to 
measure and evaluate the benefits and risks, to select and 
prioritize the projects successfully. Indeed, it can eliminate 
projects with low values and concentrate available resources 
exclusively on those meeting current and immediate needs. It 
provides an innovative way for universities to make the best 
selection of projects to be executed. 

It seems that the combination of Cobit practices, AHP and 
TOSPIS approaches can offer a better solution to align the 
portfolio with the strategic objectives of universities. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The selection and prioritization of projects is a strategic 
decision for universities. This paper aims to contribute to IT 
governance in universities by developing a project portfolio 
management approach adapted to public institutions. Several 
alternatives were evaluated using different criteria for projects 
selection. The evaluation of alternatives was conducted in the 
case of five projects and it was based on new multi-criteria 
analysis using the AHP-TOPSIS method and based on COBIT 
5 framework practices. 

This method, based on the identified criteria has determined 
the order of alternatives and identified the best ranked project 
among these alternatives. Based on the obtained ranks, 
decision-makers can conclude which of the alternatives must 
be prioritized. This paper provides an overview of the aspects 
that must be taken into consideration during the process of 
selecting and prioritizing projects. 

The implementation of such an approach will be beneficial 
for project managers. It will enable them to lead information 
technology with effective practices and a standardized 
management framework. 

It is found that the combined use of MCDM methodologies 
AHP and TOPSIS proves to be suitable for the implementation 
of the sub-process APO05.03 “Evaluate and selects programs 
to fund”, it can correctly guides decision makers for evaluating 
projects and visualizing the importance of each criterion on 
alternatives before reaching a final decision. 

Future research will focus on the implementation of the 
sub-process APO05.04 “Monitor, optimize and report on 
investment portfolio”. 
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Abstract—With the current rapid development of technology, 

many services need redesigning in order to keep up with 

customer demands. Therefore, organizations nowadays resort to 

redesigning services and business processes in order to maintain 

their competitiveness and success. With the recent advances in 

smartphone capabilities, and their growing penetration rate 

among individuals, organizations intend to take advantage of 

these devices by designing mobile applications to help evolve 

their business. The laundry business is one sector which has great 

potential for further development. Turning the ordinary routine 

of laundry into a service obtainable through a mobile application 

will contribute to reducing the burden of laundry tasks on 

individuals. This paper reviews the relevant literature and has 

design an instrument which investigates an individual’s need for 

such mobile applications. 

Keywords—Business process change; smartphones; mobile 

application; laundry 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Through the fast-paced evolution of information 
technology, and the modern style of living, people face 
dilemmas when finding sufficient time to do home duties, such 
as laundry, cleaning and cooking. With the advent of 
smartphones over the past years, and with their enhanced 
capabilities and growing penetration rates among individuals, 
organizations intend to take advantage of these devices for 
developing mobile applications which evolve and market their 
business services and goods [1]-[3]. While laundry is a daily 
need for everyone, it is at the same time a burdening and time-
consuming home duty. Consequently, developing a mobile 
application for bringing laundry services to a customer’s 
doorstep will be effective and beneficial for both customers 
and service providers [4]. Through browsing literature, it can 
be determined that research seldom investigates the laundry 
sectors, and the redesigning of its business processes, through 
providing services online through mobile applications. 
Therefore, this research has been conducted in order to 
reinforce this area of knowledge. This paper has been 
structured into four main parts. The first section is an 
introduction, which introduces the topic, the research problem, 
and the research’s significance. The second section presents the 
research’s theoretical background, through a review of related 
literature. After that the research and data collection 
methodologies explain research methods, data collection 

procedures are undertaken, and the research’s results are 
reported. Finally, a discussion and conclusion section presents 
the study’s results. 

A. Research Problem 

People nowadays do not have sufficient time to complete 
home duties after work [4]. The development of information 
technology and mobile technologies has led to the development 
of electronic business (E-business), and has extended such 
business’s competitive advantages [2]-[4]. Organizations 
intend to redesign their ordinary processes, and to change their 
business processes, in order to remain competitive, to obtain 
success, and to keep up with technology innovations [5], [6]. 
Therefore many business sectors have developed mobile 
applications designed to market their business services and 
goods [1], [3], [7]. 

B. Research Significance 

One business sector which has not yet gained interest in 
research is the laundry business sector. As is commonly 
known, laundry is both a daily requirement for everyone, and a 
very burdensome task and time-consuming home duty. 
Therefore, developing a mobile application for bringing a 
laundry service to a customer’s doorstep will be effective and 
beneficial for both the customer and the service provider [4], 
[8]. Research has seldom investigated the laundry sector, and 
its business process redesign through providing services online 
through mobile applications. Therefore, this research has been 
conducted in order to reinforce this area of knowledge. 

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

A. Business Process Change 

The currently rapid change and growth of technology has 
revolutionized interactions between customers and business 
providers. Consequently, organizational changes have been 
motivated by exterior innovations, rather than by the internal 
factors of organizations. In [9], [10], the authors emphasized 
that organizations which decline to adopt innovative changes 
and advancements can be subsequently left behind. Therefore, 
organizations which have attempted business process changes 
are likely to achieve spectacular performance improvements 
and attain competitive advantages [9], [11]. For the time being, 
organizations must face recent technology developments, and 
must determine how to adapt to these changes [3]. 
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In [6], the authors defined business process change as being 
the “methodological process that uses information technology 
to radically overhaul business processes, and thereby attain 
major business goals”. Therefore, the goal of process change 
serves to maintain competitiveness and maximize organization 
benefits [9]. The employment of IT in any business plays a key 
role in changing organizational business processes and 
achieving success [5]. In [3] the author stated that mobile 
applications are valued by mobile users, and therefore mobile 
applications should be paid full attention. Additionally, it is 
notable that laundry is substantially important for everyone. 
However, literature has seldom covered the relationship 
between laundry, and the services that can be provided to 
customers via mobile applications. 

B. Impact of Technology 

People have started to use technology to serve themselves. 
Technology has invaded all aspects of our lives and has 
become substantial for everyone [12]. Therefore technology 
has greatly influenced people’s lifestyles. Presently, great 
progress has been witnessed in smartphone technology, and 
smartphones are no longer just a means of voice 
communication. Rather, they provide various capabilities 
which help transform traditional services into electronic ones. 
With the rapid development of the internet and mobile 
technologies, these technologies have led to the development 
of mobile business, which is becoming increasingly innovative 
and diverse [2], [4]. 

C. Laundry Services 

The evolution of a technology-focused life has helped solve 
most problems faced by individuals and has harnessed 
technology to help serve them and accomplish their goals [3], 
[4], [5]. In [5], the researcher emphasized the importance of 
service innovations to customers, by including an addition to 
the current service mix, or by changing the existing services 
offered. Laundry is a daily and time-consuming home duty. 
However, research has seldom investigated the laundry sector, 
and the means through which its business processes have been 
redesigned via digital applications. Developing a mobile 
application for bringing laundry services to a customer’s 
doorstep will be effective and beneficial for both customers 
and services provider [4]. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

A. Instrument Development and Data Collection 

The survey instrument has been developed based through 
prior literature, refer to Fig. 1. In this particular case, the 
research has been collected through web-based surveys. The 
targeted respondents have been from different age ranges, and 
both genders. The instrument has been divided into two 
sections, as presented in Table I. The first section includes the 
demographic details of respondents, including their age, 
gender, marital status, employment, place of living, monthly 
income, whether or not the respondents possess smartphones, 
and what operating systems their smartphones use. The second 
section is divided into six constructs. The first of these 
constructs relates to perceived usefulness. This construct is 
designed to measure the degree to which a person believes that 
using a proposed mobile application will enhance the process 

of doing their laundry. The second construct relates to the 
perceived ease of use, which measures the degree to which a 
person believes that using a mobile application for laundry 
would minimize their expended efforts. The third construct 
relates to behavioral intention towards using a laundry mobile 
application, measuring the user’s intention to use a laundry 
mobile application. The fourth construct involves redesigning 
the original laundry routine, which concerns measuring the 
degree to which a person believes using a proposed mobile app 
would change their ordinary laundry routine. The service’s 
fifth construct concerns the user’s personal opinion about 
services included within the proposed mobile application. The 
last construct is that of user satisfaction, which measures the 
user’s satisfaction with services provided through the laundry 
mobile application. 

 

Fig. 1. Research methodology. 

To ensure the developed instrument’s clarity and content 
validity, experts must validate it [13]. In this study, three 
experts have validated the instrument. A 5-point Likert-type 
scale has been used, with a scale ranging from 1 (strongly 
disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). Table I describes the developed 
instrument. 

TABLE I.  SURVEY INSTRUMENT 

Classification Survey Items 

Gender 
Male 

Female 

Age 

Less than 18 years 

18 years to 25 years 

25 years to 35 years 

More than 35 years 

Marital Status 
Single 

Married 

Living  

Alone 

With Family 

With Friends 

Employment 

Student 

Employed 

Unemployed 

Monthly Income 

Less than 3000 S.R 

3000 S.R to 5000 S.R 

5000 S.R to 10000 S.R 

More than 10000 S.R 

Possesses Yes 
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Smartphone No 

Smartphone 

Operating System 

iOS 

Android 

Perceived 

Usefulness 

Construct 

The degree to which the Laundry mobile application 

will enhance the effectiveness of clients’ laundry. 

The laundry mobile application will facilitate the 

laundry work of clients. 

The laundry mobile application will increase client 

productivity. 

The laundry mobile application will be useful for 

clients. 

Perceived Ease of 

Use 

Construct 

I can easily learn how to use the Laundry mobile 

application. 

I can easily become a proficient in using the Laundry 

mobile application. 

I can use the Laundry mobile application very well if I 

use it for enough time. 

The laundry mobile application will make my laundry 

process easier. 

The use of the Laundry mobile application will not 

require excessive effort. 

Usage Behavior 

Intention  

Construct 

I plan to use the Laundry mobile application very 

often. 

I do not intend to take full advantage of the Laundry 

mobile application. 

I need to have a mobile app for laundry services. 

I will strongly recommend others to use a Laundry 

mobile application. 

Redesigning 

Ordinary Laundry 

Routine Construct 

Using a Laundry mobile application is likely to 

contribute to the success of changing my ordinary 

laundry routine. 

The Laundry mobile application will be useful in 

identifying the process of redesigning the ordinary 

laundry process. 

The laundry mobile application will facilitate 

identifying new opportunities for improvement. 

Service Desired 

Construct 

Do you support a partnership between the application 

and the laundry shops spread throughout the region? 

Do you prefer having a chat box with the person who 

does the service? 

Do you encourage the addition of an electronic 

payment service? 

User’s Satisfaction 

Construct 

Do you support having an urgent laundry service? 

Would you like to have your clothes returned in more 

private bags? 

Do you support notifying clients when requests are 

completed? 

Do you support evaluating the service after 

completion? 

Do you support having separated laundry for clients, if 

desired? 

B. Data Analysis 

IBM SPSS 14 statistical software has been used to carry out 
the statistical analysis. The descriptive statistics of the 
collected data and the reliability test were assessed through 
SPSS. A total of 70 successful responses were used in the 
analysis. The collected data has been examined for missing 
data and for respondents’ test bias. A description of the sample 
has been provided in Table II. 

TABLE II.  SAMPLE DESCRIPTION 

 Label 
Frequency 

(N=70) 
Percentage (100%) 

Gender 
Male 

Female 

22 

48 

31.43% 

68.57% 

 

Age 

Less 18 years 
18 -25 years 

25 - 35 years 

More 35 years 

8 
30 

13 

19 

11.43% 
42.86% 

18.57% 

27.14% 

 

Marital 

Status 

Single 

Married 

38 

32 

54.29% 

45.71% 

Living 

Alone 

With Family 

With Friends 

 

4 

66 

0 

5.71% 

94.29% 

0% 

Employment 

Student 

Employed 
Unemployed 

 

33 
30 

7 

47.14% 
42.86% 

10% 

Monthly 

Income 

Less 3000 S. R 

3000-5000 S. R 

5000-10000 S.R 

More 10000 S. R 

 

38 

4 

8 

20 

54.29% 

5.71% 

11.43% 

28.57% 

Possesses 

Smartphone 

Yes 

No 

 

70 

0 

100% 

0% 

Smartphone 
Operating 

System 

IOS 
Android 

44 
26 

62.86% 
37.14% 

TABLE III.  SURVEY RESULTS 

Construct Measure 
Cronbach’s 

Alpha 

Cronbach’s Alpha 

if Item is Deleted 

Perceived 

Usefulness 

PU1 

PU2 

PU3 

PU4 

 

.866 

.850 

.828 

.797 

.844 

Perceived Ease 

of Use 

EoU1 

EoU2 

EoU3 

EoU4 

EoU5 

 

.884 

.858 

.861 

.843 

.845 

.885 

Usage Behavior 

Intention 

BI1 

BI2 

BI3 

BI4 

 

.722 

.562 

.866 

.595 

.550 

Redesigned 

Original 

Laundry 

Routine 

RedPro1 

RedPro2 

RedPro3 

 

.778 

.705 

.669 

.728 

Services 

Desired 

Dsrdsrvc1 

Dsrdsrvc2 

Dsrdsrvc3 

 

.685 

.606 

.732 

.419 

User’s 

Satisfaction 

Usrsat1 

Usrsat2 

Usrsat3 

Usrsat4 

Usrsat5 

 

.744 

.655 

.681 

.700 

.701 

.751 

Out of 70 respondents, 48 or 68.57% were females, and 22 
or 31.43% were males. 11.43% of the respondents were 
younger than 18 years, while 42.86% were aged between 18 
and 25 years, 18.57% were between the ages of 25 and 35 
years, and 27.14% were over 35 years. 54.29% of the 
respondents were single, and 45.71% are married. 5.71% of the 
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respondents lived alone, while 94.29% lived with their 
families, and none lived with their friends. 47.14% of the 
respondents were students, 42.86% were employed and 10% 
were unemployed. 54.29% of respondents had a monthly 
income of less than 3,000 SR, while 5.71% of them had a 
monthly income of between 3,000 and 5,000 SR, and 11.43% 
had a monthly income of 5,000 to 10,000 SR. 28.57% of 
respondents had a monthly income which exceeded 10,000 SR. 
All respondents possessed smartphones, with 62.86% owning 
iOS smartphones, and 37.14% owning android smartphones. 

The authors used SPSS14 to validate the developed 
instrument, and deployed a scale reliability test for the 
proposed instrument measures. An internal reliability analysis 
has helped assess goodness of fit [14]. The most popular 
assessment of inter-item consistency reliability is the 
Cronbach’s alpha, and accordingly it has been employed for 
the pilot data. In [15] the researchers stated that a Cronbach’s 
alpha value of at least 0.5 is considered good for measures. 

Table III has shown the statistical results of reliability. The 
overall Cronbach’s alpha value for the perceived usefulness 
construct is 0.866, which is considered a high value. Within the 
perceived ease of use construct, the overall Cronbach’s alpha 
value is 0.884, which is also considered to be a high value. 
Furthermore, the overall Cronbach’s alpha of the usage 
behavior intention construct is 0.722, which is considered a 
good value. The redesign original laundry routine construct has 
an overall Cronbach’s alpha value of 0.778, which is 
considered to be a high value. The services’ desired construct 
has an overall Cronbach’s alpha value of 0.685, which is 
considered a good value. Finally, the user’s satisfaction 
construct has an overall Cronbach’s alpha value of 0.744, 
which is considered a high value. By referring to the results in 
Table III, the Cronbach’s alpha values for all six constructs are 
considered good. Therefore, there is no need to exclude and 
delete items of the constructs to raise the Cronbach’s alpha of 
those constructs. Consequently, the researchers retain all items 
and measures of constructs. 

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has highlighted change of business process, and 
its importance in meeting the requirements of individuals 
regarding technological advancements and innovations in the 
laundry sector. Furthermore, the paper has highlighted the 
current importance of smartphones, and the electronic services 
which can be offered through mobile applications and their 
contributions to redesigning and changing ordinary processes 
of business sectors. The authors emphasized meeting the needs 
of individuals, by exploiting and utilizing the smartphones, and 
by providing electronic services using mobile applications. 
Therefore, this paper aims to draw attention to the importance 
of how mobile applications can facilitate the changing of 
business processes within business sectors. 

V. FUTURE WORK 

Future work will focus on conducting a main study. 
Research has been planned in order to further explore the 
theoretical and practical aspects of how smartphones’ mobile 
applications for the laundry sector can help ease the burden 

laundry places on people and can deliver services wherever 
they are. Moreover, the research plans to explore the influence 
of such mobile applications particularly in Saudi Arabia. 
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Abstract—Companies use ERP systems to automate business 

processes in order to increase productivity, reduce costs, and 

meet customer requirements. ERP selection for an enterprise is a 

decision-making project that is both risky and expensive, a 

wrong selection of this system or project partners can lead to the 

failure of the ERP implementation project. In this paper, we 

combined the theoretical findings of ERP selection issue with 

expert’s practical recommendations to determine the critical 

decisions that need to be made in the pre-implementation phase. 

Then we presented a methodology to determine ERP selection 

criteria based on the critical decisions analysis. A part of this 

work was performed within a company that has just launched an 

ERP implementation project. 

Keywords—ERP selection; criteria; critical decisions; 

implementation; information system 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Companies need to increase productivity, decrease total 
costs, reduce stock, meet the customers’ requirements, 
maximize return on investment (ROI) and reduce lead times. 
To overcome these challenges and improve efficiency to be 
competitive, companies often use ERP systems. 

An enterprise resource planning system (ERP) is a software 
package composed of business applications (modules) that 
automate core corporate activities and the set of business tasks 
with the aim of better support enterprise’s top managers’ 
decision making. 

ERP systems are regarded as a way of becoming and 
maintaining competitiveness, with the use of ERP, different 
components of information system coming from different parts 
of the organization can be unified and stored in a centralized 
database. Indeed, main corporate activities such as inventory 
control, purchase, production planning, sales, manufacturing, 
supply chain management, human resources and finance can be 
integrated and automated through a several modules included 
in ERP system and meet most of company's requirements. 

Many improvements can be achieved by successfully 
implementing an ERP: this system offers many benefits for 
enterprise such as improved supply chain management, instant 
access to reliable information, elimination of multiple data 
entries and redundant operations, time saving and costs 
reduction. In addition, productivity is achieved through ERP 
systems by automating, integrating and standardizing business 
processes. 

ERP system’s adoption considered as one of the most 
critical investment projects due to the high cost, complexity 
and adaptation risks. Companies are spending huge budgets 

and hiring work teams for a considerable period of time using 
both of its internal resources and external consulting to 
implement an ERP system. 

Given the diversity of companies’ business processes, 
strategies, goals, services and business sectors, ERP systems in 
market cannot fully meet all special business requirements of 
companies and satisfy completely their needs. Many 
companies implement their ERP software without given 
enough importance to the selection phase and without 
understanding requirements that must be included in chosen 
ERP package. A wrong selection may lead to unsuccessful 
ERP implementation project that can affect the performance of 
the company. 

From this aspect, to make ERP implementation project 
successful, managers must initiate an ERP selection project 
whose objective is to choose suitable ERP software that most 
closely suits its requirements. Moreover, Selecting an ERP 
system is an extremely risky, high cost and difficult decision-
making problem for managers. It’s a whole process which 
requires more than interviewing a few vendors: it is considered 
as the most critical success factor for ERP implementation. 

For ERP selection problem, researchers proposed various 
methods that differ from each other based on their complexity 
and tools used. A part of these methods are based on 
mathematical optimization, scoring and ranking techniques 
while others use multi-criteria decision analysis approaches. 
All ERP selection methods use selection criteria that can 
evaluate ERP alternatives. 

During the ERP selection process, the criteria list must be 
determined; however, there is no unique way to classify these 
criteria. There are little works that has proposed a 
comprehensive methodology to extract and determine the 
criteria for selecting an ERP in an industrial context [15], [16], 
[24]. 

In this paper, we will present a methodology for extract the 
selection criteria based on the critical decisions that must be 
made by steering team. We will start by determining the list of 
critical decisions according to the relevant literature on ERP 
selection in one hand, and the practical recommendations of 
the ERP experts we interviewed in other hand. Then we will 
describe our methodology which generates selection criteria 
from each critical decision. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

In the recent literature there are various studies proposing 
different techniques and methods to provide a solution to ERP 
selection problem, several evaluation methods have been 
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proposed, such as scoring, ranking, mathematical optimization 
and multi-criteria decision analysis [8]. 

Numerous studies proposed multi-criteria decision-making 
methods (MCDM) to prioritize alternatives and calculate the 
relative efficiencies of ERP solutions [1], [2], [3], [7], [9]. A 
part of these studies are successfully combined more than one 
multi-criteria decision-making methods (hybrid methodology) 
[2], [5], [6], [7], [21], while other studies have focused on 
identifying success factors in ERP selection process [10], [11], 
[20]. 

The review of the state of the art on ERP selection Methods 
revealed the following methods: 

AHP (Analytic Hierarchy Process) [1], [13], [16], [17], 
[23], ANP (Analytic Network Process) [5], [14], [15], [23], 
PROMETHEE [2], [5], SHERPA (Systematic Help ERP 
Acquisition), FL (Fuzzy Logic) [3], [12], [15], [17], [18], PM 
(Priority Matrix), TOPSIS (Technique for Order Preference by 
Similarity to Ideal Solution) [24], [25], SMART [4]. 

In previous years, researchers conducted theoretical and 
empirical studies to identify and analyze the selection criteria 
for a suitable ERP system [22]. 

Based on data from 19 Canadian organizations that have 
adopted the ERP system or are evaluating the adoption of an 
ERP system, Kumar, Kumar, and Maheshwari presented the 
most used ERP selection criteria. According to this study, some 
of these criteria include Functionality of the system (79%), 
Systems reliability (64%), Fit with organization systems 
(64%), Available business best practices in the system (50%), 
Cross module integration (50%), System using latest 
technology (43%), Vendor reputation (43%) [24]. 

Little research has addressed the issue of criteria 
identification in ERP selection context: (Chun-Chin Wei et al.) 
proposed a method to systematically identify the appropriate 
selection criteria, through the construction of ERP selection 
objectives. 

The method proposed is based on enterprise strategic 
objective and presented in several steps [16]: 

1) Define enterprise strategic objectives. 

2) Define ERP system scope by project team. 

3) Drive the ultimate goals from the strategic objectives 

4) Structure the objectives by distinguishing fundamental-

objectives from means-objectives in the objective 

development process. 

5) Establish the hierarchy of ERP system fundamental-

objectives, using top-down decomposition method or bottom-

up synthesis method. 

6) Create a means-objective from the fundamental-

objectives and determine linkages among them. 

7) Extract the attributes (criteria) used for ERP 

evaluation: quantitative and qualitative attributes that satisfy 

the strategies and goals of the company should be involved. 

In this study, the authors explained step by step how to 
construct a specific objective structure relating to the 

company’s strategies and how to extract the proper criteria for 
evaluating the fulfillment of company’s requirements. 

Baki and Çakar, presented results from a study on ERP 
package selection criteria in 55 Turkish manufacturing 
companies from variety of industries, they proposed a criteria 
list that include fit with parent/allied organization systems, 
better fit with organizational structure,  functionality, system 
reliability, technical criteria, compatibility with other systems, 
cost, vision, ease of customization, service and support, market 
position of the vendor, domain knowledge of vendor, 
references of the vendor, methodology of the software and 
consultancy, cross module integration, implementation 
time [26]. 

To determine a set of ERP selection criteria Ayağ and 
Özdemi analyzed a set of companies that have already 
implemented an ERP system. They observed how companies 
defined the selection criteria for the adoption of their ERP, 
According to the authors, the ERP selection criteria can be 
classified into three determinants that have relationships with 
each other: competitive advantage, productivity, profitability. 
Under the three determinants, seven dimensions are listed: 
system cost, vendor support, flexibility, functionality, 
reliability, ease of use and technology advance. These 
dimensions play an important role for each determinant and 
affect each other (Fig. 1). Ultimately, 22 criteria are 
determined. All the criteria of a dimension are linked and 
influence each other positively or negatively [15]. 

 
Fig. 1. Determinants, dimensions and criteria according to Ayağ and 

Özdemi. 

Based on the research related to ERP selection topic, it is 
clear that the diversity of selection criteria complicates their 
classification into standard groups. 
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Frequently, ERP selection criteria are defined according to 
researchers specialty or based on the results found in literature, 
these criteria are divided in general into several categories 
which differs from a research work to another, and as we 
mentioned above, there are little works that has proposed a 
comprehensive methodology to extract and determine the 
criteria for selecting an ERP in an industrial context. 

In a large number of the works carried out to find a 
solution to ERP selection issue, researchers used a list of the 
criteria to evaluate ERP systems through different methods 
(AHP, ANP, TOPSIS, and fuzzy Logic) but without 
explaining how they have obtained these criteria. 

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The objective of this paper is to present critical decisions 
for selecting ERP system and to propose a simple and practical 
method that uses these critical decisions to determine the 
selection criteria list. Through this method, steering team can 
extract and evaluate principal criteria for ERP selection by 
making decisions that will take into account company 
constraints and requirements. 

Our proposal can be summarized by the following research 
questions: 

 Are there techniques for defining and evaluating 
selection criteria? 

 What are the decisions to make before starting the ERP 
selection process? 

 What is the impact of the critical decisions on ERP 
selection criteria? 

 How can we extract the selection criteria from the 
decisions made by the steering team? 

To perform this work, the relevant literature on ERP 
selection was analyzed, summarized and complemented by 
information available in cases studies and surveys, we raised 
up the most popular ERP selection methods and criteria. 
Furthermore, we reviewed several ERP selection processes to 
determine their strengths and limitations. 

Moreover, theoretical findings related to the ERP selection 
were combined with ERP practical recommendations in order 
to derive insights. 

Indeed, we conducted a series of meeting and interviews 
with ERP Consultants, projects managers, various department 
heads, who already participated in ERP implementation 
projects. 

Accordingly, we were able, through these interviews, to 
extract the best practices followed, and identify different 
problems encountered in the ERP selection phase to improve 
the proposed method. 

In fact, a part of this work was performed within a 
company that has just launched an ERP implementation 
project. This enterprise is located in the north of Morocco, and 
is considered as a member of a holding company that already 
uses a SAP ERP. 

IV. SELECTION PROCESS 

The purpose of the ERP selection process is to choose the 
appropriate ERP system that can meet the enterprise 
requirements. This process involves several stages starting 
from the constitution of the selection team until signing the 
contract with the vendor [19]. 

Different models available to represent the selection 
process, we present below the most common stages in these 
selection process models: 

Step 1: Constitution of the selection team: The first step in 
the selection process is to form the selection team that include 
IT experts and key members from each department with 
suitable competencies and knowledge. This team must collect 
the needs of each department and identify the characteristics of 
the ERP system, as they have to establish a short list of 
vendors… 

Step 2: Determination of the ERP required 
functionalities: The objective of this step is to determine 
functional specifications related to the new information system 
(based on ERP), including functionalities, constraints, and 
management rules associated to the company functions. These 
technical and functional specifications will be used to evaluate 
each alternative ERP solution. 

Step 3: Definition of the evaluation criteria used to select 
the suitable ERP provider: ERP selection criteria will be 
determined by the selection team in collaboration with the 
steering team based on the company constraints, the 
consultants’ advices and the critical decisions (purpose of our 
contribution) made in the pre-implementation phase. 

Step 4: Definition of the ERP shortlist: In order to create 
an ERP short list, selection team conducts market analysis and 
identifies potential suppliers. Indeed, this team takes care of the 
collection of all available information about ERP systems, and 
identifies those who are specific to the industrial activity of the 
company, and to find out the ERP systems employed by similar 
companies (benchmarking). 

Step 5: Evaluation of the ERP according to the selection 
criteria: In this step, weights associated to the selection criteria 
will be determined after a consultation session performed by 
the selection team. Thereafter, alternative ERP systems will be 
evaluated using multi-criteria decision methods such as AHP, 
ANP, and TOPSIS. These methods can be applied in order to 
deal with the ambiguities involved during the evaluation of 
ERP alternatives. 

Step 6: Selection of the suitable ERP: After evaluating 
each ERP product on the short list, the company may start by 
inviting the chosen ERP vendors in order to do a 
Demonstration of the Product and then later, they can start the 
Negotiations before signing the contracts. 

V. CRITERIA LIST 

We propose in this section an original vision of criteria, 
based on the stakeholders of ERP implementation project: 
vendor, integrator (consultants), client and partners (Fig. 2): 
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 Vendor:  The enterprise that has developed the ERP 
system, it provides technical support for the ERP. For 
some criteria, we will confuse vendor and ERP 
product. 

 Integrator: Represent functional and technical 
consultants and experts involved in various business 
processes, it ensures the accompaniment of the client in 
the ERP implementation project 

 Client: Enterprise that will use the ERP (project 
owner); it generally initiates the ERP selection process. 

 Partners: Customers, suppliers and group’s members in 
case the client is part of a holding company. In the 
selection process, partners’ information systems should 
be taking into account. 

 
Fig. 2. Stakeholders of ERP implementation project. 

Table I summarizes the selection criteria of the ERPs 
according to the stakeholders. 

This structuring allows organizing selection criteria 
according to the chronological order of ERP selection process. 
Indeed, criteria related to the Client (the company that will use 
the ERP) and its partners, are the most critical and must be 
evaluated first. These criteria represent the results of a deep 
analysis of the company's business needs and must reflect its 
objectives and strategy. 

The ERP product and vendor criteria focus on the 
evaluation of functional and technical aspect of the ERP and 
the quality of services offered by vendor, as well as its market 
position. The fourth element of this structure is the integrator 
criteria that assess the quality of experienced integrators for a 
given ERP, its related implementation methods and the overall 
implementation costs. 

For our proposed method, this structuring will be used as a 
reference to determine selection criteria list that better matches 
the company’s requirements. Thus, we can see that the criteria 
list generated according to our method will be a subset of the 
reference list. 

VI. CRITICAL DECISIONS 

Several critical decisions (Table II) must be taken by 
selection team before starting the selection process; these 
decisions should allow the determination of the ERP selection 
criteria adopted for the assessment of each alternative ERP 
(Fig. 3). Indeed, for each decision element, selection team can 
choose from several options. Subsequently, for each chosen 
option, one or more ERP selection criteria will be generated 
(Fig. 5). 

TABLE I. ERP SELECTION CRITERIA ACCORDING TO THE  

STAKEHOLDERS 

Stakeholder Criteria 

Vendor/Product  Vendor market position. (C1) 

 References. (C2) 

 Financial position. (C3) 

  Reputation in the field (C4) 

 Technical support (C5) 

 Training support (C6) 

 Service & support cost (C7) 

 Product License Cost (C8) 

 Functionality. (C9) 

 Implementation of Desired Business Processes. 
(C10) 

 Short Implementation Time. (C11) 

 Ergonomic Software. (C12) 

 The provision of best practices. (C13) 

 Latest trends in the IT industry. (C14) 

 Modules independency. (C15) 

 The ability to integrate different platforms and 

data. (C16) 

 System stability. (C17) 

 Flexibility in adjusting demands according to 
business requirements. (C18) 

 Ease of use / implementation. (C19)  

Client  Enterprise size. (C20) 

 Activity area. (C21) 

 Desired Business Processes. (C22) 

 Enterprise budget. (C23) 

 Technical Infrastructure. (C24) 

Integrator 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 The provision of experienced integrators in the 
alternative ERP implementation. (C25) 

 The implementation methodology adopted by the 
integrator. (C26) 

 Integrator’s ERP implementation experience in a 
similar industry. (C27) 

 Implementation cost. (C28) 

 Training cost. (C29) 

 Development cost (C30) 

 Average duration of alternative ERP 

implementation. (C31) 

 Integrator’s support after going live. (C32) 

Partners  ERP systems used by customers and/or suppliers. 

(C33)  

 Consultant’s suggestions. (C34) 

 The level of use of the ERP by competing 
enterprises or enterprises whose business sector is 

the same. (C35) 
 Customer and Supplier Needs. (C36) 

 
Fig. 3. General model: extraction of  ERP selection criteria. 
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TABLE II. ERP SELECTION CRITICAL DECISIONS 

Critical Decision Code 
ERP Type CD1 

Deployment Type CD2 

Target Processes CD3 

ERP Adaptation Level CD4 

Existing SI situation CD5 

Existing Provider situation CD6 

Partners recommendations CD7 

Technical Implementation type CD8 

Implementation team involved  CD9 

ERP Project Budget CD10 

ERP Project Duration CD11 

A. Critical Decision 1: ERP Type 

There is a wide variety of ERP systems designed to help 
SMEs and large companies to manage their information 
systems, these ERPs differ from each other according to 
various aspects such as the business sector, management best 
practices, target company size, integrated process complexity, 
and functional coverage of each proposed module.  

The first critical decision is to determine the type of ERP 
that will be implemented:  The steering committee must choose 
between an ERP for SMEs and an ERP for large companies. 
This decision makes it possible to define two major criteria: the 
type of ERP that must fit with the company size, and the ERP 
functional coverage according to the company activity area. 

B. Critical Decision 2: Deployment Type 

Firstly, the project team must define the strategic vision of 
the enterprise towards the ERP implementation project, and 
determine the parts of the company (sites, departments) 
concerned by this project. They will answer the basic questions 
regarding the aspect of the deployment: Will the ERP 
deployment be performed by module, by process, by site? Or it 
is a full deployment that concerns all functional parts of the 
enterprise. 

This decision allows to determine specific ERP modules 
that will be used, and to specify if these modules must be 
independent or not, and finally, to determine the ERP 
implementation method that corresponds to the deployment 
type adopted. 

C. Critical Decision 3: Target Processes 

What are the organizational processes that will be managed 
by the ERP? What functionalities would be needed to manage 
each process? Through these questions, the project team can 
describe in details a list of processes that the enterprise wants 
to manage, and then determine ERP modules that will be used 
to achieve this objective. 

The project team should determine all the business 
processes that will be subject to automation through the ERP: a 
preliminary study of existing user environment and various 
departments’ needs must take place to be able to define the 
company’s requirements, extract the requested functionalities, 
and then formulate the ERP functional criteria. 

This Decision element will be used to establish multiple 
selection criteria used during the selection process. Moreover, 
it makes it possible to fill in associated criteria such as ERP 

compatibility with the enterprise processes, and inclusion of 
management best practices. 

D. Critical Decision 4: ERP Adaptation Level 

The project team will determine the functional 
implementation strategy by specifying whether the ERP must 
adapt to the company’s processes through specific 
developments, or it is the company that has to adapt to the ERP 
by investing in business process reengineering (BPR). 

The determination of functional implementation strategy of 
the ERP will have a direct impact on the adopted criteria: if we 
choose a strategy based on the adaptation of the ERP then the 
criteria adopted will be the development cost and the flexibility 
of the ERP, while in case we chose to adapt the company’s 
business processes, two criteria will be adopted: functionality 
and inclusion of management best practices (Fig. 4). 

 
Fig. 4. Criteria extraction example according to CD4. 

E. Critical Decision 5: Existing SI situation 

Generally, a company already uses several application 
packages to manage data from different departments. Each 
application provides several functions, and uses its own 
database, but does not necessarily communicate with other 
applications. 

Based on the needs specified in a previous step, the steering 
team must decide about which specific applications will be 
replaced by the ERP modules, and which ones need to be 
interfaced with the ERP. 

If the steering committee decides to replace all the 
application packages with the ERP then this decision makes it 
possible to choose the appropriate criteria from functional 
coverage and integrity (C9), and implementation of desired 
business processes (C10), whereas in the case where the ERP 
must communicate with other applications, the adopted 
criterion will be the ability to integrate different platforms and 
data (C16). 

F. Critical Decision 6: Existing Provider situation 

Some companies already have previous experience with an 
existing ERP vendor, it consists in providing and implementing 
ERP product to manage one or more business processes in the 
company sites and subsidiaries. The success or failure of this 
previous experience can have an impact on the enterprise 
decision regarding the acceptance of this vendor for a new ERP 
implementation project. 

Indeed, if this vendor receives highly favorable reviews, 
then its ERP product will be privileged compared to other ERP 
alternatives, otherwise this ERP will be eliminated from the 
alternatives shortlist automatically. 
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G. Critical Decision 7: Partners recommendations 

Each company has different type of partners (suppliers, 
customers, subsidiaries, group members in the case of a 

holding company), the steering team can discuss if the ERP 
adopted by the business partners of the enterprise will be taken 
into consideration in the selection process. 

 
Fig. 5. Criteria generated according to the critical decisions. 
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This decision has a critical effect on the ERP selection 
Process, especially if partners require that a particular ERP 
must be used, in this case the ERP adopted by the partner will 
be favored compared to other alternatives. In the opposite case, 
the selected ERP must be able to communicate with the 
Information System of the partners and support the exchange 
with different systems and data, hence the need to adopt the 
C14 and C16 criteria. 

H. Critical Decision 8: Technical Implementation Type 

Before launching the selection process, the technical 
implementation type of the ERP must be defined; several types 
of installations can be used: in-house installation, outsourced 
installation based on datacenters, software as a service 
(SAAS), and ERP installation based on Cloud. 

In the case of an internal installation: does the company 
keep the same IT strategy: operating system, DBMS, network 
architecture? Or will it be aligned with the requirements of the 
chosen ERP? 

The suitable ERP must comply with all the technical 
requirements of the company, and particularly the installation 
method (Fig. 6). 

 
Fig. 6. Criteria extraction example according to CD8. 

I. Critical Decision 9: Implementation team involved 

During an ERP project, the integrator can support the 
company in the different phases of ERP implementation: 
starting from the requirements specification to the Go Live 
phase through the collaboration with a set of technical and 
functional consultants that have a good experience in this type 
of projects. 

Some companies prefer that the ERP implementation 
should be performed entirely by their internal teams. In this 
case, ERP ease of use and implementation method simplicity 
are two essential criteria in the ERP evaluation Process. In the 
opposite case, the company can delegate the implementation of 
the ERP to an experienced integrator, therefore six ERP 
selection criteria will be defined (Fig. 5). These criteria 
evaluate implementation methodology of each alternative ERP 
and the quality of associated integrators. 

J. Critical Decision 10/11: ERP Project Budget and 

Duration 

The selection team must be aware of the maximum budget 
set by the company for ERP project as well as the planned date 
to start the Go Live phase. These two elements (budget and 
deadline) make it possible to define criteria evaluating 
methodology and duration of the ERP implementation on the 
one hand, and all the explicit and hidden costs of the ERP 
implementation project on the other hand. 

The following table (Table III) summarizes all the questions 
that must be answered in the decision-making phase (critical 
decisions). 

TABLE III. CRITICAL DECISIONS QUESTIONS 

Decision 

element 
Questions 

CD1 
What is the type of ERP to adopt? An ERP for SMEs 

or an ERP dedicated to large companies? 

CD2 What kind of deployment will be used? 

CD3 
What are the organizational processes that will be 
managed by the ERP? What functionalities would be 

needed to manage each process?   

CD4 

What level of adaptation will be considered? 

What is the implementation strategy that should be 
adopted? 

CD5 

What will be the new situation of the business 

applications of the company? 
Will all these applications be replaced by ERP? 

Are there any applications that need to be interfaced 

with ERP? 

CD6 

In case of a previous experience with an existing 

ERP vendor, will this ERP provider be taken into 

consideration in the selection process? 

CD7 

The fact of “ERP adopted by enterprise partners?” 
will be taken into consideration in the selection 

process? 

The fact of “ERP recommended by consultants or 
partners?” will be taken into consideration in the 

selection process? 

CD8 
What kind of technical implementation will be 
adopted by the company? 

CD9 
Will the ERP implementation project be performed 

by an internal team or by an external integrator? 

CD10 
What is the budget allocated by the company for this 
ERP project? 

CD11 
What is the desired duration for the implementation 

of the ERP solution? 

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

Usually the ERP selection has a profound impact on the 
success or failure of the implementation project, and should be 
planned very carefully by the selection team. 

The strategic vision of the enterprise towards the ERP 
implementation project should be clear and unique for all the 
people involved in this project. Moreover, the requested 
functionalities and the business processes that will be managed 
by the ERP must be clearly identified before starting the 
selection process. 
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ERP system should be flexible and customizable and 
generally encompasses best practices in a given industry. the 
steering committee must determine adaptation level of the ERP 
that will be adopted, If changes to the company business 
process are required, the means involved and the change’s cost 
must be clearly identified and communicated to financial 
decision maker, Else if changes to the ERP itself will be 
needed, then in this case, the cost of customizing the ERP 
through specific developments must be determined. The ERP 
selection team must understand that the decision to customize 
the ERP or change the business process will have an impact on 
the criteria that will be used to evaluate the ERP. 

In addition, the selection team must identify the type of 
technical implementation that will be used to install the ERP 
then determine the new situation of legacy system: identify the 
applications that will be replaced by ERP, and those that must 
be interfaced with this new system. 

Several charges and expenses can be seen during an ERP 
project: license cost, integration cost, maintenance cost, 
training cost, and data migration cost. The budget allocated to 
the implementation project is a key factor for the ERP 
selection, the estimated cost of implementation of each 
alternative ERP must be calculated carefully and compared 
against the budget allocated by the company for the ERP 
project. 

The complexity of the implementation methodology of a 
given ERP has a direct impact on the project duration, the 
selection team must take into account this estimated duration to 
evaluate each alternative ERP. 

Selection team and steering committee must understand 
that the selection criteria adopted for the ERP evaluation 
depends on the critical decisions made before starting the 
selection process. 

In this work we have determined a list of critical decisions 
that must be made by the selection team and the steering 
committee, these decisions concern all the functional, technical 
and organizational aspects encountered in an ERP 
implementation project and which has a direct impact on the 
selection process. 

The proposed methodology was partially developed in a 
company that just started the ERP selection project, we were 
able to take advantage of the opinions of the ERP consultants 
and the business process managers on the problems 
encountered and the critical decisions that must be made to 
succeed the project Selection. 

On the theoretical side, a part of our methodology has been 
based on the analysis of the literature on ERP selection and the 
results obtained in case studies and surveys. 

We have raised the most popular ERP selection criteria and 
then structured them according to the stakeholders of an ERP 
project in order to respect the chronological order of the ERP 
implementation project evolution. 

In addition, after presenting the critical decisions for the 
selection of the ERP, we proposed various possible options for 
each decision, and thus determine the criteria generated 
according to the chosen option. 

This methodology has the advantage of being practical and 
simple to use, moreover it takes into account the technical, 
functional and organizational constraints of the company and 
its specific needs. All the criteria generated reflects the 
company’s requirements and will be determined from an in-
depth discussion by the selection and steering teams. This will 
ensure that the ERP system selected through these criteria will 
be most suited to the company needs. 
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Abstract—Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is a widely used 

machine learning pattern recognition technique in predicting 

water resources based on historical data. ANN has the ability to 

forecast close to accurate prediction given the appropriate 

training algorithm and transfer function along with the model’s 

learning rate and momentum. In this study, using the Neuroph 

Studio platform, six models having different combination of 

training algorithms, namely, Backpropagation, Backpropagation 

with Momentum and Resilient Propagation and transfer 

functions, namely, Sigmoid and Gaussian were compared. After 

determining the ANN model’s input, hidden and output neurons 

from its respective layers, this study compared data 

normalization techniques and showed that Min-Max 

normalization yielded better results in terms of Mean Square 

Error (MSE) compared to Max normalization. Out of the six 

models tested, Model 1 which was composed of Backpropagation 

training algorithm and Sigmoid transfer function yielded the 

lowest MSE. Moreover, learning rate and momentum value for 

the models of 0.2 and 0.9 respectively resulted to very minimal 

error in terms of MSE. The results obtained in this research 

clearly suggest that ANN can be a viable forecasting technique 

for medium-term water consumption forecasting. 

Keywords—Artificial neural network; backpropagation; water 

consumption forecasting 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) is a mathematical model 
inspired from how brain neurons learn and perform pattern 
recognition. ANN have been used as a technique for predicting 
and forecasting in various areas including finance, power 
generation, medicine, water resources and environmental 
science [1]-[3]. ANNs are composed of one or more processing 
units called artificial neurons or perceptrons. Basically, ANNs 
consist of three layers, namely, the input layer, the hidden layer 
and the output layer. The input layer represents the model 
inputs and the output layer represents the model outputs. The 
hidden layer consists of nodes that during optimization attempt 
to functionally map the model inputs to the model outputs. The 
basic idea of an ANN is that the network learns from the input 
data and the associated output data with the help of training 
algorithms and transfer functions [3]-[6]. Back propagation 
training algorithm is a supervised learning method based on the 
gradient descent of the quadratic error function and is 
considered as the universal function approximator [4], [5]. 
During the learning process, the gradient descent method is 
used to minimize the total error or mean error of the output 

computed by the network [1], [6]. The activations of the input 
nodes are multiplied by the weighted connections and are 
passed through a transfer function at each node in the first 
hidden layer. The activations from the first hidden layer are 
then passed to the neurons in the next layer, and this process is 
repeated until the output activations are obtained from the 
output layer. The output activation values and the target pattern 
are compared and the error signal is calculated based on the 
difference between target and calculated pattern. This error 
signal is then propagated backwards to adjust network weights 
so that network will generate correct output for the presented 
input pattern. The training patterns are presented repeatedly 
until the error reaches an acceptable value or other 
convergence criteria are satisfied [5]. As this technique 
involves performing computation backwards it is named as 
backpropagation. 

ANN modelling approaches have been embraced 
enthusiastically by practitioners in water resources, as they are 
perceived to overcome some of the difficulties associated with 
traditional statistical approaches [1], [4], [7]. With the 
changing landscape and climate brought about by weather 
phenomena and unprecedented human activities, water as a 
very important environmental resource should be managed 
scientifically with the use of tools and techniques that will 
optimize usage management and conservation.  Decision-
makers can utilize machine learning platforms and models in 
analyzing huge volumes of data related to water management 
that can in turn be used to develop applications that will 
generate valuable inputs for short, medium and long term 
planning. These applications involved in water consumption 
forecasting use historical data to predict medium-term 
consumption helpful for decision makers in making critical 
decisions involving supply planning, reservoir or urban 
infrastructure changes, staging treatment and distribution 
system improvements [3], [6,]. Predictive applications 
involving forecasting water consumption are as important as 
descriptive applications since these applications give foresight 
on trends and patterns using machine learning models [8]. With 
the use of ANN an accurate and reliable prediction of future 
water consumption can help decision-makers to take necessary 
measures according to the possible crises and limitations. 

Neuroph, a lightweight Java neural network framework for 
developing common neural network architectures implements 
multilayer perceptron having various backpropagation training 
algorithms and transfer functions. A major challenge in the 
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implementation of ANN in water consumption forecasting is 
the choice of the appropriate ANN model design involving 
training algorithms and transfer functions that can yield the 
smallest error from the actual water consumption. 
Consequential to this challenge is water consumption data 
preparation through data normalization to ensure the avoidance 
of slow neural network training [7]-[9]. Data normalization is a 
process of final data preparation for network training so that 
the normalized data are shaped to meet the network input layer 
requirements. With the proper analysis of the water 
consumption data and the formulation of the appropriate ANN 
model, an ANN technique can be a viable solution to generate 
close to perfect prediction values for the prediction of water 
consumption. The aim of this research then is to determine an 
appropriate data normalization and ANN model design for 
medium term water consumption forecasting. This study aims 

to contribute to the recent technology researches in machine 
learning by evaluating performance of ANN models that could 
help water utility companies in their decision-making, proper 
planning and management of water resources. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

A. Water Consumption Data Preparation 

Eighteen-year water consumption data from a city’s 
Waterworks System in the Philippines based from the monthly 
bills of January 1998 to December 2015 was used in this study. 
As shown in Table I, a total of 1,080 rows of data with eleven 
(11) corresponding columns containing the month, the billed 
accounts and the respective water consumed in cubic meter 
from five water consumption categories namely domestic, 
commercial, industrial, bulk and whole water consumed.  

TABLE I. WATER CONSUMPTION DATA 
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1 14657 830613 1138 152931 20 137422 2 4173 15817 1125139 

2 14487 833589 1173 155840 19 124218 2 3249 15681 1116896 

3 14153 761834 1107 131138 19 120886 2 3652 15281 1017510 

4 13337 816552 1111 141278 19 121263 2 3479 14469 1082572 

5 14430 789987 1137 125028 19 114681 2 2803 15588 1032499 

Data normalization is a means of fitting the data within 
unity so that all data values will take on a value range of 0 to 1 
[9]-[11]. It is one of the most significant pre-processing 
strategy which has a significant impact on the accuracy and 
performance of any model such that the sole purpose of data 
normalization is to guarantee the quality of the data before it is 
fed to a model [11]. Furthermore, the normalization process for 
the raw inputs has great effect on preparing the data to be 
suitable for the training. Due to the different units of the data, it 
is important to normalize the input and output data in the 
model development. It is required to normalize all the datasets 
between 0 and 1 to fit the data within unity [6], [12]. Two 
normalization methods namely Min-Max normalization and 
Max normalization were used and tested in this study. For the 
Min-Max normalization, a function was used to normalize the 
water consumption values using equation (1):  

 ̅  
      

         
 

where   is the normalized data point, x is the original data 

point,      and      are the minimum and maximum of the 
dataset, respectively. On the other hand, Max normalization 
was used to normalized the water consumption values using 
equation (2): 

     
 

    
 

where   is the actual load,      is the maximum load 

during the day and    is the normalized load. Each of these 
normalization methods were applied into different models.  
Each of these normalization methods was applied into different 
formulated models having different training algorithms and 
transfer functions with comparison conducted using Mean 
Square Error (MSE) for every neural network model testing.  

After normalizing the dataset, the data was then partitioned 
into training and testing sets. Approximately 95% of the 
dataset was assigned as the training set containing 1026 records 
of the water consumption data from January 1998 to December 
2014 while 5% of the dataset was assigned as the testing set 
containing 54 records of the water consumption data from 
January 2015 to December 2015. 

B. ANN Model Design Evaluation 

The type of neural network used in this study was 
multilayer perceptron neural network with three layers: an 
input layer, one hidden layer and an output layer.  The number 
of variables used as input parameters were then determined. 
There is no general rule for selecting the number of neurons in 
a hidden layer. It only depends on the complexity of the system 
being modeled [13]. The most popular approach in finding the 
optimal number of neurons in hidden layer is by trial and error 
[4], [6], [13]. Moreover, according to research, researchers 
conducted a study evaluating the number of neurons in the 
hidden layer but still none was accurate [14]. Thus, trial and 
error approach was used in this study to determine the 
optimum neurons in hidden layer of the network. In order to 
determine the optimum number of hidden neurons, several 
formulae on how to ascertain the optimum neurons in the 
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second layer was also considered in this study. Hidden neuron 
formulae were gathered and determined from the academic 
journals as shown in Table II. Also, there are five neurons in 
the output layer representing the next month water 
consumption in each category. 

There are several types of transfer functions, however this 
study only used Gaussian and Sigmoid function since these 
transfer functions can produce positive values between 0 and 1 
which corresponds to the training and testing data sets that 
were normalized in a scale of 0 and 1. Training then 
commenced with an important consideration that the size of the 
steps taken in weight space during training is a function of a 
number of internal network parameters which includes the 
learning rate and momentum [1], [12]. Factors such as learning 
rate and momentum affect the performance in the learning 
process of the network. Learning rate is a parameter that 
determines the size of the weights adjustment each time the 
weights are changed during training while the momentum is a 
factor used to speed up convergence and maintain 
generalization performance of the network [15], [16]. The 
choice of appropriate parameters has a major impact on the 
performance of the backpropagation algorithm [1], [15], [16]. 
A good selection of these parameters could speed up and 
improve in great measure the learning process to reach the 
goal, although a universal answer does not exist for such 
configuration [16]. Furthermore, authors believe that choosing 
the learning rate can be done by trial and error [1], [3]. In this 
case, the learning rate and momentum value used in this study 
was done by trial and error. Both learning rate and momentum 
parameter were usually in the range between 0.1 and 0.9 [12]. 
Training attempts were conducted using all combinations of 
learning rate and momentum. This was done to select the 
learning rate parameter to be used in training the models. After 
each training run, the training results was then evaluated and 
compared with the results achieved in the previous runs to 
select the best run.  

TABLE II. FORMULAE FOR HIDDEN NEURONS 

Authors Hidden Neuron Formula 

No. of 

Hidden 

Neurons 

Lipae, J.L. 
and 

Deligero, 

E.P. (2012) 

√     

Where    is the input neuron and    is the 

output neuron  

7 

Sheela, K.J. 
and Deepa, 

S.N. (2013) 

N-1 where 𝑁 is the input-target relation 10 

𝑁h= 𝑛 + 𝑛o− 1/2 where 𝑛 is the number of 

inputs and 𝑛o is the number of outputs 
16 

𝑁h    𝑁   √𝑁        

where   is the number of hidden layer, 𝑁in 

is the number of input neuron and 𝑁𝑝 is the 

number of input sample 

26 

Param, 
Sowjanya 

(2015) 

2/3 the size of the input layer plus the size 

of the output layer 
12 

This research evaluated the performance of different ANN 
models based on the type of training algorithms and transfer 
functions of the neural network. Training algorithms such as 
Backpropagation, Backpropagation with Momentum and 
Resilient Propagation were used in this study. Backpropagation 
is one of the most widely used training algorithms for training 
feedforward neural networks. This type of network 
configuration is the most commonly in use due to its ease of 
training [10]. The Backpropagation algorithm modifies 
network weights to minimize the mean squared error between 
the desired and the actual outputs of the network. Furthermore, 
Backpropagation uses supervised learning in which the 
network is trained using data for which the input as well as the 
desired outputs is known, one of the most well-known variants 
is the Backpropagation with Momentum [15],[17]. Momentum 
was added that for faster training. With this change, the weight 
change continues in the direction it was heading. This weight 
change, in the absence of error, would be a constant multiple of 
the previous weight change. The momentum term is an attempt 
to try to keep the weight change process moving, and thereby 
not gets stuck in its local minima which make the convergence 
faster and the training more stable in some cases [17]. On the 
other hand, Resilient Propagation (Rprop) was one of the best 
performing first order learning algorithms for multilayer neural 
networks[10],[18],[19]. The basic principle of Rprop is to 
eliminate the harmful influence of the size of the partial 
derivative on the weight step in which only the sign of the 
derivative is considered to indicate the direction of the weight 
update. 

These training algorithms were paired with Sigmoid and 
Gaussian transfer functions. There are several types of transfer 
functions, this study however only used Sigmoid and Gaussian 
function since these transfer functions can produce positive 
values between 0 and 1 which corresponds to the training and 
testing data sets that were normalized in a scale of 0 and 1.  
Each combination of training algorithm and transfer function 
represent one model. Shown in Table III are the formulated 
models.   

TABLE III. FORMULATED ANN MODELS 

Model Training Algorithm Transfer Function 

Model 1 Backpropagation Sigmoid 

Model 2 Backpropagation Gaussian 

Model 3 
Backpropagation with 
Momentum 

Sigmoid 

Model 4 
Backpropagation with 
Momentum 

Gaussian 

Model 5 Resilient Propagation Sigmoid 

Model 6 Resilient Propagation Gaussian 

During evaluation, test runs were conducted in each model 
by feeding the training dataset into the network and trained 
using the Backpropagation algorithm, Backpropagation with 
Momentum and Resilient Propagation. Backpropagation 
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algorithm was used to modify the network weights in order to 
decrease the value of the error function on subsequent tests of 
the inputs. The process of adjusting weights was continued 
until the error is less than some desired limit after which the 
network is considered trained. The training process of the ANN 
models will stop when the network output error has reached its 
minimal value [5], [12]. Error measure was then computed to 
assess the neural network's accuracy since accuracy is the most 
important criteria in evaluating forecasting models and in 
choosing between competing models. In each test run, error 
measure was calculated to determine and be compared with the 
predictive capability of the models. In order to evaluate the 
ANN models, Mean Square Error (MSE) was calculated as the 
error measure. MSE was used as it penalizes extreme errors 
obtaining partial derivative with respect to the weights and that 
it lies close to the heart of the normal distribution [1], [18]. 
Among the designed models, the model that produces the 
smallest MSE was chosen as the neural network model. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Water Consumption Data Preparation Results 

A comparison of two normalization techniques namely the 
Min-Max normalization and Max normalization was performed 
for the purpose of determining which of the two techniques 
yields a more accurate model. Each of the normalization 
techniques was tested to see whether the normalization 
technique has a significant effect on the neural network 
accuracy based on MSE values. The comparison was made by 
training the neural network using different combination of 
transfer functions namely Sigmoid and Gaussian and training 
algorithms such as Backpropagation, Backpropagation with 
Momentum and Resilient Propagation with 7 hidden neurons. 
The training dataset was used and then fed into the network. 
The learning parameters like learning rate and momentum of 
0.2 and 0.7 respectively, was used during training. The MSE 
for each network that used the Min-Max normalization 
technique was calculated and presented in Table IV, 
respectively showing the MSE results using different training 
algorithms and transfer functions. 

TABLE IV. MIN-MAX NORMALIZATION MSE RESULTS 

Training Algorithm 
Mean Square Error 

Sigmoid Gaussian 

Backpropagation 0.003874424 0.003885264 

Backpropagation with 
momentum 

0.003914189 0.003913525 

Resilient propagation 0.005360615 0.006531334 

In using the Min-Max normalization in normalizing the 
water consumption data, the lowest mean square error was 
achieved using the combination of Backpropagation training 
algorithm and Sigmoid transfer function while the highest 
mean square error was achieved using the Resilient 
Propagation as the training algorithm and Gaussian transfer 
function. The researchers observed that the MSE values of 
Sigmoid and Gaussian activation are below 0.0039 when 
Backpropagation and Backpropagation with Momentum were 
used as the training algorithm. As shown in Fig. 1, even though 

Sigmoid and Gaussian activation have close MSE results, 
Sigmoid with Backpropagation as the training algorithm has 
lower MSE values than Gaussian. 

 
Fig. 1. Min-max normalization MSE result graph. 

The MSE results using different training algorithms and 
transfer functions for each network that used the Max 
normalization technique was calculated and presented in 
Table V. 

TABLE V. MAX NORMALIZATION MSE RESULTS 

Training Algorithm 
Mean Square Error 

Sigmoid Gaussian 

Backpropagation 0.004959902 0.005191838 

Backpropagation with 
momentum 

0.005250859 0.005312595 

Resilient propagation 0.003896138 0.003882556 

In using the Max normalization in normalizing the water 
consumption data,  the lowest mean square error was achieved 
using the Resilient Propagation training algorithm and 
Gaussian transfer function while the highest mean square error 
was achieved using the Backpropagation with Momentum 
algorithm and Gaussian transfer function. As shown in Fig. 2, 
the researchers observed that the MSE of Sigmoid and 
Gaussian activation showed lowest values when Resilient 
Propagation training algorithm was used. Even though the 
Sigmoid and Gaussian activation have close MSE results, 
Gaussian activation has lower MSE values than Sigmoid. 

 
Fig. 2. Max normalization MSE result graph. 

In comparing the two normalization techniques, the Min-
Max normalization technique yielded better MSE values than 
the Max normalization technique. As shown in Fig. 3, among 
the four normalization tests, the data that used Min-Max 
normalization and Backpropagation as the training algorithm 
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with Sigmoid transfer function produced the lowest MSE while 
the data that used the Max normalization and Backpropagation 
with Momentum as the training algorithm with Gaussian 
transfer function produced the highest error. 

 
Fig. 3. Min-max normalization MSE result graph. 

The researchers observed that error curves are not in almost 
linear pattern. In Resilient Propagation, Sigmoid and Gaussian 
using Min-Max and Max normalization technique have 
opposite results. The values of Sigmoid and Gaussian using 
Min-Max normalization are higher than the values of Sigmoid 
and Gaussian using Max normalization. Even though the MSE 
values are within 0 to the 0.007 range, the values have a 
significant difference between one another. Thus, among Min-
Max and Max normalization techniques, the type of 
normalization method used has a huge and significant effect on 
the performance of the network in terms of accuracy. 
Furthermore, since Min-Max normalization has the lowest 
MSE, it was used as the normalization technique for the 
training dataset. Studies on different types of normalization 
techniques in data mining as a preprocessing engine conducted 
also concluded that Min-Max normalization is the best design 
for training data set because it has a higher percentage of 
accuracy compared to Max normalization, Z-score 
normalization and decimal point normalization [10], [20]. 
Moreover, the Min-Max normalization technique was also used 
in water demand prediction using artificial neural networks and 
support vector regression to avoid having more weight being 
assigned to features with larger values [21]. Studies conducted 
on predictive analytics also support the results of this study that 
Min-Max normalization is better than Max normalization [9]-
[11], [20], [21]. 

B. ANN Model Design Evaluation Results 

Designing the architecture of an ANN model includes the 
identification of the number of neurons for input, hidden and 
output layers, as well as the performance analysis of the 
training algorithms and the transfer functions. As shown in 
Fig. 4, there were 11 input neurons which represent the month, 
billed accounts in each category and the water consumed in 
each category while the number of neurons in the output layer 
was 5 representing the next month water consumption in each 
category. A neural network with one hidden layer has the 
tendency to perform very well [2], [5], [7]. Thus, the 
researchers used only 1 hidden layer.  

 

Fig. 4. The proposed ANN architecture. 

Determining the number of hidden neurons does not have a 
standardized or theoretical approach to calculate the number of 
neuron in the hidden layer [14]. In order to select the 
appropriate number of hidden neurons to be used in this study, 
the researchers conducted series of tests with results shown in 
Table VI. 

TABLE VI. HIDDEN NEURONS TEST RESULTS 

Hidden Neuron Equation 
Hidden 

Neurons 
Total MSE (M3) 

 √     

 where    is the input neuron and    is 

the output neuron 

7 0.00394277592437603 

 N-1 where 𝑁 is the input-target relation 10 
0.00396177000639483

25 

 𝑁h= 𝑛 + 𝑛o− ½ 

 where 𝑛 is the number of inputs and 𝑛o 

is the number of outputs 

16 
0.00401964300187572

7 

𝑁     𝑁   √𝑁        

 where   is the number of hidden layer, 

𝑁in is the number of input neuron and 

𝑁𝑝 is the number of input sample  

26 
0.00424731991227425

9 

 2/3 the size of the input layer plus the 

size of the output layer 
12 

0.00449276241990014

6 

The hidden neuron equations presented in the first column 
of the table was calculated to determine the hidden neuron. 
Each number of hidden neuron was tested and yielded results 
in MSE. Among the hidden neuron choices, the first equation 
with 7 hidden neurons yielded the lowest MSE while the last 
equation with 12 hidden neurons produced the highest MSE. 
As a result, 7 hidden neurons were selected because it yielded 
the least MSE that is 0.00394. 

Neuroph, a Java open source framework designed to 
develop artificial neural network was used in training the ANN 
models. It contains an implementation for most of the 
mainstream ANNs and learning algorithms, such as multilayer 
perceptron network and backpropagation learning algorithm. 
Training dataset was fed into each model during training. The 
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models used the same set of learning parameters to maintain 
the credibility of the evaluation results. Learning parameters 
such as maximum error, learning rate and momentum were set. 
Maximum error was set as the stopping criteria during training. 
If the error on the training or selection test drops below the 
given target values, the network is considered to have trained 
sufficiently well, and training is terminated. The error never 
drops to zero or below, so the default value of zero is 
equivalent to not having a target error [22]. The learning rate 
parameter determines the size of the weights adjustment each 
time the weights was updated during training. A learning rate 
of 0.0 does not learn [16]. The momentum parameter was a 
factor used to speed network training for escaping the local 
minima to avoid error fluctuation [13]. Both learning rate and 
momentum parameter were usually in the range between 0.1 
and 0.9 and choosing the learning rate can be done by trial and 
error [3], [12]. Fig. 5 shows the graphical representation of the 
overall results for the test of the learning rates. Different 
combination of learning rate and momentum yielded varying 
results in terms of MSE. The researchers observed that the 
higher the learning rate, the bigger the MSE was produced. 
Generally, a small learning rate can ensure the reduction of the 
error function but may slow the convergent process, while a 
large learning rate can speed up the learning process but may 
cause divergence [6], [16]. According to an author, if the 
selected learning rate is too large, then the local minimum may 
be overstepped constantly, resulting in oscillations and slow 
convergence to the lower error state [23]. As a result, learning 
rate of 0.9 yielded the highest MSE among the others. 
Likewise, if the learning rate is too low, the number of 
iterations required may be too large, resulting in slow 
performance. 

 
Fig. 5. Learning parameters test results. 

Contrary to results shown in learning rate 0.1 and 0.2 
combined with momentum 0.1 to 0.9, the number of iteration 
was not too large and yielded the least MSE. Thus, this study 
used the combination of momentum 0.1 to 0.9 and learning rate 

0.1 and 0.2 in training the models because it performed well in 
terms of MSE. Each combination of learning rate and 
momentum corresponds to 1 training attempt. Generally, there 
is a total of 108 training attempts where each model has 18 
training attempts. Table VII shows the training attempts with 
the smallest MSE obtained in each model. 

TABLE VII. ANN MODEL TRAINING RESULTS 

Model 
Maximum 

Error 
Learning 

Rate 
Momentum MSE 

Model 1 0.01 0.2 0.9 
0.0038700791569

63867 

Model 2 0.01 0.1 0.3 
0.0045561730198
7756 

Model 3 0.01 0.1 0.4 
0.0038706274162
01587 

Model 4 0.01 0.1 0.2 
0.0046894574539
32001 

Model 5 0.01 0.1 0.9 
0.0039860974775

4698 

Model 6 0.01 0.2 0.2 
0.0039906598992

36666 

As observed, Model 1 has better precision on prediction 
which was trained using Backpropagation algorithm and 
Sigmoid transfer function with 0.2 and 0.9 values of learning 
rate and momentum respectively. The researchers found out 
that the values of 0.2 and 0.9 for the learning rate and 
momentum yielded the fastest learning convergence to the 
minimal number of errors during training attempts. Although 
the selection of the learning rate and momentum is an essential 
task, other factors like training algorithm and activation 
function are more vital as the results shows that different 
combination of this yielded differential result. The researchers 
observed that Sigmoid transfer function paired to 
Backpropagation and Backpropagation with Momentum 
algorithms yielded the least MSE compared to Gaussian 
activation function. In other words, Sigmoid transfer reached a 
very good overall approximation [10], [24]. Moreover, when 
Sigmoid and Gaussian were trained using Resilient 
Propagation algorithm, it yielded results that were close to each 
other as shown in Fig. 6. Among the training algorithms, 
Backpropagation outperformed the Backpropagation with 
Momentum and Resilient Propagation. Backpropagation 
training algorithm yielded the least MSE value while Resilient 
Propagation yielded the highest MSE value. The result shows 
that the MSE values obtained by the Backpropagation and 
Backpropagation with Momentum were very close to each 
other but Backpropagation training algorithm has smaller 
values than the Backpropagation with Momentum algorithm. 
This implies that Backpropagation performed better than 
Backpropagation with Momentum. This was supported by 
studies who also used Backpropagation algorithm as the best 
model for water demand prediction [8], [25]. 
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Fig. 6. Comparison of training algorithms with transfer functions. 

IV. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This study attempted to conduct a performance analysis of 
different ANN training algorithms, transfer functions, learning 
rates and momentum to discover a suitable ANN model for 
month-ahead water consumption prediction. Two 
normalization techniques namely Min-Max normalization and 
Max normalization were compared in the water consumption 
data preparation phase with results showing that Min-Max 
scaling yielded better results in terms of MSE values. Six 
models were then formulated with different combination of 
training algorithms and transfer functions. The type of neural 
network used in this study was a multilayer perceptron having 
three layers in each model. Neuroph Studio, a Java based 
Neural Network IDE was then used to simulate the designed 
models. Learning parameters such as maximum error, learning 
rate and momentum were set, showing that a learning rate and 
momentum value of 0.2 and 0.9 respectively, performed as the 
better combination of learning parameter with a minimal error 
in terms of MSE. After the models were compared and tested, 
among the 6 models, Model 1 which was composed of 
Sigmoid transfer function and Backpropagation training 
algorithm has the best precision in forecasting and yielding the 
smallest value of MSE equal to 0.003870079156963867. The 
results of this study show that Sigmoid activation function 
being paired with different training algorithm yielded better 
results compared to Gaussian. Moreover, Backpropagation 
algorithm performs better when compared to other training 
algorithms. 

It is recommended that the use of additional input factors 
could yield better results in training the network model. The 
study could potentially be improved if other variables that 
affect water consumption are to be examined. Other ANN 
frameworks could also be used to expand performance analysis 
conducted in this study. One or more ANN frameworks can be 
compared with the performance results of this study and 
contrast if other frameworks have better or the same 
performance with that of Neuroph. Other normalization 
techniques, combination of learning parameters, training 
algorithms and activation functions could also be explored as 
enhancements for future work. With the results of the 
performance analysis from the different training algorithms and 
activation functions being shown in this research, future 
directions can be geared towards the use of the best performing 
model for a chosen validation set and an evaluation of how 
close is its prediction to the corresponding actual water 
consumption. 
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Abstract—Patch array antennas have primarily been good 

candidates for higher performance results in communication 

systems.  This paper comprises of linear 1x4 patch antenna array 

study constructed on 1.575mm thick Roggers 5880 substrate with 

high gain of 12.8dB and focused directivity of 12.9dBi. The array 

network is fed using T Junction method showing well matched 

input impedance results. With higher performance parameters 

and reflection coefficient, voltage standing wave ratio, the 

proposed antenna array is suited for short range radiolocation 

and radio services application. 

Keywords—Linear array; gain; Roggers 5880; voltage standing 

wave ratio; directivity; radiolocation; short range radio 

applications 

I. INTRODUCTION 

With recent advancement in communication systems, 
antenna design has seen a paid growth with higher usage of 
mm wave, high altitude application systems and higher 
frequency band technologies [1]. Patch antenna dominance is 
because they offer unique features. They are extremely light 
weighted, offering less space and good parameters 
performance and easy array assembling fabrications. On one 
single substrate, entire patch array can be constructed to 
enhance performance of patches, however very closed 
assembling give arises to unwanted surface currents also be 
known as mutual coupling which should be reduced as 
minimum as possible [2]. 

Different techniques and designs have been made like 
multiband antennas [3], [4], antennas with wearable 
characteristics [5] and miniaturized antennas as smaller 
antennas [6]. However, a single element patch antenna usually 
doesn’t deliver the desired results [7] and lower gain and other 
poor performance parameters like narrow impedance 
bandwidth, Lower efficiency keep them on disadvantage. 

This is due to a reason of mismatch losses. A well 
designed antenna can lead to poor performance parameters 
with high mismatch losses. Microstrip feed line and co axial 
cable are used usually while designing array network and 
single feed elements as these two methods are direct 
contacting feeding schemes [8]. 

Antenna to be used as arrays can lead to desired results but 
designing an array of antenna is a challenging task as their 
mutual coupling effect especially in multiple input multiple 
output (MIMO) antennas can degrade antenna performance 
but with help of isolation enhancement [9]-[11] MIMO patch 

antenna s are widely used in up to date communication 
technology. Radiolocation Services (RCS) and Radio Location 
Services (RLS) have been assigned a range of 5GHz to 6 by 
IEEE 802.11a standard protocols. 

This study presents a single input multiple output planar 
1x4 linear antenna arrays for short range Radio services and 
short services Radio location applications systems. A single 
design of square patch antenna is constructed and its result are 
measured and compared with proposed array. The proposed 
linear single input multiple output arrays showed enhance 
performance parameters results as compared to single element.  
The paper comprises of four stages, namely, Introduction, 
Antenna Design Results and Conclusion. Future works 
remarks are mentioned at the end. 

II. ANTENNA DESIGN 

A. Single Element Design 

Roggers RT Duroid 5880 is taken as a substrate for our 
antenna design due to its cost and atmospheric properties. 

The single element square shape patch antenna is shown in 
Fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 1. Square patch antenna. 

Before designing a patch antenna, there are known 
parameters with the help of which antenna is designed. These 
known parameters are shown in Table I. 
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TABLE I. KNOWN ANTENNA PARAMETERS 

S.No Parameter Data 

1 Resonant Frequency 5.5GHz 

2 Dielectric Constant 2.3 

3 Substrate Thickness 1.575 

With the known parameters, antenna design parameters are 
calculated. As described in [12], the length and width of the 
patches can be described by the following equations. However 
for our design purpose, we have design a square patch array 
rather than rectangular since impedance matching is much 
easy in it. The calculated parameters are shown in Table II. 
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TABLE II. ANTENNA CALCULATED PARAMETERS 

S. No Parameter Data 

1 Patch Length, Lp 17.5mm 

2 Patch Width, Wp 17.5mm 

3 
Ground Plane Length, 
GP 

35.0mm 

4 
Ground Plane Width, 
Gw 

35.0mm 

5 Feed Length, Lf 5.00mm 

6 Feed Width, Fw 1.412mm 

7 Inset Feed Length, IFl 6mm 

Usually while designing a single element, input impedance 
of 50 Ω is desirable but in our design but consider that each 
one of the elements of an array is fed by an output of some 
feed network, rather than direct connection to a 50Ω SMA 
connector, or something similar. Consequently, our single 
element was fed with an input impedance of 100Ω. 

B. Array Design 

The array is composed of four identical square patches 
separated by half wavelength distance of 28mm as shown in 
Fig. 2. The Sl and Sw length and widths of Roggers 5880 are 
taken 50mm and 70mm respectively. The overall dimension of 
array is 3500mm

2
.  

For power splitting network in an array system, power 
divider as corporate feed system plays a key role. It simply 
splits power the between “n” numbers of outputs ports with a 
certain distribution. 

For impedance matching purposes, maximum power 
transfer theorem is used. Using quarter transformer, the 100 Ω 
transmission lines are matched to 70.7 Ω transmission line 
which are again splitted to 100 Ω and finally to inset feed of 
50 Ω. Dimensions of power divider are shown in Table III. 

 
Fig. 2. 1x4 Linear patch array. 

TABLE III. DIMENSIONS OF POWER DIVIDER OF ARRAY 

S. No Parameters Data 

1 Length of 50 Ω Transmission Line 12.50mm 

2 Width of 50 Ω Transmission Line 4.852mm 

3 Length of 70 Ω Transmission Line 10.721mm 

4 Width of 70 Ω Transmission Line 2.932mm 

5 Length of 100 Ω Transmission Line 5.00mm 

6 Width of 100 Ω Transmission Line 1.412mm 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The array was designed in Computer simulation 
Technology 2014. The array showed good performance 
parameters and an excellent impedance matching. The results 
are summarized in Table IV. 

TABLE IV. PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS OF ANTENNA ARRAY 

Parameters Conventional Proposed 

Return Loss -12.25dB -20.0dB 

Gain 7.18dB 12.82dB 

Directivity 7.15dBi 12.96dBi 

VSWR 1.05 1.034 

Bandwidth 200MHz 245MHz 

The return loss plot is shown in Fig. 3. The antenna 
showed good reflection co efficient of -20dB with satisfactory 
bandwidth of 245MHz. As compared to single element 
proposed array is well matched with power divider corporate 
feed. 
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Fig. 3. S parameters of proposed antenna array. 

The E and H plane polar pattern fields of our proposed 1x4 
linear array are shown in Fig. 4 and directivity graph in both E 
plane and H plane is shown in Fig. 5. 

 

Fig. 4. E field and H field polar pattern of linear array. 

 
Fig. 5. E and H plane directivity plot. 

 
Fig. 6. 3 Dimensional plot of directivity. 

In H field polar pattern, the main lobe direction is 0.0 deg 
with angular width of 24.3deg and side lobe level of-12.9dB 
while in E plane, the main lobe direction is 11.0 deg with 
angular width of 77.6deg and side lobe level of -15.8deg. The 
antenna showed broad sided direction of 12.9dB of directivity 
with high gain of 12.82dB. The percentage bandwidth of 
proposed linear array is 4.82%. The directivity 3D graph is 
shown in Fig. 6. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a square patch linear 1x4 array of 5.5GHz is 
proposed. A single element was designed and its results were 
compared to that of linear array results. The antenna array is 
composed by four antenna elements fed with the parallel 
method that allows the exciting signal to reach equally each 
element. The structure is implemented over Roggers 5880 
substrate with 2.3 as relative permittivity, 1.575 mm for 
thickness and 0.0009 for loss tangent. It was found that with 
addition in patch elements, proposed array showed better 
performance results. With higher bandwidth and gain, the 
proposed array can be used for Short Range Radio Location 
and Short Range Radio Services applications. 

V. FUTURE WORK 

In future, this linear array can be tested with increased size 
of patch elements. Furthermore, the proposed patch array 
structure can de designed with 2x2 array configuration and 
same technique can be implemented through aperture coupled 
feed network. 
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Abstract—Cloud Computing is becoming an important tool 

for improving productivity, efficiency and cost reduction. Hence, 

the advantages and potential benefits of cloud computing are no 

longer possible to be ignored by organizations. However, 

organizations must evaluate factors that influence their decisions 

before deciding to adopt cloud computing technologies. Many 

studies have investigated cloud computing adoption in developed 

countries compared with few studies that have concentrated on 

examining the factors that influence cloud computing adoption in 

developing countries. It is not clear to see whether these factors 

that have been identified by these studies, can be applied in 

developing countries. The motive of this study is to contribute to 

the adoption of cloud computing, and to elevate the consciousness 

of cloud computing technology amongst authorities, researchers, 

administrators, business enterprise managers and service 

carriers, particularly within the Saudi Arabian context. This 

study explores factors that encourage the implementation of 

cloud or have the capacity to detract from adopting cloud 

computing in private and public organizations in Saudi Arabia. 

A qualitative approach through IT professional representatives’ 

interviews was adopted in this study, which explored two 

categories, namely, a) the negative impact category which 

includes:  security and privacy, government policy, lack of 

knowledge, and Loss of control; and b) the positive impact 

category which includes three factors: reduce expenses, improve 

IT performance, and promote scalability and flexibility. 

Keywords—Cloud computing; private and public organization 

adoption; qualitative evaluation; Saudi Arabia 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Organizations are, nowadays, changing their strategy in IT 
towards the adoption of cloud computing. The strategy is 
mainly connected with technological innovation, its flexibility 
in implementation and growth in economy. Hence it is not 
possible anymore for organizations to ignore the advantages of 
cloud computing [1]. Various areas such as businesses, 
institutions and government are attracted to cloud computing 
[2]. Cloud computing offers a shift from the current installed 
software in the personal computers to the cloud-based servers 
which can be accessed from anywhere at any time. In addition, 
cloud computing provides an on-demand provisioning of 
resources and scalability [3]. Various advantages such as 
business process transformation, real world applications 
delivery, lower expenditures in infrastructure, and mobilization 
are more likely to achieve higher efficiency in business 
strategy [4].  

Cloud computing is attached to the scope of e-service as a 
potential means in order to serve the public and private sectors 
with more services [5]. It is a method of green technology that 
has a potential to improve utilization of the current resources in 
the data centre and lower their consumption. Energy savings in 
computing and storage service can be offered by the cloud 
computing through the use of large shared servers and storage 
units [6]-[8]. In order to realize these benefits, more 
information, development and promotion is needed to 
encourage the adoption [9]. The economic slump that hit recent 
years in IT has increased the interest of cloud services 
adoption, which can be used to reduce the costs [10]. There is a 
very limited number of theoretical studies that identified and 
evaluated the factors that impact the implementation of cloud 
computing. Most of the published work so far is white papers, 
newsletters and policy statements lacking academic 
methodology and analysis [3]. Most of these studies, which are 
empirical in nature, have focused only on the advantages and 
the associated risks of cloud computing [9]. A few studies have 
been found in the context of developing countries including 
Saudi Arabia [11]-[13]. Most of these studies have taken a 
well-established theory (such as Technology-Organization 
Environment framework (TOE), Diffusion of Innovation 
(DOl), and Technology Acceptance Model (TAM)) and 
collected data from a developing country in order to test if the 
theory or the model was applicable in that context. They failed 
to focus on the contextual details and the specific factors that 
are affecting the implementation of cloud computing in the 
local context. Thus, the main goal of this study is to identify 
the factors which influence the implementation of cloud 
computing in private and public organizations in Saudi Arabia. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Whenever the development takes place on a structural 
societal change in a place where various diverse social, and 
economic changes play a major role, it can be predicted that 
information and communication technology development is a 
very important factor [14]. Accessing the computing resources 
or developing robust IT infrastructure is a very difficult 
approach in developing countries. However, the new computer 
paradigms, such as cloud computing, had provided access to 
various resources that are available remotely or have been in 
any other case inaccessible. The evolution of cloud computing 
will change facing of this, which includes small and large-scale 
businesses, entrepreneurs, researchers and government systems 
[15]. However, it is not yet clear how the implication of cloud 
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computing in public and private sectors will be handled. Still it 
can be predicted that information and communication 
technology have the potential to access the information that 
was not possible few years back. All the public and the private 
enterprises are trying to use the cloud-based services which is 
becoming increasingly important. As stated in [16], the concept 
of cloud computing is becoming the main strategy for various 
organizations. This short survey of latest literature and research 
findings on cloud computing is offered in three parts. The first 
part involves the conceptualization of cloud computing, the 
second part outlines its benefits, and the third part explores 
organizations’ adoption of cloud computing. 

A. Overview of Cloud Computing 

Cloud computing can be defined as a technology paradigm 
that enables ubiquitous, appropriate, on-demand network 
access to share computing resources and services. Various 
computing resources like storage, servers, networks, 
applications and services which required to be rapidly 
provisioned and managed with minimal amount of efforts are 
offered in this paradigm [17]. Through the use of cloud 
computing technology, there is no need for users bother about 
managing resources and they get an access to all the available 
resources over the internet [1]. Cloud computing is defined as 
"a parallel and distributed computing system consisting of a 
collection of inter-connected and virtualized computers that 
are dynamically provisioned and presented as one or more 
unified computing resources based on Service-Level-
Agreements (SLA) established through negotiation between the 
service provider and consumers”[18]. The service providers 
are trying to make software and technology available on 
demand. The computing and storage over the internet can be 
used by the end-user who does not require having the 
knowledge about the actual location and the configuration of 
the system, where his/her data is coming from and being saved.  

Could computing provides three types of services [19], 
[20]. They include infrastructure as a service, Platform as a 
service and Software as a service. 

 Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS): In this service, the 
cloud offers some physical devices such as computers 
which are connected virtually, various servers, and 
devices used for storage as services.  All these services 
are located in one physical place (data center) but they 
could be accessed only through the internet. The clients 
of cloud computing only pay for what resources and 
services they use. For example, organizations can use 
cloud computing technique in email management, 
website hosting, and data management.  

 Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS): This service typically 
stands for computing platform. Through PaaS, 
developers can use all services over the cloud 
computing instead of purchasing it. In PaaS, licenses for 
various platforms such as all the operating systems, 
databases management, and other programming 
software, become easily available on the internet [11].  

 Software-as-a-Service (SaaS): In SaaS, cloud providers 
maintain infrastructure and platform to provide 
applications in business such as word, emails, CRM, 

and ERP.  All these apps are carried over the internet 
which can be available for the end-user.  The end user 
can easily get an access to the apps anywhere at any 
time. This is the most utilized Cloud Model [11]. 

Free email services like Google and Microsoft are an 
example of a cloud computing approach that is already in 
action. However,  there are various other services that can be 
used by private and public organizations which are launched 
recently that make use of cloud computing services such as  
data management, data analysis, mobile telecommunication 
services and various computing-based services that makes use 
of grid computing and parallel computing systems [21]. 

B. Benefits of Cloud Computing 

In latest literature, it could be observed that challenges 
faced by organizations could be resolved by cloud computing 
which has been proved to be reliable [8]. The main advantages 
of cloud computing include offering lower expenses [22], 
better services standardization [23], and greater business 
adaptability [24]. Other advantages such as increased 
accessibility to cutting-edge technology and scalability of 
services, makes cloud computing technologies more appealing 
to be widely implemented in various sectors [6], [25]. Some of 
the other main advantages of cloud computing system are 
particularly in the application of e-government services which 
includes infrastructure minimization, improvement of network 
security, service scalability and implementation speed [26]. As 
suggested in [27], low total cost of ownership, low initial 
investment costs, faster time to benefits realization, continuous 
enhancement of the service offerings are usual benefits of 
implementing cloud computing. A study by Rath et al. [28] 
tried to find the advantages/benefits of the adoption of cloud 
computing by Indian companies. They concluded that the 
advantages for SMEs includes reduced investment in hardware, 
effective use of computing systems in current data centers, 
services and cost saving related to technology infrastructure 
and faster software upgrades with low expense. 

C. Cloud Computing Adoption in Organizations 

Many studies have been conducted on cloud computing 
adoption by private and public organizations.  Neves et al. [29], 
have tried to identify various issues that are associated with 
social, economic, political and technological factors affecting 
the adaption of cloud computing and had given various 
ideologies to cope up with these issues.  Makena [30] has 
identified the factors that has an  effect on the adoption of 
cloud computing by Kenyan SMEs. Those factors are: 
technology, management support, relative advantage, size, 
preparedness, competitiveness, complexity and compatibility.  
Azarnik et al. [31] concluded that a risk-management program 
that is well-defined by which it focuses on cloud computing is 
essential for the success of organizations’ cloud computing 
transformation. Services such as data mining, optimization, 
risk modeling and simulation which are computationally  
intensive are the most important benefits for cloud computing 
adoption in Indian organizations [28]. The support of software 
functionalities, the ubiquitous access to data, responsive 
solutions to customer support queries, maintaining huge data 
and reducing cost are key success factors for organization’s 
customers to adopt cloud computing [32]. Stieninger and 
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Nedbal [33] depicted that the factors influencing an 
implementation of cloud computing are perceived by safety 
and security, cost, trust management, and efficiency of energy. 
Hussein et al. [34] used qualitative and quantitative methods to 
investigate the awareness of cloud computing within SMEs 
present in Malaysia. As a result, the majority of the users only 
know about its benefits in terms of data backup and storage. A 
survey among seventeen IT managers was conducted in Spain 
concluded that they were also not aware of the cloud 
computing applications [35] . 

From the earlier publications, it can be noticed that many 
articles which are published are using different theories and 
models to study the effective implementation of cloud 
computing. Technology-Organization-Environment framework 
(TOE) is used in [36] to investigate the effective 
implementation of cloud computing within the SMEs, 
especially in UK. Some researchers proposed the 
implementation of the cloud computing technology based on 
the already existing TOE framework as shown in [36], [38]. 
Furthermore, the theory of Diffusion Of Innovation (DOI) has 
also been used [33]. Some researchers have proposed the 
process of studying the implementation of cloud computing 
based on the already defined two models together in a 
combined form [33], [37]. For example, Saedi and Iahad [37] 
found that the Technology-Organization-Environment 
Framework (TOE) and Actor Network Theory (ANT) are 
suitable for examining cloud computing implementation in 
various SMEs. Furthermore, Technology Acceptance Model 
(TAM) applied among the various models and methodologies 
to study cloud computing adoption [39]. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

This study has utilized a qualitative approach to identify 
factors that can impact cloud computing adoption. In this 
approach, IT professional representatives who were invited 
from various private and public organizations in Saudi Arabia 
were interviewed. In order to make sure that the sample reflects 
the geographical spread and size classifications of private and 
public organizations across Saudi Arabia, the selection of 
organizations across different industries in Saudi Arabia has 
been carried out. A summary of the profile of these 
organizations is presented in Table I. 

TABLE I.  ORGANIZATIONS’ PROFILE 

Organization Domain Organization type No. of participants 

ICT 
Private 3 

Public 4 

Health Private 3 

Construction Private 1 

Manufacturing 
Public 5 

Private 3 

Education Public 4 

Finance Private 3 

Telecommunication Private 2 

Traveling Private 1 

Training centers Private 1 

Research centers Public 2 

A. Interview Guide and Process 

To improve the reliability of this research, only voluntary 
participants who were responsible for the planning and the 
cloud computing adoption in their organizations such as IT 
directors, IT practitioners, IT executive, IT managers, and 
system analysts were interviewed (Table II). 

TABLE II.  PARTICIPANTS’ POSITION 

Participants’ position Quantity 

IT directors 2 

System analysts 4 

IT practitioners 13 

IT executive 7 

IT managers 6 

An interview guide was developed and used to guide the 
interview method. In the guide, information about the study 
aim, rights of participant, responsibilities of the researcher and 
a confidentiality guarantee on the interview were provided. 
Interviewees were clearly notified that they may decline to 
answer any question and provided answers would not be 
classified as right or wrong (i.e. there is no right or wrong 
answers in this interview). 

To explore the factors that impact cloud computing 
adoption, the semi-structured interviews incorporated a range 
of sub-questions through various themes (see appendix A). 
Pilot interviews with five academic staff in Shaqra University 
were conducted to examine the research questions’ relevancy 
as well as to evaluate the guide that was given to interviewees. 
The pilot interviews led to modifications and improvements on 
the interview questions as well as the interview guide. 

The interviews kicked off with a general question about 
cloud computing; this was followed by questions related to the 
factors which led to encourage or discourage the organization 
to adopt cloud computing. Moreover, interviewees were asked 
to list the criteria which used by them to evaluate the readiness 
of their organization to adopt cloud computing. Questions 
about their experiences (positive and negative) with cloud 
computing adoption were asked. However, the questions as 
described were posed to the participants who responded in such 
a manner that the semi-structured nature of the interviews 
proved beneficial for the researcher with the flexibility of 
asking further questions to avoid bias by eliciting an obvious 
response [40]. Few interviewees were re-contacted to confirm 
or elucidate information in order to validate data. 

The 32 personal in-depth interviews were conducted in 
various locations in Saudi Arabia where it was convenient to 
the participants between July and September 2017. Since most 
of the participants speak English fluently, English language 
used during the interviews, which were between 35 and 50 
minutes. Only one participant preferred to be interviewed in 
Arabic. The interviews were tape-recorded with the permission 
of all interviewees. The interviews were carried out until the 
point of data saturation was reached [41]. 

B. Data Analysis 

The analysis of the interview data identified the factors that 
impact cloud computing and the manner of that impact. 
Content analysis was utilized in the study as it is suitable for 
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analyzing different communication materials including 
“narrative responses, open-ended survey questions, interviews, 
focus groups, observations, printed media such as articles, 
books, or manuals” [42]. Using the steps suggested by [43] for 
a content analysis process, to draw out the relevant items, 
themes and categories, the data collected was analyzed (Fig. 1).  

Prepare and Transcript 
the Data for the 

Analysis

Define the Unit of 
Analysis

Open 
Coding

Axial Coding
Selective 
Coding

Draw the Conclusion 
from the Code Data

Report the Findings

 
Fig. 1. Content analysis processes. 

According to [43], usually, individual themes are utilized in 
qualitative content analysis as the unit for analysis; these 
themes might be articulated in a word, a phrase, a sentence, or 
a paragraph.  Each interview was transcribed and prepared for 
data analysis. In this study, categories and a coding scheme 
were generated inductively from the data. In order to code 
qualitative data, the researcher has applied the three coding 
techniques proposed by  [44] which are: open coding, axial 
coding and selective coding. 

1) Open Coding  
Open coding technique is used to identify discrete concepts 

and categories [44]. The open coding was accomplished by 
reading each transcript to note any interesting or relevant 
information by making a brief note in the page border about the 
nature of this information. From these border notes, the 
researcher made a list of codes from different types of 
information. After reading through the lists of open code that 
excerpted from transcripts, the researcher sorted and 
categorized these initial codes in the way that describe what 
they are about. Based on these processes, the researcher 
managed to generate 79 notes based on how different concepts 
are related and links. 

2) Axial Coding 
Axial coding is used to connect categories (79 concepts in 

the first stage) for the relationships by generating subcategories 
[44]. In this process all the initial concepts in open coding 
process were reduced by considering possible relationships 
with other concepts. Based on these processes, the initial 79 
concepts were further refined and incorporated into 32 
concepts. These 32 subcategories (concepts) were further 

classified into 7 categories (factors). These factors are security 
and privacy, lack of knowledge, government policy, loss of 
control reduce expenses, improve IT performance, and promote 
scalability and flexibility. The purpose of this process is to 
group together all subcategories with similar occurrences and 
incidents into categories. The concepts under each of the 
factors were then validated by scrutinizing possible 
relationships with other factors. This process was repeated for 
each factor to ensure the relationship is held. After repeating 
this process, all related factors from the transcribed interviews 
were saturated and no further relationships emerged. Finally, 
the original interview transcripts were reviewed to identify any 
possible outliers that could be incorporated into the factors. 
Further, direct quotes were extracted from the transcripts to 
support the qualitative data analysis findings [42]. 

3) Selective Coding 
Selective coding is the third coding process which is used 

to discover the core categories. This stage was accomplished 
by integrating the related categories (7 factors in the axial 
coding stage) to discover the core-categories and refining them. 
The researcher linked these factors under two major categories 
such as positive impact and negative impact. The coding 
procedure begins with exploring concepts, followed by 
connecting the concepts for relationships under main factors, 
and finally connecting these factors to discover the core-
categories. Fig. 2 was translated from the analysis processes to 
clarify the coding process. 

The researcher compared the emerging theme from the data 
and the current concepts in cloud computing literature. 
Whenever consistency is founded, the researcher modified the 
concepts to match with the literature. For example, government 
policy was initially conceptualized in this study as regulation 
and law; however, after considering the same meaning 
concepts in the literature, this concept was modified to 
government policy. The researcher followed this way in order 
to be consistent with the literature and to add theoretical 
soundness to the conceptualization. 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

Cloud computing is a new technology which is 
implemented in the field of ICT. The effective adoption of 
cloud computing gradually changed the way of services 
presented by ICT. Many organizations have already started to 
realize the importance of implementing cloud computing more 
effectively [28]. Some of the organizations have also started to 
implement the technology [36]. However, various issues 
should be taken into consideration when implementing cloud 
computing technology. One of the interviewees (participant 16) 
answered a question about the meaning of cloud computing by 
replying “cloud computing provides an on-demand 
provisioning of resources and scalability. It is a form of IT 
services delivery over the internet. These services include 
servers, emails, storage, databases, networking, software, 
analytics and more “. 
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Fig. 2. Illustration of coding (privacy and security).
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In this study, the interviewees used different criteria to 
assess the factors that affect the adoption of cloud of 
computing. These criteria are sorted into two major categories 
and 7 factors as follows: 

A. Negative Impacts 

This category has the factors that hinder the adoption of 
cloud computing by organizations. The results revealed after 
analyzing the data show that cloud computing can be 
negatively affected by four factors as shown in Fig. 3. 

 
Fig. 3. Negative impact factors. 

1) Security and privacy 
In this study, security and privacy have been identified as 

one of the main factors impeding the adoption of cloud 
computing. Unsurprisingly, the same has been found in many 
previous research [31], [36].  As per [45],  security and privacy 
is one of the key challenges that keep organization away from 
the adopting cloud computing. Most of the participants in this 
study saw the security and privacy as major obstacle in 
adopting cloud. One of the interviewees (participant 1) 
mentioned that “before we agree to shift to cloud technologies 
we need to ensure that our data is secured in the cloud and 
what the ability does the cloud provider have to deal with 
denial of service attacks”. As cloud computing includes 
various technologies including databases, virtualization, 
resource scheduling, networks, operating systems, memory 
management, load balancing, concurrency control and 
transaction management. Consequently, security issues for 
many of these systems and technologies are applicable to cloud 
computing. This was confirmed by participant 9 who said “we 
need to understand the security requirements of the exit 
process. For instance, cloud service provider must allow 
secured network traffic and block malicious network traffic. 
Also, provider should give customers the essential tools to 
protect their system”. Similar to this result, Seifu et al. [46]  
confirmed that the vulnerabilities and threats from 
infrastructure and network, up to the service platform was 
major concern in cloud computing adoption.  

One of the major concerns is private leakage that has raised 
a great restriction for many organizations to execute cloud 
applications [47].  Likewise, many interviewees expressed their 
concerns on privacy as shown below: 

“The secure processing of personal data and 
organizational data in the cloud computing represents a very 
big challenge” (participant 13). 

 “In my opinion, it is difficult to provide your data and 
business application to a third party because the security and 
privacy issues become a critical concern these days” 
(participant 21) . 

2) Government policy 
Government policy issue has been seen from participants 

perspective as a threatening factor for the successful 
implementation of cloud computing. This is consistent with 
[22], [46]. Government policies regarding how cloud 
computing applications are imported and implemented can 
affect the decision of adopting cloud computing within an 
organization negatively [46]. The interviewees (participant 4 
and 9) agree that the government policy related issues such as 
geographic location of systems and servers cannot be 
controlled. Furthermore, some governments-imposed 
restrictions on cross border data flows for privacy protection 
and security. One interviewee (participant 9) said that “Cloud 
computing has grown to be a new phenomenon used by every 
organization in Saudi Arabia. In this case the government 
definitely need to control and organize its use”. Whereas as 
(participant 6) said that “there are some restricted policies by 
Saudi government to store the governmental data out of 
country”.  

3) Lack of knowledge 
The rate of adoption of cloud computing is directly linked 

to levels of skills and expertise about cloud computing 
according to [30]. In supporting to this claim one of the 
interviewees (participant1) said that “lack of awareness is a key 
obstacle to cloud usage”. Whereas, (participant 3) said “many 
businesses are not able to reap the full benefits of the cloud 
service because they do not fully understand what it provides”. 
This is consistent with a study conducted by [1], [48] and 
concluded that lack of knowledge had a substantial effect on 
the attitude towards trust and the usage of cloud services. 
Additionally, the lack of standardization makes it more 
difficult to know if someone has the required knowledge. One 
of the interviewees (participant 30) confirmed that “different 
cloud services providers use different terminologies”. 
Therefore, researchers and cloud computing agencies should 
play an important role to raise the level of cloud technology 
skills. Moreover, organizations also have to take time to train 
their employees if they want properly identified, utilize and 
expertise the service cloud computing. 

4) Loss of control  
Cloud service means that your data and applications are 

being hosted by someone else’s server, not exclusively on your 
own server. One of the interviewees (participant 11) said “no 
one believes that cloud platforms as they exist today are perfect 
in controlling their data”. To be fair, those who complain 
about lack of control are often thinking about direct hardware 
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access. Another interviewee (participant 28) said “Loss of 
control over data: service user does not know where exactly its 
data is stored and processed in the cloud”. However, many 
managers believe that access control is more problematic with 
cloud computing. In addition, the biggest issue is that the data 
travel across the internet and we have no control on neither 
physical infrastructure nor entry/exit outlet points  [49].  

B. Positive Impact 

This category has the factors that encourage the adoption of 
cloud computing in organizations. The results revealed after 
analyzing the data show that cloud computing can be positively 
affected by three factors as shown in Fig. 4. 

 
Fig. 4. Positive impact factors. 

1) Total cost reduction 
Reduction in total cost has been identified as one of the 

major factors that encourage organizations to adopt cloud 
computing. For most organizations, traditional process often 
involves buying technology equipment and tools, getting 
consulting services, paying for installation and license, and 
signing up to long maintenance contract. One interviewee 
(participant 21) mentioned that “with cloud services, there are 
no software licensing to purchase, no extra cost for installation 
services and no annual maintenance contract to renew”. This 
is consistent with  [50] who claimed that better effective use of 
cloud computing technology leads to cost savings and 
productivity gains. The key advantage of cloud computing is to 
increase the utilization compared to the process of traditional 
data centers, in term of the cost of electricity, bandwidth 
utilization, related infrastructure for operations, software, and 
hardware required.  One of the interviewees (participant 13) 
mentioned “moving to cloud helps to have better resources and 
efficient bandwidth availability with less cost”. In cloud 
computing, an organization pay based on the hour for 
computing resources, which leads to cost savings since the rate 
to rent a machine from a cloud provider is much lower than the 

cost to own one [22]. Thus, cloud computing offers services 
with minimum costs and maximize the profit in contrast to a 
data center [50]. 

2) Improvement of IT performance 
There are several reasons that make cloud computing a 

beneficial tool for any organization. One of those reasons 
identified by this study is that cloud computing provides lesser 
cost computers to users. In other words, the user does not have 
to have a high-end computer to run cloud computing web-
based applications since these applications run in the cloud 
instead of running them on a user computer. Therefore, cloud 
computing technologies improve the IT performance by 
sharing resources [10]. The interviewees agree that cloud 
computing provides low cost for IT infrastructure with the use 
of cloud computing recourses. Consequently, the IT 
department of an organization does not have to invest in a very 
large number of powerful servers, software and hardware 
resources. This helps the IT department to enhance or change 
the internal computing resources. This beneficial tool of cloud 
computing improves IT performance by increasing the 
throughput, avoiding load balancing issues, minimizing the 
delay and response time for transactions, since it is considered 
as a type of  parallel, virtual, distributed, configurable, and 
flexible systems [50]. This is confirmed by an interviewee 
(participant 10) who mentioned that “when the organization 
needs to improve their performance, they should to think about 
adopting the cloud computing”. 

3) Promote scalability and flexibility 
Scalability is one of the cloud computing performance 

measurements which is directly perceived by users as technical 
service reliability and availability, as well as by scalability of 
the applications [4]. Scalability is one of the important keys to 
the success of many organizations that are doing business in 
web applications. Furthermore, maintaining sufficient 
resources to meet the requirements might be costly [51].  This 
study discovered that most of the interviewees’ participants 
agreed that promoting scalability and flexibility in any 
organization is the key factor of providing efficient services, 
which has a direct impact for capacity, reliability, and 
availability in cloud computing environment. Cloud computing 
enables organization employees to be more flexible by sharing 
documents and other online services, which can also help 
support internal and external collaboration. Furthermore, cloud 
computing allows the organization to upgrade or reduce IT 
requirements as needed. For example, most cloud service 
providers will allow organizations to increase their existing 
resources to accommodate increased business needs or 
changes. This will allow organizations to support their 
economy growth without making costly changes to their 
existing IT systems. One of the interviewees (participant 32 ) 
added that “one of the keys successful in adoption cloud 
computing is IT resource scalability which any organization 
are in need  to provide high processing and large storage 
capabilities at the lowest possible cost”. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

There are many factors which need to be considered before 
adopting cloud computing by private and public organizations 
in Saudi Arabia. The research findings show some important 
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issues that are influencing the adoption of cloud computing by 
these organizations. Security and privacy is one of the top 
leading issues in determining the decision for adopting cloud 
computing in these organizations. The vulnerabilities and 
threats from infrastructure and network was a major concern in 
adopting such technology. This research also shows that an 
increase in the awareness of cloud computing among private 
and public organizations serves as the perfect recipe for 
increased adoption and acceptance of this technology. The 
Saudi government shall play important role in determining 
which areas of improvement must be carried out to encourage 
the spread of ICT and cloud-based solutions. The results 
depicted that there are some restricted policies by Saudi 
government to store the governmental data out of country. 
Therefore, it is recommended that the Saudi government 
should adopt a new regulatory strategy that will promote the 
new technology of cloud computing and its impact on security, 
privacy, and personal data protection. Furthermore, the 
potential finding of this research illustrates that by adopting 
cloud computing technologies, IT performance in organizations 
can be improved, since it provides low cost for IT 
infrastructure with the use of cloud computing recourses. 

The findings of this research recommend that strategies 
aimed at upgrading the regulatory approach should be 
introduced. Furthermore, launching this should be strongly 
advocated in the interests of Saudi Arabia to face the 
challenges of a successful migration to cloud computing while 
maintaining international standards. This study finds that 
mangers and cloud services providers should invest 
considerably greater resources in adopting cloud computing 
technologies. Aspects for consideration include improving 
security and ensuring the privacy are mandatory to guarantee a 
safe environment for organizations to adopt cloud computing 
technologies.  

In light of the research outcomes, the factors identified are 
now being tested quantitatively and will be reported in due 
course. Using this data in various environments and contexts to 
provide cross-cultural comparisons may enrich the literature 
and result in understanding the adoption of cloud computing. 
Also future research can investigate whether the organizations’ 
characteristics affect the adoption of cloud computing. 
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APPENDIX A 

Interview Questions:  

1) What does the cloud computing technologies mean for you? 

2) Do you use any of these technologies before? 

3) If yes, can you describe of these technologies and how it was 

deployed and how it was delivered to you via the internet? 

4) If no, why did you not use these technologies ? 

5) How secure do you think of the use of cloud computing 

technologies? 

6) What specific criteria did you use to evaluate the readiness of your 

organization to adopt cloud computing ? 

7) What aspects of adoption of cloud  technologies  led you to positive 

experiences? 

8) What aspects of adoption of cloud  technologies  led you to negative 

experiences? 

9) From your experience, what factors that will encourage organization 

to adopt cloud computing? 

10) From your experience, what factors that will discourage organization 

to adopt cloud computing? 

11) Can you describe the challenges, risks, privacy and trust issues 

associated with cloud computing adoption? 
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Abstract—Multi-level encryption approaches are becoming 

more popular as they combine the strength of multiple 

basic/traditional approaches into a complex one. Many multi-

level encryption approaches have been introduced for different 

systems, like Internet of Things, sensor networks, big data, and 

the web. The main obstacles in building such approaches are to 

have a secure as well as a computationally efficient multi-level 

encryption approach. In this paper, we propose a 

computationally efficient multi-level encryption framework that 

combines the strength of symmetric, the encryption algorithm 

AES (Advance Encryption Standard), Feistel network, Genetic 

Algorithm’s Crossover and Mutation techniques, and HMAC. 

The framework was evaluated and compared to a set of 

benchmark symmetric encryption algorithms, such as RC5, DES, 

and 3-DES. The evaluation was carried out on an identical 

platform and the algorithms were compared using the 

throughput and running time performance metrics and 

Avalanche effect security metric. The results show that the 

proposed framework can achieve the highest throughput and the 

lowest running time compared to the considered benchmarked 

symmetric encryption algorithms and passes the avalanche effect 

criterion. 

Keywords—Multi-level encryption; Advance Encryption 

Standard (AES); Feistel encryption; symmetric encryption 

algorithm 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, different types of communication are available 
at the same time such as people to people, people to objects, 
and objects to objects. Communication is used worldwide and 
it is spread in almost all areas; such as industry, academia, 
health…etc. One of the main challenges in communication is 
security. 

As the Internet or any network channels are considered to 
be unsafe, the aim of having security measurements is to 
ensure the data are transmitted and received without being 
stolen, manipulated or deleted. The most commonly used 
security measurement for network communication is 
encryption [1]. 

Encryption is the process of manipulating a plain text 
message into a ciphered one, usually this process is done with 
the use of a key. Based on the type of the key used in the 
encryption/decryption process, the encryption algorithms can 
be categorized in to symmetric key and asymmetric key. In 
symmetric key algorithms, the same key can be used to 
encrypt/decrypt a plain text. Consequently, these algorithms 
are secure and computationally efficient. Examples of such 
algorithms: AES, RC6, MARS, Bluefish, DES, and 3-DES 
[2]-[4]. On the other hand, asymmetric encryption algorithms 

require two keys for encryption and decryption, thus, making 
the generation of these keys computationally high and not 
efficient for encrypting large data. Example of asymmetric 
encryption algorithm is RSA [5]. 

With the advancement of technology and computation 
power, hackers have developed different models to attack such 
basic encryption algorithms. One of the solutions to deal with 
this problem is to build a complex model that consists of 
multi-level encryption algorithms [6]-[9]. The idea is to 
combine the strength of multiple basic encryption algorithms 
together to build a complex, sophisticated encryption 
approach. Two challenges are facing such approaches; 
computation efficiency and security. The earlier is needed 
when sending large data and the later ensures that the 
combination between these levels (algorithms) will lead into a 
complete system that is secure. Many multi-level encryption 
approaches were proposed in literature, but they were 
suffering from computational or security problems or being 
specified for a certain type of networks. 

In this paper, we propose a multi-level encryption 
framework that is secure and computationally efficient. The 
framework consists of using a symmetric encryption algorithm 
AES, Feistel network, Crossover and Mutation techniques 
from genetic algorithm, and HMAC for encrypting and 
decrypting data. 

The proposed framework was evaluated against 
benchmarked symmetric encryption algorithms like: RC6, 
DES, and 3-Des for performance and security metrics. In 
terms of performance, the proposed framework is compared 
against them using throughput and running time metrics. The 
results show that the proposed framework has the highest 
throughput and the lowest running time. For security purposes, 
the Avalanche effect is used. The proposed framework has the 
highest avalanche effect and passes that criterion. 

The rest of the paper is as follows: Section 2 review some 
related work. Section 3 introduces the system framework. 
Section 4 presents the experimental evaluation. Finally, 
Section 5 concludes the paper. 

II. RELATED WORK 

A. Selecting a Template 

Many algorithms and approaches have been proposed to 
deal with the encryption/decryption problem. Besides the 
classical symmetric and asymmetric encryption algorithms, 
new encryption algorithms categories are being introduced in 
recent years. Some of these categories include: Homomorphic 
encryption [10]-[14], attributes-based encryption [15]-[20], 
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and multi-level encryption algorithms. In this section, some 
recent approaches that uses multi-level encryption are 
introduced. 

S. Aljawarneh, et al. [6] proposed a resource efficient 
encryption algorithm for multimedia big data. The algorithm 
is composed of a framework with multi-level encryption that 
includes: Fiestel encryption scheme, AES with Sbox, and 
genetic algorithm. There is no key generation since the key is 
generated from the plain text. The authors propose a multi-
threaded version of the scheme to increase performance [7]. 
The main drawback of this scheme is that the scheme does not 
preserve confidentiality. If two senders are using this scheme, 
they can encrypt/decrypt the messages from the other sender. 

S. Masadeh, et al. [8] introduced a multi-level security 
approach that consists of PGP, WIFI, and HMAC systems for 
authentication and communication encryption. The approach 
uses the PGP to generate messages and the message is 
encrypted using the public key of the receiver. 

S. Aljawarneh, et al. [9] proposes a multi-level encryption 
system for WiFi called secure WiFi. The system is composed 
of Feistel encryption and HMAC. Their proposed system uses 
64bit blocks to be encrypted which are not suitable for 
encrypting large data. 

III. SYSTEM MODEL 

The system model is similar to the one proposed by [6] 
with an additional security level to solve their confidentiality 
problem. Fig. 1 shows our proposed system model. The 
original file to be encrypted is split into chunks, where each 
one has the size of 256bit. The 256bit plaintextchunksis 
divided into two equal 128bit blocks. The first block is 
encrypted using a 3-level non-key Feistel network. This 
encryption is composed of bit and bytes shifting and rotation 
processes. The second 128bit block is encrypted using 
Advance Encryption Standard (AES) where the key for this 
encryption is the output of the Feistel network encryption. The 
third step is to use the crossover and mutation techniques from 
genetic algorithm to scrapple the two blocks together. Lastly, 
we use HMAC hash function to encrypt the result using a hash 
key. The resulted encrypted file is sent over network channel 
to the receiver for encryption. The decryption process is 
opposite of the encryption process. Next, we explain these 
levels in more details. 

 

Fig. 1. Proposed framework. 

A. Feistel Encryption 

As a start, the file is divided into 256bit chunks and each 
chunk is encrypted using the proposed framework. For a 
chunk, the first step is to split it into two 128bit blocks (right 
and left). The left block is encrypted using 3-level Feistel 
network as shown in Fig. 2. The first level splits the block into 
individual 16 bytes and defines the highest and lowest bits 
within a byte. The second level shifts right the highest bits 
within each byte, so they become the lowest bits. At the same 
time, the lowest bits of each byte are rotated to become the 
highest bits of another byte as shown in the figure.  Lastly, the 
bytes are shifted and rotated and combined to form a ciphered 
key that will be used in the AES encryption. 

B. Advance Encryption Standard (AES) 

The Advance Encryption Standard (AES) is a symmetric 
encryption algorithm that needs only one key for encryption 
and decryption. AES is considered to be fast and secure 
encryption algorithm. It uses substitution and permutation 
network where it iterates the encryption process for 10 rounds 
to generate the cipher text. In AES, the size of the key is very 
crucial since it will determine the number of encryption 
rounds. In general, AES uses 10 rounds for 128bit key and 12 
rounds for 192bit key. 

In our proposed framework, AES will use the ciphered key 
generated from the Feistel encryption as a key to encrypt the 
right 128bit block. The result will be an encrypted version of 
the right block. 

AES consists of three main stages: Add Round Key, 
Rounds, and Final Round. The add key round or the initial 
round uses a bitwise XOR to combine the block of the round 
key with each byte of the state. 

 

Fig. 2. Feistel encryption. 

The rounds stage is mainly consist of four main substages: 
the sub-byte process, shift rows process, mix columns process, 
and the add round key process. In our framework, these 
substages are repeated for 8 times. Lastly, the final round 
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which is similar to one round of the rounds stage with a small 
difference that the mix columns process substagewill not be 
performed. By the end of the AES encryption level, both left 
and right blocks are encrypted. 

C. Cross Over and Mutation 

The aim of this stage is to scatter the encrypted block 
generated from the Feistel encryption and the one generated 
by the AES. The cross over and mutation techniques are parts 
of genetic algorithm. The cross over is an operation where two 
blocks are changed together in a random way. Fortwo blocks, 
cross over starts by randomly choosing the cross over points. 
These points are recorded and stored for the decryption 
process. Next, the blocks from the cross over points to the 
least significant bit are interchanged. For example: for two 
blocks 010100101011 and 100101010101. If the cross over 
point is 8, the resulting blocks are: 010100100101 and 
100101011011. 

The mutation operation is used in genetic algorithm to 
maintain the generic diversity of results from one generation 
to another in a random way. For two blocks, the mutation 
operation starts by selecting one mutation point in a random 
way. At each block, the bit corresponding to the mutation 
point is flipped and the mutation point is recorded for the 
decryption process. An example of the mutation operation: for 
two blocks 010100101011 and 100101010101. If the mutation 
point is 8 then the resulting two blocks are 010100100011 and 
100101011101. 

 

Fig. 3. Architecture of the proposed encryption framework. 

The crossover and mutation operations are repeated for 
many times. In our experiments we repeat these operations for 
5 times. By the end of this stage, the encrypted data that need 
to be sent to the receiver includes: the encrypted 256bit chunk, 
the cross over points, and the mutation points. 

D. HMAC 

HMAC is message authentication code that involves the 
use hash function and key. The strength of HMAC is based on 
the strength of the hash function used. In our proposed 
framework we use SHA-1 hash function for authenticate the 
encrypted message. The aim of this stage is to maintain 
confidentiality of the encrypted messages. By the end of this 
stage, the encrypted message is ready to be sent to the 
receiver. Fig. 3 shows the architecture of the encryption part 
of our proposed framework. 

Note that the decryption process is the opposite of the 
encryption process. The receiver just need to have the key of 
for HMAC and perform the decryption in a reverse order of 
the encryption process. Fig. 4 presents the architecture of the 
decryption process of our proposed framework. 

 

Fig. 4. Architecture of the proposed decryption framework. 
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION 

The evaluation is conducted to show the efficiency and 
performance of the proposed framework. The proposed 
framework was implemented using JAVA. All experiments 
were conducted on an identical platform; a Windows based 
machine that is equipped with 32 Gb of memory and an Intel 
i7 4770 3.4 GHz CPU. 

The proposed framework results were compared to a 
number of symmetric encryption algorithms such as CR6, 
DES, 3-DES using file sizes ranges from 1MB to 1GB. The 
encryption running time and throughput performance metrices 
are used in this evaluation. For security evaluation, we 
compare the Avalanche effect security metric. 

Fig. 5 (a)-(e) illustrates the encryption running time for our 
proposed framework compared to RC6, DES, and 3-DES 
encryption algorithm for files range from 1 MB to 1GB. The 
results clearly show that the proposed framework outperforms 
all other encryption algorithms for file sizes 1 MB to 1 Gb. 
AES is very fast and secure as it has very strong resistance 
against attacks. On the other hand, RC6 is less secure, needs 
more rounds, and it uses extra multiplication operation that 
increases the encryption running time. DES uses a 56bit key, 
has a S-Box structure where the encryption operation needs to 
use a lookup mechanism. This lookup mechanism will lead to 
a slow software implementation. The 3-DES is the slowest 
encryption algorithm, it uses 168bit key size and it runs DES 
three times. Fig. 6 shows the average encryption running time 
for all ranges. 

The encryption process throughput for files range from 
1MB to 1GB is shown in Fig. 7 (a)-(e). Similar to the 
encryption running time, our proposed framework has the 
highest throughput in comparison with the other encryption 
algorithms. Two main factors affect the throughput: the file 
size and running time. As our proposed framework has the 
lowest running time, it is expected that it will provide the 
highest throughput. It should be noted that the results only 
show the encryption process since the decryption process is 
just the reverse of the encryption process and it provides 
almost the same results. Fig. 8 shows the average encryption 
throughput for all ranges. 

 
Fig. 5. Average Encryption part running time for file ranges: (a) 1MB (B) 

100MB (c) 250MB (d) 500MB (e) 1GB. 

 
Fig. 6. Average encryption running time for all ranges. 

 
Fig. 7. Average throughput for file ranges: (a) 1MB (B) 100MB (c) 250MB 

(d) 500MB (e) 1GB. 

 

Fig. 8. Average encryption throughput for all ranges. 
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To evaluate security, the Avalanche effect is calculated for 
our proposed framework and other symmetric encryption 
algorithms. The idea of the Avalanche effect is to show the 
effect of changing one bit in the plaintext to the ciphertext. 
This will show how solid the encryption algorithm is against 
cracking and hacking threats and real time attacks. For an 
algorithm to pass the avalanche effect criteria, changing one 
bit in the plaintext is expected to affect half of the bits in the 
cipher text [21]. 

Fig. 9 shows the avalanche effect of the proposed 
framework compared to benchmarked algorithms; RC6, DES, 
3-DES. The avalanche effect of our proposed framework was 
58% compared to 44% for RC6, 27% for DES, and 35% for 3-
DES. From these results, it can be seen that the proposed 
framework is the only encryption that satisfies the avalanche 
effect criterion. 

 

Fig. 9. Avalanche effect. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Multi-level encryption algorithms are popular since they 
combine the strength of many encryption techniques at the 
same time. In this paper, we proposed a multi-level encryption 
framework that combines the strength of Feistel encryption, 
AES, Crossover and mutation, and HMAC. The framework 
was evaluated against symmetric encryption algorithm CR6, 
DES, 3DES for performance and security metrics. The results 
show that the proposed framework has the lowest running 
time, highest throughput, and passes the Avalanche effect 
criterion. 
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Abstract—This paper presented a new similarity method to 

improve the accuracy of traditional Collaborative Filtering (CF) 

method under sparse data issue. CF provides the user with items, 

that what they need, based on analyses the preferences of users 

who have a strong correlation to him/her preference. However, 

the accuracy is influencing by the method that use to find 

neighbors. Pearson correlation coefficient and Cosine measures, 

as the most widely used methods, depending on the rating of only 

co-rated items to find the correlations between users. 

Consequently, these methods have lack of ability in addressing the 

sparsity. This paper presented a new proposed similarity method 

based on the global user preference to address the sparsity issue 

and improve the accuracy of recommendation. Thus, the novelty 

of this method is the ability to solve the similarity issue with a 

capability of finding the relationship among non-correlated users. 

Furthermore, to determine the right neighbors during the process 

of computing the similarity between a pair of users, the developed 

method considered two main factors (fairness and proportion of 

co-rated). The MovieLens 100K benchmark dataset is used to 

evaluate the developed method accuracy. The experiments’ result 

showed that the accuracy of the developed method is improved 

compared to the traditional CF similarity methods using a specific 

common CF evaluation metrics. 

Keywords—Recommendation system; collaborative filtering; 

similarity method; data sparsity 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, information overload is a big challenge suffered 
by people in their daily life. Therefore, to make their decisions 
to filter information, they tend to ask friends, scan newspapers, 
follow advertising, and so forth. This may help them to 
alleviate this issue [1]. However, the information available on 
the Internet is still growing daily in a tremendous amount 
which is progressively becoming a big challenge in people’s 
daily life. This motivates researchers to automate the 
recommendation way to assist users to address these 
challenges. The Recommender System (RS) can suggest a set 
of items that may be related to their favorites, among the 
tremendous amount of data available [2]-[16]. RS is worked by 
creating the target user’s profile preference and matching it 
with other users’ profiles preferences in the database to locate 
his/her similar users. 

Moreover, the RS can be classified into three approaches, 
based on the state-of-the-art in recommender systems, which 

are Content-based (CB), Collaborative Filtering (CF) and 
Hybrid approaches [6], [8], [17]-[24]. CF is one of the most 
successful methods used to provide service of 
recommendation. It proposes the items based on the analysis 
the feedback provided by the users [3], [25]-[28]. Moreover, 
CF can be grouped into two main models: model-based and 
memory-based models [1], [29]. Where model-based need to 
build a model that will be used later to predict what the users 
will be preferred. Whereas, the pre-built model in memory-
based not required. The correlations between the users/items 
are calculated directly based on the feedback provided by the 
users. This correlation can be computed in space of users (user-
based) or items (item-based) [1], [8], [30]. 

In general, the main idea behind CF is that the users who 
have similar preferences in the past they will share similar 
preferences in the future [31]. Consequently, finding the 
nearest neighbors is the critical phase in the CF approach. 
Therefore, the similarity method in the CF is fundamental to its 
performance. In the existing methods, there are several 
proposed methods, such as Pearson’s Correlation (PCC), 
Cosine, their derivatives methods and others [32]. However, 
providing high-quality recommendations to users with whom 
the system does not have enough information about their 
preferences is a key challenge faced by the CF system. Since 
most users do not rate enough number of items in the database, 
then the user-item rating matrix will be usually sparse [2], [19], 
[33]-[44]. As a result, finding the correlation among users who 
have a small number of ratings will be a problem that might 
lead to locating unsuccessful neighbors and in turn lead to 
weak recommendations. Moreover, there is still a room for the 
development of recommendation accuracy, as well as the 
similarity methods in locating the accurate neighbors. 

Therefore, the primary goal of this paper is to developed a 
new similarity CF method to enhance the recommendation in 
term of accuracy. This developed method will be reliant on the 
global preferences to address the issue of data sparsity. 
Disparate the traditional similarity methods that depend on the 
ratings. The developed method builds users’ profile 
preferences by adopting the item types more than rating data. 
In addition, the new similarity measure considered two main 
factors. First one is the proportion of the number of items rated 
by the target user to the number of items taken by both users. It 
is taken into account to ensure the fairness when calculating the 
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correlations between a pair of users. The correlation weight 
between the pair of users should be increased as the number of 
ratings for each of them is close and vice versa. The second 
one, to devalue the correlation value when the number of co-
rated items is small the percentage of common items is 
considered. Several experiments will be contacted on 
MovieLens benchmark datasets to evaluate the developed 
method. 

The structure of the remainder of this work is as follows: 
Literature review is discussed in Section 2. The developed 
similarity method and its phases are presented in Section 3. In 
Section 4, the evaluation process and experimental results are 
discussed. This paper is concluded in Section 5. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Due to the similarity measures have a significant effect on 
the quality of recommendations several developments on the 
similarity methods have been done. For example, in [45], the 
contextual information is used to improve the traditional 
similarity methods via analyzing the singularity of user ratings. 
The researchers classified the ratings into positive and non-
positive. Next, calculate the singularity of each user and item in 
the database. Finally, they combined the singularity values 
with actual ratings to calculate the similarity weight between 
users. Their philosophy says that “if 95% of users voted 
positively for the item, the similarity derived (for this item) 
between two users who belong to the 5% (very singular) must 
be greater than the similarity derived between two users who 
belong to the 95% (not very singular)”. Moreover, in work 
[46], the authors developed new similarity method depends on 
the three types of significances: the significance of an item, the 
significance of each user in providing recommendations to 
other users and the significance of an item for a user. Then, 
according to these significances, the PCC and Cosine 
similarities methods are used. Choi and Suh [47] introduced a 
combination of traditional methods to give a new similarity 
method. It considered the correlation between the target item 
and each co-rated item in the process of computation similarity 
between users. Get a different set of neighbors with each 
different target item. They combined PCC, Cosine and 
Distance methods to compute the item and user correlation, 
respectively. Another improved similarity measure was 
presented by Mao and Cui in [48]. To solve the issue of data 
sparsity, the authors added impact factor to the traditional 
similarity measure. This impact factor, ε, represents the ratio of 
co-rated items by the pair of users. However, if they do not 
have common items, then the correlation value between them 
is zero. Moreover, Huang and Dai [49] proposed Weight 
Distance Model (WDM) to calculate the correlation between 
users. In this proposed method, the ratio of co-ratings and the 
similarity between a target item and each item in the co-rated 
set are considered. Additionally, a new weighting method takes 
into account the compromise factor was introduced in [50]. 
The compromise is the fraction of the number of common 
items on non-co-rated items. Nevertheless, there is still a 
drawback, may lead to low recommendations when the number 
of common not more enough. 

Other works improved similarity measures are introduced. 
Shunpan, Lin [51] introduced a singularity-based similarity 

measure. A pair of users should be having strong correlation if 
they rate items which are rated by only a few users compared 
to when they rate items which are rated by many users. Next, 
PCC is improved and used based on these singularity values. 
Moreover, the ratio of co-rated items is considered using 
adjusted Jaccard measure. Whereas, the authors in [52] 
proposed a new method for choosing neighbors depend on 
intersection and union neighborhood. Firstly, the neighbors are 
the ones who share same items of the target user. Secondly, the 
neighbors are the ones who share at least one item of the target 
user. However, all these measures still depend on common 
items when finding neighbors of a target user. Therefore, if 
there are no common items between a pair of users the 
similarity between them cannot be calculated and will be zero. 

Mahara [53] introduced a new combined similarity method 
to enhance the recommendation accuracy under data sparsity 
issue. This new method utilized Mean Measure of Divergence 
that takes into account the user’ rating behavior (low or high). 
The PCC, Jaccard and Measure of Divergence are combined to 
find the correlation between users. [54] is another example of a 
linear combination that combined PCC and Jaccard measures 
for web service recommendation. In addition, NWSM is a new 
weight similarity model proposed by Zang, Liu [55]. It 
considers the percentage of common rating (Jaccard), user 
rating preference (PCC), and the different contributions of 
other users to the target (mean and variance of the rating). Cao, 
Deng [56] used Bhattacharyya Coefficient (BC) to improve the 
similarity method to solve the issue of sparse data. Two main 
steps are adopted in this method. First, finding the nearest 
neighbors of items by calculating the CB similarity between 
two items and take the top N items to identify the 
neighborhood of the target item. Second, locating the nearest 
neighbors of users using the similarity method in [36]. 

Recently, some other methods in the improvement of 
similarity measures have been proposed. Koohi and Kiani [33] 
presented a new method based on the subspace clustering 
technique to address the problem of data sparsity and high 
dimensionality. The item space divided into three subspace 
Interested, Neither Interested nor Uninterested, and 
Uninterested. Next, based on these subspaces the correlations 
between users are calculated. Moreover, Bilge and Yargıç [57] 
to improve the multi-criteria CF accuracy, authors applied z-
score and decoupling normalization to overwhelm the negative 
effects of varying rating habits of users. Zhang and Yuan [43] 
improved similarity method by analyzing the shortcomings of 
traditional memory-based CF. In the improved method, the 
correlation between co-rated items and all items rated by the 
target user is considered. In the study [58], a new linear 
combination similarity method is proposed to overcome the 
issue of data sparsity. The global preferences, local context of 
the user behavior and proportion of common ratings between 
two users are considered based on PSS, Bhattacharya 
Coefficient, and Jaccard, respectively. 

From this quick discussion, almost every paper that has 
been discussed includes a different similarity method 
attempting to improve the recommendation accuracy. Overall, 
these studies highlight the importance of similarity measure in 
improving the recommendation accuracy. However, the 
process of similarity calculating among users in the most of 
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those measures depends on the co-rating. Therefore, the 
process of finding the relationship between a pair of users who 
do not have co-rating will be complicated. Moreover, most of 
the users do not have enough ratings. Therefore, the chance of 
users to have enough common items will be decreased. 
Consequently, the computation correlation will be more 
difficult and might lead to a fake relationship. 

III. PROPOSED SIMILARITY METHOD 

Some existing works related to improving similarity 
measure have been discussed in the previous section. 
Therefore, this section will start with a brief introduction about 
the motivation and assumptions of the proposed  method. Next 
subsection will present the global preference representation. 
Finally, the proposed  similarity method and prediction method 
will be presented. 

A. Motivation 

From related work section, we can note that the correlation 
between a pair of users in the most improved similarity 
methods depends on the PCC or Cosine measures which can be 
computed as shown in (1) and (2), respectively. 
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Where  (   ) is the similarity between user   and user  , 
and       represents a set of items which rated by both users x 

and y. The symbols   ̅ and   ̅  symbolize the average rating of 

user x and y, respectively.      denotes to the rating value of the 

item i by the user x. 

Although those similarity methods have been proposed 
based on PCC and Cosine to improve the accuracy of 
recommendation, there are some shortcomings. First, the 
similarity calculation in most of those measures depends on the 
co-rating. Therefore, the similarity calculation will suffer when 
the user has few ratings. This reduces the chance of users to 
have common items, and then the computation correlation will 
be more difficult. Second, some users rate items randomly so it 
is not right to say that the rating value reflects their interest. 
This may lead to locating unsuccessful neighbors. Third, 
ignoring the proportion of common ratings and not considering 
absolute value also will lead to low accuracy. Next, ignoring 
the fairness factor, users who have the same number of rating 
items should have more strong correlation than others, through 
similarity calculation process also may come out with the fake 
relationship. Finally, the memory-based CF mechanisms still 
have an open room for enhancement in the accuracy of 
recommendations. Therefore, the researcher going to develop 
new similarity method depends on global preferences. The next 
subsection explains how the rating matrix utilized to present 
global preference of users. 

B. Global Preference Presentation 

Typically, in common CF, the rating value usually 
represents the degree of preference of a user on an item. 
Whereas, in this paper, the proposed method utilized the type 
of items to express this preference. Three main steps to build 
the global preferences profile will be expressed. In this case, 
the MovieLens dataset is used to explain these steps. The 
MovieLens dataset has 18 types of movie such as action, 
crime, comedy, documentary, etc. Each movie can be 
belonging at least to one or more types. All ratings of users on 
movies are utilized to build their global preferences. This 
process passes through three sub-processes as shown in Fig. 1, 
which are presented as follow: 

User-item matrix: we defined U to represent a set of n users 
in the dataset, and I is a set of m items that are rated within the 
interval [Min, …, Max]. The rows indicate the vector ratings of 
users. Likewise, the columns indicate the item’ ratings. 
Therefore, the cells intersection will be filled by       values that 

symbolizes the rating of user i on item j where the absence of 
ratings will be symbolled by the symbol *. 

Frequent rating matrix: let’s assume the following 
hypothesis. In e-commerce, the users purchase their 
commodity based on the type of color, style, brand, etc. 
Therefore, we can say that their preferences may be 
represented depend on this behavior (type of their purchases). 
Similarly, MovieLens domain is classified into 18 types. Thus, 
the users who like to watch documentary movies will prefer to 
watch this type more than the others. To explain this step, we 

assume that   ⃗⃗⃗   is a vector represents the types’ information of 

an movie  j, where   ⃗⃗⃗   (  
 
   

 
     

 
        

 
   
  ). 

The    vector indicates the types of movies in the dataset, where 

   (                    )  and k is the total number of 

types of movies in that dataset. Where , the value of   
 
 will be 

equal to 1 if the item j belongs to the g
th
 category and 0 if it is 

otherwise. The frequent matrix values will be represented by 
     that represents the number of movies rated by user i and 

belongs to type g
th
. The      value can be counted using 

     ∑   
 
     
. Where,    is the set of movies chosen by user i 

and    
 
 denotes the information value of movie j that belongs 

to g
th
 category i. 

Normalization matrix: normalizing the frequent matrix to 
transform the rating count value into ratio value between zero 
and one. The normalization will be done to preserve the 
standardization in the process of compare. The normalized 
values will be utilized to represent the global preference of 
users which are used as inputs in the calculation of similarity 

process. For example, If the   ⃗⃗   vector represents the category 
information of user i where 

  ⃗⃗    (                              ), Therefore, the 

preferences of users on each category presented in the vector 
space model by a user-type normalization matrix,. Where the 
normalized value,      is the percentage preference of user i on 

type g which can be calculated using      
    

∑     
 
   

, Where k 

is the number of item types in the database. Next, the 
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normalized matrix will be used as a main input to defined the developed similarity measure. 
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Fig. 1. Global preference presentation.

C. User Similarity Measurement based on the Global 

Preference 

The similarity measure is required to calculate the 
correlation between a pair of users. In this work, the PCC and 
Cos will be adjusted and adopted based on the normalized 
matrix data and fairness and co-rated proportion factors, 
respectively. First, adopting fairness factor to the proposed 
similarity measure makes it more accurate. The correlation 
between a pair of users who has a close number of ratings 
should be stronger than the others. In this study, the fairness 
factor can be defined as the proportion of the number of items 
rated by the target user to the number of items taken by both 
users. For example, let u is the target user and      is the set of 
items rated by u. Moreover, v is the compared user, where      
is the set of items rated by him/her. Therefore, the fairness 
factor (  ) of each user can be defined as per (3) below: 

  (   )  
    

       
  , and   (   )  

    

       
 (3) 

Where,   (   ) is the weight of fairness of user   
compare to user  , and   (   ) is the weight of fairness of 
user   compare to user  . 

Second, the proportion of co-rated items is also considered 
in the proposed measure. Further, if the similarity between 
user    (   )     (   ), for example, and users   and   

have more co-rated than users u and l. It is obvious that the 
   (   )  weight should be stronger than    (   ). The 
sigmoid function will be used to devalue the weight of 
similarity when the co-rating small as shown in (4). Where the 
denominator   will be utilized to limit the minimum size of co-
rated. If the size of the set of common items equal or bigger 
than the   threshold then the sigmoid weight would be bigger 
than 0.9 and vice versa. For example, if the   equalled to 1 and 
size of co-rated of a pair of users equaled to 0, then the sigmoid 
value would be 0.5. But, if the size of co-rated is more than 3, 
the sigmoid value would be bigger than 0.95. The sigmoid 
function (  ) can be computed as shown in (4). 

  (   )  
 

      ( 
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)
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where   (   )    (   ) and |    | represents the set of 

co-rated items of users   and  . 

As in above mentioned, based on the global preference 
presented in the normalized matrix and to adopt the 
aforementioned factors, the similarity between the pair of users 
  and   can be defined as DPcc and DCos methods in (5) and 
(6), respectively. Where, DPcc and DCos represent the 
developed similarity measures based on PCC and Cosine, 
respectively. 
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After the similarity measurement is formulated, the 
correlation between users in the database will be computed to 
determine the most similar users. The users who have highest 
weight similarity with the target user will be located as 
neighbors. The adjusted weighted method is used to compute 
the predictions score for the user   on each neighbors’ item. 
Equation (7) has been used to compute predictions. 

       ̅  
∑ (         (   )    ̅̅̅̅ )   (   )   

∑     (   )    
 

(7) 

Where,      is the prediction value for u about a specific 

item i, and N is the nearest neighbor of user u. 

In the final phase of this method, M-top items will be 
provided to the target user as a set of recommendation. 

User-item matrix Frequent type matrix Normalized   type matrix 
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IV. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION 

A. Dataset and Metrics 

Several experiments were contracted to evaluate the 
performance of proposed similarity method (DPcc and DCos). 
The MovieLens 100K dataset, as a public dataset available and 
widely used in the processes of CF system [33], was used in 
the process of evaluation. It includes 100,000 ratings provided 
by 943 users on 1,682 movies. Released in April 1998. The 
ratings were provided by users on a scale ranging from 1 to 5 
stars. The sparsity level of 100k is 93.7%. Moreover, a specific 
widely used evaluation metrics are used to test the proposed 
method. Which are the: Mean Absolute Error (MAE); Recall; 
Precision; and F-measure measurements. MAE is used to 
calculate the difference between the actual rating and the 
predicted rating by users in the test, see (8). While, the 
precision is the fraction of retrieved items in a recommendation 
list that the user would rate useful, see (9). Moreover, the recall 
is the fraction of relevant items that are retrieved to the relevant 
items see (10). F-measure metric is a combined metric of 
precision and recall, it gives different information, the 
weighted mean of precision and recall, compared to precision 
and recall, see (11). 

    
∑        
 
   

 
                                                              (8) 

( 

Where N represents the number of items that have been 
selected for the work test and rated by the target user, pi and ri 
are the predicted ratings and actual ratings for the item i, 
respectively. 

Table I illustrates the recommendation confusion matrix 
and how precision and recall metrics are defined relate to this 
matrix. 

TABLE I. RECOMMENDATION CONFUSION MATRIX 

 
Results in the test set 

Rated Unrated 

Recommendation 
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True 
Positive 

(TP) 

False 
Positive 

(FP) 

Not recommended 

False 

Negative 
(FN) 

True 

Negative 
(TN) 
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A. Experimental and Results 

In this section, the experimental results conducted on 
MovieLens datasets 100K will be reported. This dataset is 
divided randomly into two training set 80%, and testing set 
20% to show the proposed methods accuracy improvement. 
Regarding inputs parameters, the  , sigmoid function 
parameter, is tested with various values to identify the best 
value which was 9. Another main inputs they were the size of 
recommended items and neighbors. The number of 
recommended items were 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 and the final 
results are represented by averaging variation size of neighbors 

(10, 20, 30, 40 and 50) in terms of precision, recall, and F-
measure. The Pearson’s correlation (PCC), Cosine and 
Constrained Pearson Correlation Coefficient (CPCC) are used 
for comparison as most common traditional CF [43], [53], [58]. 
The “DPcc” and “DCos” denote to the results from our 
proposed methods based on Pearson’s correlation and Cosine 
methods, respectively. 

Fig. 2 illustrates the MAE rate of the proposed methods 
compare to PCC, Cosine, and CPCC. The size of neighbors 
was presented on a horizontal axis with variation in sizes, 
which are 30, 50, 70, 100, and 150. There is an improvement in 
the MAE rate when the number of neighbors increases. The 
MAE rate of proposed methods has notable enhancement. 
They have the lowest proportion of MAE; it is evident that the 
DPcc and DCos methods have the best accuracy in term of 
MAE. 

 
Fig. 2. Comparison of MAE with respect to the size of neighbors. 

Fig. 3 present the comparison of recall between PCC, 
Cosine, CPCC, and the proposed methods. In general, for all 
methods, the rate rose gradually to reach to the highest rate 
when the number of recommendations was 50. It can be 
observed that the recall rates of DPcc and DCos were the 
highest respect to all size of recommendation. To sum up, the 
recall rate improves as the number of recommended items 
increases. 

 
Fig. 3. Comparison of recall with respect to the size of recommendations. 

The graph in Fig. 4 gives comparative information about 
the precision rate for CF based on PCC, Cosine, CPCC, and the 
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proposed methods. At first glance, it is clear that the precision 
rate, for all methods, declines from the initial point, when the 
number of recommendations was 10, to reach to lowest value 
when the number of recommendations was 50. With regards to 
the proposed methods, it can be observed from the graph that 
the rate of precision was the highest compared to others. 

 
Fig. 4. Comparison of precision with respect to the size of recommendations. 

Fig. 5 shows the percentage of F-measure for CF using 
PCC, CPCC, Cosine, and the proposed similarity methods. It 
can be observed from the graph that, for all methods, there is a 
significant rise in the percentage of F-measure for all methods 
from the initial point when the sizes of recommended items 
were 10 to 30. However, after that, it rose slightly within the 
next two sizes of recommendations. As a conclusion, the F-
measure rate of CF-BSF is the best when compared to other 
methods PCC, Cosine and CPCC. Nevertheless, the F-measure 
rate of the proposed method was the overall highest as it can be 
seen in the figure. 

 
Fig. 5. Comparison of MAE with respect to the size of recommendations. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In CF method, locating the successful neighbors is an 
essential step in the improvement of recommendation 
accuracy. Thus, the critical step is how to develop an 
appropriate similarity measure. Several similarity methods in 
the state-of-the-art have been improved. However, most of 
them are still suffering from the negative impacts of sparsity 

data issue. Therefore, this work introduced a proposed 
similarity method utilized the global preferences of users to 
solve this issue. This global preference is inferred based on 
ratings of users to represent their preferences. Next, these 
preferences are used as input for the proposed similarity 
measure. Consequently, the correlation between a pair of users 
is calculated even they do not have common items. In addition, 
adopting two factors, fairness and proportion of co-rated items, 
in the proposed similarity to improve the accuracy of the 
recommendations has a positive effected as shown in the result. 
To conclude that, we can say, the problem of data sparsity is 
solved, and the accuracy is improved as shown in the 
experiments result. This result showed that the proposed 
method improved the accuracy when compared to the common 
traditional CF similarity methods using specific common 
evaluation metrics (MAE, Recall, Precision, and F-Measure). 

However, the only main limitation of this work is related to 
the type of the dataset that can be worked with.  The dataset 
that includes unclassified items will require pre-processing 
action before implementing it. The items classifications are 
needed to be revealed the dataset to meet the aspects of the 
proposed method. Therefore, the proposed method will be 
generalized to work on a different type and a larger size of 
datasets such as Netflix and 10M MovieLens through 
considering an accurate classification step. Moreover, the 
further research can be improved the accuracy of this proposed 
method by considering the factor of different degree of ratings 
of both users. Moreover, the singularity and significance also 
will be considered. 
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Abstract—Now-a-days, multimedia content analysis occupies 

an important place in widely used applications. It may depend on 

audio segmentation which is one of the many other tools used in 

this area. In this paper, we present an optimized audio 

classification and segmentation algorithms that are used to 

segment a superimposed audio stream according to its content 

into 10 main audio types: speech, non-speech, silence, male 

speech, female speech, music, environmental sounds, and music 

genres, such as classic music, jazz, and electronic music. We have 

tested the KNN, SVM, and GASOM algorithms on two audio 

classification systems. In the first audio classification system, the 

audio stream is discriminated into speech no-speech, pure-

speech/silence, male speech/female speech, and music/ 

environmental sounds. However, in the second audio 

classification system, the audio stream is segmented into 

music/speech, pure-speech/silence, male speech/female speech. 

For pure-speech/silence discrimination, it is performed in the two 

systems according to a rule-based classifier. Concerning the 

music segments in both systems, they are discriminated into 

different music genres using the decision tree as a classifier. Also, 

the first audio classification system has succeeded to achieve 

higher performances compared to the second one. Indeed, in the 

first system using the GASOM algorithm with leave-one-out 

validation technique, the average accuracy has reached 99.17% 

for the music/environmental sounds discrimination. Moreover, in 

both systems, the GASOM algorithm has always reached the best 

results of performances compared to KNN and SVM algorithms. 

Therefore, in the first system, the GASOM algorithm has been 

contributed to obtain an optimized consumption time compared 

to that one obtained using the two HMM and MLP methods.     

Keywords—Segmentation and classification audio; features 

extraction; features discrimination; GASOM algorithm 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In order to facilitate and help the users to be more accurate 
and efficient in their research for multimedia contents on 
search engines, content-based indexing and retrieval 
technologies is a good way to help them to access directly to 
the required multimedia contents. Recently, the research in the 
multimedia content relies on the content-based audio retrieval 
and other relevant techniques such as the audio segmentation, 
the audio indexing, the audio browsing, and the audio 
annotation. Generally, there are many techniques to categorize 
the audio content into speech, music or other sounds, and there 
are different methods to process each type of them. Concerning 
the retrieve of speech and spoken documents, they are 

transformed into texts by automatic speech recognition 
systems. For the retrieve of music, an approximate string 
matching algorithm has been proposed in [1] to solve a string 
matching problem and to match strings of features, such as the 
rhythm, melody, and chord strings of musical objects in a 
music database. Also, besides speech and music, we can find 
general sounds that represent the major audio type. In some 
research, such sounds has been dedicated to the classification 
and in others, it has been used in more specific areas, such as 
the classification of piano [2] and ringing [3] sounds. 
Furthermore, in order to face the growing size of audio 
databases with a huge amount of audio data, an efficient 
organization and manipulation of data is required. For 
example, a discrimination of speech and non-speech segments 
with a high accuracy is required for such applications, such as 
the automatic transcription instance of broadcast news (BN), 
automatic speech and speaker recognition, recovery audio 
requests, and so forth. As the audio data contains alternating 
sections of different audio types, an automatic classification of 
its content into appropriate audio classes is a fundamental step 
in the processing of audio streams. Thus, this kind of 
separation is called audio content classification. Regarding the 
audio stream segmentation, it is often substantial with the 
classification process in the recovery system and they are 
together useful for many classification tasks. Moreover, the 
feature extraction process is a conditioning element for the 
overall classification performance as it includes three types of 
features which can be extracted from temporal, frequency, and 
coefficient domains. Concerning the time domain features, they 
include the Zero-Crossing Ratio (ZCR), the Silence Ratio (SR), 
the Root Mean Square (RMS), and so on. As for the frequency 
domain features, they contain the pitch, the bandwidth, the 
Spectral Centroid (SC), and so on. Also, the linear prediction 
coefficients (LPC) and the Mel-Frequency Cepstral 
Coefficients (MFCC) are widely exploited in automatic speech 
recognition and automatic classification of general sounds. 
Recently, the wavelet coefficients have attracted much 
attention of researchers thanks to its multi-resolution property 
and its better time-frequency resolution [4], [5]. Furthermore, a 
major change in the online service has been created by the 
excessive increase of multimedia data on the internet. 
Therefore, the audio information becomes an important part of 
most multimedia applications, especially music, which is the 
most common and popular example of online information. 
Thus, the segmentation and classification of audio streams 
according to their content is a useful means for analyzing 
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audio, video, and understanding content. However, performing 
this task requires an efficient and accurate technique. Such a 
technique is called audio segmentation which splits an audio 
stream into homogenous regions. Also, an emerging increase in 
digital data is caused by the advent of multimedia and network 
technology, which in turn begets a growing interest in 
multimedia content-based information retrieval. Indeed, the 
discrimination of audio signal according to its content is the 
fundamental step for its analysis and understanding. For audio 
segmentation and classification, it is considered as a pattern 
recognition problem and it includes two main stages: feature 
extraction and extracted-features-based classification [6]. Also, 
the categorization of audio content analysis applications can be 
performed in two parts: the first part is the discrimination of an 
audio stream into homogenous regions and the second part is 
the discrimination of a speech stream into segments of different 
speakers. In [7], [8], the discrimination of an audio stream into 
different audio types has been performed using Support Vector 
Machine (SVM) algorithm and K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) 
algorithm. Moreover, the characterization of various audio 
content levels of a sound track has been carried out by 
frequency tracking in an audio indexing system proposed in 
[9]. This system has the specificity that it does not need any 
prior information. In [10], the authors have proposed a fuzzy 
approach that uses a hierarchical segmentation and 
classification according to automatic audio analysis. In [11], an 
extracted-features-based music and speech discrimination has 
been performed using a multi-dimensional Gaussian Maximum 
A posteriori (MAP) estimator, a Gaussian Mixture Model 
(GMM), a k-d tree-based spatial partitioning scheme, and a 
KNN classifier. Also, the change point detection is a process 
which splits the audio stream into homogenous and continuous 
temporal regions by searching for temporal boundaries. On the 
other hand, it has a problem which arises in the definition of 
homogeneity criteria. For this purpose, stream segmentation 
can be performed by calculating the Generalized Likelihood 
Ratio (GLR) statistics without prior knowledge of classes [12]. 
However, computing statistics using MFCC coefficients 
requires a large amount of data for training [12]. 

For a transcript of meetings and automatic camera tasks, 
the segmentation of the meeting of a group of persons 
according to their voices is required. Indeed, the segmentation 
of feature vectors has been carried out using Bayesian 
Information Criterion (BIC), which has required a large 
amount of data for training [13], [14]. Also, the Structures 
Support Vector Machine (SSVM) has been used by structured 
discriminator models for large-vocabulary speech recognition 
tasks and the determination of features has been performed by 
Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [15], [16] and a Viterbi 
decoding [17]. The human auditory systems rely principally on 
perception, while audio retrieval systems are traditionally text-
based, which is not sufficient to achieve perceptual similarity 
between two audio clips because it only elaborates the high-
level audio content. Thus, a query technique has been used to 
solve this problem and it was a very different approach to 
audio classification. In [18], modeling of continuous 
probability distribution of audio characteristics has been 
performed by a Gaussian mixture model (GMM). Also, a 
MMI-supervised tree-based vector quantizer and a feed-
forward neural network have been proposed in [15], [19], [20], 

[21] for the task of detecting speech and environmental sounds 
on a sound stream. Indeed, a Kernel Fisher discriminator-based 
regularized kernel has been used for an unsupervised change 
detection task [22], [23]. 

Speech is not only limited to be used as a mode of 
transmission words of messages, but it can be also used as a 
means of transmitting emotions, personality, etc. Indeed, in 
many speech applications, mainly in speech segmentation and 
speaker verification, words containing vowel regions have a 
vital importance. For this, dividing an audio stream into 
segments is possible by a vowel regions-based audio 
segmentation. In fact, the audio segmentation algorithms can 
be divided into three general categories: the first category 
includes the features extraction stage in which the time and 
frequency domain features are extracted, and then their 
classification is performed by a classifier in order to 
discriminate the different audio signals according to their 
content. For the second audio segmentation category, it 
includes the feature extraction statistics which are used for 
discrimination by a classifier. Thus, these types of features are 
called posterior probability-based features. In this category, the 
classifier requires a large amount of data for training in order to 
reach accurate results. Concerning the third category of audio 
segmentation algorithms, it requires the use of efficient 
discriminators, such as BIC, Gaussian Likelihood Ratio (GLR), 
and Hidden Markov Model (HMM). In fact, good results are 
given by these classifiers if a large amount of data for training 
is provided. Also, many applications have been performed 
using audio segmentation and classification. Among these 
applications we can find the content-based audio classification 
and retrieval which are most used in the entertainment 
industry, managing audio archives, use of commercial music, 
supervising, and so forth. Nowadays, millions of databases on 
the World Wide Web are presented for audio search and 
indexing, and for audio segmentation and classification. In the 
monitoring of broadcasts news programs, the audio 
classification has contributed to reach efficient and accurate 
navigation through the archives of broadcasts news. The 
analysis of superimposed speech is a complex problem, and 
consequently improved-performance systems are required. 
Also, the audio stream segmentation is a preprocessing step in 
many audio processing applications in which it has a 
significant impact on the speech recognition performance. For 
this, the proposed audio segmentation and classification 
algorithm must be optimized, efficient, and fast in order to be 
used in real-time multimedia applications. Indeed, the 
hybridization of Self-Organization-Map (SOM) algorithm with 
Genetic Algorithm (GA) (called GASOM algorithm) is such 
algorithm which meets these requirements. To deal with 
complex data characteristics, the GASOM algorithm allows 
avoiding weakness such as slow convergence time being 
always trapped in the local minima. Moreover, this algorithm 
requires less training data, and consequently a high accuracy 
and a reduced-consumption time can be achieved. Indeed, the 
weights of the SOM algorithm have been optimized using GA 
algorithm, which allows obtaining a better mapping quality of 
classification and labeling data. In this work, the input data in 
the first audio segmentation and classification system is 
segmented, and then classified into nine basic audio types: 
speech, silence, music, environmental sounds, speech male, 
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speech female, electronic music, classic music, and jazz music. 
Concerning the second audio segmentation and classification 
system, the input data is segmented, and then classified into 
eight basic audio types: speech, music, silence, speech male, 
speech female, electronic music, classic music, and jazz music.                                                                                                                             
In this paper, we also exhibit possible solutions for classifying 
the audio stream using the two KNN and SVM classifiers. 
Furthermore, different descriptors have been proposed to face 
the audio variety and discriminate very well between the 
different audio types. 

The remaining sections of this paper are organized as 
follows: in Section I, audio segmentation and classification 
steps, feature extraction process, classification approaches 
(KNN, SVM, and GASOM) are presented, and then discussed. 
In the next section, an exhibition of different evaluations used 
to assess the experimental tests. In last section, the 
experimental results are discussed. 

II. RESEARCH METHOD 

A. Pre-classification 

At first, the audio signal has been segmented into 1-s 
frames by applying the growing-window technique with a 
sample rate of 16 KHz. Consequently, the DCT coefficients at 
each frame have been calculated by Fast Fourier transform 
(FFT).Indeed, these last steps form together the short-term 
Fourier transform (STFT) which is a category of short-term 
processing techniques. Thus, we have obtained a matrix of the 
STFT coefficients from which their magnitudes are calculated 
to form a resulting matrix that can be treated as an image. This 
image is called spectrogram of signal. 

B. Audio Classification and Segmentation Step 

A separated analysis of each widowed frame in the audio 
clip has been performed as a pre-classification step before the 
classification. After that, the normalized feature vectors have 
been extracted, and then the classification step has been 
performed by selecting one of the algorithms SVM, KNN, and 
GASOM. Concerning the classification of audio clip/frames 
into speech and non-speech segments, it has been performed 
using a SVM, KNN, or GASOM classifier. For the speech 
segments, they have been discriminated into silence and pure-
speech segments according to a rule-based classifier as the 
speech signal contains mostly silence frames. After that, the 
pure-speech segments have been used by the SVM, KNN, or 
GASOM classifier in order to discriminate between male 
speech and female speech. Also, the SVM, KNN, or GASOM 
classifiers have been then used to classify the non-speech 
segments into musical and environmental sounds. At the end, 
music genre discrimination has been carried out by a decision 
tree using music segments. Fig. 1 illustrates the block diagram 
of the first proposed audio classification system.  Indeed, the 
audio stream has been each time down sampled to 16000 KHz 
and the features {Zero-Crossing rate, short-time energy, 
spectrum flux, Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients, vector 
chroma, spectral centroid, harmonic ratio, energy of entropy, 
spectral energy, and periodicity analysis}have been extracted, 
and then classified. These features {Mel-frequency cepstral 
coefficients, spectral flux, zero-crossing rate, and short time 
energy} have been used by the selected classifier (KNN, SVM, 

or GASOM algorithm) to classify the audio stream into speech 
and non-speech segments. For the discrimination between 
silence and pure-speech segments, it has been performed by a 
rule-based classifier, and then the pure-speech segments have 
been discriminated into male speech or female speech using the 
KNN, SVM, or GASOM algorithm as a classifier and 
{harmonic ratio and frequency estimator} as features. Also, the 
discrimination of non-speech segments into music and 
environmental sounds has been performed by the KNN, SVM, 
or GASOM algorithm as a classifier and {spectrum flux and 
Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients} as features. Moreover, the 
features {the minimum of the sequence entropy values and the 
mean value of the spectral flux sequence} have been used by 
the decision tree as a classifier in order to discriminate between 
different musical genres. 

 
Fig. 1. Block scheme of the first audio classification and segmentation 

system. 

C. Feature Extraction Step 

At first, the audio signal has been divided into mid-term 
windows, and then the short-term processing technique has 
been applied for each segment. After that, the feature statistics 
have been calculated using feature sequences from each mid-
term segment. Therefore, we obtain a set of statistics which 
represents each mid-term segment. In this work, the audio 
input has been divided into short-term windows and 23 audio 
features have been calculated per window. Thus, two mid-term 
statistics have been drawn per feature and a 46-dimensional 
vector has been obtained as output of the mid-term function. 
Also, the sizes of windows were 2 seconds and 0.05 seconds 
for mid-term and short-term processing, respectively. 
Moreover, the mid-term and short-term window steps were 
respectively set to 1 second and 0.025 seconds. 

1) The Energy: The calculation of the short-term energy is 

given by the following expression: 

                       ( )  ∑ |  ( )|
   

   ,                     (1) 
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Where     and    are respectively the sequence of audio 
samples of the     frames and the length of the frame. The 
normalization of the energy is usually performed in order to 
eliminate the dependence on the frame length. Thus, the 
expression of (1) becomes as follows: 

                     ( )  
 

  
∑ |  ( )|

   
   

For the short-term energy variation, it is faster for speech 
frames than those of music because the speech signals contain 
weak phonemes and short periods of silence between words. 

2) Zero Crossing-Rate (ZCR) 
This feature is defined as a measure of the occurrences of 

signal changes from positive to negative or vice versa. Also, 
another more general definition is the amount of zero-crossing 
in the frame. Moreover, the ZCR feature is a good 
discriminator for a speech and music separation and it is higher 
for speech than to music as it contains more silent regions [24], 
[25]. Indeed, the ZCR feature is expressed as follows: 

           
 

 (   )
∑ |   , (   )-     , ( )-|   
   

Where  ( ) and    , - represent respectively the discrete 
signal that is in the range of         and the sign function. 

3) The Entropy of Energy 
The interpretation of the measure of abrupt changes in the 

level-energy of an audio signal represents the short-term 
entropy of energy. Indeed, the calculation of this feature is 
carried out at first by dividing each short-term frame into k 
sub-frames of fixed duration. After that, the energy of each 
sub-frame j is calculated and divided by the total energy of the 
short-term frame (            )as in equation (1). Thus, the 
resulting sequence of sub-frame energy values   , j=1,…,K, is 

treated by a division operation (a standard procedure)as a 
sequence of probabilities such as in (4): 

                                  
          

            
                             ( )  

Where                     ∑           
 
              ( )

At the end, the calculation of the entropy   ( )  of a 
sequence   is carried out according to the following equation: 

                     ( )   ∑  

 

   

    (  )                   ( )

4) The Spectral Centroid and Spread:  
The two simple measures of the spectral position and shape 

are carried out by the spectral centroid and the spectral spread. 
For the spectral centroid, it is defined as the center of „gravity‟ 
of the spectrum. Indeed, the value of the spectral centroid    of 

the     audio frameis givenby the following expression: 

                                    
∑    ( )
   
   

∑   ( )
   
   

                          (7) 

Concerning the second central moment of the spectrum, 
which is the spectral spread, it can be calculated by taking the 
derivation of the spectrum from the spectral centroid according 
to the following equation: 

                        √
∑ (    )

   ( )
   
   

∑   ( )
   
   

                        (8) 

5) The Spectral Entropy (SE) 
The calculation of the spectral entropy is similar to that one 

of the entropy of energy with a difference that this latter is 
performed in the frequency domain [26]. Indeed, the spectrum 
of the short-term frame is at first divided into L sub-bands 
(bins), and then the energy    of the     sub-band,   
           is normalized by the total spectral energy, which 
is  

                                                    
  

∑   
   
   

 ,             

At the end, the entropy of the normalized spectral energy 
  is carried out according to the following equation: 

                          ∑   
   
        (  )                   (9) 

In [27], [28], an efficient discrimination between speech 
and music has been performed by the variant of the spectral 
entropy called chromatic entropy. 

6) The Spectral Flux (SF) 
The measure of the spectral change between two successive 

frames is performed by spectral flux which is calculated as the 
squared difference between the normalized magnitudes of the 
spectra of two successive short-term windows such as: 

  (     )  ∑ (   
   
   

( )       ( ))
                          (10) 

                 ( )  
  ( )

∑   ( )
   
   

                                         (11) 

   ( ) is defined as the     normalized DTF coefficient at 
the     frame. 

7) The Spectral Rolloff 
The frequency below which a certain percentage (usually 

around 90%) of the magnitude distribution of the spectrum is 
concentrated, is defined as a spectral rolloff. Each time that 
the        coefficient corresponds to the spectral rolloff of 
the     frame, the expression satisfying this condition is given 
by the following equation: 

                           ∑   ( )   ∑   ( )
   
   

 
                   (12) 

Where   is the adopted percentage. Also, the normalization 
of the spectral rolloff frequency is usually performed by 
dividing it with   so that it takes values between 0 and 1.         

8) MFCC  Coefficients                                                
This feature represents the cepstral representation of the 

signal where the distribution of frequency bands is carried out 
according to the Mel-scale instead of the linearly spaced 

approach. Let   ̃  the power at the output of the     frame 
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filter, the resulting MFCC coefficients are expressed by the 
following equation: 

   ∑ (    
     ̃)    0 .  

 

 
/
 

 
1                (13) 

Furthermore, the MFCC coefficients are defined according 
to (13) as the coefficients of the discrete cosine transform of 
Mel-scaled log-power spectrum. Also, the MFCC coefficients 
have been used in many audio analysis applications, such as 
speaker clustering [29], music genre classification [30], and 
speech recognition [31].  

9) The Chroma Vector 
The chroma vector is defined as the 12-element 

representation of the spectral energy [32]. Moreover, this 
descriptor has been widely applied in music-related 
applications [33]-[36]. Indeed, the computation of the chroma 
vector is performed by grouping the DFT coefficients of a 
short-term window into 12 bins: one of the 12 equal-tempered 
pitch classes of Western-type music is represented by each bin. 
Therefore, the mean of the log-magnitudes of respective DFT 
coefficients is produced by each bin such as: 

                  ∑
  ( )

  
              

                   (14) 

Where    and    represent respectively a subset of 
frequencies that correspond to the DFT coefficients and the 
cardinality of   . 

10) Periodicity Estimation and Harmonic Ratio 
In general, we can categorize the audio signals into a 

periodic (noise-like) and quasi-periodic. Despite the fact that 
some signals have a periodic behavior, it is so hard to find the 
same periods for two signals. Concerning the voiced signals 
and the majority of music signals, they are included in the 
category of quasi-periodic signals. For the estimation of the 
fundamental frequency, it is carried out according to the 
autocorrelation function, which calculates the correlation 
between the shifted signal and the original one [37]. After that 
the fundamental period which exhibits the maximum 
autocorrelation is chosen to be the lag. Indeed, the 
correlation    ( ) can be defined as the correlation of the 

   frame with itself at time-lag   such as   

                               ( )  ∑  

  

   

( )  (   )                     (  ) 

Therefore, the calculation of the normalized autocorrelation 

function for the   frame is given by the following equation: 

    ( )  
  ( )

√∑   ( ) ∑   (   ) 
  
   

  
   

                  (  ) 

Where     is the number of samples per frame and m is the 
time-lag.                                                                   

Also, the harmonic ratio is defined as the maximum value 
of           is determinate by the following equation: 

                  
   

           
*  ( )+            (  ) 

Where      and      are the allowable values of the 
fundamental period. 

Therefore, the position of the occurrence of the maximum 
value of    is used to determinate the selected fundamental 
frequency as follows: 

              
                   *  ( )+            (  ) 

III. CLASSIFICATION APPROACHES 

We have designed two audio classification systems: in the 
first one, the SVM/KNN/GASOM classifiers are at first 
applied to classify segments into speech/non-speech segments, 
and then the non-speech segments are used for 
music/environmental sounds discrimination using the SVM, 
KNN or GASOM algorithm as a classifier. After that, the 
music segments are used by the decision tree classifier to 
discriminate between the different music genres. For the 
features of speech segments, they are discriminated by a rule-
based classifier into pure-speech and silence, and then the 
SVM, KNN or GASOM algorithm, is also used to discriminate 
between the pure-speech segments into male speech and 
female speech. Concerning the second audio classification 
system, a speech and music discrimination is at first performed 
using the KNN, SVM or GASOM algorithm as a classifier, and 
then the music segments are classified into different music 
genres using the decision tree classifier. For the speech 
segments, they are used by a rule-based classifier to 
discriminate between the silence and pure-speech segments. 
After that, the pure-speech segments are used to discriminate 
between male speech and female speech using KNN, SVM or 
GASOM algorithm as a classifier.          

A. Super Vector Machine (SVM) Algorithm  

The learning of an optimized separation hyper plan for 
given positive and negative examples is performed by the 
Super Vector Machine (SVM) [38], [39]. Indeed, this classifier 
minimizes the probability of misclassifying unseen patterns for 
a fixed data that has an unknown probability distribution. Thus, 
the SVM allows obtaining an optimized performance on 
training data, and consequently the structural risks are 
minimized. In fact, this characteristic makes the difference 
between SVM and other traditional pattern recognition 
techniques in term of optimization. Also, we distingue two 
types of SVM: linear and kernel-based non-linear. The 
complication of the distribution of features in the audio data 
causes areas of overlap between the different classes and there 
is no possibility to separate them linearly. Such a situation can 
be manipulated by a kernel support vector machine. Moreover, 
the kernel has been used by SVM in order to create an optimal 
separation hyper plane [40], [41]. Indeed, the kernel function 
implicitly maps the input vectors to a high-dimensionality 
feature space in which they are linearly separable. Among the 
most well-known and used functions of kernel, we can 
mention: polynomial, function-based Gaussian radial, and a 
multilayer perception. In fact, the kernel-based Gaussian radial 
has empirically shown its high performance compared to other 
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types of kernel. For this, we have used it in our proposed 
models. Furthermore, the expression of the kernel-based 
Gaussian radial is given as follows: 

                                      (   )     . 
    

   
/                   (19) 

Where,  σ is the width of the Gaussian function. 

B. K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) Algorithm 

The KNN classifier is a non-parametric classifier which 
works as follows: for each input vector to be classified, a 
search is started in order to find the location of the k nearest 
training examples, and then the class which has the largest 
members in this location is assigned to the input. Indeed, the 
measure of the neighborhood is performed using the Euclidian 
distance. Also, the domination of certain features due to their 
range of values during the calculation of the Euclidian distance, 
requires the use of the linear method (20) as a remedy of this 
issue by normalizing the     feature,          to zero mean 
and the standard deviation to 1: 

  ̂  
  ( )   ( )

 ( )
                           (  ) 

Where  ( )is the mean value of the     feature,  ( ) is the 
respective standard deviation,   is the dimensionality of the 
feature space, and M is the number of training samples.   

C. Self-Organized Mapping (SOM) Algorithm 

The neural network map SOM was inspired from biology 
by Teuvo Kohonen. It is assimilated as many elementary 
processors represented by the neurons which are connected to 
each other in order to exchange information. In fact, the 
parallel and massive work of many formal neurons offers them 
the capacity for learning and deciding in the recognition task 
[42], [43]. In general the activation function is non-linear and it 
differs from an application to another. Moreover, the neural 
weights in the vicinity of the activated neuron (winner neuron) 
are updated by the learning rules, which make them close to 
the input vector: 

                         ( ( )    )                            (  ) 

Where   is the learning ratio and     is the neighborhood 
function which relies on the distance between the units   and   
on the map.  

Furthermore, the map SOM network can be a universal tool 
of representation and recognition by virtue of its non-linear 
activation function. Thus, this algorithm can be applied in an 
unsupervised manner and it can be used for the recognition of 
voluminous input data.  

D. GASOM Algorithm 

To avoid the degradation of the diversity of genetic 
population in early generations, the SOM algorithm in order is 
used to maintain it thanks to its observed approximation 
property. Also, in order to increase the space research towards 
an optimal solution and avoid premature convergence, the 
Genetic Algorithm (GA) was hybridized to the SOM 
algorithm. This suggested algorithm allows the introduction of 

feature vectors into the SOM map in order to perform learning 
and testing operations. Indeed, there is an activation of a single 
neuron of the SOM map at each iteration, and consequently an 
appointing of the best matching unit (BMU). Among other 
neurons of the map, the best representative of the data inputs at 
this iteration is called the winning neuron. Also, every time we 
obtain a BMU neuron via the training iterations, which is 
special to each input and we will get an individual (a 
chromosome) assigned to this input for the reconstruction of 
population to be treated by the Genetic Algorithm (GA). 
Indeed, the representation of each chromosome is performed 
by a matrix of criteria which corresponds to the matrix of 
criteria for each neuron of a SOM map type during the 
iterations of learning or test [44]. After that the equation of 
changes and the update of the vectors of weights determinate 
the new chromosomes forming the new population for the next 
generation. Moreover, the modification of the update equation 
for the training of SOM map is performed by adding new 
coefficients according to the fitness values of the chromosomes 
of the current population. Furthermore, the ability of an input 
data is completely simulated by the weight of neuron as it is the 
largest organelle in the unit. Therefore, the diversification of 
population in the SOM topology has a huge effect on the 
evolution of the results of data recognition of the weights of 
units in the evolutionary process. Indeed, the explanatory 
diagram of the GASOM hybridization is shown in Fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 2. Explanatory diagram of the GASOM hybridization. 

E. Discrimination Steps for First Audio Classification System 

1) Speech and Non-Speech Discrimination 
This discrimination has been performed by the KNN, SVM 

or GASOM classifiers which have been applied with MFCC 
coefficients, SF, ZCR, and STE. Concerning the training 
databases, they were used to generate speech and non-speech 
code books. 

2) Speech and Silence Discrimination 
The detection of silence was performed according to 

features STE and ZCR by using 1-s window. For the 
classification, it has been performed by a rule-based classifier: 
each time when STE and ZCR exceed the predefined threshold 
value, then they were classified as pure-speech frame, 
otherwise they were classified as silence frame.                                                                                                

a) Male and Female Speech Discrimination 

We describe in this sub-section a voice-based gender 
identification approach which can be used for the annotation of 
multimedia content-based indexing. Typically, the range of 
values of the fundamental frequency for a male speaker is quite 

Iteration 

Input data 

Training/Test of SOM 

One BMU= a SOM 

Map type= a GA 

Chromosome 
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narrow (between 80-200 Hz) and large for a female speaker 
(150-350Hz). The gender identification system proposed in this 
work is based on n general audio classifier and it consists of 
three main steps: In the first step, the features {harmonic ratio 
and the periodicity estimation} are extracted and normalized 
(statistics). After that the different segments are clustered using 
GASOM, KNN or SVM algorithm as a classifier. In this work, 
we have used the correlation-based pitch estimation feature 
since it relies considerably on the speech quality.  

After the segmentation of the signal, each window obtained 
of duration T is modeled by a vector composed of two 
fundamental frequencies in ascending order (low and high 
frequency) representing the Harmonic Ratio (HR) in that 
frame. To avoid the incorrect peak selection caused by the 
existence of sub-harmonics in the spectrum and to look for a 
single peak representing exactly the sum of the harmonics and 
sub-harmonics, the sufficiently strong sub-harmonics are 
examined to see if they can be considered as a pitch candidate 
or not. Indeed, if the estimated HR in each frame exceeds the 
HR_thresold value (0.4), then the sub_HR is considered as an 
f0 candidate, otherwise the harmonic is favored. Therefore, we 
obtain two matrixes containing the f0 and HR candidates for 
each frame. After that, the values of the averages and variances 
of HR are calculated in each frame, and then normalized by 
their respective maximum so that the classifier captures the 
relation between the peak in the spectrum and other frequency 
bands. For the test stage, we have used 50 pairs of voice 
samples. While, 25 pairs of voice samples has been used to 
train the gender speech classifier in the training stage. 
Moreover, each sample is regarded containing a single speaker 
and the T window used in this stage is a training of basic units, 
and it is similar to that used in the test stage. 

3) Discrimination of Music and Environmental Sounds 
This discrimination was performed using non-speech 

segments. Also, the FS feature was combined with MFCC 
coefficients and they are used as descriptors for this 
discrimination. Moreover, one of the algorithms KNN, SVM 
and GASOM was used as a classifier in this stage. Experiences 
have proved that the SF feature for music is lower than that for 
environmental sounds. 

a) Discrimination of Music Genres 

We have used the long-term feature for each segment of 
music such as the minimum entropy values and the average SF 
values of the sequences to discriminate the different musical 
genres. Also, the decision tree was used as a classifier since it 
is self-exploratory and easy to interpret. It has to mention here 
that the long-term feature for classic music has higher values 
compared to those for electronic music and this can be 
explained by the smoother energy changes (high-entropy) in 
the classic music and, these long-term feature values cannot be 
reached by the Jazz music. Also, we have tried the spectral 
Rolloff descriptor besides the entropy and the spectral flux, and 
we have found out that these latter were the best for this kind 
of discrimination.                                              

F. Discrimination Steps for Second Audio Classification 

System 

1) Music and Speech Discrimination 

The statistic values (mean) of the sequences of spectral flux 
segments were used to discriminate between music and speech. 
Furthermore, the values obtained for the spectral flux were 
higher for speech than for music due to the fast alternation of 
local spectral changes between the speech phonemes. 
Moreover, we have tried the flux centroid and the chroma 
vectors as descriptors for this kind of discrimination, and the 
best discrimination result has been also reached by the spectral 
flux. Also, one of the algorithms SVM, KNN, and GASOM 
was used each time as a classifier in this discrimination.  

2) Speech and Silence Discrimination, Male and Female  

3) Speech Discrimination, and Discrimination of Music 

Genres 
These discriminations have been performed in the same 

way as those of the first audio classification system.  

The two audio classification systems are given in Fig. 3 
and 4.  

 
Fig. 3. First audio classification  system. 

 
Fig. 4. Second audio classification system. 

IV. EVALUATIONS 

A. Measures of Performance 

To know the type of errors during the training and testing 
phases, we have used the    confusion matrix, which is a 
       matrix whose rows and columns refer to the true and 
predicted class labels, respectively, of the dataset. Indeed, the 
confusion matrix is expressed as follows: 

       (   )  
  (   )

∑   (   )
  
   

                                           (22) 
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Where,   (   ) is the number of samples of class    which 
are assigned to class   by the adopted classification method. 
Also, we have used the overall accuracy (Acc) which is 
defined as the ratio of the samples of dataset that have been 
correctly classified. Indeed, this evaluation criterion has the 
following expression: 

                   
∑   (   )
  
   

∑ ∑   (   )  
  
   

  
    

                                 (  ) 

Moreover, in order to describe how well the classification 
algorithm performs on each class, we define two class-specific 
measures: the first measure is the class Recall,  ( ), which is 
expressed as the proportion of data with true class label   that 
are correctly assigned to class  :    

                                  ( )  
  (   )

∑   (   )
  
   

                          (  ) 

Where ∑   (   )
  
    is the total number of samples that 

are recognized to belong to class     Concerning the second 
measure, it is the class precision, pr( ), which is defined as the 
ratio of samples that are correctly classified to class   with 
taking into account the total number of samples that are 
classified to that class. 

                                       ( )  
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              (  ) 

Where, ∑   (   )
  
    is the total number of samples that 

are classified to class  .           

For the F1-measure, it is defined as the harmonic mean 
values of precision and recall, such as: 

                                      ( )  
   ( )   ( )

  ( )    ( )
                                  (  ) 

B. Validation Methods 

To generalize the performance of classifiers outside the 
training dataset, we have applied in this work two validation 
approaches:                                      

1) Leave-One-Out Approach 
It can be defined as a variation of k-fold cross-validation 

which splits randomly the dataset into non-overlapping k 
subset of equal size. Also, this technique is an exhaustive 
validation technique which is known by producing very 
reliable validation results.  

2) Repeated-Hold-Out Approach 
This approach allows refining and repeating k-times the 

Hold-out approach which splits the dataset into non-
overlapping subsets: one for the test and the other for the 
training. Thus, the division of the dataset into two subsets is 
performed randomly at each iteration. 

V. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

The first audio database used for the evaluation of our 
algorithms contains many audio types such as speech, music, 
environmental sounds, others1, others2, others3, which are 
extracted from different audio events. For the others1 type, it 
includes low-energy environmental sounds, such as wind, rain, 

silence, background sound, etc. Concerning the others2 type, it 
includes environmental sounds with abrupt changes in signal 
energy such as the sound of thunder, a door closing, an object 
breaking, etc. While, the others3 type contains high- energy 
sounds, non-abrupt environmental sounds, such as machine 
sounds. Also, the audio data in this data set are provided as 4-
second chunks at two sampling rates (48 kHz and 16 kHz) with 
48 kHz and 16 kHz for respectively the data in stereo and 
mono. Indeed, the 16 kHz recordings were obtained by down 
sampling the right-hand channel of the 48 kHz recordings. 
Thus, each audio file corresponds to a single chunk [45]. 
Moreover, we have used another data set containing sounds of 
different music genres, which are extracted from film 
soundtracks and music effects. Indeed, this dataset consists of 
1000 audio tracks each 30 seconds long and it contains 10 
genres whose each one is represented by 100 tracks. 
Furthermore, the tracks are all 22050Hz Mono 16-bit audio 
files in .wav format [46]. More details about this dataset can be 
found in [46]. In fact, we have used 2/3 of the dataset for 
training and 1/3 for testing different classifiers. In this work, 
we have used KNN, SVM, and GASOM algorithms as 
classifiers to test our models. We can note from Ttable I that 
for speech/non-speech discrimination, all algorithms have 
reached good classification results. Also, for speech/silence 
discrimination, all algorithms have reached the best 
classification result which is 100%. Moreover, for male/female 
speech discrimination, there is a little confusion between the 
two genres and the best classification value (98.8%) has been 
reached by GASOM algorithm with the leave-one-out 
validation technique. Good classification results have been also 
reached by the GASOM algorithm for music/environmental 
sounds discrimination in which it has reached the best value 
(99.4%). In the discrimination of music genres, the best results 
were 96.4% for classic music, 100% for jazz music, and 94.6% 
for electronic music, which were all obtained using a decision 
tree and a GASOM algorithm as classifiers in all previous 
levels of the audio discrimination process. Also, we can 
mention from Table I that all algorithms give good 
classification results in the speech/non-speech, speech/silence, 
and male/female speech discriminations. Moreover, the SVM 
algorithm has exceeded the KNN algorithm and it was 
competitive to GASOM algorithm in all audio discrimination 
types. Furthermore, the best discrimination results for all 
discrimination types have been achieved with all algorithms 
using leave-one-out as a validation technique. For the repeated-
hold-out technique, the discrimination results have been always 
under those obtained with the leave-one-out validation 
technique. 

From Table II, we can show a slight difference between 
GASOM algorithm and other algorithms in the classification 
results for the speech/music discrimination. Indeed, the 
percentage of speech which was recognized as speech is 
97.85% for GASOM algorithm with the leave-one-out 
validation technique against 92.7% and 97.7%, respectively for 
the KNN and SVM algorithms. In speech/music 
discrimination, we have also tested the centroid flux and 
chroma vector, but the best result has been obtained by the 
spectral flux as it is recorded in Table II. For the silence/speech 
discrimination, the best results (100%) have been obtained by 
all algorithms like in the first proposed system. Concerning the 
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male/female speech discrimination, the best result (95.7%) has 
been obtained using the GASOM algorithm as a classifier and 
leave-one-out as a validation technique. Also, this algorithm 
has proved its dominance by contributing to reach the best 
classification result using the decision tree as a classifier for the 
discrimination of music genres in which this classifier has 
reached the best value (94.2%) for the classic music. For the 
jazz music, 93.5% was the best classification result achieved 
by the decision tree as a classifier in the phase of 
discrimination of musical genres and the KNN algorithm as a 
classifier in all previous levels of the audio discrimination 
process. Furthermore, the best classification result for the 
electronic music (93.3%) has been reached by the decision tree 
as a classifier in the discrimination of different music genres 
and the KNN and SVM algorithms as classifiers in all previous 
levels of the audio discrimination process. Like in the first 
proposed system, the leave-one-out validation technique in this 
second audio classification system has mostly reached the best 
discrimination results compared to the repeated-hold-out 
validation technique. 

Now, we can summarize the efficiency of the two proposed 
systems by comparing the performance results. From Tables III 
and IV, we can note that the first audio classification system 
has proved its success as it has reached the best performance 
results using different classification algorithms in all levels of 
the audio discrimination process by comparison to the second 

audio classification system. Also, the GASOM algorithm has 
reached the best F1-measure average for the 
music/environmental sounds discrimination with the leave-one 
out validation technique. For the male/female speech 
discrimination in the second audio classification system, the 
F1-mesure average has reached the best value (94.99%) using 
GASOM algorithm as a classifier and repeated hold-out as a 
validation technique. However, it has reached 98.04% in the 
first audio classification system using the same algorithm and 
leave-one out as a validation technique. Furthermore, for the 
discrimination of musical genres, the F1-measure average in 
the first audio classification system has reached the best value 
(97.04%) using the decision tree as a classifier and the 
GASOM algorithm as a classifier (with the leave-one-out 
validation technique) in all previous levels of the audio 
discrimination process. However, it has only reached 93.22% 
in the second audio classification system using the same 
algorithm and the same validation technique. We can note also 
that the performance results (for the discrimination of 
male/female speech and musical genres) were better for the 
first audio classification system as it contains more stages of 
audio discrimination. Thus, these discrimination stages have 
contributed to pure the audio segments from one level of audio 
discrimination to another until the discrimination of musical 
genres. For this, the results for discrimination of musical 
genres in the first audio classification system were better than 
in the second one. 

TABLE I. CONFUSION MATRIX FOR DIFFERENT AUDIO CLASSIFICATION STEPS USING DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS IN THE FIRST AUDIO CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM 

Confusion Matrix for Different Audio Classification Steps Using KNN Algorithm 

Leave-One-Out (best K=11) leave-one-out (best K=3) Leave-One-Out (best K=3) 

Speech 97.10 2.90 Speech 100 0.00 Female-Speech 98.10 1.90 

  Non-Speech 7.10 92.90 Silence 0.00 100   Male-Speech 5.80 94.20 

Repeated-Hold-Out (best K=7) Repeated-Hold-Out (best K=7) Repeated-Hold-Out (best K=3) 

Speech 97.10 2.90 Speech 100 0.00 Female-Speech 97.60 2.40 

Non-Speech 7.10 92.90 Silence 0.00 100 Male-Speech 6.00 94.00 

Leave-One-Out (best K=3) Leave-One-Out (best K=3) 

Music 95.80 4.20   Classic 92.50 7.50 0.00 

Environmental 

Sounds 
6.50 93.50   Jazz 0.00 100 0.00 

Repeated-Hold-Out (best K=3)  Electronic 3.40 2.60 94.00 

Music 94.60 5.40   Repeated-Hold-Out (best K=3) 

Environmental 

Sounds 
6.10 93.90    Classic 89.50 9.70 0.80 

     Jazz 0.40 98.30 1.30 

     Electronic 3.40 2.60 94.00 

Confusion Matrix for Different Audio Classification Steps Using SVM Algorithm 

Leave-One-Out Leave-One-Out Leave-One-Out 

Speech 98.1 1.9 Speech 100 0.00 Female-Speech 98.7 1.3 

Non-Speech 5.4 94.6 Silence 0.00 100 Male-Speech 3.8 96.2 

Repeated-Hold-Out Repeated-Hold-Out Repeated-Hold-Out 

Speech 97.1 2.9 Speech 100 0.00 Female-Speech 97.6 2.4 

Non-Speech 7.5 96.9 Silence 0.00 100 Female-Speech 6.00 94.00 

Leave-One-Out   Leave-One-Out 
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Music 97.9 2.1   Classic 93.1 6.9 0.00 

Environmental 

Sounds 
2.6 97.4   Jazz 0.00 100 0.00 

Repeated-Hold-Out   Electronic 2.40 1.00 96.6 

Music 97.1 2.9    repeated-hold-out  

Environmental 

Sounds 
2.8 97.2   Classic 89.5 9.7 0.8 

     Jazz 0.4 98.3 1.3 

     Electronic 3.4 2.6 94.0 

Confusion Matrix for Different Audio Classification Steps Using GASOM Algorithm 

Leave-One-Out Leave-One-Out Leave-One-Out 

Speech 98.3 1.70 Speech 100 0.00 Female-Speech 98.80 1.20 

Non-Speech 4.4 95.60 Silence 0.00 100 Male-Speech 2.80 97.20 

Repeated-Hold-Out Repeated-Hold-Out) Repeated-Hold-Out 

Speech 97.10 2.90 Speech 100 0.00 Female-Speech 97.60 2.40 

Non-Speech 7.50 92.50 Silence 0.00 100 Female-Speech 2.90 97.10 

Leave-One-Out   Leave-One-Out 

Music 99.40 0.60   Classic 96.4 3.6 0.00 

Environmental 

Sounds 
1.05 98.95   Jazz 00.00 100 0.00 

Repeated-Hold-Out   Electronic 4.40 1.00 94.60 

Music 97.80 2.20   Repeated-Hold-Out 

Environmental 

Sounds 
2.40 97.60   Classic 91.50 7.70 0.80 

     Jazz 0.40 98.8 0.80 

     Electronic 3.40 2.60 94.00 

TABLE II. CONFUSION MATRIX FOR DIFFERENT AUDIO CLASSIFICATION STEPS USING DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS IN THE SECOND AUDIO CLASSIFICATION 

SYSTEM 

Confusion Matrix for Different Audio Classification Steps Using KNN Algorithm 

Leave-One-Out (best K=13) leave-one-out (best K=13) Leave-One-Out (best K=13) 

Speech 92.70 7.30 Speech 100 0.00 Female-Speech 93.10 6.90 

Music 9.25 90.75 Silence 0.00 100 Male-Speech 5.80 94.20 

Repeated-Hold-Out (best K=15) Repeated-Hold-Out (best K=15) Repeated-Hold-Out (best K=15) 

Speech 97.10 2.90 Speech 100 0.00 Female-Speech 92.60 7.40 

Music 7.50 92.50 Silence 0.00 100 Male-Speech 6.20 93.80 

Leave-One-Out (best K=13) Repeated-Hold-Out (best K=15) 

Classic 92.50 7.50 0.80  Classic 91.50 7.70 0.80 

Jazz 6.50 93.50 0.00  Jazz 4.40 90.70 4.90 

Electronic 4.20 2.50 93.30  Electronic 4.40 2.60 93.00 

Confusion Matrix for Different Audio Classification Steps Using SVM Algorithm 

Leave-One-Out Leave-One-Out Leave-One-Out 

Speech 97.70 2.30 Speech 100 0.00 Female-Speech 94.80 5.20 

Music 3.60 96.40 Silence 0.00 100 Male-Speech 5.80 94.20 

Repeated-Hold-Out Repeated-Hold-Out Repeated-Hold-Out 

Speech 97.10 2.90 Speech 100 0.00 Female-Speech 94.60 5.40 

Music 4.10 95.90 Silence 0.00 100 Female-Speech 6.05 93.95 

Leave-One-Out  Repeated-Hold-Out 

Classic 93.20 6.80 0.00  Classic 92.10 7.10 0.80 
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Jazz 7.50 97.4 0.00  Jazz 4.10 90.70 5.20 

Electronic 4.20 2.50 93.30  Electronic 4.80 2.60 92.60 

Confusion Matrix for Different Audio Classification Steps Using GASOM Algorithm 

Leave-One-Out Leave-One-Out Leave-One-Out 

Speech 97.85 2.15 Speech 100 0.00 Female-Speech 94.80 5.20 

Music 3.40 96.60 Silence 0.00 100 Male-Speech 5.80 94.20 

Repeated-Hold-Out Repeated-Hold-Out) Repeated-Hold-Out 

Speech 97.30 2.70 Speech 100 0.00 Female-Speech 95.70 4.30 

Music 4.00 96.00 Silence 0.00 100 Female-Speech 5.80 94.20 

Leave-One-Out   Repeated-Hold-Out 

Classic 94.20 5.80 0.00  Classic 92.60 7.00 0.40 

Jazz 6.90 98.95 0.00  Jazz 3.20 91.40 5.40 

Electronic 5.25 2.50 92.25  Jazz 4.80 2.60 92.60 

TABLE III. DIFFERENT PERFORMANCE RESULTS OBTAINED USING DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS FOR THE FIRST AUDIO CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM 

The Performance Results Using KNN Algorithm 

 

Classification Type Validation Method 
Overall 

accuracy 

Average 

Precision 

Average Recall Average F1 measure 

Speech-Non-Speech 

Repeated-Hold-Out 
95.00 95.10 95.00 95.04 

Leave-One-Out 
95.00 95.10 95.00 95.04 

Speech -Silence 

Repeated-Hold-Out 
100 100 100 100 

Leave-One-Out 
100 100 100 100 

Female and Male Speech 

Repeated-Hold-Out 
95.80 95.90 95.80 95.84 

Leave-One-Out 
96.15 96.25 96.15 96.19 

Music and Environmental 

Sounds 

Repeated-Hold-Out 
97.15 97.25 97.15 97.19 

Leave-One-Out 
94.65 94.75 94.65 94.69 

Classic, Jazz and Electronic 

Music 

Repeated-Hold-Out 
90.10 91.2 94.1 92.62 

Leave-One-Out 
95.26 95.36 95.26 95.30 

The Performance Results Using SVM Algorithm 

Classification Type Validation Method 
Overall 

accuracy 
Average 

Precision 

Average Recall Average F1 measure 

 

 

Speech-Non-Speech 

repeated-hold-out 
97.00 97.10 97.00 97.04 

leave-one-out 
96.35 96.45 96.35 96.39 

 

 

Speech -Silence 

repeated-hold-out 100 100 100 100 

leave-one-out 100 100 100 100 

 

 

Female and Male Speech 

repeated-hold-out 95.80 95.90 95.80 95.84 

leave-one-out 97.45 97.55 97.45 97.49 

 

Music and Environmental 

Sounds 

repeated-hold-out 97.65 97.75 97.65 97.69 

leave-one-out 96.56 96.66 96.56 97.11 

Classic, Jazz and Electronic 

Music 

repeated-hold-out 93.93 94.00 93.93 93.96 

leave-one-out 96.56 96.70 96.56 96.63 

The Performance Results Using GASOM Algorithm 

Classification Type 
Validation 

Method 

Overall 

accuracy 

Average 

Precision 

Average Recall Average F1 measure 

 

Speech-Music 

Repeated-Hold-

Out 96.35 96.45 96.35 96.39 
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Leave-One-Out 
96.95 97.00 96.95 96.97 

Speech –Silence 

Repeated-Hold-

Out 100 100 100 100 

Leave-One-Out 
100 100 100 100 

Female and Male  Speech 

Repeated-Hold-

Out 97.35 97.45 97.35 97.39 

Leave-One-Out 
98.00 98.10 98.00 98.04 

 

Music and Environmental 

Sounds 

Repeated-Hold-

Out 97.70 97.80 97.79 97.74 

Leave-One-Out 
99.17 99.27 99.17 99.21 

 

Classic, Jazz and Electronic 

Music 

Repeated-Hold-

Out 94.76 94.86 94.76 94.80 

Leave-One-Out 
97.00 97.10 97.00 97.04 

TABLE IV. THE OBTAINED PERFORMANCES USING DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS FOR THE SECOND AUDIO CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM 

The Obtained Performance Using KNN Algorithm 

Classification type Validation Method 
Overall 

accuracy 

Average 

Precision 

Average Recall Average F1 measure 

Speech-Music 

repeated-hold-out 
91.22 91.32 91.22 91.26 

leave-one-out 
97.05 97.15 97.05 97.09 

Speech -Silence 
repeated-hold-out 100 100 100 100 

leave-one-out 100 100 100 100 

Female and Male 

 Speech 

repeated-hold-out 93.20 93.30 93.20 93.24 

leave-one-out 93.95 94.05 93.95 93.99 

Classic, Jazz and Electronic 

Music 

repeated-hold-out 90.1 91.2 94.1 92.62 

leave-one-out 93.10 93.20 93.10 93.14 

The Obtained Performance Using SVM Algorithm 

Classification type Validation Method 
Overall 

accuracy 

Average 

Precision 

Average Recall Average F1 measure 

 

Speech-Music 

Repeated-Hold-Out 
96.50 96.60 96.50 96.54 

Leave-One-Out 
97.05 97.15 97.05 97.09 

 

Speech -Silence 

Repeated-Hold-Out 
100 100 100 100 

Leave-One-Out 
100 100 100 100 

Speech Female and Speech 

Male 

Repeated-Hold-Out 
94.27 94.37 94.27 94.31 

Leave-One-Out 
94.50 94.60 94.50 94.54 

Classic, Jazz and Electronic 

Music 

Repeated-Hold-Out 
91.86 91.96 91.86 91.90 

Leave-One-Out 
93.00 93.10 93.00 93.04 

The Obtained Performance Using GASOM Algorithm 
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Classification type Validation Method 
Overall 

accuracy 

Average 

Precision 

Average Recall Average F1 measure 

Speech-Music 

Repeated-Hold-Out 
96.65 96.75 96.65 96.69 

Leave-One-Out 
97.22 97.32 97.22 97.26 

Speech -Silence 

Repeated-Hold-Out 
100 100 100 100 

Leave-One-Out 
100 100 100 100 

Speech Female and 

Speech Male 

Repeated-Hold-Out 
94.95 95.05 94.95 94.99 

Leave-One-Out 
94.50 94.60 94.50 94.54 

Classic, Jazz and 

Electronic Music 

Repeated-Hold-Out 
92.20 92.30 92.20 92.24 

Leave-One-Out 
93.18 93.28 93.18 93.22 

To make a comparison, the first audio classification system 
has been developed using Hidden Markov Model (HMM) and 
Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) classifier. For the MLP classifier, 
it is a Multilayer Perceptron Feed Forward Fully Connected 
Neural Network (MLPFFFCNN) with a sigmoid activation 
function. Indeed, it is a neural network with 3 hidden layers 
with 4 neurons for each one and a number of output units 
equals to the number of classes. Concerning the training of this 
classifier, it has been carried out using back propagation 
algorithm and the stopping criterion has been set according to 
the Mean Square Error (MSE) when it reaches the zero value. 
For the second classifier, it is a background HMM with 4 states 
in order to represent the sequences of observation vectors. 
Moreover, a refinement stage has been added using a Viterbi 
decoding as a resegmentation stage in order to refine the 
segmentation results. The Esperance-Maximization (EM) 
algorithm has been also used in order to learn the parameters of 
HMM. As it is shown in Table V, the HMM classifier has 
succeeded to achieve good results in terms of measured 
performances by comparison to MLP algorithm. Indeed, it has 
reached the best F1-measure averages in all levels of the first 
audio classification system. However, these results remain 
competitive to those obtained with GASOM algorithm which 
has succeeded to reach the best results as it was mentioned 
above. 

Furthermore, the GASOM algorithm has outperformed the 
HMM and MLP algorithms in terms of time consumption for 
which it has reached the best results in all audio classification 
levels as it shown in Table VI. Thus, this speed of processing 
makes this algorithm so desired in real-time applications. 

TABLE V. DIFFERENT PERFORMANCE RESULTS OBTAINED USING THE 

MLP AND HMM ALGORITHMS FOR THE FIRST AUDIO CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM 

Classification 

type 
Classifier 

Overall 

accuracy 

Average 

Precision 

Average 

Recall 

Average 

F1 

measure 

Speech-Non-

Speech 

MLP 
95.50 95.60 95.50 95.54 

HMM 
96.00 96.10 96.00 96.04 

Speech –

Silence 

MLP 100 100 100 100 

HMM 100 100 100 100 

Female 

speech/Male 

Speech 

MLP 95.8 95.9 95.8 95.84 

HMM 97.00 97.10 97.00 97.04 

Music 

/Environmen-

tal Sound 

MLP 96.75 96.85 96.75 96.79 

HMM 97.30 97.40 97.30 
97.34 

 

Classic, Jazz 

and 

Electronic 

Music 

MLP 93.80 93.90 93.80 93.84 

HMM 95.50 95.60 95.50 95.54 

TABLE VI. THE OBTAINED TIME CONSUMPTION IN ALL AUDIO 

CLASSIFICATION LEVELS USING MLP, HMM AND GASOM ALGORITHMS 

Audio 

classificatio

n    step 

Algorithm 

Speech-

Non 

Speech 

Speech

-

Silence 

Female 

speech/  

Male 

Speech 

Music 

/Environ--

mental  

Sounds 

Classic, Jazz 

and 

Electronic 

Music 

MLP 1.6 1.0 1.9 1.1 1.8 

HMM 1.2 0.9 1.1 0.8 1.4 

GASOM 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.5 1.0 
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VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

     Two audio classification systems have been proposed in 
this work in which an audio stream is discriminated into 
homogenous regions and classified into basic audio types such 
as speech, non-speech, silence, music, environmental sounds 
and so on. The principle goal is to exploit audio segmentation 
algorithms which can be integrated in multimedia content 
analysis applications and audio recognition systems. Indeed, 
three algorithms have been used for the two audio 
classification and segmentation systems. For the first system, 
the audio stream has been discriminated into speech/non-
speech, pure-speech/silence, male/female speech, 
environmental sounds/music, music genres: classic, jazz, and 
electronic music. Concerning the second system, the audio 
stream has been segmented into speech/music, pure-
speech/silence, male/female speech, music genres: classic, jazz, 
and electronic music. For the discrimination of musical genres 
and pure-speech/silence, the decision tree and a rule-based 
classifier are respectively used as classifiers. While, in the 
retaining levels of two audio classification systems, one of the 
algorithms KNN, SVM, and GASOM has been used as a 
classifier. Experimental results have shown that the GASOM 
algorithm is so efficient for most audio discrimination types in 
terms of accuracy and time consumption. Thus, this advantage 
plus the no-requirement of much training data makes this 
algorithm very useful for real-time multimedia applications. In 
future work, the two proposed systems can be exploited to 
perform many applications, such as the automatic speech 
recognition, the human-computer interaction systems, the 
speaker tracking, and so on. Also, the GASOM algorithm can 
be combined with k-means algorithm in order to access more 
data and achieve better performances. 
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Abstract—The purpose of this paper is to understand the 

importance, relevance and the need of implementing Cloud-

Based E-Learning (CBEL) in Higher education institutions 

(HEIs) in Oman. The paper maintains its emphasis on addressing 

the effectiveness of the cloud based e-learning system and also 

takes into account the activities of comparing and contrasting the 

before and after effects of the implementation of the CBEL on 

higher educational sector in Oman. Method: The methodological 

approach of this paper follows qualitative approach of data 

collection and the data analysis techniques used in this paper are 

interpretivist approach and thematic analysis. Results and 

Findings: The data analysis techniques used in this research 

paper helped in understanding and gathering meaningful 

insights relating to the need and significance of implementing 

CBEL in educational sectors.   
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A wide array of traditional educational platforms today is 
becoming obsolete and least suitable and worthy for fitting the 
requirements of consistent educational advancements [1], [2]. 
These conventional educational platforms are also becoming 
unable to go in-line with the variations of the learning demand 
in time and for this matter, the developments in the computer 
networking systems have brought revolutionary opportunities 
for it. E-learning in this case serves to be as a promising pattern 
for education [3], [4]. Cloud computing on the other hand, is 
associated with being as an enhanced base that enables the 
provision of and utilization of an adequate pool of computing 
resources [5]. Cloud computing promotes this practice with its 
effective scalability and its enhanced capability of utilizing 
resources that are virtualized, and these resources are used as a 
service through the Internet [6], [7]. The applications of cloud 
computing relate with the provision of flexibility to educational 
platforms as a whole. Cloud computing applications help in the 
prevention of challenges that are generally faced by 
conventional educational platforms [4]. For this matter, this 
research paper maintains its focus of attention on 
understanding the implementation of Cloud-Based E-Learning 
(CBEL) in HEIs in Oman and the relative effectiveness of the 

work operations achieved with its implementation. The 
discussion carried out reflects on the information collected 
from authorities in the educational arena that provides insights 
on the combination of e-learning and cloud computing in an 
educational arena. 

Following are the research questions that are proposed in 
the study: 1) How effective was the implementation of cloud 
computing based e learning? 2) What were the specific areas 
where cloud computing based e-learning enhanced work 
operations? The proposed study aims to understand the 
‘application and implementation of CBEL’, specifically its 
adoption in the HEIs in Oman. Following are the objectives of 
this study: To understand the effectiveness of the CBEL that is 
implemented in educational sectors in Oman, to highlight 
specific key areas of improvement with HEIs in Oman and to 
compare and contrast the before and after effects of the 
implementation of CBEL in Oman. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. Cloud Computing and E-learning 

The cloud computing technology makes full potential use 
of technology and its relevant developments, which further 
makes use of existing remote servers that are centralized and 
internet in order to maintain the applications and information 
data. The cloud computing application enables and permits 
businesses and consumers to utilize applications, irrespective 
of the installation requirements. This practice also provides 
access to consumers and business so that they are enabled to 
access their personal informational data files on any computer, 
provided with an Internet connection. The cloud computing 
technology assures the efficiency of the computing processes 
by enabling the centralization of bandwidth, processing and 
data storage. Thus for this reason, cloud computing is 
associated with being as an element that makes use of 
hardware and software computing resources, that are 
transported through a network connection or Internet in the 
form of a service. Cloud computing derives its name from the 
shape of a cloud which serves to be as an image of the complex 
and compound infrastructure and framework. It contains in its 
system diagrams Cloud computing with user’s informational 
data, computation and software applications, highly relies on 
the remote services. 
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E-learning on the other hand makes use of technologies that 
assists and helps in online assessment, education, learning and 
knowledge extraction. In this way, e-learning makes potential 
use of the existing innovative educational technology and 
enormous amount of resources; this in turn enables newer and 
better ways for teaching [8]. E-learning thus can be associated 
with the form of education and learning that is network based, 
assuring the use of technological advancements. In addition to 
this, the cloud computing system in educational institutions and 
campuses is delighted with the provision of an effective 
infrastructure and framework, moreover it also relates with the 
provision of a delivery model that reflects on their dynamic 
demands. There exist wide arrays of benefits and advantages 
that are associated with the application of cloud computing. As 
far as the use of cloud computing in educational and learning 
arena is concerned, it provides increased level of support for 
educational platforms, so as to help them in devising certain 
prevention strategies against some of the commonly held 
challenges. Furthermore, the challenges faced by educational 
institutions range from rapid and effective communication, 
reduction in cost incurring, provision of flexibility, provision of 
accessibility, privacy and security concerns. 

B. Higher Education in Oman 

The expansion associated with the (HEI’s) is regarded with 
being as rapid and swift in the Arab economies. The underlying 
reason behind this rapid expansion is the increased education’s 
social demand and the emerging governmental preferences in 
order to support and develop the effectiveness and efficiency of 
the human resources as per the requirements of their relative 
economies. It is the administrative and financial capacity and 
capability of these economies to successfully respond to this 
emerging need and this has been well discussed and has been a 
part of literature. A wide variety of approaches are adopted and 
used in order to upgrade the quality of higher education. 
Majority of the Arab countries make use of wide arrays of 
approaches in order to improve the quality of higher education. 
One of the approaches reflects on the shift and transmission of 
education that has been made to private sector, this helps in 
preventing the issue arising due to emerging demand. In 
addition to this, there still exists a universal disapproval 
associated with the quality of higher education in Gulf 
countries and in Oman in particular, despite of the consistent 
efforts and attempts made for upgrading the quality of higher 
education [9]. 

All of the member states of the Gulf Cooperation Council 
(GCC) are experiencing an increased and swift transformations 
and expansions in their higher educational sectors. Moreover, 
there lies multiple questions that are related with what factors 
to focus on when teaching and how to carry out the activities 
associated with teaching process. With the development and 
formation of the educational institutions, including setting up 
their infrastructure, there also exist certain emerging concerns 
that arise due to maintenance and sustainability of the quality 
control and its accountability. A wide number of Higher 
Education Sectors now seek to assure the containment of wide 
range, diverse and varying levels of Higher Education 
Institutions with varying curricula [10]. The central questions 
that emerge could relate to explaining the enforcement of the 
teaching standards and the measurement of the research output. 

The concept and idea of forming international partnerships are 
of high significance to the Gulf Cooperation countries’ 
universities and colleges. Some of the Gulf member countries 
have resulted in successfully attracting the western/foreign 
universities, on the other hand, other member states are still 
stuck with unaccredited educational platforms from around the 
world [11]. In Oman there are 29 private universities/colleges 
affiliated with western universities. 

It is because of the apparent failure of the public 
educational institutions in meeting the requirements for highly 
qualified graduates of universities that are required for the 
development in social and economic terms. On the other hand, 
a majority of the international and private educational 
institutions including colleges and universities have efficiently 
succeeded in attracting a wide range of students and have also 
increased in number, because of their ability to naturally 
respond to the escalating ideas and concepts of globalization, 
privatization, agreeableness of adoption towards the foreign 
culture. As far as the higher education system is Oman is 
concerned, it is undergoing significant refinement phase. Oman 
is making relevant efforts to accommodate and catering the 
increasing young national population by enlarging the base for 
primary and secondary schools. As per the data census of the 
past three decades, Oman is seen as flourishing and observed to 
be followed by swift developments in its higher education 
system [11]. The country has formed an overall independent 
system which includes more than 60 Higher Educational 
Institutes (Public and Private) they successfully provide 
varying degree programs. For a majority number of authorities 
belonging from different parts of the world, the improvements 
and enhancement of quality of the overall education system has 
served to be as a prior concern. In order to fortify the national 
and social identity among a wide range of individual learners, a 
wide majority of countries are taking necessary steps in order 
to strengthen and refine the education systems and quality. As 
a matter of fact, this practice further leads to enabling 
individual learners to efficiently respond to consistently 
changing political, economic and technological environments 
and overall swiftly changing demands of the future [4]. 

C. Analysis of Higher Education in Oman 

As per the analysis of the above mentioned Higher 
Education system in Oman, a complete SWOT analysis can be 
drawn out to understand the overall environment of higher 
education in Oman and also identify the need and growth level 
of implemented CBEL in Oman. As discussed in the section 
above, the growing population of the young nationals in Oman 
serves to be as a dynamic opportunity for the country. This 
opportunity can thus be used as a strengthening element to cash 
on making further developments in the higher education 
system and make use of the implementation and application of 
the CBEL. In addition to this another strengthening element for 
Oman is its ability and efforts in developing independent 
educational system that comprises of wide variety of (HEI). 
The increased range of developed higher educational institutes 
in Oman can catch the benefits of implementing and 
successfully utilizing the CBEL. 

In addition to this, one of the weaknesses of the higher 
education system in Oman is the widely accepted level of 
criticism on the quality of education among majority of the 
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Gulf countries. This element also serves to be as an emerging 
threat for Oman, because of the perceived quality of education 
system and the resulting impact of it. Furthermore, another 
emerging potential threat can be the possible inability of 
Oman’s education system to understand, identify and develop 
relevant prevention strategies for problems and risks that are 
associated with the implementation of CBEL. As a matter of 
fact, Oman’s overall educational system is flourishing and is 
under development, thus there lie higher chances of less 
familiarity with the issues and risks that are related with the 
CBEL. 

D. Current E-Learning Environment 

As briefly discussed in the sections above, e-learning is 
associated with being as a learning system that is electronically 
supported-learning undertakes the necessary intersections with 
varying elements of practice, such as, learning, teaching, 
assessment, technology and knowledge [12]. The transmission 
of relevant network based skills, knowledge base, learning 
abilities is enabled by the computer based e-learning processes. 
These network based processes reflect the containment of 
applications which include computer based learning, web and 
network based learning, virtually enabled education 
opportunities and thus promoting digital based collaboration. 
Synchronous and asynchronous are the two broad categories 
that are used to understand the concepts and usage of e-
learning. Furthermore, synchronous e-learning related with the 
learning process that enables and individual learner to indulge 
in a course available online and with the help of streaming 
video and audio online and communicating with the faculty 
member online at a specific period of time. The synchronous e-
learning appears to be as a learning process that provides 
numerous advantages for the learner, but on the other hand it 
does have a major disadvantage associated with it too. The 
most crucial disadvantage associated with synchronous e-
learning is the inability of this e-learning category to provide 
time flexibility [13], as the entire learning process activities are 
carried out at a specific time period. On the other hand, 
asynchronous e-learning process provides a student with the 
advantage of time flexibility, thus an individual learner is 
enabled to participate in the online learning process by assuring 
the learning processes are carried out at an appropriate and 
suitable time for a learner. Moreover, asynchronous e-learning 
is also exposed to a major disadvantage, which relates with the 
lack of immediacy and timely respond rate of a faculty 
member.  

E. Cloud Computing Educational Environment 

Cloud computing has served to be as a dynamically 
developing subject that has successfully attracted a wide range 
of individuals from different parts of the world and belonging 
from different disciplines. The provision, transmission and 
management of varying computer resources such as, 
processing, servers, storage, applications and networking, are 
all transformed with the cloud computing applications. 
Moreover, educational cloud is associated with being as one of 
the most attractive and prominent applications of cloud 
computing [14]. The underlying reason of educational cloud 
being as the most interesting application of cloud computing is 
its power of undertaking and possessing the emphasis of 
thousands of computers on one problem. Thus, this practice 

followed by educational cloud, enables it to permit the searches 
of different researchers, seeking relevant models, discovering 
at a rapid rate and hence helping in the development of a 
smarter planet. A wide variety of educational platforms can 
now unlock doors for their technological infrastructures for 
public and private sectors in order to undertake the research 
developments. 

The consistently changing, increasing and demanding 
resources requirements and ever growing energy costs can now 
efficiently be met by universities with the efficiencies of cloud 
computing application. It is because of this matter that now 
students and individual learners are now enabled to make use 
of their mobile devices and stay connected with the campus’s 
educational services [15]. Furthermore, the faculty members 
are now consistently demanding and requiring to be provided 
with efficient level of flexibility and access while undertaking 
technology integration into the classes. The services of the 
educational cloud computing reflect upon the increasing 
variety of services that exist on the Internet, along with the 
most swiftly growing innovative part of education and 
technology. Moreover, educational cloud also assures the 
provision of varying levels of services, which are associated 
with being as advantageous and beneficial for individual 
learners, staff and faculty members. The overall benefits and 
the role that cloud computing plays should be prominently 
highlighted because; it enables the provision of direct 
accessibility to wide arrays of multiple academic resources, 
educational tools and research applications. 

The educational and learning arena is undertaken by the 
educational cloud computing on a next level, because of the 
advancements and developments in the applications, platforms, 
services and overall academic based cloud computing services. 
Today, a wide variety of individual learners/students, faculty 
members and researchers are making complete potential use of 
cloud computing based services and applications. In addition to 
this, a heavy investment in cloud computing is followed by 
these applications because of the increased dependability of the 
future of academic learning research on cloud computing [16]. 
On the other hand, the application of cloud computing is 
regarded with being as a new model that is threatening the role 
performance of educational institutions and faculty members to 
be very specific. This practice of cloud computing poses 
varying levels of challenges to the computing service personnel 
who in one way might fear the outcomes of their job roles 
being outsourced. Furthermore, some of the developers might 
also feel increased discomfort level the transference of 
operationally critical informational data and services beyond 
the institution’s boundaries. Hence, there exist certain 
challenges that are associated more with the perceptions that 
are developed rather than the reality. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

A. Research Design 

The research design of this study is designed on the basis of 
qualitative data gathering through Semi-structured interviews 
and qualitative analysis of the collected data. The data 
collection instrument used is the interview questions. In order 
to contribute to the meaningfulness of the subject study and 
motive of the study, the use of qualitative research was 
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followed. The use of qualitative research data collection also 
contributes to the significance of this study, because it enables 
to cater and include the fresh information and the new findings 
that will emerge with time, thus the study overall will assure 
rapid revision. The semi-structured interview questions 
designed to take into consideration the change and 
development in the effectiveness of higher education system in 
Oman and on what specific areas the refinement of the 
education system is highlighted. In addition to this, the 
interview questions also developed in a way that they will 
gather information on the areas for further improvements that 
are needed to be taken into account in order to assure efficient 
implementation of the CBEL. 

B. Sample 

As a matter of fact, the sampling process in carrying out a 
research study on data collection is regarded with being as 
both, crucial, complex and of high relevance. Thus in order to 
meet the data collection requirements of the subject study, the 
process of sampling needs to be adequate, it needs to highly 
reflect and generate relevant and meaningful information. For 
this reason, to maintain quality of the respondent’s views and 
to get a deeper and meaningful insight into each interview 
question, a sample of 10 experts, which serve as regulatory 
authority in the higher education system in Oman. The study 
conducted maintained its focus on primary data collection and 
dependent on making use of qualitative data collection 
techniques and qualitative analysis, so as in order to generate 
meaningful qualitative views and responses from respondents. 
Table I contains further details on the kinds of participants in 
this study. The identity information of the experts was 
detached and a distinctive ID for differentiating the quotes of 
each participant was included for the purpose of 
confidentiality. 

TABLE I. INTERVIEWEES’ PROFILE 

# 

ID 
Description Experience Reason for Inclusion 

1 

Director General for Public 

and Private universities and 

colleges in MoHE in Oman. 

22 yrs 
Due to her direct involvement 

in HEIs issues. 

2 
Director General for Applied 

colleges  in MoHE in Oman. 
30 yrs 

Due to his various 

designations had in IT 

developments for higher 

education in Oman. 

3 

Director General for 

strategic planning  in MoHE 

in Oman. 

28 yrs 

Due to his membership in lots 

of committees of  education 

nature. 

4 
Director for IT directorate in 

MoHE in Oman. 
26 yrs 

Due to his achievement in 

ELearning in some of the 

Public colleges. 

5 
Ex-Under secretary in 

MoHE in Oman. 
35 yrs 

Due to his actively involved in 

Educational council. 

6 

Ex- Director for IT 

directorate in MoHE in 

Oman. 

35 yrs 
He is one of the figures in 

Oman IT programs initiatives. 

7 
Consultant in MoHE in 

Oman. 
30 yrs 

Full experienced in Cloud 

services. 

8 Expert in MoHE in Oman. 32 yrs 

Dues to his involvement with 

top decision makers in the 

ministry. 

9 Expert in MoHE in Oman 38 yrs 
Chair of design curriculum 

committee. 

01 
Academic advisor in MoHE 

in Oman. 
40 yrs 

Supervisor of Academic issues 

for HEIs in Oman. 

C. Reliability and Validity 

Content validity established by seeking help from experts 
to review the research instruments so that any obscure and 
unclear questions are revised. Internal validity established 
through triangulation as different sources are used to collect 
data that are interviews and survey in case of proposed study. 
Also, researcher’s biasness controlled by practicing 
impartiality when collecting, analyzing and interpreting data. 
External validity ensured by applying the findings in other 
settings and assessing the similarities between current research 
context and another context; besides validity, proposed study 
also ensured reliability; external reliability established by 
describing the participants fully about the study and by 
explicitly explaining the methods of data collection. Internal 
reliability established though recording of data mechanically so 
that it is possible to re-analyze it if required. Also, peer 
examination followed by applying and utilizing findings from 
other researchers. 

D. Data Analysis 

The discussion carried out in the sections above suggest 
that the data collection was qualitative in nature and for this 
matter the data collected from a sample of 10 expert’s 
members with regulatory authority belonging from the higher 
education system in Oman in the form of interview questions. 
The analysis of a qualitative data is crucial to researchers but 
on the other is equally of high value and significance too. To 
ensure the qualitative collection of information and extraction 
of meaningful data, the data analysis done based on 
interpretivist research methodology and thematic analysis. 
Thus in order to make the data analysis of the qualitative 
information/data extracted, a theme based structure will be 
designed for the 8 [see Appendix A] interview questions and 
based on the theme of those questions the answers generated is 
analyzed and evaluated. Thematic analysis maintains focus of 
attention on highlighting, identifying, scrutinizing and in 
recording themes or patterns within the data [17]. Themes are 
developed for each interview question and they are of 
significance because they help in explaining a specific 
phenomenon that is related with the research question. And 
thus in this way the themes turn into separate broad segments 
for analysis. 

Whereas on the other hand, interpretivist approach is also 
used in this research paper to qualitatively analyze the data. As 
a matter of fact, interviews among other primary data 
collection methods are used in the interpretivist approach. The 
interpretivist approach to data analysis of the research study is 
subjective based study that relates with deriving meaning and 
understanding from the research study data. With this approach 
that is being used as a qualitative data analysis technique, the 
primary goal of the analysis is to develop and understanding 
instead of making predictions. Using an interpretivist approach, 
the information generated from the sample data is not 
considered to be permanent but s rather taken as an information 
piece that is relative to time, context, culture and the overall 
situation in which the research study was carried out. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This section deals with highlighting the key results 
generated from the interview questions and analyzing the 
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answers of respondents, keeping in view the research study’s 
subject. As mentioned in the discussion earlier that the 
respondent’s answers and views analyzed by using 
interpretivist approach and the overall analysis based on a 
thematic analysis. For a number of obvious reasons, the subject 
of the research is associated with the implementation of the 
CBEL systems in higher educational system in Oman 
specifically, thus the interview questions are also designed on 
the similar pattern. Multiple themes are developed and used to 
extract meaningful answers and insights from the responses of 
respondents. These themes roughly revolve around the 
importance of CBEL for educational sector as a whole, how 
effective the system is in promoting flexibility and innovation 
in operations and how efficient the CBEL is promoting cost 
reduction. Table II summarizes the respondent’s responses to 
the interview questions: 

TABLE II. RESPONDENTS’ RESPONSES 

Qs Respondents’ responses  

How effective is the 

implementation of (CBEL) in 

(HEIs) in Oman? 

70 Present, Highly supported views on the fact 
that implementation of CBEL system has 
increased the effectiveness and efficiency. 

What is the level of significance of 

ELBCC for successful 

undertaking of operations in 

HEIs? 

50 Present, Shows high level of agreeableness in 
supporting the significance of ELBCC for 
successful implementation of in educational 
sectors in Oman. 

What are the future expectations 

for upgrading the implementation 

process and operations of CBEL? 

50 Present, expressed that no need to worry al all 
about  upgrading and implementation, as this 
became part of SLA. 

What is the significance of heavy 

investments made by educational 

sector to implement e-learning 

system? 

50 Present, Agreeableness and supporting 

statements to making increased investments in 

promoting the implementation of CBEL 

application in educational platforms. 

How significant is CBEL in 

promoting flexibility and 

innovation in routine operations? 

50 Present, Agreeableness and supporting 

statements to making increased in promoting the 

flexibility and innovation of CBEL application in 

educational platforms in routine operations 

How efficient is the adoption of e-

learning over cloud in providing 

increased and convenient access to 

resources for students and faculty 

members? 

50 Present, Supported on the fact that the 

implementation and operations of CBEL provide 

convenience and increased access to relevant 

informational data to individual learners and 

faculty members altogether. 

How efficient is CBEL in cost 

reduction for educational 

institutions? 

70 Present, Highly supported views on the cost 

reduction due to adopt ELBCC in HEIs in Oman. 

What is the level of impact of the 

risks and threats associated with 

CBEL in Oman? 

50 Present, Emphasized on the impact and 

significance of understanding the risks and threats 

that are associated with the implementation and 

functioning of the CBEL systems. 

The first question emphasizes upon generating deeper 
insights from the respondents on their opinion about the 
effectiveness of implementation of CBEL. The responses 
generated from the respondents showed highly supporting 
views on the fact that implementation of cloud based e-learning 
system has increased the effectiveness and efficiency of the 
operations that are undertaken by the educational sectors. This 
directs the attention on the past researchers that have been 
carried out. As discussed in the earlier sections, an CBEL 
proves to be effective in carrying out the processes in the 
educational institutions [18]. The implementation of e-learning 
highly supports and increased the effectiveness of the 
operations of assessment, learning and educating the individual 
learners. The responses of individuals on this question also 
support the past researches by proving the increased 

effectiveness of learning and educating processes to the 
individual learners that are geographically dispersed. 

Another key interview question is themed on understanding 
the rate of effectiveness of CBEL in promoting the elements of 
flexibility and innovation in operations that are undertaken in 
overall higher educational system. The respondents showed 
high level of agreeableness and expressed positive responses 
on the ability of e-learning and its implementation effects in 
higher education system of Oman. The positive responses from 
respondents direct the focus of attention on the past researches 
and prove that the implementation of the cloud based e-
learning system in educational platforms assures the use of 
technological advancements and innovative measures to carry 
out the routine operations [19]. As mentioned in the earlier 
section, the use CBEL because of its increased dependency and 
reliance on utilization of technology has resulted in 
successfully attracting significant momentum. The CBEL has 
also proved to provide time flexibility to individual learners. 
The responses of respondents on this questions supports the 
previous researches which claims that e-learning provides the 
advantage of time flexibility to students that are geographically 
dispersed. As per the discussion carried out in the paper earlier, 
an asynchronous e-learning process enables a student to get 
involved in a learning practice as per time that suite the 
student. Thus e-learning implementation in educational arena 
helps in promoting the elements of innovation and providing 
flexibility of operations, especially in terms of time. 

In addition to the above, the respondents also showed high 
level of agreeableness and gave positive answers in supporting 
the significance of making increased investments in 
implementation of CBEL systems in educational sectors in 
Oman [20]. As a matter of fact, the market today is focused on 
directing its efforts on understanding the technological changes 
that are taking place and also on how to make full potential use 
of these technological advances in order to reap the benefits of 
technological developments. The educational sector in Oman is 
flourishing and so is the population growth rate of young 
nationals, thus it is of high significance for the regulatory 
bodies (respondents) to identify and understand the rapid 
developments and changes in the technological demands of the 
educational sector and also assure the timely implementation of 
the technological systems. The respondents supported the fact 
that it is of high importance for governing bodies and 
regulatory authorities in the educational sector to make 
necessary input and promote increased investments in order to 
support the implementation plan related with the CBEL. 

Besides this, the respondents’ agreeableness and supporting 
statements to making increased investments in promoting the 
implementation of CBEL application in educational platforms 
also reflected on highlighting the further importance of the e-
learning system in relation to distance learning. With the 
emerging need of distance education, there arises a need of 
assessment and learning too. It suggests that the concept and 
applications of learning and educating with the help of 
technological advances can now be applied to varying levels of 
instructional settings, without the geographical constraints [21]. 
In addition to this, there exist certain key elements of e-
learning that are of utmost relevance and significance in 
distance education. The e-learning strategy to be followed is 
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intent on by the media sources used for its delivery, available 
resources and the availability of time and its adequate 
management. 

Furthermore, the respondents also emphasized on the 
impact and significance of understanding the risks and threats 
that are associated with the implementation and functioning of 
the CBEL systems. The responses generated from the interview 
questions, reflected on the fact that is highly important to not 
only identify the risks and threats associated with the e-
learning system but on also devising prevention strategies to 
cater them and minimize their adverse impact [22]. The 
responses generated under this question direct the focus of 
attention on varying levels of security threats and risks that 
adversely affect the functionality of CBEL system in 
educational institutions. There exist wide arrays of security 
risks, such as user authentication or authorization, 
manipulation on part of students, confidentiality of the 
information data that is kept private and the threat of integrity 
in terms of editing or making alterations in the informational 
data that is kept private. 

These are some of the most commonly held prominent risks 
and threats associated with the implementation of e-learning 
system. In addition to this, the previous researches also suggest 
the need for the adoption of certain prevention strategies to 
overcome or minimize the effect of these security and 
authenticity threats [22]. The prevention strategies include the 
information security mechanism using SMS, this helps in the 
provision of generating special passkeys to registered cellular 
phone numbers and helps in providing authorized access to 
informational data. Another prevention strategy relates with 
undertaking information security mechanism using biometrics, 
which helps in providing authorized access to informational 
data depending on its ability to recognize an individual based 
on physical and behavioral features. And lastly, the use of 
mechanism that is related with access control list also provides 
prevention measures for avoiding the issues arising due to 
security threats of the CBEL system. 

Moreover, the respondents also supported on the fact that 
the implementation and operations of CBEL provide 
convenience and increased access to relevant informational 
data to individual learners and faculty members altogether. 
This directs the attention on the overall benefits that cloud 
based e-learning brings for students and faculty members 
despite of the geographical boundaries that exist. The CBEL 
application helps support students in providing them with 
resources that include the online access to video and audio 
lectures and services of an online assessing examinee to assess 
and mark the performance of an individual learner [23]. The 
access of resources for students and faculty members relates 
with the idea of promoting the benefits that are associated 
solely with the use of e-assessment, e-marking and e-
submission through the implementation of CBEL systems in 
educational institutions. 

The respondents also generated positive responses that 
were in support of the question related to the significance, 
importance and need for implementing the CBEL system. The 
responses reflect upon the wide range of benefits are associated 
with the usage of electronic marking and electronic 

submission. First relates with the provision of convenience, 
cost management and flexibility for students, thus they do not 
need to carry out the printing processes of their work or 
submitting assignments and seeking access to feedback. In 
addition to this, [24] states that the processes of e-submission 
and e-marking provides benefits to both, instructors and 
individual learners in keeping adequate track record of the 
relevant submissions and progress made. Also, authenticity of 
the content can also be assessed by using plagiarism software 
to identify any text matches. This practice helps in maintaining 
the academic integrity levels. Another advantage of using e-
submission and e-marking is the retained access that is 
provided to staff specifically in order to provide further 
feedback, marking and accessing the files for future references. 
Another benefit relates with the portability element for 
instructors and examiners. Online submission and marking of 
the papers provides examiners with ease of carrying out the 
assessment processes with convenience. Thus, as per the data 
collection and gathering relevant opinions and responses from 
the respondents, the entire research study and the data 
collection process reflects on showing increased support for the 
need and importance for educational sectors to undertake the 
implementation and implication of the CBEL system. 

V. RECOMMENDATIONS 

In addition to extracting the meaningful and deeper insights 
of the opinions of the regulatory authorities in the higher 
education system of Oman and also making additional 
arguments in support of the literature data that is of relevance 
to the research study’s subject, the paper also highlighted on 
making necessary recommendations that could positively 
contribute to the study subject. The recommendations revolve 
around maintaining focus on identifying and understanding the 
threats that are associated with the implementation process, 
functionality and overall operations of the CBEL system. The 
educational platforms need to follow and support the 
application of e-learning in educational sectors but there also 
lies an immense need to keep into consideration the threats and 
risks of security that come along with e-learning 
implementation and operations. Thus, it is highly 
recommended to educational platforms to devise necessary 
steps and prevention strategies in order to eliminate or 
minimize the impact of risk and threats. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This study maintained its focus on understanding the 
implementation of the CBEL system, with an emphasis on its 
adoption in HEIs in Oman. As mentioned in the sections above 
that the data on the research study’s subject was collection 
through carrying out qualitative interviews from the regulatory 
authorities in the HEIs in Oman. For this matter, the results 
generated from the respondents showed high level of 
agreeableness with the level of significance and importance 
that is associated with CBEL implementation in educational 
arena. The responses of the respondents reflected on positivity 
of the importance of making use e-learning systems in the 
educational institutions and the benefits that are generated with 
its application. In addition to this the data collection on the 
research paper also highlights the benefits that the 
implementation of cloud based CBEL brings for educational 
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sector as a whole. The understanding and efficient utilization of 
the e-learning system has helped Oman’s educational arena to 
go parallel with the consistent changes that have been taking 
place in technological, social, political and economic 
environments. Also, the implications of the CBEL also reflect 
on promoting and contributing towards the development and 
growth of Oman’s education system and have also contributed 
in promoting the Oman’s overall educational sector refinement. 
Moreover, the research paper not only contributes in the 
extraction of the respondent’s views and limits the responses 
on the interview questions, but the paper it helps in generating 
deeper meaningful insights from the open ended interview 
questions and helps provide supporting arguments in support of 
the past relevant researches that have been carried out 
previously. Hence, the research paper helps in proving the 
importance, significance and need for educational sectors 
(specifically for the higher education system in Oman); to 
encourage decision makers for adoption of CBEL. 
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 APPENDIX A 

Interview Questions 

 How effective is the implementation of Cloud-Based E-Learning 
(CBEL) in Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) in Oman? 

 What is the level of significance and importance of e-learning for 
successful undertaking of operations in an educational arena? 

 What are the future expectations for upgrading the implementation 
process and operations of CBEL? 

 What is the significance of heavy investments made by educational 
sector to implement e-learning system? 

 How significant is CBEL in promoting flexibility and innovation in 
routine operations? 

 How efficient is the adoption of e-learning over cloud in providing 
increased and convenient access to resources for students and faculty 
members? 

 How efficient is CBEL in cost reduction for educational institutions? 

 What is the level of impact of the risks and threats associated with 
CBEL in Oman? 
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Abstract—A low profile, rectangular E-shaped microstrip 

patch antenna is designed and proposed for radio-frequency 

identification (RFID) based intelligent transportation system 

(ITS) in this paper. The proposed antenna design aims to achieve 

high gain and low return loss at 0.96 GHz as it is suitable for 

ultra-high frequency (UHF) RFID tags. The proposed antenna 

composed of a radiating patch on one side of the dielectric 

substrate and the ground plane on the other side, copper is used 

to produce the main radiator. The simulation of the proposed 

antenna is performed employing the high-frequency 

structure simulator (HFSS). The dielectric substrate used for the 

suggested antenna is an FR4 substrate with dielectric constant of 

4.3 and height 1.5 mm. The performance of the proposed antenna 

is measured in terms of gain, return loss, voltage standing wave 

ratio (VSWR), radiation pattern and the bandwidth. The 

antenna gain and the return loss of the suggested antenna at 0.96 

GHz are 7.3 dB and -12.43 dB, respectively. 

Keywords—E-shaped microstrip patch antenna; antenna gain; 

return loss; voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR); high-frequency 

structure simulator (HFSS) 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Presently, public transportation systems are an essential 
element of human lives. And it is a known fact that every year 
thousands of human lives are lost in the road accidents. 
However, road accidents can be mitigated by controlling the 
transportation systems intelligently using the technology, as 
every year millions of new vehicles hit the roads. Only in 
2016, 77.31 million cars have been sold and this number has 
increased in 2017 by 1.28 million and counting [1]. Therefore, 
it is getting difficult to handle the transportation traffic using 
manual management systems. Thanks to the intelligent 
transportation systems (ITS), which proffer effectual solution 
for many transportation troubles as contrasted to the 
traditional solutions [2].  

Electronic toll collection (ETC) systems are an excellent 
illustration of ITS applications that are employed right through 
the world and also brings significant advantages to the toll 
road users and the people at large, as contrasted to the 
conventional collection system for instance stop and pay at 
manned toll booths [3]. These ETC systems use ultra-high 
frequency (UHF) and radio-frequency identification (RFID) 
technology due to their fast reading and low-cost features. 
However, the effectiveness of this technology depends on the 
passive RFID tag reading by RFID reader antenna [4], [5]. 
The microstrip patch antenna is able to utilize thick substrates 
to meet the bandwidth demands of many potential applications 
[6]. We designed the E-shaped microstrip patch to evade 
impedance mismatches when our antenna placed at toll 
collection booth for reading the RFID tag [7]. Avoiding 
impedance mismatches direct the antenna radiate power along 
it's in a vehicle direction. At the higher frequency, the wide 
radiation beam has generated the superposition of the radiated 
signal and oppositely placed element on other side direction. 
The wide beam width is more suitable for some particular 
applications [8]. 

The organization of paper as follows: Section 2 discusses 
the existing work related to the antenna design for intelligent 
transport system based on RFID. Antenna designing 
configuration elaborated in Section 3. Section 4 defines the 
results analysis and discussion. At last, Section 5 concludes 
and recommends some future work. 

II. RELATED WORK 

The developing of transportation industry prompts to the 
traffic congestion and insist on proficient intelligent 
transportation. The intelligent transportation system is one the 
best solution to alleviate these problems from the society.  ITS 
can be portrayed as an advanced system of computing, 
telecommunication industry advances the security, viable 
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traffic management, and congestion. ITS is applicable for 
traffic monitoring and managing, toll taxing, parking, and 
communication between vehicles.  The motivation of the work 
is getting from socio-economic demands and environmental 
needs. One major part of ITS is antenna design with 
appropriate materials and shapes sizes.  Though, most of the 
antennas are designed on an unbending substrate which limits 
the space to align the antenna on vehicles with effective 
outcomes [9]-[11] Therefore, many types of the antennas have 
been proposed and designed for the UHF RFID systems in the 
literature [12]-[16]. However, these proposed antenna designs 
are specific to certain applications. The microstrip antenna is 
one of the popular antennas that is used in many applications. 
Besides many advantages (such as less complex, lightweight, 
easy to manufacture and cheap) offered by microstrip 
antennas, they tend to have a larger size in the ultra high 
frequency (UHF) range [17], [18]. This paper proposed an 
antenna design for RFID reader that can be employed at the 
toll plazas to read the passive RFID tags efficiently. The 
proposed antenna is compact and low profile, rectangular E-
shaped microstrip patch that aims to achieve high gain and 
low return loss at 0.96 GHz. The RFID tag comprises an 
antenna and semiconductor chip containing some information 
related the vehicle identification. The chip transmits the radio 
signal through RFID reader, the tag need the active power 
support all the time to read the information [19]. 
Unfortunately, authors fail to activate the RFID reader all the 
time. The innovative expertise will help to find the fresh 
solutions to the existing system problems like traffic 
congestion, vehicle identification, monitoring of observance to 
traffic rules and aware about the accident for instant 
management [11]. In this paper, the proposed antenna, wide 
axial ratio bandwidth is achieved by using coupling feeding 
mechanism. It is observed that the back lobes are dominant to 
reduce the antenna gain and performance [20]. The phased 
array radar with imaging system used here, the millimeter 
wave antenna is employed for the short-range communication 
of the application of the vehicle [21]. The literature review 
presents some limited range of applications of the antenna for 
ITS in tolling. It is noted that the existing work has discussed 
the antennas for ITS with larger in size and provided results 
are not up to mark can be utilized for tolling. 

The aim of this paper is more especially to design a 
compact size antenna with better and efficient results. We 
have designed the E-shaped microstrip patch antenna for the 
intelligent transportation systems application. 

III. PROPOSED ANTENNA DESIGN 

Transmission-line model is used for analyzing the 
suggested E-shaped microstrip patch antenna design [22]. The 
design of the suggested E-shaped microstrip patch antenna is 

illustrated in Fig. 1, where 
pW  and 

pL  represents the patch 

width and patch length respectively, therefore, the size of the 

metallic radiating patch of the proposed antenna is 
p pW L . 

Furthermore, sW , sL  and h  represents the width, length, and 

height of dielectric substrate respectively, therefore, the size of 
the dielectric substrate of the suggested antenna is 

s sW L h  . Moreover, 
fW ,

fL , g  and oy  represents the 

feed line width, feedline length, inset gap and inset length, 

respectively. The proposed antenna operating frequency of , 

the dielectric constant of the substrate r  and the height 

(thickness) of the dielectric substrate are 960 MHZ, 4.3 and 
1.5 mm respectively. As the proposed antenna is analyzed 

using transmission-line model, so 
pW and 

pL  can be 

calculated using following equations, respectively [5]. 
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Where c is the speed of the light, 
reff is the effective 

dielectric constant, o is permeability of the free space and 

L  is extension length. The extension length L  and the 

effective dielectric constant 
reff  can be calculated using 

following equations, respectively. 
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The proposed E-shaped microstrip patch antenna is 
simulated via high-frequency structure simulator (HFSS) 
software and the FR4 substrate is used as the dielectric 
material having a loss tangent of 0.025. The suggested E-
shaped microstrip patch antenna is fed by the input impedance 

oZ  of 50 Ω. 

IV. METHODOLOGY  

As mentioned in Section III that the proposed antenna is 
simulated in HFSS, for that we need to design the proposed 
antenna with the specific values in the said simulator. The 
specific values can be referred as simulation parameters and 
some of these values can be calculated from the equations 
discussed in Section III. After calculating the specific values, 
the design of the proposed antenna can be modeled in the 
HFSS simulator that may look like as shown in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 1. Proposed design of the E-shaped microstrip patch antenna. 

V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The proposed E-shaped microstrip patch antenna is 
simulated in HFSS simulator using simulation parameters 
listed in Table I. The configuration of the suggested antenna in 
HFSS simulator is illustrated in Fig. 2. 

TABLE I. SIMULATION PARAMETERS USED IN HFSS SIMULATION 

Parameter Symbol Value 

The dielectric constant of the substrate 
r  4.3 

Inset Gap g  3 mm 

Inset length 
oy  10 mm 

Substrate Thickness h  1.5 mm 

Operating frequency 
of  0.96 GHz 

Patch Dimension Along x  pW  39 mm 

Patch Dimension Along y pL  30 mm 

Feed Width fW  5 mm 

Feed Length fL  20 mm 

Substrate Dimension Along x 
sW  65 mm 

Substrate Dimension Along y 
sL  56 mm 

Input impedance 
oZ  50 Ω 

 

   
Fig. 2. Proposed E-shaped microstrip antenna in HFSS simulator. 

The antenna is characterized by its parameters mentioned 
already in the previous section. Simulation outcomes are 
presented in this segment. The simulated return loss of the 
suggested microstrip antenna is illustrated in Fig. 3. The 
proposed antenna has a minimum value of -12.38 dB of return 
loss obtained at 0.96 GHz. Fig. 4 illustrates the 3D gain of the 
suggested microstrip antenna where the peak gain of 7.3 dB is 
achieved at the frequency of 0.96 GHz. The directivity of the 
antenna is in the X-axis direction and the gain is 5.5 dB. The 
directivity of the suggested E-shaped microstrip patch antenna 
is illustrated in Fig. 5. The values obtained from the 
simulation are suitable for the ITS application. Fig. 6 
illustrates the radiation pattern the of suggested microstrip 
patch antenna. It shows the horizontal and vertical half power-
beam width. Voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) value for 
the suggested microstrip antenna is found to be 0.67, and the 
simulated input impedance is 48.5 Ω, which is not much less 
than the set input impedance. That translates that the proposed 
microstrip antenna has low losses. 

 

Fig. 3. Proposed antenna simulated return loss.

TABLE II. COMPARING THE RESULTS OF DIFFERENT WORKS 

Papers  Operating frequency   Size  Return loss Gain in dB VSWR Impedance  

Our paper  0.96 GHz 65X56mm -12.38dB 7.3 dB 0.67 48.5Ω 

[8] 15GHz  6.4X8.5mm -10dB 9.6dB 0.57 50 Ω 

[6]  2.25GHz 55.1X49mm -12.5dB 9.76dB 0.98 50 Ω 

[20] 2.49GHz 30X30mm -15dB 4.6dB 1.8 49 Ω 
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Fig. 4. Proposed antenna simulated gain. 
 

Fig. 5. Proposed antenna simulated directivity.

 

Fig. 6. Proposed antenna simulated radiation pattern.

Table II compares the results of the proposed antennas 
with other works [8], [6], [20]. As the operating frequency 
increases the antenna size will decrease as can be seen from 
the table. Therefore, the antenna size of the proposed antenna 
is relatively small compared to [8], [6] and [20] as the 
operating frequency of the proposed antenna is comparatively 
higher than the other works. Similarly, the return loss of the 
proposed antenna is better than the [6] and [20], while slightly 
higher than [8]. The gain of an antenna will increase as the 
frequency increase [20]. Therefore, the gain of the proposed 
antenna is relatively higher than [8], [6] and [20]. Similarly, 
the VSWR and impedance matching of the proposed antenna 
is better than the [8], [6] and [20] as seen in Table II. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, the proposed antenna of 65×56 mm
2
 size 

simulated in HFSS v13 on FR4 substrate 4.3 dielectric 
constants with operating frequency of 0.96GHz is discussed 
with accomplishing the antenna suite for intelligent transport 
systems. This proposed antenna suitably improves the antenna 
with high gain and directivity. In vehicles, antenna orientation 
is not dependent on anything, the radiation pattern of E-
Slotted patch antenna provides omnidirectional pattern can 
accommodate the tolling traffic in an effective manner. This 
model yields the effective results in terms of gain 7.3 dB; 
directivity 5.5 dB with better impedance matching, VSWR of 
0.67 was achieved. The simulated radiation efficiency of 70% 
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along with impedance bandwidth of 33MHz has been 
revealed. This antenna can be investigated on a different range 
of wireless applications and vehicular applications. It is 
observed that due to its higher beam width at 70

o
 with a 

circularly polarized response. The benefit of the substrate of 
low dielectric is that it is favored for maximum radiation. For 
the reason that of directivity and wide radiation pattern, the 
rectangular patch antenna is preferred. Proposed 
configurations for E-shaped microstrip patch antenna meet 
specifications for highway toll collection or vehicle fleet 
identification applications. 
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Abstract—Method for thermal pain level prediction 

with eye motion using SVM is proposed. Through 

experiments, it is found that thermal pain level is much 

sensitive to the change rate of pupil size rather than pupil 

size itself. Also, it is found that the number of blinks shows 

better classification performance than the other features. 

Furthermore, the eye size is not a good indicator for 

thermal pain. Moreover, it is also found that user respond 

to the thermal stimulus so quickly (0 to 3 sec.) while the 

thermal pain is remaining for a while (4 to 17 sec.) after 

the thermal stimulus is removed. 

Keywords—Eye motion; thermal pain; support vector machine; 

thermal stimulus; classification 

I. INTRODUCTION  

The locus coeruleus (LC) signals salience to sensory 
stimuli and these responses can modulate the experience of 
pain stimuli. The pupil dilation response (PDR) to noxious 
stimuli is thought to be a surrogate for LC responses, but PDR 
response to Peltier-controlled noxious heat stimuli, the most 
commonly used method in experimental pain research, has not 
been described [1]. 

A bedridden person is a person who has become a plant 
state, a person who cannot speak words well. Such people are 
difficult to convey their feelings. Currently, researches on gaze 
input, etc. are being conducted as a way for people who feel 
difficult to convey feelings to emotion. However, there are 
times when I have something I want to convey without having 
time to spare time of line of sight. Therefore, there is a strong 
demand to create methods and systems which allow pain level 
prediction and representation for disable persons. 

There are not so small number of methods of thermal pain 
level prediction, such as MEG, MRI, fMRI, EOG, EEG, etc. 
These, however, are not so easy to measure and prediction of 
thermal pain due to the fact that it is difficult to recognize 
thermal pain with measured data and also it does cost for the 
measuring instruments. Also, these are not accurate enough 
(around 75 % of accuracy with some time delay) [1]. 

Pupillary responses to thermal pain stimulation in healthy 
volunteers (Lauren A. Banker)

1
. Pupil responses and pain 

ratings to heat stimuli: Reliability and effects of expectations 

                                                           
1 https://steinhardt.nyu.edu/appsych/psych_cafe 

and a conditioning pain stimulus (James C. Eisenach et al.) [1]. 
Although these studies are based on only the pupillary response, 
in this research I add elements of other eye motion. Towards a 
physiology-based measure of pain: patterns of human brain 
activity distinguish painful from non-painful thermal 
stimulation (Justin E. Brown et al.

2
) [2]. Although this study is 

a study of brain activity by fMRI data using classification 
method of Support Vector Machine: SVM, this research is a 
study using eye motion data using SVM. 

With regard to the psychological status monitoring with eye 
motion, rescue system for elderly and disabled persons using 
wearable physical and psychological monitoring system is 
proposed [3]. Also, a method for psychological status 
estimation by gaze location monitoring using Eye-Based 
Human-Computer Interaction: EBHCI is proposed and 
validated [4]. On the other hand, a method for psychological 
status monitoring with line of sight vector changes (Human 
eyes movements) detected with wearing glass is developed [5]. 

Frequent physical health monitoring as vital sign with 
psychological status monitoring for search and rescue of 
handicapped, disabled and elderly persons is developed [6]. 
Meanwhile, psychological status monitoring with cerebral 
blood flow: CBF, Electroencephalogram: EEG and Electro-
Oculogram: EOG measurements is proposed and validated [7]. 
Relations between psychological status and eye movements are 
investigated [8] together with psychological status monitoring 
with cerebral blood flow, electroencephalogram and electro-
oculogram measurements [9]. Then, rescue system with sensor 
network for physical and psychological health monitoring is 
summarized [10]. 

In this paper, a new approach for thermal pain level 
prediction is proposed. Namely, a method for thermal pain 
level prediction with human eye motions, in particular, with 
pupil size change rate using SVM is proposed. There are 
previously proposed methods which use pupil size [11]. It is 
found that thermal pain level is much sensitive to pupil size 
change rate than pupil size. Such this sensitivity analysis is 
conducted. 

The next section describes the proposed method for 
prediction of thermal pain level followed by experimental 
method and results. Then, the results are discussed followed by 
conclusion. Finally, future research work is described. 

                                                           
2 http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0024124 
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II. METHOD FOR THERMAL PAIN PREDICTION WITH EYE 

MOTION USING SVM 

A. System Configuration  

Near Infrared: NIR camera which is mounted on a glass is 
used for acquisition of eye images. Fig. 1 shows the outlook of 
the proposed system. 

 

Fig. 1. Outlook of the system configuration. 

NIR camera imagery data is acquired through USB 
interface to PC. The outlook of the camera is shown in Fig. 2 
while major specification of the camera is shown in Table I. 

 

Fig. 2. Outlook of the NIR camera used. 

TABLE I. MAJOR SPECIFICATION OF THE NIR CAMERA USED 

Weight 200 g 

Size (dimension) 21.8 x 14.8 x 7.6 cm 

Camera Name DC-NCR13U 

B. Thermal Pain Level Prediction Method 

From the acquired eye image 1) eye size, eyelid width; 
2) pupil size; 3) the number of blink for a time interval (blink 
frequency); 4) pupil size change rate; 5) pupil center location 
changes; and 6) pupil center location change rate are selected 
as feature components for thermal pain level prediction. Using 
relations between these features and subjective evaluation 
results of thermal pain, thermal pain is evaluated with the 
features through regressive analysis. 

C. SVM  

SVM is well known classification method which allows 
classify the data into the previously designated class categories. 
In the proposed method, two class categories, pain and not pain 
are designated. By using the feature components, SVM based 
classification is applied. 

III. EXPERIMENTS 

A. Experimental Configuration 

Fig. 3 shows the experimental configuration which consists 
of the hot water pot with temperature measuring instrument 
and NIR camera mounted glass. 

 

Fig. 3. Experimental configuration. 

B. Experimental Configuration  

Without any thermal stimulus, 50 seconds of eye images 
are acquired with 30 frame/second. After that, 10 seconds of 
eye images are acquired with 40 degree Celsius of the pot 
attached to the user’s arm. These processes are repeated for six 
times, 600 seconds of eye images are acquired in total as 
shown in Fig. 4. 

 

Fig. 4. Procedure of the experiment. 

C. Preliminary Results  

Fig. 5(a) shows eye images when the user is having thermal 
stimulus while Fig. 5(b) shows those as the user is not having 
any thermal stimulus. It is quite obvious that pupil size as for 
having thermal stimulus is larger than that for having no 
thermal pain. Also, Fig. 5(c) shows eye image when the user is 
blinking. 
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(a)with thermal pain 

 
(b)without thermal pain 

 
(c)Blinking 

Fig. 5. Examples of eye images when user is having thermal pain and no 

thermal pain as well as blinking. 

D. Pupil Size 

Fig. 6(a) shows relation between thermal stimulus and 
pupil size. Meanwhile, Fig. 6(b) shows the result from linear 
regressive analysis between thermal stimulus and pupil size. 

 
(a) Relation 

 
(b) Regressive analysis 

Fig. 6. Relation between thermal stimulus and pupil size. 

Although there is definite relation between thermal 
stimulus and pupil size, correlation coefficient between both is 
not so high, around 0.378. On the other hand, response time of 

pupil size changes against thermal stimulus is shown in Fig. 7. 
Leading edges of the response are so quick in comparison to 
the trading edges. Namely, user respond to the thermal 
stimulus so quickly (0 to 3 sec.) while the thermal pain is 
remaining for a while (4 to 17 sec.) after the thermal stimulus 
is removed. 

 
Fig. 7. Response time of pupil size changes against thermal stimulus. 

E. Eye Size 

Eye size is defined as the distance between the upper and 
lower eyelids. Usually, human eye size is getting large when 
users are surprising. Therefore, it is considered that eye size is 
one of the indicators for thermal pain. Fig. 8(a) shows the time 
series of eye size data against thermal stimulus while Fig. 8(b) 
shows the relation between both. 

 
(a) Time series 

 
(b) Relation 

Fig. 8. Relation between eye size and thermal stimulus. 
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As shown in Fig. 8, relation between eye size and thermal 

stimulus is not high (correlation coefficient is around 0.1212). 
Therefore, eye size is not changed so much for thermal 
stimulus and no thermal stimulus period of time. 

F. Blink  

The number of blinks during thermal stimulus and no 
thermal stimulus are applied to user is measured. Fig. 9(a) 
shows the time series of the number of blinks data while 
Fig. 9(b) shows the result from linear regressive analysis 
between the number of blinks and thermal stimulus. Also, 
Table II shows the number of blinks for thermal stimulus and 
no thermal stimulus period of time. 

 
(a) Time series of data 

  
(b) Linear regression 

Fig. 9. Relation between thermal stimulus and the number of blinks. 

As shown in Fig. 9(b), the relation between the number of 
blinks and thermal stimulus is not high (correlation coefficient 
is around 0.113). Therefore, the number of blinks is not 
changed so much for thermal stimulus and no thermal stimulus 
period of time. 

G. Pupil Size Change Rate 

Meanwhile, pupil size change rate is investigated with the 
pupil size measured data. Human eye pupil size maybe rapidly 
changes due to thermal stimulus while pupil size is changed 
slowly for no thermal stimulus. Fig. 10(a) shows time series of 
pupil size change rate data while Fig. 10(b) shows the result 
from linear regression between thermal stimulus and the pupil 
size change rate. The correlation coefficient between both is 
approximately 0.678. Therefore, the pupil size change rate can 
be a good indicator of the thermal pain. 

TABLE II. THE NUMBER OF BLINKS 

Time Duration(s) The Number of Blink/min. 

1～60 35 

61～120 16 

121～180 17 

181～240 6 

241～300 6 

301～360 8 

361～420 4 

421～480 2 

481～540 5 

541～600 7 

 
(a) Time series of data 

 
(b) Linear regression 

Fig. 10. Relation between thermal stimulus and pupil size change rate. 

H. Pupil Center Location and Its Change Rate  

It is used to be occurred that pupil center location is 
changed when users feel some strange actions including 
thermal stimulus. Therefore, it may be possible to use these 
two features, pupil center location change and its change rate 
for detection of thermal pain. Fig. 11 shows time series of the 
features, pupil center location change and its change rate. In the 
figure, short and long radius of the ellipsoid of pupil shape, 
pupil center location of x and y coordinates, as well as short 
radius with 0 data and the difference between the short radius 
and short radius with 0 data are shown. 
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Fig. 11. Time series of features of short and long radius of the ellipsoid of 

pupil shape, pupil center location of x and y coordinates, as well as short 
radius with 0 data and the difference between the short radius and short radius 

with 0 data. 

From the features, square of the pupil center location 
changes in unit of pixel and its change rate are calculated. 
Fig. 12(a) shows time series of pupil center location changes 
and thermal stimulus and Fig. 12(b) also shows the relation 
between thermal stimulus and the pupil center location changes.  

 
(a) Time series 

 
(b) Relation 

Fig. 12. Time series of the pupil center location changes and thermal stimulus 

as well as its relation between both. 

Correlation between both is quite low, 0.0051. Therefore, it 
is difficult to get a good classification performance with SVM. 
On the other hand, correlation coefficient between pupil center 
location change rate in unit of pixel/sec. and thermal stimulus 
is around 0.5 as shown in Fig. 13. Therefore, it is better than 
the feature of pupil center location changes and may be 
possible to get a good classification performance. 

 

Fig. 13. Relation between the pupil center location change rate and thermal 

stimulus. 

In summary, although the conventional method uses the 
feature of pupil size, pupil size change rate is much better than 
pupil size for the reason that correlation coefficients between 
thermal stimulus and the above two features are quite different. 

I. Classification Performance 

SVM based classification performances with the 
aforementioned four features, pupil size (P), the number of 
blinks (B), eye size (E) and pupil size change rate (S) and their 
possible combinations are evaluated. Table III(a) shows 
classification performance with four single features while 
Table III(b) shows that with six two feature combination. 
Meanwhile, Table III(c) shows the classification performance 
with five possible three feature combinations. 

TABLE III. SVM BASED CLASSIFICATION PERFORMANCE (PAIN AND NO-
PAIN) 

(a) Single feature 

P B E S 

60.97% 75.82% 51.3% 62.46% 

(b) Two feature combination 

P+B P+E P+S B+E B+S E+S 

73.71% 57.92% 59.34% 70.88% 73.82% 50% 

(c) Three feature combination 

P+B+E P+B+S P+E+S B+E+S P+B+E+S 

69.86% 74.02% 56.94% 69.95% 67.48% 

It is concluded that the number of blinks shows the best 
classification performance followed by the three feature 
combination among pupil size, the number of blinks and pupil 
size change rate. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Method for thermal pain level prediction with human eye 
motion is proposed. Through experiments, it is found that 
thermal pain level is much sensitive to the change rate of pupil 
size rather than pupil size itself. Moreover, the number of 
blinks shows better classification performance than the other 
features. 
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Also, it is found that the number of blinks and the eye size 
are not good indicator for thermal pain. Furthermore, it is also 
found that user respond to the thermal stimulus so quickly (0 to 
3 sec.) while the thermal pain is remaining for a while (4 to 17 
sec.) after the thermal stimulus is removed. 

V. FUTURE STUDY 

Further study is required for more experimental data with a 
variety of examiners. In order to validate the proposed method, 
more experiments with a variety of examiners are highly 
required. 
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Abstract—The paper presents a rule based implicative rating 

measure to calculate the ratings of users on items. The paper also 

presents a new model using the ruleset with the rule length of 2 

and the proposed measure to suggest to users the list of items 

with the highest ratings. The new model is compared to the three 

existing models that use items (such as the popular items, the 

items with highest similarities, and the items with strong 

relationships) to make the suggestion. The experiments on the 

MSWeb dataset and the MovieLens dataset indicate that the 

proposed recommendation model has the higher performace (via 

the Precision - Recall and the ROC curves) than the compared 

models for most of the given. 

Keywords—Model evaluation; recommendation model; rule 

based implicative rating measure; ruleset 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Recommendation systems (or recommender systems - RSs) 
[1] are used to predict the ratings of users for products; and 
then suggest to users the products that can be preferred by 
those users. Therefore, RSs help to reduce the information 
overload; and used in many fields of life [2]. There are various 
kinds of RSs [2]-[4], such as content based RSs, collaborative 
filtering RSs, context based RSs, hybrid RSs, etc. RSs always 
use the measures such as finding the nearest neighbors, 
identifying the strong relationships among items, etc. to make 
the suggestion. In recommendation techniques, the association 
rule based approach can provide the deep explanation on 
recommendation to users [5]. This approach uses the support 
and confidence measures and the maximum rule length to find 
the ruleset and make the suggestion. The recommendation 
performance (via e.g. the precision, the recall) will be high if 
the maximum rule length is greater than 2. However, if the 
length is increased, the number of rules will increase; and 
consequently, the recommendation time will also increase or 
the computer may be overloaded. For that reason, in order to 
maintain the high performance, another measure applied on the 
ruleset where the length of each rule equals to 2 should be 
used. 

The statistical implicative analysis [6], [7] is applied in 
knowledge management, bioinformatics, etc. to study the 
trends (the strong implicative relationships) among data 
attributes. This method proposed the measures such as the 
implicative intensity, the typicality to detect those trends. 
Therefore, the statistical implicative measures can be 
considered for building RSs. Author in [8] proposed an 

approach to make a RS using the implicative intensity measure, 
but did not compare the performance of the approach with that 
of others. In [9], we proposed a recommendation model based 
on the important statistical implicative measures and 
association rules, and then conducted the internal evaluation on 
the performance of model. Although that model shows the high 
performance when compared to some existing models, it is still 
inherited the drawback of the association rule-based approach 
mentioned above. Besides, there is the lack of consistency in 
comparing models because we used the random values for a 
few compared models instead of selecting the best suitable 
values. 

This paper proposes a new measure called as the rule based 
implicative rating measure to predict the users’ ratings and a 
new recommendation model to present to users the top N items 
(e.g. movies, songs, products, etc.). The new model is based on 
the rule mining approach and the proposed measure. The 
model uses the binary rating matrix of as the input; the 
measures including the confidence measure and the support 
measure for mining the rules with the rule length of 2, the 
statistical implicative intensity for calculating the implicative 
value of each rule, and the proposed measure for predicting the 
ratings of users on items. The new measure uses the confidence 
and the statistical implicative values of rules and the items that 
were rated by those users. 

The remaining of paper is organized as follows. Section II 
proposes not only the rule based implicative rating measure, 
but also the recommendation model using the ruleset and that 
measure. Section III presents the experiments. Section IV is the 
conclusion. 

II. RECOMMENDATION MODEL USING RULE BASED 

IMPLICATIVE RATING MEASURE 

The proposed recommendation model consists of n users 
u1, u2,…, un (U); m items i1, i2, …, im (I); and the ratings of 
users on items stored in a binary matrix of size n x m (R).  Each 
cell of matrix rjk is set to 0 if the item ik is not liked (rated or 
known) by the user uj, and 1 otherwise. 

Fig. 1 shows the sketch of proposed recommendation 
model. The model uses the rule mining approach and the 
proposed measure ArIR1 (Rule based Implicative Rating). 
However, the model just uses the ruleset with the rule length of 
2 for reducing the recommendation time or avoiding the 
computers’ overload. The model generates the ruleset using the 
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confidence measure and the support measure, calculates the 
implicative value of each rule using the statistical implicative 
intensity, creates an item matrix of m items x m items basing 
on the confidence and implicative intensity values of rules, 
predicts the ratings R’ that can be given by a user who needs 
the recommendation, and then presents to that user the items 
whose predicted ratings are highest (the top N items). The 
general objective of proposed recommendation model is that 
the performance of model (via the Precision-Recall and the 
ROC curves) is higher when compared to those of some 
existing models. 

 
Fig. 1. The recommendation model using the rule based implicative rating 

measure. 

A. Rule based Implicative Rating 

The proposed measure ArIR1 is built on the confidence 
value and the statistical implicative intensity value of rules, and 
the items that were rated by the user needing the 
recommendation. The purpose of ArIR1 is to predict the rating 
of a user on an item. 

1) Statistical Implicative Intensity 
The statistical implicative intensity measure was proposed 

by Gras [6] to calculate the implicative value between the 

antecedent and consequent of a rule a  b. The formula of this 
measure is shown in (1). 

 (a,b)=1– s=0
nab_

(s
/s!)e

-
 if nb  n; and 0 otherwise 

Where n is the number of users; na (and nb) is the number 
of users rating the item a (and the item b); nab_ is the number of 
users who rate the item a but do not rate (or know) the item b; 

and =na(1-nb)/n. 

2) Rule based Implicative Rating 
The measure ArIR1 predicts the final ratings given by a 

user ua for an item iI. The value of ArIR1(ua,i) is in range 
[0,1]; and is defined by (2) where AIR1(ua,i) (Atom Implicative 

Rating) is the original implicative rating value of ua for i. The 
formula of AIR1 is shown in (3). 

  ArIR1(ua,i)=AIR1(ua,i)/maxlIAIR1(ua,l) 

  AIR1(ua,i)=j=1
k
IIntConf(ij,i) 

In (3), k is the number of items that were rated (liked) by 
ua; ij is one of k items rated by ua; and IIntConf(ij,i) is the 

combination of two values as shown in (4). (ij,i) is the 

statistical implicative intensity value of the rule ij  i; and 

conf(ij,i) is the confidence value of the rule ij  i. The 
difference among rules will increase quickly if we use the 

IIntConf instead of  or conf.  

 IIntConf(ij,i)= (ij,i)*conf(ij,i) 

The value of AIR1(ua,i) is calculated from the confidence 
value and the implicative intensity of rules where the right side 
of those rules are the same item (i) and the left side are the 
items rated by ua. 

B. Top N Recommendation 

1) Creating a Matrix of Items 
A matrix of items IIntConf is a m x m square matrix where 

each element IIntConf[ij,i] is the value of the rule ij  i 
according to (4) and ij as well as i is an item of the itemset I. 
The algorithm named CreateItemMatrix is used for building 
this matrix. The inputs of algorithm are: the rating matrix R; 
the thresholds of the support measure and the confidence 
measure to be s and c respectively. The processing steps of 
CreateItemMatrix are: 

 Generating a ruleset by the algorithm Apriorio [10] 
using the thresholds s and c. 

 Presenting each rule of ruleset by four values {n, na, nb, 
nab_}, then calculating the implicative intensity value of 
that rule according to the algorithm named as 
ImplicativeIntensity. We proposed this algorithm in 
[11]. 

 Building a matrix of items IIntConf according to (4). 

CreateItemMatrix(ratingmatrix R; float s,c) { 

Ruleset = Apriorio(R,s,c); 

Ruleset = ImplicativeIntensity(Ruleset,R); 

for each rule rk of form ij  i belongs to Ruleset { 

IInt[ij,i] = GetImplicativeIntensity(Ruleset,rk) 

Conf[ij,i] = GetConfidence(Ruleset,rk); 

IIntConf[ij,i] = IInt[ij,i] * Conf[ij,i];   

} 

return IIntConf; 
} 

2) Predicting Ratings 
The algorithm named as PredictRatings is used for 

predicting the ratings of a user for each item in the itemset I. 
The inputs of PredictRatings are: the vector A of size m, 
A[ij]=0 if ua did not rate (or know) the item ij and 1 otherwise, 

U x I x R 

Support,  
 

Confidence  

Ruleset 

Statistical  
 

implicative  intensity  

U x I  R’ 

ArIR1  

List of the top N items 

Item matrix 
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ua is a user needing the recommendation; the square matrix of 
items IIntConf. The steps of PredictRatings are as follows: 

PredictRatings(vector A; matrix IIntConf) { 

AIR1 = InitializeMatrix(0,1,m); 

ArIR1 = InitializeMatrix(0,1,m); 

for each item ij I 

if (A[ij]==1) 

for each item iI  

AIR1[ua,i] += IIntConf[ij,i]; 

ArIR1[ua, ] = AIR1[ua, ]/max(AIR1[ua, ]) 

return ArIR1; 

} 

3) Recommendating the Top N Items 
The proposed model uses the algorithm named as IRRS to 

present the top N items to a user ua who needs the 
recommendation. Its inputs are: the vector A as mentioned 
above; the rating matrix R; the thresholds of two measures 
(support, confidence) to be s and c respectively. IRRS conducts 
the following steps: 

 Building a matrix of items IIntConf by the algorithm 
named as CreateItemMatrix. 

 Predicting the ratings of the user ua for each item iI 
using the ruleset and the measure ArIR1 according to 
the algorithm named as PredictRatings. 

 Filtering the predicted result by removing given items 
that were rated by ua. 

 Suggesting N items (of the filtered list) with the highest 
predicted implicative ratings to ua. 

IRRS(vector A; ratingmatrix R; float s,c){   

IIntConf = CreateItemMatrix(R,s,c); 

ArIR1 = PredictRatings(A,IIntConf); 

Ratings = RemoveKnownGiven(A, ArIR1); 

Reclist = TopNItems(Ratings);  

return Reclist; 

}   

III. EXPERIMENTS 

A. Experimental Setup 

1) Experimental Data 
MovieLens

1
 and MSWeb

2
 are the datasets to be used in our 

experiments. The former dataset stores the ratings of users on 
movies while the latter dataset stores all Vroots (the areas of 
the website) visited by users. The number of users, the number 
of movies or Vroots, and the number of ratings of these two 
dataset are (943, 1,664, 99,392) and (32,710, 285, 98,653) 
respectively. For the MovieLens dataset, the value of rating is 
from 1 to 5. Therefore, the dataset has to be binarized in order 
to use the proposed recommendation model. A rating is set to 1 
if the user rated the movie and 0 otherwise. 

To avoid bias because of lack of data, the MovieLens 
dataset and the MSWeb dataset have to be preprocessed by 

                                                           
1http://www.grouplens.org/node/73 
2http://www.ics.uci.edu/~mlearn/MLRepository.html 

removing the items rated only a few times as well as the users 
rating only a few items. The minimum number of items per 
user and the minimum number of users per item to be selected 
for extracting these datasets are (50, 100) for MovieLens and 
(10, 50) for MSWeb. Table I shows the information of these 
two datasets after preprocessing.  

TABLE I.  INFORMATION OF TWO DATASETS AFTER PREPROCESSING 

Dataset 

The 

number 

of users 

The 

number  

of items 

The number  

of ratings  

The maximum 

number of 

given* 

MovieLens 565 202 41,245 10 

MSWeb 875 135 10,487 7 

*: For evaluating the models, if a user needing the recommendation were 
rated t items (i.e. t ratings), then given ratings (also called as given known 

ratings) is used for making the recommendations and the remaining ratings (t-
given ratings) is used for evaluating the recommended result. The maximum 

number of given is identified by analyzing the percentiles of datasets.  

2) Experimental Tool  
We developed the recommendation model using rule based 

implicative measure in the R language, and integrated it in the 
Interestingnesslab tool [12]. Besides, the three existing models 
of recommenderlab package [13] are also used for the 
comparison purpose. Those models are named as IBCF - the 
item based collaborative filtering model, POPULAR - the 
popular model, and AR - the association rule based model. The 
reason for selecting three models is that they all are based on 
the items to suggest the top N items to users. The first one uses 
the items with highest similarities. The last two ones use the 
popular items and the items with strong relationships (rules), 
respectively. 

3) Recommendation System Evaluation  
We use the evaluation method presented in [14]. In that 

way, the k-folds cross validation method [15], the Precision - 
Recall curves and the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) 
curves [16] are used for evaluating the performance of RSs. 
The ROC curve is plotted from the values of True Positive 
Rate (TPR or recall) and False Positive Rate (FPR) while the 
Precision - Recall curve is plotted from the values of precision 
and recall. In the experiments of this research, the value of k-
folds is set to 4.   

B. Experimental Results 

We develop four RSs named as: Popular RS, IBCFJaccard 
RS, ArIR1 RS, and ARConfidence RS.  

 ArIR1 RS uses the proposed recommendation model 
and the rule based implicative rating measure. 

 Popular RS suggests to users the top N popular items 
without known items. The POPULAR model is used by 
this RS. 

 IBCFJaccard RS uses the IBCF model and the Jaccard 
measure. The Jaccard measure is used because it only 
focuses on matching ones and thus prevents the 
problem with zeroes. IBCFJaccard RS recommends the 
top N items based on the items with highest similarities.  

 ARConfidence RS finds the strong rules (the strong 
relationships among items) and then suggest to users the 

http://www.grouplens.org/node/73
http://www.ics.uci.edu/~mlearn/MLRepository.html
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top N items. This RS uses the AR model and the 
confidence measure.  

All of these RSs use the following parameters: 

 The number of items to be presented to the users (recs) 
is:  1, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, and 100 for 
the MovieLens dataset; and 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 
11 and 12 for the MSWeb dataset.  

 The number of known ratings of each user used for 
making the recommendation (given) is:  from 1 to 10 
for the MovieLens dataset; and from 1 to 7 for the 
MSWeb dataset. 

 The number of times of evaluation (times) is varied. For 
each times of evaluation, the k-folds cross validation 
method is used. 

1) Selected Values of Important Parameters 
The important parameters of IBCFJaccard RS and 

ARConfidence RS are: k items to be used for finding the items 
with highest similarities; and the support value s, the 
confidence value c, and the maximum length of rule l, 
respectively. To find the suitable values of these parameters, 
we vary their values as well as the values of times, given; then 
observe the ROC curves and the Precision - Recall curves. k is 
varied from 15 to 202 for the MovieLens dataset, from 20 to 
135 for the MSWeb dataset with the difference between two 
adjacent values to be about 10. To do not omit the association 
rules with high quality, s and c should be assigned to small 
values: from 0.01 and 0.2 respectively for the MovieLens 
dataset; and from 0.01 and 0.02 respectively for the MSWeb 
dataset. As a result, Table II shows the selected values of 
important parameters. 

TABLE II.  SELECTED VALUES OF IMPORTANT PARAMETERS 

Dataset k  s, c, l 

MovieLens 202 for all givens 

s=0.01,c=0.3, and l=3 for given 

from 1 to 5. 
s=0.04,c=0.5, and l=3 for given 

from 6 to 10** 

MSWeb 135 for all givens s=0.01, c=0.1, l=7 for all given 

**: The larger the value of l is, the bigger the size of ruleset will be. The 
computer used in our experiments is overloaded if the size of ruleset is too big. 

For example, if s=0.01, c=0.3 and l=3, the size of ruleset is more than 3.5 
million rules. Therefore, on the MovieLens dataset, the AR model used the 

above listed values to compare the models. 

The important parameters of ArIR1 RS are the support 
value s, the confidence value c. They are used for generating a 
ruleset where each rule has length of 2. In this paper, s and c to 
be selected are equal to ones of ARConfidence RS. 

2) Comparison of Recommendation Systems  
On the MSWeb dataset, the evaluation of four RSs (Popular 

RS, IBCFJaccard RS, ArIR1 RS, and ARConfidence RS) using 
the parameters as mentioned above is conducted. 

Fig. 2 displays the ROC curves of four RSs with times=10, 
given=4, and the selected values (recs from 1 to 12, k=135, 
s=0.01, c=0.1 and l=7) as shown in Table II. The result shows 
that the ROC curve of RS using the proposed recommendation 
model is above the other curves; the probability of false alarm 

(i.e. FPR) of that RS is lowest when compared to that of others 
for each value of recs. When varying the value of times and 
using the selected values of important parameters, we obtain 
the result similar to Fig. 2 for given from 3 to 7. 

 
Fig. 2. The ROC curves of four RSs on the MSWeb dataset with times=10, 

given=4, recs from 1 to 12, k=135, s=0.01, c=0.1, and l=7. 

Fig. 3 shows the Precision - Recall curves of four RSs with 
times=2, given=2, recs from 1 to 12, k=135, s=0.01, c=0.1 and 
l=7. The result indicates that the precision value and the recall 
value of ArIR1 RS are highest if recs is from 1 item to 8 items; 
and higher than those of Popular RS and IBCFJaccard RS if 
recs is from 9 item to 12 items. For given=1, the precision and 
the recall of ArIR1 RS are just higher than those of 
IBCFJaccard RS if recs is from 1 item to 12 items. When 
varying the value of times and using the selected values, we 
also achieve the same results as described for given less than 3. 

On the MovieLens dataset, the performances of four RSs 
are also compared one another. 

Fig. 4 displays the Precision - Recall curves of four RSs 
with times=4, given=3, and the selected values shown in 
Table II (recs from 1 to 100, k=202, s=0.01, c=0.3, and l=3). 
The precision value and the recall value of system using the 
proposed recommendation model are: highest when the 
number of items to be presented to users (recs) is less than 70; 
and lower than those of IBCFJaccard RS, yet still higher than 
those of remaining RSs when recs is greater than 70. Fig. 4 
also shows that the difference between corresponding values of 
ArIR1 RS and IBCFJaccard RS is quite small for recs greater 
than 30 (the curve portion from 30 items to 100 items). When 
we vary the value of times, use the selected values as shown in 
Table II, and change given from 4 to 10, the achieved result is 
similar to that obtained for given=3. Besides, the length of 
curve portion with small difference (of ArIR1 RS and 
IBCFJaccard RS) is increased while given is increased. 
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Fig. 3. The Precision - Recall curves of four RSs using the MSWeb dataset, 

times=2, given=2, recs from 1 to 12, k=135, s=0.01, c=0.1, and l=7. 

 

Fig. 4. The Precision - Recall curves of four RSs using the MovieLens 

dataset, times=4, given=3, recs from 1 to 100, k=202, s=0.01, c=0.3, and l=3. 

Fig. 5 shows the ROC curves of four RSs with times=2, 
given=1, and the selected values. The ROC curve of 
ARConfidence RS dominates that of others. The curve of 
ArIR1 RS is the next one almost dominating the remaining 
curves. The difference between curves (of ARConfidence RS 
and ArIR1 RS) is quite small on the portion from 1 item to 30 
items. Besides, when observing the values of FPR (the 
probability of false alarm), we see that the FPR values of 
ArIR1 RS are almost lowest at all recs, especially for the curve 
portion from 1 to 70 items. We also obtain the result as shown 
in Fig. 5 when varying the values of times. 

 
Fig. 5. The ROC curves of four RSs using the MovieLens dataset, times=2, 

given=1, recs from 1 to 100, k=202, s=0.01, c=0.3, and l=3. 

Fig. 6 shows the Precision-Recall curves of four RSs using 
times=5, given=2, and the selected values. The figure shows 
that the precision and recall values of ArIR1 RS are highest on 
the curve portion from 1 to 70 items; and nearly equal to those 
of IBCFJaccard RS as well as higher than those of remaining 
RSs on the portion greater than 70. When varying the values of 
times, the achieved result is similar to that shown in Fig. 6. 

 
Fig. 6. The ROC curves of four RSs using the MovieLens dataset, times=5, 

given=2, recs from 1 to 100, k=202, s=0.01, c=0.3, and l=3. 

From the experimental results, it is found that: 1) the AR 
model should only be used for developing RS if given equals to 
1, its performance is decreased while given is increased and the 
number of generated rules is big if the maximum length of rule 
is increased; 2) the proposed model should be used for most of 
given (such as: given greater than 2 for the MSWeb dataset, 
and given greater than 1 and the number of items to be 
presented to users less than and equal to 70 for the MovieLens 
dataset). Besides, either IBCF model or the proposed model 
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can be used for most given greater than 1 and the number of 
items to be presented to users greater than 70 for the 
MovieLens dataset because the difference between 
corresponding values of these two models is quite small. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

RSs help to reduce the information overload because they 
can suggest the valuable products to users from the rating 
matrices. The paper proposes the measure named as ArIR1 for 
predicting the users’ ratings on items. ArIR1 is built on the 
implicative intensity and the confidence value of rules, and the 
items rated by users needing the recommendation. Besides, the 
paper also presents the new model based on the ruleset with the 
rule length of 2 and the proposed measure. This model with the 
binary rating matrix will suggest to users the top N items. The 
performance of the proposed recommendation model (via the 
Precision - Recall and ROC curves) is compared with that of 
some existing models integrated in the recommenderlab 
package (IBCF, POPULAR, and AR) on two datasets 
(MovieLens and MSWeb). The results indicate that the 
performance of proposed recommendation model is higher than 
that of others for most of given. 

However, the proposed model has not yet been effective 
when the number of items that were rated by a user needing the 
recommendation is small (given=1 or 2 for the MSWeb 
dataset, and given=1 for the MovieLens dataset). Therefore, in 
the future direction, we will improve the performance of 
proposed model by using the hybrid approach such as using the 
AR model for the small given but the creation of a ruleset and a 
matrix of items will be performed offline; and switching to use 
the proposed model for the remaining given. Moreover, we will 
also observe the performance of proposed model by varying 
the threshold value of IIntConf to identify the suitable value. 
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Abstract—This paper primarily investigates and addresses 

the optimal power adaptation strategy problem for multi-user 

cognitive radio network. The need to determine the optimal 

power transmission for the secondary user (SU) in a distributed 

network environment is challenging and important. This requires 

an efficient adaptive strategy with high convergence capability in 

order to meet up with the multi-users quality of service (QoS) 

requirements in a cognitive network and ultimately ensure more 

efficient resource utilization amongst users. In this paper, a 

distributed QoS contraint scheme which considered both the 

transmission power and outage probability has been proposed to 

maximize the network performance and to control the SUs 

transmission power. Firstly, the QoS constraint optimization 

problem for distributed secondary users is formulated and solved 

in order to adapt with the network dynamics of the cognitive 

networks. Subsequently, the solution has been used to 

dynamically adjust the radio power of the SUs to conform with 

the stringent network constraint and ensures coexistence 

amongst the users. More importantly, the simulation result shows 

that the scheme increases the overall network utility when 

compared to the scheme without adaptation. 

Keywords—Cognitive radio network; outage probability; quality 

of service (QoS); network utility; power adaptation; primary user; 

secondary user 

I. INTRODUCTION 

There has been explosive growth in mobile devices market 
and high bandwidth demand which eventually leads to more 
congestion and traffic within the frequency spectrum. It is 
known fact that the spectrum is primarily allocated to primary 
users (PU), but has not been utilized effectively. Hence, 
making usage of the available resources in effective manner 
requires an efficient resource allocation and transmission 
strategy to dynamically adapt with the network condition. 
Therefore, there is dramatic need for highly adaptive schemes 
to efficiently manage the spectrum utilization. This eventually 
led to development of cognitive radio technology in order to 
efficiently and effectively manages the spectrum [1]. Sensing 
for free spectrum is challenging and it is very important in 
cognitive radio as such the decision depends on the precision 
to determine the spectrum availability or presence of the 
primary user. The performance of the secondary user can be 
significantly improved by determining the available spectrum 
that can be used regularly by the secondary user if condition 
warrant. When more users are involved in the decision, the 
probability of false alarm is higher, but at the expense of 
increasing the latency.  

As it has previously been mentioned, making effective 
decision is essential which can lead to higher performance and 
reliable communication in cognitive radio network. More 
importantly, efficient power level sensing mechanism will 
improves the performance and QoS provision by exactly 
determining the presence of PU and the network utilization. 
For instance, the network condition rapidly changes and hence 
the decision time should be negligible and precise as well to 
ensure effective utilization of the network. The ability to 
determine the probability of false alarm precisely matters lot 
while taking decision. It is challenging to reduce the decision 
delay time especially in a network with large number of users 
and at the same time achieving optimal performance. Hence, 
there is need for high effective optimization scheme in order to 
achieve high performance and conforming to the power 
constraint in which every SU is expected to abide by. 
Managing and utilizing the available limited resources will 
increase the network performance, capacity and reduces the 
complexity. In most of the literature works, the users were 
assumed to have the same features and setting or uniform 
parameters. In real world scenario, the devices have different 
sensing parameter and requirements. This should be 
considered while designing such systems. Designing schemes 
to combine the collective sensing information from different 
devices and ensuring effective decision with sophistication 
and precision is extremely important for effective 
communication to harness. 

Different research works related to dynamic spectrum 
sensing have been conducted in order to improve the 
throughput of the SU and at the same time protecting the PU 
[2], [3].  It is known fact that the probability of false alarm 
depends greatly on the sensing parameters and throughput as 
well. In [4], the resource allocation by maximizing the total 
throughput of the secondary user has been exploited. More 
importantly, both sensing time and power were considered for 
enhancing the cognitive radio performance. Some researches 
related to spectrum sharing have been focusing on how to used 
power constraint on secondary users not exceeding the 
maximum transmission power level so that not to interrupt 
with the primary user operation [5]-[7]. Consequently, this 
will reduce the intereference in the cognitive radio network 
and enhence performance. 

Section 2 will cover the related works. Section 3 mainly 
focuses on the system model and problem formulation. 
Section 4 discusses the developed distributed QoS constraint 
based power adaptation scheme. Numerical results and 
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discussion for experimental simulation is presented in 
Section 5. Finally, the conclusions for the research are drawn 
in Section 6. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Distributed power control has been studied in [8] and the 
scheme mainly ensures that the feasible solution meet up with 
the requirement of the users. A joint optimization scheme for 
cell selection and power control was proposed [9]. Huang et al. 
[10] used power price and interference to adjust power 
transmitted by the users with the multi-hop wireless network. 
In [11], both flow rate and transmitted power were used in 
order to achieve high network utilization. It assumed static 
channel condition in which is not possible in real world 
scenario. A centralized power control scheme using outage 
probability in [12] has been proposed and it considers the 
channel fading. In [13], it has formulated the QoS 
optimization problem in a multi-user environment.  

An auction based power allocation scheme was developed 
in [14] to share spectrum amongst distributed users but it has 
taken the interference temperature into consideration. 
Srinivasa et al. [15] studied joint beam forming and power 
control scheme for different users with multiple antennas.   

Wang et al. [16] considered the interference amongst the 
secondary users and used an exponential pricing function to 
protect the primary users from interference. More importantly, 
it considered many secondary and primary users which use the 
same band for their operation. In [17], multiple users and 
single PU were considered in the distributed allocation 
problem scenario in order to minimize the transmitted power. 
Mei et al. [18] proposed a fast convergence distributed power 
control algorithm which uses round robin. In [19], it uses 
game theory to minimize the sum throughput of the SUs. 

Hence, it is very important to note that the developed 
scheme is different from other power control scheme because 
it primarily considers the maximum transmission power and 
the QoS needed by PUs and SUs for reliable and effective 
communication. More importantly, the developed scheme 
maximize the overall cognitive radio network spectral utility 
and at the same time conforming to the general coexistence 
policy of the network in such a way that the primary users are 
not interrupted or interfered by the secondary users. 

III. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION  

In this section, the system model used for the distributed 
QoS constraint based power adaptation scheme has been 
described. The scenario setting shown in Fig. 1 has been used 
for the multi-user cognitive radio network. Firstly, let’s 
assume that there are N primary and M secondary users within 
the network. Also, the basic assumption for the development 
of the model are introduced in order to have clear 
understanding of the general assumptions and setting used for 
the development of the proposed scheme. 

In order to model the QoS constraint power adaptive 
scheme for the above cognitive radio network, it is assumed 
that there secondary transmitter (SUBs) which is within the 
coverage area of the cognitive network. Also, it is assumed 

that the transmitted power by N secondary users can be 
represented mathematically as follows: 

 
Fig. 1. A typical multi-user cognitive radio network scenario. 

Pi = [P1, ・ ・ ・ , PN] (1) 

The channel utilization is assumed to be slotted and the 
secondary users synchronize their spectrum access based on 
the time slot. In order to avert collision, every node ensures 
that it listen to the channel before transmit. In this work, the 
spectral utility of secondary users is determined using the 
mathematical equation shown as follows: 

Ui= log(1+hiPi) (2) 

Where hi represent the constant taking care of the 
parameters such as coverage, intereference for the secondary 
users (i.........N). The utility is connected or related to the 
information rate which can be effectively conveyed over the 
secondary user link at a particular time. Ultimately, it varies 
with the change in network condition as in the real world 
scenario. To ensure coexistnce amongst the users within the 
network, the power transmitted by users Pi should be less than 
the maximum power Pmax. So all the users have to abide with 
the maximum power threshold in order to prevent other users 
interefering the primary users. 

Lets assumed that No is the gussian noise at PUB and 
hence the SINR due to channel can be computed using the 
equation below: 

  
      

   ∑       
 
   

 
(3) 

Assuming F0 is exponentially distributed and the outage 
probability of the PUB is given by 

        [ 
     

    

] 
(4) 

    present the required SINR and it ultimately ensures 
that both the QoS requirements of the PU and SU have been 
achieved. 

In order to develop the optimization problem needed to 
meet up the power and outage probability. The primary 
objective is to maximize the secondary user utility function 
given in (5) and subsequently taking into consideration the 
power and outage probability constraint as well. The 
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optimization problem can be mathematically described as 
follows: 

            ∑            

 

   

 

               Subject to:   

                                   ∑                
                                  ∑                (5) 

In the optimization problem presented in (5), the outage 
probability and transmission power have been considered as 
constraints need to be fulfilled by the optimization problem. 
The SU utility which satisfied the constraint is selected as the 
utility values to conform to the PU and SU QoS requirement. 
The value of p and   for SUs (        ) is compared 
with the maximum value in order to ensure that the PU and 
SU coexist within the same coverage without interference 
amongst the users. In order to achieve optimal utility while 
considering the QoS constraint, (5) has been used in 
optimizing the SU performance. In the next section, a detail 
about the QoS constraint power adaptive algorithm has been 
described. 

IV. QOS CONSTRAINT POWER ADAPTIVE ALGORITHM  

The main primary objective is to reduce the outage 
probability by maximizing the utility of the secondary users 
within the cognitive radio network. Initially, the problem has 
been formulated as convex optimization and its closed 
solution is derived. The algorithm is used to approximate the 
optimal solution based on the transmission power and outage 
probability of the secondary users in the cognitive radio 
network. The dynamics of the secondary users with the 
cognitive radio network can be handle using heuristics – that 
is to learn and improve with time. Regularly, the SU’s 
estimate the outage probability and transmission power in 
order to tackle the rapid change in the network condition.  

The distributed QoS constraint based power adaptation 
algorithm is as shown below and the parameters used by the 
algorithm are initialized. Having initialized the constant 
parameters, others parameters such as p, q are computed by 
users as the time increase from 0 to t (0   ). The main key 
issue of concern is the fact that how the distributed QoS 
constraint based power algorithm will meet up with both 
power and outage probability constraints. The SUs receives 
information from the SUB about the network dynamics and 
based on that it decides on either to utilize the PU spectrum. 

Algorithm 1   Distributed QoS Constraint Based Power 

Adaptation Scheme   
 

01. Set value for N0 ,     ,      , number of SUs 

02. Calculate    &    for each SU 

03. while (i < M) do 

04.       If      
 
               

 
  

   
    

05.       Ui = max (∑             
 
   ) 

else if   (       ) 

06.                     
07.          Update  Ui 

n+1 
and Pi 

n+1    

 

08.        Go to step 5         

09.  end if 

10.      end if 

11.      i =i+1 

12.  end while 
 

Initially, the values for      and       are set as the 
constraint need to be satisfied before determining the network 
utility Ui for any SU. They represent the power and outage 
probability threshold in which all the users have to conform 
with. In a network with M secondary users, each user while 
updating its power has to compare with the maximum power 
threshold. The transmitted power for SUs should always be 
less than      in order not to interfere with other users. The 
values    &    for each SU are computed and tested to ensure 
that they meet up with the constraint. If the condition has been 
satisfied, the network utility is computed based on (5). If  
       , the maximum power threshold value is chosen as 
the value the SU should use as its transmission power level. 
The SU decides by juxtaposing the Pi with the Pmax. When Pi 
 Pmax, the SU will automatically access the spectrum and it 
transmit with the power Pi. Also, it considers the outage 
probability threshold as well. Otherwise, the SU does not 
engage in to any activity with the PU spectrum.  In Step 7, 
both network utility and power for the secondary user are 
updated. By repeating this procedure over time, the algorithm 
converges to the peak power level and this dramatically 
improves the network utility since Pi is directly related to it. 

Since the develop algorithm has restriction on SUs 
knowing about other SUs activities, they only intermingle 
with the SUB unit. In a very large network which has many 
SUB and PUB, each SUB has information about all the SUs 
and PUBs connected to it. This requires more strategic 
approach to effectively sense the condition of the network and 
eventually fulfill the constraints thresholds under such 
situation. Each SU decide independently whether to utilize the 
spectrum opportunity or not. Once it has been decided, the SU 
will access or share information via the available medium.  

Based on (5), the problem can be further expressed and 
represented in Lagrange form by  

         ∑            
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    If      ∑       ∑    , the equation above can be re-

written as  

 ∑                 ∑      
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(7) 

Where q = [q1, q2,…….  ] and hence the Lagrange of the 
dual function to the optimization problem can be represented 
mathematically as follows: 

                        (8) 
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=min(∑                  ∑          
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(9) 

 

By setting (9) to zero and re-arranging the terms in the 
equation, it eventually yields  

∑                
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(10) 

The update of the dual variables is achieved using (11) and 
(12) as shown below: 

  
     

    {  
          ∑   

 
 }       

 

(11) 
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          ∑   

 
 }       

(12) 

A. Optimal Utility 

The set of optimal utility for each SU at a particular time t 
is determined and the best utility is selected based on the 
constraints. The set of utility for the secondary users can be 
represented mathematically as follows: 

Ui = [U1, ・ ・ ・ , UN] (13) 
More importantly, it has been assumed that there are N 

secondary users within the cognitive radio network. For each 
secondary user, it optimal transmission and its required QoS is 
considered while selecting the best utility. Hence, equation 
can be further represented in simple form as follows: 

Ui = [U1(P1, Q1) ・ ・ ・ , UN(PN, QN)] (14) 
Similarly, the outage probability for the secondary users is 

represented by equation (15) as follows: 

 i = [ 1, ・ ・ ・ ,  N] (15) 
For every SU, the outage probability varies over period of 

time t. It can be noticed that  i vary randomly below and 
above the threshold red line as shown in Fig. 2. The outage 
probability should not be fixed, but changes as the network 
condition changes. This is primarily to ensure that the 
simulation scenario mimic the real network scenario as well. 
In addition, the outage probability is affected by the distance, 
signal strength, noise and any other factor which can change 
the network condition. Each SU compare its outage 
probability with the threshold value in order to decide on 
whether to increase or decrease its transmission power and 
also by taking into consideration the maximum power 
threshold. 

 

Fig. 2. Constraint outage and simulated outage probabilities. 

As can be seen from Fig. 2, it shows the SUs outage 
probabilities variation over a period of time t. The developed 
scheme adapts with the change in outage probability and SU 
transmission power. In a nutshell, the primary motive for 
setting the outage probability threshold is to ensure that the 
SU QoS requirements have been accomplished for effective 
utilization of the network. For every SU, its outage probability 
is different from other SU as in real world scenario - this is 
mainly due to the aforementioned reason. The SU will decide 
to increase its transmission power whenever its outage 
probability is below the threshold value.  More importantly, 
the SUs update their outage probability based on (12). This 
strategy helps a lot in making effective utilization of the 
network amongst the secondary users within the cognitive 
radio network. 
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V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

This section primarily focus on the simulation results 
obtained from the proposed distributed QoS constraint based 
power control algorithm are presented and discussed in more 
details about the findings. As it has been mentioned that a 
multiple SUs were deployed within the cognitive radio 
network as shown in Fig. 1. The parameter settings used for 
the simulation are represented in Table I as shown below. 

TABLE I.  SIMULATION PARAMETER SETTINGS 

Parameter Value 

Path loss exponent 3.5 

PU transmission power 2000 mw 

SU maximum transmission power 1000 mw 

Number of SUs 5 

Outage probability 10% 

More importantly, the outage probability threshold for the 
PU has been set to 10% as constraint and it has ultimately 
been maintained constant throughout the period of time. The 
main primary key objective is to maximize the SU utility and 
enhance the overall network performance. Initially, the 
proposed distributed QoS constraint based power control 
scheme has been tested to verify that the outage probability 
does not remain constant but it varies over period of time as in 
real time scenario. Also, it is very clear that the SU’s outage 
probability can above or below the threshold value and hence 
if it has not been properly managed, the QoS of the SU and 
PU can be significantly affected since there is every tendency 
that the users would interfere with one another. 

A. SUs Power Convergence 

Interestingly, the transmitted power by each SU has been a 
major issue of concern in the distributed QoS constraint based 
power control algorithm. Firstly, the power transmitted by 
each is critically analyze in order to ensure that all the SUs 
operated within the allowable power limit. As it can be seen in 
Fig. 3, the transmitted power by each user is far below the 
allowable threshold power level. More importantly, it can be 
noticed that all the users have different transmission power 
which is similar to the real world scenario. The power 
threshold for the SUs is 50% less than that of the PU. This is 
mainly to ensure that the SUs do not interfere with the PU 
while operating. For instance, the SU with the highest power 
is the secondary user 3 and then followed by 2, 1, 4, and 5 as 
shown in Fig. 3. 

Even though that the distributed QoS constraint based 
power control scheme is decentralized system, coordinating 
and managing such scheme is challenging and it require 
thorough testing and evaluation to verify whether the 
performance of the developed scheme conform the 
requirements needed to be fulfilled. This requires systematic 
approach in order to efficiently test the scheme performance 
and its decision making precision. In order to critically 
analyze the performance of the developed power control 
scheme, the performance of each secondary user is evaluated 
since it is decentralized power control scheme. All the five (5) 
secondary users were considered so that each user conforms to 
the maximum power threshold. Based on the numerical 
experimentation, it can be seen from Fig. 2 that as time t 

increases; the SUs adjusted their respective transmission 
power in order to achieve the optimal transmission power.   

As it has been explained, each SU has different proximity 
from both the PUB and SUB. This has had dramatic impact on 
the SUs transmission power and coverage. As the time varies 
from 0 to any value of t, the transmitted power for SUs is 
determined and subsequently each SU updated its power level. 
As time increases, the power transmitted by each SU becomes 
relatively constant when the algorithm completely converges. 
This approach has been used to keep in line with the variation 
in network condition. Consequently, this improves the 
network utilization and it ensures fairness amongst the SUs. 

 
Fig. 3. SUs estimated power over period t. 

The power transmitted by the SUs have been observed and 
evaluated. As can be seen from Fig. 3, it shows that the SUs 
are capable of maintaining their power level within the 
acceptable range.  None of the SUs has exceeded the power 
threshold level and it proves how the developed scheme has 
been able to meet with the network constraint in order to 
achieve high performance and at the same keep in line with 
the constraints. The maximum achievable power transmitted 
by each SU after the network has completely converged is 
presented in Fig. 4. 

 
Fig. 4. Maximum allowable power limit for each user and SUs respective 

transmitted power. 
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B. Secondary Users Outage Probability Convergence 

In order to determine the respective outage probability of 
each SU, the outage probability was observed and represented 
in graphical form. As it can be seen from Fig. 5, the SU’s have 
different outage probability as in real world scenario. For 
instance, SU3 has the highest outage probability and SU5 has 
the lowest outage probability when compared to the other 
SUs. 

 
Fig. 5. Secondary users outage probability. 

The main primary motive of considering the outage 
probability is to ensure that the QoS requirements for both the 
PU and SU have been achieved. This clearly shows the 
dramatic need to select best possible transmission power and 
outage probability. In a nutshell, it is very important to note 
that only the outage probability of SU5 is below the PU 
outage probability. This is due to the fact that there is need to 
provide QoS to SUs in order to ensure effective spectrum 
ulitization by the secondary user within the cognitive radio 
network. The value of the PU outage probability has 
stragically been chosen to ensure that the required QoS by 
both the primary and secondary users to accomplish the 
targeted network performance. 

C. Overall SUs Outage Probability Convergence 

In Fig. 6, the developed distributed QoS constraint based 
power control scheme has been tested based on the maximum 
number of SUs within the network which implies that the QoS 
of the PU and constraints have been reached. It clearly shows 
that the developed scheme can conveniently can be able to 
determine the outage probability precisely when all the SUs 
estimated their respective outage probability precisely. Once 
this has been accomplished, the scheme is said to have had 
converged to optimal. The overall SUs outage probability 
steady converges toward the threshold value which has been 
set to 10%. This indicates that the proposed scheme can be 
able to adapt with time. It starts to converges from 0 and 
increase exponentially with time t as shown in Fig. 6. 

 
Fig. 6. Distributed QoS constraint based power control scheme outage 

probability convergence. 

Interestingly, it is clear that the ability to utilized the 
spectrum effectively depend on the precision of the 
information received by SUs, but in our case no any 
information is receives from other SUs. Relying more on other 
SUs would not assist in situation where no any other SU is 
present within the coverage of the cognitive radio network 
which makes it difficult for the SU to utilize the network. 
Hence forth, the need for decentralize scheme is very crucial 
and extremely important under such conditions. As it can be 
noticed that the network performance increases rapidly at the 
initial stage and it become steady as the distributed QoS 
constraint based power adaptation algorithm converge. It is 
mainly due to the constraint put in place on the scheme. It has 
been observed that the proposed decentralize power control 
algorithm is more effective and reliable since the resources are 
distributed across the network. 

D. Optimal Network Utility Performance Comparison 

In this section, the SUs utility performance comparison 
test was conducted to verify the impact of adaptation in 
enhancing the network utilization in multi-user cognitive radio 
network. As can be seen from Fig. 7, the proposed distributed 
QoS constraint based power control scheme achived high 
network utilization when compared to the situation when no 
adaptation strategy has been used. Hence, it can be clearly 
seen that the proposed adaptation strategy improves the utility 
performance. Interestingly, the proposed distributed QoS 
constraint based power adaptation scheme converges faster 
toward theoptimal network utility when compared to without 
adaptation scheme. It is very obvious that the proposed 
adaptation scheme has consistently improves the utility over 
the period of time t. 

The efficiency of the proposed scheme increases with 
increase in time and it converges faster. After the scheme 
converged, the network utilization remains relatively constant 
as it can be seen in Fig. 7. Howeover, the power at which 
every secondary user transmit is fully controlled in order to 
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ensure that the users coexist together - without affecting the 
performance of other SUs. Moreover, there is need for 
effective power management as the network condition 
dynamically changes in order to ensure fairness to both the 
primary and secondary users. The proposed scheme achieve 
more better performance with the update, but the power 
consumption of wireless applications is growing exponentially 
which requires highly efficient techniques for power control. 
The fundamental basic findings of this research will be used in 
developing more better power control strategies which control 
the transmitted power, and it will improve the network 
capacity and reduces network cost. Therefore, the use of 
nature-inspired approaches for energy-efficient resource 
allocation in cognitive radio network will be employ and fully 
exploited. 

 
Fig. 7. Distributed QoS constraint based power control scheme with and 

without adaptation. 

On a final note, both high convergence and network utility 
have been achieved using the proposed distributed QoS 
constraint based power control scheme. Undoubtedly, as the 
number SU increases, the network complexity will increase 
which eventually makes the decision more difficult and 
challenging. More intensive research work need to be 
conducted on how to enhance the performance of the proposed 
scheme further using energy-efficient nature-inspired 
optimization algorithms for effective power control and 
management in cognitive radio network.  

VI. CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper, it primarily focuses on the development of 
distributed QoS constraint based power control scheme in 
order to maximize network utility in multi-user cognitive radio 
network. The optimization problem has been formulated and 
solved to ensure coexistence between the primary and 
secondary users within the network and subsequently it 
enhances the secondary user utility. This work has considered 
the power constraint from the PU so that the SU will sense and 
utilize the spectrum within the thresholds limits in order to 
comply with the QoS requirements. Numerically, it has been 
shown that the proposed scheme effectively improves the 

performance of the multi-user cognitive radio network. This 
eventually helps in effective and efficient sensing and 
management of the SUs with relative ease and sophistication. 
The distributed QoS constraint based power control scheme 
has been proposed and its performance is validated 
numerically. Our future will primarily focus on the usage 
nature-inspired approach to cooperatively enhance the 
performance of the network. The behavior of swarms will be 
mimic and adapted in order to effectively coordinate and 
manage the multi-users cognitive radio network to achieve 
higher performance and to reduce the network complexity. 
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Abstract—In this paper, a novel set of orthogonal crossover 

polynomials for the baseband modelling and linearization of 

MIMO RF Pas is presented. The proposed solution is applicable 

to WCDMA and LTE applications. The new modelling approach 

has considerably reduced the numerical instability problem 

associated with the conventional polynomial model identification. 

In order to validate the efficiency and the robustness of the 

proposed solution, a 2x2 MIMO LDMOS RF power amplifier has 

been measured modelled and linearized. A comparison with the 

conventional polynomial MIMO models showed clearly the 

superiority of the proposed solution in a fixed-point calculation 

environment such as DSP and FPGA boards. 

Keywords—MIMO transmitter; RF power amplifiers; 

orthogonal polynomials; nonlinear transmitters; digital 

predistortion 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Power amplifiers (PAs) are the major source of nonlinearity 
in communication system that causes spectral regrowth as well 
as in-band distortion. Accurate modeling of the RF PAs is 
required which increases the problem size and reduces the 
numerical stability of the model identification procedure. This 
problem is more pronounced in multiple input systems. 
Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) transceivers allow 
high service quality and increase the capacity range of wireless 
transmission requiring very high-speed data transfer [1]–[3]. In 
fact, the capacity of MIMO transceivers M times the capacity 
of a single-input-single-output (SISO) equivalent system. 
Volterra series were developed in [4]–[7] and were intensively 
used in modelling power amplifiers and DPD. However, the 
Volterra series involves a great number of coefficients, which 
increases the complexity of the problem in the case of MIMO 
systems. 

In the literature, several attempts reduce the number of 
coefficients for PA models. In [8] a dynamic deviation 
reduction model has been suggested for modelling single input 
PAs. In [9]–[13], reduced polynomial models have been 
proposed for modelling MIMO PAs. Saffar et al. [14], 
addressed the joint mitigation of I/Q modulator impairment and 
PA nonlinearity in MIMO transmitters through an optimized 
memory polynomial model. However, all these published 

models suffer from the increasing numerical instability as the 
problem size increases. This generally happens when a high 
nonlinearity order, a high memory depth, or a big number of 
inputs were considered.  

Radio frequency (RF) PAs presents a challenge to the 
transceiver designers. In fact, designers need to boost two 
contradictory parameters of the PA such as power efficiency 
and linearity. Several linearization techniques are proposed in 
the literature to improve PA‟s linearity. Due to its simplicity 
and efficiency, the digital pre-distortion (DPD) is considered as 
the most popular linearization technique. Hence, the DPD 
approach has been intensively used to compensate for the 
transmitter nonlinearities as in [15]–[17]. However, the DPD 
technique requires an accurate modelling of the PA. In fact, 
high polynomial order leads generally to an accurate model 
with high complexity. This generally increases the numerical 
instability and vulnerability of the model identification 
procedure [18], [19]. Therefore, a tradeoff is always required 
between the model accuracy and complexity. A good metric 
for measuring the model accuracy is the time domain 
normalized mean squared error (NMSE) while the DPD 
performance can be measured using the frequency domain 
adjacent channel power ratio (ACPR) of the compensated 
system [20], [21]. However, the model identification procedure 
is based on the inversion of an observation matrix that has to be 
well conditioned in order to avoid numerical instability. The 
condition number is a metric to test the conditioning of this 
matrix by measuring the linear dependence of its columns [18], 
and is generally related to the distribution of the input signal 
envelope, as well as the dimensionality of the problem. In 
MIMO PAs, the problem size increases drastically with the 
number of input signals, making the instability issue more 
pronounced. This is mainly due to the high correlation that can 
exist between the input data resulting in ill-conditioned 
observation matrix with a high condition number. In this work, 
the numerical instability of the model identification procedure 
is addressed through the development of a complex multi-input 
orthogonal polynomial model.  

The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section. 2, 
we introduce the reference crossover conventional polynomials 
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for modelling the MIMO PAs. In Section 3, we present the 
derived novel robust orthogonal polynomial model. The 
experimental validation and performance assessment of the 
proposed model is given in Section 4. Finally, the conclusion is 
drawn in Section 5. 

II. MODELLING MIMO SYSTEMS USING CONVENTIONAL 

POLYNOMIALS 

In this section, the crossover polynomial model [13] is 
detailed, and its limitations are discussed for a 2×2 MIMO PA 
case. The conventional polynomial model is a base band model 
that has been developed to characterizing nonlinear radio 
frequency power amplifiers with and without memory effects. 
The closed form expression that relates the input and output 
complex envelope signals of the PA is given in [13] such that 

2 2,
,,

1 0 0 0

( ) ( - ) ( - - )
Q P K kj i

i q j jk p
j q p k

y n h x n p x n p q
   

         (1) 

where jx and iy are the complex envelope input and output 

signals respectively and ,
, ,

i j
k p qh  are the model coefficients with

 , 1,2i j . K is the model nonlinearity and P and Q are the 

memory depths. 

Equations (1) can be expressed in a matrix form such that 
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For a two-input single output memory less polynomial 
conventional model, the above expression becomes. 
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is a vector of the model coefficients.  
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with ( )K x is given by 
2

( )
K

K x x x  . 

The least-squares estimate (LSE) of H for MIMO 
conventional models can be obtained using the Moore-Penrose 
pseudo inversion such that  

 H -1 H
LS 1H =(Φ Φ) Φ y 

where  .
H

denotes the Hermitian transpose. 

The inversion of the observation matrix HM Φ Φ    is 

often imperfectly conditioned. Thus, the inversion of such 
matrix will undergo numerical errors. This problem is more 
pronounced and leads to erroneous results when the finite 
precision calculation is used. Define the condition number of a 
matrix M as: 
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M
M
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where max and min are the maximum and minimum 

singular values of M. 

In order to estimate the condition number  of the 

observation matrix HΦ Φ   , two independent sets  1 2,x x of 

184,239 data samples with normalized Gaussian distribution 
are used. 

 

Fig. 1. The condition number of 
HΦ Φ    as a function of K. 
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Fig. 1 shows clearly that the condition number  increases 

exponentially as a function of the model nonlinearity order. 
This implies that, in practice, the model can be unstable. 
Therefore, reduction of the condition number is highly required 
to ensure the numerical stability of the model coefficient 
identification procedure. This can be achieved by substituting 

the set of conventional basis functions ( )K x with an 

orthogonal set ( )K x leading to an observation matrix with 

lower  . 

III. ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS BASED MODEL FOR 

MIMO RF POWER AMPLIFIERS 

In this section, we propose a new set of orthogonal 
polynomial basis functions for modelling PAs excited with two 
independent signals. To adhere to the statistics of the widely 
used communication signals such as WCDMA and LTE, 
Gaussian distributions have been considered for the complex 
envelops of the RF inputs. The proposed solution is expected to 
reduce the condition number of the observation matrix and 
hence ensure the numerical stability of the model identification 
procedure. 

Considering the memory less case and in an attempt to 
alleviate the numerical instability problem associated with the 
inversion of the observation matrix in (6) let‟s consider 

2
2,

,

1 0 0

( ) ( ) ( )
K k

kj i
i j lk j jk

j k l

y n b u x n x n
  

              (9) 

where  and  are the complex envelope input and 

output signals respectively and are the model coefficients,

are the coefficients of the orthogonal model, P and Q are 

the memory depths, K is the model nonlinearity, with

. 

The new data matrix is given by 
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U

x x x x
         
   

          (10) 

with U is a (2 +2)×(2 +2)k k  matrix.  

We consider the following requirements for the 

orthogonality of the suggested basis functions: ( )k x and 

( )x  to be orthogonal, the following condition has to be 

satisfied: 
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Where, E[.] denotes statistical expectation, and (*) stands 
for complex conjugation. Therefore, finding the appropriate 
orthogonal polynomial basis functions returns to finding the U 
matrix such that 

 

is diagonal, with M H    
 

is a (2 +2)×(2 +2)K K  matrix. 

The resolution of the problem returns to find the elements of 

the matrix U such that U M U=H
dI . 

To find the U matrix elements for the proposed 2×2 MIMO 

model consider and two independent complexes Gaussian 

input signals with zero means and variances σx1 and 

σx2respectively. The matrix can then be given by  



where 0k+1is a (k+1)×(k+1) sub matrix with zero elements. 
R1 and R2 are two (k+1)×(k+1) symmetric sub-matrices such 
that for i={1,2} we have 



To construct the required set of basis functions the U 
matrix is proposed to be a (2k+2)×(2k+2) matrix such that 
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A. N×N MIMO Orthogonal Crossover Model 

The suggested Crossover orthogonal model can be 
extended to N×N MIMO transmitters such that: 
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N x x x
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H H

y y y

H H
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with N is the number of inputs and outputs of the MIMO 
transmitter. 

For MISO transmitters with N inputs and a single output, 
expression (9) leads to the following matrix form: 
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In order to convert the observation matrix to a diagonal one 
that ensures the numerical stability of the model identification 
procedure, the F matrix is substituted with a Y matrix such that 
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with U is an (N +N)×(N +N)k k orthogonal matrix. U is 

composed of sub matrices Ui placed in the diagonal line with 
i={1,2,…,N},such that: 
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B. Numerical Validation 

In this paper, we proposed a closed-form expression for 
orthogonal polynomials to model MIMO Pas excited by RF 
signals with Gaussian complex envelops such as WCDMA and 
LTE signals. To demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed set 
of basis functions in reducing the risk of numerical instability, 
the condition number of the resulting observation matrix has 
been calculated. To do so 184,239  independent realizations of 
a four-channel WCDMA1001 and a four-channel WCDA1111 
have been generated as input signals x1 and x2 respectively and 

used to calculate the
H  and 

H  observation matrices for 
different non-linearity orders K. The „1‟ refers to an ON 
channel while the „0‟ refers to an OFF channel. Fig. 2 shows 
the condition number for the memory less 2×2 MIMO. 

 

Fig. 2. The condition number of H  and H   for the 2×2 MIMO case. 

Fig. 2 shows clearly that for the conventional model the 
condition number grows exponentially with the non-linearity 
order K to reach 10

30
 for K=11. However, for the proposed 

orthogonal model, the condition number increases at a much 
lower rate without exceeding 100 for the same range of K. 

Hitherto, the above-described numerical simulations have 
proven the remarkable performance of the proposed orthogonal 
polynomial basis functions for crossover 2×2 MIMO models. 
However, an experimental validation is required to verify the 
impact of the numerical stability on the model accuracy. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION 

The performances of the proposed set of orthogonal basis 
functions have been evaluated by modelling and linearizing a 
2x2 RF power amplifier. To do so the experimental setup 
shown in Fig. 3 has been developed. We generated two signals 
using two vector signal generators (VSG) ESG1 and ESG2 of 
type E4438C in order to excite the MIMO transmitter. The 
latter is equivalent to two drivers followed by two class-AB RF 
PAs and two attenuators. Two couplers have been used to 
introduce a non-linear cross talk as shown in the figure. A 
vector signal analyzer (VSA) of type E4440A is then used to 
collect and analyze one of the two attenuators‟ outputs through 
the RF switch.  

 
Fig. 3.  Block Diagram of a MIMO PA measurement setup. 
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The measurement is performed by connecting the sources 
via a (GPIB) bus. The I/Q components of the two multi-carrier 
wideband code division multiple access (WCDMA) signals 
(WCDMA1001 and WCDMA1111) are generated using 
Matlab then downloaded to the source with an average power 
equal to 9 dBm and a bandwidth of 20 MHz. The output signal 
is down-converted, sampled and digitized at a sampling 
frequency of (fs= 92.16MHz) for a time window of 2ms 
leading to a data set of 184,239 samples. The non-linear 
crosstalk is set to −20 dB 

C. Key Performance Metrics 

To evaluate the accuracy of the proposed MIMO model in 
predicting the transmitter output the time domain normalized 
mean square error (NMSE) has been used. The NMSE [20], 
[21] is expressed in the logarithmic scale as shown in the 
following equation: 

  

where and are respectively the complex 

envelopes of the measured and modelled output signals. In the 
other hand, a frequency domain metric such as the adjacent 
channel power ration (ACPR) can be used to evaluate the 
spectral regrowth in the output spectrum as well as the 
performances of the proposed model based digital predistorter. 
The ACPR   defined as follows [20], [21]: 

 

The adjacent channel power ration (ACPR) is measured for 
the adjacent channels below and above the main carrier in dBc. 

D. Forward Model Experimental Results 

The importance of a low condition number resides in the 
fact that the PA model is generally used in the PAs 
linearization operation. The linearization algorithm runs on a 
fixed-point processor like DSP or FPGA with a limited number 
of bits. In fact, the fixed-point processors are efficient with low 
computation time, cost and power consumption. However, 
during the modelling process, the model is generally simulated 
with a floating-point processor. 

The nonlinearity order is set to 11 and the memory depths 
P and Q are set to 2 and 3 respectively. Under these conditions, 
three different calculation environments have been considered. 

 Scenario   1: floating point calculation. 

 Scenario 2: fixed point calculation with a fraction length 
of 32 bits. 

 Scenario 3: fixed point calculation with a fraction length 
of 24bits. 

As a first test, the coefficients of the conventional and the 
proposed orthogonal models for the PA under test have been 
identified in a floating calculation environment. The models‟ 
outputs are then compared to the measured PA output and the 
NMSE have been calculated. Fig. 4(a) shows the NMSE of the 
two models. The figure reveals that the two models exhibit a 
comparable accuracy with a pretty similar NMSEs that reached 
-47.5dB for K = 10. However, the NMSE of the conventional 
model bounced back to -42dB for K = 11 while the one of the 
proposed models continued its fall to -48.53dB. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 4. Measurement of the NMSE of scenario 1(a), scenario 2 and  

scenario 3(b). 

In a second test, the same procedure has been repeated 
using a 64 bits fixed-point processor with fractional lengths of 
32 bits and 24 bits. Fig. 4(b) shows The NMSEs for the two 
models and for the two fraction lengths. The figure 
demonstrates clearly that the performance of the conventional 
model deteriorates for the two cases leading to NMSEs 
diverging to near -3dB for K = 11. However, the proposed 
orthogonal model maintained its accuracy with NMSEs below 
-40dB for the whole range of K. 
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E. Digital Pre-Distorter Experimental Results 

Once the coefficients of the model are identified, the PA 
output can be predicted under different excitation signals. 
However, in an attempt to linearize the PA and improve its 
efficiency-linearity compromise, a reverse model can be 
developed and a digital predistorter (DPD) can be obtained 
using the indirect learning architecture (ILA). As shown in 
Fig. 5, the ILA consists of identifying and updating the DPD 
coefficients using the LS algorithm while exchanging the PA 
inputs and outputs.  The resulting DPD can then linearize the 
PA and improve the quality of its output spectrum. To validate 
the effectiveness of the proposed orthogonal model in the 
linearization of MIMO PAs, a nonlinearity order of 11 and 
memory depths P and Q of 2 and 3, respectively were 
considered. The DPD is then developed and applied using the 
three different scenarios of calculation environment. 

 

Fig. 5. Block Diagram of a MIMO PAs + DPD measurement setup. 

TABLE I.  MEASURED ACPR IN DBC FOR THE FIRST SCENARIO 

Signal 
WCDMA1001 WCDMA1111 

L R L R 

Without DPD -33.42 -32.76 -34.42 -34.61 

With DPD 

(conventional model) 
-42.25 -42.60 -43.56 -43.81 

With DPD 

(orthogonal model) 
-49.16 -49.31 -50.21 -50.30 

TABLE II.  MEASURED ACPR IN DBC FOR THE SECOND SCENARIO 

Signal 
WCDMA1001 WCDMA1111 

L R L R 

Without DPD -28.52 -28.92 -28.76 -28.33 

With DPD 

(conventional model) 
-20.29 -20.32 -20.34 -20.79 

With DPD 

(orthogonal model) 
-42.97 -43.1 -43.52 -43.86 

TABLE III.  MEASURED ACPR IN DBC FOR THE THIRD SCENARIO 

Signal 
WCDMA1001 WCDMA1111 

L R L R 

Without DPD -27.58 -27.92 -27.77 -27.91 

With DPD 

(conventional model) 
-18.37 -18.41 -19.21 -19.34 

With DPD 

(orthogonal model) 
-41.87 -41.62 -42.64 -42.32 

Tables I, II and III show the adjacent channel power ratios 
(ACPR) of the 2x2 MIMO PA outputs with and without DPD. 
The table revealed the high values (above -28dBc) of the 
ACPR for the different scenarios when the DPD is turned OFF. 
Under the floating-point environment calculation, the 
conventional and the proposed orthogonal model based DPDs 
performed pretty well with an ACPR below -42dBc for the two 
PA outputs. In addition, the results revealed a better 
performance of the orthogonal model based DPD with an 
ACPR as low as -49dBc.  

Under the fixed-point calculation environment, the 
performance of the conventional model-based DPD 
deteriorates significantly, leading to an ACPR exceeding -
19dBc. However, the orthogonal model based DPD maintained 
its good performance with an ACPR below -41dBc for the two 
PA outputs and for the two fraction lengths of 24 and 32 bits 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 
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(c) 

 
(d) 

Fig. 6. Frequency domain performance for two channels for 2×2 MIMO 

transmitter (a) and (b) outputs of DPD for scenario 1, (c) and (d) outputs of 

DPD for scenario 2 and 3. 

In Fig. 6 the power spectral densities of the PA outputs has 
been plotted for the different scenarios where Yi_w/o_DPD are 
the measured PA outputs when the DPD is turned OFF 
(Black); Yi_C_fl_DPD are the predicted PA outputs when the 
conventional model based DPD is applied using a floating 
point calculation environment (Blue); Yi_O_fl_DPD are the 
predicted PA outputs when the orthogonal model based DPD is 
applied using a floating point calculation environment (Red); 
Yi_C_fx(24b)_DPD are the predicted PA outputs when the 
conventional model based DPD is applied  using a fixed point 
calculation environment with a fraction length of 24 bits 
(Orange); Yi_C_fx(32b)_DPD are the predicted PA outputs 
when the conventional model based DPD is applied using a 
fixed point calculation environment with a fraction length of 32 
bits (Yellow); Yi_O_fx(24b)_DPD are the predicted PA 
outputs when the orthogonal model based DPD is applied using 
a fixed point calculation environment with a fraction length of 
24 bits (Violet); Yi_O_fx(32b)_DPD are the predicted PA 
outputs when the orthogonal model based DPD is applied using 

a fixed point calculation environment with a fraction length of 
32 bits (Green), with i = {1,2} denotes the number of outputs. 

Fig. 6 shows the power spectral densities of the predicted 
PA outputs for the different scenarios. The measured outputs of 
the nonlinearity PA, shown in Fig. 6(a)-(b), confirm the 
spectrum regrowth caused by the PA nonlinearity. In the same 
time, the figures reveal quite similar and perfect PA 
linearization when using a floating-point processor (scenario 1) 
regardless of the DPD model. However, Fig. 6(c)-(d) shows the 
spectra of the same signals in the cases of scenario 2 and 3. The 
figures reveal that when using a fixed-point processor, the 
conventional model-based DPD loses completely its 
performance and fail to linearize the PA. However, the 
proposed orthogonal model based DPD maintains its good 
performances and succeeds to linearize the PA for the 32 bits 
and 24 bits fraction lengths. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we proposed closed-form expressions for 
orthogonal polynomials for MIMO PA modelling under RF 
signals with Gaussian complex envelopes. The numerical and 
experimental validations have confirmed the robustness and 
stability of the proposed model identified in fixed-point 
calculation environments. The proposed orthogonal model 
based DPD outperformed the conventional model-based DPD 
in terms of adjacent channel emission reduction in the presence 
of a nonlinear coupling in the MIMO PA.  Due to its simplicity 
and closed-form expression, the proposed model can be tuned 
to fit special cases such as massive MIMO PAs where only the 
coupling between adjacent inputs needs to be considered. 
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Abstract—Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) technology is 

widely used for controlling and monitoring purposes. 

Advancement accomplished in the past era in wireless 

communications and microsystems have allowed the change of 

minor degree and least effort sensor nodes outfitted with remote 

correspondence abilities ready to manufacture a wireless WSN 

node. Each sensor node is ordinarily outfitted with one or a 

couple of detecting units, information preparing units, remote 

correspondence interface and battery. WSNs have discovered 

application in an extensive variety of various spaces like home 

and biomedical health monitoring. Providing continuous supply 

of energy to these nodes at remote locations is a major concern. 

The aim of this paper is to provide un-interrupted supply of 

energy to remote WSN nodes. Solar energy is expected to provide 

the required energy; however, photovoltaic (PV) based system 

are not able to operate at night. This may influence the operation 

of WSN nodes, rendering them useless for that instant. Several 

techniques have been proposed to provide satisfactory energy 

storage. However, the utilization of a suitable device to provide 

the required energy storage and operate WSN node for all day 

long is an open issue. A complete WSN node is developed for 

flood monitoring with sensing capacity along with energy 

harvesting using PV system and storage unit, which is able to 

harvest and store energy for un-interrupted operation of WSN 

node at remote sites. 

Keywords—Wireless sensor network (WSN); photovoltaic (PV) 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Flood is becoming a major natural disaster in different 
areas of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (Pakistan), resulting in 
significant amount of damage including homes, crops, cattle 
and human lives. Flood control and monitoring is a major 
problem in Pakistan, owing for the most part to the 
consumption and maintenance of the equipment utilized in this 
regard. At dams and rivers, different water level strategies are 
executed however tragically; we don’t have a warning system 
for continuous checking and controlling in flood prone zones 
where human access is constrained. Collecting and processing 
continuous information has been an interesting subject of 
installed system design. In any case, to gather information 
utilizing normal wired sensor systems has dependably been 

troublesome and costly. The wired system frequently goes 
excessively too crowded and creates an obstacle to mobility 
requirements of the applications. In this way, WSN has turned 
into a head research point in the installed fields is a term used 
to present a class of implanted specialized communication 
devices that give dependable remote associations between 
sensors, processors and actuators. It is developing as an 
answer for an extensive variety of information assembling and 
handling applications [1]. A WSN is comprised of nodes that 
have processing units, sensors, antenna, power source and 
radio frequency integrated circuit (RFIC) as radio 
transceivers [2]. 

WSN typically use battery power as a power source while 
energy harvesting wireless sensor network (EHWSN) use an 
energy harvesting system (EHS) as a power source, converting 
energy from nature to electrical energy using different energy 
harvesting (EH) techniques. For example electrical energy is 
converted from solar energy by Photovoltaic cell is most 
widely recycled in our daily life. Although the output power 
from the EHS is extremely low (µW-mW) and various over 
time with the development of low power electronics and 
energy storage techniques (e.g. low leakage super capacitor), 
EHWSN becomes reality and attracts more and more 
researchers attentions [3]. 

WSN technology is generally utilized for controlling and 
observing purposes. However, providing continuous supply of 
energy to these nodes is a major concern. This research aimed 
to provide un-interrupted supply of energy to remote WSN 
nodes. Solar energy is expected to provide the required energy 
with minimum expenses of resources. However PV based 
system are not able to operate at night. This may influence the 
operation of WSN nodes, rendering them useless for that 
instant. A few procedures have been proposed to give 
satisfactory energy storage. However, the use of a reasonable 
device to give the required energy storage and work WSN 
node for throughout the day is an open issue [4]. 

This paper aims to build up complete WSN nodes that will 
be fit for sensing (based on specific sensor) and transmitting 
data, with the assistance of PV based system. The proposed 
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system will also be fit for giving the required energy even at 
the absence of sun (evening time). This would not just 
encourage the continuous flood checking process with the use 
of ease and self-supported assets. In addition, this will 
likewise help in saving valuable lives by conveying earlier 
data about any unfortunate flooding events. 

II. ENERGY HARVESTING 

Batteries are normally used to power the WSN nodes. The 
node will be dead when their energy is exhausted. Just in 
exceptionally specific applications batteries can be 
recharged/replaced. Be that as it may, notwithstanding when 
this is conceivable, the energizing or replacing operation is 
moderate, costly and it also drops the network performance. 
Renewable energy sources are proposed to power WSN nodes 
at remote sites. Solar energy is a suitable candidate; however, 
sun is not present at night. Therefore, it is imperative to design 
a suitable circuit that can harvest and store enough energy to 
operate WSN node throughout the day. Several energy storage 
units are proposed to operate with PV system; however, the 
use of a suitable source for flood monitoring applications is 
still an open issue. 

III. HARDWARE DESIGN 

The main goal of this paper is to create WSN node, which 
are small devices that collect and transmit data and are often 
placed in remote areas with the capability to extract energy 
from ambient sources to last eras of time. The goal of this 
research is to produce such a WSN node that will make use of 
a unique energy management scheme to ensure long-lasting 
operation. A solar cell will be the primary energy source with 
secondary energy storage devices being a rechargeable battery 
and super capacitor (Fig. 1). 

1) Functions 

 Collect on-board electrical data including: solar cell 
open-circuit voltage, battery voltage and current and 
super capacitor voltage. 

 Transmit and receive the collected data wirelessly. 

 Program the microcontroller for testing and final 
operation. 

 Allow the on-board microcontroller to Communicate 
with each other. 

 Recharge the energy storage devices with surplus solar 
energy. 

 Execute a power management program to maximize 
the operational lifetime of the WSN node. 

2) Constraints 
The wireless sensor node must adhere to the following 

constraints: 

 Use a super capacitor as an energy storage device. 

 Use a rechargeable battery as an energy storage device. 

 Operate outdoors during the day under varying lighting 
conditions and during the night. 

 Operate autonomously once deployed. 

 
Fig. 1. Higher-level blocks required for the Wireless Sensor Node. 

The DC/DC Converter with MPPT Functionality interfaces 
with the photovoltaic cell to extract solar energy [5]. The 
component connection scheme contains hardware that will 
charge and discharge the energy storage devices. The yield of 
the component connection scheme powers devices, 
specifically the sensors used to collect data, the transmitter 
and the controlling units. Data is likewise exchanged among 
the sensors, transmitter and logic units [6]. 

IV. ENERGY STORAGE AND DELIVERY MODULE 

The Energy Storage and Delivery Module are responsible 
for: 

 Storing input energy from the Solar Boost Converter 
into either of the onboard energy sources. 

 Transferring energy from the Solar Boost Converter or 
the onboard energy sources to the load on regulated 5V 
providing signals for the battery voltage, battery 
current and super capacitor voltage to be used. 

 Managing energy viably to guarantee the WSN 
manages operation once conveyed. 

TABLE I. WSN POWER MANAGEMENT OPERATING MODES [7] 

Operating Mode Energy Source Available Conditions 

Normal Day. 
Battery, Super Capacitor, 

PV. 

Sufficient ambient light to 

power the PVs. 

Normal Night. Battery, Super Capacitor. 
Insufficient ambient light 

to lower the PVs. 

Charge Battery. Super Capacitor, PV. 

Day operation, PVs 

Provide enough power to 

support load and charge 

both Super Capacitor and 

Battery. 

Charge Super 

Capacitor. 
P.V and /or Battery. 

Insufficient power from 

PVs to support load from 

PVs and Capacitor only. 

Converter Off. 
P.V and/ or Super 

Capacitor. 

Super Capacitor has 

sufficient energy to 

support load. 

Emergency. 
P.V and/ Battery or Super 

Capacitor. 

All energy devices unable 

to support load. 

V. BI-DIRECTIONAL NON-INVERTING BUCK-BOOST 

CONVERTER 

This converter transfers energy between the battery and 
super capacitor and supports bidirectional power flow. The 
converter regulates the battery current for charging and 
discharging purposes (Fig. 2). 
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Fig. 2. The voltage conditions that dictate the WSN power management 

operating mode [11]. 

VI. ASSESSMENT OF PROPOSED DESIGN 

The entire design is split into three main sections: energy 
collection, energy storage and delivery, and energy 
consumption. Within each of these sections very specific tasks 
and goals were established to ensure the requirements were 
met. The energy collection stage needs to efficiently catch 
solar energy and convey it to the next stage. The Energy 
Storage and Delivery stage must efficiently and cautiously 
transfer energy throughout the system. Lastly, the Energy 
Consumption stage must run the system as proficiently as 
could be allowed and do its end utilize dependably. A 
common theme throughout is the careful use of energy: each 
section is equally responsible for operating efficiently to 
ensure the WSN node can last for potentially months at a time. 
Much effort was spent amid the outline/parts-choice stage to 
secure low power parts that would yield acceptable results. 
Take note that while the three main sections all depend on 
each other to work as a whole, each section are modular 
enough to operate on its own provided suitable input energy is 
available. To be more particular, there is negligible 
interconnection between the three modules to ensure 
successful system integration [8]. Fig. 3 illustrates the 
relationship between sections: the design leaves little to 
chance. Each large section can be developed on its own and 
nearly seamlessly come together. Combining the three large 
sections was quite trivial relative to the development of every 
module. 

 
Fig. 3. WSN node design flow. 

VII. POWER CALCULATION 

To spare restricted power assets, the microcontroller of 
WSN node remains for huge measure of time in a sleep mode, 
occasionally changing to an active mode to examine 
information from sensors or to communicate by means of 
radio interface. Accordingly, the lifetime of the node for the 
system without static power supply, would depend also on the 
node general power utilization and on control source discharge 

qualities. The power consumption of a node is determined by 
the consumption of the microcontroller, radio and the 
peripheral devices for active and sleep modes and on system 
scheduling. Microcontroller in WSN node is the key part 
which controls all the work of peripherals and radio 
communication. Contingent upon application, WSN node is 
additionally regularly required to make a few information 
preparing before sending the information to the receiver. In 
several works it has been shown that in many cases data 
processing on the node allows reducing the amount of the 
information, which is required to be transmitted over WSN 
node. This allows the improvement of the power consumption 
of the whole WSN node as radio communication usually has 
higher power consumption than the data processing [9].  

The design node has the property that after 1 minute, it 
goes to sleep mode for 10 minutes. So according to that 
calculation, the node will be in active mode for 2.4 hours in 24 
hours and the remaining 21.6 hours, it will be in sleep mode. 

Node has the input voltage=5V. 

Current across the node (Active mode) =97.6mA. 

Current across the node (Sleep mode) =72.1mA. 

For the measurement of power at active 

mode=97.6mA*5V*2.4h=1,171.2mWh. 

For the measurement of power at sleep 

mode=72.1mA*5V*21.6h=7,786.8mWh. 

Power Total= Power Active+ Power Sleep. 

Power Total= 1,171:2mWh + 7,786:8mWh. 

Power Total= 8,958mWh. 

The reading of the node active mode and sleep mode are 
shown in Fig. 4 and 5. 

 
Fig. 4. Active mode. 

 

Fig. 5. Sleep mode. 
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VIII. DESIGN NODE 

In the design node, the solar cell features open voltage of 
6V and short-circuit current at 0.184A (Fig. 6). 

 
Fig. 6. The implemented WSN node with Solar cell, rechargeable battery 

and super capacitor. 

The individual curves are measured under direct sunlight, 
on a cloudy day, 1 hour before sunset and under heavily 
cloudy conditions using different load resistors, which are 
shown in Fig. 7 and 8. 

 

Fig. 7. Current-voltage curve of Solar cell [12]. 

 

Fig. 8. Power-voltage curve of Solar cell [12]. 

Fig. 9 shows the Volts-Hours curve of Rechargeable 
batteries. 

 
Fig. 9. Volts-hours curve of rechargeable batteries [13]. 

Fig. 10 shows the measured self-discharge of 1 farad super 
capacitor. 

 
Fig. 10. Measured self-discharge of 1F super capacitor. 

Maximum power point tracking circuits, reverse current 
own protection and charging controller are typically included 
by the influence of PV cell and energy storages units 
(rechargeable batteries and super capacitor). The most 
straightforward of this interface incorporates a turn around 
current protection diode, which keeps energy stockpiling from 
compelling current into the PV cell under low brightening 
conditions yet includes a diode voltage drop between the PV 
cell and energy storages. This interface can be efficient and 
even sufficient in the case where the PV cell nominal 
operating voltage range fall a diode drop above the operating 
voltage range of energy storage and this arrangement is 
suitable for systems that are able to select energy storages and 
PV cell accordingly. 

This interface is also the part of maximum power point 
tracking (MPPT). The main concern of MPPT in case of low-
power harvesting is the efficiency of the block and a number 
of implementations have been proposed. In some cases it is 
shown that the benefit extended from MPPT is peripheral as 
given in Fig. 11 matched connection between the maximum 
power point and PV cell operating time. 
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Fig. 11. Comparison of Solar cell output: Operating point verses MPPT. 

Then again, when utilizing a super capacitor the 
subsequent voltage swing as a super capacitor completely 
releases or charges can make the PV cell go amiss incredibly 
from its close most extreme power working point as appeared 
in Fig. 12. 

For this situation the MPPT piece can guarantee that PV 
cell works near its most extreme. 

With a completely released super capacitor, an additional 
issue is cold-booting where the drained super capacitor does 
not permit the PV cell to energize the super capacitor. A 
rechargeable based battery charging circuit is recommended 
that permit the fast charging of a super capacitor contrasted 
with coordinate charging (Fig. 13). 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 12. Operating range of the WSN node. 

 

Fig. 13. Voltage-discharge capacity comparison of super capacitor and 

rechargeable battery [10]. 

IX. CONCLUSION 

The aids of this paper can be summarized in two phases: 

The first phase is improved management of uncertainty of 
energy supply through improved calculations and using this to 
achieve low variability in performance of energy harvesting 
systems. 

The second phase is to enhance the energy management 
procedures that achieve better match of application workload 
demand with energy supply using system components and 
practical design. 
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Abstract—In today’s business, knowledge is considered as a 

core asset in any organization, even it can be considered as 

important as technological capital. It is part of human abilities 

and thus human capital. Knowledge management (KM) is 

becoming a fad in an increasing way so many organizations are 

trying to apply it in order to enhance their organizational 

performance. In this paper, literatures were investigated 

critically in order to show the real influence of knowledge 

management and some of its practices on organizational 

performance. It has been founded that KM including knowledge 

process and infrastructure capabilities affect positively in a huge 

manner on all aspects of organizational performance directly or 

indirectly. In the same vein, there is a huge need to continuously 

train and educate the learning organizations’ CEOs about the 

importance of KM through group works and training programs.  

Keywords—Knowledge management; infrastructure 

capabilities; process capabilities; organizational performance; 

learning organizations  

I. INTRODUCTION 

In this dynamic competitive world and with the clearly 
influence of information technology (IT) on the business 
environment, the need arises to get a competitive advantage 
amid the vast amount of competitors. It has been noticed that a 
strong tendency within organizations to consider knowledge 
and its management as a core asset and valuable concept , 
where  their competitive advantage -which they all aspire to- 
lies in [1]. Knowledge is not just facts and numbers that 
organizations have on spreadsheets or in maps but rather it 
concerns the whole human experience acquired through 
education and working skills and experience [2]. Today’s 
businesses are characterized by a high degree of complexity 
and that indicates for a more accumulation in knowledge, and 
for sure this leads to a more difficulty in managing and 
controlling it in terms of storage, organizing and retrieval.. etc. 
Correspondingly and according to [3], there is an increasing 
investment in knowledge management every year, where they 
have cited in their research, Forrester Research Inc. (2010) 
found that 20 percent of businesses with small and medium 
size have the intention to construct Customer Relation 
Management (CRM) or information and knowledge 
management tools in 2010 or later in North America and 
Europe. Therefore, we can induce that organizations are 
strongly starting to believe in Knowledge Management (KM) 
as a chance to achieve what the majority of them strive for. 
Logically, when organizations discuss all of the above, it is 
mainly prompt to improve their performance and the 

development of decision-making processes and thus to increase 
profitability and sustainability in today’s global markets, and 
perhaps to get the  knowledge capability that enhance the 
effective management and effective flowing for information 
and knowledge inside the business [4]. 

This paper will focus on evaluating the impact of 
knowledge management and its resources on the organizational 
performance in order to reach competitive advantages. Besides, 
this paper will also aim to provide the reader with an overview 
of knowledge management, and learning organizations.  

This paper is organized as follows: the first section of the 
literature presents an overview of knowledge management; the 
second section gives an overview to the knowledge 
management and its impact on organizational performance. 
The third section will address the learning organizations and 
how knowledge management will affect them. Finally, future 
work and conclusion are presented.. 

II. AN OVERVIEW OF KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT AND ITS 

CAPABILITIES 

The knowledge that organizations possesses is one of the 
most important assets that helps them in attaining competitive 
advantage, even in some cases, it becomes more important than 
the financial resources and all other tangible assets [2]. With 
this in mind, knowledge management has become an attractive 
subject for research and studies in the last twenty years [5] 
including this research. It can be precisely defined as ―the 
process of capturing information and experience of individuals 
and the organization –which is available in databases, on paper, 
or even in people’s intellect – and distributing it to wherever it 
can produce benefit‖ [6]. Additionally, knowledge 
management can be attributed as a portfolio of strategies and 
activities that is related to the process of acquiring, 
transferring, and sharing knowledge with all organization’s 
people [7]. Researchers noticed that most of their respondents 
are well educated about knowledge management [7], while 
others argue that there is unexpected level of misunderstanding 
to the real knowledge management and its real importance [6]. 
Above all, the strongly need for an effective implementation to 
knowledge management arises from the organizations’ need to 
achieve goals such as establishing a competitive advantage to 
amid the current globalization, also, adapting the organizations 
with constantly changes and build involved workforce as well 
as increasing the productivity amid to a highly turnover and 
downsizing [12].  
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Author in [12] considered knowledge management as a 
technique that uses the values of knowledge resources in order 
to enhance the performance for both organizations and 
employees. They also focus on its ability in facilitating the 
process of attaining data and information on the needed time, 
and in improving both strategic and tactical operational 
activities needed to attain organizational goals. From the 
theoretical point of view, the components of the knowledge 
management are (people, processes, technology, culture and 
structure) and those are the foundation of the knowledge 
management system [5], where literatures acknowledged  that 
knowledge management determines the knowledge flow inside 
firms in four steps inside each defined process, which are 
knowledge creation, retention, transfer, and utilization [2], [6], 
[8]. Other research added another step titled with knowledge 
internalization [9]. All the above mentioned activities can be 
conducted in the organization with relatedness to knowledge 
management and they can be defined as knowledge 
management practices and that may include locating, sharing, 
creating and encouraging through openness culture [10], [11]. 
Knowledge management may in some cases be affected by 
demographic characteristics of the organization’s employees in 
a highly manner [7].  Usually, when talking about  the 
knowledge capability of a firm, we can distinguish it into two 
types of capabilities including firm’s knowledge infrastructure 
capability (e.g., technology infrastructure, organizational 
structure, and culture) and the firm’s knowledge process 
capability or knowledge management enablers (e.g.,  
knowledge acquisition, conversion, application and protection) 
[9]. The first and the second comprise the knowledge 
management capabilities.  While [3] stressed the importance of 
the nature of knowledge capabilities, so that many 
organizations can include different levels and combinations of 
knowledge enablers and processes construct the knowledge 
capability together. Knowledge process capabilities affected 
positively by collaboration, culture, the support of both top 
management and information technology. In addition, it is 
affecting positively- in combination with creative 
organizational learning- on the organizational performance [8].  

When talking about knowledge management we have to 
mention knowledge management system that emerged with the 
revolution of ICT and of course automate and the ease of all 
what managers strive to do through knowledge management. 
Knowledge management systems (KMS) can be defined as 
―the planned workplace linkage of specific process steps or 
domains within an organization. A KMS allows an 
organization to systematically manage knowledge in order for 
its workforce to acquire, create and use knowledge to innovate 
and compete in the marketplace‖ [5]. Author in [12] portrayed 
that KMS is comprised from subcomponents including 
repositories, collaborative platforms, networks, and culture. 
Also, they considered that building KMS without a robust 
design will lead to failures. Researchers address that in order to 
implement an effective knowledge management or even 
knowledge management system many initiatives need to be 
done, for example, it is important to take into account the 
necessary support services to create a supportive environment 
for knowledge and learning, and linking operations with 
technology and culture. More importantly, the support of 
senior management in consolidation of building knowledge 

management and its related systems and in spreading the 
culture of knowledge sharing need to be taken under 
consideration [2], [5], [9]. 

III. KM AND ORGANIZATIONAL PERFORMANCE  

Organizational performance (OP) means to what extent the 
organizational goals and objectives can be achieved [13]. Many 
empirical and conceptual studies were conducted to test the 
relationship between KM and OP which are summarized in 
Table I. [4] Investigated the organizational impact of 
knowledge management practices. The study argued that it is 
expected that knowledge management practices including 
(communication, the ability to create new knowledge, 
acquisition, policies and strategies of KM, and training) affect 
organizational performance dimensions which include 
(financial performance, new product success, customer 
satisfaction, market share) in a positive way among all the 
dimensions. However, it was revealed that the highest impact 
was on the success of a new product, which is one of the OP 
dimensions, and the training was the strongest affecting 
dimension on OP.  

In order to help organizations including academic ones 
(e.g., Universities) to correctly choosing the strategies for 
investing in knowledge resources, an empirical study was 
conducted in the Isfahan universities in Iran, presented that 
knowledge management resources such as organizational 
structure and knowledge application are positively affecting 
OP while other resources such as technology and knowledge 
conversion are not [1]. It is likely to address that KM strategy 
could include knowledge transfer concentration, open 
mindedness orientation, skill sharing and integrated value 
knowledge [13]. The most significant positive relationships 
from the whole KM processes performance indicators are 
factor strategy and leadership, among knowledge management 
enablers [9]. On the other hand, other similar studies were 
conducted to reveal the influence of KM resources on 
organizational performance with the same dimensions. The 
results were supported along with organizational structure and 
knowledge application and weren’t the case with as technology 
and knowledge conversion [14], [15]. With this in mind, we 
can induce that not all KM resources contribute directly or 
positively on OP, in other words, each resource is not linked to 
performance, rather as a composed. It has been found that a 
non-expected percentage of employees have no interest in 
knowledge sharing and retrieving, and most of them prefer to 
depend on their own knowledge and intuition [6]. Since the 
culture can be considered as a practice of KM beside processes, 
human capital, and strategy, there is a strong need to construct 
the culture to ease the process of sharing knowledge between 
employees. Other researchers also address that well-
constructed culture will lead to support knowledge 
management process and thus improving the organizational 
performance [16]. Therefore, they improved the conceptual 
framework under the name of PICS that aggregate the last 
enablers for KM effectiveness. Many other factors were found 
to have heavy effects on organizational performance such as 
competent competitive advantage, operation improvement, and 
potential growth. Knowledge management strategy affected the 
last factors significantly in clothing manufacturing in Thailand 
and thus it affects OP in a positive way [13]. Although they 
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found that, there is no significant relationship between KM 
practices and financial performance, researchers has also found 
that they can generalize another rule; There is an existence of a 
direct significant relationship between KM practices and 
Organizational performance which includes  the financial 
performance [10]. Fig. 1 is a similar model illustrating the idea 
of the study. 

 

Fig. 1. Research model. 

Author in [6] focused on the engineering field; he indicated 
that knowledge management systems have a significant effect 
on the effectiveness of strategic decisions that will lead to a 
better organizational performance. While in [11] focused on 
banking sector and argued that organizations need to develop 
their knowledge management processes in order to reach better 
decisions creations and thus a better organizational 
performance. They found that there is a significant impact on 
decision making related to knowledge management practices 
including what we have mentioned previously (IT 
infrastructure, HR, shared knowledge and culture). 

IV. KM AND LEARNING ORGANIZATIONS 

Not all organizations are learning organizations (LO) 
although every organization can continuously learn. Rather, 
every learning organization is any organization that uses the 
managed knowledge systematically in order to continuously 
aggregate the best knowledge and to construct its long-term 
memory [17]. Those organizations arrived to this level due to 
their employees, where learning depends always on them [7].  

TABLE I.  SUMMARIZATION OF REVIEWED LITERATURES 

Article The study 
Methodology and 

Hypothesis 
Findings 

Kharabsheh, et al 

(2012), [4] 

KM practices 

and its impact 
on OP in 

Jordanian 

pharmaceutical 
firms 

Using 

questionnaire 

survey. Data 
gathered from 13 

pharmaceutical 

companies in 
Jordan. 11 positive 

hypothesis 

All hypothesis 

were 
supported. 

Fattahiyan, et al 

(2012), [1] 

Study of 
relationship 

between KM 

enablers and 

Using 
questionnaire 

gathered from 

1554 randomly 

Some of them 
were 

supported, 

others were 

processes with 

OP in Isfahan 

universities 

faculty 

members 

selected members. 

9 positive 

hypothesis 

not. 

Bhatti, et al 

(2011), [16] 

The affect of 
KM practices 

on OP 

Conceptual study 

with 2 general 

recommended 
hypothesis 

Recommend 

PICS model 

will be tested 
in the future 

on local 

service 
industry 

Janepuengporn & 

Ussahawanitchakit 

(2011), [13] 

The impact of 
KM strategy on 

OP in clothing 
manufacturing 

business in 

Thailand 

Using 

questionnaire 
survey gathered 

from the clothing 

manufacturing 
sample. 15 

positive hypothesis 

All hypothesis 

were 

supported. 

Emadzade, et al 

(2012), [14] 

KM 
capabilities and 

OP 

Using a 

questionnaire 
gathered from 245 

small size business 

owners and 
managers in 86 

firms in Isfahan. 9 

positive hypothesis 

Some of them 

were 
supported , 

others were 

not. 

Mills & Smit 

(2010), [15] 

KM and OP , 

decomposed 
view 

survey data from 
189 managers and 

structural 

equation modeling 

Some of them 

were 

supported, 
others were 

not. 

Zack, et al (2009), 

[10] 
KM and OP 

Exploratory 

analysis, literature 
revealed 12 KM 

practices whose 

performance 
impact was 

assessed by a 
questionnaire of 

business firms. 

Some of them 

were 

supported, 
others were 

not. 

Ho (2009), [9] 
KM enablers 
and OP 

Exploratory 

analysis, literature 
reviews, 3 

hypothesis 

Supported 

Mills & Smit 

(2010), [3] 

KM and 

performance 

internet-based 
survey on 120 

responder in 

company adapting 
KMS with 7 

hypothesis 

Supported 

Shannak (2010). 

[6] 

KBSs support 

for strategic 

decision  

Using a 

questionnaire in 

engineering offices 

in Jordan  

Supported  

Mohammed and 

Jalal (2011), [11] 

KMSs support 

for decision 
making process 

Using a 
questionnaire in 

banking sector,4 

main hypothesis 

Supported 

Frigidian, C. & 
Harris, [18] 

Knowledge 
management 

support to 

product 
development 

Literature review, 
case study and 

process modeling 

using IDEFO 
technique 

Develop 
knowledge 

management 

framework 
 

When employees both understand and apply the captured 
knowledge, then they are learning and eventually those 
employees are constructing the learning organizations. 
Learning organizations know exactly how to adapt itself with 
changes quickly among all levels including developing a 
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product, how they response to their customers, and how they 
manage their human capital [19], [20]. Author in [2] discussed 
that KM activities are strongly linked to LOs, but they 
presented that private sector organizations have extremely 
better processes among all dimensions of LO in comparison 
with public sector organizations. Researchers portrayed the 
relationship between knowledge management dimensions 
discussed above and learning organizations in seven sub 
relations. LO strategy and vision affected positively by KM 
processes and leadership, work practices in LO affected 
positively by KM culture, technology and leadership, and also 
the culture of LO affected positively by KM culture. In 
addition, the structure of information and knowledge flow 
influenced positively by KM process, culture and technology, 
LO’s processes improvement affected positively again by KM 
process, culture, but also measurement. As well as, the KM 
process, culture, and leadership affecting positively training 
and development in LO, and finally KM leadership and 
measurement affecting positively both reward and recognition 
in learning organization [2]. Table II inserted to show this 
supported study’s details. 

TABLE II.  CHAWLA & JOSHI  [2] STUDY’S SUMMARIZATION 

Article The study 
Methodology 

and Hypothesis 
Findings 

Chawla and 

Joshi (2011), 

[2] 

The impact of 

KM on Los, 
comparison 

between private 

and public 
sector 

organizations 

Using surveys 

among 51 
executives 

among 16 private 

and public firms 
in India.  

7 Hypothesis. 

Supported 

Author in [7] conducted a survey with 180 managers and 
engineers to test the impact of knowledge management on 
learning organizations. The major findings revealed that the 
higher level of information, knowledge application, and KM 
processes will clearly help learning organizations in enhancing 
their performance as a whole including the innovation and the 
process of decision-making. They advised to conduct this 
empirical study yearly in each organization in order to evaluate 
all new practices so that organizations can learn. 

V. FUTURE WORK 

As a future direction for this research, an empirical study 
will be conducted to involve a survey of Jordanian 
manufacturing that implement knowledge management 
systems. In order to test the most critical success factors 
(CSFs) that affect implementing knowledge management 
systems (KMSs) in the manufacturing Jordanian environment. 
This study may also incorporate user’s factors that may affect 
(users’ perceptions towards the use and implementation of 
knowledge management system in manufacturing 
organizations, user’s satisfaction, and user’s training). In order 
to prepare the final Critical Success Factors in Jordanians 
manufacturing, this study will be tested with the following 
three theoretical hypotheses: 

H1: There is a significant impact of user’s satisfaction on 
KMSs implementation success. 

H2: There is a significant impact of user’s perception of 
ease of use on KMSs implementation success. 

H3: There is a significant impact of user’s training on 
KMSs implementation success. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Nowadays, knowledge is considered as an essential asset in 
any organization. Thus, many organizations are trying to apply 
Knowledge management in order to improve their 
organizational performance. This article has reviewed the 
positive impact of knowledge management and some of its 
practices on organizational performance. Many studies have 
concluded that KM is the main reason to business growth. 
Thus, it is good to invest in KM resources to attain 
organizational performance improvement, since KM resources 
and practices are related directly and indirectly to it when they 
are implemented effectively. In order to implement an effective 
knowledge management system, the support of senior 
management in consolidation of building knowledge 
management and in spreading the culture of knowledge sharing 
need to be taken under consideration. Furthermore, there is a 
huge need to continuously train and educate the organizations’ 
CEOs about the importance of KM through group works and 
training programs. 
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Abstract—Wireless Body Area Network (WBAN) is a 

collection of wireless sensor nodes which can be placed within the 

body or outside the body of a human or a living person which in 

result observes or monitors the functionality and adjoining 

situations of the body. Utilizing a Wireless Body Area Network, 

the patient encounters a greater physical versatility and is never 

again constrained to remain in the hospital. As the Wireless Body 

Area Network sensor devices is being utilized for gathering the 

sensitive data and possibly will run into antagonistic situations, 

they require complicated and very secure security medium or 

structure to avoid the vitriolic communications within the 

system. These devices represent various security and privacy 

protection of touchy and private patient medical data. The 

medical records of patients are a significant and an unsolved 

situation due to which a changing or exploitation to the system is 

possible. In this research paper, we first present an overview of 

WBAN, how they utilized for healthcare monitoring, its 

architecture then highlight major security and privacy 

requirements and assaults at different network layer in a WBAN 

and we finally talk about various cryptographic algorithms and 

laws for providing solution of security and privacy in WBAN.   

Keywords—E-Health; privacy; security; wireless body area 

networks 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Recent improvement in wireless technologies and ICT 
(information and communication technology) frameworks are 
empowering the health care segment to effectively and 
efficiently control and provide a variety of solution and health 
services. Progressed frameworks of ICT will have the capacity 
to convey medicinal services administrations to patients in 
healing facilities and therapeutic focuses, as well as in their 
homes and working environments, along these lines offering 
cost reserve funds and upgrading the individual fulfillment of 
patients. E-Health administrations can make use of WBAN, 
which can go about as an empowering innovation, and gaining 
its popularity day by day due to its benefits. As by using 
WBAN patient don‟t need to visit hospital daily, they stay in 
home, save its time, and data related to patient is examined by 
doctor any time at any place.   

A WBAN make use of litter sensor and display medical 
related information on screens by means of WIFI 
transmission. Sensors are set inside or outside one‟s body.  

Sensors are used to collect sensitive and important medical 
related information of a patient or it can also be used in sports. 
WBANs communicate with the net and other technologies 
such as ZigBee technology, WSNs, WI-FI, Bluetooth, cell 
systems and Wireless Personal Area Network (WPAN) 
technology. Sensor collect patient related data, transfer it to 
cloud using different technology, this data or information is 
used by doctor, etc. 

A wireless body area network has generally two types of 
nodes i.e. wearable and implantable nodes which work at 
different frequencies. An implantable node is well on the way 
to work at 400 MHz utilizing the MICS (Medical Implantable 
Communication Service) band, while the wearable hub/ node 
could work in ISM/UWB (Instrumentation Scientific 
Medical/Ultra Wide Band) or some other specific groups 
[2], [3]. 

The paper is sorted out into five Sections. Section I give 
overview of what is being introduced in the paper. Section II 
introduces a WBAN architecture. Section III presents the 
related work done by different researchers which provide 
solution of security and privacy issues. Section IV presents the 
WBAN security Requirements and conceivable assaults which 
occur when utilizing Wireless body area network in E-Health. 
Section V represents biometric solution for securing Wireless 
Body Area Network. The last section finishes up our work. 

II. GENERAL ARCHITECTURE 

A. 3 Tier Architecture 

This area gives a general layout of WBAN plan as shown 
in Fig. 1. WBANs are a vital piece of a multi-level 
telemedicine framework [4]. Tier 1 incorporates various 
wireless medical sensor nodes. A WBAN screens 
physiological signs from these little sensors node with remote 
transmission capacity set either inside or around a man‟s body, 
which are utilized to gather vital wellbeing information of a 
man amid a specific movement medicinal or game or training 
related activities. Every sensor node can recognize and test as 
well as process at least one physiological signs. For instance, 
heart rate can be checked by an electrocardiogram sensor 
(ECG), Oxygen saturation sensor (SpO2) used to quantify the 
level of oxygen, and blood pressure is observed by blood 
pressure. Tier 2 incorporates the personal server (PS) 
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application running on a client PDA or iPod or some other 
convenient gadgets telephone which goes about as a sink for 
information of the remote devices [1], [2], [4] and at that point 
exchange those data to an appropriate PC when a 

correspondence interface is accessible. Tier 3 contains various 
remote base-stations that keep patient‟s therapeutic/non-
medicinal records and gives huge (indicative) 
recommendation. 

 

Fig. 1. WBAN architecture [6].

B. Node Classification in a WBAN 

In WBAN a node is a free gadget which has 
communication ability. We can classified nodes into three 
distinct groups based which will perform a role in the network 
founded on his functionality, implementation. 

 Node Type based on functionality a)

Personal Device (PD): This gadget is responsible of 
collaboration with other clients by gathering the data given by 
the sensors and actuators. At that point it is advised the client 
over an external gateway by the PD, On the Actuator or on the 
gadget there is a screen/LED. The gadget is called body-
gateway, sink, Body Control Unit (BCU) or PDA in few of the 
applications. 

Sensor: In WBANs Sensors measure very certain amount 
or parameters in patient‟s body either inside or outside the 
body. When a physical stimuli happened the nodes 
automatically assembles and react to the information, process 
vital information and the information get a reaction from the 

wireless. The example of this type of sensors is physiological 
sensors, and the ambient or the biokinectics [5]. Few of the 
current sorts of these types of sensors could be utilized as a 
part of one‟s patients or a person‟s wrist watch, portable, or 
headphone and therefore, permit wireless checking of a man 
anyplace, whenever and with anyone. A rundown of various 
sorts of monetarily accessible sensors utilized as a part of 
WBANs are as per the following: DNA Sensor, Blood 
pressure, EMG, Spirometer, EEG, ECG, Temperature, 
Humidity, CO2 Gas sensor and so on. 

Actuator: After receiving data from sensor the actuator 
collaborate with the user. The actuator gives feedback in the 
system by acting on sensor information, such as directing the 
right dosage of medication into the patient body in 
omnipresent medicinal services apps. 

 IEEE classification for Nodes b)

Another classification has been purposed by the IEEE 
802.15.6 for node in a WBAN in which they are actualized 
inside the body, [2] [9] that is provided as follows: 
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Body Surface Node: In this type the node are placed on the 
surface or the outer side or the node is keep far away from the 
patient i.e. 2 cm far away from the patient. 

External Node: Node in this category is not contacted to 
the patient‟s rather it is placed a couple of cm i.e. 5 meters far 
away from the patient‟s body. 

Implant Node: Implant Nodes are those which are 
embedded within the human body, under the skin or situated 
on or in the inside the body tissue. 

 Node Type base on Role   c)

These nodes are classified in the WBANs were based on 
their role as follows: 

Coordinator: The working of a coordinator node is 
resembles to a gateway, or it resembles with another WBAN, 
or the access coordinator. All other nodes that want to 
communicate with each other make use of PDA known as 
WBAN coordinator. 

End Nodes: The devices or end nodes used in WBANs are 
restricted to perform their inserted application. In any case, 
they don‟t have ability for transferring messages between 
nodes. 

Relay: The relays node also known as intermediate nodes. 
They have two nodes one is called parent and the other node is 
called child node and they transfer the messages. 
Fundamentally if one of the node reaches at a limit, at that 
point any of the information is sent is required to be handed 
off from the alternate nodes before it reaches the PDA. The 
relays nodes can be used for detecting information. 

III. RELATED WORK FOR SECURITY AND PRIVACY IN 

WBAN 

In this section we talk about the recently published 
literature on E-Health using WBANs. In [17] Muhammed et 
al. also introduced BARI+ distributed key management 
protocol based on biometric, for WBANs. The authors assert 
that this protocol will help numerous security related services 
like confidentiality, authentication, and will provide security 
against different routing attacks and also defense against node 
compromise.  

Huang et al. [18] stated secure access to a hierarchical 
sensor based healthcare monitoring architecture. Its 
architecture has three tier i.e. sensor, mobile, and back-end 
network tier and used for three healthcare apps (in-hospital, 
in-home, and nursing-home).In the sensor network tier, a 
wearable sensor system (WSS) make use of Bluetooth along 
with biomedical sensors to monitor the fundamental signs of 
individuals. Wireless sensor motes (WSMs) i.e., Mica2 are set 
inside the building to gather the ecological parameters. WSS 
and WSM safely broadcast physiological info and 
environmental parameters to the upper layer. WSS use AES 
authentication (i.e., CBC-MAC) associated with an encryption 
scheme, on the other hand WSMs utilize polynomial based 
encryption scheme to set up secure point-to-point 
communication between two WSM motes. 

A protocol based on public-key is utilized to set up the 
secure keys. In the mobile computing network tier, mobile 

computing devices (MCD) like PDAs sorted out as in an ad-
hoc network, route the data by means of multi-hops to the 
local station. MCD has the computational capacities needed to 
dissect the WSS and WSM data. Besides, the authors 
guarantee that their secure architecture gives security CIA i.e., 
confidentiality, integrity and authentication.  

Muraleedharan Osadciw [19] introduced a secure and safe 
health monitoring network against DOS attacks utilizing 
cognitive intelligence. To prevent Sybil and worm whole 
attacks in health care app they introduced energy efficient 
cognitive routing protocol. 

Le et al. [20] stated a protocol called MAACE in which 
only an authorized person can gain access to the patient 
confidential data. Their scheme gives mutual authentication 
and access control depends on ECC. Besides, the authors 
guarantee that purposed technique can shield against replay 
and DOS assaults. Le et al.‟s protocol gives security for 
patient‟s private and confidential data that could be hazardous 
for a patient when compromised. Real-time healthcare 
applications can‟t compromise or accept, if patient‟s data 
disclosed to illegal users. 

Malasri et al. [21] actualized a protected wireless mote-
base medical sensing network for health care applications. 
Their set up defend against spoofing and physical layer attack, 
and gives CIA. Misic et al. [22] purposed 2 key distribution 
algorithms for implementing patient privacy in healthcare 
WSNs by utilizing key distribution algorithms. 

Haque et al. [23] projected an effective and efficient 
security mechanism for patient monitoring systems using 
WSNs. Their scheme make use of public key primarily based 
infrastructure which gives data confidentiality. 

Hu et al. [24] projected a patient healthcare monitoring 
system called tele-cardiology sensor network (TSN) that is 
based on software and hardware. TSN is specially intended for 
the U.S. healthcare community, it performs ongoing 
healthcare information gathering for aged patients in large 
nursing homes. In order to secure the patient privacy, TSN 
encourages confidentiality and integrity. Intra-cluster security, 
skipjack block cipher cryptography algorithmic program 
accustomed secure patient physiological (i.e., ECG data), 
associated an inter-cluster security make use of pre-distributed 
session keys. For various patients, cluster based routing is 
employed to diminish the patient-to-doctor routing overhead, 
and accomplished effectiveness. Security scheme which they 
used expends twenty six mJ for data processing, 1,002 mJ for 
radio communication, and 11 mJ for memory accesses.  

Dagtas et al. [25] introduced secure architecture for health 
monitoring by utilizing ZigBee. Session key in WBAN is 
setup using secure and reliable key management protocol 
since it gives cryptographic keys that encourage security 
services, e.g., confidentiality, authentication, and data 
integrity. An authentication algorithmic program is utilized 
between the body sensors and also the handheld gadget of the 
mobile patient. Nonetheless, the authors give security to 
physiological data, but they didn‟t discuss which symmetric 
cryptosystem they utilized, and didn‟t analyze the energy 
potency for security services. 
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Kang et al. [26] for pervasive healthcare introduced a 
wearable context-aware system. The context-aware system is 
made out of wearable sensor systems, wearable PCs and 
communication modules. The wearable sensors are associated 
with wearable PCs by means of ZigBee. There are two kinds 
of sensors which can be used to a wearable. For exp, it is a 
sensor which is like a watch and there is a sensor which can be 
wearable on chest like a belt. Examples of wearable PCs, 
Personal digital assistant, are applied to collect the sensors‟ 
information. There is a technology which is called ZigBee 
which is used to communicate between the two first is the 
wearable sensors and other is Personal digital assistant. A 
LAN along with 802.11b WiFi is used to communicate among 
the Personal digital assistant and the services provided by the 
healthcare over the Internet.  

Lin et al. [27] introduced SAGE is the idea which is good 
to provide solid security and privacy against the 
eavesdropping on the E-Health applications or systems. The 
system achieves content which is concerned with security and 
related privacy beside a solid worldwide foe. The idea behind 
SAGE is that when a patient information database (PIDB) 
acquires the Patient health information (PHI) from patient‟s 
body sensors for example, the accelerometer, and the blood 
pressure, or oxygen saturation, and temperature sensors [27]. 
It transmits the Patient health information to all of the patient 
doctors but the access is given to only one doctor or doctors 
which are applicable.. Authors proposed ECC which is based 
on privacy and security solution and show a proper or written 
evidence for the suggested solution which is against the 
eavesdropping worldwide. 

Kumar et al. [28] gave another securing health solution 
which is known as the SHM stand for the secure health 
Monitoring via a medical WSNs. Secure Health Monitoring 
offers security facilities including the confidentiality, and the 
validity, as well as the integrity towards the patient‟s 
information at very little cost. In SHM, the privacy is acquired 
by Ping-Pong 128 stream cipher, validity and the integrity on 
the other hand are acquired by Ping-Pong-MAC.  

Wu et al. [29] introduced AFTCS idea which is based on 
faultless connection mechanism for the body sensor networks. 
As the AFTCS give consistent and secure communication of 
data for precarious sensors by keeping the bandwidth which is 
regarding to the quantity of human physiological information, 
and the exterior environs as well as the system itself. 

IV. SECURITY AND PRIVACY REQUIREMENTS IN WBANS 

A. Security and Privacy Issue to E-health 

The data which is created, stored related to patient 
conveyed by BANs is critical for medical diagnosis and 
treatment. Importance of securing this data, therefore, cannot 
be overemphasized. Significance of securing this information, 
thus, cannot be overemphasized. On the off chance that the 
information is tainted or appropriated, the impact could extend 
from ineffectual treatment of patients to abuses debilitating 
patients‟ lives. 

For across the board acknowledgment by patients, as an 
essential piece of the healthcare framework, WBANs should 
likewise address privacy concerns. The conveyed idea of 

information in WBANs makes implementing security and 
privacy troublesome. It is imperative to manage these issues 
notwithstanding when the node is compromised or falls flat. 
Utilization of encryption and cryptography is picking up cash 
for upholding access control to secure the privacy of patients. 
The essential security necessities in WBANs are discussed 
below 

 Data Confidentiality a)

The confidentiality of data and information can be 
achieved by protecting data disclosure from illegal and 
authorized person it also involve data protection from other 
networks. It is an important issue and proper step should be 
taken so that we can save patient important information with 
neighboring or external networks. In a communication 
channel, we can obtain Data confidentiality of patient and its 
private or personal data by means of shared secret key and 
security algorithms.  

 Scalability b)

As in E-Health there are various patient related data, the 
distributed access control system ought to be versatile with the 
number of clients. The main important parts of it are low 
consumption and storage overhead is required. Low 
management overhead is required to set up and modified 
easily to obtain better result. 

 Data Integrity c)

The information can be modified or changed when ever 
data or information is transmitted in an insecure network. To 
protect information during transmission process where 
information can be altered, the error control can be guarantee 
by data integrity amid the transmission time of information. 
Despite the fact that it is hard to get error free transmission, 
the process of data integrity are used to confirm that data 
packets are not exchanged by opponents. 

 Data Authenticity d)

The term Authentication is important for medical as well 
as non-medical applications. Nodes which take part in 
communication process proved their identity by authenticity. 
During transmission process, the coordinator node and the 
member nodes require affirmation that data is being sent to a 
guaranteed center and not by intruder for performing some 
illegal actions. 

 Data Availability e)

Must provide guarantee of data availability in all health 
care system so that required operation can be carried out any 
time anywhere during emergency. 

It gives an assurance and makes the work easy as they are 
designed in advance for patient security. Network degradation 
occurs if there is any problem in the network, switching to 
other network is important otherwise it leads to loss of life of a 
patient.  

 Data Security f)

In data security protection of the database from ruinous 
forces by maintaining secrecy is done. Due to which, an illegal 
and unauthorized person cannot access as well as cannot alter 
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data. To ensure data is transmitted securely encryption 
technique is used.  

 Encryption g)

Data Confidentiality is carried out by algorithm such as 
AES, DES and Advance Data Encryption Standards (ADES).  

 Data Privacy h)

The data or information can be approved to use only by 
legal and authorized person in data privacy. When data is 
disclosed to unauthorized entities (persons) this will lead to 
several risk factor and medical information of a person is very 
sensitive issue and can be only accessed by authorized person. 
Non- cryptographic technique is used for designs and 
protection of data privacy. The privacy of source location 
which is essential in WBAN can be improved by a protocol 
called phantom routing. This protocol will remarkably 
expands the privacy of source location by initializing a 
phantom source and flooding and   privacy of data is provided. 
The privacy of medical data must be addressed through proper 
mechanism by all the system to carry out data privacy in the 
network. 

B. Security and Privacy Related Attacks/Threats 

Comparable to any wireless network, WSNs are 
experiencing a wide range of assaults. In this section, we 
discuss threats or attacks related to WSNs. 

 Physical Layer a)

Jamming: It is an attack which meddling with the 
frequencies of the radio that the nodes of a network are 
utilizing in jamming [11], [12]. These are the typical barriers 
which are against the jamming incorporate varieties of wide 
range communication, there are two examples, and one is 
frequency hopping and the second is code spreading. 

Tampering: It is an attack in which a node is given the 
physical access to intruder, or an intruder can draw delicate 
data, for example, cryptographic secret keys or any other 
confidential information on the node. Then node is controlled 
by the intruder which can alter or supplanted to make it 
compromised. To make the physical package of the node with 
proofing with tamper is the defense for this type of attack. 

 Data Link Layer b)

Collision: A collision happens when more than one nodes 
endeavor to transmit on the same frequency at the exact time. 
A common safeguard to prevent the collisions is the utilization 
of correcting codes for the errors [12]. 

Exhaustion: An attacker can cause collisions that can 
repetitively be made utilization of to cause asset exhaustion. A 
solution which is attainable to force rates which limits the 
confirmation control of MAC and can disregard the excessive 
requests by the network, so by repeating transmissions it can 
prevent energy from draining [12]. 

Unfairness: As opposed to blocking a service access to 
outright, It can be corrupted by an attacker to gain the 
advantage and miss their transmission due date by causing the 
other nodes within a real time of MAC protocol. Utilizing 
minor frames lessens the effect of these type attacks just with 

diminishing amount of the time from which attacker grab and 
hold the communication of the channel. 

 Network Layer c)

Selective Forwarding: Which is mischievous node 
endeavors in the network to block or stop packets just by 
dropping or dismissing messages which is going through 
them. What‟s more, the malevolent node sends the data or 
information typically to the wrong or opposite path with the 
aim to put false routing information [13]. Utilizing various 
ways to send data or information provide defense against 
selective forwarding attacks on network layer. While the 2nd 
resistance is to identify the malevolent node and assume that it 
has fizzled and searched for an alternate route. 

Sinkhole Attack: The main concern of the foe is that to 
draw all of the traffic from a specific region just with using the 
method of a traded off node, making a metaphorical sinkhole 
with the enemy at the middle. The attacks of Sinkhole usually 
succeed just with making a traded off nodes to appear 
especially it can be very attractive in terms of algorithm 
routing with neighboring nodes [14]. These are caused by the 
attacks of selective forwarding making it very easy and simple 
because almost all the traffic coming from a massive area 
within the network moves over the enemy's node. 

Sybil Attacks: A single or one node which duplicates or 
multiplies himself and is introduced in multiple location. 
These attacks goes for the schemes of fault tolerance, for 
instance, the storage which is distributed, multipath routing, 
and topology maintenance. In these attacks, the solitary node 
shows numerous identities to different nodes in the network. 
The techniques of Authentication and the encryption methods 
can obstruct an outcast from beginning a Sybil attack on the 
sensor network. 

Worm hole Attacks: In this attack, the assailant acquires 
some packets at one of the point within network, and then 
“tunnel” the packets with other points in the network, and then 
repeats them within the network from that point [15].  

HELLO Flood Attacks: This is substantial many protocols 
using HELLO packets innocently expect that accepting these 
packets implies that the sender or transmitter is within the 
range of the radio also it is subsequently the neighbor. An 
attacker can utilize powerful transmitter which used to trick 
the large zone of the nodes to believe that they were neighbors 
of transmitting node. The Cryptography algorithm is the 
solution to these kinds of assaults. 

 Transport Layer d)

Flooding: When a new connection is made by an attacker 
then it requests again & again till the point when the assets 
compulsory by every connection is shattered or achieved a 
most extreme cutoff [16]. Answer of these types of issues is to 
necessitate every connecting user to prove its commitment to 
the connection by comprehending a puzzle. 

Desynchronization: An enemy which repeatedly sends the 
messages which passes arrangement numbers to either at the 
endpoints. Requires the authentication of communication 
between all packets which is within hosts is one of the 
conceivable answers assault. 
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C. Regulations and Laws in Security and Privacy 

Medical security and privacy is a basic prerequisite in E-
Health everywhere throughout in world, so here is various 
rules and regulations that influence healthcare suppliers. Truth 
be told the regulations and acts fluctuate enormously from 
nation to nation. Now talk about the American in which 
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 
(HIPAA) [7] and the Health Information Technology for 
Economic and Clinical Health Act (HITECH) [8]. The health 
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) orders 
that, in light of the fact that the sensors in WBAN gather the 
wearer‟s health knowledge, should be kept in mind to guard it 
from illegal access and change of state [9], [10]. As per the 
Act, human services suppliers are subjected with harsh 
punishments for exp fine of dollars $250,000 or detainment 
for Ten years, for the individuals which obtain and uncover 
the health data of the patient data for making money or 
malicious damage [8]. 

V. WBAN SECURITY AND PRIVACY SOLUTIONS 

As we have realized from the previous sections that all the 
research aim is to secure the healthcare applications in 
wireless body area network. Clearly more research is required 
in E-health application, so that we can solve the security and 
privacy issues we have talked about in above section.   

Wireless medical sensor networks make patients‟ life more 
relaxing as patient don‟t need to visit hospital, WBANs also 
give reasonable solutions to healthcare applications, for 
example, key sign observing, hospitals, home care, 
ambulatory care and as well as in the clinical examine. 

To keep up solid security in an ongoing E-Health 
application, security and privacy should to be each stage like 
in application design, deployment, and implementation. 
HIPAA managed stringent principles for healthcare provider. 
In spite of the fact that it might appear sensible to utilize 128 
bit AES. Due to longer secret key encryption/decryption time 
for this algorithm will be more, its might not be appropriate to 
use this algorithm. 

There is also new block cipher which is more secure and 
suitable for low power consumption and that is known as 
HIGHT (high security and light weight) block cipher having 
64-bit block size with 128 bit key [7]. 

Steam cipher, Digital signature, MAC, AES-CTR, AES-
CBC-MAC, and AES-CCM based technique is more secure as 
compare to other but its complex, due to complexity they are 
difficult to implement.  

A solid user verification and validation i.e. authentication 
protocol has not yet been tended properly at the application 
layer. User authentication with other possible mechanism 
should be introduce keeping in mind the end goal to prevent 
illegal user to gain access to confidential medical data of 
patient because its disclose can result in patient death. 

We also purposed the utilization of Biometric strategy for 
solving security and privacy issue in WBANs since it is more 
proficient than other techniques used in WBANs of 
accomplishing all the security and privacy prerequisites. As in 
Biometric we make use of physical characteristics like 

fingerprint retina scanning and palm scanning so no one can 
take this characteristic so security and privacy is achieved.  

Biometric is a procedure or technique which is used for 
providing distinguishing proof or checking of a person by his 
or her exceptional physiological or behavioral characteristics. 
WBAN conveys different security and privacy issues, for 
example, loss of information, authentication and access 
control. We recommended that biometric characteristics will 
be utilized which will not only increase security and privacy 
but also provide effectiveness in WBAN.  

It is more secure, because in biometric provide defense 
against attack and risk influences, small key utilized, and it‟s 
more effective to implement. 

A. Heart Rate Variability (HRV) 

HRV is a physiological phenomenon where the time 
interval between heartbeats changes randomly. HRV have 
unique characteristics and we can use it in secure 
communications. HRV is measured by calculating the time 
between the spikes. HRV can be measured by any heart 
related signal; however Electrocardiogram (ECG) is the most 
preferred. 

We have purposed the use biometric based security 
technique for the information verification and validation 
within WBANs. In particular, we use client‟s ECG feature as a 
key which is biometric based for information verification in 
Wireless body area network system. So, the data or the 
information of a patient can be detected and obtained 
individually from a patients assigned Wireless body area 
network scheme and one patient data or record is not mixed 
with other patients due to different physical and behavior 
characteristics in biometric system. 

The security system implemented in biometric make use of 
low computational complexity and is more efficient instead of 
other cryptographic key distribution. 

VI. CONCLUSION  

Wireless Body Area Networks supporting healthcare 
applications are in early development stage yet offer 
significant commitments at monitoring, diagnostic, or 
therapeutic levels. As the WBAN sensor devices is being 
utilized for gathering the sensitive data and possibly will run 
into antagonistic situations, they require complicated and very 
secure security medium or structure to avoid the vitriolic 
communications within the system. These devices represent 
various security and privacy protection of touchy and private 
patient medical data. 

We have purposed the use of Biometric technique as it‟s 
more efficient for acquiring security than other cryptographic 
procedures and algorithm. It is more secure, because in 
biometric framework there is no chance of replay 
eavesdropping and other such attack and threat which 
compromised the system security when we make use of 
algorithms having small key. 

When we develop a security solution for WBANs we 
should keep in mind that it conforms to every side of WSN 
such as data privacy, integrity, data freshness, identity 
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authentication, and availability which make WBANs secure. 
As it‟s necessary to recommend a new policy adaptation in 
emergency healthcare, a future direction is to develop  better, 
flexible, more secure, cryptographic imposed, and attribute 
based access control mechanism for wireless body area 
network because biometric implementation is somehow 
complex and costly.  
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Abstract—Vehicles in Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANETs) 

are characterized by their high dynamic mobility (velocity). 

Changing in VANET topology is happened frequently which 

caused continuous network communication failures. Clustering is 

one of the solutions applied to reduce the VANET topology 

changes. Stable clusters are required and Indispensable to 

control, improve and analyze VANET. In this paper, we 

introduce a new analytical VANET's clustering approach. This 

approach aims to enhance the network stability. The new 

proposed grouping process in this study depends on the vehicles 

velocities mean and standard deviation. The principle of the 

normal (Gaussian) distribution is utilized and emerged with the 

relative velocity to propose two clustering levels. The staying 

duration of vehicles in a cluster is also calculated and used as an 

indication. The first level represents a very high stabile cluster. 

To form this cluster, only the vehicles having velocities within the 

range of mean   standard deviation, collected in one cluster (i.e. 

only 68% of the vehicles allowed to compose this cluster). The 

cluster head is selected from the vehicles having velocities close to 

the average cluster velocity. The second level is to create a stable 

cluster by grouping about 95% of the vehicles. Only the vehicles 

having velocities within the range of mean   2 standard deviation 

are collected in one cluster. This type of clustering is less stable 

than the first one. The analytical analysis shows that the stability 

and the staying duration of vehicles in the first clustering 

approach are better than their values in the second clustering 

approach.  

Keywords—VANET; clustering; cluster stability; Gaussian; 

relative velocity; staying duration 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) represent a crucial 
view of the Intelligent Transportation System (ITS). 
Increasing the daily traffic represents a great challenge for the 
citizen of all urban and rural places. The street traffic safety 
and management principles continuously affect the 
individual’s life. Focusing must be made on street safety to 

improve its traffic efficiency. Efficient street traffic safety and 
management can be achieved with the huge advancement in 
Information Technology (IT) by developing reliable 
communication among vehicles [1]. A vast development in 
manufacturing, wireless communication and intelligent 
technologies helps in equipping  modern vehicles with 
onboard unit (OBU) wireless communication to enable 
vehicles communicate with their neighbors through a Vehicle-
to-Vehicle (V2V) and with Road Side Units (RSUs) as a 
Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) or Infrastructure-to-Vehicle 
(I2V) communication style [2]. VANET is characterized by its 
high moving speed on streets. The vehicles high mobility is 
significantly affecting the connectivity, throughput and the 
process of exchanging safety or non-safety traffic information 
among vehicles [3], [4] VANET aims to prevent collision, 
accidents and to offer comfortable for passengers by 
disseminating emergency information in advance [5].  

Dynamic and dense network topology characteristics in 
VANETs cause problems, such as congestion, rerouting and 
the hidden terminal problem. Clustering techniques have been 
proposed to improve the communication in VANETs by 
grouping nodes in geographical vicinity together to enhance 
communication efficiency. It can also be used for frequency 
reuse [6], to reduce data congestion  and to support QoS 
requirements. By grouping the vehicles into sets of similar 
mobility, the relative mobility between communicating 
neighbor nodes can be reduced [7]. Clustering structures for 
VANETs are well studied and discussed in the related 
literatures. Various clustering approaches have been proposed 
in VANETs [8], [4], [9]. Grouping of vehicles in clusters may 
deliver certain level of routing scalability, improving resource 
sharing and developing communication efficiency [10]. 

Clustering performance is commonly evaluated by cluster 
stability. Clustering forms must ensure good stability with less 
overhead, longer Cluster Head (CH) and Cluster Member 
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(CM) lifetime duration, fewer numbers of changes in vehicles 
states and minimum CH changes [11], [12]. Most of the 
VANETs proposed clustering approaches are based on 
velocity, position, lanes, vehicles density, movement pattern 
and degree of connectivity [10], [9]. Ensuring stability 
represents the essential challenge for clustering procedures in 
dynamic environments. The well-organized clustering 
procedures must have the ability to maintain the existing 
cluster formation and reducing its overhead [13], [11], [14]. 

In this work, we present a new approach to form vehicles 
clusters. This approach aims to increase the network stability 
and to decrease its topology dynamics. The principles of the 
normal (Gaussian) distribution are utilized for the first time in 
accepting or rejecting the vehicles in the process of cluster 
formation. Relative velocity and staying duration are also 
emerged in this study as crucial decision variables. The 
velocities method and standard deviation are also represents 
the corner stone in this suggested clustering approach. 

II. CLUSTERING PROCESS 

Clustering is the process of grouping the vehicles into 
different sets. These sets are called clusters. Every cluster 
must have one vehicle that plays the role of leader or CH. CH 
is responsible for the communication with the CMs and with 
other neighbor clusters. The clustering process is used to 
reduce the routing overhead, suitable use of the network 
bandwidth and enhance the message delivery. In order to 
make the clustering processes more efficient, different 
clustering algorithms are suggested and designed. These 
algorithms are developed for the cluster formation and cluster 
maintenances. In cluster formation step, the algorithm is used 
to make a cluster, elect the CH, assign members, gateway and 
assist communication. In maintenance step, the algorithm is 
used to improve the links and to describe the leaving vehicles, 
the joining vehicles and the merging clusters [15], [11]. 

III. NORMAL DISTRIBUTION 

The Normal distribution is also known as Gaussian 
distribution is usually formed as a bell- curve. It represents an 
organization of a data set in which most values are groups in 
the central of the sequence and the others are distributed 
symmetrically toward both ends. Normal distribution are 
widely used to approximated and model several actual random 
phenomena in a well manner.  There is a very robust 
association between the size of a sample n and the possibility 
to which a sampling distribution tends to the Gaussian shape. 
Several sampling distributions created on big n can be 
approximated by the Gaussian distribution even though the 
population distribution itself is definitely not Gaussian. 
Gaussian is a continuous time probability distribution to 
represent all x values from -∞ to +∞. So each possible interval 
of actual quantities has a probability other than zero. The 
Gaussian (Normal) distributed is usually denoted by N (µ, σ

2
) 

(where µ is the data mean and σ
2 

is
 
its variance). Equation 1 

represents the probability density function (f(x)) of the normal 
distribution. Mode, median and method have equal values in 
Gaussian distribution. Literatures show the percentage value 
of the data falls within any value of standard deviations from 
the mean. Their limits and percentages were empirically 

calculated and listed in tables. Fig. 1 shows some of these 
percentage values under the normal curve [16], [17].       
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Fig. 1. Percentage values under the normal curve. 

The following equations [16] are used to estimate the 
sample mean (  ̅) and the sample variance (s
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In this study, µ is used to represent the sample mean ( ̅) 
and σ is used to represent the sample standard deviation (s). 

IV. VEHICLES RELATIVE VELOCITY 

The relative velocity between any two moving vehicles 
can be calculated as the absolute difference between these two 
vehicles velocities as shown in (4) [18]. 

                   |     |                      ( ) 

Where vj represent the velocity of the vehicle j and vi is the 
velocity of the vehicle i. The impact of the relative vehicles 
velocities will result in two events affecting the cluster 
structure. These events are some vehicles leaving the cluster 
and/or some vehicles entering the cluster [19]. Relative speed 
level among vehicles can helps in keeping the vehicles in a 
cluster and reducing the probability of moving out of that 
cluster [20], [13], tried to create new reliable cluster. They 
depended on the velocity difference among vehicles, vehicles 
direction and vehicles location in their clustering formation 
process. Their approach generates two groups of vehicles 
whose relative velocity is less and greater than each vehicle 
[21]. 

http://www.statisticshowto.com/probability-and-statistics/standard-deviation/
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All the related literatures aim to create relatively stable 
cluster in VANET although the CMs and CHs are high 
velocity vehicles in order to extend the clusters lifetime. When 
the relative velocity between CMs and their CH is small then 
the cluster will be more stable. The vehicle having relatively 
small velocity difference represents the optimal choice to play 
the role of the CH [22]. In VANETs, the connection duration 
between any two vehicles depends on their relative velocity. 
The connectivity duration between any two vehicles is a 
function of the communication range and their relative 
velocity.  The relative velocity distribution can be used to 
estimate the connectivity duration. Velocities Gaussian 
distribution models can be used to model the connectivity 
duration. The connectivity duration (tc) between any two 
vehicles estimated using (5) [23]. 

   
  

   
                               (5) 

Where R is the vehicle communication range and Δv is the 
relative velocity between the two vehicles.  

Merging the velocity and location of the adjacent vehicles 
represents one of the best approaches to measure the link 
duration. Most of the suggested cluster merging approaches 
are motivated either when the distance between two adjacent 
CHs is less than a specific threshold [13]. Or when the CHs 
stay associated for a time duration larger than a predetermined 
value [24]. 

The applied performance metrics to evaluate the cluster 
stability are the CM and CH duration, CH change rate, 
clustering overhead, and number of vehicles that needs to 
make a decision about the next state. The average relative 
speed is preferred to be low which means it has less moveable 
compared with their adjacent. It can be elected as a CH. To 
maximize the connection probability, the relative velocity of 
the vehicles must be minimized. When the relative vehicle 
velocities are increasing, the probability of breaking the 
connection will increase [25]. Therefore, the relative velocity 
between two vehicles can vary from 0 to 260 km/h as 
indicated in certain highways zones [26]. 

V. CLUSTERING MANAGEMENT 

In this paper, the proposed model is heavily based on the 
clustering process. The instantaneous velocity of each vehicle 
represents the pivot stone in this model. The moving vehicles 
in the same direction are considered in this study. Each 
vehicle must have a unique ID number and equipped with an 
on-board-unit (OBU) to be able to deal with the IEEE802.11 
as a Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC) system. 
The vehicles are also equipped with a Global Positioning 
System (GPS) device to provide information about real-time 
vehicle speed, direction, and land attributes. The vehicles can 
also proactively and periodically collect real-time traffic 
information.  

The cluster formation process must be proposed with the 
purposes of reducing the number of cluster heads in the 
network, maximizing the duration of CH and CMs to provide 
certain stability level and reducing the overhead [27].  

Most literatures stated that the vehicles velocities are 
normally distributed [28]. So the fitted normal curve can be 
applied and used to estimate the required parameters. These 
parameters are the numbers of vehicles, velocities median, 
mean, mode and standard deviation. 

VI. PROPOSED SOLUTIONS 

The suggested approach in this analytical study is to 
design new reliable stable vehicles clusters. Merging the 
fundamentals of the normal probability distribution function, 
vehicles mean velocity; velocities standard deviation, relative 
velocity and vehicles transmission range can be utilized in 
creating a novel real time clustering approach.  

Due to the communication facilities, the number of 
vehicles in certain street segment can be calculated and 
controlled. There velocities and locations are changeable with 
time.  The velocities mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ) can 
be calculated easily using equations (2 and 3). The following 
percentages and numbers can be developed:    

 Area under the curve from (µ - σ to µ + σ) represents 
68.2% of the total area.  We can use this value to select 
about (68%) of the vehicles to compose a very high 
stability cluster and exclude about 32% of the vehicles. 
These excepted vehicles represent the vehicle affecting 
the clusters maintain. Some of these vehicles will 
leaving the cluster after certain time due to their very 
high or very low velocity. Such cluster will have long 
life time cluster. All the vehicles in this cluster are 
within a very close level of velocity. The relative 
velocity among them is very small. Fig. 2 shows in (a) 
a simple representation of the vehicles grouping and in 
(b) the suggested area under the normal curve with its 
percentage. 

 
(a) A simple vehicles grouping representation.  

 
(b) The suggested area under the normal curve and its percentage. 

Fig. 2. A simple representation and the suggested area under the curve and 

its percentages. 
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 The area under the curve from (µ - 2σ to µ + 2σ) 
represents 95.4% of the total area as indicated in Fig. 1. 
Fig. 3 represents the limitations and the (95%) of the 
area under the normal curve. We can use this value to 
select about (95%) of the vehicles to create a stabile 
cluster and exclude about 5% of the vehicles. These 
excluded vehicles represent the vehicle affecting the 
cluster maintains. Some of these vehicles will leaving 
the cluster after certain time due to their very high or 
very low velocity. Such cluster has less life time 
compared with the previous one. Most of the vehicles 
in this cluster are within a close level of velocities. 

There is a tangible difference among the vehicles 
velocities in this cluster. The relative velocity in this cluster is 
greater than that in the first clustering approach. 

 
 

Fig. 3. The limitations and the area that represents 95% under the normal 

curve. 

VII. CASE EXAMPLE 

In order to implement and apply this idea, the following 
example is suggested. The data sample in Table I represents a 
suggested example of 21 vehicles (ID) and their velocities in 
(km/hr.) in certain street.  

TABLE I. SAMPLE OF 21 VEHICLES ID AND THEIR VELOCITIES 

Vehicle 

ID 

Velocity 

Km/hr. 

Vehicle 

ID 

Velocity 

Km/hr. 

Vehicle 

ID 

Velocity 

Km/hr. 

1 70 8 95 15 70 

2 90 9 100 16 60 

3 60 10 90 17 120 

4 75 11 80 18 100 

5 100 12 75 19 95 

6 120 13 110 20 85 

7 110 14 90 21 90 

According to equations (2 and 3): 

The sample Mean    µ = 89.7619 

Standard deviation   σ =17.4983 

The first approach is to collect the vehicles within the 
percentage range (µ - σ to µ + σ) in one cluster. About 68% of 
the vehicles (13 vehicles out of 21) will be grouped to form 
this cluster. The following indications can be reached after 
analyzing the collected data with the Gaussian fundamentals:   

Maximum velocity allowed = 107.2602 km/hr 

Real data Maximum velocity =100 km/hr 

Minimum velocity allowed = 72.2636 km/hr 

Real data Minimum velocity = 75 km/hr 

Velocities Range (faster - slower) = 34.9966 km/hr 

Real velocities Range = 25 km/hr 

Number of vehicles in this cluster = 13 vehicles 

Cluster head velocity = 90 km/hr 

Maximum relative velocity = 100-75 = 25 km/hr 

The relative velocity between the CH and the slowest 
vehicle in this cluster is 15 km/hr.  

The relative velocity is ranged from 0 to 25 km/hr. 

The expected duration for this cluster can be estimated 
using equation (5) after suggesting the transmission range to 
be 1000 m (1km).  

           tc= 2/15 = 0.1333hr. (This means that the slowest 
vehicle will stay about 8 min in this cluster).  

tc= 2/10 = 0.2 hr = 12 min ((this means that at least 11 
vehicles (85%) will stay after 12 min in this cluster).  

Table II shows the IDs and velocities for the vehicles 
forming this high stable cluster. 

TABLE II. VEHICLES ID AND VELOCITY 

ID 2 4 5 8 9 
1

0 

1

1 

1

2 

1

4 
18 

1

9 

2

0 

2

1 

Velocit

y 

9

0 

7

5 

10

0 

9

5 

10

0 

9

0 

8

0 

7

5 

9

0 

10

0 

9

5 

8

5 

9

0 

The second approach is to collect the vehicles within the 
percentage range of (µ - 2σ to µ + 2σ) in a cluster. About 95% 
of the vehicles (20 vehicles) will be grouped to form this 
cluster. Practically, according to the velocities data range in 
Table I, 20 vehicles will be collected in one cluster. 

Maximum velocity allowed in this cluster is = 142.2568 km/hr 

Real Maximum velocity =120 km/hr 

Minimum velocity allowed is = 54.7653 km/hr 

Real Minimum velocity = 60 km/hr 

Velocities Range (faster - slower) = 60 km/hr 

Real velocities Range = 60 km/hr 

Number of vehicles in this cluster = 20 vehicles 

Cluster head velocity = 90 km/hr 

Maximum relative velocity = 90-60 = 30 km/hr (between 
the CH and the slowest vehicle in this cluster). The relative 
velocity is ranged from 0 to 30 km/hr. 

The expected duration for this cluster can be estimated 
using (5) after suggesting the transmission range to be 1000 m 
(1km).  

tc= 2/30 = 0.066 hr. (this means that the slowest vehicle 
will stay about 4 min in this cluster).  

tc= 2/10 = 0.2 hr = 12 min ((this means that at least 11 
vehicles will stay after 3.6 min in this cluster).  

The same data in Table I represents the vehicles forming 
this stable cluster.  

VIII. CONCLUSION 

The dynamic features of VANET require new developed 
approaches to form stable clusters. In this paper, we presented 
a new VANET cluster formation analytical approach. 
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According to vehicles velocities, the average (mean) and 
standard deviation are estimated and utilized to establish the 
cluster velocity limits. These velocity limits are imported from 
the normal (Gaussian) distribution fundamentals using the 
mean and standard deviation. The upper limit is estimated by 
adding the (k) standard deviation to the mean and the lower 
velocity limit by subtracting (k) standard deviation from the 
mean (where k = 1, 2, and 3). So, one stability level can be 
selected to form a cluster out of these two possible clustering 
levels. These limits are used to create two stable clustering 
levels. Any vehicle in these clusters having velocity equal or 
close to the average value can be elected to play the role of the 
CH. Each vehicle having velocity within the velocity limits 
registered as CM. The staying duration and relative velocity 
are also used in this study to evaluate and analyze the cluster 
maintain step. The cluster stability will be increased with the 
decreasing in the suggested velocity limit. The resulted 
relative velocity is decreased with the decreasing in velocity 
limit while the staying duration is increased. Developing 
equations to estimate the vehicles leaving and joining 
probabilities are proposed for the future work. 
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Abstract—Malaysia is a modern Muslim country where the 

research on Halal product identification is at the peak. In this 

study, the authors have developed the mobile application which is 

based on Radio frequency identification near field 

communication RFID/NFC. The author first developed the 

database based on the data from Jabatan Kemajuan Islam 

Malaysia JAKIM, which is Malaysian Halal logo identification 

authority then the mobile application which uses the Near Field 

Communication to detect the Halal food using the Radio 

Frequency Identification. In this paper authors have performed 

the experimental analysis by comparing the Barcode system that 

is comprised of parallel line detected by the simple webcam for 

the Halal logo identification and the new developed RFID NFC 

mobile application. Paired sample T-Test was performed by 

using the SPSS 23.0 version. The results revealed that there is 

significantly difference between the usability, efficiency, 

affordability, security and satisfaction. The users are more 

satisfied with the newly developed mobile application as 

compared to old halal logo system in Malaysia. 

Keywords—Halal products; RFID/NFC; JAKIM; paired 

sample T-test; Malaysia 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Malaysia is modern Muslim country heading towards being 
a global Halal hub; it has been well-known as a successful 
halal-hub in the world since 1997. Halal is often used in 
reference to food and drinks, i.e. food that is allowable for 
Muslims to eat or drink under Islamic Shariah (law). Halal is 
an Islamic religious manual for how Muslims ought to 
experience their lives from the way their nourishment is set up 
to how their own and social connections are directed.  

In Halal industry, keeping up halal item trustworthiness is a 
fundamental variable so it is necessary to present a complete 
and fitting Tracking and Tracing Technology to keep up halal 
item uprightness and build up an innovative structure that can 
bolster the whole Halal Product Supply Chain [1]. Information 
technology (IT) is supposed to be the best formula to be used 
to make the world a more helpful and viable place for 
individuals from a wide range of culture and religion. 
Nowadays, smart spaces and smartphones are going to lead the 
world of business.  

Barcode system is made with the help of Matlab and they 
are very to detect through the webcam [2] “Near Field 
Communication (NFC) is short-range, low bandwidth, high 
frequency, and wireless communication technology built on 
radio frequency identification (RFID) technology” [3]. RFID 
refers to Radio Frequency Identification and is a term that 
portrays an arrangement of ID [4]. RFID depends on putting 
away and remotely recovering data or information as it 
comprises of RFID tag, RFID peruse and back-end 
Database [5]. 

The mobile RFID empowers business to give new 
administrations to portable clients by securing administrations 
and exchanges from the end-client to an organization's current 
online business and IT frameworks [6]. RFID innovation has 
been acknowledged as an execution differentiator for an 
assortment of business applications, yet its capacity is yet to be 
completely used. In future brilliant spaces, the client ought to 
have the capacity to utilize his own particular versatile reader 
gadgets to recognize the things, look for the following thing of 
intrigue, restrict and explore. Fig. 1 demonstrates how RFID 
technology works.  

  

Fig. 1. RFID technology process. 
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II. BACKGROUND 

At the 2007 world halal forum, Malaysia’s former Prime 
Minister, Tun Abdullah Haji Ahmad Badawi stated the 
government’s aim of establishing Malaysia as a global halal 
hub. Subsequently, a large number of studies were conducted 
in various disciplines to help pursue the goal of “Malaysia as a 
global halal hub” [7]. One of the controversial issues in the 
halal food industry is detecting fake halal products from 
genuine ones. Malaysian Muslim specialist on the halal item, 
Jabatan Kemajuan Islam Malaysia (JAKIM) has created and 
actualized the halal logo as the halal approval due to the 
demand of market broker organizations. To check the 
originality of halal products, customers could either browse 
JAKIM’s website or call JAKIM’s office via phone.  

On the one hand, these methods are time-consuming but on 
the other hand, cases misrepresentation and abuse of the halal 
logo have progressively been accounted by purchasers [8]. To 
handle this issue now some researchers stated to do research on 
this and have implemented RFID technology while others have 
suggested using mobile or Smartphone gadget for validating 
halal products. In the Malaysian Halal industry, RFID 
innovation is viewed as undeveloped since standardized tags 
are regularly utilized as programmed identifiers regardless of 
the presence of web-based interfaces and cell phone 
applications [9]. However, Muslim consumers still face 
problems in validating halal products.  

My MobiHalal 2.0 is a mobile-based support application 
for Muslims to identify the Halal status [10] so that users can 
send and receive MMS as answers to their queries instead of 
entering 13-character barcodes in the SMS. This study thus 
discusses the barcode conception and its functions in customer 
product industry.  

Another study has implemented 2-D barcode halal logo 
detector to identify halal products and UV hologram to spot 
fake halal logo [11]. The scanned image is decoded and used to 
match a database. Prototype hardware as halal detector device 
has also been designed so that the customer can hold the 
product in front of it, then the status of the product will appear 
on the device screen.  

Another study proposes a system that would help the 
consumer to validate halal products through Smartphone 
barcode captured straightaway on time with the applied halal 
product alert database system [12]. The system is called 
MyHalal designed to focus on a new database structure which 
details the company’s information, Halal certificate expiry alert 
and new applications technique using Smartphone without 
accessing the network. The only operating system that 
customers need to have is a smartphone with a minimum 
Android 2.1.  

Other researchers have implemented RFID technology to 
identify and validate halal status [13]. One study states that 
barcodes, reader and ingredient information by far are not 
adequate to validate the information claimed by the 
manufacturer or food producer; instead, a real-time tool is 
needed to feed users with genuine and validated information to 
assist user-buying process that is RFID technology. The 
perception of Malaysian customers was measured and the 

result indicates users agreed that a real-time system is required 
for the information dissemination [14].  

It is imperative for specialists and makers to give redress 
data since buyers depend basically on item bundling, including 
the Halal logo, fixings and producers so as to approve Halal 
status [15]. 

III. EVALUATION 

The important phase of any research is the evaluation 
process to determine the suitability or accuracy. The NFC 
enabled RFID mobile application was developed for the Halal 
logo recognition [16], [17]. The comparison between the 
Barcode system and the new RFID system was performed. To 
evaluate this research many qualifications attributed to this 
application were considered such as usability, efficiency, 
security, affordability and customer satisfaction. Usability 
referred to how easy the system interface is for the user and 
how easily a user can use the system [18]. The identification 
process might be quick for both using RFID and barcodes 
technology, but barcodes require special equipment and also 
more concentration on scanning process. The simplicity of use 
and inexpensive equipment in RFID identification technology 
increases the usability of this technology.  

Efficiency can be defined as the lowest time by the system 
to perform the same job as compared to the old system [19]. 
Additionally, except for other technologies such as barcode 
reader which reads the codes from a printed reader, RFID does 
not need to read any pre-printed codes or signs. In order to 
identify products using barcode system, the reader must be 
clearly printed and without any damage to the reader. 
According to experience and studies, barcodes are easy to 
damage and sensitive to the environment. Moreover, the reader 
must be clean to obtain more effectiveness scan rates.  

Furthermore, images for scanning the barcode, must be 
properly captured and need more concentration and focus on 
the capturing process which makes it less efficient. The RFID 
technology uses a wide range of radio frequency. Therefore, 
tags are easy to read by any customer and smartphone in any 
position. The third factor was very important for any system 
that is security [20], which referred to the process and 
methodologies to keep the personal data safe and secure [21]. 
The biggest issues in Halal product identification by consumers 
in Malaysia are misrepresentations of logos and product 
certificates. It is necessary to employ the technology which 
reduces fraudulent activities and increases the confidence of 
customers on shopping. The existing barcodes and logos are 
easy to reproduce and cheat the consumers. Therefore, Halal 
product identification methods, for example, online interface 
and SMS applications have been introduced to settle this issue. 
Using web portal has its own difficulties like consumers have 
to connect to the Internet and know how to search through the 
web portal. RFID technology offers a better security in product 
identification by using preregistered unique identification code 
for each product type. The tags are safe and protected against 
overwriting and altering the information which increases high 
security in the identification process. 

The fourth factor which was evaluated was affordability it 
can be defined as “to bear the cost of without serious 
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inconvenience” [22]. Despite barcode reader which is fixed to 
each product, the RFID tags are reusable for any other products 
or the same product for a long time. Moreover, new NFC tags 
are inexpensive and easily available which makes them more 
affordable to use; also the application is free of cost for 
consumers. The fifth factor which was considered as very 
imperative is customer satisfaction. Customer satisfaction is at 
the core of human experience, reflecting our liking of an 
organization's business activities. High levels of customer 
satisfaction (with pleasurable experiences are strong predictors 
of customer retention, customer loyalty, and product 
repurchase. Customer satisfaction is an important factor to 
remain in business in this modern world of competition [23]. 
Customer satisfaction is also a major goal of process 
improvement plans. Quality characteristics which are described 
in the previous sections are essential elements for customer 
satisfaction for this application. 

 In this section the evaluation is compared with traditional 
product identification (barcode) with developed RFID. 
Moreover, the other evaluation characteristics to evaluate the 
respondents’ concern in the questionnaires. Section 1 was 
comprised of personal behavior including the questions 
regarding sex, age, householder status, marital status, 
educational level, job status, income per month, shopping times 
and system awareness. Section 2 was comprised of 30 
questions related to the usability, efficiency, security, 
affordability and customer satisfaction. It is challenging to 
compare traditional and developed identification technologies 
particularly barcodes to newly developed ones like RFID. One 
had wide testing in uncommercial condition and alternate had 
restricted business reputation 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

In this paper, author used the Statistics Package for Social 
Sciences SPSS 23.0 to perform the experimental analysis. 
Paired Sample T-test was performed to compare the results of 
the old system and new system. The self-administrative 
questionnaire was distributed at one of the well-known and 
very big shopping Mall of Kuala Lumpur. The authors 
distribute the questionnaire for the old system, the respondent 
fills them and then the authors explain the use of the new 
system and do the practise among the many peoples. Although 
it took a long time more than 3 months to self-collect the data 
but the data collection phase was successful. Total 300 
questionnaires were distributed. 280 were received which is a 
good number. Out of 280, 30 were having missing data so the 
pair of 30 questions were removed and finally we have 250 
respondent. The respondent demographic details are given in 
Table I. 

For sex there were (n=139,55.6%) were female whereas 
(n=111,44.4%) were male. For age (n=109,43.6%) were 
between the range 31-40, followed by range 21to30 were 
(n=48,19.2%) after that (n=40,16.0%) were  between 41to50. 
(n=28,11.2%) were above 50 and the lowest range were 
(n=25,10%) were less than 20.In the reply of Are you house 
holder (n=177,70.8%) were answered Yes whereas 
(n=73,29.2%) were answered NO. In response to marital status 
(n=128,51.2%) respond against married with children, 
followed by (n=65, 26.0%) were Single and (n=57, 22.85) 
were married without children. 

TABLE I. DEMOGRAPHIC DETAILS OF THE RESPONDENT 

Variable Category Frequency Percentage (%) Cumulative  

Sex 
Male 111 44.4 44.4 

Female 139 55.6 100.0 

Age 

Less than 20 25 10.0 10.0 

21 to 30 48 19.2 29.2 

31 to 40 109 43.6 72.8 

41 to 50 40 16.0 88.8 

Above 50 28 11.2 100.0 

Are you a householder 
yes 177 70.8 70.8 

No 73 29.2 100.0 

Marital status 

Single 65 26.0 26.0 

Married without children 57 22.8 48.8 

Married with children 128 51.2 100.0 

Education 

Less than High school 93 37.2 37.2 

Bachelor 132 52.8 90.0 

Master 20 8.0 98.0 

Doctoral 5 2.0 100.0 

Job Status 

Manager 20 8.0 8.0 

staff 30 12.0 20.0 

customer 200 80.0 100.0 

Monthly Income (in Ringgit) 

Under 2000 RM 74 29.6 29.6 

2000 t0 3000 RM 43 17.2 46.8 

3000 t0 4000 RM 38 15.2 62.0 

4000 t0 5000 37 14.8 76.8 

Above 5000 RM 58 23.2 100.0 

How often you go for shopping 

Once in a week 84 33.6 33.6 

Once in 2 weeks 67 26.8 60.4 

Once in 3 weeks 64 25.6 86.0 

Once in month 35 14.0 100.0 

Did you aware of this System 
No 250 100 100.0 

yes 0 .0 00 
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V. INSTRUMENT RELIABILITY 

The reliability of items used in the questionnaire was 
conducted through the consistency test that is an evaluation of 
Cronbach's Alpha. If the value of Cronbach alpha is o.7 or 
above then there is a strong relationship between the items 
used in the questionnaire [24]. 

1) Reliability Test for New System (RFID) 
The overall Cronbach’s alpha reliability for the items in the 

questionnaire was revealed .936 (Table II). There were total 
thirty items in the questionnaire.  The summary item statistics 
as in Table III for this construct showed the mean value of the 
items means was 4.945 as shown in Table III. 

TABLE II. RELIABILITY STATISTICS (RFID SYSTEM) 

Cronbach’s Alpha 
Cronbach’s Alpha Based on 

Standardized Items 
No. of Items 

.936 .935 30 

TABLE III. SUMMARY ITEM STATISTICS (RFID SYSTEM) 

 Mean Min. Max. Range 
Max./ 

Min. 

Varian

ce 

No. of 

Items 

Item Means 4.945 4.610 5.154 .543 1.118 .021 30 

Item 

Variances 
2.737 1.991 3.484 1.493 1.750 .109 30 

Inter-Item 

Covariances 
.896 -.157 2.476 2.633 

-

15.727 
.290 30 

Table IV shows individual Cronbach’s alpha value for the 
constructs used for the questionnaire of new RFID/NFC 
device. There were 6 items in each construct and all having 
reliability > 0.7 which is considered as the acceptable [25], 
[26]. 

TABLE IV. OVERALL RELIABILITY FOR THE  RFID SYSTEM 

Construct No. of Items Cronbach’s Alpha Reliability Result 

Usability 

 
6 0.915 Excellent 

Efficiency 
 

6 0.946 Excellent 

Affordability 

 
6 0.931 Excellent 

Security 

 
6 0.884 Good 

Satisfaction 

 
6 0.931 Excellent 

2) Reliability Test for Old System (Bar Code) 
The overall reliability statistics of the constructs (Table V) 

revealed .820 Cronbach’s alpha reliability for all construct, 
which comprised thirty items. The summary item statistics for 
all construct showed the mean value of the items means was 
2.895 as shown in Table VI.  

TABLE V. RELIABILITY STATISTICS (BARCODE SYSTEM) 

Cronbach’s 

Alpha 

Cronbach’s Alpha Based on 

Standardized Items 
No. of Items 

.820 .820 30 

 

TABLE VI. SUMMARY ITEM STATISTICS (BARCODE SYSTEM) 

 Mean Min. Max. Range Max. / Min. 
Varianc

e 

No. of 

Items 

Item Means 2.895 2.536 3.524 .988 1.390 .057 30 

Item Variances 2.767 1.776 3.576 1.800 2.014 .255 30 

Inter-Item 
Covariances 

.364 -.287 2.744 3.030 -9.573 .499 30 

Table VII shows the overall reliability of the questionnaire 
for old Barcode system. There were 6 items in each construct 
and all having reliability > 0.7 which is considered as 
acceptable. 

TABLE VII. OVERALL RELIABILITY OF OLD SYSTEM (BAR CODE) 

Construct 
No. of 

Items 

Cronbach’s 

Alpha 

Reliability 

Result 

Usability 

 
6 0.814 Good 

Efficiency 

 
6 0.950 Excellent 

Affordability 

 
6 0.930 Excellent 

Security 

 
6 0.843 Good 

Satisfaction 

 
6 0.733 Acceptable 

A. Descriptive Analysis New System (RFID System) 

In order to perform the parametric test, such paired sample 
T-test which was performed to evaluate the mean difference 
data should be normalized [27], [1], therefore authors have 
performed the descriptive analysis before performing the T-
test. This section presents descriptive statistics of survey for a 
new system that is RFID based system, descriptive analysis is 
mandatory to conduct in order to perform the paired sample T-
test to see whether our data is normalized or not. The 
descriptive analysis for the new system as follows. 

To measure the usability, efficiency, security affordability 
and customer satisfaction of RFID (NFC) system, the survey 
respondents were first asked to indicate their level of 
agreement with the usability of the new system on a seven-
point Likert scale ranging from 1 (Strongly disagree) to 7 
(Strongly agree). Six items survey instrument were used to 
measure this construct. The results of the respondents’ ratings 
for each item of this construct are reported as follows. The data 
is normalized if the value of Skewness and Kurtosis fall 
between (less than + 1) and the mean values should be more 
than Neutral value [27] i.e. 4 in this research. The mean scores 
for usability as shown in Table VIII was ranged between 4.99 
(1.688) and 5.12(1.825),the mean values are above the neutral 
value (i-e 4) , that shows that the new system is easy to be used 
by the respondent, while data normality values i-e Skewness 
and Kurtosis found between the acceptable range (less than + 
1) The mean scores for efficiency as shown in Table IX was 
ranged between 4.95 (1.555) and 5.12(1.408), which indicates 
that users are satisfied with the efficiency of new system, 
however data normality values i.e. Skewness and Kurtosis 
found between the acceptable range (less than + 1). 
Furthermore, the mean scores values for affordability shown in 
Table X was ranged between 4.68 (1.609) and 4.91(1.562), 
while data normality values i.e. Skewness and Kurtosis found 
between the acceptable range (less than + 1), which indicates 
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that the new system can be afforded by the customers. The 
mean scores for security was ranged between 4.70 (1.669) and 
5.11(1.594) as shown in Table XI, which indicates that users 
are satisfied with the security of the new system, furthermore, 
the data normality values i.e. Skewness and Kurtosis found 
between the acceptable range (less than + 1). The descriptive 

analysis for the customer satisfaction was evaluated as mean 
scores ranged between 4.61 (1.724) and 5.12(1.555) as shown 
in Table XII, While data normality values i.e. Skewness and 
Kurtosis found between the acceptable range (less than + 1), 
which shows the satisfaction of the customer with the new 
system.

TABLE VIII. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS OF MEASURED ITEMS OF USABILITY FOR RFID NFC SYSTEM NFC SYSTEM 

 
Mean 

Statistics 
Std. Deviation Statistics 

Variance 

Statistics 

Skewness 

Statistics 
Kurtosis Statistics 

U1 5.01 1.864 3.474 -.858 -.346 

U2 5.08 1.786 3.190 -.842 -.357 

U3 5.12 1.825 3.332 -.820 -.406 

U4 4.95 1.760 3.098 -.813 -.213 

U5 5.08 1.688 2.850 -.772 -.328 

U6 4.99 1.668 2.783 -.787 -.193 

TABLE IX. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS OF MEASURED ITEMS OF EFFICIENCY FOR RFID NFC SYSTEM NFC SYSTEM 

 
Mean 

Statistics 
Std. Deviation Statistics 

Variance 

Statistics 

Skewness 

Statistics 
Kurtosis Statistics 

EF1 4.98 1.603 2.570 -.705 -.335 

EF2 5.00 1.627 2.647 -.750 -.275 

EF3 4.95 1.555 2.419 -.675 -.248 

EF4 4.96 1.561 2.436 -.693 -.256 

EF5 5.02 1.557 2.425 -.676 -.312 

EF6 5.15 1.408 1.983 -.642 -.420 

TABLE X. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS OF MEASURED ITEMS OF AFFORDABILITY FOR RFID NFC SYSTEM 

 
Mean 

Statistics 
Std. Deviation Statistics 

Variance 

Statistics 

Skewness 

Statistics 
Kurtosis Statistics 

AF1 4.72 1.713 2.935 -.675 -.514 

AF2 4.91 1.562 2.441 -.745 -.096 

AF3 4.72 1.687 2.846 -.517 -.676 

AF4 4.80 1.751 3.067 -.614 -.708 

AF5 4.81 1.683 2.834 -.526 -.706 

AF6 4.68 1.609 2.590 -.408 -.727 

TABLE XI. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS OF MEASURED ITEMS OF AFFORDABILITY FOR RFID NFC SYSTEM 

 
Mean 

Statistics 
Mean Statistics 

Std. 

Deviation 

Statistics 

Variance 

Statistics 
Skewness Statistics 

SE1 5.11 1.594 2.541 -.733 -.245 

SE2 5.01 1.532 2.347 -.721 -.099 

SE3 4.70 1.669 2.784 -.522 -.657 

SE4 5.03 1.574 2.479 -.684 -.285 

SE5 5.03 1.585 2.511 -.800 -.081 

SE6 4.95 1.695 2.872 -.774 -.313 

TABLE XII. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS OF MEASURED ITEMS OF SATISFACTION FOR RFID NFC SYSTEM 

 
Mean 

Statistics 
Std. Deviation Statistics 

Variance 

Statistics 

Skewness 

Statistics 
Kurtosis Statistics 

SAT1 5.12 1.555 2.418 -.708 -.318 

SAT2 4.88 1.598 2.555 -.596 -.443 

SAT3 5.02 1.629 2.653 -.558 -.646 

SAT4 4.61 1.724 2.973 -.357 -.913 

SAT5 4.96 1.782 3.176 -.723 -.562 

SAT6 5.03 1.682 2.830 -.763 -.320 

B. Descriptive Analysis for Old System (Bar Code) 

This section presents descriptive statistics of survey for the 
old system that is Bar Code based system. 

To measure the customer satisfaction towards the old 
system, the survey respondents were also asked to indicate 
their level of agreement with the usability, efficiency, 

affordability, security and customer satisfaction on a seven-
point Likert scale ranging from 1 (Strongly disagree) to 7 
(Strongly agree). The same six items survey instrument was 
used to measure the construct that we used for the new system. 
The mean scores for the usability ranged between 2.85 (1.707) 
and 3.52(1.878) as shown in Table XIII, which indicates the 
means values lower than the neutral value (i.e. 4) it shows that 
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the old system is not that much user friendly and not easy to 
use while data normality values i.e. Skewness and Kurtosis 
found between the acceptable range (less than + 1). 

The mean scores for the efficiency was ranged between 
2.54 (1.333) and 2.61(1.554) as shown in Table XIV, which 
indicates the means values lower than the neutral value (i.e. 4) 
therefore the old system is not that much efficient to use. While 
data normality values i-e Skewness and Kurtosis found 
between the acceptable range (less than + 1). The Mean values 
for affordability was lower than the neutral value (i-e 4), that 
indicates that the old system is not affordable by the 
respondent. The mean scores ranged between 2.54 (1.333) and 
2.61(1.554) as shown in Table XV, which indicates the means 
values lower than the neutral value (i.e. 4) while data normality 

values i.e. Skewness and Kurtosis found between the 
acceptable range (less than + 1). Additionally, the mean scores 
ranged between 2.87 (1.693) and 3.02 (1.726) for the security 
construct, which indicates the means values lower than the 
neutral value (i.e. 4) it shows that the old system is not that 
much secure to use. While data normality values i.e. Skewness 
and Kurtosis found between the acceptable range (less than + 
1) as shown in Table XVI. 

The mean score for the customer satisfaction was ranged 
between 2.71 (1.483) and 3.41(1.891) as shown in Table XVII, 
which indicates the means values lower than the neutral value 
(i.e. 4) it shows that the old system is not that much secure to 
use while data normality values i.e. Skewness and Kurtosis 
found between the acceptable range that is (less than + 1). 

TABLE XIII. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS OF MEASURED ITEMS OF USABILITY FOR OLD SYSTEM 

 Mean 

Statistics 

Std. Deviation Statistics Variance 

Statistics 

Skewness 

Statistics 

Kurtosis Statistics 

U1 2.85 1.707 2.914 .990 .010 

U2 2.89 1.831 3.353 1.017 -.063 

U3 2.81 1.519 2.308 1.001 .452 

U4 3.07 1.657 2.746 .862 -.120 

U5 2.95 1.806 3.262 1.006 .002 

U6 3.52 1.878 3.528 .417 -.991 

TABLE XIV. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS OF MEASURED ITEMS OF USABILITY FOR OLD SYSTEM 

 
Mean 

Statistics 
Std. Deviation Statistics 

Variance 

Statistics 

Skewness 

Statistics 
Kurtosis Statistics 

EF1 2.61 1.554 2.415 1.035 .270 

EF2 2.57 1.469 2.158 .961 .188 

EF3 2.54 1.333 1.776 1.062 .576 

EF4 2.56 1.455 2.118 .995 .320 

EF5 2.57 1.469 2.158 .961 .188 

EF6 2.54 1.333 1.776 1.062 .576 

TABLE XV. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS OF MEASURED ITEMS OF USABILITY FOR OLD SYSTEM 

 
Mean 

Statistics 
Std. Deviation Statistics 

Variance 

Statistics 

Skewness 

Statistics 
Kurtosis Statistics 

AF1 3.03 1.733 3.003 .856 -.123 

AF2 2.84 1.796 3.225 .941 -.104 

AF3 2.93 1.588 2.521 .944 .001 

AF4 2.90 1.603 2.569 .801 -.137 

AF5 2.98 1.728 2.987 .912 .001 

AF6 2.97 1.781 3.172 .823 -.319 

TABLE XVI. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS OF MEASURED ITEMS OF SECURITY FOR OLD SYSTEM 

 
Mean 

Statistics 

Std,. Deviation 

Statistics 

Variance 

Statistics 

Skewness 

Statistics 
Kurtosis Statistics 

SE1 2.92 1.633 2.668 .938 -.004 

SE2 2.87 1.693 2.867 .883 -.039 

SE3 3.08 1.768 3.126 .801 -.484 

SE4 2.98 1.826 3.333 .914 -.240 

SE5 3.02 1.726 2.980 .896 -.186 

SE6 3.20 1.741 3.031 .705 -.534 

TABLE XVII. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS OF MEASURED ITEMS OF USABILITY FOR OLD SYSTEM 

 
Mean 

Statistics 
Std. Deviation Statistics 

Variance 

Statistics 

Skewness 

Statistics 
Kurtosis Statistics 

SAT1 3.01 1.850 3.422 .902 -.274 

SAT2 3.41 1.891 3.576 .501 -.928 

SAT3 3.00 1.655 2.739 .820 .108 

SAT4 2.75 1.658 2.749 .997 .307 

SAT5 2.71 1.483 2.198 1.00 .539 

SAT6 2.78 1.528 2.335 .866 .303 
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C. Paired Sample T-Test 

Paired Sample T-Test can be performed when there is only 
one group of people and we need to collect data from them on 
two different occasions, and if there is sig(2 tailed) value less 
than 0.5 than there is significant difference between the two 
scores [27]. “A paired-samples T-test compares the mean of 
two matched groups of people or cases or compares the mean 
of a single group, examined at two different points in time. If 
the same group is tested again, on the same measure, the t-test 
is called a repeated measures t-test” [28]. In this section, we 
will perform the paired sample T-test between the average 
means of constructs obtain from the survey of new system data 
and the old system data. For this purpose, we compute the 
average means for all the constructs separately for the old 
system and new system and then we performed the Pair sample 
T-test between means of new system and Means of the old 
system as follows.  

Paired sample T-test was performed between the usability 
construct of RFID (NFC) system and the old system. 
Table XVIII shows that total mean for RFID (NFC) system is 
5.0373 whereas total mean for usability of the old system is 
3.0147. Table XIX shows the result of paired sample T-test. 
The mean difference is computed as 2.0226 with standard 
deviation of 1.953, whereas the t statistics is 16.360, degree of 
freedom df is 249 with p-value that is sig(2-tailed) is .000, it 
means there is significant difference in the usability of new 
system and old system and the new system is more usable as 

compared to the old one t(249) = 16.369, p ≤ .05 as suggested 

by Julie Pallant (2011). 

Paired sample T-test was also performed between the 
efficiency construct of RFID (NFC) system and the old system. 
Table XX shows that total mean for RFID (NFC) system is 
5.010 whereas a total mean for usability of the old system is 
2.564. Table XXI shows the result of paired sample T-test. The 
mean difference is computed as 2.446 with standard deviation 
of 1.834, whereas the t statistics is 21.080, degree of freedom 
df is 249 with p-value that is sig(2-tailed) is .000, it means 
there is significant difference in the efficiency of new system 

and old system and the new system is more efficient as 

compared to the old one t(249) = 21.080, p ≤ .05. 

Paired sample T-test between the efficiency construct of 
RFID (NFC) system and the old system was performed and 
Table XXII shows that total mean for RFID (NFC) system is 
4.772 whereas total mean for affordability of old system is 
2.942. Table XXIII shows the result of paired sample T-test. 
The difference between the mean of new system and old 
system was 1.8300 with standard deviation of 2.121, 
furthermore the t statistics is 13.637, degree of freedom df is 
249 with p-value that is sig(2-tailed) is .000, it means there is 
significant difference in the affordability of new system and 
old system and the new system is more affordable  as 

compared to the old one t(249) = 13.637, p ≤ .05. 

Paired sample T-test was performed between the security 
construct of RFID (NFC) system and the old system. 
Table XXIV shows that total mean for RFID (NFC) system is 
4.968 whereas total mean for the security of the old system is 
3.012. Table XXV shows the result of paired sample T-test. 
The difference between the mean of new system and old 
system was 1.956 with standard deviation of 1.771, 
furthermore the t statistics is 17.462, degree of freedom df is 
249 with p-value that is sig(2-tailed) is .000, it means there is 
significant difference in the security of new system and old 
system and the new system is more secure as compared to the 

old one t(249) = 17.462, p ≤ .05 

Paired sample T-test was performed between the customer 
satisfaction construct of RFID (NFC) system and the old 
system. Table XXVI shows that total mean for RFID (NFC) 
system is 4.942 whereas total mean for the security of the old 
system is 2.942. Table XXVII shows the result of paired 
sample T-test. The difference between the mean of new system 
and old system was 2.000 with standard deviation of 1.633, 
furthermore the t statistics is 19.354, degree of freedom df is 
249 with p-value that is sig(2-tailed) is .000, it means there is 
significant difference in the satisfaction level of new system 
and old system and the respondent are more satisfied with  new 

system as compared to the old one t(249) = 19.354, p ≤ .05 

TABLE XVIII. PAIRED SAMPLES STATISTICS (USABILITY) 

 Mean N Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 

Pair 1  Usability new system 5.0373 250 1.47905 .09354 

 Usability old system 3.0147 250 1.25026 .07907 

TABLE XIX. PAIRED SAMPLES TEST (USABILITY) 

 

Paired Differences 

t df Sig. (2-tailed) 
Mean 

Std. 

Deviation 

Std. Error 

Mean 

95% Confidence Interval of 

the Difference 

Lower Upper 

Pair 1 
Usability new system – 

usability old system 
2.02267 1.95382 .12357 1.77929 2.26604 16.369 249 .000 

TABLE XX. PAIRED SAMPLES STATISTICS (EFFICIENCY)  

 Mean N Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 

Pair 1 
Efficiency new system 5.0102 250 1.37775 .08714 

Efficiency old system 2.5640 250 1.28611 .08134 
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TABLE XXI. PAIRED SAMPLES TEST (EFFICIENCY)

 

Paired Differences 

t df Sig. (2-tailed) 
Mean Std. Deviation 

Std. Error 

Mean 

95% Confidence Interval of 

the Difference 

Lower Upper 

Pair 1 
Efficiency new 
system - Efficiency 

old system 

2.44621 1.83484 .11605 2.21765 2.67476 21.080 249 .000 

TABLE XXII. PAIRED SAMPLES STATISTICS (AFFORDABILITY)

 Mean N Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 

Pair 1 
Affordability new system 4.7727 250 1.43530 .09078 

Affordability old system 2.9427 250 1.46833 .09287 

TABLE XXIII. PAIRED SAMPLES TEST (AFFORDABILITY) 

 

Paired Differences 

t df Sig. (2-tailed) 
Mean 

Std. 

Deviation 

Std. Error 

Mean 

95% Confidence Interval of 

the Difference 

Lower Upper 

Pair 1 
Affordability new system 

- Affordability old system 
1.83007 2.12191 .13420 1.56576 2.09439 13.637 249 .000 

TABLE XXIV. PAIRED SAMPLES STATISTICS(SECURITY) 

 Mean N Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 

Pair 1 
Security new system 4.9689 250 1.27688 .08076 

Security old system 3.0127 250 1.29658 .08200 

TABLE XXV. PAIRED SAMPLES TEST (SECURITY) 

 

Paired Differences 

t df Sig. (2-tailed) 
Mean 

Std. 

Deviation 

Std. Error 

Mean 

95% Confidence Interval of 

the Difference 

Lower Upper 

Pair 1 
Security new system - 
Security old system 

1.95619 1.77126 .11202 1.73555 2.17683 17.462 249 .000 

TABLE XXVI. PAIRED SAMPLES STATISTICS(SATISFACTION) 

 Mean N Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean 

Pair 1 Satisfaction new system 4.9427 250 1.18880 .07519 

Satisfaction old system 2.9427 250 1.10213 .06970 

TABLE XXVII. PAIRED SAMPLES TEST (SATISFACTION)

 

Paired Differences 

t df Sig. (2-tailed) 
Mean 

Std. 

Deviation 

Std. Error 

Mean 

95% Confidence Interval of the 

Difference 

Lower Upper 

Pair 1 
Satisfaction new system - 
Satisfaction old system  

2.00000 1.63395 .10334 1.79647 2.20353 19.354 249 .000 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, the evaluation of the proposed system has 
been performed.  Results were demonstrated to compare the 
proposed system with the old systems which are described in 
the state of art section in the literature review. According to the 
results, the proposed system using RFID (NFC) technology for 
Halal food identification gained better satisfaction among all 
customers in any quality characteristics as compared to old Bar 
Code system. The usability, efficiency, security, affordability 
and customer satisfaction characteristics have been qualified 
for evaluation purpose. Moreover, the other characteristics of 
respondents have been evaluated to demonstrate the better 
results in using the RFID system for Halal food. This system 
will be beneficial from the commercial point of view as well as 
the customer point of view, as it is easy to use, efficient, and 
affordable. Secure and gain the customer satisfaction.  
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Abstract—The exponential evolution of technology and the 

environment surrounding the information systems (IS) forces 

companies to act quickly to follow the trend of business 

workflows with the use of high computer technologies and well 

adapted to the needs of the market. Currently, the performance 

of information system is considered a problem, we must 

intervene to make them more agile and responsive to better 

support the strategy of the company. The exchange and 

communication is a must between information systems to address 

these issues and new requirements, businesses are looking to 

integrate and interact even their information systems to 

interconnect applications. Interoperability is essential between 

information systems, it promotes alignment between the 

company’s business strategy and IT strategy while respecting the 

existing technical heritage of the company. The interoperability 

solutions between information systems face major problems since 

the SI is independently developed and designed differently and 

that solutions must meet certain criteria, namely, autonomy, 

scalability and resolve trade problems of data. The MDA 

approach is the most suitable solution to our problem because it 

ensures a degree of independence between the logic the 

company’s business and technology platform. Moreover, oriented 

architecture SOA service is used in this sense, it encapsulates the 

components of the information system into editable and reusable 

service. We want through this article to contribute to the 

development of a model for interoperability of several different 

IS, founded on a middleware layer compound of services 

according to the architecture SOA. The special feature of our 

model is that it uses an ontological database in the Cloud that will 

store concepts exchanged among interconnected IS and uses 

several transformation layers, integration, homogenization and 

adapting services. 

Keywords—Interoperability; middleware layer; SOA; 

information system (IS); cloud computing; ontological database 

(ODB) 

I. INTRODUCTION  

The information system is the nerve center of any 
organization because it allows it to share information with 
other IS and collaborates. Therefore, interoperability between 
information systems is crucial since the applications should be 
adapted in order to determine for each request, the relevant 
data sources, the required syntax for querying the terminology 
specific to the source, to combine fragments of the results from 
each source to construct the final result [1].  

Today, the major concern of every business is to develop 
integrated applications to solve the interoperability problem. 
The increasing complexity of information systems has created 
a critical need for models and methods of reuse. Companies are 
obliged to deal with this problem by evolving their information 
systems and adapting their business strategies to the technical 
strategy [2]. In this paper, we provide a model of the 
interoperability which is going to interface several information 
systems which are different by founding itself on services 
oriented architecture SOA. This model affords an SOA 
middleware layer that eliminates the complexity of 
interconnected IS and makes them homogeneous for 
interoperability, this model also uses other conversion and 
adaptation layers. The new contribution of this paper is that it 
is based on the use of an ontological database will be hosted on 
the Cloud. The organization of this article will follow the 
following order. We start by introducing the main work on the 
study of interoperability between information systems and the 
role of architecture led by MDA models and the 
implementation of SOA at the IS to ensure better 
communication. We also present the different approaches used 
to design this model of interoperability as a state of the art, we 
explain the SOA middleware layer that presents our 
contribution. We go on to describe the layers that make up the 
model by describing it by a schema. We conclude by 
summarizing the main contributions and highlighting future 
work. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Today the world is suffering from strong competition and 
from the uncertainty of markets. This turbulent change has led 
companies to rapidly evolve to keep this wave of 
transformation of enterprise information systems and ensure 
better interoperability between them. Several studies have 
focused on interoperability between information systems. 
According to Agostinho, [3] interoperability, is the best 
solution to the problem, forcing companies to adapt and 
organize themselves to an automated information exchange. He 
strongly believes in the dynamism of interoperability, this is 
the solution that counts for the future; however, it considers 
that the static interfaces that exist today are no longer valid for 
tomorrow, and the solution is to maintain interoperability 
networked information systems. He acknowledged that before, 
there was an unassailable gap between the requirements of 
companies and the implementers of information systems. But 
with the implementation of architectures led by MDA models 
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and interoperability model-driven, the concept of integrated 
design attenuated this gap.  

To overcome this problem of complexity of the software 
development process, integration of new application and 
interoperability, Ameedeen [4] proposes a method of 
interoperability models using model-driven development to 
bridge the difference between the design and analysis phases of 
software development. This method consists of a diagram of 
transition sequences to Petri nets. 

Despite the rapid development of technology and the 
evolution of information systems, there are still few 
methodologies that have been adopted to facilitate the 
development of software and interoperability between them. 
Loukis [5] admitted that the implementation of the 
interoperability of the information systems of a company with 
those of its employees generates commercial value, though this 
point has been studied in a limited way. 

Today, companies are moving towards service-oriented 
architectures seen its many benefits, although it is not easy to 
talk about the interoperability of business processes in an 
environment oriented service. To solve this problem faced by 
most businesses, Tebib [6] proposes the use of interaction 
protocols (IP) as an effective means to structure and organize 
the exchange of messages between partners. For this, she used 
the BPEL4WS language that is considered a language of Web 
services composition for the definition of business processes 
and description of interactions between services.  

The interoperability of information systems is changing 
especially with the use of SOA services oriented architectures 
for IT systems involved. This combination of technologies 
related to ontologies, service models ensures better semantic 
interoperability of services provided and requested [7]. 
According to Jiucheng [7], the purpose of business is to bring 
their heterogeneous IS and ensure that critical applications 
work perfectly. An approach based on a model including 
semantic annotation service models with ontologies can 
support and enhance semantic interoperability in service-
oriented systems. We cannot deny that in recent times, the 
development of models for the interoperability of information 
systems using SOA Service-oriented architecture has gained 
immense importance. Batra has a concise proposal in this area 
[8]. He proposed a system that uses the SOA-compliant web 
services concept, which involves exchanging provider data and 
transforming it into a standard data exchange format using two 
databases. Both databases can be in different system formats. 
So, it is necessary to convert them to standard format prior to 
storage in the data repository. The whole of the process is 
implemented using Web services and messages are exchanged 
using the SOAP protocol. 

It is in this sense that our contribution fits, which involves 
the implementation of model of interfacing and adaptation 
based on MDA models and SOA middleware layer for 
interconnection of several different systems information. This 
model is founded on a number of business process 
transformation layer BPMN towards the language BPEL using 
an ATL execution language by using an ontology database 
hosted in the Cloud. 

III. STATE OF THE ART: APPROACHES TO MODEL 

CONCEPTION 

A. Approach MDA (Model Driven Architecture) 

The field of interoperability promotes the use of the MDA 
approach because it ensures the introduction of isolation 
between the business layer and the implementation layer. This 
approach is part of a field of engineering models driven by 
IDM (IDM or MDE Model Driven Engineering) models. This 
approach takes models into account and focuses development 
on them [6].  

The importance of the MDA approach is the development 
of systems, it is oriented model because it provides the basis 
for the use of models to orient and guide the understanding, 
design, construction, deployment, maintenance and 
modification of the systems developed. MDA primary 
objectives are portability, interoperability and reusability [7]. 

The motivation behind the use of this approach is that it can 
meet the major needs of task reduction to re-design 
applications that have become a technological development, a 
requirement for companies. Since the design of the models is 
unchangeable, the codes, with the implementation of the MDA 
approach, will allow to keep the business requirements, to use 
the code, to ensure the integrity and coherence. 

B. Service Oriented Architecture SOA 

SOA is a functional architecture that provides the ability to 
structure functional services in relation to current technologies. 
SOA is used to ensure the integration of business applications 
[8]. The characteristic of SOA architecture is that they allow to 
separate the specification of the art treatments interfaces on the 
one hand, and to propose composition approaches for 
constructing process by assembling services on the other hand. 
Based on a set of de facto standards, the implementation of an 
SOA can meet, at least in technology, the problem of 
interoperability of IS components [8]. 

This approach allows the encapsulation of applications into 
services which is a reusable and detached software entity 
during its use [9]. This operation named the composition of 
application services or more technically, the orchestration of 
web services [8]. A web service is designed as a software 
program, its role is to guarantee the interconnection and the 
sharing of data between different distributed applications [8]. 

C. Intermediate Approach 

Mediators are used as a generic model of mediation that 
ensures the interconnection between the IS [10]. Mediators 
represent themselves according to two categories that can be 
executed in order to fulfill their main mission of mediation 
[11], [12].   

We intend to use the fundamentals of the MDA approach 
with great benefits, focusing on models as well as their designs 
compared to conventional programming [13].  

The need for using the MDA approach appears in the 
conversion of BPMN to the language BPEL (Business Process 
Execution Language) of different IS interconnected. Later, we 
design a common executable BPEL language that includes the 
BPEL (Business Process Execution Language) languages of 
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the interconnected IS. The differences will be dealt with using 
an ontological database. To create this language, we use the 
intermediary approach that will allow us from the resulting 
BPEL Global language, to transform it into a business process 
BPMN (Business Process Model and Notation) thanks to the 
retro-engineering. 

IV. SOA MIDDLEWARE LAYER FOR INTEROPERABILITY OF 

MULTIPLE IS 

The upward approach is the method we used to design the 
model. This approach starts from a base to arrive at a complete 
model. Our added value through this article is the design of the 
SOA middleware layer that will make the IS interoperable and 
reduce the complexity of communication and sharing between 
them. The major principle on which is based is the 
encapsulation of each part in a service. 

The model we have designed consists of a number of 
conversion and adaptation layers. The interconnection takes 
place between N information systems. The major rule of our 
model is that it can interface any information system whatever 
the number of interconnected IS. The principle of this model is 
based on the composition of business processes and 
encapsulation services to facilitate modeling and reuse through 
the SOA middleware layer. Through this model, we want to 
promote integrated communication via information 
technologies as a single entity that is based on the SOA 
architecture. 

V. LAYERS CONSTITUENTS THE MODEL OF INTERFACING 

AND ADAPTATION FOR THE INTEROPERABILITY OF SEVERAL 

SIFFERENT IS 

The proposed model as presented in Fig. 1 is based on 
MDA architectures and intermediates as well as SOA. It 
consists of several layers: 

Layer 1: This layer transforms BPMN business processes 
into an executable BPEL language by using an ATL (Atlas 
Transformation Language) transformation language from 
MDA, and we want this conversion to make systems agile and 
consistent 

Layer 2: From this layer, the common BPEL languages are 
gathered from the interconnected IS BPMNs. the ontological 
database is used to treat the differences between the BPELs 
obtained. The ontological database we use is hosted in a public 
cloud. The use of ontologies provides a formal description of 
concepts in a domain and guarantees reuse, knowledge sharing 
and interoperability. 

Layer 3: It is the time of the correction and the adaptation 
of the common languages obtained towards the end of the 
transformation of BPMN business processes into the BPEL 
languages of each IS, an update is required of the source 
business processes of the interconnected IS to synchronize all 
the BPMNs. To do this, we use reverse engineering, which 
allows us, through transformation techniques and rules, to have 
raw models from their BPEL source code [14]. 

VI. INTEROPERABILITY MODEL OF SEVERAL IS USING SOA 

SERVICE-ORIENTED ARCHITECTURE AND ONTOLOGICAL 

DATABASE ON THE CLOUD 

For the design of this model, we used the service-oriented 
SOA architecture to break business processes into services to 
facilitate their reuse or replacement by another service. The 
model makes it possible to communicate N System of 
information whatever the number of IS. In case the number of 
SI is odd, we gather the last SI with the last BPEL obtained. 
Our model will undergo some operations to arrive at generating 
the common global BPEL and transform it into a global BPMN 
that will help us, using an ontological database, to update the 
initial business processes BPMN of the interconnected IS. 

We start by transforming the BPMN business processes 
from the first two ISs into the executable BPEL language using 
an ATL executable language. Subsequently, we bring the two 
BPEL together to a BPEL 1 Global. The differences that exist 
between BPELs are analyzed by a single ontological database. 
the same workflow is repeated for the other IS by bringing 
together the BPEL Global 1 obtained from the IS (1 and 2) 
with the BPEL Global 2 of the other IS until a cascading global 
model is obtained, which brings together the Global BPEL of 
all IS to have towards the end a single common GLOBAL 
BPEL. Thanks to the reverse engineering, we transform the 
BPEL GLOBAL language into a GLOBAL BPMN business 
process that will allow us to apply an update for all the source 
BPMN to ensure a better synchronization of the IT trades. 

The model we proposed for the interoperability of multiple 
different IS characterized by a Cloud architecture that will 
allow it to store data exchanged between interconnected IS. 
The ontological database shared between the IS will be put into 
service on the Cloud is also the source of sharing and the 
communication link between the interconnected IS. The 
particularity of this architecture of an ontological database on 
the Cloud, is that it is more practical than the other 
architectures and presents many advantages for the 
implementation of our model, namely that all the concepts 
exchanged between the IS interconnected will be stored in this 
ontological database, the difference between all the obtained 
Global BPEL will be processed through this ontological 
database hosted on the Cloud. This architecture promotes the 
sharing and availability of data located at the level of the 
ontological database between all the interconnected IS as well 
as its rapid deployment and its simplicity of integration in 
addition to its high availability, since the ontological database 
will be on the Cloud which will guarantee the IS a better 
accessibility to resources. 

The motivation behind the establishment of the ontological 
database on the Cloud is justified by the fact that this new 
architecture has many advantages in that the database will be 
maintained and usually stored on a secure server, it also allows 
ease of remote access to the ontological database or even a 
simple deployment of the database if a new information system 
will interconnect with other IS. 
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Fig. 1. Interworking and adaptation model for interoperability of multiple 

ISs using a SOA middleware layer and cloud database. 

SOA is an approach that allows the management of 
information system components of a company as reusable 
services on this basis our interoperability model has been 
developed. Our solution is based on a middleware layer that 
presents the central and vital element for our SOA architecture, 
which will facilitate exchange and interoperability between 
information systems interconnected by integrating a database 
in a Cloud space. The establishment of a Cloud architecture 
facilitates easy access to computing resources by users of a 
company, the total availability of resources on the Internet and 
payment for the use of these resources.  

Given the advantages offered by these two architectures, 
SOA and Cloud, it was thought to combine the two 
architectures to give information systems of interconnected 
companies more agility, ease of sharing and communication. It 
will also reduce the complexity of systems through the reuse of 
services and of course the optimization of resources. The 
model that we propose allows an easy communication between 
the information systems, it guarantees a high availability of the 
ontological database with a very high security. 

VII. CLOUD ARCHITECTURE ADOPTED FOR THE PROPOSED 

MODEL FOR INTEROPERABILITY OF IS 

Today’s markets need cloud computing which has had to 
situations in exponential growth. But its definition remains 
general especially that few people agree on a specific 
definition. Cloud means “applications delivered as Internet 
services, typically network, hardware and software systems in 
the data centers that provide these services” [15]. Cloud 
Computing allows any user to use multiple computer forums 
for a period of time to perform calculations, process data, or 
create Web applications [15].  

Defined as a new technology, Cloud Computing allows the 
implementation of IT services through the management and 
use of information systems. Despite the difficulties through the 
use of Cloud expressed by the lack of standards and 
heterogeneous architectures, there is a compelling solution for 
migrating to new environments [16]. 

The choice of Cloud Computing for the implementation of 
our model was not random because the Cloud presents to the 
field of interoperability of information systems, several 
advantages [16], we quote: 

 Reducing infrastructure costs: Information systems 
interconnected via this model must have a specific 
technical architecture to be able to interoperate with 
other IS which generates high costs. So, the proposed 
solution will guarantee IS the use of a shared Cloud 
infrastructure between them without the need for an 
internal architecture. 

 Reduced development costs: The model deployed for 
interoperability will be centralized between IS 
interconnected which will generate a single centralized 
development task. All that comes under the 
maintenance of the technical infrastructure is supported 
by the provider of Cloud solution. 

 Reduce software costs: Our model is based on an 
architecture based on a single ontological database so it 
will allow companies to save software costs used for its 
implementation and the costs associated with Cloud 
architecture. 

 Ease of access to shared resources and services: This 
is the major advantage of the Cloud architecture, it 
facilitates an easy, secure and safe for even resources 
with the combination of SOA, there will be no 
difficulty in sharing services. 

 Increased processing power of shared data: Cloud 
architecture with the data processing will be easier 
because this architecture has a set of powerful technical 
components in terms of capacity, strength and speed. 

Cloud computing can be deployed according deployment 
models that have been treated and quoted by several studies. 
The four deployment models: 

 Public Cloud: The peculiarity of the public Cloud is 
that it is open to the public, the infrastructure is 
managed by the provider who takes care to offer its 
services to users. All computing resources are shared 
among users who have no control or visibility into 
infrastructure [16]. 

 Private Cloud: The Private Cloud hosting 
infrastructure is controlled and in the ownership of the 
user of the resources. These are available and intended 
for private use. 

 Hybrid Cloud: It’s an environment that combines both 
models Public and Private. Resources are allocated 
from a private Cloud and a public Cloud. 

 Cloud Community: The Community Cloud 
infrastructure is designed to use a very specific 
community of users. This infrastructure can be 
managed by one or more community 
organizations [16].  

The model we propose for the interoperability of 
information systems involves a Cloud infrastructure to host the 
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ontological database and computer technologies deployed for 
the implementation of this model between the information 
systems of interconnected companies. The choice of this 
infrastructure is justified by the fact that it has many 
advantages especially as information and shared data between 
the IS must be centralized and accessible by all IS 
interconnected. 

Since the establishment of a specific architecture for each 
company wishing to interoperate with another, is too expensive 
and consuming IT resources, the solution we propose is to put 
this model on a Hybrid Cloud infrastructure that will allow 
users to share private data on the private Cloud and public data 
on the public Cloud, in this way all users will have equal 
access to shared resources. 

VIII. SERVICES COMPONENT THE MODEL OF 

INTEROPERABILITY 

A. BPMN-BPEL Transformation Service 

The BPMN business process is used to model the 
company’s business into a workflow that describes the 
system’s functionalities and makes it possible to understand it 
in detail. This workflow can be used and shared with other 
systems. BPMN is designed by the Business Process 
Management Initiative (BPMNI) and managed by the Object 
Management Group (OMG) [17]. While the BPEL model is a 
programming language developed to handle orchestration 
processes [17]. 

The MDA approach ensures the process of transforming 
BPMN into BPEL through service transformation. You have to 
go from a conceptual model to an executable source code. To 
succeed this process, we must not go directly from one model 
to another but to go through their meta-models. The MDA 
approach ensures the process of transforming BPMN into 
BPEL through service transformation. You have to go from a 
conceptual model to an executable source code. To succeed in 
this process, we must not go directly from one model to 
another but to go through their meta-models. Typically, the 
processing service supports models (sources) and model 
outputs (target). Transformation allows us to gain a lot of 
development time by generating an automated code [17]. 

We start the model process by converting each BPMN 
business process into a BPEL executable code. We have 
presented the business process by its abstraction model which 
is a subset of information of this system. We speak in our case, 
meta-models that describe the general model, it defines the 
elements that constitute it, its overall structure and its 
semantics. We cannot proceed to the manipulation of the meta-
model if the language that describes it is not ready [18]. In our 
case, we are talking about a meta-meta-model. Meta-meta-
models are characterized by their self-defining capabilities, 
which is due to the principle of the Model Driven Engineering 
(MDE) approach [18]. There are some actions to put in place 
on the input models to have corresponding output models. It 
brings us to two categories of transformations, from models to 
models and models to text. As it is mentioned in Fig. 2, in our 
case, we are interested in the transformation of the model to the 
text, which allows us to transform the BPMN business process 
to a BPEL code and to gather all the BPEL code and generate a 

BPEL GLOBAL code. ATL (Atlas Transformation Language) 
is a language based on the definition of metamodel, its 
principle is the transition from one model to another via meta-
models [17]. 

 

Fig. 2. BPMN to BPEL transformation service according to MDA [19]. 

B. Consolidation, Homogenization and Integration Service  

The consolidation service provides a BPEL that contains 
different items and others in common. We do a BPEL analysis 
obtained by the homogenization and integration service, then 
bring the two BPELs into a common BPEL containing 
common elements and differences. These differences between 
BPEL will be analyzed by an ontological database hosted on 
the Cloud as it is described in Fig. 3. The consolidation, 
homogenization and integration service accepts the BPEL code 
as input and generates a BPEL executable code. 

 

Fig. 3. Process for obtaining a GLOBAL BPEL using an ODB on Cloud. 

Ontology is a conceptualization that makes it possible to 
represent the semantics of a domain. For this purpose, she uses 
models of consensual objects that associate each concept with 
an identifier [20]. The ontological database we use is hosted on 
the cloud. It makes it possible to treat the differences between 
the BPEL obtained [21]. Ontologies allow their reuse, so have 
other concepts of the domain which will ensure the 
interconnection and exchange of data sources [21]. 
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C. “Reverse Engineering” Service  

Thanks to the retro engineering and its techniques and rules 
as represented in Fig. 4, we will make an adaptation of the 
BPEL languages obtained. At the end of the BPMN business 
process transformation into a BPEL code, we assign an update 
to the source business workflows of the information systems to 
synchronize the Global BPMN. It is about managing the 
knowledge to answer the technical and functional 
specifications at the origin of the initial model, then to 
structure, formalize and update them [22]. 

 
Fig. 4. “Reverse Engineering” Service [19]. 

IX. CONCLUSION 

In this article, we developed a model for interoperability of 
multiple IS that remains valid regardless of the nature of the 
interconnected information system and its field of activity. This 
model can interoperate multiple information systems based on 
the SOA middleware layer. This model contains layers of 
transformation, consolidation, homogenization and integration 
of services. Throughout the development of this model, several 
approaches have been used in view of the advantages they 
present, including MDA, intermediate approach (ontologies) 
and the SOA approach for encapsulation of each IS component 
in a service. Towards the end reverse engineering was used, it 
was used for reconstitution and the updating of BPMN 
business process of each information system after the 
transformation and adaptation. The peculiarity of our 
contribution is that we used the ontological databases to treat 
the difference between BPEL obtained through the union of 
BPEL of interconnected SI by hosting this ontological database 
on the Cloud to benefit from its many advantages. In 
perspective, we consider the implementation of this model to 
interconnect different hospital information systems, also based 
on aspects of the SOA approach given its ability to optimize 
and improve business processes. 
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Abstract—This paper provides an overview of the current 

stage of EducActiveCore research, an orchestrated 

computational model, formed by different areas of artificial 

intelligent, combined to support personalized assistance to 

students in distance education process, mainly in interaction with 

Context-Aware environments. The Context-Aware environment 

applied in this research is observed in conjunction with IoT 

technologies. IoT is enabled by the latest developments in smart 

sensors, RFID, communication technologies, and Internet 

protocols. The basic premise is to have the resources availability 

and use arrangements, managed directly without human 

involvement to deliver a new class of smart environments for 

students. To support this central idea, a Multiagent model is 

proposed to assist students in interaction with context, 

determining autonomously the access to useful resources to 

students. This article introduces the overall research in progress 

and, the methods of an experiment tested with basic concepts of 

this scenario, implemented and used by a group of students in 

real locations. Results obtained during tests, indicates 93% of 

successful operation performed by this intelligent model on use 

prediction of resources and scheduling reservation. 

Keywords—Context-aware computing; multiagent systems; 

artificial intelligence; internet of things 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This article resumes the current state of one domains 
covered within the research in progress to apply intelligent 
computational models to support personalization of student’s 
educational activities when interacting with context-aware 
environments. Added to an exponential growth of different 
data and media content, new scenarios are emerging on the 
horizon in analysis of behavior to student’s computing 
interaction. Some of most recent evolving related areas stand 
out, like Internet of Things, Artificial Intelligence, Mobile 
Computing and Context-Aware Computing.  Understanding 
the combination of these computing areas as complementary 
researches, this work investigates the applicability of these 
domains in a combined intelligent computational model named 
EducActiveCore to support online and remote assistance on 
personalization within educational process. 

The content of this paper is organized in the following 
structure: The overall resume of EducActiveCore research and 
the background related is described in Section II. An 
introduction to Context-Aware Computing and Internet of 
Things are presented in Section III. Multiagent Systems and 

Context-Aware Computing are introduced in a correlated 
domain in Section IV. The resume of computational models 
implemented to this experiment as its organization is presented 
in Section V. Method of experiment and preliminary results are 
presented in Section VI. Conclusions, issues of current stage 
and next phases of this research are introduced in Section VII. 

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK: INTELLIGENT 

COMPUTATIONAL MODEL EDUCACTIVECORE   

In this section, we introduce the overall scope of the main 
research in progress and the focus of current work as an 
important implementation part within the proof of concept to 
applicability of proposed model. 

A. Research Proposal and Objectives 

The main objective in this research, considering its 
comprehensive scope, is established as a propose of an 
intelligent and adaptive computational model to support both 
educators and students through computer interaction within, 
initially, distance education process. Observing domains 
related to provide computational support in educational 
process, several challenges emerge regarding increase 
information available to educators during activities of task 
elaboration, collaborative process to collect and share 
information, interactivity between students and, hence, 
student’s interaction with physical environments. The view of 
our main research proposing an intelligent computational 
model, named EducActiveCore, to cover these domains in a 
centric and self-orchestrated process, aims to act as intelligent 
assistant to help increase student’s educational results since 
task elaboration (from educator’s perspective) to activity 
execution by students.     

 
Fig. 1. Overview of model composition. 
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B. Adaptive Processing Kernel 

The orchestration proposed by EducActiveCore, contains a 
centric computational set of algorithms, structured as Adaptive 
Processing Kernel, which commands and interprets the 
complementary engines of processing.  

The organization diagram contained in Fig. 1, illustrates a 
macro view of entire scope from research, organized in   
different computational engines. Computational engines 
identified by Processing in diagram (except for Kernel case) 
indicates a component completely accessory to this research 
vision, commonly, with its services accessed by 
EducActiveCore without its internal structure changed by this 
research. The engines identified by Processing Model, contains 
changes of behavior or complementary elements proposed in 
research scope. Finally, the engines with Model identification, 
contains its central behavior defined by research.  

The scope of domains was structured in conceptual 
modules, organized according to its processing objectives with 
aim to reduce the complexity of Adaptive Processing Kernel 
that is the central engine proposed on this research. One of the 
main operations expected to this kernel is to identify the proper 
combination of student’s mobility behavior with computing 
interaction and, execute the orchestration of the coupled 
complementary models to increase student’s results on 
educational tasks.  

The set of algorithms in this Kernel is organized to perform 
precisely mining and tracking on data collected from the 
complementary models. This set of algorithms is divided into 
two groups of distinct operation; Student’s Evaluation and 
Student’s Personalization. Basically, within Student’s 
Evaluation operation, the algorithms collects student’s data 
results related to educational tasks and determine their 
acceptance according to specific parameters. The group of 
algorithms responsible for Student’s Personalization performs 
interactivity identification and student’s assistance. Students 
can perform educational tasks in different physical 
environments and, hence, in simultaneous contexts. The 
Personalization processing identify the most recurrent class of 
data during interaction and determine if this interaction occurs 
in social network or a context-aware environment, for example. 

As indicated in previous works [1], beyond the actual 
digital consuming profile of students with multi-connected and 
decentralized computer interaction behavior, moving student’s 
attention from screens like Smart TVs, console games, tablets, 
smartphones, wearable and mobile devices, all those devices 
interconnected with internet services providing convergent 
media content, researches related to Internet of Things and 
Context-Aware computing are evolving rapidly.  

Observing student’s mobility and multiconnection 
possibilities from the perspective of environment navigation 
flow and, considering this flow as a learning object to be 
collected and processed, reinforces the need of fine 
personalization and characterization like previous researches 
covered [2]. Hence, this article presents the continuity of 
previous work [3] to elaborate the purpose of Adaptive 
Processing Kernel. In this precedent work, initial results were 
obtained from experiments using machine learning technics 

(MLP Neural Networks) applied to classification tasks of 
environments and, an implementation of Multiagent protocol 
acting as assistant to route mapping and recommendation to 
physical locations. These results are data collected during the 
use of application implemented as proof of concept and 
feedback sent by students after experiment participation. 
Considering previous experiments and results obtained on 
research, this work evolves the proposed investigation of 
Adaptive Processing Kernel focusing on interoperability 
perspective correlating Context-Aware, Internet of Things and 
Multiagent system. 

III. CONTEXT-AWARE COMPUTING AND INTERNET OF 

THINGS: DEFINITION, MODELS AND LEARNING APPLICATIONS 

A. Definition and Computing Models 

Context-Aware computing can be described essentially by 
computational environments able to adapt itself and current 
context based on user presence and interactions, without 
explicit user supervision or intervention on this adaptive 
process [4]. There is no final and rigid boundary to specify 
what compose a context. Some authors refer to architecture key 
characteristics most appropriate to their research and field 
application to define resources and services of a context. 
Shared and common descriptions of these resources are 
presented as information describing and characterizing a 
person or object in interaction with computer application [5]. 
Beyond the informational aspects, physical elements and 
temporality of available resources [6] were published as 
features that are central to define a context.  

Previous research (beginning of mobile research and 
development) resumed the context computing as a result on 
combination of three information domain regarding on where 
computational resources is, what kind of resources is provided 
and who is using it [7]. Modeling these characteristics in 
attributes, import and exchange it in form of relevant 
information to identify a context is a key process to support the 
context computing adaptive process [8]. The changing process 
of a context started by sensors, network events, mobile device 
location detection [9] or the combination of all these examples, 
provides several new different set of attributes to describe the 
context and related resources.  

The Internet of Things (IoT) becomes an important study 
area since it denotes several impacts on local and global 
internet infrastructure and the services provided by 
computational environments [10]. The IoT bundles a variety of 
technologies (e.g. sensor hardware and firmware, 
communication technologies, semantic, cloud services, data 
modelling, storing, computational reasoning, high processing) 
and, eventually, combined together to establish its vision. The 
concept of IoT does not revolutionize or the existent fields of 
computing. It is evolving and complementing the Internet we 
already use.  

The IoT holds the promise of establish a global network of 
useful and interoperable devices/resources supporting 
ubiquitous computing [11] and context-awareness among 
devices. Ubiquitous Computing and Context-awareness are key 
requirements of ambient intelligence, one of the main benefits 
considering the promises of the IoT [12]. IoT applied to 
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ambient intelligence would allow objects of common use to 
understand their environments, interact with users and make 
decisions [13]. A world full of smart objects holds several 
possibilities to improve business processes and user’s lives 
and, hence, it also comes with threats and technical challenges 
that must be overcome. From perspective of users, deal with a 
huge variety and quantity of smart objects like sensors/devices, 
with its raw data generated, presents a challenge to project 
useful application and its viability [14]. Considering this 
perspective and the current research focus, we observe the 
educational application of IoT as a resource within context-
aware environments operation.  

B. Context-Aware Learning Application 

The variant set of IoT resources and its specific attributes 
within a context and, consequent different models of 
categorization and identification of actual resources and 
services content, requires specific observation and interaction 
regarding context computing and their applications. Previous 
works on context-aware computing applications within 
educational and mobile learning domains [15] helps to define 
the objective and scope of this computational model on this 
research. Investigations and development on context-aware 
applications to support language learning process can also be 
found on [16], using environment recognition to apply a 
compatible vocabulary according to user’s location, supported 
by mobile devices and highlighting the importance of mobile 
devices to interact with context and evolving the application to 
detect the collaborative situational needs.  

Another example based on context-aware computing 
implementing an instructional application [17] is built to 
identify tourist locations, relevant content and help tourist 
guides to take decisions considering the best matches for the 
group of visitors. Considerations of mobile device relevance 
within these tourist guide assistant and how embedding the 
solution on mobile devices to turn invisible and accessible to 
users were introduced.  

On collaborative learning, previous research investigates 
learning environment built on a peer-to-peer architecture [18] 
and demonstrate the applicability of a common protocol (using 
meta-data structure) to determine context resources 
identification, information extraction and interoperability. The 
structure of meta-data, proposed in form of context-aware 
learning environment ontology, is processed with an adaptive 
model to evolve the ontology with aim to expand the 
interoperability. A range of supporting context-aware and IoT 
technologies to learning applications, including peripheral 
devices and sensors, image processing (recognition and 
augmented reality) can be found on [19]. 

C. MultiAgent Systems and Context-Aware Computing 

Commonly, Context-Aware Computing considers the self-
managed configuration. Previous investigations with Agent 
systems applied to Context-Aware Computing, covered e-
commerce business domains applying intelligent negotiation 
through case base reasoning and context history analysis [20]. 
Related to user context personalization, frameworks based on 
Internet webservices, Internet address identification and 
segmentation proposes frameworks to act on behalf of users on 
pre-selection and definition of context content and services 

before turn it available to users [21]. Beyond the references 
related to relevant technical aspects to support multiconnected 
environments using agent-based model [22]. Previous 
researches covered Context-Aware Recommender Systems 
[23], investigating relevance of contextual information to 
recommend relevant content to users. The complementary 
research domain relevant to use on this current investigation is 
the Multiagent models applied to education. As precedent 
work, one specific approach proposed to Digital TV 
environment with adaptive content applied the combination of 
Multiagent model to educational content personalization [24]. 
In this work, as continuity of Adaptive Processing Kernel 
elaboration, we cover current step of research focusing the 
necessary behavior regarding to context-aware and Multiagent 
interaction aspects. 

IV. INTERACTION WITH CONTEXT-AWARE ENVIRONMENT 

ENABLED BY MULTIAGENT SYSTEM  

A. Multiagent Model as Interaction Protocol 

For the purpose of this research, as a solution using context 
aware computational model, we identify as strongly necessary 
a local processing with representation of last set of actions 
taken and with minimal data used to compute the actual action 
and recommendation reflected on student’s perspective.  

The concept Local in this scenario means independent 
processing algorithms (not connected with Kernel) able to 
execute basic tasks based on last instructions dispatched by 
Kernel. This Local processing is foreseen to synchronize 
frequently on line with Kernel but ability to process 
disconnected emerges as necessary due to common issues 
related to complementary resources like Data Repository based 
on cloud platforms and its availability [25] or while a network 
connection is not available, for example. The aim of applying 
Multiagent Model in this research is to simplify the different 
local computation models. From student’s utility view, the 
Agent Model can be available as embedded application on 
personal devices searching for available connections and, 
service discovering with context-aware environment according 
to student’s profile and needs.  

 
Fig. 2. Multiagent system as protocol interaction. 

Fig. 2 illustrates the macro view of interaction through a 
Local instance on embedded application and its replica. The 
same Agent representation can be transported to an identified 
context-aware environment (in this case, acting as a protocol) 
and perform different computation using resources from 
environment instead of consuming local processing from 
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student’s device. This strategy reduces the problems related to 
device’s energy efficiency and other questions that could affect 
devices with embedded application containing Agent Model. 

Considering this approach to use the student’s local Agent 
as a protocol to be transported to context-aware environments, 
allows device’s embedded application to send data related to 
student’s profile and educational tasks where this student is 
involved, previous activities performed and its results, next 
activities and all other necessary data used by local Agent to 
execute its processing.  

This set of data that represent the student’s local Agent, 
creates another instance of Agent on context-aware 
environment. This new instance is described in this research as 
remote Agent, due its additional behavior to process Agent 
according to environment model using initial state received as 
input parameters. Specialization applied to each Agent model 
attends the variability aspects of context-aware environments 
where some attributes and behavior related to student’s profile 
are shared to perform remote Agent tasks but considering 
environment characteristics, specific behavior and attributes 
are inherent of processing.  Remote Agent, beyond the data 
provided by students and environment, can receive data from 
other Agent instances running in same context platform or 
allowing Learning Multiagent System [26]. It is useful to 
permit a structure of data communication to help agent identify 
unknown information, like other similar environments or the 
ranking level of environment services, indicated by other 
students. Tasks to be performed by remote Agent on context-
aware environment can return to student’s device as a result to 
update and merge behavior with device’s agent instance and 
reflect its results on Kernel synchronization and Student 
Assistant Model. 

In this experiment, we extended the mobile application 
implemented on prior experiments presented in Santos et al. [3] 
to add a reduced set of Multiagent operations regarding to 
synchronize with Kernel, simulate the content search on 
context-aware environment, collect additional information 
about context and performs scheduling reservation on selected 
resources.  

B. Context Aware Model - Service Discovery and Resource 

Identification 

Considering the objectives of this research, the basic 
concept of context aware model must contain resources 
provided by a combination of physical location identification, 
descriptors and its digital services, observing the student’s 
profile and needs. The model composition of services is 
variable and resources are intrinsically characteristic to 
environment accessed by student. A university laboratory can 
provide a 3D printer. A bookstore allows access on its book 
catalog. A commercial center indicates the store with specific 
scholar supplies. These distinct examples of environment differ 
on purpose and may vary on its characterization but they 
should present similarity with other environments under same 
objective classes.  

Conceptually observing the local Agent behavior on 
Service Discovery and Resource Identification interaction, 
some common elements from context-aware platforms 

definition emerges as necessary to insure the abstraction level 
and reduced complexity model applied to local Agent. 

 
Fig. 3. Context aware platform organization. 

Fig. 3 illustrates a macro model with minimal set of 
components and its layer organization proposed to establish a 
context-aware platform with based to this research vision. 

The upper layer context aware presentation communicates 
with local Agent to present the Service Discovery and 
Resource Identification. The component Service Discovery 
provides the catalog of available services in environment. 
Resource Identification component permits the compatibility 
verification with a local Agent action intent related to a 
determined service previously discovered. Segmentation 
Model layer contains the management of user adaptability that 
control the level of interaction with student. The context 
adaptability uses this level of interaction as parameter to 
calibration and setup with student without interaction history. 
In example, if a student does not intend to share personal data 
with context, this combined engines process according to this 
definition.  The layer Context Processing Model contains the 
engines responsible to process de dynamic of environment 
operation. In this layer we define the services orchestration and 
provisioning. Context Data Model layer contains the operations 
to access (query, transform and organize) data related to 
context and its resources. 

In an overall and integrated example, if a local Agent 
queries and discovers an available 3D print service, resources 
engine verifies if the necessary drivers and supplies are 
compatible to attend the print request for student’s project. If 
an incompatibility between service and requisition is detected, 
the resources engine could be update the available drivers to 
attend the request, if applicable. Eventually, a request for 
supplies reposition can be started if it turns insufficient. In case 
of impossibility with supplies reposition or driver’s updates, 
the context segmentation configures the unavailability of this 
service specifically to user or group of users, and reflects it on 
presentation model to avoid new requests to same service. 

V. ENABLING COMPUTATIONAL RESOURCES, 

MIDDLEWARE IMPLEMENTATION AND CONTEXT-AWARE 

ENVIRONMENT 

In this section, first we present the computational engines 
and its implemented operations involved in the scope of proof 
of concept implemented. To local Agent operation, the 
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following sequence of processing flow was implemented as 
initial behavior with the mobile application: 1) local Agent 
instance identify the context-environment through provided 
network WiFi name containing the defined pattern “CTX-
ENV-'NAME|ID'”, where 'NAME|ID' pattern represents the the 
combination of environment and its unique identifier. 2) With 
local Agent connected to environment; firstly, application 
provides a copy of local Agent containing the current instance 
and all related attributes to desired services, and initiate the 
service request processing with context.  

 
Fig. 4. Agent interactivity processing. 

Fig. 4 contains the illustration of mobile application 
processing, embedding the Agent operations. Service 
Discovery and Requests are the main processing acting in 
environment resources. This block of operations executes the 
navigation on services catalog provided by environment and 
performs requests of resources reservation and content search 
according to desired needs. In a continuously flow, the mobile 
application receives an updated version of remote Agent and 
merges the local instance with new attributes and data received. 

Fig. 5 contains an example of data received from context, 
representing the message describing the protocol of one remote 
Agent instance. This message contains group of data related to 
user’s profile, resources available on environment, resources 
reserved, beyond environment information and the attributes 
collection representing data shared by remote Agent instances 
of other students (agentShared indicative). It helps Multiagent 
learning process and increase the data information about 
environment during synchronization with Kernel.  

With experimental objectives in simulate the basic 
operations of our proposed Context-Aware architecture, the 
middleware was implemented using base components from 
platform AWARE (http://www.awareframework.com). This 
open-source framework permits plugin development, 
extensions and complements, attending objectives of this initial 
experiment to provide an engine readily modifiable while 
investigation evolves and, consequently, new refinements and 
reviews on proposed architecture turns necessary adjust the 
model and the implemented platform. 

 
Fig. 5. Segment of remote Agent data. 

 
Fig. 6. Interaction Flow of Context and IoT. 

Fig. 6 contains the illustration of layers and components 
organized to respond Agent’s requests. The lowest layer is 
responsible to integrate physical devices to platform. In case of 
IoT hardware sending only binary/raw data, without embedded 
application or driver/software providing interfaces to translate 
its state to consumer application, in this experiment we call it 
as IoT Sensor. This group of devices can contain temperature, 
presence or light sensors, providing their signals to component 
that performs data acquisition/transformation and turns this 
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data available to component responsible of data managing, 
both components in Context Data Model layer.  To categories 
of hardware which embed any level of interfaces, drivers or 
operational software, we call it as IoT Complex Hardware. 
Within layer Context Processing Model, the implemented 
component Resources Engine contains the logic to handle local 
Agent requests to query services, status, supplies level and 
performs scheduling of usage reservations. This engine also 
manages remote Agent instance and performs the 
synchronization between agent instances.  

VI. EXPERIMENT WITH ACTIVITIES SUPPORTED BY 

MULTIAGENT INTERACTION AND CONTEXT-AWARE 

ENVIRONMENT 

Since the intent of current stage of this research, requires 
identify the useful behavior of this computational engine 
proposed, a field investigation and simulated tests in real 
environments become important to map difficulties of real 
world application. This experiment was organized in the 
following steps:  

 Find and select pre-defined physical locations with 
available devices prepared to act like IoT/environment 
resources as its services.   

 To each physical location, the same base copy of 
middleware was installed, adjusted and parameterized 
according to its environment restrictions, number of 
devices and type of resources. 

 A mobile application from a previous work was 
complemented to simulate the proposed Multiagent 
operations to perform interactions with Context-Aware 
environment, executing resources reservation and 
content search. This application also contains the 
operations of Multiagent synchronization with 
Adaptive Processing Kernel. 

 A group of volunteer students tested the mobile 
application during real use of physical location services 
on educational tasks. 

 Results and feedback collected to analysis. 

A. Experiment Method and Test Flow 

The first list of physical locations invited to participate on 
this experiment, was prepared with co-work offices 
(https://coworkingbrasil.org), public libraries 
(http://www.prefeitura.sp.gov.br/cidade/secretarias/cultura/bib-
liotecas/) and private learning entities.  

TABLE I. DISTRIBUTION OF PHYSICAL LOCATIONS 

Locations Invited Interested Participating Volunteers 

Co-Work 

Offices 
60 3 0 

 

0 

Libraries 20 18 0 
 

0 

Learning 
Entities 

20 17 6 
 
21 

Table I contains the categories distribution of location’s list 
prepared. From a total of 100 locations contacted and invited to 
participate, 38 demonstrated interest on experiment. From this 

group of 38 interested, 6 locations attended the criteria of this 
experiment on sharing data containing history of resources 
usage and having technological infrastructure/support to 
participate. Each physical location involved in this experiment, 
invited some users to test the mobile application during their 
educational activities, and shared a dataset with history of 
resources used by invited volunteer users. In this phase of 
research and, in this proof of concept, data regarding volunteer 
users are not profile identifiable to preserve participant’s 
privacy.  

The history of user’s access on resources, provides data that 
was prepared (pre-processed) to train and test a dedicated layer 
of Multilayer Perceptron Neural Network within Adaptive 
Processing Kernel, to predict the next resource to be 
scheduled/provided to user.  This layer is dedicated to this 
processing since for each user’s operation of accept/reject a 
scheduling and content recommended by Kernel, a new cycle 
of this MLP Neural Network training is performed. 

For each access on mobile application, hence, identifying 
an activity start by user, the local Agent starts to find to 
identify a new available context or connect to a new context. 
Once integrated with context, the local Agent performs its 
action function receiving from Kernel the resources reservation 
recommendation. Initially, an indicative with resource and 
agenda to reserve is received from Kernel. 

A rule based on proximity of next available agenda is 
applied on local Agent as conflict resolution strategy [27], 
without Kernel synchronization to this task needed. In this 
operation, adapted to this experiment, a pre-reservation of 
resource occurs after Kernel recommendation and remains 
valid waiting to user's confirmation on the proposed agenda 
during a defined time by context.  

Within Agent operation, a level of data sharing between 
Agent instances running on same environment occurs through 
remote Agent protocol, with a group of data indicating a 
collection of tags provided by users during the use of 
application. These tags are collected in context by local Agent 
and synchronized with Kernel to indicate attributes/properties 
related to environment that should be seen by every user in 
same environment. This strategy helps simulate a 
communication level with multiple instances of Agents that 
could take local action based on shared specific information. 
The last received data from Kernel, data collected from 
environment (device status for example) remains on local 
Agent and are synchronized with remote Agent on context. In 
parallel with remote Agent updates, the context manages 
devices status information (supplies availability and activity 
status) and performs scheduling operation. 

Every operation executed by users on application are 
tracked to understand the navigation flow, including other 
previously implemented activities performed by application 
like routing recommendation that remains in this extended 
version.   

B. Preliminary Results 

A total of 21 volunteers participated, using the mobile 
application during four weeks in support of their educational 
tasks interacting with the selected locations. Weekly, feedback 
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of each user and the data resulted from tests were collected, 
keeping same implementation of Agent model and middleware 
of context provided. 

TABLE II. DATA FROM LOCATION WITH HIGHEST ACCES 

Location A Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 

Scheduling 
Recommended 

34 46 71 74 

Scheduling 
Accepted 

12 37 62 69 

Content 

Validated 
3 21 26 43 

Conflicts Solved 

by Agent 
29 13 9 7 

Table II contains the data collected from Location A, with 
highest number of application access by its users selected to 
this experiment. The evolution of model operating with this 
location can be observed with growing of recommendation 
acceptance.  

 
Fig. 7. Graphic representation of growing recommendation acceptance on 

Location A. 

With this Location A can be observed an evolution from 
35% of acceptance of Agent’s recommendation by users during 
activities on first week, to around 93% on fourth week.  

TABLE III. DATA FROM LOCATION WITH LOWEST ACCESS 

Location B Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 

Scheduling 

Recommended 
12 19 41 59 

Scheduling 

Accepted 
5 9 34 52 

Content 
Validated 

7 11 17 31 

Conflicts Solved 

by Agent 
4 7 5 4 

Table III contains the data from Location B, with lowest 
access observed. With this Location B, at first week, evolution 
observed started from 41% of acceptance of Agent’s 
recommendation on first week, to around 88% on fourth week. 

The graphic illustration indicating recommendation and 
acceptance in convergent tendency to Location A and Location 
B are contained in Fig. 7 and 8, respectively. Conflicts 
resolution can be observed as a decreasing event for both 
Locations presented.   

After finished the period of four weeks of tests, the 
locations and the group of volunteers sent final feedbacks 
about their participation on this experiment. 

 
Fig. 8. Graphic representation of growing recommendation acceptance on 

Location B. 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK 

Lessons learned selecting locations, indicates the need of a 
study to investigate privacy and technology aspects to each 
category of location.  During investigation on details to map 
the reasons of lower interest from Co-Work Offices on 
experiment, a questionnaire answered reveals business 
concerns on avoid sharing data of services usage and, 
eventually, negative ratings by users.  

To libraries category, the public institutions invited to 
participate presented a high number of interested locations, 
however, none of institutions contacted owns the necessary 
infrastructure to participate on tests. Some of these libraries, 
sharing a public platform to manage the book collection does 
not have an automated control over other resources provided 
like room reservation and digital/media resources. Given this 
scenario, an open space emerges to an intelligent model as 
proposed in this research to complement an automated 
platform applied to this environment category. 

The group of Learning Institutions participating in this 
experiment, essentially centers with Arduino/IoT specialization 
courses, presented the necessary requirements and 
improvements in its environment to participate, hence, totality 
of volunteers to test. These spaces with intrinsic technology 
profile can be useful to understand the necessary complement 
to scale the research model to other environment categories. 

Considering the main premise of this research about a 
modular intelligent computational engine, this experiment 
preparation with setup and customizing a framework of context 
middleware, facilitates the process and indicates a fluid 
strategy to evolve the model proposed and future tests. 

The modeling of the experiment indicates the context 
architecture proposed, acting as a computational tool to 
manage and mediate the access to the IoT devices of the 
environment, as favorable strategy. This architecture enables 
formation of data repositories that can be accessed when 
needed by Kernel and reduce the complexity of managing 
multiple devices. 
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Owing to the space limit and the focus of this work, many 
complementary aspects covered during research could not be 
discussed in details here. This includes Multiagent self-
sustainability that may be applied to maintaining stability of 
the system (with respect to an appropriate size of the 
population of agents), the capability to respond and attend to 
the emergency situations occurring in the environment 
(breakdown hardware/software of infrastructure), as well as in 
the environment and user requirements (e.g. change of 
computation parameters or devices/resources coupled). Not 
detailed in this resume, the Neural Networks layer added to 
Kernel, its topology and data normalization method used on 
prediction process process of resources reservation, followed 
the basic method presented by Dos Santos et al. 2017 [3].  

Feedback collected with volunteers during the tests, pointed 
desirable features on future version of model. About 80% of 
volunteers indicated automated activation of resources and 
communication of execution status as important improvement. 
Around 68% of volunteers indicated as necessary, the feature 
of previous software/drivers compatibility check to access 
electronic resources. As desirable resource, about 90% of 
volunteers indicated active recommendation of new location, 
added to resources scheduled reservation in case of 
unavailability/error on current location resource.  

The next stage of research will cover the computational 
engine model responsible to process and predict the influence 
of resources on activities results. 

Aspects of educator’s perspective, regarding to support 
intelligent task composition is one of next research phase to 
cover. 

Conclusions initially obtained of this current state of 
research provides basement to evolve the investigation and 
future experiments. 
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Abstract—Helitrons are typical rolling circle transposons 

which make up the bulk of eukaryotic genomes. Unlike of other 

DNA transposons, these transposable elements (TEs), don’t 

create target site duplications or end in inverted repeats, which 

make them particular challenge to identify and more difficult to 

annotate. To date, these elements are not well studied; they only 

attracted the interest of researchers in biology. The focus of this 

paper is oriented towards identifying the helitrons in C.elegans 

genome in the perspective of signal processing. Aiming at the 

helitron's identification, a novel methodology including two steps 

is proposed: the coding and the spectral analysis. The first step 

consists in converting DNA into a 1-D signal based on the 

statistical features of the sequence (FCGS coding). As for the 

second step, it aims to identify the global periodicities in helitrons 

using the Smoothed Fourier Transform. The resulting spectrum 

and spectrogram are shown to present a specific signature of 

each helitron’s type. 

Keywords—Helitrons; C.elegans; Frequency Chaos Game 

Signal (FCGS) coding; spectral analysis; tandem periodicities  

I. INTRODUCTION  

The helitrons are a distinguished type of the transposable 
elements (TEs) DNA which transposes by a rolling circle 
replication mechanism. Due to their ability to move rapidly and 
replicate within genomes, helitrons play a major role in 
genomes evolution. In fact, by transferring a DNA segment 
from one genomic site to another, these elements are 
responsible for intragenomic multiplication [1]. Many types of 
genetic variation caused by TEs in animals and plants are 
described in [2].  

The helitrons are part of the transposable elements (TEs) 
class 2 [3]. They were discovered by in silico genome-
sequence analysis. Newly discovered in all eukaryotic genomes 
[4]-[7], helitrons have shown a remarkable ability to capture 
gene sequences [8], [9]. In fact, on a large scale, these elements 
are suggested to duplicate and shuffle exon domains [10]-[12]. 

Helitrons are present in various organisms: like plants (such 
as corn, maize, rice, Arabidopsis Thaliana) [13], nematodes 
(such as the worm Cænorhabditis elegans) [14], fungus [15], 
[16] and animals [17] (such as lucifugus [8] and specifically in 
the vertebrates genomes like the fishes Danio rerio and 
Sphoeroides nephelus [16]). Approximately, the helitron DNA 
constitutes at most 2% of the A. thaliana, the C.elegans and the 
maize genomes [12], [14], [18] and 4.23% of the silkworm 

genome [19]. These elements are mostly represented by non-
autonomous elements. 

Since their discovery, helitrons have attracted widespread 
attention. Many computational tools were developed to identify 
and analyze the helitron in genomes from which are: 
HelitronFinder [20], HelSearch [21], a combination of BLAST 
search and hidden Markov models [22] and HelitronScanner 
[23].   

HelitronFinder and HelSearch are similar [24], [25]; they 
are based on the conserved sequences at the termini 5′-TC and 
CTAG-3′(R = A or G) of most Helitrons. Both programs look 
for the hairpin structure and the CTRR 3′ terminus.  

The users of HelSearch have to manually search for the 
5′end of Helitrons whereas users of HelitronFinder can identify 
the 5′end automatically. The combination of BLAST search 
and hidden Markov models is a limited method to identify 
helitrons with more diverse termini. The HelitronScanner, a 
two-layered local combinational variable (LCV), is a tool that 
identifies helitrons missed by both HelSearch and 
HelitronFinder [23]. This tool aims to extract helitron features 
like the hairpin structure, CTRR at the 3′ end and the TC 
dinucleotide at the 5′ end, and the A and T residues flanking 
the 5′ and 3′ ends, respectively. In an automated way, this tool 
uncovers many new helitrons which were missed by other 
tools. But this method presents also limitations in finding 
helitrons which don‟t have hairpins. Given that these 
transposable elements lack typical transposon features, the 
helitron‟s investigation is limited. The automated identification 
and localization of helitrons remain purely based on previously 
known sequences. 

Helitrons elements are widespread and highly 
heterogeneous which makes their identification a difficult task. 
Here, the novelty of this work consists in the use of signal 
processing techniques to search helitrons in a large genomic 
database without prior knowledge about the content of the 
DNA sequences. The idea consists in finding a way to identify 
each helitron‟s type based on a signature that characterizes it. 

 To apply the signal processing methods on biological 
sequences, it is required to convert DNA into a digital signal 
known as DNA coding. The numerical representation of DNA 
using coding techniques is important since it plays a great role 
in visualizing, characterizing and highlighting the information 
contained in it. Different coding techniques exist: the binary 
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coding [26], the structural bending trinucleotide coding 
(PNUC) [27], the electron-ion interaction pseudo-potential 
(EIIP) mapping [28], the Frequency Chaos Game Signal [29]-
[31], etc. 

In the signal processing field, several techniques were 
applied with success to detect some biological sequences. For 
example, genes were segmented into coding and non-coding 
regions using the windowed Fourier Transform and based on 
the 3-bp periodicity that characterizes exon [32], [33]. In 
addition, the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) was used to reflect 
the correlation properties of the coding and non-coding DNA 
sequences [32]. In [34], another technique of analysis is used to 
detect the short exons: the Fourier transform infrared 
spectroscopy. The latent periodicities in different genome 
elements including exons and microsatellite DNA sequences 
were detected and used the Fourier transform [35]. In addition, 
the modified Gabor-wavelet transform was used to identify the 
protein coding regions [36]. The Auto-Regressive technique 
was also used to predict genes and exon location using allpass-
based filters [37]. 

Further, the Wavelet Transform (WT) allowed one to 
balance resolution at any time and frequency, which gave the 
ability to automatically capture different periodicities 
(frequencies inverse): periodicity 3 in exons [38] and 
periodicity 10 in nucleosomes [39]. The wavelet transform was 
also shown to reflect the characteristic signature associated to 
the tandem repeats. Indeed, some biological sequences (such as 
tandem repeats) were characterized by periodicities; the 
scalograms served to visualize the way these features appear as 
well as their locations [40]. Given the efficacy of these signal 
processing tools, analyzing the helitron DNA category (which 
is governed by complex latent periodicities) is particularly 
challenging.  

Our main goal is to characterize helitrons within the 
framework of signal processing. For this, the Frequency Chaos 
Game Signal (FCGS) is selected to preserve the statistical 
proprieties of DNA sequences. Secondly, signal processing 
analysis techniques are applied to identify each helitron type by 
a genomic signature. The key component of this system is the 
combination of the DNA coding with the Frequency Chaos 
Game Signal (FCGS) and the windowed Smoothed Fourier 
technique which enhances the spectral signature of DNA (the 
overall periodicities). This paper distinguishes four main 
sections: the First section introduces the work. The second 
section describes the methodology adopted for the helitron 
identification. The third section explains the establishment of 
the helitron's signal database. The fourth section explains the 
spectral analysis used to characterize helitrons. Then, the 
experimental results are provided and discussed. Finally, a 
summary is put forth describing the effectiveness to capture all 
the periodicities in helitrons sequences based on this new 
approach. The rest of this paper end with a perspective that 
open questions concerning the biology of this type of TEs. 

II. METHODOLOGY OF HELITRON‟S IDENTIFICATION 

With the wealth of genomic sequences now available, the 
identification of a specific DNA element has to be an 
automatic task. The following  methodology consists of three 
steps. The flowchart describing this work is given in Fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 1. The Helitron identification establishment flowchart in C.elegans 

organism. 

The first step: A DNA sequence must be converted into a 
numerical sequence before processing. This step consists in 
generating different signals for each C.elegans chromosome. 
For this, chromosomes sequences from the NCBI data base for 
the C.elegans model (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Genbank) 
are extracted. Then, 1-D signals are generated by applying the 
Frequency Chaos Game Signal of order i: FCGSi, (i=2, 4, 6) for the 
whole chromosomes. This coding technique is based on the 
apparition‟s probability of N successive nucleotides groups in 
an entry DNA sequence [29]-[31].  Here, three values of the 
length: N=2, 4, 6 are selected. 

The probability (PN_nuc) of given N nucleotides in the 
chromosome is as follows: 

PN_nuc= NN_nuc/Nch   (1) 

NN_nuc represents the number of apparition of the N 
nucleotides in the whole sequence. Nch represents the length in 
base pairs of the DNA sequence. In other words, the number of 
occurrence of each of these elements (N nucleotides) in the 
genome are counted. It is important to note that the FCGS 
signal depends on the DNA sequence to be encoded since it is 
based on counting the words contained in it. It reflects, 
therefore, the statistical-features of the DNA sequence itself. In 
fact, changing the DNA sequence would affect the probability 
of apparition of words and the FCGS values. The interesting 
point here is that this coding technique is useful in terms of 
enhancing the repetitive DNA (such is the case of helitronic 
DNA) at any desired scale (i.e. for any word‟s size). 
Specifically, the highest level of repetitions in DNA are 
detected by high order FCGS‟s coding techniques. It must be 
noted that hidden information at a certain scale can be 
highlighted at another scale; that‟s make the FCGS very 
suitable to investigate helitrons. 

The second step: It consists in the establishment of a 1-D 
signal database of the helitrons. This is done through the 
association of the FCGSi values to each group of letters in the 
helitron sequence. 

In position (k), the oligomer (i), which consists of N 
nucleotides, is replaced by the correspondent occurrence 
probability: 
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SN_nuc(k)= ∑i PN_nuc(i,k)  (2) 

The sum of the N nucleotide indicators (SN_nucl) can be 

computed as following: 

  [   ]   [ ] [     ]         (3) 

Then, a database of helitrons signals regarding different 
oligomers is prepared. As a result, helitrons are represented by 
three levels of FCGS (FCGSi,i=2,4,6) .   

As example, Fig. 2 outlines the resulted signals: FCGS2, 
FCGS3, FCGS4, FCGS5 and FCGS6 of an helitron type 
NDNAX2 with a size of 341 base pairs and positioned at: 
[274811bp: 275151bp] in the chromosome II of the C.elegans 
genome. 

 
Fig. 2. NDNAX2_CE Helitron presentation by FCGS2 to FCGS6. 

After coding process, several numerical signals, denoted by 
H[n], are obtained for each helitron. A signal database of each 
helitron‟s type and for each chromosome in the considered 
genome is then established. For a desired level i of the FCGS 
(FCGSi) and for a specific class of the helitron, signals of all 
existing helitron elements are concatinated in such a way to 
obtain one global sequence. The resulting database comprises 
three FCGSi signals (i=2, 4, 6) for each class of helitron 
contained in the chromosomes of the C.elegans genome. 

The third step: The spectral analysis method is adopted to 
detect the periodicity of each helitron‟s type. Based on the 
classic discrete Fourier transform related to numerical 
sequence (4), a windowed local analysis is used to give more 
precise location in time and frequency.   

The reason for selecting the spectral analysis is to 
characterize the helitron elements by a global spectral 
signature. 

 [ ]  ∑        
  

 
     

     (4) 

At this stage, two types of signatures for each helitron class 
are revealed: the1-D spectrum and the 2-D spectrogram. The 

spectral and the time-frequency signatures are established for 
different orders of our coding technique (FCGSi, i=2,4,6). 

III. HELITRON‟S SIGNALS DATABASE 

For experimentation, the C.elegans genome whose 
chromosomal DNA sequences in the NCBI database [40] are 
considered. This genome contains ten helitron families diffused 
through six chromosomes (5 autosomes: ChI , ChII ,..., ChV 
and 1 gonosome: ChX). These helitron classes are: Helitron1 
(H1), Helitron2 (H2), HelitronY1 (Y1), HelitronY1A (Y1A), 
HelitronY2 (Y2), HelitronY3 (Y3), HelitronY4 (Y4), 
NDNAX1 (N1), NDNAX2 (N2) and NDNAX3 (N3). The 
helitron sequences are very heterogeneous. In fact, the 
apparition number of these elements and the size varies from 
one chromosome to another as described in Table I. In 
addition, for a particular type of helitron this size varies from 
one sequence to another; which makes their identification very 
difficult.  

From Table I, it is obvious that HelitronY1A is the most 
frequent (occurrence number of 1093) and the longest (size of 
425487bp) in the genome. 

The least frequent helitron in the genome is Helitron 
NDNAX1 (with an occurrence number of 77). At the 
chromosomal level, Helitron NDNAX1 and HelitronY3 are the 
least frequent elements; they are present in chromosomeII 
(with an occurrence number of 8). As for the smallest class of 
helitron is HelitronY3 with a size of 16404 bp; in other words 
it presents the shortest helitron in the genome. 

Because of the variability of helitron‟s number and size in 
the six chromosomes, regrouping all the helitron signals in a 
way to obtain a global signature of each class comes in handy. 
The idea consists in concatenating all the signals in one vector 
for a well-defined order of the FCGS, while keeping the 
apparition order of helitrons in chromosome. This reunification 
allows linking all the local signatures of helitrons. Our main 
goal is to find the structure that could be repeated in each 
helitron. 

IV. SMOOTHED DISCRETE FOURIER TRANSFORM 

The smoothed spectral analysis is a convenient tool to 
search for base periodicities within DNA sequences. In fact, 
the periodically placed motifs may indicate the presence of 
genes, regulatory elements or other significant hotspots like 
helitrons; hence the need to locate them and exhibit the 
correspondent frequency (or periodicity). This technique is 
applied to investigate the global signature of helitrons within 
the genome by considering the concatenated FCGS signals of 
all helitrons which constitutes the novelty of this work. 
Therefore, two tasks are carried out here:  

 Revealing periodicities by enhancing the global 
periodicities in the helitron sequences by using the Smoothed 
Fourier Transform.  

 Locating the frequencies points using the Smoothed 
Discrete Fourier Transform applied on sliding window along 
the DNA sequence [26], [27], [41], [42]. 
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The technique consists in: 

a). After converting the DNA sequence into a 

numerical one, the signal H[n] must be divided into frames of 

L length with an overlap Δl. 

b). Using a sliding analysis window w[n], each L 

portion is also divided into N overlapped segments with an 

overlap length Δn:  

Hw[n,k]=H[n]w[n-kΔn]  (5) 

Where, the index of the frequency ([0, N-1]) is noted by k. 

The choice of the windowing function determines the time-
frequency resolution. 

c). Using the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), each 

weighted block of the frame Hw[n] is transformed in the 

spectral domain. The DFT of each segment is expressed as 

follows: 

   
 [ ]  ∑   

   
   [   ] 

        

  (6) 

d). Calculating the DFT mean value for each portion 

(1: L); then, performing the same operation to the N segments. 

The mean smoothed spectrum is expressed as: 

      
 [ ]  

 

   
∑ ∑   

 [ ]   
   

   
    

 (7) 
Noted that i corresponds to the index frame of N frames 

([1...N]), k is the index of the frequency and j corresponds to 
the index frame of L frames ([1: L]). 

e). With the obtained values, a matrix containing the 

join time frequency information is constructed: 

                   
 [ ] (8) 

This representation consists of the spectrogram amplitude 
for a specific index periodicity in a specific nucleotide position 
in the DNA sequence.  

Fig. 3 provides an example of the spectra and the 
spectrograms of the concatenated helitrons of type 
Helitrons2_CE that exist in chromosome IV of C.elegans. The 
frequency and the time-frequency representations are generated 
by the mean valued technique based on the smoothed Discrete 
Fourier Transform. As for the sliding window, we suggest 
using a blackman window with the parameters: L=1024, 
Δl=512, N=256 and Δn=64. In this example, two levels of the 
coding technique are used: FCGS2 and FCGS4. 

  

 
Fig. 3. 1D spectra and 2D spectrograms of helitron2_CE [chromosome IV 

with size of 25932bp] when coded with FCGS2 and FCGS4. 

From these figures, it is noticeable that increasing the 
FCGS order induces a general smoothing of the 1D spectrum 
and the 2D spectrogram; which allows to enhance the spectral 
and the time-frequency behaviours of the considered helitron 
by highlighting its periodicities. 

V. HELITRON‟S CHARACTERIZATION IN  C.ELEGANS: 

TESTS AND RESULTS 

A characterization of helitron DNA at the aim of its 
identification is the main focus of this paper. Therefore, such a 
goal can be reached by studying the global resident 
periodicities of each helitron‟s class. Thus, considering the 
helitrons representations in the frequency and the time-
frequency plans, a specific signature (pattern or form) 
characterizing the repetitions of the sequence is allowed by the 
spectral attributes for each type. The windowed smoothed 
Fourier analysis allows following the path of existing 
periodicities (engendered by the repetitions) in each helitron‟s 
class. For experimentation, all helitrons existing in the 
C.elegans genome are encoded by the FCGSi,(i=2,4,6) coding 
technique. Secondly, the FCGSi fragments which correspond to 
the helitron sequences in the same chromosome are 
concatenated for each helitron‟s type. For comparison, the 
concatenation of all helitrons contained in the genome (all 
chromosomes) is considered. Finally, the smoothed spectral 
analysis is applied to these sequences. In this step, many types 
of windows with different values of length and overlap are 
tested. The optimal parameters are fixed to L=1024, Δl=512, 
N=256, Δn=64 and the most accurate smoothed spectrum is 
given by a Blackman window. Consequently, two types of 
spectral representations are obtained: the 1-D spectrum and the 
2-D spectrograms. For illustration, the example of HelitronY4 
is selected and encoded with FCGS2. The resulting 1-D spectra 
are presented in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 4. HelitronY4 spectra- (a) spectrum of the concatenated chromosomes- 

(b:g) spectrum of each chromosome apart. 

The sub-figures (b, c, d, e, f, g) provide the spectrum shape 
for each chromosome apart; the sub-figure (a) gives the shape 
spectrum of the overall genome. The horizontal axis of each 
sub-figure indicates the frequency (which is equivalent to the 
inverse of periodicity) measured by the Smoothed Fourier 
Transform and the vertical axis indicates the spectrum‟s 
amplitude. 

By examining each subfigure closely, it is crystal clear that 
HelitronY4 is identified by five peaks whose power value 
differs from one chromosome to another. These peaks are 
located around remarkable frequencies which are: 0.02 
(periodicity 50), 0.1 (periodicity 10), 0.2 (periodicity 5), 0.3 
(periodicity 3) and 0.4 (periodicity 2). Since the C.elegans 
genome kept the same behavior as for each chromosome apart, 
these periodicities characterize the HelitronY4 type. Here, the 
idea is to identify each helitron class with a specific spectrum 
since the behavior of all spectra remains almost the same with 
a small variation in amplitude.  

A. Helitron’s  Signature and Effect of the FCGS Order on the 

Spectrum 

In this section, the role played by the FCGS coding in 
enhancing the helitron signature is thoroughly examined. For 
this purpose, the mean values of the Smoothed Discrete Fourier 
Transform for each type of helitron sequence are computed and 
thus for different orders of FCGS (order=2,4,6). 

The spectrum representations of all helitron classes in 
C.elegans (Helitron1, HelitronY1, HelitronY1A, Helitron2, 
HelitronY2, HelitronY3, HelitronY4, NDNAX1, NDNAX2 
and NDNAX3) are given in Fig. 5. 

These representations reflect the specific periodicities 
(frequencies) that characterize each helitron‟s type which 
forms a pertinent tool for their identification. In fact, each 
helitron class is shown to possess a specific spectral signature.  

Further, for each helitron type, the effect of increasing the 
FCGS order in the spectrum shape evolution is remarkable.  
But the overall shape remains when increasing the FCGS level. 
Based on that, the fact that the helitron can be identified by its 
spectral signature is confirmed. And that is emphasized even in 
the spectrum shape evolution. 

On other hand, a high similarity between these three 
helitrons is striking: 

 Helitron1_CE 

 HelitronY1_CE  

 HelitronY1A_CE  

These helitrons have in common the frequencies; 0.02734 
(Periodicity 37), 0.05859 (Periodicity 17) and 0.1 (Periodicity 
10); which have the highest amplitudes. These periodicities 
reflect the presence of hidden minisatellite into the helitrons 
sequences.  

In addition, Helitron2_CE have important amplitudes 
within the frequencies bands [0.09 0.125] and [0.15: 0.2]. They 
share several frequencies with the HelitronY2_CE class. The 
latter helitron (HelitronY2_CE) is shown to be easily 
recognized through its distinctive spectrum. In fact, during 
tests, from a chromosome to another the HelitronY2_CE is the 
only subclass which possesses an invariant behavior along the 
whole genome. 

The HelitronY3 have the main highest amplitudes around 
the frequencies: 0.015, 0.15 (periodicity 7), 0.09 (periodicity 
11) and 0.05 (periodicity 20). Regarding the FCGS signal 
patterns, this helitron class is shown to have a regular behavior. 

 The HelitronY4_CE have four remarkable amplitude 
around the frequencies which are: 0.02734 (periodicity 36), 
0.05859 (periodicity 17), 0.1 (periodicity 10), 0.2 (periodicity 
5), 0.3 (periodicity 3) and 0.4 (periodicity 2).   

The Helitron NDNAX1 have two principal frequency 
bands which are centered around the frequency 0.1 (periodicity 
10) and around the frequency 0.03 (periodicity 30).  

The Helitron NDNAX2_CE is characterized by the 
frequencies: 0.01563 (periodicity 54), 0.04 (periodicity 24), 
0.1(periodicity 10), and 0.168 (periodicity 6). Also, their 
spectrogram contains repetitive patterns around the frequencies 
band 0.1.  

 Finally, the Helitron NDNAX3_CE has pronounced 
amplitude around the frequency 0.1(periodicity 10). Other 
important frequencies are within reach, such as 0.01953 which 
corresponds to periodicity 51 and 0.02344 which corresponds 
to periodicity 42. In addition, the periodicities 10 and 9 are 
present in this class of helitrons families.  

B. Helitron’s Spectrograms with different FCGS Orders 

The time-frequency presentation allows an energetic 
interpretation of signals. This representation has shown high-
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ability in detecting different hotspots in DNA sequences. In 
this part, the specific regions that can exist in the helitron 
sequences are examined.   

Fig. 6 presents the spectrogram of each helitron type 
considering three levels of FCGS: FCGS2, FCGS4 and FCGS6. 
The vertical axis of each sub-figure indicates the frequency 
measured by the Smoothed Fourier Transform. As for the 
horizontal axis, it indicates the position in base-pairs. 

Based on these sub-figures, each helitron class seems to 
possess a unique time-frequency behavior. In other words, it 
forms a time-frequency signature which will be taken as a basis 
for the helitron identification. 

In this case, the FCGS2 coding seems to allow the best way 
of characterizing helitrons since it shows more details about the 
energy distribution in spectrograms. On the other hand, 
increasing the coding order has no major impact on the overall 
signature for all helitron types. Nevertheless, smoothed 
spectrograms with high levels of the FCGS signals are 
obtainable. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

Exploring the latent periodicities of helitrons (eukaryotic 
rolling-circle transposons) can play a key role in the 
identification of this subclass of DNA. The way these 
periodicities appear can mark specific regions of helitrons in a 
unique manner; which constitutes a signature allowing us to 
distinguish these elements. 

This study was done based on the spectral analysis. In fact, 
the recognition of each class‟s periodicities can be very useful 
for helitron classification.  

To be able to apply the spectral method, the DNA sequence 
is converted into a numerical 1-D signal using the FCGS 
coding. This technique offers the possibility to encode DNA 
into several signals according to a well-defined order. Three 
levels of the representation are taken into account: FCGS2, 
FCGS4 and FCGS6. 

To know more about how similar are these helitrons along 
the genome, all the helitron sequences that exist in the 
C.elegans chromosomes are associated in order to obtain a 
global genomic signature. 

After that, the Smoothed Fourier Transform Analysis is 
applied and the 1-D spectra and the 2-D spectrograms are 
collected as characteristic signatures of the studied elements. In 
fact, for each helitron type, the periodicities shape was 
involved in the spectral and the time-frequency representations 
in a unique manner; which forms a pertinent tool for the 
helitron characterization and identification. 

Comparing the signature of helitrons in a chromosome with 
the signature of the overall genome, the great similarity 
between them is plain to see. In addition, increasing the FCGS 
order has not affected the global behavior in the spectra and the 
spectrograms: the main periodicities of each helitron class have 
remained. A smoothing effect is spotted in the representations. 
This confirms that the helitron adopts a distinctive behavior 
which characterizes it and thus permits its identification. 

In this work, the major advantage of these frequency 
representations (spectrum) and time-frequency representation 
(Spectrograms) is that it captures all the periodicities (repetitive 
sequence) for the heletronic sequences. It is worth mentioning 
that this approach can be used in detecting periodicities of 
other transposable elements. The limitation of the approach 
depends on the limitation of the Fourier transform. Therefore, 
this approach remains limited as it does not allow the temporal 
localization using a fixed window size. 

VII. FUTURE WORK 

In this work, the importance of helitron characterization has 
been highlighted and a method to perform their identification 
based on the Smoothed Fourier Analysis has been suggested. 

Classification methods based on the feature analysis 
technique might be investigated to improve the classification 
accuracy of helitrons as a future work. 

TABLE I. THE OCCURRENCE NUMBER AND THE LENGTH (IN BASE PAIRS) OF HELITRONS IN C.ELEGANS. 

Type Characteristics ChI ChII ChIII ChIV ChV ChX Genome 

H1 
N helitrons 42 32 37 28 42 14 197 

Size(bp) 12911 59232 11836 9456 11012 3486 107933 

H2 
N helitrons 106 74 72 77 100 40 469 

Size(bp) 42643 28078 31715 25932 38158 15788 182314 

Y1 
N helitrons 60 44 82 83 188 26 483 

Size(bp) 21567 21193 35148 32612 89573 12171 212264 

Y1A 
N helitrons 176 132 211 155 366 53 1093 

Size(bp) 60860 43949 75437 75410 145489 24342 425487 

Y2 
N helitrons 54 44 39 79 70 51 337 

Size(bp) 11026 8184 6851 15253 12337 10091 63742 

Y3 
N helitrons 11 8 17 24 25 32 117 

Size(bp) 1578 1264 2521 3496 3167 4378 16404 

Y4 
N helitrons 68 68 81 114 148 44 523 

Size(bp) 29522 36026 35311 55409 72431 24371 253070 

N1 
N helitrons 9 8 14 15 19 12 77 

Size(bp) 6197 6701 6896 10422 7761 5730 43707 

N2 
N helitrons 30 40 22 43 37 16 188 

Size(bp) 7762 19810 12476 16698 21105 7256 85107 

N3 
N helitrons 20 20 24 33 23 14 134 

Size(bp) 18229 14357 21517 29163 16545 17049 116860 
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Fig. 5. 1-D Spectrum of each helitron‟s type in the C.elegans genome when coded by FCGS2, FCGS4 and FCGS6. 
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Fig. 6. 2-D Spectrogram of each helitron type in C.elegans when coded with FCGS2,4,6.
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Abstract—Rainfall prediction has extreme significance in 

countless aspects and scopes. It can be very helpful to reduce the 

effects of sudden and extreme rainfall by taking effective security 

measures in advance. Due to climate variations, an accurate 

rainfall prediction has become more complex than before. Data 

mining techniques can predict the rainfall through extracting the 

hidden patterns among weather attributes of past data. This 

research contributes by exploring the use of various data mining 

techniques for rainfall prediction in Lahore city. Techniques 

include: Support Vector Machine (SVM), Naïve Bayes (NB), k 

Nearest Neighbor (kNN), Decision Tree (J48) and Multilayer 

Perceptron (MLP). The dataset is obtained from a weather 

forecasting website and consists of several atmospheric 

attributes. For effective prediction, pre-processing technique is 

used which consists of cleaning and normalization processes. 

Performance of used data mining techniques is analyzed in terms 

of precision, recall and f-measure with various ratios of training 

and test data. 

Keywords—Rainfall prediction; data mining; classification 

techniques 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Time series data mining is one of the hot research topics in 
the domain of knowledge discovery [19]. The data with time 
series approach is collected over a specific period of time such 
as daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly or yearly [13]. This data 
can be used for predictions in different domains such as 
finance, stock market and climate change etc. Data mining 
techniques are used to extract the hidden knowledge from time 
series data for future use [13], [17], [25], [28]. Weather 
prediction with time series data is beneficial but quite 
challenging task [16], [27], [29]. It comes with an array of 
complexities which needs to be tackled for optimal results [18]. 
The statistical weather data has a wide variety of fields which 
are called features such as humidity, pressure, wind speed, 
pollutants, concentrations etc. Data mining techniques can 
predict the weather on the basis of hidden patterns among these 
features [27], [29]. Rainfall prediction is an important aspect of 
climate forecasting. Accurate and timely rainfall prediction is 
crucial for the planning and management of water resources, 
flood warnings, construction activities and flight operations 
etc. [14], [15]. This study used 5 data mining techniques for 
rainfall prediction in Lahore, capital of Punjab province, 
Pakistan. In Lahore, development and construction activities 
are increasing exponently, so timely rainfall prediction is 
crucial for better assessment of future requirements and 
planning. The used data mining techniques include: Support 

Vector Machine, Naïve Bayes, k Nearest Neighbor, Decision 
Tree and Multilayer Perceptron. These algorithms belong to 
supervised data mining class where pre-classified data is 
required first for training purpose. During training, these 
algorithms make rules of classification for input dataset (test 
data) [20]-[25], [30]. In this research, dataset is obtained from 
weather forecasting website [10] from December 1, 2005 to 
November 31, 2017 (12 years), which contains several weather 
related attributes such as Temperature, Atmospheric pressure, 
Relative humidity etc. For rainfall prediction, a classification 
framework is used in which the dataset gone through cleaning 
and normalization process before classification. Cleaning is 
performed to deal with the missing values and the purpose of 
normalization is to keep the attribute values in a certain limits. 
These pre-processing activities are crucial for the smooth 
classification process as well as for good results [9], [12]. 
Prediction performance of used data mining techniques is 
evaluated in terms of precision, recall and f measure, which are 
the important metrics of information retrieval. Finally the 
results are shown in tables and graphs. 

Further organization of this paper is as follows. Section II 
describes the related work. Section III discusses the materials 
and methods used in this research. Section IV presents results 
and discussion. Section V finally concludes the paper. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Many researchers have been working to achieve high 
accuracy in rainfall prediction using data mining techniques; 
some of the selected studies are discussed here. Researchers in 
[1] performed a comparative analysis of multiple classifiers for 
rainfall prediction in Malaysia. Classifiers include Naïve 
Bayes, Support Vector Machine, Decision Tree, Neural 
Network and Random Forest. Dataset was obtained from 
multiple stations of Selangor, Malaysia. Pre-processing tasks 
were applied before classification to deal with the noise and 
missing values. According to results, Random Forest 
performed better as with small training data it correctly 
classified large amount of instances. In [2], researchers 
presented Clusterwise Linear Regression (CLR) method, which 
is the combination of clustering and regression techniques. The 
proposed technique is used to predict monthly rainfall in 
Victoria, Australia, by using input data of 8 geographically 
diverse weather stations. To analyze the performance of 
proposed CLR, results were compared with other techniques 
such as: CLR using the maximum likelihood framework by the 
expectation-maximization algorithm, multiple linear 
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regression, artificial neural networks and the support vector 
machines. It was observed that proposed algorithm performed 
better than other methods in most of the locations. Researchers 
in [3] performed a comparative analysis of a modern technique 
named Markov Chain (extended with rainfall prediction) and 
six other well-known machine learning techniques: Genetic 
Programming, Support Vector Regression, Radial Basis Neural 
Networks, M5 Rules, M5 Model trees, and k-Nearest 
Neighbors. For prediction, rainfall time series data of 42 cities 
with different climatic features is used. The results reflected 
that machine learning techniques have the capacity to perform 
better than Markov Chain technique moreover this study has 
also pointed out the correlations between different climatic 
attributes and predictive accuracy. In [4], Artificial Neural 
Network (ANN) was used to develop one-month and two-
month ahead forecasting models for rainfall prediction using 
monthly rainfall data of 141 years from various weather 
stations in the North India. In these models, Feed Forward 
Neural Network (FFNN) using Back Propagation algorithm 
and Levenberg-Marquardt training function was used. The 
performance of both the models was analyzed on the basis of 
Regression Analysis, Mean Square Error (MSE) and 
Magnitude of Relative Error (MRE). ANN showed optimistic 
results for both the models and found that one month ahead 
forecasting model performed better than two months model. 
Researchers in [5] proposed an algorithm which combined data 
mining and statistical techniques. The likely predictors with 
highest confidence level, based on association rules were 
selected. Those predictors were derived from local and global 
conditions. From local conditions: sea level pressure, wind 
speed, and maximum &minimum temperatures were recorded. 
On the other hand from global condition, southern oscillation 
and Indian Ocean dipole conditions were taken. The algorithm 
predicted the rainfall in five categories: Flood, Excess, Normal, 
Deficit and Drought. Researchers in [6] presented Wavelet 
Neural Network model (WNN) for rainfall prediction which is 
the combination of wavelet technique and Artificial Neural 
Network (ANN). Proposed WNN and ANN, both models were 
applied on monthly rainfall data of Darjeelin grain gauge 
station, west Bengal, India. Statistical methods were used to 
analyze the performance of both techniques and it was 
observed that WNN performed much better than ANN model. 
In [7], researchers implemented a rainfall forecasting model 
using Focused Time-Delay Neural Networks (FTDNN). The 
parameters for neural networks were taken from several 
experiments to perform prediction with one step ahead. For 
prediction, the daily rainfall data was obtained from Malaysia 
Meteorological Department (MMD) and then converted to 
monthly, biannually, quarterly and yearly basis. Models were 
trained and tested on each dataset and corresponding 
accuracies were evaluated using Mean Absolute Percent Error. 
According to results, most accurate forecasts were made with 
yearly rainfall dataset. The authors have pointed out that more 
parameters such as temperature, humidity and sunshine data 
should be incorporated into the neural networks to make the 
performance more accurate. Researchers in [8] presented a 
methodology to predict maximum temperature in the day, 
which followed the Support Vector Regression approach. 
Proposed technique performed prediction on the basis of 
several features, obtained from different measuring stations in 

Europe. Weather related features included temperature, 
precipitation, relative humidity, air pressure, specifically 
synoptic situation of the day and monthly cycle. The proposed 
technique performed well when compared with other neural 
networks, multi-layer perceptron and an extreme learning 
machine. 

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

This research aims to analyze the performance of data 
mining techniques on rainfall prediction in Lahore city using a 
classification framework (Fig. 1). Dataset used in this research 
consists of several attributes along with the known output 
class. Output class is one which is going to be predicted on the 
basis of other available attributes. The reason of including the 
output class in dataset among other features is to analyze the 
performance and accuracy of data mining techniques [20], 
[24]. The output result after processing is compared with the 
known class and performance is measured in terms of 
precision, recall and f measure [1], [20], [21], [24], [26]. 

DataSet

Cleaning

Results

Normalization

 
Fig. 1. Classification framework. 

Weka [22], [23] is used in this study for classification and 
performance analysis. It is one of the extensively used data 
mining softwares. Weka is developed in Java language at the 
University of Waikato, New Zealand. It is famous and widely 
accepted tool among students and researchers due to its easy to 
use GUI interface, portability and General Public License. 

The classification framework used in this research consists 
of four stages: Selection of appropriate dataset, Preprocessing, 
Prediction and Simulation of results. The input dataset for 
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rainfall prediction is obtained from weather forecasting website 
[10] and consists of several atmospheric attributes. Name, type 
and measurement unit of selected attributes are given in 
Table I. 

TABLE I.  DATASET ATTRIBUTES 

Attribute Name Attribute Type Measurement 

Temperature Continuous Degrees Celsius 

Atmospheric Pressure  
(weather station) 

Continuous Millimeters of Mercury 

Atmospheric Pressure 

(sea level) 
Continuous Millimeters of Mercury 

Pressure Tendency Continuous Millimeters of Mercury 

Relative Humidity Continuous % 

Mean Wind Speed Continuous Meters per Second 

Minimum Temperature Continuous Degrees Celsius 

Maximum Temperature Continuous Degrees Celsius 

Visibility Continuous Km 

Dew Point Temperature Continuous Degrees Celsius 

Dataset contained missing values as shown in Table II. The 
incomplete data can affect the accuracy of results as the 
attribute which has the missing value cannot fully participate in 
prediction process. Beside the missing values, dataset also 
contained noise where value resides below or exceeds from a 
certain limits. For effective data mining results it is 
recommended to keep the values in a certain limits [1], [11]. 
Pre-processing of input data is a crucial stage in classification 
framework which ensures the high accuracy of mining results. 
This stage consists of two activities: cleaning and 
normalization. Cleaning process deals with the missing values 
by using average mechanism. In this mechanism sum of all the 
instances of selected attribute is divided by the number of 
samples. On the other hand normalization process deals with 
the noise by limiting the values within a specific interval. Such 
interval can effectively facilitate the prediction process where 
the values will be mapped onto a particular range. In this 
research the normalization process is performed in Weka. 
Prediction is the final stage of classification framework where 
data mining algorithms perform classification by exploring the 
hidden patterns.  

TABLE II.  VALID RECORDS AND MISSING VALUES  

Attribute Name Valid Record Missing Values 

Temperature 25846.0 73 

Atmospheric Pressure 

(weather station) 
23689.0 2230 

Atmospheric Pressure  

(sea level) 
23714.0 2205 

Pressure Tendency 11320.0 14599 

Relative Humidity 25790.0 129 

Mean Wind Speed 25890.0 29 

Minimum Temperature 2415.0 23504 

Maximum Temperature 4174.0 21745 

Visibility 25829.0 90 

Dew Point Temperature 25865.0 54 

Performance of any supervised machine learning technique 
can be analyzed by comparing the output result with known 
class (pre-classified data). Performance evaluation of used data 
mining techniques is performed with 10 proportions (10:90-
90:10) of training data and test data. For comparative analysis, 
three evaluation parameters of information retrieval are used: 
Precision, Recall and F Measure. 

The aim of Precision is to evaluate the True Positive (TP) 
entities with respect to False Positive (FP) entities. It can be 
calculated as follows:  

Precision
  

         


TP is used for the entities, which are correctly classified, 
and FP is for those entities, which are wrongly classified.  

The aim of recall is to evaluate the True Positive entities 
with respect to the (FN) False Negative entities, which are not 
classified at all. It can be calculated as follows: 

Recall 
  

         
 

There may be a point where performance evaluation will 
not be possible with precision and recall, for example if one 
mining algorithm has higher precision but lower recall than 
another algorithm so the question arises that which algorithm is 
better. Solution to this issue is to use F-measure, which 
provides the average of precision and recall. F-measure can be 
computed as bellow:  

F-measure
                       

                    


IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

With SVM the results are almost same (Table III, Fig. 2) in 
all three accuracy parameters (Precision, recall and f-measure). 
Results for no-rain class with first seven proportions from 
10:90 to 70:30 in precision, recall and f-measure are 0.941, 1, 
and 0.955 respectively however minor improvement were seen 
when proportions 80:20 and 90:10 were used. The notable 
point is that the result for rain class with all proportions in all 
accuracy parameters is 0, which means that this technique 
could not classify a single instance correctly for rain class even 
with 90:20 ratios. 

TABLE III.  SVM RESULTS 

Proportion Class Precision Recall F-Measure 

10:90 
No Rain 0.914 1 0.955 

Rain 0 0 0 

20:80 
No Rain 0.914 1 0.955 

Rain 0 0 0 

30:70 
No Rain 0.914 1 0.955 

Rain 0 0 0 

40:60 
No Rain 0.914 1 0.955 

Rain 0 0 0 

50:50 
No Rain 0.914 1 0.955 

Rain 0 0 0 

60:40 
No Rain 0.914 1 0.955 

Rain 0 0 0 

70:30 
No Rain 0.914 1 0.955 

Rain 0 0 0 

80:20 
No Rain 0.919 1 0.958 

Rain 0 0 0 

90:10 
No Rain 0.919 1 0.958 

Rain 0 0 0 

The results with Naive Bayes are shown in Table IV and 
Fig. 3. It can be seen that with no-rain class the 10:90 
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performed better in precision, 30:70 and 40:60 in recall and 
90:10 in f-measure. With rain class 40:60 performed better in 
precision, 10:90 in recall and 50:50 in f-measure. 

TABLE IV.  NB RESULTS 

Proportion Class Precision Recall F-Measure 

10:90 
No Rain 0.941 0.85 0.893 

Rain 0.215 0.435 0.287 

20:80 
No Rain 0.932 0.955 0.943 

Rain 0.353 0.258 0.298 

30:70 
No Rain 0.931 0.957 0.944 

Rain 0.356 0.254 0.296 

40:60 
No Rain 0.933 0.957 0.945 

Rain 0.366 0.264 0.307 

50:50 
No Rain 0.934 0.953 0.943 

Rain 0.362 0.283 0.318 

60:40 
No Rain 0.935 0.943 0.939 

Rain 0.331 0.299 0.314 

70:30 
No Rain 0.933 0.942 0.938 

Rain 0.316 0.282 0.298 

80:20 
No Rain 0.936 0.954 0.945 

Rain 0.34 0.268 0.3 

90:10 
No Rain 0.938 0.954 0.946 

Rain 0.355 0.286 0.317 

The results with KNN are shown in Table V and Fig. 4. 
With no-rain class the 80:20 and 90:10 performed better in 
precision, 10:90 in recall and 90:10 in f-measure. With rain 
class 10:90 performed better in precision, 80:20 in recall and 
90:10 in recall. 

TABLE V.  KNN RESULTS 

Proportion Class Precision Recall F-Measure 

10:90 
No Rain 0.935 0.95 0.942 

Rain 0.358 0.295 0.324 

20:80 
No Rain 0.935 0.946 0.941 

Rain 0.35 0.306 0.326 

30:70 
No Rain 0.936 0.948 0.942 

Rain 0.365 0.317 0.339 

40:60 
No Rain 0.937 0.948 0.943 

Rain 0.368 0.321 0.343 

50:50 
No Rain 0.936 0.948 0.942 

Rain 0.363 0.314 0.337 

60:40 
No Rain 0.937 0.948 0.942 

Rain 0.364 0.317 0.339 

70:30 
No Rain 0.936 0.948 0.942 

Rain 0.361 0.313 0.335 

80:20 
No Rain 0.942 0.943 0.943 

Rain 0.35 0.346 0.348 

90:10 
No Rain 0.942 0.949 0.946 

Rain 0.373 0.343 0.357 

The results with Decision Tree (J48) are shown in Table VI 
and Fig. 5. With no-rain class the 80:20 performed better in 
precision, 20:80 in recall and 90:10 in f-measure. With rain 
class 20:80 performed better in precision, 80:20 in recall and 
80-20 in recall. 

TABLE VI.  DECISION TREE RESULTS 

Proportion Class Precision Recall F-Measure 

10:90 
No Rain 0.936 0.976 0.955 

Rain 0.527 0.286 0.371 

20:80 
No Rain 0.926 0.993 0.958 

Rain 0.673 0.154 0.25 

30:70 
No Rain 0.931 0.988 0.959 

Rain 0.636 0.224 0.331 

40:60 
No Rain 0.933 0.98 0.956 

Rain 0.549 0.255 0.348 

50:50 
No Rain 0.932 0.985 0.958 

Rain 0.599 0.244 0.347 

60:40 
No Rain 0.934 0.985 0.959 

Rain 0.626 0.262 0.37 

70:30 
No Rain 0.934 0.984 0.959 

Rain 0.614 0.266 0.371 

80:20 
No Rain 0.939 0.981 0.96 

Rain 0.568 0.287 0.381 

90:10 
No Rain 0.938 0.985 0.961 

Rain 0.607 0.257 0.361 

The results with MLP are shown in Table VII and Fig. 6. It 
can be seen that with no-rain class 80:20 performed better in 
precision, 90:10 in recall and 90:10 in f-measure. With rain 
class 90:10 performed better in precision, 60:40 in recall and 
80:20 in f- measure. 

TABLE VII.  MLP RESULTS 

Proportion Class Precision Recall F-Measure 

10:90 
No Rain 0.927 0.993 0.959 

Rain 0.709 0.173 0.278 

20:80 
No Rain 0.935 0.983 0.959 

Rain 0.61 0.28 0.384 

30:70 
No Rain 0.931 0.99 0.96 

Rain 0.681 0.221 0.334 

40:60 
No Rain 0.937 0.979 0.958 

Rain 0.579 0.303 0.397 

50:50 
No Rain 0.931 0.992 0.96 

Rain 0.724 0.22 0.337 

60:40 
No Rain 0.937 0.98 0.958 

Rain 0.587 0.304 0.4 

70:30 
No Rain 0.93 0.99 0.959 

Rain 0.67 0.212 0.322 

80:20 
No Rain 0.94 0.984 0.962 

Rain 0.619 0.296 0.401 

90:10 
No Rain 0.935 0.997 0.965 

Rain 0.846 0.21 0.336 

A. Critical Analysis  

Data mining techniques used in this study showed good 
results for no-rain class in all accuracy measures (Precision, 
recall and f-measure) however for rain class these techniques 
did not perform well and results are not accurate enough. F-
measure is a high-quality accuracy measure as it provides the 
average of precision and recall. Table VIII is arranged 
according to highest f-measure score in each mining technique 
along with its class and proportion. There could be several 
reasons for the lower results with rain class such as, missing 
values as mean value cannot reflect the actual one, absence of 
one or more important climatic attributes and the most 
important is the lower rainfall rate in the city. Due to climate 
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variations, rainfall rate in most of the locations is not, what it 
used to be. Moreover the dataset does not include the rainfall 
quantity/measure, instead it only includes the rainfall polarity 
(yes/no). So the data is reflecting the number of times it rained 
but not how much. There might be only one rainy day in a 
week but that might have been catastrophic with extreme 
rainfall. With overall lower  rainfall rate (number of times it 
rained), less patterns were provided to classification algorithms 
which resulted in poor performance with rain class whereas on 
the other hand in no-rain class, more patterns were available 
for training of classification techniques, resulted in high 
accuracy.  

TABLE VIII.  DM TECHNIQUES WITH HIGHEST F-MEASURE 

DM 

Algorithm 
Class Proportion F-Measure 

SVM 
No Rain 80:20 0.958 

Rain 90:10 0 

NB 
No Rain 90:10 0.946 

Rain 50:50 0.318 

KNN 
No Rain 90:10 0.946 

Rain 90:10 0.357 

Decision 

Tree 

No Rain 90:10 0.961 

Rain 80:20 0.381 

MLP 
No Rain 90:10 0.965 

Rain 80:20 0.401 

 

Fig. 2. SVM results. 

 

Fig. 3. NB results. 
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Fig. 4. KNN results. 

 

Fig. 5. Decision-tree results. 

 

Fig. 6. MLP results. 
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V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

This research performed rainfall prediction in Lahore city 
using five data mining techniques: Support Vector Machine, 
Naïve Bayes, k Nearest Neighbor, Decision Tree and 
Multilayer Perceptron. 12 years of past weather data from 
December 1, 2005 to November 31, 2017, is used for 
prediction in this research. Performance analysis of used data 
mining techniques is performed using three accuracy measures: 
precision, recall and f-measure and results are presented in 
tables and graphs. For effective prediction, a classification 
framework is used in which the input data went through a pre-
processing stage and got cleaned and normalized before 
classification process. To analyze the performance dependency 
of classification techniques on training data, ten ratios of 
training and test data (training data: test data) are used from 
10:90 to 90:10. According to results, used classification 
techniques performed well for no-rain class however for rain 
class, the techniques did not perform well. The reasons behind 
the lower accuracy in rain class may include: missing values, 
absence of important climatic attributes in dataset and overall 
lower rate of rainfall in the city. It is suggested for future work 
that further predictions should be performed by exploring more 
classification techniques and climatic attributes on different 
weather data. 
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Abstract—In recent years, countries have begun to reduce the 

consumption of fossil fuels and replace them with renewable 

energy resources in order to mitigate the effects of fossil fuels on 

the environment and save money besides increasing energy 

security. This paper has investigated the suitability map for the 

large-scale projects in concentrated solar power (CSP) in United 

Arab Emirates (UAE) using GIS data and multi-criteria decision 

making technique (MCDM). The suitability map is composed of 

multi-maps (layers) of solar irradiation [Direct Normal 

irradiance (DNI) component], land slope, protected areas, land 

use, proximity to water bodies, power grid and the roads. Then, 

Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) method is applied to identify 

the weights of ranking criteria. The paper has highlighted the 

most-suitable location as well as non-suitable location among 

UAE to install CSP projects. The study’s results proved that 

UAE have multi-hotspot locations can be exploited for CSP 

projects. 

Keywords—Analytic hierarchy process (AHP); concentrated 

solar power (CSP); multi-criteria decision making (MCDM); direct 

normal irradiance (DNI); United Arab Emirates (UAE); hot-spot 

locations 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Middle East has great potential for Renewable Energy 
(RE), but right now RE projects form only 1% of energy mix 
within the region [1]. Abu Dhabi’s renewable target, one of 
UAE emirates, is to produce 7% of its electricity from 
renewable sources by 2020. Despite the huge ongoing projects 
in Abu Dhabi, a glance at the statistics shows that the 
emirate’s installed generation capacity from renewable 
sources in 2013 was 111 megawatts which is 1% of total 
energy mix [3]. 

United Arab Emirates set in its main energy plan to 
generate electricity from CSP and PV systems, however 
selecting the suitable location and areas to install large-scale 
CSP and PV projects is not easy but represents a primary task 
that must be done early in the stage of planning. The selecting 
of suitable locations that will host CSP and PV plants depend 
not only on the amount of solar radiation received but also 
depends on several conflicting factors which shall be taken 
into decision maker's consideration like technological factors 
(grid connectivity), environmental factors (protected areas and 
water bodies), economic, social factors (population density), 
topographic factors (water availability, road proximity and 
grid proximity) and elevation [2]. 

To solve such a conflicting problem’s factors, this research 
will use the geographical information system (GIS maps) and 
multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) technique to produce 
suitability map of the entire UAE state to have large scale CSP 
installation. Through MCDM approach, the analytic hierarchy 
process (AHP) technique has been applied to determine the 
multi-stage hierarchical structure. 

Multiple-criteria decision-making (MCDM) or multiple-
criteria decision analysis (MCDA), popularized by Stanley 
Zionts (1979) is MCDM or MCDA are well-known acronyms 
for multiple-criteria decision-making and multiple-criteria 
decision analysis. Conflicting criteria are typical in evaluating 
options: cost or price is usually one of the main criteria, and 
some measure of quality is typically another criterion, easily 
in conflict with the cost. MCDM is concerned with structuring 
and solving decision and planning problems involving 
multiple criteria. The purpose is to support decision-makers 
facing such problems. Typically, there does not exist a unique 
optimal solution for such problems and it is necessary to use 
decision-maker’s preferences to differentiate between 
solutions. 

The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP), introduced by 
Thomas Saaty (1980), is an effective tool for dealing with 
complex decision making, and may aid the decision maker to 
set priorities and make the best decision. The AHP generates a 
weight for each evaluation criterion according to the decision 
maker’s pairwise comparisons of the criteria. The AHP 
generates a weight for each evaluation criterion according to 
the decision maker’s pairwise comparisons of the criteria. 
Finally, the AHP combines the criteria weights and the options 
scores, thus determining a global score for each option, and a 
consequent ranking. The global score for a given option is a 
weighted sum of the scores it obtained with respect to all the 
criteria. 

The data were collected using various methods such as 
Geographic Information System (GIS) analysis combined with 
Multi-criteria Decision Making (MCDM) technique. The 
pairwise matrix data, used to develop MCDM-AHP technique, 
were conducted from literature studied based on experts 
opinions, the data used to build model then determine 
proposed location and usage for RE projects and resources 
from multi Hotspot locations in UAE using commercial 
software ArcMap (version 10.3.1). Data were analyzed to 
investigate the site suitability. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Concentrated_solar_power
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cost
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Optimum
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The GIS data were downloaded from different online 
sources based on satellite images. The GIS combined with 
MCDM will be used to identify CSP and PV hotspot area in 
United Arab Emirates. The process of identifying hotspot 
areas will be discussed in two parts, in the first part, the 
unsuitable areas within UAE will be discussed just to mask the 
areas that are not suitable to build CSP and PV projects. Then 
in the second part MCDM represented by AHP technique will 
be used in order to weight the decision areas and ranking 
criteria as shown in Fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 1. Methodology process. 

II. GIS TOOL 

GIS is a helpful tool for the analysis of maps and 
geographical information. Furthermore GIS represents 
powerful tool to identify renewable energy potential sites that 
help policymaker to decide optimal locations for installing 
renewable energy projects. 

The idea of the solution is that the optimal location, where 
to install solar plant, must comply some conditions, for 
example, the location must be unused, it should have a 
suitable solar radiation, doesn't represent water body, has an 
elevation suitable for adapting the proposed technology and 
far from future urban location as well as near to power Grid. 
The five steps in the analysis process are: 

1) Exclusion of Unsuitable Areas 
Firstly, the study will exclude areas that are not suitable 

for building large-scale CSP projects. Identifying those areas 
requires spatial data analysis. The data includes geographical 
factors, infrastructure factors, terrain factors, land cover 

factor, solar potential factor, land use factor, elevation and 
slope factor. 

A. Protected Areas 

International union for conservation of nature IUCN 
defined the protected areas as:  “a clearly defined geographical 
space, recognized, dedicated and managed, through legal or 
other effective means, to achieve the long term conservation 
of nature with associated ecosystem services and cultural 
values “[3]. IUCN defined six categories of protected areas 
which are: Strict Nature Reserve, Wilderness Area, National 
Park, Natural Monument or Feature, Habitat/Species 
Management Area and Protected Landscape/Seascape [3]. 

United Arab Emirates has 44 protected areas, the area of 
land area protected is 12296 Km

2
 while the area of marine 

area protected is 2336 Km
2
. Protected areas include parks, 

wild areas and nature reserves, those areas represent 
biodiversity conservation [4]. 

 

Fig. 2. UAE protected areas map. 

Fig. 2 shows the UAE protected areas which shaded in 
yellow color. The information regarding protected areas was 
obtained from project of world database on protected area 
(WDPA). The map shown in Fig. 2 represents first mask layer 
to be excluded when performing GIS analysis. 

B. Land Cover Area 

A large scale CSP projects require large-scale areas 
compared with traditional power generating plants. Therefore, 
it is necessary to assign areas that not occupied by other land 
uses. The information regards land cover was obtained from 
European space Agency Globcover database map (ESA) 2009. 

International Globcover map contains 23 categories for 
land use, among those categories only two categories mainly 
existing in UAE that will be considered in exclusion areas. 
Fig. 3 shows in colors such areas: 

 Ginger Pink color: refers to value “190 “ in GlobCover 
Land Cover Classes, which means Artificial surfaces 
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and associated areas (Urban areas >50%). This area 
represents 1% of total country’s area [5]. 

 Yellow color: refers to value  “210 “ in glob cover land 
cover classes, which means small size water bodies, 
similarly this area covers less than 1% of total area [5]. 

 
Fig. 3. UAE land cover map. 

C. Topography 

It is recommended for large scale solar projects to be 
installed on flat area especially CSP plants. The terrain slope 
value is the main factor that determines whether this area is 
suitable to construct solar power plant or not, so the study will 
use the slope as ranking criteria in our study. Many more 
studies were done to determine the proper value for suitable 
land slope. The studies concluded that the semi-flat areas is 
suitable being have high solar exposure, conversely the steep 
areas increase the project installation cost as well as 
maintenance cost [2]. In this paper, the lands with slope less 
than 4% are considered, while the slopes higher than 4% are 
not considered. Fig. 4 shows the digital elevation model 
obtained from U.S. geological survey (USGS) with one arc 
second resolution (30 M) with 95% confident level [8]-[10]. 

 
Fig. 4. a1) UAE map elevation; b1) percent slope; c3) land constraint. 

D. Water Bodies 

The data regards water bodies including lakes, reservoirs 
and rivers, water bodies that will be used as excluded mask 
from suitable areas map [6]. Fig. 5 below shows the water 
bodies’ map, where the water body location is shaded by Blue 
color. The data regarding water bodies is provided by the 
Global Lakes and Wetlands Database (GLWD). GLWD 

consists of three data levels: GLWD-1, GLWD-2, and 
GLWD-3. In this paper GLWD-3 is used which has high 
resolution (30 arc-second) as well as contains all data exist in 
the lower two levels [6]. 

 
Fig. 5. UAE water bodies map. 

E. Low Solar Radiation 

Sun radiation goes through multiple changes until it 
reaches the surface of earth. These changes are related to the 
atmosphere as well as the topography of the earth. Radiation 
reaches the earth surface either direct or reflected or diffused, 
all those three types represent global solar radiation. Solar 
radiation is the main source of solar power CSP and PV 
technologies. The direct normal irradiance (DNI) represents 
the source of specific cooling power (SCP) technology. DNI is 
the amount of solar radiation at the flat earth's surface 
perpendicular to sun's beam while the sky radiation is blocked. 
In order to install feasible large-scale solar project, the area 
intended to be used shall meet the minimum radiation levels 
required by each technology. Experimentally the commercial 
CSP projects have been installed on areas with annual DNI 
greater than 1800 KWh/m

2
. Hence throughout this study the 

areas with annual DNI less than 1800 KWh/m
2 

will be 
excluded in mask map (assigned low weight) [7]. The source 
data regarding Global Horizontal Irradiance (GHI) and DNI 
are obtained from MASDAR Solar atlas [8]. 

The UAE monthly maps for the DNI and GHI are shown 
in Fig. 6. Note that for DNI component, it presents higher 
values approximately 170 W/m

2
, during March, April, May 

(spring season), September and October (autumn). 
Furthermore, the lower values were registered in summer and 
winter in which the minimum value was approximately 
130W/m

2 
[7]. The average annual sum of DNI varies between 

1600 KW/m
2
 and 2300 KW/m

2
 as shown in Fig. 7. The best 

areas to install CSP projects are the places where DNI is 
greater than 1800 KW/m

2
 whereas the locations that are 

greater than 1800 MW/m
2
 represent more than 70% of country 

area at the southern part of UAE. 
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Fig. 6. Monthly Avg. of GHI , DNI in KWH/m2. 

 

Fig. 7. UAE annual sum of DNI 

 

Fig. 8. UAE exclusion map. 

The above exclusion maps shown in Fig. 8 are 
accumulated in one map that includes all inclusion criteria’s. 
The areas that don’t represent any of the above exclusion 
criteria will be considered as available areas to install CSP 
projects. Fig. 8 shows the exclusion areas, where the white 
colored pixels represent suitable places to install CSP projects 
which will be the main target for ranking criteria in the next 
section. 

2) Ranking Suitable Area 
In this section, the research will define ranking criteria to 

be used within MCDM. The MCDM will identify the hot-
spots within suitable areas shown in Fig. 8. The ranking 
criteria determine the weights for each criterion, and then 
determine main hot-spots within that area. The main idea of 
ranking criteria is to give a weight to each ranking factor; this 
weight is calculated depending on how much the factor is 
important as compared to other factors. The factor may have 
conflicted objective with other factors, therefore, it is 
recommended to install solar projects at high solar irradiation 
areas, but these areas may have a high elevation that makes 
the installation process difficult and costly. Through-out the 
research it will be considered the following factors: irradiation 
level, water availability, proximity to roads and power grid as 
well as slope. 

A. Solar Irradiation 

As mentioned in the previous section the solar radiation is 
the main source for solar power technology. The sites that 
have higher levels of DNI will have great impact in the 
feasibility of solar projects. The map is classified with interval 
of 50 KWh/m

2 
as annual radiation. We have got 10 radiation 

interval, each interval had been assigned a value from 0-10 
according to its importance as shown in Table I. 

TABLE I.  ANNUAL DNI RANKING CRITERIA 

Irradi

ation 

<18
00 

18

00-
18

50 

18

50-
19

00 

19

00-
19

50 

19

50-
20

00 

20

00-
20

50 

20

50-
21

00 

21

00-
21

50 

21

50-
22

00 

>22
00 

Score 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
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B. Water Availability and Proximity to Water Sources 

In CSP technology, the water is necessary for cooling 
operation of CSP plants. The CSP uses the thermal energy 
absorbed from the solar field that is used to drive the turbines. 
Therefore, it is recommended for CSP projects to be built near 
water sources in order to make the project techno-economic 
feasible. In Table II, the water sources proximity were 
assigned scores according to the closeness to the water bodies 
ranging from 0 -10. Remembering that the water body itself is 
excluded from the ranking process, it has been considered as 
an exclusion area. Furthermore, a buffer zone of 20Km was 
applied to the processed map, where the pixels inside buffer 
zone has score from 2-10, and the pixels outside buffer zone 
are assigned a score of 0 value. 

TABLE II.  PROXIMITY TO WATER BODIES RANKING CRITERIA 

Distance 

(Km) 

0 - 
2 

2 

– 
4  

4 

- 
6 

6 

- 
8 

8 - 
10 

10 

- 
12 

12 

- 
14 

14 

- 
16 

16 

- 
20 

>20Km 

Score 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 0 

C. Distance from Roads 

The roads play significant role in any project or service 
intended to be supplied. The proximity to the roads presented 
in Table III determines the installation cost of the solar 
projects; therefore, when starting to build a site, the vehicles 
need roads for their easy access to the site. Furthermore, when 
the site is close to the roads, then the maintenance cost will be 
less as compared to the remote sites. Remote sites need 
additional cost represented by constructing new roads to 
access the sites. Fig. 9 shows the main roads within UAE, this 
map will be used to construct the overall suitability map [9]. 

 
Fig. 9. UAE roads map. 

TABLE III.  PROXIMITY TO ROADS RANKING CRITERIA 

 
Distance (Km) 

 
0 - 5 

 
5 – 10 

 
10 - 15 

 
15 - 20 

 
>20Km 

 
Score 

 
10 

 
9 

 
8 

 
7 

 
1 

In this paper, a buffer zone of 20Km was considered for a 
main target of this study. So the distances greater than 20Km 
were given a low score equal to 1, while the distances less 
than 20Km were given a high score (2-10) reciprocal to the 
closeness. 

D. Distance from Transmission Lines 

The proximity to the power grid is an important feasibility 
factor in the project planning phase. Solar projects need to be 
connected to the high voltage power grid. There, where the 
power grid is not exist, the project managers need to install 
transformers as well as running high quality cables for the 
national power grid which represent additional cost to the 
project. Fig. 10 illustrates the main power transmission lines 
within UAE, whereas this map will be used to construct the 
overall suitability map. 

Throughout the research a surrounding area with 40 Km 
was considered as a buffer zone around the transmission lines. 
A high scores from (3-10) were given in Table IV to pixels 
inside buffer zone while a low score (equal 0) were given to 
the pixels out of the buffer zone. Accordingly, the manager at 
the project plan phase should look for sites that are close to the 
power grid in order to reduce cost and increase the project 
feasibility. 

TABLE IV.  PROXIMITY TO TRANSMISSION LINE RANKING CRITERIA 

 

Distance (Km) 

0  

- 

5 

5 

- 

10 

0  

- 

15 

5  

- 

20 

0  

-  

25 

5  

-  

30 

0  

-  

35 

5  

- 

40 

Score 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 

 

Fig. 10. UAE power lines map. 

All the above mentioned factors can be represented as GIS 
map layer, where the GIS technique enables the combination 
of above conditions. Hence, the decision criteria are defined 
based on relative weight as a result of using AHP method. 
Map’s layers are digitized then overlaid on the top of each 
other, thus the final map will show the occupied areas as well 
as free areas (suitable regions). 

 
Fig. 11. AHP hierarchy. 
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AHP is multi-criteria decision making divided the problem 
into small parts then construct hierarchy in which the goal is 
in the top and criteria in the sub-level of hierarchy, where each 
level has adequate weight and the alternatives exist in the 
bottom of hierarchy, Fig. 11. The best alternative is chosen by 
performing series of activities in order to select best 
alternative from multi-alternatives [10]. 

TABLE V.  RATIO SCALE FOR PAIR WISE COMPARISON OF IMPORTANCE  

Significance Definitions 

1 Same importance 

3 Moderate importance 

5 Strong importance 

7 Very strong importance 

9 Extreme importance 

2,4,6,8 
Intermediate value between the above adjacent 

values 

The first step in AHP techniques is to construct the 
decision hierarchy in which the decision consists of the 
objective for criteria then sub-criteria and finally the goal. The 
goal is represented at the top, whereas the criteria and sub-
criteria are represented at the middle and the alternatives are at 
the lowest level. 

The next step is to set the priorities at each level, multi-
comparison matrices of all levels with respect to higher level 
that are made [11]. The pairwise comparisons are set 
according to how much  “X “ element is more important than  
“Y “, the preferences are given numbers using nine-point scale 
based on Saaty’s pairwise comparison shown in Table V. 

The next step is to generate the matrix of ranking for each 
level (based on Saaty’s pairwise comparison as shown in 
Table V. After that the relative weights called Eigen vectors 
are obtained. 

The matrix is constructed as comparison between 
objectives denoted by (A1, A2, …, An) and their weights 
denoted by (W1,W2,….,Wn). Table VI represents the pairwise 
comparisons matrix [12]. 

TABLE VI.  MATRIX CONTAINING WEIGHTS 

 A1 A2 ……. An 

A1 W1/ W1 W1/W2  W1/Wn 

A2 W2/W1 W2/ W2  W2/Wn 

. 

. 

. 
    

An Wn/ W2 Wn/ W2  Wn/ Wn 

The above matrix has a positive entries, if we multiply the 
above matrix by matrix W

T
 (W transpose), the result is the 

victor nW, where AW = nW. 

Table VI presents the A matrix that is a unity rank, where 
each row is considered to a constant value multiplied by first 

row. Aw = λw, the difference, if any, between λmax and n is an 
indication of the inconsistency of the judgments. If λmax = n 
then the judgments have turned out to be consistent. 

The solution of W is any column of A, this solution is 
normalized so the total sum is equal to zero as shown in (1). 

 (  λ   )       ∑      (1) 

The largest Eigen-Value of the above Matrix denoted by 
(λmax) is calculated as shown in (2). 

 λ     
 

 
∑

(  ) 

  

 
      (2) 

Furthermore, matrix A satisfied consistency property 
represented by (3). 

                                (3) 

Where CI is consistency index (CI = (λmax -n) / (n -1)), and 
RI is a random consistency index having fixed values as listed 
in Table VII. The value of CR ≤ 0.10 indicates that consistent 
exists. 

TABLE VII.  VALUES OF RI INDEX 

n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

RI 0 0 0.52 0.89 1.11 1.25 1.35 1.4 

III. EVALUATION AND RESULTS OF APPLYING MCDM TO 

RANK SUITABLE AREAS 

The GIS layers are now improved for selecting the suitable 
site for installing solar projects. In order to apply GIS-
processing to the GIS layers, a weights are required to scale 
each layer to get suitability (Hot-Spots) Map. MCDM 
technique could be applied to the factors in order to get the 
required weights MCDM follow pre and post steps in order to 
get the required weights as follows: 

Step 1: Set the goal / defined the problem 

The goal should be specific, measurable, and relevant and 
time bounded. The main goal here is to attain overlay 
measurable weights which are relevant to be applied to the 
GIS-layers in order to get the hot-spots map specific. 

Step 2: Determination of the criteria and constrains. 

Throughout the previous sections the study discussed the 
factors as well as constrains, where the factors were the solar 
irradiation (DNI), terrain elevation represented by slope, as 
well as proximity to the roads, water bodies and power grids. 
The constraints were the protected areas, water bodies, land 
cover areas and low solar radiation areas as well as steep areas 
[13]. 

Step3: Standardize the factors-criterion scores 

Throughout the research the study has combined multi-
factors in different measurement scale, for instance the slope 
is percentage value while elevation is measured by meters and 
so on. To tackle this problem each factor was reclassified to 
standard range in which each interval is represented by 
standard value according to its importance. 

Step 4: Determine the weight of each factor 

AHP is represented by importance matrix that contains a 
comparison between criterion (factors) shown in Table V. The 
decision matrix values had been determined according to 
literature studies in this field based on international experts’ 
opinions. The weights are calculated based on the related 
formula, then the result used to calculate a consistency ratio 
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(CR) of the pairwise comparisons by equation CR=CI/RI 
mentioned above. The CR must be less than 10% to ensure 
consistency. Otherwise the process is not consistent and the 
summation of overall weights is equal to 1. Tables VIII and IX 
show the calculations of AHP decision required to determine 
factors weights in addition to main criteria and sub-criteria. 
The consistency of the factors is less than 10%, which means 
that the estimation is consistent such that [14]: 

 CR= CI/RI, CI = (λmax - n)/ (n-1), so CI = (3.065 - 3) / 
(3 – 1) = 0.0325. 

 CR = 0.0325 / 0.52 = 0.0625 

 Weights w can be found by solving the matrix (A-λ) 
w=0 (Table VIII). 

 CR= ((3.018 - 3)/ (3-1))/0.52 = 1.7%. 

 Weights w can be found by solving the matrix (A-λ) 
w=0, Table IX. 

Step 5: Aggregate the criteria 

The aggregation is made by linear combination of all 
weights multiplied by constraints Boolean value. Equation (4) 
represents the decision role: 

   ∑      ∏    (4) 

Where, S – aggregate suitability score, xi – pixel’s factor 
value (radiation, slope, proximity), wi – weights of factor, cj – 
constraints (exclusion areas), product of constraints (1-suitable 
area, 0-unsuitable area). 

TABLE VIII.  AHP METOD TO DECISION MAIN CRITIRION (FACTORS): THE 

PAIRWISE COMPARISON MATRIX. 

Factor 
(criteria) 

Decision 
matrix 

Eigen 
value 

Eigen 
vector 
solution 

Consistency 
Ratio CR 

Weights 

Solar 
irradiation 

   
      
        

 
3.065 4 

iterations
, delta = 
2.6E-8 

6.25% 64.9% 

Slope 27.9% 

Proximity 7.2% 

SUM= 100% 

The results we have got from Step 4 were applied into (5) 
of Step 5 using ArcGis maps software (Raster calculator 
command). The final result is the maps shown below in 
Fig. 12, the red areas represent hot-spots areas within Dubai 
Emirate, while the orange represent the suitable areas, the 
green color represent moderate and less suitable areas (not-
suitable). 

Step 6: Verify the results 

Site survey is a method to validate the results, fortunately 
UAE have implemented two large-scale successful projects 
and on coming project in swihan, where the implemented 
projects exist in: Masdar City and Shams1 solar projects [14]-
[16]. 

It is evident from Fig. 12 that the two projects in orange 
areas and macaw green areas are suitable and moderate 
suitable areas for successful implementing large-scale CSP 
projects in UAE. It is good to mention here that one of the 
most successful CSP projects known as “Swihat project” has 

been already installed in this orange area. This improve that 
the results we gained are valid [17]. 

 
Fig. 12. UAE solar suitability map. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Identifying the optimal location to install CSP solar project 
in UAE is the main concern of this paper, in terms of low cost, 
right location, low risk as well as appropriate delivering time. 

A combination between GIS-maps and MCDM-AHP 
approach has been adapted in order to determine the optimal 
location to house large-scale solar CSP projects in UAE. This 
is the first study to identify suitability map for large-scale CSP 
solar locations using GIS-MCDM technique on a country level 
of UAE. 

The research answered the main question of this study 
“where and how to determine the suitable locations to install 
large scale solar projects in UAE?” The decision factors, 
including exclusion areas plus ranking suitable areas, are the 
key elements to generate the suitability map. 

To mask unsuitable areas, the study has identified five 
exclusion criteria (i.e. protected areas, land cover areas, 
topography, water bodies, and low solar radiation). Only three 
main ranking criteria have been included (i.e. sola irradiation, 
slope of the area and accessibility). Concerning the 
accessibility, three sub-criteria have been identified (i.e. 
proximity to roads, proximity power transmission lines and 
proximity to water sources) [18]. 

The AHP approach has been applied to determine the 
relative weights of the decision-criteria and the final weights 
of the ranking criteria. Then the combination between GIS 
data and AHP approach was used to determine the potential 
areas to install large-scale solar projects. The suitability maps 
show that Dubai Emirates has more suitability for CSP 
projects, whereas the hotspot areas to install CSP projects are 
shown in red color on the map [19]. 

The study prepared in this research can help policy and 
decision makers to adapt suitable policies as well as suitable 
locations for renewable investments. 
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TABLE IX.  AHP METHOD TO DECISION SUB-CRITIRON (FACTORS)-PROXIMITY 

Sub-Factor 
(criteria) 

Decision matrix Eigen value 
Eigen vector 
solution 

Consistency 
Ratio CR 

Main 
weight 

Sub-weight 
Sub-
criteria 
weight 

Roads      
   
         

 3.018 
4-iterations, delta = 
2.3E-10 

1.7% 7.2% 

32% 2.23% 

Power Grid 55.8% 4% 

Water sources 12.2% 0.8% 

 
Sum= 

 
100% 

 
7.2% 
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Abstract—Termination detection is a critical problem in dis-
tributed systems. A distributed computation is called terminated
if all of its processes become idle and there are no in-transit
messages in communication channels. A distributed termination
detection protocol is used to detect the state of a process at
any time, i.e., terminated, idle or active. A termination detection
protocol on the basis of weight-throwing scheme is described in
Yu-Chee Tseng, “Detecting Termination by Weight-throwing in a
Faulty Distributed System”, JPDC, 15 February 1995. We apply
model checking techniques to verify the protocol and for formal
specification and verification the tool-set UPPAAL is used. Our
results show that the protocol fails to fulfil some of its functional
requirements.

Keywords—Termination detection; weight-throwing protocol;
formal specification and verification; model checking

I. INTRODUCTION

Termination detection is an important problem for dis-
tributed systems. For a distributed system, termination de-
tection is based on the concept of a process state. During
a distributed computation, a process can either be in alive
or dead state. An alive state means that a process is still
performing its task whereas dead state represents that the
process becomes idle simultaneously. Dead and alive states
are referred as passive and active states as shown in Fig. 1. At
the start of the computation, all the processes are supposed to
be in active state. Processes can take several actions discussed
below:

• Only the processes in active state can send basic
messages to other processes.

• Any active process can reach a passive state at any
time.

• A passive process becomes active again by receiving
a basic message.

A distributed computation is called terminated if all of its
processes become passive and there are no in-transit messages
in the communication channels.

Many applications of distributed systems depend on ter-
mination detection of a computation to guarantee a proper
operation. In multiphase algorithms [2], one phase depends on
proper completion of other phase. So, initiation of new phase
needs termination detection of previous phase. In distributed
databases, deadlock detection is a critical problem and this

Fig. 1. Termination detection [1].

problem is purely related to termination detection [3]. Garbage
collection [4] and token loss detection in a token ring are
other examples of termination detection problems. Termination
detection solution allows a system to guarantee that all tasks
in the system are obviously complete and this permits the
dependent systems to start their computations. About more
than three decades ago, termination detection problem was
separately suggested by Dijkstra and Scholten [5] and Francez
[6]. Many researchers started to tackle this problem by devel-
oping different termination detection algorithms described in
[7]–[15].

Formal methods are based on mathematical tools and
techniques used for design, specification and verification of
different hardware and software systems. Formal methods
provide correctness for all requirements and inputs of a given
system. In the past, formal methods were used for only safety
critical and defense related systems [16]–[18]. Now a days,
high demand of error free and secure systems is giving much
importance to formal methods.

We present a formal modeling and analysis of the termi-
nation detection by weight-throwing in a faulty distributed
system presented in [7]. It is a comprehensive analysis of
all possible versions of protocol along with verification of
detailed functional requirements. Basic concept in weight-
throwing protocol is that each process sends some weight with
every basic message. On reception of this message, recipient
process adds this weight to its current weight. We present
formal verification of the weight-throwing protocol using a
model checker known as UPPAAL.

UPPAAL has a simulator that is used to develop the model
[19]. The verifier in UPPAAL has capability to create the traces
that can lead the action sequences where system’s required
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property fails. To investigate this situation, action sequences
are replayed in simulator.

We formally model and analyze both parts of the protocol.
We present a formal specification of the protocol in the timed-
automata language of UPPAAL. Then, we specify functional
requirements for safety and liveness of the protocol. We also
present specification and verification of its invariants. We also
analyze the protocol in the situations when some processes
may tend to fail. We discover some situations in which protocol
fails to satisfy its functional requirements, termination is not
detected in these situations. The protocol also fails to satisfy
some of its invariants. We present counterexamples for the
requirement violations in the form of message sequence charts.

II. WEIGHT-THROWING PROTOCOL

Weight-throwing protocol works in a distributed system. In
this protocol a process sends half of its weight with its message
when it communicates to some other process. Let S is the set
of processes i.e. S ={P1, P2, · · · , Pn}. The S is supposed
to be fault-free. In fault-free system, a process never fails. A
process from S with minimum id is said to be the leader. Total
weight in the system is 1. Every process is active at the start of
the computation and weight of each process Pi is wi = 1/n,
where n is the cardinality of the set S. The leader collects
all the weights in the system and announce termination. Upon
every message from a process Pi to Pj following actions are
performed:

1) Pi divides its weight wi into two equal positive real
parts x, y so that wi = x+ y.

2) Pi sends a basic message B(x) along with a weight
x.

3) Pi updates its current weight as wi = y.
4) On reception of the basic message, Pj’s weight

increases as wj = wj + x.

Any process in the system can become passive at any time.
When a process other than the leader becomes passive, it sends
a control message to the leader for submitting its weight. After
sending the control message this process sets its weight to 0.
Any passive process can become active again by receiving a
basic message from some other process. The following are the
invariants in the protocol:

• Each process and in-transit messages in the system
have a non-zero weight at any time.

• If we take the sum of the weights of all processes and
in-transit messages at any time, it is always 1.

When the leader becomes passive, it accumulates all the
weights in the system. If accumulated weight becomes equal
to 1, the leader calls termination. Weights should be handled
precisely. Fractional values of all weights make it nearly
impossible to make the sum to 1 again due to rounding errors
of float values. This problem can be solved by representing
the weight using two integer values as [1, n] instead of 1/n.

A. Flow-detecting Scheme for Flushing/Freezing of Channels

In case of faulty distributed system, some processes may
fail during a computation. Overall weight of all processes can
be less than 1 due to holding weights of failed processes and

weights carried by undelivered messages in the channels. This
problem is solved by introducing a flow detecting scheme. Let
H be a subsystem which contains all healthy processes and
all their communication channels. During a computation, the
weight change in H at time interval I is equal to the difference
of weight flowing into H and the weight flowing out of H .
With the help of this scheme, the weight information of failed
processes can be obtained from the outgoing weight records
of healthy processes in the system because each process keeps
the record of incoming and outgoing weights.

Assume that the intended system provides the facility of
flushing or freezing of channels connected to faulty processes.
Flushing or freezing mean preventing and ceasing further
communication between a healthy and a faulty process. There
is no global clock in the system that makes it very difficult
to get global views of the system weight. A snapshot is
taken to get the global views. The leader sends the snapshot
request to all the healthy processes. On reception of this
request, each healthy process flushes or freezes all of its
communication channels connected to faulty processes and
submits its incoming and outgoing weights to the leader. The
leader uses these incoming and outgoing weight values to
calculate the overall weight of the system.

B. Data Structure of Weight-throwing Protocol

Before the formal modeling of the protocol we need to
know the specific keywords and data structure used in the pro-
tocol. Let Pi be any process in the system where i = 1 . . . n,
n is any arbitrary positive number. The data structure for Pi
is given in Table I.

III. MODELING IN UPPAAL

Our formal specification in UPPAAL has three participants,
i.e. the Termination, the MessageBuffer and the SnapBuffer.
The main process is the Termination process. This process re-
ceives and sends messages to other processes to communicate.
Each message holds some non-zero weight. A process adds the
incoming weight to its current weight when it receives a mes-
sage. The communication is asynchronous. The MessageBuffer
process holds the basic and control messages when receiver is
not ready to receive them. These messages are moved to their
receivers when they become ready. The SnapBuffer process
temporarily stores the snapshot request messages sent by the
current leader. It then sends the snapshot request messages
to all the healthy processes to inform them the faulty set of
processes known to the leader. This process also temporarily
keeps the snapshot reply messages sent by the processes to
the leader. These messages are delivered to the leader when
it becomes ready.

The protocol has two parts. In first part, the termination
detection is done using a fault-free distributed system. In the
second part, a faulty distributed system is used to detect proper
termination of processes. In faulty distributed system any
number of processes may tend to fail. We present the formal
specification of both parts separately to check the correctness
of the protocol in both cases.
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TABLE I. INFORMAL SPECIFICATION OF WEIGHT-THROWING
PROTOCOL

leaderi
This variable stores id of current leader. At the
beginning, leaderi = 1.

wi

This field keeps the value of weight for each process
Pi. Initially, the value of wi is 1/n, where n is the
number of processes.

sumi

This variable records total weight in the system as-
sumed by the leader. It is a real number. At the
beginning, sumi = 1.

INi[1 . . . n]

This is an array of real numbers. The INi[j] keeps
the record of all weights thrown out from process
Pj to Pi. At the beginning, INi[j] = 0 for all
j = 1 . . . n.

OUTi[1 . . . n]
This is an array of real numbers. The OUTi[j] stores
all the weights thrown to process Pj from Pi. At the
beginning, OUTi[j] = 0 for all j = 1 . . . n.

Fi

This array represents a set of faulty processes. If a
process Pi knows Pj to be faulty and Pi has flushed
or frozen all the channels to Pi then it belongs to Fi

. At the start Fi = φ.

SNi

This array contains set of all processes to which
snapshot request is to be sent. Let’s suppose Pi

initiates the snapshot request. If a process Pj replies
to the request or it is found faulty by Pi then it
is removed from the SNi. Second snapshot can be
initiated only when SNi becomes empty. At the start
SNi = φ.

temp sumi
This field stores a real number. During the snapshot,
it temporarily calculates the total remaining weight.

consistenti
This field indicates a boolean value which keeps the
record of a snapshot’s consistency.

B(x) This represents the basic message with a weight x.

C(x)
This indicates a control message. The control message
is used for reporting the weight x to the leader of the
system.

Request(Fi)

This represents the message for snapshot request that
is sent by the current leader of the system Pi. With
the help of Fi, message receiving process is informed
about the set of faulty processes already known to the
leader.

Reply(Fi, INi, OUTi)
This indicates the reply to the leader’s request mes-
sage. This reports the state of the replying process.

IV. MODEL1: TERMINATION DETECTION IN A
FAULT-FREE DISTRIBUTED SYSTEM

We specify all the processes of fault-free part of the
protocol. The Termination and the MessageBuffer are the
participants in Model1. We present the functionality and formal
specification of these participants in this section.

A. Channels

This protocol uses four channels which are described
below. To model the functionality of termination detection in
a fault-free distributed system, we use hand shaking channels.
The working of these channels is described below:

1) basicMessageS: This channel is very important be-
cause the system uses this channel for the basic
message communications. It sends basic messages to
the MessageBuffer to hold them until their receivers
become ready.

2) basicMessageR: For moving stored basic messages
from the MessageBuffer to the receiver process, sys-
tem uses basicMessageR channel.

3) controlMessageS: This is a channel for control mes-
sage communications. System uses this channel to
send control messages to the MessageBuffer to hold
them until the leader becomes ready.

4) controlMessageR: This channel moves stored control
messages from MessageBuffer to the leader.

B. Global Declarations

Some variables and arrays are declared globally so that
each participant can access them and use them according to
their needs. Table II represents the global declarations and data
types for Model1.

TABLE II. GLOBAL DECLARATIONS FOR MODEL1

numberofweights This is a constant that represents the total parts of
weight.

max weight limit This describes the maximum value of weight that can
be sent through communication channels.

maxproc It is a variable that tells the number of concurrent
instances of Termination process.

max proc id This variable stores the highest id of concurrent in-
stances of the Termination process.

leader This variable keeps id of the current leader of the
system.

W1 and W2 These variables record the weights when a basic or a
control message is received.

Out arr[] and In arr[]

Two customized data structures Weight out and
Weight in are introduced to define the Out arr[] and
In arr[] arrays respectively. The Out arr[] keeps the
records of out going weights and In arr[] stores the
records of incoming weights of each process of the
Termination process.

C. The Automaton for Termination Process in Model1

The automaton for the Termination process is depicted in
Fig. 2. The protocol model has a number of parallel processes,
each of which is triggered by a certain communication among
each other. The specification of the Termination process com-
prises four communicative choices i.e. sending basic message,
receiving basic message, sending control message and receiv-
ing control message.

For overall working of the Termination process, we discuss
the functionalities which take place between active and A1
states. The basicMessageS! sends two weight values of basic
message to the MessageBuffer for any other process. Two
weights actually represent the single weight because we are
using two values (numerator and denominator) just to avoid
floating point errors. The guards for weight values, limit the
number of basic messages that a process can send to other
processes to reduce transition state space. Going from A1 to
active state, the updateOut() function updates the Out arr[]
to record the outgoing weights. Also the weight[1] value
is doubled because doubling the denominator value, overall
weight of a process becomes half. For a process taking a
transition from the active to A2 state, the channel basicMes-
sageR? receives two weight values and sender id from its
MessageBuffer to record incoming weight against a specific
sender. In next transition, the updateIn() function updates the
In arr[] to record incoming weight from that specific process.
The updateWeight() function records the overall current weight
of receiver process. Same procedure is followed when going
from passive to active state because both the transitions are
identical and perform exactly same functionality. While taking
transitions from active to A3 and A3 to passive state, the
channel controlMessageS! sends weight values of this pro-
cess alongwith its id to the leader. The function updateIn()
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Fig. 2. Formal model for Termination process in Model1.

Fig. 3. Formal model for MessageBuffer process.
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updates Out arr[] of this process. The value of weight[0]
and weight[1] is set to zero to make sure that all the weight
is transferred to the leader. The working of transitions from
passive to A4 is similar to moving from active to A2 state. The
only difference is, in controlMessageR? channel, the leader
receives the control message from MessageBuffer. All other
variable definitions are exactly same. Taking transition from
A4 to passive state uses exactly same functions as described
previously for A2 to active state. Only the leader can take the
transition from passive to announce state. The leader takes
this transition only when it has collected all the weight from
all the processes through control messages. If this weight
becomes equal to the weight defined at the beginning of the
computation, the leader announces termination.

The local declaration and data types of Termination process
are given in Table III.

TABLE III. LOCAL DECLARATIONS FOR Termination PROCESS IN
MODEL1

valR1 and valR2 These variables temporarily store first and second value of
weight respectively at different transitions.

recvdF and sendTo
System uses recvdF variable to store process id of the
message sender and sendTo records process id of the
message receiver.

weight[] weight array permanently stores the two weight values
for every process at any time.

Sum[] The Sum[] a value container that represents the total
weight of the system that is actually 1.

tempIn[] This array temporarily stores the sum of all incoming
weights to a process.

tempOut[] tempOut[] keeps the sum of all the outgoing weights
from a process.

In UPPAAL system models, we can declare functions with
in the process or alongwith global declarations. The functions
can have return types and passing parameters. The Termination
process also uses some functions to perform its functionality.

1. updateWeight(): This function is very important because
it is called at different transitions when a basic or a control
message is received. If the receiver has zero weight, the
received weight is directly moved to weight[] of the process.
If the process already has some non-zero weight then function
adds the incoming and current weight to calculate the new
weight.

2. updateIn(): A process uses this function when it receives
a control or a basic message. This function updates the
In arr[] to record the incoming weight from a particular
process. The incoming weight is directly moved to the In arr[]
if receiver is receiving the first message from the sender. The
current weight and incoming weight is added to update the
incoming weight in In arr[] if the process already has received
some messages from the same sender.

3. updateOut(): A process calls this function when it
sends a control or basic message. This function updates the
Out arr[] to record the outgoing weight to a particular process.
The outgoing weight is directly moved to the Out arrarray if
receiver is receiving the first message from the sender. The
current weight and outgoing weight is added to update the
Out arr[] if the process already has sent some messages to
the same receiver.

D. The Automaton for MessageBuffer Process

The automaton for the MessageBuffer process is depicted
in Fig. 3. The process has three instances. The specification
of the MessageBuffer process in the protocol provides four
communication choices i.e. receiving a basic message from
the Termination process, sending a stored basic message to
the Termination process, receiving a control message from the
Termination process and sending a stored control message to
the Termination process.

Now we discuss the functionalities for the MessageBuffer
process when a basic message is received through basicMes-
sageS? channel. The function updateBBuffer() updates the
basic message buffer to keep the record of this incoming basic
message until it is not delivered to the respective recipient.
The basicMessageR! channel sends the stored basic message
when the receiver Termination process becomes ready. The
two guards prevent the communication between MessageBuffer
and Termination process when their is no stored message.
The function updateCBuffer() is called to update the control
message buffer to keep the record of this incoming control
message until its recipient is not ready. This happens when a
control message is received through controlMessageS? chan-
nel. The controlMessageR! sends the stored control message
when the leader becomes ready. The two guards prevent the
communication between the MessageBuffer and the leader
when their is no stored control message for the leader.

The local declaration and data types of the MessageBuffer
process are given in Table IV.

TABLE IV. LOCAL DECLARATIONS FOR MessageBuffer PROCESS

we val1 and we val2

The variables store first and second value of
weight[] for receiving and sending basic mes-
sages at different transitions of MessageBuffer
process.

senderId and senderIdc

senderId variable stores the process id of the
basic message sender process and senderIdc
keeps the process id of the control message
sender process.

we valc1 and we valc2

These variables contain the first and second
value of weight[] for receiving and sending
control messages at different transitions of
MessageBuffer.

BasicBuffer[] and ControlBuffer[]

The BasicBuffer array list is to store the two
basic messages for each process at any time.
The limit to store only two basic messages is
for achieving reduced transition state space.
The ControlBuffer[] can store five control
messages for the leader process at any time.

The MessageBuffer process uses some functions to per-
form different tasks on different transitions. We discuss these
functions below.

1. updateBBuffer(): It is called on a transition when a
basic message is received. It locates the available free space
in BasicBuffer[] and then stores the incoming basic message
at that space.

2. updateCBuffer(): A transition calls this function when
it receives a control message at MessageBuffer process. The
function checks the free space in ControlBuffer[] and then
stores the incoming control message at that position.
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V. MODEL2: TERMINATION DETECTION IN A FAULTY
DISTRIBUTED SYSTEM

We specify all the concurrent processes of faulty part
of the protocol. The three participants are the Termination,
the MessageBuffer and the SnapBuffer. The functionality and
formal specification of these participants is presented in this
section. The functionality of the MessageBuffer process is
already described in Model1. Here we discuss the functionality
of remaining participants.

A. Channels

This protocol uses nine channels for communication among
processes. Four of them are same as described in Model1. The
other five channels are described here in detail.

1) failReport: The Termination process uses this channel
when a process fails. It tells the failed status of
a process to other processes. On the other side, a
process receives the status of a failed process using
this channel.

2) failRequest: This channel sends snapshot request
message to the SnapBuffer process.

3) failRequestR: The channel sends the stored snapshot
request message from SnapBuffer process to the
recipient Termination process.

4) failReply: This channel is used to send the snapshot
reply message to the SnapBuffer process.

5) failReplyR: The channel delivers the stored snapshot
reply message from SnapBuffer process to the recip-
ient Termination process.

B. Global Declarations

This system is modeled for termination detection in faulty
distributed environment. This is the enhancement of the
Model1 (fault-free model). Therefore some global variables are
common in both the systems. We present here the description
of variables that are not present in Model1 but are present in
Model2. The global declarations for Model2 are described in
Table V.

TABLE V. GLOBAL DECLARATIONS FOR MODEL2

FIn[] and FOut[]
The FIn array stores all the incoming weights and FOut[]
saves the outgoing weights of failed processes which are
known to the leader during the snapshot.

FI FO Diff[]
The FI FO Diff array stores the difference of all the incoming
and outgoing weights of failed processes known to the leader
during the snapshot.

S[] System uses S array to store ids of all instances of Termination
process participating in the system.

F[] The F is a global array. It records the failed processes known
to each process. The value may be different for each process.

Ftemp[] Ftemp[] keeps the actual record of failed processes in the
system.

C. The Automaton for Termination Process in Model2

We have discussed the Termination process for Model1 in
previous section. The automaton for Termination process in
Model2 is depicted in Fig. 4. The specification of Termination
process has ten communicative choices four of which are same
as in Model1. The other six choices are sending snapshot
request message, receiving snapshot request message, sending

snapshot reply message, receiving snapshot reply message,
sending fail report message and receiving fail report message.

Now Termination has nine actions from A1 to A5 and
from F1 to F4. The actions A1 to A5 are already discussed
in Model1. So we discuss here only the actions F1 to F4. Fig.
5 represents the formal model for F1. The failReport? channel
detects the failed process when no snapshot is in progress. In
next transition, the process adds the failed process in its F[]
and Flush[]. The function Leader() is called to determine the
leader. If current process is not the leader then it reaches to
active state. If this process is the leader then it reaches to Snap
state and starts calculating the healthy processes to send them
snapshot request message. The SnapBuffer stores this message
until the receiver of this message is not ready. After sending
these messages the process is allowed to reach at active state.

Fig. 8 represents the formal model for F2. A process
receives the stored snapshot request message from SnapBuffer
process through failRequestR? channel. Then it sends the snap-
shot reply message to the SnapBuffer for the leader through
failReply! channel. It records the new leader. It matches and
updates its F[] to record the failed processes known to the
leader.

Fig. 6 shows the formal model for F3. The leader receives
the stored snapshot reply message from SnapBuffer process
through failReplyR? channel. It checks the difference of F[] of
sender and its own F[]. The snapshot is marked as inconsistent
if this difference is greater than zero or the snapshot is not
consistent. The process which has sent this snapshot reply
message is removed from SN[]. The process reaches to active
state if a snapshot is in progress otherwise reaches to Snap
state.

Fig. 7 represents the formal model for F4. The failReport?
channel detects a failed process. The action makes sure that
a snapshot is already in progress. In next transition this
process adds the failed process in F[] and Flush[]. It also sets
the snapshot as inconsistent. Then after removing the failed
process from SN[], if still SN[] is non empty then process
calls the snapshot.

Fig. 9 represents the formal model for the process when
it fails. At failure, the process updates the FTemp[] to record
its entry in that array and moves from active to fail state.
The channel failReport! at fail state continuously tells other
processes that its status is failed.

We have discussed some local declarations of Termination
process in Model1. Now we discuss the local declarations of
remaining variables in Table VI.

calSN(), calcDiff(), isAvailable(): The three functions per-
form the combined functionality of identifying the healthy
processes for sending snapshot request messages. The function
calSN() calls the calcDiff() function. The calcDiff() function
calls isAvailable() function for every process id. If a true value
is returned it means that the process is present in the F[] of
calling process and there is no need to send snapshot request
message to that process.

AddIn(): The function AddIn() calculates the total incoming
weights of all the failed processes known to the current leader
during the snapshot. It adds the incoming weights of every
failed process to make a sum of incoming weights in FIn[].
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Fig. 4. Formal model for Termination process in Model2.
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Fig. 5. Formal model for Action F1.

Fig. 6. Formal model for Action F3.

Fig. 7. Formal model for Action F4.
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Fig. 8. Formal model for Action F2.

Fig. 9. Formal model for failed process.

TABLE VI. LOCAL DECLARATIONS FOR TERMINATION PROCESS IN
MODEL2

leader This variable stores the id of the current leader of the system
known to a process. It may be different for each process.

SB id and SB id2 These variables record the ids of the message sender process
at different transitions.

consistent The boolean variable that shows the consistency of the
snapshot request sent by the leader.

TempSum[] The TempSum array stores the sum of all the weights during
the snapshot.

SN[] The SN[] keeps the set of processes to which the snapshot
request is to be sent by the leader.

Temp SN[maxproc]

The Temp SN array temporarily records the set of processes
to which the snapshot request message is to be sent by the
leader. After sending the snapshot request to a process, the
sender removes this process from Temp SN[]. This array
becomes empty after sending snapshot request message to
all the healthy processes.

failed id A local variable that stores the id of the failed process at
different transitions.

Flush[] This array keeps the record of failed processes for which all
further communications are flushed.

Stemp[] The Stemp array contains the list of all the instances of
Termination process taking part in the system.

AddOut(): It calculates the total outgoing weights of all
the failed processes known to the current leader during the
snapshot. It then adds the outgoing weights of every failed
process to make a sum of outgoing weights in FOut[].

FIin FOut Diff(): This function checks the difference of
incoming weights and outgoing weights. It uses the FIn[]
for incoming weights and FOut[] for outgoing weights. It
subtracts the outgoing weights from incoming weights. Then
it moves the difference to FI FO Diff[].

Temp Sum(): This function adds the FI FO Diff values
with [1/n]. The sum is stored in TempSum[]. The Temp Sum()
function calls FIn FOut Diff() function, the FIn FOut Diff()
function calls AddOut() function, the AddOut() function calls
AddIn() function. In this way all the calculations are done
properly. The benefit of calling functions inside other functions
is that we just call the Temp Sum() function on a transition and
all the calculations for TempSum[] are done properly.

AllSent(): It checks if the snapshot requests have been sent
to all the healthy processes.

isFail(): A process uses this function to check the entry of
a failed process in F[]. If record found then current process
can not detect the failure of this process again.

Leader(): The Leader() function makes the new leader
when a process detects failure of some other process. This
function is very important because if the leader fails then the
system needs a new leader to collect the weights and send
snapshot request messages. This function makes the leader to
a healthy process with minimum id. If the failing process is not
the leader then this function again selects the previous leader.

SN Active(): System uses this function at different transi-
tions to check if a snapshot is already in progress. The function
returns a true value if snapshot is already in progress otherwise
returns a false value.

FDiFFCount(): It calculates the difference of F[] of snap-
shot reply sending process and the F[] of the leader when the
leader receives the snapshot reply message.

D. The Automaton for SnapBuffer Process

The automaton for the SnapBuffer process is depicted in
Fig. 10. The process is initiated four times to make four in-
stances, each of which is triggered by a certain communication
with the Termination process. The specification of the Snap-
Buffer process in the protocol has following communicative
choices:

1) Receiving a snapshot request message from leader to
store it.

2) Sending a stored snapshot request message to a
Termination process.

3) Receiving a snapshot reply message from a Termina-
tion process to store it.

4) Sending a stored snapshot reply message to leader.

The process receives a snapshot request message through
failRequest? channel. The guard makes sure that buffer is
empty and can receive this message. After receiving this
message the IsEmpty variable is assigned a false value to
show that now buffer is non-empty. The SnapBuffer process
delivers the stored snapshot request message to the recipient
through failRequestR! channel. The guard makes sure that
buffer contains a message for sending. After sending this
message the variable IsEmpty is set true to show that now
buffer is empty again. The SnapBuffer process receives a
snapshot reply message through failReply? channel. The guard
ensures that buffer is empty and can receive this message. After
receiving this message the IsEmpty2 variable is assigned a false
value to show that now buffer is non-empty. The SnapBuffer
process sends the stored snapshot reply message to the leader
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Fig. 10. Formal model for SnapBuffer process.

through failReplyR! channel. After sending the message the
variable IsEmpty2 is set true to show that now buffer is empty
again.

The local declarations of SnapBuffer process are described
in Table VII.

TABLE VII. LOCAL DECLARATIONS FOR SnapBuffer PROCESS

F sender and F sender2
These variables store the process id of the snapshot
request sender and process id of the snapshot reply
sender, respectively.

IsEmpty and IsEmpty2
Boolean variables which indicate free space for incom-
ing snapshot request message and incoming snapshot
reply message, respectively.

VI. FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

The functional requirements illustrate the behaviour of the
system and explain what an intended system should do. In
other words, they describe the functionality of the system.
Every protocol has some functional requirements. We discuss
and verify these requirements for both models separately.

A. Functional Requirements for Model1

We extract three functional requirements from the protocol
for Model1. These are given as:

R1: No deadlock is supposed to be there except when
the leader process is at announce state and all
other processes are at passive state. This indicates
that all the processes are idle and the leader has
collected all the weights successfully resulting in
proper termination of the system.

R2: This requirement states that after doing certain
communications and collecting the weights of
other processes, the leader process eventually
reaches at announce state.

R3: According to this requirement, after doing certain
message communications all the processes must
be idle at passive state. All the processes eventu-
ally reach at passive state.

There are three invariants given in the protocol at page 12
of [7]. These invariants are expected to be preserved by the
system.

INV1: In Model1, no process fails. It means all the
processes are healthy. The process with minimum
id is the leader of the system. This invariant is
for all the healthy processes other than the leader.
This invariant states that at any time, if a process
is at passive state then it must have a zero weight.
Similarly, if a process has zero weight then it must
be at passive state.

INV2: This invariant is related to message sending. All
processes can pass basic messages to each other.
Every process can also send control messages to
the leader. A process sends some weight with ba-
sic and control messages. This invariant describes
that the weight sent with any message must be
greater than zero.

INV3: At the start of the computation, every process is
given an equal initial weight. A process sends
some of its weight when it sends a basic or con-
trol message. Each process receives some weight
when it receives that message. It updates its
weight after sending or receiving a message. All
processes also record their incoming and outgoing
weights. This invariant states that for all healthy
processes at any time, the sum of current weight
and all outgoing weights of a process must be
equal to the sum of its initial weight and all
incoming weights.

B. Functional Requirements for Model2

For Model2, we extract three functional requirements.

R1: This requirement describes that some process
reaches at the announce state to make sure that
all the weights are collected and the system is
terminated properly.

R2: A faulty process cannot be the leader of the
system. This requirement is not satisfied. We
discuss a scenario in which this requirement is
violated. We have 4 instances of the Termination
process. These are p0, p1, p2 and p3. The p0 is
the leader of the system. The leader sends the
snapshot request message to all the processes.
These messages are yet stored in buffers and not
delivered to the recipients. Meanwhile, the leader
fails. The p1 detects the leader to be faulty and
calculates the new leader with minimum id from
healthy processes. It becomes the leader itself.
But in future, when it receives the stored snapshot
request message sent by p0, it makes the p0 as
the leader of the system. The p0 is faulty and is
supposed to be the leader of the system again.
That is why this is the clear violation to this
functional requirement.

R3: This requirement states that every time the leader
fails, the snapshot is called. The healthy process
with minimum id calls the snapshot. But this
requirement is trivially violated when the p0 fails
and the p1 becomes passive without detecting the
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fault. The p2 and p3 also become passive. Now
the snapshot is never called by any process.

The three invariants discussed for Model1 must be pre-
served for Model2 also.

VII. FORMAL SPECIFICATION OF REQUIREMENTS

In this section, we describe formal specification of the
requirements and invariants. We also present the formalism
for these requirements.

A. Requirement Formal Specification for Model1

According to requirement R1, there should not be a dead-
lock if the leader is not at announce state or any of the other
process is not at passive state. The formula for this requirement
is given as.

A[] deadlock imply(Termination(0).announce and
Termination(1).passive and

Termination(2).passive)

The requirement R2 says that the system is terminated properly
if the leader reaches at announce state for every path of execution.
The formula for the requirement is given as:

A<> Termination(0).announce

All the processes must reach at passive state for proper termina-
tion of the system according to the requirement R3. Given below is
the formula for R3:

E<> forall(i:id_t) Termination(i).passive

The formula for INV1 is presented below. A process moves from
passive to A2 1 state after receiving a basic message. Then this
process updates its weight in next transition. It means, like passive
state this process has a zero weight at A2 1 state. So, we are including
this state in the formula for INV1.

A[] ((Termination(1).passive imply
Termination(1).weight[0]==0) and

(Termination(1).weight[0]==0 imply
Termination(1).passive or Termination(1).
A2_1)) and ((Termination(2).passive imply

Termination(2).weight[0]==0) and
(Termination(2).weight[0]==0 imply

Termination(2).passive or Termination(2).
A2_1))

Now we discuss the formula for INV2. Each process updates
two global variables W1 and W2 after receiving a basic or a control
message. The W1 records the first value and W2 records the second
value of received weight. If these variables always keep some non-
zero value of weight then it means every message sent by any process
has a non zero weight. The formula for this invariant is given as:

A[] W1!=0 and W2!=0

The invariant INV3 is for all healthy processes. The formula for
this invariant is:

A[] forall(i:id_t)
Termination.In_Out_Equal(i)==true

This invariant INV3 uses five functions for its calculations. These
functions are AddInWeights(), InSum(), AddOutWeights(), OutSum(),
and In Out Equal(). All these functions perform combined function-
ality for verification of INV3. The function AddInWeights() adds all
the incoming weights recorded in In arr[] of calling process. The
function InSum() adds the current weight and the some of incoming
weights and stores the result in tempIn[]. The AddOutWeights() func-
tion adds all the outgoing weights recorded in Out arr[] of a process.
The function OutSum() calculates the sum of initial weight and all
outgoing weights of a process and stores the result in tempOut[].
At the end In Out Equal() checks the equality of tempIn[] and
tempOut[]. If both arrays are equal then this function returns a true
value otherwise a false value.

B. Requirement Formal Specification for Model2

According to requirement R1, some process reaches at the an-
nounce at some time. The formula for this requirement is given as:

A<> exists(i:id_t) Termination(i).announce

The requirements R2 and R3 are clearly discussed with examples
in Model2 requirements part. Now we discuss the formula for
invariant INV1. Formalism for this invariant is given as:

A[] forall(i:id_t((Termination(i).notMin(i)==
true and Termination(i).passive imply

Termination(i).weight[0]==0) and
(Termination(i).notMin(i)==true and
Termination(i).weight[0]==0 imply

Termination(i).passive or Termination(i).A2_1))

The function notMin() checks if the calling process belongs to
faulty set of processes or it is a healthy process with minimum id.
It returns false if the process is faulty or it is healthy with minimum
id. It returns true otherwise allowing other processes to check their
weight at the passive state.

The formalism for INV3 for Model2 is similar to formalism of
INV3 for Model1. All the functions and their definitions are same.
But Model2 uses an extra function Equal() that checks if the calling
process is faulty. It means we are just concerned with the calculations
for healthy processes. If calling process is healthy then it returns
true if the invariant is preserved and returns false if the invariant is
violated. The formula for this invariant is given as:

A[] forall(i:id_t) Termination(i).Equal(i)==
true

VIII. VERIFICATION RESULTS FOR MODEL1

This section shows the simulation results of formalism for func-
tional requirements and invariants for Model1. These results are
collected by executing the formulas in verifier of the UPPAAL tool-
set. For simplicity we use the Buffer instead of the MessageBuffer
in all counterexamples. Results for Model1 are given below in Table
VIII. We verify our system model for,

Total Number of Termination Process Instances = 3

Total Weight of the System = 1
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TABLE VIII. REQUIREMENT RESULTS FOR MODEL1

Requirement Status Computational Time
R1* Satisfied, 225504590 states 57600m23.345s
R2* Satisfied, 32045480 states 7200m53.167s
R3 Satisfied, 18986 states 3.564s
INV1* Satisfied, 28006031 states 7210m34.453s
INV2* Satisfied, 25933265 states 7206m12.560s
INV3* Satisfied, 20568945 states 7002m19.350s

Weight of Each Instance = 1/3

Requirement R3 is satisfied. For R1, R2, INV1, INV2 and INV3,
state space is not fully explored. We are not sure about their final
results. We explored these requirements for breadth first searching
technique. Our claims are limited to the number of states and time
given in Table VIII.

IX. VERIFICATION RESULTS FOR MODEL2

Results for Model2 are given below in Table IX. We verify our
system model for,

Total Number of Termination Process Instances = 4

Total Weight of the System = 1

Weight of Each Instance = 1/4

TABLE IX. REQUIREMENT RESULTS FOR MODEL2

Requirement Status Computational Time
R1 Not satisfied 06.307s
INV1* Satisfied, 25166435 states 7215m33.873s
INV2* Satisfied, 42542339 states 11520m21.212s
INV3 Not satisfied 20.353s

In Model2, for INV1 and INV2, state space is not fully explored.
We are not sure about the final results of these invariants. We explored
these requirements using breadth first searching technique and we
claim these results to the number of states given in Table IX. The
requirement R1 is not satisfied. The counterexample for this violation
is shown in Fig. 11. The p3 sends a basic message to p0. The p1 and
p2 send control messages to p0. Then p0 sends a basic message to
p3. After this, p3 receives the basic message sent by p0 and sends
the control message to p0. After doing all these communications, p0
fails and other three processes become passive. In this case, there is
no process that is active and detect p0 as faulty. So, it is not possible
to collect the weights carried by p0. Therefore, the announce state is
not reachable in this scenario.

The invariant INV3 violates in the given scenario. The p0 sends
a basic message to p1 and becomes passive. The p1 sends a basic
message to p0 and reaches at A1 state. The p2 sends a control message
to p0 and visits A3 state. After this, p0 receives the control message
of p0 and becomes passive. At passive state, it receives the basic
message from p1 and reaches at active state. In the whole activity
p3 stays at active state. The invariant is not satisfied in this situation.
The counter example for this violation is shown in Fig. 12.

X. LIMITATIONS AND CHALLENGES

There are some limitations for verification of intended termination
detection protocol. We limit the concurrent termination processes
to three in case of fault-free distributed system and four for faulty
distributed system. The basic message sending limit for any process
is two. The models generate a huge state space with millions of
states. The purpose of these limitations is to reduce the state space of
our computations. The machines and servers used in our verification
have limited resources for memory and speed. We performed some
computations on the machine with 16GB RAM, core i7(4th Gen) CPU

and 3.4 GHz clock speed. We also performed some computations on
mammoth server (tue.nl) which has 56 machines with 2 GHz speed
and a total of 935GB RAM.

We faced some challenges during the modeling and verification
of the protocol. The total weight of the system is 1 and initial weight
of each process is 1/n where n is the total number of processes. The
expression 1/n returns fractional values. At the end of the computation
it becomes hard to make the sum of all weights to 1 due to possible
rounding errors. The first challenge was to manage a single weight
in the form of a pair of integers. We presented the weight 1/n in the
form of two values as [1,n]. This method created many difficulties
for accurately calculating the incoming, outgoing and current weights
of the processes. This was also a big challenge to correctly model the
protocol and its invariants in UPPAAL. We used model abstraction
for reducing the state space that was also a challenge.

XI. CONCLUSION

We formalised both parts of termination detection protocol as
specified in [7] in the timed-automata-theoretic formalism of UP-
PAAL. We formally specified and performed verification analysis of
the protocol with respect to its functional requirements and invariants.
During our formal analysis, we found some scenarios in which the
protocol does not meet its functional requirements. Counter example
are there to witness the claimed results.
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Abstract—Deaf and hearing impaired people use their hand
as a tongue to convey their thoughts by performing descriptive
gestures that form the sign language. A sign language recognition
system is a system that translates these gestures into a form of
spoken language. Such systems are faced by several challenges,
like the high similarities of the different signs, difficulty in
determining the start and end of signs, lack of comprehensive
and bench marking databases. This paper proposes a system for
recognition of Arabic sign language using the 3D trajectory of
hands. The proposed system models the trajectory as a polygon
and finds features that describes this polygon and feed them
to a classifier to recognize the signed word. The system is
tested on a database of 100 words collected using Kinect. The
work is compared with other published works using publicly
available dataset which reflects the superiority of the proposed
technique. The system is tested for both signer-dependent and
signer-independent recognition.

Keywords—Trajectory processing; sign language recognition;
ensemble classifier; polygon description; parameters tuning; signer
independent

I. INTRODUCTION

Communicating thoughts and feelings is an essential need
for human beings. Hearing disabilities hinder the natural
speech based communication. To communicate with each other
and with speaking people, deaf has invented nonverbal lan-
guages that use descriptive gestures to convey their thoughts.
These languages are developed by the deaf communities in
different regions of the world. Sign languages are full fea-
tured languages with their own vocabularies and grammar.
They make use of hands-motion, fingers-configurations, facial-
expressions, and body lane in parallel to express different
terms. Unfortunately, speaking people find it hard to learn these
languages which increases the barrier between them and the
deaf community. To communicate with deaf, speaking people
need skilled professional translators that knows the spoken and
signed languages. These skilled translators are few and can‘t
be available all the time. Sign language recognition systems
tries to fill this gap by exploiting the advanced technologies to
automatically translate signed language to a form of spoken
language such as text or speech. To effectively translate a
signed language all its components need to be considered.
Of these components, the hands-motion is one of the most
important modalities of signed language.

This work proposes to use the 3D trajectory of hands
to recognize signs. The 3D trajectory, in contrast to 2D,
provides information about the front-back hand motion. We
record both of 2D and 3D trajectory using Kinect device. The
proposed system is composed of three stages: Preprocessing,
Features representation, and Classification. The preprocessing
stage removes the noise and compresses the trajectory to form

a polygon. The compression is done by finding N key points
that represent the polygon corners. The feature representation
stage builds a features vector that describes this polygon.
These features are used to train and test different classifiers
to recognize the signs in the third stage. Fig. 1 shows the
pipeline of the proposed system. The main contributions of
this work are:

• Propose a trajectory based sign language recognition
system.

• Propose a trajectory compression algorithm.

• Propose a two features representations for 2D and 3D
trajectories applied to signer dependent and indepen-
dent recognition.

The rest of this article is organized as follows: Section
II describes some of the related works. Followed by Section
III on the trajectory preprocessing. Features representation is
described in Section IV. Then Section V on classification.
Experimental evaluation is shown in Section VI. Finally, we
conclude this article in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORKS

Arabic sign language recognition is addressed by many
researchers using different scales and strategies. The work
on Arabic sign language recognition in the literature can be
classified into three levels. Arabic sign alphabets and numbers
recognition level [1]–[4], isolated words recognition level [5]–
[9], and sentences recognition level [10]–[12]. This work
proposes a system for isolated words recognition based on
hands‘’ trajectories. Trajectory processing exists in a wide
range of applications. Therefore, a lot of work is done on
trajectory processing in on-line character recognition [13],
[14], action recognition [15], [16], gesture recognition [17]
and more.

Lin and Hsieh in [18] proposed a kernel based trajectory
representation using Kernel Principal Component Analysis
(KPCA) and Nonparametric Discriminant Analysis (NDA). In
their method a 2D/3D trajectory is first min-max normalized
then projected to higher dimensional space using KPCA.
The dimensionality is reduced using NDA with the hope
of maximizing the interclass variability and minimizing the
within-class variability. The resulting representation is hoped
to be more discriminative. The classification is done using the
nearest neighbor rule. The approach is tested on a limited set
of 38 words from the Australian sign language and reported
accuracy of 69% for 2D trajectory and 78% for 3D.

Naftel and Khalid in [19] encoded the 2D trajectory along
x and y dimensions using Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT)
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Fig. 1. The stages of the proposed system. The signer performs the sign in front of the Kinect which tracks the hands. The resulting trajectory is then fed to
the system.

separately. Then the first four coefficients are used as feature
vector that represent the trajectory. The coefficients are then
clustered using Self Organized Map (SOM). They tested the
approach on 24 words from Australian sign language and
reported an accuracy of 70.1%.

Pu et al. [20] modeled the trajectory as a sequence of M
sub-motions and used HMM to model the transition between
these sub-motions. For each point on the sub-motion trajectory,
they find the shape context as a histogram of relative coor-
dinates of other points on the sub-motion trajectory. Then a
codebook is generated from these shape contexts. The features
vector of each sub motion curve is composed as a weighted
histogram of the code book centers. The wights are found by
soft clustering the shape context of each point. Finally the sign
curve feature is a sequence of M sub-motion features. They
tested the system on a database of 100 signs from the Chinese
sign language and reported an accuracy of 67.3% for signer
dependent and 54.4% for signer independent.

Boulares in [21] extracted signatures from 3D hands tra-
jectories and used SVM to classify different signs. To extract
trajectory signature, they used non linear regression to fit the
trajectory points to a conic section. The trajectory signature
along with hand shape and other features is used to train and
test SVM classifier. Curve fitting does not accurately represent
complex trajectories that include cycles.

Geng et al. in [22] used a combination of trajectory
modeling and hand shape representation as a feature to train an
Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) classifier. A combination
of 3D trajectories of hand, wrist, and elbow are used. They
normalized the values of trajectory points to [0 , 1] range
and smoothed the trajectory by average convolution. To form
a feature vector from the smoothed trajectory, they subtract
the starting point of the trajectory from all following points.
The difference between the hand trajectory and wrist trajectory
is represented by spherical coordinates system and similarly
for the hand-elbow trajectory difference. The final features
vector is concatenation of hand trajectory, hand-wrist spherical
difference, hand-elbow spherical difference, and hand shape
features from depth image. These features are used to train
ELM and 82.8% accuracy is reported on a limited database
of 8 words from the Chinese sign language. Normalization

of trajectory points to the range of [0 , 1] results in loss of
information about where was the hand motion with respect to
body when signing the word.

Wang et al. in [23] formed the trajectory of hands as
a combination of hands location and orientation. The hand
location is defined as the hand location with respect to the
face centroid and with respect to the non dominant hand
location. Similarly, the orientation is defined as the direction
between successive hand locations. For single handed signs the
trajectory of non dominant hand is set to zeros. All trajectories
are normalized to have the same length. Similarities between
trajectories are measured by dynamic time wrapping (DTW).
Based on the trajectory matching the top 10 accuracy of
the sign search results is about 74% and was improved to
78% when incorporating additional hand shape feature. They
slightly modified the trajectory feature in [24] by including the
hand velocity and defining separate feature for single handed
signs doesn’t include the hand location with respect to non
dominant hand location. However the information of single or
two handed sign need to be given by the user.

Bhuyan et al. in [25] modeled the trajectory as a combina-
tion of shape and motion features. The shape features include,
the trajectory length, and the number of curves in the trajectory.
The motion features include, the average speed, standard
deviation of the speed, and the number of minima in the
velocity. The classification of gestures is done in two stages.
First candidate signs are included based on the trajectory shape
similarities using maximum boundary deviation as similarity
measure. In the second stage trajectories are aligned using
DTW then the trajectory features are classified based on the
nearest candidate template.

Mohandes and Deriche proposed a system for Arabic sign
language recognition [26]. The trajectory is composed of
3D position and orientation with 12 dimensional vector for
both hands. For each dimension the acquired readings are
partitioned into 5 equal partitions. From each partition the
mean and standard deviation is calculated. That results in
120 dimensional features vector. LDA is used to reduce the
dimensionality to 20. The nearest neighbor classifier is used
to find the class of a sign. They reported an accuracy of 84.7%
on a dataset of 100 words.
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III. PREPROCESSING

In this work, Kinect is use to record signs. A synchronized
color image, depth image, and 25 body joints locations are
recorded. For each joint the 3D locations of joints and the
2D mapping to both color and depth images are recorded. For
this work the sequence of hands locations in 3D is used to
recognize signs.

Trajectory preprocessing includes: Noise removal and
Compression. The joints‘ locations obtained by Kinect are
noisy and include some outliers. The noise removal stage
smooths out these outliers by using median filter. Since the
frame-rate for recording is at 30 frames per second, fine
details of part of second trajectory is not very useful and
results in redundant information. Trajectory compression stage
compresses the trajectory into few key points. To find such
key points the trajectory is treated as a polygon formed by
connecting the locations of the hand while signing. The key
points are obtained by reducing the number of vertices of
this polygon to a specific number. The reduction is done by
recursively calculating the importance of each vertex based
on angle and segment length and then removing the least
important. The process is repeated until the desired number
of vertices is reached. Fig. 2 shows the calculation of vertex
importance. The algorithm for trajectory compression is shown
in Algorithm 1. Fig. 3 shows the effect of 3D trajectory
preprocessing. The preprocessing of a 2D trajectory is shown
in Fig. 4.

Algorithm 1 TrajectoryCompression
1: procedure COMPRESS(Traj,NumVers)
2: TrajLength← LENGTH(Traj)
3: for all points v in Traj do
4: IMP (v)← CALCIMPOTRANCE(Traj, v,NumV ers)
5: end for
6: while TrajLength > NumV ers do
7: I ← IndexOfMin(IMP )
8: Traj ← Traj − Traj(I) . The - sign is set

difference
9: IMP ← IMP − IMP (I)

10: TrajLength← TrajLength− 1
11: update IMP by recomputing the importance of the

removed vertex’s neighbors.
12: end while
13: function CALCIMPOTRANCE(Traj,v,NumVertices)
14: imp← Dvp ×Dva ×Θ
15: return imp
16: end function
17: end procedure

V

Dvp

P

ADva

Θ

Fig. 2. The importance calculation for vertex V is found by multiplying the
distances from v to adjacent vertices P (previous), A (after) and the angle Θ
as IMPv = Dvp ×Dva × Θ.

Some of the previous works as stated in Section II include
another stage in preprocessing called min-max normalization.

In this stage the trajectory is nominalized to be in [0-1] range.
In this work, such stage is exclude arguing that it leads to loss
of discriminative features. Signs can have similar trajectory
pattern but at different locations. Min-max normalization leads
to loss of the localization feature of the trajectory.

IV. FEATURES REPRESENTATION

After noise removal and compression, features are extracted
from each sign trajectory. Here we describe two types of
features.

A. Polygon Description

In this method the 3D hand trajectory is represented as a
polygon. The description of this polygon is represented by: it
is center of gravity and the distances from the perimetric points
to the center of gravity point. The center of gravity point is
approximated by the mean of perimetric points calculated as
G = (x̄, ȳ, z̄) where r̄ = 1

N

∑N
i=1 ri and N is the number

of perimetric points. The distance from G to permetric points
is calculated using the Euclidean distance formula di = ||G−
Pi||, i = 1, 2, 3, ..., N . Fig. 5 illustrates the polygon description
procedure.

Then the polygonal description feature is formed by con-
catenating G and di as

F = [x̄, ȳ, z̄, d1, d2, d3, ..., dn]

This feature representation captures both of the trajectory
shape and more importantly the position of hand motion.
The position of hand motion is important as it distinguishes
between signs with similar trajectories but different body
positions.

B. Positional Trajectory Feature

In this feature representation only perimetric points of
the trajectory polygon are included. The feature vector is a
concatenation of perimetric points formed as

F2 = [x1, y1, z1, x2, y2, z2, ..., xN , yN , zN ]

This feature representation although is simple, but have shown
very good discrimination and generalization as will be shown
in the experimental results section.

V. CLASSIFICATION TECHNIQUES

After preprocessing and features representation of all tra-
jectories at hand, features are used to train and test classifiers.
In this work several classifiers are tested and the best accuracy
is obtained when using ensemble of classifiers. Specifically,
the best performing classifier is Ensemble Subspace KNN.The
tested classification algorithms are listed in Table I. We use
five folds cross validation.

In subspace ensemble algorithm, a set of N weak learners
each is trained on a randomly chosen partition of the features
vector of M dimensions less than the D dimensions of the
original feature vector. On prediction, the average score from
weak learners is calculated and the class with the highest
average score is chosen as the true class [27]. This work
used KNN as a weak learner to build the ensemble subspace
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Fig. 3. The preprocessing stage of the trajectory. ’A’ is a noisy point smoothed out by the median filter. ’B’ is a less important point removed by compression
stage.

Fig. 4. The preprocessing stage of a 2D trajectory. The median filter reduce the noise of the trajectory resulting in smoother one. The compression stage finds
the most important 8 points in the trajectory. The arrows indicate the direction of motion.

TABLE I. LIST OF CLASSIFIERS USED IN THE EXPERIMENTS

Tree Linear Discriminant Quadratic Discriminant
SVM Linear SVM Quadratic SVM Cubic
SVM Gaussian KNN Euclidean KNN Cosine
KNN Cubic Ensemble Boosted Trees Ensemble Bagged Trees
Ensemble Subspace Discriminant Ensemble Subspace KNN Ensemble RUSBoosted Trees

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

d6

d5

d4d3 d2

d1

Fig. 5. The polygon description feature is found by the center of gravity G and
distances [d1, d2, d3, d4, d5, d6] form G to perimetric points [A,B,C,D,E,F]
respectively.

classifier. It is clear that N, M and K (of the KNN) are hyper
parameters that need to be chosen for best performance of the
classifier. To find the best values for these parameters cross
validation is used as shown by Algorithm 2.

The algorithm first runs KNN with different values of K to
find the best performing one (BestK). Then it fixes the number
of weak classifiers to 100 and K to BestK and searches for
the best number of partitions, BestM. With BestK and BestM
the algorithm then searches for best number of weak learners
BestN.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A set of experiments are carried out to evaluate each stage
of the proposed system. Starting by the preprocessing stage to
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Algorithm 2 Fine Tune parameters of Ensemble Subspace KNN
1: function FINETUNE(SampleFeatures)
2: S ← NumberOfSamples
3: D ← NumberOfDimentions
4: KCanidates← set of 10 values between 1 and logS
5: for all k in KCanidates do
6: Loss(k)← CROSSVALIDATEKNN(SampleFeatures,KCanidates[k])
7: end for
8: BestK ← KCanidates[MinimalLoss] . Find the best K
9: MCanidates← set of 10 values between 1 and D

10: N ← 100 . Fixed Number of weak classifiers
11: for all m in MCanidates do
12: Loss(m)← CROSSVALIDATEENSEMKNN(SampleFeatures,MCanidates[m], BestK,N)
13: end for
14: BestM ←MCanidates[MinimalLoss] . Find the best M
15: NCanidates← set of 100 values between 1 and 100
16: for all n in NCanidates do
17: Loss(m)← CROSSVALIDATEENSEMKNN(SampleFeatures,BestM,BestK,NCanidates[n])
18: end for
19: BestN ← NCanidates[MinimalLoss] . Find the best N
20: return BestK,BestM,BestN
21: end function

the classification stage to fine tune the hyper parameters and
then test the sign language recognition.

A. Arabic Sign Language Dataset

To our knowledge, there is no public dataset for Arabic
sign language, so we collected a dataset of 100 words from
the health chapter of Arabic sign language dictionary [28].
The dataset is recorded using Kinect to record synchronized
color video, depth data, and 25 skeletal joints of body. The
dataset was recorded by 3 signers repeated each sign 50 times
on different sessions. For this work, only the hands joints‘
trajectories are employed to recognize signs. A list of the words
in this database are shown in Table VI.

B. Effect of Trajectory Compression

This section investigates the effect of the number of vertices
used to represent the trajectory as a polygon on the accuracy.
This experiment used the trajectories of all signs performed
by one signer and apply the preprocessing stage by varying
the number of vertices from 4 to 18. Fig. 6 shows the
classification error rates for different representations of the
trajectory features. In this figure, F1 represent the polygon
description feature representation of trajectory (see Section
IV-A) while F2 stands for the positional trajectory feature
representation. The 1H and 2H encodes the usage of only
one hand trajectory or both hands respectively in building the
feature vector. In 1H the features encode only the trajectory
of the dominant hand while in 2H a concatenation of features
that encode both hand trajectories is used. The 2D and 3D
for which trajectory points representation being used, X-Y
or X-Y-Z respectively. From this figure, many properties can
be inferred. First, the best average accuracy can be obtained
when using a polygon with 12 vertices. Using small number
of vertices does not capture the complex trajectories well, and
using very high number of vertices includes noisy details that
mix up distinct classes. Second, the usage of 3D trajectory

always performs better than the 2D one. This can be attributed
to the fact that the Z dimension captures front-back motion of
hands, and there are some signs in the database with only front-
back motion pattern. Third, the inclusion of non-dominant
hand in the feature representation increases the discrimination
power. The state of non-dominant hand in sign language can
either be static, mirrors the motion of dominant hand, or
moving in different way than the dominant hand. In all cases of
non-dominant state, its motion pattern helps in distinguishing
similar signs that are of similar dominant hand trajectory.
Forth, as a comparison between the two features representation
the positional trajectory feature representation outperforms the
polygon description feature representation of the trajectory.

C. Fine Tuning EnsembleSupspaceKNN Classifier

This experiment applied Algorithm 2 on the same set used
in Section VI-B to find the best parameters for each feature
representation. Table II lists the best parameters’ settings for
each feature representation. In this table the best value for K
is 1 for all features, the best value for M for feature F1 is
roughly half D which is similar to the findings in [27]. The
values in BestN column are for the value of N after which
no significant drop in loss is seen. Based on this table, the
parameters settings for following experiments will be: K=1,
N=40, M= BestM from the table.

TABLE II. BEST PARAMETERS FOR ENSEMBLESUPSPACEKNN
CLASSIFIER

Feature D BestK BestM BestN

F1-1H-2D 14 1 8 40
F1-1H-3D 15 1 9 25
F1-2H-2D 28 1 13 40
F1-2H-3D 30 1 14 25
F2-1H-2D 24 1 6 40
F2-1H-3D 36 1 9 40
F2-2H-2D 48 1 6 40
F2-2H-3D 72 1 9 40
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Fig. 6. The compression effect on the classification error rate for different versions on the proposed features representation. The Y axis is log scaled for better
visualization.

D. Evaluation of the Proposed Features

After choosing the best trajectory compression ratio and
the best parameters settings for the classifier, the system is
tested on the collected database. Table III lists the recognition
rates obtained when using each feature representation for each
signer in the database. The results reflect that the 3D trajectory
is more informative and discriminative than the 2D one, and the
inclusion of non dominant hand status improves the accuracy
for both types of trajectories. The third signer shows better
accuracies than the other two which can be attributed to the
less variability in his performance of signs, and the samples
used for fine tuning the hyper parameters are performed by
him. The fifth column lists the accuracies when using mixed
samples from all signers for both training and testing. This
shows the scalability of the system to larger number of samples
and different signers.

TABLE III. SIGNER DEPENDENT CLASSIFICATION RECOGNITION
RATE

Feature Signer1 Signer2 Signer3 All Signers

F1-1H-2D 89.8 88.8 91.5 84.4
F1-1H-3D 96.2 95.0 97.6 94.7
F1-2H-2D 97.6 96.8 97.9 96.4
F1-2H-3D 99.3 98.8 99.4 99.5
F2-1H-2D 97.7 96.0 98.2 95.6
F2-1H-3D 99.2 99.0 99.8 99.2
F2-2H-2D 99.5 98.9 99.7 99.1
F2-2H-3D 99.7 99.6 100 99.7

Although the number of signers is not big enough to evalu-
ate the system for signer independent recognition, experiments
are done to get initial intuition about the generalization of the
system to unseen signer. Table IV lists the accuracies of the
different types of features in signer independent mode. Each
column is named by the test signer when the training is done
by samples performed by the other two signers. The lower
results of the second signer are due to the different signing
style, some signs are repeated more than once in the same
sample. Overall average performance is around 53% for all
features 48%, and 57% for F1, and F2 features, respectively.

TABLE IV. SIGNER INDEPENDENT CLASSIFICATION RECOGNITION
RATE

Feature Signer1 Signer2 Signer3

F1-1H-2D 40.1 27.2 43.1
F1-1H-3D 44.6 30.7 50.9
F1-2H-2D 57.5 48.6 60.1
F1-2H-3D 60.0 51.0 64.8
F2-1H-2D 56.8 41.9 58.7
F2-1H-3D 60.2 43.2 65.7
F2-2H-2D 58.9 47.8 63.9
F2-2H-3D 61.3 49.7 64.4

E. Comparison with Published Work

This experiment tests the proposed features representation
and classification algorithm on a publicly available dataset and
compares the results of the proposed method with published
work on the same dataset. The dataset is composed of 95
Australian sign language words. Each word is performed by 1
signer 27 times. For each sample a vector of 22 measures is
recorded per frame. These measures include the 3D position of
hands (X,Y,Z), the orientation of hands (Roll, Pitch, Yaw), and
the status of fingers. Some previous work used only the (x,y)
points to form 2D trajectory while others used 3D. This work,
uses the 2D/3D trajectory as well as the hand orientation. The
same steps of trajectory preprocessing, features representation,
and classification are applied on this database. In this dataset,
the signer starts with his hands on the rest position and return
them back to the rest position after signing. This makes the
center of gravity of some signs to be the same. To avoid that,
the compression stage is applied twice. First with 14 vertices
which will include the starting and ending rest position. Then
it finds the 12 vertices after excluding the first and last points
which results in removing the rest position from the calculation
of the center of gravity. Table V shows the accuracy reported
by different previous works along with our work (the last 4
lines). The first row shows the number of classes out of 95
used. In this table, F1 stands for the polygonal description
feature representation and F2 for the positional feature. 3D
stands for the only use of 3D hand position to form the feature
while 3DO for inclusion of the hand orientation too.

Note that the work in [33] uses the 22 features while ours
use three - in case of 3D feature - or six - in case of 3DO -
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TABLE V. COMPARISON WITH PUBLISHED WORK ON AUSLAN

Reference 2 Words 4 Words 8 Words 16 Words 29 Words 38 Words All Words

Khalid et al. [29] 2D 98% 92% 88% 83% - - -
Khalid et al. [30] 2D 99% 95% 92% 88% - - -
Bashir et al. [31] 2D 96% 92% 86% 78% 69% 66% -
Wu et al. [32] 3D 93% 89% 83% - - - -
Naftel et al. [19] 2D 96% 90% 82% 76% - - -
Wei et al. [18] 2D 98% 93% 86% 78% 72% 69% -
Wei et al. [18] 3D 99% 96% 92% 89% 82% 78% -
Simao et al. [33] - - - - - - 86.7%
F1-2D 100% 100% 95.4% 76.7% 63.7% 58.8% 46.8%
F1-3D 100% 100% 98.1% 90.4% 76.4% 70% 58.3%
F1-3DO 100% 100% 99.1% 95.4% 89.5% 86.5% 82.8%
F2-2D 100% 100% 96.3% 85.2% 74.3% 68.8% 61.7%
F2-3D 100% 100% 99.1% 94.8% 86.2% 79.7% 74.5%
F2-3DO 100% 100% 98.1% 95.9% 92.8% 88.7% 88.4%

of them. It is included to compare with a work that examined
the whole database. Although it shows better performance than
some of the proposed features, yet it uses more measures that
are not related to the hand trajectory. The proposed system
features lower dimensionality and simplicity.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

This work proposes a system for Arabic sign language
recognition based on the trajectories of hands. It models the
trajectory as a polygon and proposes two polygonal description
features. The system shown good performance for both signer
dependent and signer independent recognition. Th accuracy
of the system reaches 99% for signer dependent and 64%
for signer independent recognition. The proposed system is
tested on two different datasets and is compared with published
works that use the same dataset and shown better performance
than most of them. The proposed system features simplicity,
scalability, and generalization to unseen signer. The work in
database collection is still in progress to extend the vocabulary
size and number of signers.
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Abstract—Internet of Things has become one of the most
challenging issues in many researches to connect physical things
through the internet by creating a virtual identity for everything.
Traffic congestion in Riyadh city is chosen due to the proliferation
in the number of vehicles on Riyadh roads that is resulting in
grumbling by residents. Currently, there are few reliable services
offered to residents from the traffic department enabling them to
access traffic information. A new traffic congestion framework for
Riyadh is proposed to help the development of traffic congestion
services. This framework aims to benefit from the current Riyadh
road infrastructure and apply the Internet of Things paradigm
for detecting traffic congestion with Everything as a Service
approach. Sensing devices are used to identify the congestion
of the traffic flow through providing multiple proposed services
such as a vehicle counting, live streaming video and rerouting
services. Users are able to access the services by using proposed
mobile application connected to the internet, as those services
are integrated with public map service. By using the services, the
users are able to identify the exact location where congestion
occurs and an alternate solution can be provided easily. To
achieve this, Business Process Execution Language is embedded
as a supporting framework layer. Due to the effectiveness in this
layer, executable workflows are designed to combine the proposed
services with the legacy Riyadh services as individual model. This
approach clearly defines how the services are executed through
the proposed models. A quantitative evaluation is provided to
support the usability of this research.

Keywords—Traffic congestion framework; internet of things;
smart city; business process execution language; everything as a
service

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the rapid increase in traffic vehicles appears to
be a major problem in urban and sub-urban regions. Traffic
congestion in Riyadh city is an ever growing problem as the
number of vehicles is growing exponentially and the road
infrastructure cannot be increased proportionally. Moreover,
with the fast development of Riyadh city, the scale of the
problem is expanding day by day as the population of the
city is also surging. According to a survey prepared by the
High Commission for the Development of Riyadh city, the

population of Riyadh is approximately 4.9 million that is
flooding the roads with about 985,000 cars daily and an
average of 1.6 cars per family which 90% of them are private
cars [1]. It leads to an increase in congestion of the roads which
is rapidly becoming a phenomenon that is seen every day.
Traffic congestion is one of the main reasons for increasing
transportation costs due to the extra fuel and wasted time.
Studies in Riyadh have proved that the costs of congestion
create a heavy loss of SR 28 billion [2].

The growing number of vehicles and increased population
have triggered to the requirement of effective traffic man-
agement systems. An Intelligent Transportation System (ITS)
is an effective approach to solve traffic problems without
building any extra physical infrastructure such as tunnels
and bridges [3]. It applies Information and Communication
Technologies (ICT) to the online transportation systems to
improve performance and help to alleviate traffic congestion
and optimize fuel consumption [4]. The global ITS market is
expected to grow and reach 38.68 USD billion by 2020 [5].

Most researchers are engaged in exploring different tech-
nologies to monitor road traffic and detect traffic congestion to
make congestion management more efficient. There are several
technologies that are being used to detect traffic congestion,
including loop-coils and intelligent video cameras known as
CCTV systems. As stated in the Ministry of Transportation’s
report in Saudi Arabia [6], Riyadh City has some ITS systems
which disseminate traffic information via the internet to a
control center. Therefore, it offers pre-trip traffic informa-
tion and on-trip traffic information services to their residents
through radio and Dynamic Messages Signs (DMS). Traffic
information is gathered from a variety of sources such as
CCTV cameras, policeman maintenance, contractors and road
travelers. However, CCTV cameras have lots of drawbacks
such as being affected by weather conditions and high cost
of installation [7], [8]. Therefore, Riyadh city must benefit
from the internet and communication technologies, especially
concerning traffic, to be a smart city in traffic areas and provide
residents more confidence and reliable services.
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Recent fast advancements in various technological fields
including hardware miniaturization, wireless communications,
sensing devices and embedded computing allow for increasing
physical world with a unique identification; and also the
capabilities to analyze and process information to sense and
respond to the environment, thus making them smart. By
connecting smart objects to the internet, an Internet of Things
(IoT) is formed. The IoT is such a key in ICT that is rapidly
becoming one of the most influential development and research
topics, through enabling people and devices to communicate
with each other in real time. The IoT describes everyday
physical objects connected with the internet and able to iden-
tify themselves to other devices. It provides more advanced
services to people through connecting several devices, systems
and applications beyond traditional machine-to-machine.

The concept of IoT is closely related to Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID) as the way of communication and also
it may include other wireless or sensor technologies. RFID
is shaping up to be an important building block for the
IoT. The affordable cost with improved benefits has made
RFID a reliable technology with a competitive advantage [3].
RFID is highlighted as one of the converging technologies
and main catalyst playing a significant role in this project.
Another reason is that RFID technology is considered as the
most applicable for the country, such as in Saudi Arabia,
where privacy is a big concern. The crowdsensing from user’s
smartphone [9] is getting more popular these days, however,
it is argued that RFID is better in term of privacy as well as
its support to the convergence of IoT [10].

This research proposes an intelligent traffic congestion
framework for smart Riyadh city based on using the same
infrastructure and the IoT services through identification of
vehicles causing congestion in specific regions. The physical
basis of the framework is IoT, and realized computation
and storage of services through a cloud computing platform.
The objective of this project is to offer residents access to
road information and detecting traffic congestion by providing
them automated services such as counting vehicle service,
video streaming service, dynamic message signs service and
alternative routes in real-time. Business Process Execution
Language approach (BPEL) is proposed to integrate more than
one service in one model publicly available for residents.
BPEL is a XML-based language used to define business
processes’ workflow to unify the format of business process
flow definition. By using BPEL technology, the proposed
services are integrated with the existing Riyadh services such
as public map and CCTV services to offer the users a new
service which is a traffic congestion service.

II. RELATED WORKS

A particular IoT service is useful to make applica-
tion development and implementation in agile manner. Au-
thors in [11] categorize IoT services into four categories,
which are identity-based services, data collection services,
collaboration-supported services, and ubiquitous-oriented ser-
vices. Generally, IoT development starts from data collection to
collaboration-supported and ubiquitous-oriented. However, not
all services of IoT necessarily develop to the stage of ubiqui-
tous convergence because some applications and services only

require data collection and are not intended for ubiquitous-
oriented due to privacy required by minority group of people.

Riyadh city is the pioneer of smart city in Saudi Arabia
since 2008, when Riyadh Municipality began to implement
a smart street on Prince Muhammad Ibn Abdul-Aziz road
by providing a free wireless internet service for all residents
on this road through WiFi and WiMAX technologies [12].
In 2013, Riyadh city is continuing its efforts by launching
smart roads that are developed to combine extensions of Oruba
and Abu Bakr Al-Siddiq Street, and are centrally operated
by a control room. It aims to guarantee the premium safety
standards for residents by offering dynamic message signs,
ventilation fans, and 58 centers for emergency calling, with
surveillance cameras along the tunnels, bells and alarms and
escape doors between the tunnels with lighting [13].

Authors in [14] develop a traffic information interface
based on historic traffic data. It aims to show the drivers an
output in public map as image processing of traffic speed
details of speed limit on the available routes with different
colors by giving day and time limit information to help
drivers make their choice in selecting a route or change
their current route for any kind of incident such as traffic
congestion. The traffic speed data are collected on the basis of
video analysis from several segment routes. Several videos are
collected from each road segment, then each recorded video
is analyzed to measure the speed data. By using the data, an
interface is developed to show the traffic conditions on public
map with speed limits denoted in different colors, which can
be a guideline for developing countries where navigation is
still unavailable. On the other hand, this method has many
limitations. The main problem is that collecting many videos
is difficult and time consuming. Moreover, it does not provide a
real time traffic information, only historical data are available.

Authors in [15] propose a vehicle cloud computing archi-
tecture based on three IoT layers: device layer, communication
layer and service layer. By using a cloud computing technique,
three layers enable devices, network and services to exchange
information with each other in a real-time manner. Combining
devices with cloud computing technologies allows essential
services to be offered to residents.

It is observed that almost all the previous researches and
studies that talked about IoT frameworks focus only on three
or more essential layers, but each researcher names the layer
differently. To date, the integration layer that can be used for
integrating the services of IoT is not available yet. Therefore,
BPEL tool is used to effectively collaborate and integrate
several existing and new services with each other by defining
a business workflow for each service in one BPEL model.
Moreover, by using the BPEL tool the technical team can then
easily develop several applications due to the visibility of any
possible workflows amongst available service.

III. TRAFFIC CONGESTION FRAMEWORK

Riyadh city should benefit from internet and communi-
cation technologies to provide smart roads in order to have
more confidence and reliable services. The ability to know the
traffic conditions on the road ahead via effective services on
the mobile devices allows residents to find out the number
of vehicles on a specific road, display live video streams
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captured from CCTV cameras, view warning messages on
DMS and find alternative routes. This eventually leads to the
reduce of time consuming and vehicle’s fuel consumption.
Moreover, the DMS boards on the roads display warning
messages automatically to residents. The more residents utilize
these services, the more traffic congestion decreases and the
more residents are confident and satisfied.

The proposed traffic congestion framework contains a
fixed and mobile platform including the support of sensors
mounted on vehicles. The sensor devices collects data and
transfers it to cloud via the internet to offer new services to
residents. More specifically, Fig. 1 shows the layers of the
proposed traffic congestion framework for Riyadh city. This
proposed framework consists of four different layers that have
different purposes: a physical layer, a communication layer, an
integration layer and an application layer.

Fig. 1. Conceptual traffic congestion framework for Riyadh City.

An architectural view of the framework is shown in Fig. 2.
The bottom layer is called the physical layer, whose function
is recognizing and collecting data of vehicles through RFID
technology and CCTV cameras systems. When data are pooled
synchronously, transmission is required on second layer, which
is called a communication layer. The formation of network
in the communication layer consist of wireless technologies
such as 3G, 4G, LTE or WiFi. This layer is responsible for
transmitting data with high reliability and security to cloud
storage. The third layer is an integration layer. BPEL is used
in this layer to design the workflow process of each service
on the traffic congestion framework. BPEL is proposed to
integrate several services with each other to build composite
service; when more than one service is combined together
in one BPEL model, then residents have a new service. The
top of the framework is an application layer which consists

of different services to be presented to residents, which are
vehicle counting service, live video streaming service, dynamic
messages signs service and alternative rerouting service.

Fig. 2. Traffic congestion architecture for smart riyadh city based on IoT
services.

To achieve an effective traffic congestion control system in
Riyadh, both RIFD technology and CCTV devices are used.
RFID technology provides automatic recognition of vehicles
with the tags, RFID tags transfer the signal containing the tag
number captured by RFID reader. For this approach, vehicles
should be installed with RFID tags; whenever the vehicle
reaches the specified range of RFID readers, the RFID reader
is able to read the information of each vehicle’s tag. The stored
information in the RFID tag for each vehicle can only be a
unique tag number while the location coordinates and time-
stamp is in the RFID reader. The location coordinates should
be integrated into the RFID reader through the built-in GPS
sensor to provide information regarding where a vehicle tag
has been interrogated and at what time. The microcontroller
in the RFID reader is programmed to calculate the exact time at
which the tag ceases to be read and then link the time with the
location coordinate of the RFID reader. On the other hand, the
CCTV video surveillance cameras that are installed on Riyadh
roads is able to take images or recordings for surveillance to
monitor the traffic congestion through the monitoring screen
in the traffic department center. This research uses the already
installed CCTV cameras through Everything as a Service
(XaaS) technology to get the live video of each road to also
be displayed to residents.

The information trunk for the IoT is a communication layer.
The communication layer provides the connection between the
physical devices of RFID readers and CCTV and the cloud
through the internet. The layer makes use of 3G, 4G, LTE,
fiber optic or WiFi networks to transfer the RFID data and
video data to the cloud storage in application layer. These
communication technologies generally characterized by high
reliability and high transfer rates.

In integration layer, BPEL tool is used to display a work-
flow for integrating more than one service with each other.
Because more than one service is combined with another
service in one BPEL model, the users have a new service at
the end of the model. Each service should be able to achieve
automation of process by defining a workflow of activities
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which is called a business process. A business process is
defined as a set of all possible sequences of activities for
delivering a specific business objective, and business process of
services is often modeled and performed through BPEL. The
BPEL model is a language used to define how the business
processes involving web services are combined and executed
in smooth manner. Each notation represents a specific activity
in the process. Fig. 3 presents the notations legend used in
Eclipse BPEL designer and executed with Active BPEL Engine
for traffic congestion framework.

Fig. 3. BPEL Notations for the Framework.

The goals of using BPEL models in the framework are:

• To define the business processes by using XML lan-
guage.

• The BPEL layer clearly represents the flow of each
service such as vehicle counting service, CCTV live
streaming service, rerouting service and DMS service
in a graphical representation.

• BPEL has multiple graphical notations to show how
the business process works and allow their use to be
blended as seamlessly as possible, such as combin-
ing multiple services to one, therefore residents can
choose the desired services from cloud without having
prior knowledge about the application development.

• BPEL is able to combine multiple services in one
service such as combining RFID service with the
internet service and public map service to get vehicle
counting service.

• The developers can easily develop applications and
services by using the BPEL model XML code to
create database modeling from where non developer
end users can benefit.

The application layer in the top of the framework provides
several services to residents to complete data processing, data
exchange, data calculation and data storage. The cloud storage
in this layer stores RFID tags, RFID readers’ data and video
data. The cloud is considered as XaaS and used to provide
services in the application layer, hence, residents can access
the cloud to choose their required services from their mobile
devices. There are four proposed services: vehicle counting
service, CCTV live streaming service, dynamic messages signs
service and alternative rerouting service. These services can
be executed from a mobile application to benefit residents in
detecting traffic congestion on Riyadh roads and then reducing
the congestion costs as general. Moreover, the proposed DMS

boards service in the roads that relied on IoT also benefits
residents to get reliable and real-time warning messages.

A. Vehicle Counting Service

The objective of Vehicle Counting Service is to display
the exact number of vehicles in a specified street for one lane.
It also displays the average number of vehicles for a specific
period of time to detect the exact traffic congestion. There are
two ways to achieve this objective. One is to use the BPEL
model to identify the workflow of this service. The other is to
develop a proposed vehicle counting web-based application.

BPEL model is used to combine street sensor services
RFID internet service and user defined map service to become
one service which is vehicle counting service by defining a set
of activities for the service. The RFID readers in the roads are
supposed to receive RFID tag information from each vehicle
equipped with the RFID tag. The received information from the
RFID tags and reader is then transferred through the internet
to the cloud storage. The stored information is the tag number
of each vehicle, location coordinates and time-stamp. Based
on this information, it is possible to identify the location of
each vehicle and the time when it crossed the RFID readers
in the roads. The application in cloud is able to retrieve this
information from the cloud storage to calculate and identify
how many vehicles per lane are congested in a specific RFID
reader range installed on the roads and the average number of
the traffic congestion for a specific period of time. Once the
user connects to internet, the result of the congested vehicles
in a specific RFID reader is received through the proposed
mobile application and integrating with the public map service
for displaying to residents the average and exact number of
vehicles per specific time in the congested area on public map.

A web-based application is developed which is used by
Riyadh residents to assess the actual number of vehicles at
each RFID reader for one lane in addition to the average
number of vehicles for a specific period of time to detect the
traffic congestion. The heavily congested roads are almost the
result of bottlenecks; these bottlenecks are frequently due to
the junctions, accidents, reduced number of lane or reduced
carriage way width. Based on the previous researches, it is
noticed that most of researchers are stated several metrics to
measure the traffic congestion such as average traffic speed
[16], intensity and density [17]. This research proposes vehicle
counting web-based application to calculate and measure the
congestion of roads based on three important measures: the
number of vehicles within RFID tags read by one RFID reader,
the exact number of vehicles at each RFID reader based on
the number of lanes, and the average number of vehicles per
lane during a certain period of time by each RFID reader.

B. Vehicle Counting Web-Based Application

The presented web-based application is developed by using
Microsoft SQL server and ASP.net programming language,
which is a server side web application development struc-
ture that was generated for the web creation to develop dy-
namic web pages with Hyper-Text Markup Language (HTML),
JavaScript and Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) to design the user
interface. The vehicle counting service application is simulated
by using ASP.net in visual basic (VB.net) and Microsoft SQL
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server database. Hence, the data are stored in the database.
Moreover, by using public map API, the vehicle counting
web-based application data are connected with the public map.
The API can be retrieved from the provider by using an API
key and then integrate it with the web-based application. The
application interface is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Setting page in vehicle counting web-based application.

There are three tables in the setting page. The information
in the tables is stored in database as inputs. The first table is
for adding Riyadh roads on the public map. A user can insert
new road by filling the following information: Road ID, Road
Name, Road Latitude, Road Longitude, Number of lanes in
each road and Notes. The second table is for adding the RFID
Readers in Riyadh Roads by filling the RFID Reader Name,
Latitude and Longitude of this reader and the Road that want
to add this RFID reader to it. Finally, the last table is for adding
vehicles which represent by the vehicle tag ID for each one.
The inputs are stored in the database, and then this information
is retrieved back through ASP.net with the integration of public
map API services to give the output to Riyadh residents.

In Fig. 5, the vehicle traffic page aims to insert vehicle
tag to particular RFID reader. In other words, the RFID reader
reads the tag information for each vehicle that passes along
the road. Each vehicle tag is inserted to one of the defined
RFID reader in setting page. Once the vehicle tag is added
to particular RFID reader, the detailed table is shown in the
vehicle traffic page. This table contains the information of
RFID reader and roads. It displays the exact date and time
when the RFID reader and vehicle tag are inserted.

C. CCTV Live Streaming Service

The current CCTV system in Riyadh city is used for the
video surveillance of roads that is accessed only by the traffic
department. A traffic department employee should see the
status of the roads and then assign a traffic policeman to a
specific site to manage the traffic congestion or any other
services but this method is not of much use to the Riyadh
residents. This research project improves the performance of
the current CCTV monitoring system by allowing access a
live streaming video service to residents. The BPEL model

Fig. 5. Vehicle traffic page in vehicle counting web-based application.

combines the CCTV service, the internet service and user
defined map service (in this research, public map service is
utilized) to provide residents map-based video live stream
service. The BPEL model also displays the workflow process
of the CCTV live streaming service.

The CCTV cameras that are installed along Riyadh roads
are connected to the internet to store the received video data
in the cloud storage, then the same video data are streamed
from the cloud to residents by using an application to view the
live streaming video of the desired road. Once video data are
received, public map is invoked to display the CCTV locations
on the roads. Then, residents choose the desired location that
has CCTV cameras and finally residents are able to view and
display the live streaming of the chosen road.

D. Dynamic Messages Signs (DMS) Service

Some roads in Riyadh city have DMS boards displaying
warning messages regarding the traffic status to residents. It
is the responsibility of the traffic department to update the
messages based on CCTV system. Residents are unable to
get real-time information because the DMS is not updated
automatically. BPEL is able to combine street sensor services
(RFID), internet services and public map service in one model.

IoT is proposed to connect the DMS to the internet and
then the dynamic message board is able to provide real-time
messages to residents who are travelling on the roads. The
DMS is completely controlled by an application itself and the
information is retrieved from cloud storage based on the RFID
readers’ information, not from updating the DMS application
manually through the monitoring of the traffic department to
CCTV cameras. The RFID readers installed on the roads are
able to receive the installed RFID tags information from the
vehicles. A DMS application in the cloud retrieves only the
RFID readers’ information that is placed after the DMS from
the cloud storage to compare which RFID reader shows the
most congestion and then an automated warning message is
displayed on the DMS board on the roads to residents. Since
the availability of the internet for DMS on roads and on users’
mobile applications, residents are now able to see warning
messages about any congestion via a DMS board on the road
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and also via public map on a mobile application, in addition
to receiving any warning messages from the traffic department
regarding to weather effects, accidents and others.

E. Alternative Rerouting Service

In alternative rerouting service, if there is traffic congestion
on some roads, the service gives residents an alternative road
based on the real-time information of the RFID data. BPEL
combines the sensor street service, the internet service and
public map service in one model to act as one service, which
is a rerouting service.

The RFID readers read the RFID tag information from each
vehicle equipped with the RFID tag. The received information
is transferred through the internet to cloud storage. The alter-
native rerouting application in cloud compares the congested
vehicle data of the nearest RFID readers to the congested road
and then the application stores the least congested value of
the road. Thus, users can open the application and connect to
the internet service to receive the value of the least congested
road. Public map is also required to be invoked, so that the
application provides the users with the least congested road as
a rerouted road for residents, visually available on the map.

F. Traffic Congestion Service

The traffic congestion service combines the vehicle count-
ing service, CCTV live streaming service, dynamic messages
signs service and rerouting service together in one BPEL
model. These services are available to Riyadh residents from
the mobile applications on a public map at any time and from
anywhere in Riyadh by XaaS, in addition to the DMS boards
that are installed on Riyadh roads that give real-time warning
messages. These valuable services benefit residents by detect-
ing real-time information on traffic congestion, thus saving
valuable time, and warning residents about traffic congestion
in a specific location, thus enabling resident to easily choose a
recommended alternative route to avoid the traffic congestion.
BPEL is used to combine the proposed and existing services
in one model to act as one service.

IV. TRAFFIC CONGESTION SERVICE MODELS

The BPEL model shows a list of the activities of each
service. Residents can benefit from choosing their desired
services from the cloud; the application can be developed
by the developers with reference to the BPEL models for
the benefit of both the traffic department and residents of
Riyadh. Although BPEL is a modelling language, the user can
design their models by using an interactive any graphical BPEL
designer tool and then execute the model by instantiating
abstract services in the model with concrete available services.
Hence, there is no programming task required to execute
the BPEL models, especially if concrete services are already
available.

A. Vehicle Counting Service BPEL Model

A vehicle counting service BPEL model is shown in Fig. 6.
The model shows the list of activities that should be followed
in each service to assess the number of vehicles congested in
a specific road per every lane as well the average number of
vehicles for a specific period of time.

The service starts with receiving a request, which then
invokes the vehicle counting service to begin the processes. By
assuming there is a flow of readers on the roads, and taking
one RFID reader in the Northern Ring Road and another in
the King Fahad Road, both RFID readers read the vehicle’s
information from the RFID tags that the vehicles on the roads
are equipped with and assigned a RFID tag’s information
to each RFID reader; the RFID readers on the two roads
then assign the information from the RFID readers as tag
numbers, location coordinates and time-stamps to the cloud
storage by invoking the internet service. The application in the
cloud retrieves the RFID readers’ information to calculate the
number of tags for each RFID reader. Then, resident invokes
the internet service to connect with the mobile application to
receive the RFID reader’s values from the cloud. Once the
values are received, the public map API service is invoked
to retrieve the maps from the cloud and then the retrieved
RFID reader’s values are assigned to the map. Finally, the total
number of vehicles are indicated to residents on the public map
for each reader.

The developed web-based application for vehicle counting
was built to display on public map the actual number of
vehicles per specific minutes in one hour and in one lane for
each RFID reader. Overall, the application operated well and as
intended. The Vehicle Counting Web-Based Application is able
to provide the result from the inputs of RFID readers, Roads
and the Vehicle tags. Hence, the inputs data are combined to
give the output. Fig. 7 shows the number of vehicles per lane
in addition to the average number of vehicles per specific time
of period based on resident’s preferences. The user preference
is the key concept of XaaS as coined in [18].

From report page, resident can choose specific time in hour
to display the average number of vehicles per lane either in five
minutes or above. As each vehicle is mapped to RFID reader,
the equations are executed to get the traffic congestion results.
Once resident chooses show reports menu, the public map is
displayed to resident. The location of RFID readers are marked
in red icon. Then, the user can zoom in the map to choose
the desired reader of specific road and click on it. The pop-
up screen appears with the name of reader, road, road lanes,
actual number of vehicles in any lanes, number of vehicles
per one lane and the average number of vehicles per specific
period of time. Through these information, resident can view
the congested road for each RFID reader and detect the traffic
congestion.

B. CCTV Live Streaming Service BPEL Model

A CCTV live streaming service BPEL model is shown in
Fig. 8. This model shows a list of activities that should be
followed to apply this service to achieve the goal of a live
streaming service to residents. Hence, residents are able to see
the live video status of the chosen roads in Riyadh roads.

The CCTV live streaming service is invoked to get the
result of the CCTV video footage on public map. By assuming
there are two CCTV cameras processed in parallel, one in
Northern Ring Road and another one in King Fahad Road,
both cameras take live videos of the roads and the video data
are assigned to the CCTV in the same road. After the CCTV
video data have been received, it is assigned to the cloud
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Fig. 6. Vehicle counting service BPEL Model.

storage by invoking the internet service. The video data from
the cloud storage are retrieved by invoking the internet service
from resident to connect with the mobile application. Once the
video data are received, the public map API service is invoked
to retrieve the maps from the public cloud, then the video data
and map data are combined together to show the location of the
CCTV cameras installed on the roads of Riyadh. Accordingly,
residents can choose the CCTV cameras of the needed location
from public map. The desired location of CCTV is assigned to
public map and finally, the mobile application is able to give a
pop-up screen to show the live stream of the video data for the
chosen road. The output of the CCTV live streaming service
model is shown in Fig. 9.

C. Dynamic Messages Signs Service BPEL Model

A dynamic messages signs service BPEL model for the
Dynamic Messages Signs (DMS) in roads and mobile appli-
cation are shown in Fig. 10. The BPEL model shows a list
of activities that should be followed to apply these services
to achieve the goal of displaying real-time warning messages

about the traffic congestion status on the roads.

The model starts with invoking the Dynamic Messages
Signs Service. By assuming there are three parallel RFID
readers after the DMS board in the Northern Ring Road,
these readers read the tag information for each vehicle that
passes along the northern ring road and assign each RFID
tag information to the RFID reader. The three RFID readers
then assign the RFID information to cloud after invoking the
internet service. A DMS application in cloud is programmed
to receive the information of the RFID readers that is installed
after the DMS from the cloud storage and then identify the
congestion of vehicles by comparing the results of each RFID
reader’s information. For example, Northern Ring Road RFID
Readers (2) and (3) are placed after the DMS board. Northern
Ring Road RFID Reader (2) has 30 vehicles and Northern
Ring Road RFID Reader (3) has 100 vehicles. The highest
number of vehicles in the two RFID readers are identified by
the application and considered as more congested, which is
Northern Ring Road RFID Reader (3).

The DMS board on the road and the mobile application
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Fig. 7. Vehicle counting service output.

Fig. 8. CCTV Live Streaming Service BPEL Model.

must connect to the internet to receive the Northern Ring Road
RFID Reader (3) information as the highest congested reader
from the cloud. An automated message is displayed on the
DMS board on the roads after assigning the Northern Ring
Road RFID reader (3) data to the DMS, while the warning
message in the mobile application appears to the users after
invoking the public map service and assigning the Northern
Ring Road RFID reader (3) data to the map. Thus, Riyadh

Fig. 9. CCTV live streaming service output.

residents can get warning messages about congestion or any
updated status regarding traffic problems from the roads and
from the mobile application. Unlike the existing DMS in
Riyadh, the DMS in the framework can also be accessed by any
user’s device, since XaaS technology is utilized. The output of
the dynamic messages signs service on roads is shown in Fig.
11, while the output of the dynamic messages signs service in
mobile application is in Fig. 12.

D. Alternative Rerouting Service BPEL Model

An alternative rerouting service BPEL model is shown in
Fig. 13. This model shows a list of activities that should be
followed to apply the service to achieve the goal of providing
residents an alternative route that is not congested.

The alternative rerouting service is invoked to identify the
least congested route. Assuming there are three RFID readers:
in Northern Ring Road, King Fahad Road and King Abdullah
Road. These readers read the tag information for each vehicle
that passes them and then each RFID tag’s information is
assigned to the RFID reader. After that, the three RFID
readers assign the RFID tag’s information to cloud storage
after invoking the internet service to store this information in
cloud storage. The alternative rerouting application in the cloud
receives the RFID reader’s information, then the congestion
comparison is taken to identify the lowest number of RFID
tags, for example the RFID reader in Northern Ring road re-
ceives 300 RFID tags while the RFID reader in King Abdullah
road receives 58 RFID tags. The lowest one, King Abdullah
road, is chosen through this application and the rerouting path
is identified as King Abdullah road. When resident invokes
the internet service, then the mobile application receives King
Abdullah road information from the cloud, then public map
is invoked to retrieve the maps from public cloud and King
Abdullah road information is assigned to the map. Hence,
residents are notified by the mobile application to reroute to the
least congested road to reach their needed location without any
congestion. The output of the Alternative Rerouting service
model is illustrated in Fig. 14.

E. Traffic Congestion Service BPEL Model

A Traffic Congestion Service BPEL model shows the list
of activities that should be followed to combine the proposed
services with each other in one BPEL model (it is not shown
due to the limitation of the page). As the proposed services
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Fig. 10. Dynamic messages signs service in roads BPEL Model.

are in cloud as a service, residents can choose any service they
need from public map in the proposed mobile application or
from the DMS in the roads. The appropriate output of each
service is given through the application layer.

The physical devices in traffic congestion service model
comprises RFID and CCTV cameras. The RFID sensors ser-
vices can be used to access the output of the received RFID
tags, and is used by the following three services: Vehicle
Counting, Dynamic Messages Signs and Alternative Rerouting
services. The output of RFID services is stored in cloud
storage. Similarly, the CCTV cameras that are installed on
Riyadh roads are able to retrieve the video data of each road
and then store it in cloud storage. Each application on the cloud
is designed depending on each service and is able to retrieve
the needed data from the cloud storage and then process it.

The returned values from the cloud are combined with the
public map API to get the output of services in one application.
Hence, residents are able to choose their desired services from
the proposed mobile application. Furthermore, the returned
RFID reader’s values from the cloud are also used for the
DMS on the roads. Residents have the option to use the mobile
application or the DMS boards on Riyadh roads.

In Fig. 15, the traffic congestion service starts with receiv-
ing a request, and then invokes the traffic congestion service
to initiate the processes to work. In this traffic congestion
service model, there are two physical devices: RFID and
CCTV devices. Both of them are accessed in parallel by
using the flow activity. RFID services start by assuming there
are two RFID readers, one in Northern Ring Road and the
other in King Abdullah Road. The readers read the vehicle’s
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Fig. 11. Dynamic messages signs service output.

Fig. 12. Messages Signs service output.

information from the RFID tags which the vehicles on the
road are equipped with and then the flow of RFID information
is assigned to the reader. Then, Northern Ring Road RFID
reader and King Abdullah Road RFID reader assigns their
information as tag numbers, location coordinates and time-
stamps to cloud storage by invoking the internet service. The
second service is CCTV services, responsible for getting the
live video of Riyadh roads. By assuming in one flow there are
two CCTV cameras, one in Northern Ring Road and another
in King Abdullah Road, both cameras take live videos of each
road and then the video data are assigned to the CCTV camera
in the same road. The flow of the CCTV video data is assigned
to cloud storage by invoking the internet service.

The RFID and CCTV video data are stored in cloud
storage. From the cloud, each application carries out its func-
tionality to give an appropriate service. The proposed services
are processed in parallel, therefore it is required to use the flow
activity to explain the process of each service.

Firstly, the vehicle counting service as an application in
cloud processes a list of activities in ordered sequence. The
vehicle counting service receives the Northern Ring Road
RFID information and King Abdullah Road RFID Reader in-
formation from the cloud storage to initiate the processing and
calculating of the average number of RFID tags during specific
period of time for each RFID reader and then assign the
average number of vehicles for each RFID reader. Secondly,
the CCTV live streaming application in cloud is composed

from ordered activities, starting by receiving the video data
and then assigning them to the CCTV application. Thirdly,
the dynamic messages signs application aims to display some
warning messages on the DMS boards. This application in
cloud is programmed to receive only the RFID reader’s infor-
mation located after the DMS board from the cloud storage
and then identify the congestion of vehicles by comparing the
results of each RFID reader.

When there are two RFID readers in Northern Ring Road,
the Northern Ring Road RFID reader (2) tagged 55 vehicles
and the Northern Ring Road RFID reader (3) tagged 110
vehicles, the DMS application compares them and the highest
RFID reader which is Northern Ring Road RFID reader (3) is
assigned to the DMS application and considered as the more
congested reader. Lastly, the alternative rerouting application
in the cloud aims to enable Riyadh residents to take another
path to avoid road congestion. This application starts with
receiving the RFID readers’ information from cloud storage.
By assuming there are two RFID readers, one in Northern Ring
Road and the other in King Abdullah Road. The application
is programmed to compare them and take the lowest number
of RFID tags in each RFID reader - for example, the RFID
readers in Northern Ring road receive 300 RFID tags and the
RFID readers in King Abdullah road receive 33 RFID tags.
The lowest one which is in King Abdullah road has the data
assigned to the alternative rerouting application.

The output from each application in the cloud is processed
in a parallel way based on the requests from the users. When
the users need to see the warning messages of DMS boards on
the roads, the DMS board must invoke the internet service to be
able to receive RFID readers’ data from the DMS application.
The DMS receives the Northern Ring road RFID reader’s (3)
information as the more congested area, therefore it assigns
this information to the DMS board and then the application
displays a warning message on the board to the users that
there is congestion in this area.

Regarding the proposed mobile application in the users’
devices, it has four proposed services that benefit Riyadh
residents by identifying and detecting traffic congestion on
Riyadh roads. If residents need to access the proposed mobile
application, their application must invoke the internet service
to be able to display the proposed services. Then, the mobile
application receives the processed RFID and video information
from the cloud. The application also invokes public map
to retrieve the data and services from the public cloud and
integrate them with the processed RFID and video data from
the cloud. The services are processed in parallel to respond
to residents’ requests and the values of services are assigned
to the map. Hence, the proposed services are shown on the
map to enable Riyadh residents to choose and display one
or more than one service at the same time, such as number
of vehicles at each RFID reader, warning messages on the
DMS boards, alternative rerouting. Additionally, residents can
choose the CCTV cameras of the needed location to view a live
stream of the road. Finally, residents’ traffic congestion service
request is replied to, since XaaS technology is utilized.

V. QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION

A quantitative experimental correlational study was de-
signed to measure the impact of this research. The population
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Fig. 13. Alternative rerouting service BPEL Model.

of this study is Riyadh adult users of internet connected
devices. To evaluate the usability of the research, a ten-item
questionnaire was randomly devised and distributed to seventy
participants, who willingly decided to take part in the survey.
The participants were provided with a list of service output
images. The participants were required to answer the following
ten questions on a scale from 1 to 5 where 1 - Not at all, and
5 - To a large extent. Table I shows the results of the survey
distributed amongst students and staff for a set of 70 surveyed
actors. For example, Q2 has a mean score of 4.02 showing
that; overall, participants rated the Fig. 9 as highest. Most of
the participants gave a score about 4 to all questions with

a low standard deviation meaning that there are only small
differences between the participants’ answers. This result can
be used to roughly identify the central tendency and the outlier
of the observed data.

VI. CONCLUSION

The traffic congestion framework of Riyadh city is pre-
sented to improve Smart Riyadh City. XaaS is considered
as an appropriate approach used in the framework due to
enhance the public services and increase transparency between
traffic department and residents. XaaS approach advances
the framework through BPEL models which are useful for
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TABLE I. SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS OF THE CONDUCTED SURVEY

Questions Mean Std Dev.
Q1. After you use the Vehicle Counting Service, do you like the
service output (Fig. 7)?

3.38 0.957

Q2. After you use the CCTV Live Streaming Service, do you
like the service output (Fig. 9)?

4.02 0.885

Q3. After you use the Messages Signs Service, do you like the
service output (Fig. 12)?

3.91 0.940

Q4. After you use the Alternative Rerouting Service, do you like
the service output (Fig. 14)?

3.82 1.065

Q5. After you use the Traffic Congestion Service, do you like
the service output (Fig. 15)?

3.61 1.175

Q6. The message is easy to understand. 3.83 0.814
Q7. The message is useful during a traffic jam. 4.28 0.696
Q8. I would use the system once it is deployed. 4.08 0.790
Q9. It is a good idea to use those maps as an emergency guide. 3.98 0.690
Q10. The provided information is enough. 3.88 0.725

Fig. 14. Alternative rerouting service output.

Fig. 15. Traffic congestion service output.

business managers and developers to provide a complete traffic
congestion system for Riyadh city to offer their residents
effective services. The proposed traffic congestion service are
vehicle counting service, which is proposed to detect the total
number of vehicles congested in a specific road; dynamic
messages signs service which is completely automated, real
time message service which is shown via the road’s message
boards and through mobile devices to residents; CCTV live
streaming service which helps residents to know the exact
status of traffic by displaying a real video of the roads;
and lastly, rerouting service which is more convenient for
residents to navigate to another route with less congestion.
As services are in the cloud, residents can easily choose the
desired services of their choice from the mobile application or

from the DMS boards that installed on the roads. As BPEL
supports the workflow process to combine atomic services,
one BPEL model is designed to combine any IoT services. A
quantitative evaluation was conducted to measure the usability
impact of the research to residents. The future work includes
a stronger comparison analysis between the proposed models
by measuring quality of service metrics as key performance
indicators and covering more roads in Riyadh.
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Query for Sets
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Abstract—In this paper, we consider “sets” selection problem
from a database. In conventional selection problem, which is
“objects” selection problem, the skyline query has been utilized,
since it can retrieve a set of important objects where each object
isn’t dominated by another object in a database. However, it
is not effective when we have to select important sets, each of
which contains more than one objects. Thus, we consider a “set
skyline query” that retrieves non-dominated sets of objects from
a database, which we call “object sets.” The K-skyband query
is a popular variant of the skyline query. It retrieves a set of
objects, each of which is not dominated by K other objects.
In this paper, we propose “K-Skyband set query.” It retrieves
important sets instead of objects. We investigated the properties
of the query, as well as developing pruning strategies to avoid the
unnecessary enumeration of objectsets and comparisons among
them. Intensive experiments have been performed to examine the
implemented algorithm. The results demonstrate the effectiveness
and efficiency of the proposed algorithm.

Keywords—Set Selection; Skyline Query; Skyline Set Query;
Skyband Query; Skyband-set Query

I. INTRODUCTION

To select important objects from a large-scale database is
one of the most important processes to analyze the database.
In the database literature, Borzsony et al. have been proposed
a query that retrieves a set of objects where each is not
dominated by another object in the database [1]. We call
it a “skyline query.” It has attracted lots of researchers and
practitioners due to broad applicability in decision making and
analysis tasks [2].

Let us consider an example of a financial investment
problem in the table in Fig. 1, which are seven stocks with
their corresponding prices (a1) and risks (a2). In general, all
investors want to invest in stocks with lower commission costs
and lower predicted risks. Fig. 1 shows the skyline query result
for the table where the result is {O1, O2, O3}.

In some cases, we may need to select two or more objects
in a selection or in a lookup. For example, a user might want
to invest in a combination of stocks with low costs and risk.
We often call this combination an investment portfolio. Skyline
query cannot be utilized effectively in this case because a user
may have to choose dominated objects that are not among
the skyline objects during multiple object selection in order to
obtain their optimal choices.

The investment portfolio selection problem can be analyzed
by using sets of objects, which we call “objectsets.” We denote
s as the number of objects in each objectsets. Let us consider
an investor who wants to invest in two stocks, i.e., we assume
that s = 2. Table I shows the different combinations of two

ID a1(cost) a2(risk)

O1 1 7

O2 3 3

O3 7 1

O4 7 3

O5 5 5

O6 3 5

O7 9 9 a1(cost)

a2(risk)

O1

O2

O3

O4

O5
O6

O7

Fig. 1. Non-dominated objects and skyline.

objects from the running example where each record is a set
of two stock objects. The attribute values for each objectset
are the sum of their corresponding components values. Now,
we can formalize the problem where the objectset skyline
has lower attribute values a1 (cost) as well as a2 (risk). For
s = 2, an objectset skyline query retrieves the result of
{OS1,2, OS2,3, OS2,6} because no other objectset can domi-
nate them (see Fig. 2). Notice that the conventional skyline
result of {O1, O2, O3} does not provide sufficient insights
into the selection problem. Investors always want to select
non-dominated objectsets to ensure that their portfolio has the
minimum cost with minimal risk.

Furthermore, we assume that an investor wants to invest in
three stocks. After computing all combinations of three stocks,
we need to check the dominance of these combinations to
obtain the objectset skyline result. For combinations of three
stocks, the objectset skyline query retrieves {OS1,2,3, OS1,2,6,
OS2,3,4, OS2,3,6} as the output result (see Fig. 3).

To address the issues related to set selection problem, we
propose a “K-skyband-set”. A K-skyband query, which is a
popular variant of skyline query, returns objects that are not
dominated by K other objects [6]. A K-skyband-set query
retrieves objectsets, each individual objectset of which is not
dominated by K other objectsets. In other word, an objectset
in a K-skyband-set query’s results may be dominated by at
most K − 1 other objectsets. For example, if we set the
objectset size s = 1 and the skyband value K = 1, then
the skyband set query retrieves objectsets {O1, O2, O3} for
the seven stocks example as in Fig. 1. In addition, for s = 1
and K = 2, the skyband-set query retrieves {O1, O2, O3, O6}.
This is because the objectsets comprising O1, O2, O3 are not
dominated by any objectset, and objectset O6 is dominated by
only one objectset O2. For s = 1 and K = 3, the skyband-
set query retrieves {O1, O2, O3, O4, O5, O6}. Thus, the K-
skyband query provides flexibility to increase and decrease
the number of objectets by varying the size of K.
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TABLE I. SETS OF TWO STOCKS

ID a1(cost) a2(risk) ID a1(cost) a2(risk) ID a1(cost) a2(risk)
OS1,2 4 10 OS2,4 10 6 OS3,7 16 10
OS1,3 8 8 OS2,5 8 8 OS4,5 12 8
OS1,4 8 10 OS2,6 6 8 OS4,6 10 8
OS1,5 6 12 OS2,7 12 12 OS4,7 16 12
OS1,6 4 12 OS3,4 14 4 OS5,6 8 10
OS1,7 10 16 OS3,5 12 6 OS5,7 14 14
OS2,3 10 4 OS3,6 10 6 OS6,7 12 14

a1(cost)

a2(risk)

OS1,2

OS2,6

OS3,4

OS5,7

OS3,7
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Fig. 2. Skyband-set (s=2, K=1).
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Fig. 3. Three-objects skyline.

Next, let us consider examples for s = 2. Table I represents
the sets of two objects. According to Fig. 2, it is clear that the
objectsets {OS1,2, OS2,3, OS2,6} are not dominated by any
other objectset. Therefore, they are among the results obtained
by the objectset skyband queries for s = 2 and K = 1.
We can increase the number of the results set by increasing
K. For s = 2 and K = 2, the skyband-set query retrieves
{OS1,2, OS1,3, OS1,6, OS2,3, OS2,5, OS2,6, OS3,4} (see
Fig. 4). Similarly, for s = 2 and K = 3, the skyband-set
query retrieves {OS1,2, OS1,3, OS1,6, OS2,3, OS2,5, OS2,6,
OS3,4, OS3,5} (see Fig. 5).

The main challenge when developing an objectset skyband
query is overcoming its large space complexity. For a data
set with n records, the number of objectsets of size s is
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Fig. 4. Skyband-set (s=2, K=2).
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Fig. 5. Skyband-set (s=2, K=3).

up to nCs. Thus, the time complexity is also high because
we need to compute all of the objectsets to obtain the final
result. The traditional skyline or skyband algorithm calculates
all of the candidate objectsets progressively. Next, it updates
the resulting objectset dynamically. Therefore, existing index
structures, such as ZBtrees [5] and R-trees [6], are not suitable
for objectset skyband computation. So far, there is no existing
work that can compute K-skyband set efficiently.

We propose an efficient method that can select the K-
skyband set in this paper. We utilize two filtering techniques to
prevent computing large volumes of unnecessary objectsets. In
addition, we examine and confirm that these pruning strategies
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are also useful for skyband objectset computation. We em-
pirically verified the efficiency of the proposed algorithm by
conducting several experiments with various datasets including
synthetic and real datasets.

Organization of the remainder of this paper is as follows.
In Section II, we first review the most basic research into
skyline queries, before explaining objectset skyline queries. In
Section III, we present the problem definition for a skyband-set
query and the related definitions. We also discuss the properties
of objectsets in this section. We explain the implementation
with detailed examples as well as analyzing the proposed
method for computing a skyband-set query in Section IV. In
addition, we discuss the objectset pruning strategies in this
section. We demonstrate the effectiveness and experimentally
enumerate our proposed algorithm in a variety of settings in
Section V. In Section VI, we conclude the proposals and give
some suggestions for future research.

II. RELATED WORK

There are two closely related works. One is “top-k com-
binatorial skyline queries” [9]. The other is “convex skyline
objectsets” [8].

Su et al. [9] examined a method to obtain the optimal top-k
combinations according to the preference order of attributes.
They retrieve combinations, which are not dominated by
another, incrementally according to the preference until the
best k results are found. However, their method depends on
the preference order of attributes and the required number
of combinations (k value). The preference order and the
limited number value k help to reduce the search space, which
is exponential for combinations. In contrast, our proposed
method does not require a attribute preference order nor
the number of combinations. Therefore, their method is not
suitable for solving our problem. Moreover, it is very difficult
to select the appropriate preference order, which restricts the
applicability of this method. Siddique et al. introduced the
“convex skyline objectset” problem. In the problem, objectsets
that are on the upper convex hull are all the skyline objectsets.
However, the convex hull is a subset of the skyline. It means
some of the skyline may not be on the convex hull. Our
previously proposed method depends on the properties of a
convex hull. Therefore, it cannot be applied to the skyband-set
query retrieval problem.

In addition, “combination skyline queries” were introduced
in [4], which described an index-based method called PBP for
determining the skyline objectsets where they indexed each
individual object. However, PBP also has some limitations.
The key problem is that it is very difficult to specify the object
selection pattern in advance because the end users are unfa-
miliar with the PBP algorithm. The pruning capability of the
BPB algorithm depends on this pattern selection step. Thus, if a
user selects an incorrect pattern, this can exponentially increase
the search space for the computation of objectsets. Another
limitation of the BPB algorithm is that it does not work well
as the cardinality of the objectset size s changes. It only works
well for a certain adequate size of s. Thus, it is necessary to
start from scratch in order to set s adequately. By contrast,
our solution does not require the construction of a pattern in
advance. Therefore, there is no possibility of the search space

increasing exponentially. Moreover, it is possible to vary the
objectset size s in our proposed method. Some previous studies
also considered the combination selection problem, but they
are not related to our proposed method. In particular, Roy et
al. [7] discussed how to choose the “maximal combinations”.
In the paper, a combination can be considered as “maximal”,
if it exceeds the pre-specified constraint during incremental
adding procedure of an object. Finally, they selected the k
most representative maximal combinations, thereby outputting
objects with high diversity [7]. Wan et al. [10] studied the
issue of constructing k profitable products from a new product
set that is non-dominated by other existing products on the
market. They constructed non-dominant products by allocating
prices to the new products, which differed from the existing
products. However, no previous studies considered skyband-set
querying. Thus, existing methods are not suitable for solving
objectset queries.

III. PRELIMINARIES

Given a data set D with m-attributes {a1, a2, · · · , am} and
n objects {O1, O2, · · · , On}, we use Oi.aj to denote the j-th
attribute’s value for object Oi. Without loss of generality, let us
assume that the domain of each attribute has positive numerical
values and a lower value is desirable for each attribute.

Definition Dominance:

An object Oi ∈ D can dominate another object Oj ∈ D,
denoted as Oi ≤ Oj , if Oi.ar ≤ Oj .ar (1 ≤ r ≤ m) for all
m attributes and Oi.at < Oj .at (1 ≤ t ≤ m) for at least one
attribute. We refer to Oi as the dominant object and Oj as the
dominated object between Oi and Oj . If Oi dominates Oj ,
then Oi is more desirable than Oj .

In the table of Fig. 1, object O1 dominates object O7,
i.e., O1 ≤ O7 because object O1 has smaller values for both
attributes than object O7.

Definition Skyline:

An object Oi ∈ D is referred to as a skyline object of
D if and only if no other object Oj ∈ D (j 6= i) exists
that can dominates Oi. The set of skyline objects in D is
denoted by Sky(D). Let us consider the seven stocks example,
where object O2 dominates {O4, O5, O6, O7}. No object can
dominate objects {O1, O3} in D. Therefore, a skyline query
outputs the result of Sky(D) = {O1, O2, O3} (see Fig. 1).

Definition s-objectset:

An s-objectset, say OS, is a set of s objects chosen from
D, i.e., OS = {O1, · · · , Os}. To ensure that the representation
remains simple, we denote s objects as OS = OS1,··· ,s, where
each attribute value for OS is calculated using the following
formula:

OS.aj = fj(O1.aj , · · · , Os.aj), (1 ≤ j ≤ m), (1)

where fj represent a monotonic aggregate function that
receives s parameters as inputs and produces a single value.
We can apply any monotonic aggregate function in our pro-
posed method. However, for simplicity, we apply sum as the
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aggregate function, which returns the aggregate values for s
objects as follows:

OS.aj =

s∑
i=1

Oi.aj , (1 ≤ j ≤ m) (2)

Notice that the total number of s-objectsets in D is nCs =
n!

(n−s)!s! and we denote the number by |S|.

Definition Dominance Relationship:

An s-objectset OS ∈ D will dominate another s-objectset
OS′ ∈ D, denoted as OS ≤ OS′, if OS.ar ≤ OS′.ar
(1 ≤ r ≤ m) for all m attributes and OS.at < OS′.at
(1 ≤ t ≤ m) for at least one attribute. We refer to this OS
as the dominant s-objectset and we also refer to OS′ as the
dominated s-objectset.

Definition Objectset Skyline:

Let OS be an s-objectset in D. If OS is not dominated
by any other OS in D, we call it a skyline OS (s-objectset).
The skyline of s-objectsets in D, represented by Skys(D), is
the set of skyline s-objectsets in D. If we consider s = 2,
for the data set shown in Table I, 2-objectsets OS1,2, OS2,3,
and OS2,6 are not dominated by any other 2-objectsets in D.
Therefore, the 2-objectset skyline query outputs Sky2(D) =
{OS1,2, OS2,3, OS2,6} (see Fig. 2).

Definition Skyband-set:

A skyband-set query retrieves a set of objectsets, where
each individual objectset is not dominated by k other object-
sets. It also means, an objectset in the skyband-set query can
be dominated by at most k−1 other objectsets. If we consider
s = 2 and k = 2, a skyband-set query based on data set D
outputs {OS1,2, OS1,3, OS1,6, OS2,3, OS2,5, OS2,6, OS3,4}
as the query results (see Fig. 4).

Recall that any top-k query result (result of a top-k query
based on an arbitrary linear function) is contained in the results
of the skyband set. Therefore, we can use the skyband set
results as a pre-processing step for skyline and top-k query
computation.

IV. SKYBAND-SET ALGORITHM

In this section, we present the details of the proposed
skyband-set method, which is a levelwise search algorithm.
First, it calculates the 1-objectsets skyband, before computing
all of the 2-objectsets skyband, and this procedure continues
up to s-objectsets.

First, we assume that the skyband-set query is for objectset
size s = 1 and skyband size K = 1. This query is similar to
a conventional query and it produces similar non-dominant
objects as the results set. Any traditional method is suitable
for retrieving the results for this initial query. Therefore, we
use the SFS algorithm developed in [3] to calculate the
skyband-set query with s = 1 and k = 1. After complet-
ing all of the domination checks, we obtain the domination
relation table shown in Table II, which we refer to as the
domRelationTable.

Table II shows that objects O1, O2, and O3 are not dom-
inated by another objects. Therefore, for s = 1 and k = 1,

TABLE II. DOMINANCE RELATIONSHIP AMONG 1-OBJECTSETS

Object Dominant Object
O1 ∅
O2 ∅
O3 ∅
O4 O2, O3

O5 O2, O6

O6 O2

O7 O1, O2, O3, O4, O5, O6

the skyband-set query output is {O1, O2, O3}. Next, if we
retain the objectset size s = 1 and increase the skyband value
to k = 2, then the skyband-set output becomes {O1, O2, O3,
O6}. Similarly, a skyband-set query for s = 1 and k = 3 will
retrieve {O1, O2, O3, O4, O5, O6}, and the query for s = 1
and K = 4 will retrieve all objects as outputs.

As discussed regarding the skyband-set problem, if we
select the objectset size as equal to s, then a data set D
with n objects can retrieve the total number objectsets as
|S| = nCs. For a large value of n, this represents a severe
algorithmic challenge compared with the traditional skyline
computation problem. Fig. 2, 4, and 5 show that for s = 2,
the total number of possible sets is |S| = 21 (7C2). Therefore,
in order to produce domRelationTable in a similar manner
to Table II, we must conduct a domination check based on
420 (21 * 20) comparisons. Thus, even for a small data set
containing thousands of objects, the total number of objectsets
is remarkably large and vast numbers of comparisons are
required. However, given Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, we are
free to obtain the dominance relationships for the objectsets
without composing them. This also avoids a large number of
unnecessary comparisons in the domination check.

Theorem 1: Let OS1, OS2, and OS3 be three s-objectsets
in D. If OS1 ≤ OS2, then OS1OS3 ≤ OS2OS3, where
OS1OS3 is the 2s-objectset that includes the 2s objects that
are included in OS1 or OS3, and similarly, OS2OS3 is the
2s-objectset that includes the 2s objects that are included in
OS2 or OS3.

Proof: Let OS and OS′ be two s-objectsets, and let O
be an object that is not included in OS or OS′ in an m-
dimensional database D. Assume that OS ≤ OS′. If we add
O to OS and obtain the superset of OS, which is O∪OS, then
by the definition, (O ∪ OS).aj = O.aj +

∑s
i=1Oi.aj , (1 ≤

j ≤ m). Similarly, we can make O ∪ OS′. We can say that
(O ∪ OS).aj ≤ (O ∪ OS′).aj for all j and (O ∪ OS).aj <
(O ∪ OS′).aj at least one j (1 ≤ j ≤ m) by the assumption;
therefore, (O ∪OS) ≤ (O ∪OS′).�

Theorem 2: If an objectset OS is dominated by at least k
other objectsets, then all supersets that contain OS cannot be
a member of the k-skyband-set. Therefore, further skyband-
set calculations do not require the composition of the super-
objectsets that contain OS.

Proof: Assume that a data set D has four objectsets:
OS1, OS2, OS3, and OS4. If objectset OS1 is dominated by
OS2 and OS3, then the proposed algorithm does not require
that we compose super-objectset OS1OS4 for K = 2. By using
Theorem 1, if OS2 ≤ OS1, then OS2OS4 ≤ OS1OS4. This
is also true for OS3OS4 ≤ OS1OS4. Thus, two objectsets
dominate OS1OS4.�
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TABLE III. DOMINANCE RELATIONSHIP AMONG 2-OBJECTSETS

Objectset Dominant Objectset Objectset Dominant Objectset
OS1,2 ∅ OS3,4 OS2,3

OS1,3 ∅ OS3,5 OS2,3, OS3,6

OS1,4 OS1,2, OS1,3 OS3,6 OS2,3

OS1,5 OS1,2, OS1,6 OS3,7 OS1,3, OS2,3, OS3,4, OS3,5, OS3,6

OS1,6 OS1,2 OS4,5 OS2,5, OS3,5, OS2,4, OS4,6

OS1,7 OS1,2, OS1,3, OS1,4, OS1,5, OS1,6 OS4,6 OS2,6, OS3,6, OS2,4

OS2,3 ∅ OS4,7 OS1,4, OS2,4, OS3,4, OS4,5, OS4,6, OS2,7, OS3,7

OS2,4 OS2,3 OS5,6 OS2,6, OS2,5

OS2,5 OS2,6 OS5,7 OS1,5, OS2,5, OS3,5, OS4,5, OS5,6, OS2,7, OS6,7

OS2,6 ∅ OS6,7 OS1,6, OS2,6, OS3,6, OS4,6, OS5,6, OS2,7

OS2,7 OS1,2, OS2,3, OS2,4, OS2,5, OS2,6

By utilizing Theorem 1 and 2, we can prune a large
number of the unnecessary dominance checks. By checking
Table II from top to bottom, we first find that object O4 is
dominated by O2 and O3, from which we derive O2 ≤ O4 and
O3 ≤ O4. Each of the relationships with {O1, O5, O6, O7}
has not yet been examined. By applying Theorem 2 and
without performing any comparisons, we can easily compute
the following dominance relationship for 2-objectsets.

OS1,2 ≤ OS1,4 OS1,3 ≤ OS1,4 OS2,5 ≤ OS4,5

OS3,5 ≤ OS4,5 OS2,6 ≤ OS4,6 OS3,6 ≤ OS4,6

OS2,7 ≤ OS4,7 OS3,7 ≤ OS4,7

Moreover, we also obtain two more dominance relationship
for O4, as follows:

OS2,3 ≤ OS2,4 OS2,3 ≤ OS3,4

Similarly, object O5 is dominated by {O2, O6}, from which
we derive OS2 ≤ O5 and O6 ≤ O5. These relationships can
also be used to derive the following relationships for other
objects {O1, O3, O4, O7}.

OS1,2 ≤ OS1,5 OS1,6 ≤ OS1,5 OS2,3 ≤ OS3,5

OS3,6 ≤ OS3,5 OS2,4 ≤ OS4,5 OS4,6 ≤ OS4,5

OS2,7 ≤ OS5,7 OS6,7 ≤ OS5,7

In addition, we can derive

OS2,6 ≤ OS2,5 OS2,6 ≤ OS5,6.

For the sixth relationship O2 ≤ O6 in Table II, the
relationships with others are derived as follows:

OS1,2 ≤ OS1,6 OS2,3 ≤ OS3,6 OS2,4 ≤ OS4,6

OS2,5 ≤ OS5,6 OS2,7 ≤ OS6,7

Similarly, for the last relationship in Table II, the following
relationships are derived.

OS1,2 ≤ OS1,7, OS1,3 ≤ OS1,7, OS1,4 ≤ OS1,7,
OS1,5 ≤ OS1,7, OS1,6 ≤ OS1,7

OS1,2 ≤ OS2,7, OS2,3 ≤ OS2,7, OS2,4 ≤ OS2,7,
OS2,5 ≤ OS2,7, OS2,6 ≤ OS2,7

OS1,3 ≤ OS3,7, OS2,3 ≤ OS3,7, OS3,4 ≤ OS3,7,
OS3,5 ≤ OS3,7, OS3,6 ≤ OS3,7

OS1,4 ≤ OS4,7, OS2,4 ≤ OS4,7, OS3,4 ≤ OS4,7,
OS4,5 ≤ OS4,7, OS4,6 ≤ OS4,7

OS1,5 ≤ OS5,7, OS2,5 ≤ OS5,7, OS3,5 ≤ OS5,7,
OS4,5 ≤ OS5,7, OS5,6 ≤ OS5,7

OS1,6 ≤ OS6,7, OS2,6 ≤ OS6,7, OS3,6 ≤ OS6,7,
OS4,6 ≤ OS6,7, OS5,6 ≤ OS6,7

Thus, we can easily construct another “Dominance Rela-
tionship Table” for objectset with s = 2 using Table II without
comparing objectsets according to Theorem 1 and Theorem 2.
The new “Dominance Relationship Table” with s = 2 is shown
in Table III.

Table III is used to retrieve candidates for the objectset
skyband queries with s = 2 (the objecetset size is two). For
example, if a user specifies s = 2 and k = 1 for a skyband-set
query, then the proposed algorithm will select the candidate
objectsets comprising {OS1,2, OS1,3, OS2,3, OS2,6} from
Table III. Next, it will compose the four objectsets and perform
the domination checks among them. After the domination
checks, we find that OS1,3 is dominated by objectset OS2,6.
Thus, the proposed algorithm will output {OS1,2, OS2,3,
OS2,6} as the skyband-set.

Next, if the user specifies s = 2 and k = 2 for a skyband-
set query, then the proposed algorithm will first select the
candidate objectsets {OS1,2, OS1,3, OS1,6, OS2,3, OS2,4,
OS2,5, OS2,6, OS3,4, OS3,6}, before performing domination
checks among these candidate objectsets. Finally, it retrieves
{OS1,2, OS1,3, OS1,6, OS2,3, OS2,5, OS2,6, OS3,4} as the
skyband-set query result.

Similar to the example above, we can retrieve candidate
objectsets for any skyband-set query with s = 2 from the
dominance relations in Table III.

Now, if the user wants to select the top-3 objectsets, our
proposed algorithm will examine the µ score of each objectset
in the skyband set results and select OS1,2, OS2,3, and OS2,6

with µ scores of 10, 12, and 11, respectively, which are the top-
3 scores in the database. In general, the proposed algorithm
can retrieve the top-k query from the k-skyband-set results,
which can be computed efficiently by the algorithm.

Next, to construct “Dominance Relationship Table” for
s = 3, we follow the same procedure again and by utilizing
Theorems 1 and 2, we can prune a large number of unnecessary
dominance checks. After checking Table III, we first find that
objectset OS1,4 is dominated by OS1,2 and OS1,3, from which
we can derive OS1,2 ≤ OS1,4 and OS1,3 ≤ OS1,4. Each of the
relationships with {O5, O6, O7} has not yet been examined.
By using Theorem 2, we can find the following dominance
relationship for 3-objectsets without making any comparisons.

OS1,2,5 ≤ OS1,4,5 OS1,3,5 ≤ OS1,4,5
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,
TABLE IV. DOMINANCE RELATIONSHIP AMONG 3-OBJECTSETS

Obj.set Dominant Objectset Obj.set Dominant Objectset
OS1,2,3 ∅ OS2,3,7 OS1,2,3, OS2,3,4, OS2,3,5, OS2,3,6

OS1,2,4 OS1,2,3 OS2,4,5 OS2,3,5, OS2,4,6

OS1,2,5 OS1,2,6 OS2,4,6 OS2,3,6

OS1,2,6 ∅ OS2,4,7 OS1,2,4, OS2,3,4, OS2,3,7, OS2,4,5, OS2,4,6

OS1,2,7 OS1,2,3, OS1,2,4, OS1,2,5, OS1,2,6 OS2,5,6 ∅
OS1,3,4 OS1,2,3 OS2,5,7 OS1,2,5, OS2,3,5, OS2,4,5, OS2,5,6, OS2,6,7

OS1,3,5 OS1,2,3, OS1,3,6 OS2,6,7 OS1,2,6, OS2,3,6, OS2,4,6, OS2,5,6

OS1,3,6 OS1,2,3 OS3,4,5 OS2,3,4, OS2,3,5, OS3,4,6

OS1,3,7 OS1,2,3, OS1,3,4, OS1,3,5, OS1,3,6 OS3,4,6 OS2,3,4, OS2,3,6

OS1,4,5 OS1,2,4, OS1,2,5, OS1,3,5, OS1,4,6 OS3,4,7 OS1,3,4, OS2,3,4, OS2,3,7, OS3,4,5, OS3,4,6

OS1,4,6 OS1,2,4, OS1,2,5, OS1,2,6, OS1,3,6 OS3,5,6 OS2,3,5, OS2,3,6

OS1,4,7 OS1,2,4, OS1,2,7, OS1,3,4, OS1,3,7, OS1,4,5, OS1,4,6 OS3,5,7 OS1,3,5, OS2,3,5, OS2,3,7, OS3,4,5, OS3,5,6, OS3,6,7

OS1,5,6 OS1,2,5, OS1,2,6 OS3,6,7 OS1,3,6, OS2,3,6, OS2,3,7, OS3,4,6, OS3,5,6

OS1,5,7 OS1,2,5, OS1,2,7, OS1,3,5, OS1,4,5, OS1,5,6, OS1,6,7 OS4,5,6 OS2,4,5, OS2,4,6, OS2,5,6, OS3,5,6

OS1,6,7 OS1,2,6, OS1,2,7, OS1,3,6, OS1,4,6, OS1,5,6 OS4,5,7 OS1,4,5, OS2,4,5, OS2,4,7, OS2,5,7, OS3,4,5, OS3,5,7, OS4,5,6, OS4,6,7

OS2,3,4 ∅ OS4,6,7 OS1,4,6, OS2,4,6, OS2,4,7, OS2,6,7, OS3,4,6, OS3,6,7, OS4,5,6

OS2,3,5 OS2,3,6 OS5,6,7 OS1,5,6, OS2,5,6, OS2,5,7, OS2,6,7, OS3,5,6, OS4,5,6

OS2,3,6 ∅

OS1,2,6 ≤ OS1,4,6 OS1,3,6 ≤ OS1,4,6

OS1,2,7 ≤ OS1,4,7 OS1,3,7 ≤ OS1,4,7

Moreover, we also obtain two more dominance relationship
for OS1,4, as follows.

OS1,2,3 ≤ OS1,2,4 OS1,2,3 ≤ OS1,3,4

Similarly, objectset OS1,5 is dominated by {OS1,2,
OS1,6}, from which we derive OS1,2 ≤ OS1,5 and OS1,6 ≤
OS1,5. These relationships are used to derive the following
relationships with other objects {O3, O4, O7}.

OS1,2,3 ≤ OS1,3,5 OS1,3,6 ≤ OS1,3,5

OS1,2,4 ≤ OS1,4,5 OS1,4,6 ≤ OS1,4,5

OS1,2,7 ≤ OS1,5,7 OS1,6,7 ≤ OS1,5,7

In addition, we can derive:

OS1,2,6 ≤ OS1,2,5 OS1,2,6 ≤ OS1,5,6.

For OS1,2 ≤ OS1,6 and the relationships with
{O3, O4, O5, O7}, we can derive the following:

OS1,2,3 ≤ OS1,3,6 OS1,2,4 ≤ OS1,4,6

OS1,2,5 ≤ OS1,5,6 OS1,2,7 ≤ OS1,6,7

Next, for {OS1,2, OS1,3, OS1,4, OS1,5, OS1,6} ≤ OS1,7,
we derive the following.

OS1,2,3 ≤ OS1,3,7 OS1,2,4 ≤ OS1,4,7

OS1,2,5 ≤ OS1,5,7 OS1,2,6 ≤ OS1,6,7

OS1,2,3 ≤ OS1,2,7 OS1,3,4 ≤ OS1,4,7

OS1,3,5 ≤ OS1,5,7 OS1,3,6 ≤ OS1,6,7

OS1,2,4 ≤ OS1,2,7 OS1,3,4 ≤ OS1,3,7

OS1,4,5 ≤ OS1,5,7 OS1,4,6 ≤ OS1,6,7

OS1,2,5 ≤ OS1,2,7 OS1,3,5 ≤ OS1,3,7

OS1,4,5 ≤ OS1,4,7 OS1,5,6 ≤ OS1,6,7

OS1,2,6 ≤ OS1,2,7 OS1,3,6 ≤ OS1,3,7

OS1,4,6 ≤ OS1,4,7 OS1,5,6 ≤ OS1,5,7

For OS2,3 ≤ OS2,4 and the relationships with
{O1, O5, O6, O7}, we can derive the following.

OS1,2,3 ≤ OS1,2,4 OS2,3,5 ≤ OS2,4,5

OS2,3,6 ≤ OS2,4,6 OS2,3,7 ≤ OS2,4,7

For OS2,6 ≤ OS2,5 and the relationships with
{O1, O3, O4, O7}, we can derive the following.

OS1,2,6 ≤ OS1,2,5 OS2,3,6 ≤ OS2,3,5

OS2,4,6 ≤ OS2,4,5 OS2,6,7 ≤ OS2,5,7

Next, for {OS1,2, OS2,3, OS2,4, OS2,5, OS2,6} ≤ OS2,7,
we can derive the following relationships:

OS1,2,3 ≤ OS2,3,7 OS1,2,3 ≤ OS1,2,7

OS1,2,4 ≤ OS2,4,7 OS2,3,4 ≤ OS2,4,7

OS1,2,5 ≤ OS2,5,7 OS2,3,5 ≤ OS2,5,7

OS1,2,6 ≤ OS2,6,7 OS2,3,6 ≤ OS2,6,7

OS1,2,4 ≤ OS1,2,7 OS1,2,5 ≤ OS1,2,7

OS2,3,4 ≤ OS2,3,7 OS2,3,5 ≤ OS2,3,7

OS2,4,5 ≤ OS2,5,7 OS2,4,5 ≤ OS2,4,7

OS2,4,6 ≤ OS2,6,7 OS2,5,6 ≤ OS2,6,7

OS1,2,6 ≤ OS1,2,7 OS2,3,6 ≤ OS2,3,7

OS2,4,6 ≤ OS2,4,7 OS2,5,6 ≤ OS2,5,7

Similarly, for OS2,3 ≤ OS3,4 and the relationships with
{O1, O5, O6, O7}, we can derive the following.

OS1,2,3 ≤ OS1,3,4 OS2,3,5 ≤ OS3,4,5

OS2,3,6 ≤ OS3,4,6 OS2,3,7 ≤ OS3,4,7

Objectset OS3,5 is dominated by {OS2,3, OS3,6}, from
which we derive OS2,3 ≤ OS3,5 and OS3,6 ≤ OS3,5. These
relationships can be used to derive the following relationships
with other objects comprising {O1, O4, O7}.

OS1,2,3 ≤ OS1,3,5 OS1,3,6 ≤ OS1,3,5

OS2,3,4 ≤ OS3,4,5 OS3,4,6 ≤ OS3,4,5

OS2,3,7 ≤ OS3,5,7 OS3,6,7 ≤ OS3,5,7

In addition, we can derive:

OS2,3,6 ≤ OS3,5,6 OS2,3,6 ≤ OS2,3,5.

Again, for OS2,3 ≤ OS3,6 and the relationships with
{O1, O4, O5, O7}, we can derive the following:

OS1,2,3 ≤ OS1,3,6 OS2,3,4 ≤ OS3,4,5

OS2,3,5 ≤ OS3,5,6 OS2,3,7 ≤ OS3,6,7

Then, for {OS1,3, OS2,3, OS3,4, OS3,5, OS3,6} ≤ OS3,7,
we can derive the following relationships:

OS1,2,3 ≤ OS2,3,7 OS1,2,3 ≤ OS1,3,7

OS1,3,4 ≤ OS3,4,7 OS2,3,4 ≤ OS3,4,7

OS1,3,5 ≤ OS3,5,7 OS2,3,5 ≤ OS3,5,7
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OS1,3,6 ≤ OS3,6,7 OS2,3,6 ≤ OS3,6,7

OS1,3,4 ≤ OS1,3,7 OS1,3,5 ≤ OS1,3,7

OS2,3,4 ≤ OS2,3,7 OS2,3,5 ≤ OS2,3,7

OS3,4,5 ≤ OS3,5,7 OS3,4,5 ≤ OS3,4,7

OS3,4,6 ≤ OS3,6,7 OS3,5,6 ≤ OS3,6,7

OS1,3,6 ≤ OS1,3,7 OS2,3,6 ≤ OS2,3,7

OS3,4,6 ≤ OS3,4,7 OS3,5,6 ≤ OS3,5,7

For OS2,4, OS2,5, OS3,5, OS4,6 ≤ OS4,5 and the relation-
ships with {O1, O7}, we can derive the following:

OS1,2,4 ≤ OS1,4,5 OS2,4,7 ≤ OS4,5,7

OS1,2,5 ≤ OS1,4,5 OS2,5,7 ≤ OS4,5,7

OS1,3,5 ≤ OS1,4,5 OS3,5,7 ≤ OS4,5,7

OS1,4,6 ≤ OS1,4,5 OS4,6,7 ≤ OS4,5,7

In addition, we can derive the following:

OS2,3,4 ≤ OS3,4,5 OS2,3,5 ≤ OS3,4,5

OS2,4,6 ≤ OS4,5,6 OS2,5,6 ≤ OS4,5,6

OS2,3,5 ≤ OS2,4,5 OS2,4,6 ≤ OS2,4,5

OS3,5,6 ≤ OS4,5,6 OS3,4,6 ≤ OS3,4,5

For OS2,4, OS2,6, OS3,6 ≤ OS4,6 and the relationships
with {O1, O5, O7}, we can derive the following:

OS1,2,4 ≤ OS1,4,6 OS2,4,5 ≤ OS4,5,6

OS1,2,6 ≤ OS1,4,6 OS2,5,6 ≤ OS4,5,6

OS1,3,6 ≤ OS1,4,6 OS3,5,6 ≤ OS4,5,6

In addition, we can derive the following:

OS2,4,7 ≤ OS4,6,7 OS2,3,4 ≤ OS3,4,6

OS2,6,7 ≤ OS4,6,7 OS2,3,6 ≤ OS3,4,6

OS3,6,7 ≤ OS4,6,7 OS2,3,6 ≤ OS2,4,6

For OS1,4, OS2,4, OS2,7, OS3,4, OS3,7, OS4,5, OS4,6 ≤
OS4,7, the following relationships can be derived.

OS1,2,4 ≤ OS2,4,7 OS1,3,4 ≤ OS3,4,7

OS1,4,5 ≤ OS4,5,7 OS1,4,6 ≤ OS4,6,7

OS1,2,4 ≤ OS1,4,7 OS2,3,4 ≤ OS3,4,7

OS2,4,5 ≤ OS4,5,7 OS2,4,6 ≤ OS4,6,7

OS1,2,7 ≤ OS1,4,7 OS2,3,7 ≤ OS3,4,7

OS2,5,7 ≤ OS4,5,7 OS2,6,7 ≤ OS4,6,7

OS1,3,4 ≤ OS1,4,7 OS2,3,4 ≤ OS2,4,7

OS3,4,5 ≤ OS4,5,7 OS3,4,6 ≤ OS4,6,7

OS1,3,7 ≤ OS1,4,7 OS2,3,7 ≤ OS2,4,7

OS3,5,7 ≤ OS4,5,7 OS3,6,7 ≤ OS4,6,7

OS1,4,5 ≤ OS1,4,7 OS2,4,5 ≤ OS2,4,7

OS3,4,5 ≤ OS3,4,7 OS4,5,6 ≤ OS4,6,7

OS1,4,6 ≤ OS1,4,7 OS2,4,6 ≤ OS2,4,7

OS3,4,5 ≤ OS3,4,7 OS4,5,6 ≤ OS4,5,7

For OS2,5, OS2,6 ≤ OS5,6 and the relationships with
{O1, O3, O4, O7}, we can derive the following:

OS1,2,5 ≤ OS1,5,6 OS1,2,6 ≤ OS1,5,6

OS2,3,5 ≤ OS3,5,6 OS2,3,6 ≤ OS3,5,6

OS2,4,5 ≤ OS4,5,6 OS2,4,6 ≤ OS4,5,6

OS2,5,7 ≤ OS5,6,7 OS2,6,7 ≤ OS5,6,7

For OS1,5, OS2,5, OS2,7, OS3,5, OS4,5, OS5,6, OS6,7 ≤
OS5,7, the following relationships can be derived:

OS1,2,5 ≤ OS2,5,7 OS1,2,5 ≤ OS1,5,7

OS1,2,7 ≤ OS1,5,7 OS1,3,5 ≤ OS1,5,7

OS1,4,5 ≤ OS1,5,7 OS1,5,6 ≤ OS1,5,7

OS1,6,7 ≤ OS1,5,7 OS1,3,5 ≤ OS3,5,7

OS2,3,5 ≤ OS3,5,7 OS2,3,7 ≤ OS3,5,7

OS2,3,5 ≤ OS2,5,7 OS2,4,5 ≤ OS2,5,7

OS2,5,6 ≤ OS2,5,7 OS2,6,7 ≤ OS2,5,7

OS1,4,5 ≤ OS4,5,7 OS2,4,5 ≤ OS4,5,7

OS2,4,7 ≤ OS4,5,7 OS3,4,5 ≤ OS4,5,7

OS3,4,5 ≤ OS3,5,7 OS3,5,6 ≤ OS3,5,7

OS3,6,7 ≤ OS3,5,7 OS1,5,6 ≤ OS5,6,7

OS2,5,6 ≤ OS5,6,7 OS2,6,7 ≤ OS5,6,7

OS3,5,6 ≤ OS5,6,7 OS4,5,6 ≤ OS5,6,7

OS4,5,6 ≤ OS4,5,7 OS4,6,7 ≤ OS4,5,7

Finally, for OS1,6, OS2,6, OS2,7, OS3,6, OS4,6, OS5,6 ≤
OS6,7, the following relationships can be derived:

OS1,2,6 ≤ OS2,6,7 OS1,2,6 ≤ OS1,6,7

OS1,2,7 ≤ OS1,6,7 OS1,3,6 ≤ OS1,6,7

OS1,4,6 ≤ OS1,6,7 OS1,5,6 ≤ OS1,6,7

OS1,3,6 ≤ OS3,6,7 OS2,3,6 ≤ OS3,6,7

OS2,3,7 ≤ OS3,6,7 OS2,3,6 ≤ OS2,6,7

OS2,4,6 ≤ OS2,6,7 OS2,5,6 ≤ OS2,6,7

OS1,4,6 ≤ OS4,6,7 OS2,4,6 ≤ OS4,6,7

OS2,4,7 ≤ OS4,6,7 OS3,4,6 ≤ OS4,6,7

OS3,4,6 ≤ OS3,6,7 OS3,5,6 ≤ OS3,6,7

OS1,5,6 ≤ OS5,6,7 OS2,5,6 ≤ OS5,6,7

OS2,5,7 ≤ OS5,6,7 OS3,5,6 ≤ OS5,6,7

OS4,5,6 ≤ OS5,6,7 OS4,5,6 ≤ OS4,6,7

Now, by using all of the relationships given above, we
can compute “Dominance Relationship Table” for s = 3 from
“Dominance Relationship Table” for s = 2, as shown in
Table IV.

To compute the skyband for s = 3 and k = 1, it is sufficient
to compare {OS1,2,3, OS1,2,6, OS2,3,4, OS2,3,6, OS2,5,6}.
We find that OS1,2,6 ≤ OS2,5,6 and the skyband set query
retrieves the results of {OS1,2,3, OS1,2,6, OS2,3,4, OS2,3,6}.
Similarly, for s = 3 and k = 2, the proposed method will re-
trieve {OS1,2,3, OS1,2,5, OS1,2,6, OS2,3,4, OS2,3,5, OS2,3,6}.
Again, for k = 3, the proposed method retrieves {OS1,2,3,
OS1,2,5, OS1,2,6, OS2,3,4, OS2,3,5, OS2,3,6, OS2,4,6} as the
objectset skyband results.

Now, if a user wants to select the top-3 objectsets for s = 3,
then our proposed algorithm will examine the µ score of each
objectset in the skyband set results and select OS1,2,3, OS2,3,6,
and OS1,2,6 with µ scores of 8, 7, and 6, respectively, which
are the top-3 scores in the database. By applying the same
procedure, the proposed method constructs the dominance
relation table for higher objectsets, i.e., for higher values of
s, in order to answer skyband-set queries and to provide the
top-k objectset for any value of s.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We have examined the proposed method through intensive
experiments in a simulated environment on a computer with
the Windows 64-bit operating system. The configuration of
this computer comprised a core i7 CPU 3.4 GHz, 4 GB RAM,
and 250 GB SATA disk. No existing approach can discover
the skyband set, so we adapted the SFS method to calculate
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Fig. 6. Performance with different cardinalities.

the skyband set and compared the performance of our method
with the skyband-set algorithm proposed in [3].

To ensure that the comparison was fair, we ignored the ob-
jectset computation cost for the SFS algorithm. We performed
the experiments with different data cardinalities (n), objectset
sizes (s), and dimensionalities (m) in order to compare the
efficiency and performance of our proposed method. Each
experiment was conducted five times. We determined the
average output to assess the performance.

A. Performance Based on Synthetic Data Sets

We used benchmark synthetic data sets with three different
data distributions, i.e., anti-correlated, correlated, and indepen-
dent, as proposed in [1].

Correlated: This type of phenomenon occurs in an envi-
ronment where an objectset is good in one dimension but it
also has a better value in other dimensions. In this relationship,
a small number of objectsets can dominate a large volume of
other objectsets.
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Fig. 7. Performance with different data dimensions.

Anti-Correlated: In this relationship, an objectset with
small coordinate values on some dimensions is expected to
have higher coordinate values on other dimensions or at least
in another dimension.

Independent: In this data distribution, the values of all
dimensions are generated independently. In this relationship,
the total non-dominant objectsets lie between the resulting
objectsets of the correlated and anti-correlated data sets. All of
the experimental results obtained based on the synthetic data
set are shown in Fig. 6, 7, and 8. The total number of objectsets
for synthetic data sets ranged from 2 k to 10 k depending on
the data cardinality (n).

1) Cardinality Effect: We studied the impact of the car-
dinality by keeping the data dimensionality m as 6 and the
objectset size s as 3, but we changed the data set cardinality
n from 2 k to 10 k. Fig. 6 (a), (b), and (c) shows the result
obtained with the anti-correlated, independent, and correlated
data sets, respectively.

The x-axis and y-axis represent the data cardinality and
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execution time, respectively. The graphs show clearly that both
techniques were affected by the data cardinality n. As the
data cardinality value increased, the execution time increased
considerably with both methods. However, our method per-
formed better compared with SFS. For the anti-correlated data
distribution, the performance of SFS declined dramatically as
the data set size increased. Thus, the proposed method did not
require the composition of all the objectsets and it also avoided
many unnecessary comparisons.

2) Dimensionality Effect: We also assessed the impact
of the dimensionality on our proposed method. The dataset
dimensionality m was varied from 2 to 8, but we kept
the data cardinality n as 10 k and the objectset size s as
3. Fig. 7 (a), (b), and (c) show the runtime requirements
for the anti-correlated, independent, and correlated data sets,
respectively. The performance of both methods became slower
as the dimension size increased because the non-dominant
objectset increased with higher dimensions. The graphs show
that the proposed method performed better than SFS in all
cases, where it was 15 and 10 times faster than SFS with the
anti-correlated and independent data sets, respectively.

3) Objectset Size Effect: We examined the performance
of the proposed method with different objectset size of s in
this experiments. We fixed the data set dimensionality m to
6 and the data cardinality n to 10 k. The results are shown
in Fig. 8 (a), (b), and (c), where the x-axis represents the
objectset size s and the y-axis represents the runtime. The
performance of both methods decreased as the objectset size
became higher. The results indicated that when the objectset
size became s > 1, the performance of the SFS method was
much worse than our method. This is because when s = 1, the
proposed method needed to construct domRelationTable as
well as performing domination checks for all of the objects.
However, it was not necessary to calculate all of the objectsets
subsequently, thereby avoiding numerous dimension checks.

The experimental results suggested that for synthetic data
sets, our proposed method was efficient in terms of the runtime
as well as being highly scalable. The results indicated that our
method was 4-10 times faster than SFS. This is because the
skyband set number for anti-correlated data sets was greater
than that for independent data sets, which was also true for
the correlated data sets. Therefore, both techniques required
more computational time for the anti-correlated distribution
than other two distributions.

B. Performance Based on a Real Data Set

We also observed the impact of the proposed algorithm
using a real data set, where we selected the FUEL data set,
which can be downloaded from “www.fueleconomy.gov”.
The volume of the FUEL data set was 24 k and it contained
six-dimensional objects, where each object represented the per-
formance attribute of a vehicle, e.g., mileage/gallon gasoline in
a city and on a highway. The domain of each attribute varied
from 8–89.

We conducted experiments similar to those using the
synthetic data set based on the FUEL data set. Initially,
we observed the effect of the dimension. We set the data
cardinality n to 10 k, the objectset size s to 3, and varied the
data set dimensionality m from 2–8. Fig. 9(a) shows the results
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Fig. 8. Performance with different objectset sizes.

obtained for the skyband set queries with various dimension
sizes. There was a positive correlation between the dimension
size and runtime. However, the proposed method had a shorter
runtime than the SFS technique.

Next, we conducted an experiment where we varied the
data cardinality n. We fixed the dimensionality m to 4, the
objectset size s to 3, and varied the data set cardinality n
from 2 k to 10 k. Fig. 9(b) shows the results obtained.
The computational time required by both algorithms increased
rapidly with the data cardinality. The results in Fig. 9(b) show
that our method performed better than the SFS method.

In the final experiment, we studied the performance by
varying the objectset size s. We set the dimensionality m to
4 and the data cardinality n to 10 k. The outputs are shown
in Fig. 9(c). For both methods, the execution time increased
with the objectset size s. The computational time required by
the proposed method was much shorter than that by SFS. We
obtained similar standardized outputs such as an independent
data distribution, thereby confirming the scalability of our
technique with the FUEL data set, which was also the case
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Fig. 9. Experiments based on the FUEL data set.

in all of the experiments.

All of the experiments confirmed that the proposed method
was much more efficient than the SFS technique for synthetic
and real data sets. Thus, the experiments confirmed the effec-
tiveness and scalability of the proposed method.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this study, we proposed a query method for sets of ob-
jects called a “skyband-set.” We proposed an efficient method
for calculating the skyband-set output. Our proposed method
allows the objectset size to be varied from 1 to s and the
skyband size from 1 to k. Furthermore, in order to filter out a
large search space and to enhance efficiency, we also developed

domRelationTable, which allows the proposed method to prune
out large portions of the search space. We validated our method
using synthetic and real data sets. The results in Fig. 6, 7, 8,
and 9 confirm the usefulness and superior performance of the
proposed method.

In addition to the contributions above, the proposed method
has preferable property in privacy-aware environment. In
privacy-aware environment, we are not allowed to disclose
individual record’s values. This is a significant restriction to
analyze a database. Our set-based database analysis does not
have to disclose individual record’s values, which implies that
the proposed method can be an effective database analysis
measure in privacy-aware environment.

In the future, we aim to enhance our proposed algorithm
in various areas. In particular, more effective calculations of
the objectsets can be performed with a parallel distributed
architecture such as MapReduce.
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Abstract—Matrix factorization is one of the best approaches
for collaborative filtering because of its high accuracy in pre-
senting users and items latent factors. The main disadvantages
of matrix factorization are its complexity, and are very hard
to be parallelized, especially with very large matrices. In this
paper, we introduce a new method for collaborative filtering
based on Matrix Factorization by combining simulated annealing
with levy distribution. By using this method, good solutions are
achieved in acceptable time with low computations, compared to
other methods like stochastic gradient descent, alternating least
squares, and weighted non-negative matrix factorization.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The objective of Recommender Systems is to recommend
new products or items for users based on their history [1].
There are two major approaches to create a Recommender
System. The first one is the Content Filtering or (Content
Based). This approach tries to create a profile for each user
and item, and then tries to match these profiles [3]. The second
approach is the Collaborative Filtering. It uses the rating
history of users and items, and creates a large sparse matrix
called Rating Matrix. This matrix usually contains ratings from
1 to 5. The 0’s are for the incomplete ratings. The objective of
the Collaborative Filtering is to predict these missing ratings.
One of the most successful method for Collaborative Filtering
is the Latent Factor Model[3]. This method tries to learn the
latent features of each user and item in a fixed number of
dimensions. Then represent each of them in a latent feature
vector that can be used to predict the incomplete ratings or
measure the similarity.

Matrix Factorization is one of the best techniques used for
Latent Factor Model. The basic idea is to construct the low-
dimensional matrices to approximate the original rating matrix
[2], [3], [7], [12], [13].

R ≈ U · I (1)

where RM,N is the rating matrix, UM,K is the users matrix,
IK,N is the items matrix. M and N are the number of users
and items respectively, K is the number of latent feature that
represent each user and item. Where K � min(M,N). Row
m in matrix U represents user number m in the rating matrix,
whereas column n in matrix I represents item number n in
the rating matrix. So, in the rating matrix, the rating of user

m for item n can be calculated by the dot product of row m
of matrix U by the column n of matrix I .

rm,n ≈ um· iTn (2)

The rating matrix is very sparse, because it contains a
few users ratings. The objective of this paper is to use the
known ratings to construct the low-rank matrices, to predict
the unknown or incomplete ratings.

One of the most common evaluation metrics for Collabora-
tive Filtering is RMSE (root mean squared error). We calculate
RMSE only for the known rating using the following equation:

RMSE = 2

√
(
∑

m,n∈KR
(rm,n − (um· iTn ))2)/|KR| (3)

where KR is the list of known ratings.

There is a lot of work done on Matrix Factorization and
Collaborative Filtering. Here we discus three of the most
popular methods.

Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD): SGD is one of the
popular Matrix Factorization methods [3]. The idea is to
minimize the following cost equation:

min
u∗,i∗,b∗

∑
(m,n)∈KR

(rm,n − µ− bm − bn − um · iTn )2+

λ(‖um‖2 + ‖in‖2 + b2m + b2n)

(4)

where λ is a regularization term, µ is the overall average
rating, bm and bn are the user and item bias, respectively.

em,n = rm,n − µ− bm − bn − um · iTn (5)

To minimize the squared-error (4), the algorithm iterates
over all ratings in the training set. Then, it computes the
associated prediction error in (5). Next, the error value is used
to compute the gradient. The algorithm finally uses the gradient
to update user bias, item bias, user matrix U , and item matrix
I .

bm = bm + γ(em,n − λbm) (6)

bn = bn + γ(em,n − λbn) (7)

um = um + γ(em,n · in − λ · um) (8)

in = in + γ(em,n · um − λ · in) (9)
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where γ is the learning rate. The learning rate determines
the moving speed towards the optimal solution. If γ is very
large, we might skip the optimal solution. If it is too small, we
may need too many iterations to reach the optimal solution.
So using an appropriate γ is very important.

Alternating Least Squares (ALS): ALS is very good for
parallelization [11]. When we have large data, and need
to distribute the computations over cluster of nodes. ALS
objective is to minimize the following equation:

min
u∗,i∗,b∗

∑
(m,n)∈KR

(rm,n−um · iTn )2 +λ(‖um‖2 +‖in‖2) (10)

It is the same like (4), but without the bias terms. The basic
idea can be summarized as follows:

1) Initialize U , and I matrices.
2) Fix I , solve for U by minimizing (10).
3) Fix U , solve for I by minimizing (10).
4) Repeat the previous two steps until converging or

reaching the max iteration.

to solve the user U and item I matrices we use the
following two equations, respectively:

uTm = (rm · I) · (IT · I + λEye)−1 (11)

iTn = (rTn · U) · (UT · U + λEye)−1 (12)

where Eye is the Identity matrix.

Weighted Non-Negative Matrix Factorization (WNMF):
Here we present a special type of Matrix Factorization called
Non-Negative Matrix Factorization (NMF). The only differ-
ence is the non-negativity constraint for the input matrix, and
the low rank matrices as well. The problem can be formulated
as an optimization problem:

min
A,H

‖V −A ·H‖2

subject to A,H ≥ 0
(13)

where V is the original matrix, WandH are the two
factorized matrices. One of the most simplest methods for
NMF is Multiplicative Update Rules [12] [2]. It is a good
compromise between speed and ease of implementation. So
NMF objective (13) can be optimized using the following
update rules:

A(t+1) = A(t) V ·HT

A ·H ·HT
(14)

H(t+1) = H(t) AT · V
AT ·A ·H

(15)

The original version of Multiplicative Update Rules will
not fit in our problem. The two rules will not be able to
differentiate between the true ratings, and the incomplete
ratings. So we need to modify the original rules, to be able to
learn from the true ratings, then predict the incomplete. In [10]
they could modify the original Multiplicative Update Rules to
be able to do Incomplete Matrix Factorization. This method

called Weighted Non-Negative Matrix Factorization (WNMF).
So now the new objective function is:

min
u∗,i∗

∑
(m,n)∈KR

(rm,n − um · iTn )2 (16)

It is similar to (4), (10), but without the bias b or reg-
ularization λ. Now we can optimize function (16) using the
following two rules:

U (t+1) = U (t) (W ∗R) · IT

(W ∗ (U · I)) · IT
(17)

I(t+1) = I(t)
UT · (W ∗R)

UT · (W ∗ (U · I))
(18)

where WM,N is a matrix which its elements are equal
to 1 if the corresponding entry in R is known rating, and 0
otherwise. (∗) denotes to the element wise multiplication.

In this paper we focus on efficiency more than effective-
ness. We assume that we have a very large data, and limited
time. So we need an acceptable solution in reasonable time.
So we chose the Metaheuristic algorithms for this problem,
because of its ability to scape from the local optimal, and
reaching good solutions in reasonable time. We used Simulated
Annealing algorithm, with Levy Flight as a random walk
operator.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section
(II) we briefly describe the prerequisite topics that are needed
before going through the proposed method. In Section (III) we
describe our proposed method. In Section (IV) we discuss the
experimental results, effect of each parameter, and compare our
proposed method against others. Finally, Section (V) concludes
the paper.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Metaheuristic Optimization

There are two types of optimization algorithms, Determin-
istic and Stochastic. Deterministic algorithms usually focus on
optimal solution, like Simplex method in linear programming,
some of these algorithms use the derivative of the objective
function, these algorithms are called gradient based algo-
rithms.

In Stochastic Optimization we will talk about Metaheuristic
Algorithms, we can divide Metaheuristic into two parts, META
and HEURISTIC, META means “beyond” or “higher level”,
and HEURISTIC means “to find” or “to discover by trial and
error”. This type of algorithms depends on randomization and
local search to find the optimal solution iteratively, whereas
each iteration tries to improve the current solutions from
previous iteration. Also Metaheuristic doesn’t guarantee the
optimal solution, but it gives good quality solutions in a rea-
sonable time. Metaheuristic achieves its goal by making a good
balance between two major components, intensification and
diversification. Intensification is to search for a better solution
within the local area of the current solution. Diversification is
to use the randomization to escape from the local optimum,
and explore all the search space [4].
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There are many types of Metaheuristic algorithms, like
single solution, or population based, in this paper we use Single
Solution.

B. Levy Distribution and Random Walk

We presented randomization techniques for exploring the
search space (Diversification), local search for optimizing the
current solution, and searching within the local area of it
(Intensification). In (19) xt is the current solution state, s
is a new step or random number drawn from a probability
distribution, we add s to x to move it from state t to t+ 1.

xt+1 = xt + s (19)

Levy Flights are a random walk that their steps are drawn
from Levy Distribution. Mantegna algorithm is the best and
easiest way to generate random numbers from Levy Distribu-
tion [4], [5], so the random walk can be achieved using the
following equations:

xt+1
i = xti + αL(s, λ), (20)

Where α is the step size.

L(s, λ) =
λΓ sin(πλ/2)

π

1

s1+λ
, (21)

s =
U

|V |1/α
(22)

U N(0, σ2), V N(0, 1) (23)

Where N is a Gaussian normal distribution

σ2 =

[
Γ(1 + λ)

λΓ((1 + λ)/2)
.
sin(πλ/2)

2(λ−1)/2

]1/λ
(24)

C. Simulated Annealing

SA is one of the most popular metaheuristic algorithms. It
simulates the annealing process for solids by cooling to reach
the crystal state. Reaching the crystal state is like reaching the
global optimum in optimization. It is a single solution algo-
rithm. The basic idea is to perform a random walk, but with
some probability called Transition Probability that may accept
new solutions that do not improve the objective function,
see (25). Accepting bad solutions with Transition Probability
gives more exploration for the search space (Diversification).
Transition Probability decreases gradually during the iterations
to decrease the Diversification and increase the Intensification.
This means that the algorithm will end up with accepting only
better solutions [4] [6].

p = exp

[
− ∆f

T

]
> r (25)

In (25) f is the difference between the two evaluation
function values of the current solution and the new one. T is
the current temperature which is decreased iteratively by the
cooling rate. r is a random number. So the algorithm accepts
bad solution if the Transition Probability p is greater than r.

One of the common cooling schedules is linear cooling
schedule, in (26).

T = T0 − βt (26)

Fig. 1. Representing U matrix and I matrix in one matrix, the number of
rows is equal M +N , and the number of columns is equal K.

T0 is the initial temperature, β is the cooling rate, t is
the pseudo time for iterations. The following pseudo code
demonstrate the basic implementation of Simulated Annealing:

Algorithm 1 Simulated Annealing
1: Objective function f(x), x = (x1, ..., xd)T

2: Initialize the initial temperature T0 and initial guess x(0)
3: Set the final temperature Tf and the max number of

iterations N
4: Define the cooling schedule T 7→ αT, (0 < α < 1)
5: while (T > Tf and t < N) do
6: Drawn ε from a Gaussian distribution
7: Move randomly to a new location: xt+1 = xt +
ε(random walk)

8: Calculate ∆f = ft+1(xt+1)− ft(xt)
9: Accept the new solution if better

10: if not improved then
11: Generate a random number r
12: Accept if p = exp[∆f/T ] > r
13: end if
14: Update the best x? and f?
15: t = t+ 1
16: end while

III. PROPOSED METHOD

In this section we introduce our new method for solving
Matrix Factorization. In our method we use Simulated An-
nealing based on Levy Flight as a random walk, instead of
Gaussian distribution, see Section (II-A). We called it SA-Levy.
We choose Simulated Annealing because its low computations,
as it is a single solution Metaheuristic algorithm. So it will be
very fast compared to other population based Metaheuristic
algorithms. Also compared to the state of the art methods like
ALS, and WNMF Simulated Annealing is much faster, because
it needs only one matrix multiplication per iteration. Regarding
SGD, Simulated Annealing is easier to be parallelized.

In Simulated Annealing we just need to represent the
solution, and implement the evaluation function to compare the
current solution against others. We use RMSE as an evaluation
function.

Fig. 1 shows the representation of the solution, we put the
two matrices users and items in one matrix to simplify the
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TABLE I. SHOWS THE EFFECT OF THE NUMBER OF ITERATION ON RMSE

Iterations 5 10 25 50 100 200
RMSE 1.112 1.118 1.118 1.118 1.118 1.118

TABLE II. SHOWS THE EFFECT OF NUMBER OF LATENT FEATURES
ON RMSE

Latent 10 20 30 40 50Features
RMSE 1.120 1.118 1.118 1.118 1.118

TABLE III. SHOWS THE EFFECT OF STEP SIZE OF LEVY FLIGHT ON
RMSE

Step Size 0.1 0.01 0.001
RMSE 1.119 1.118 1.145

solution and the calculation [8], the number of rows is equal
the number of users M plus the number of items N , and the
number of columns is equal the number of latent features K.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section we show the effect of the parameters on
the RMSE results, we use MovieLens 1M dataset [9] in our
experiments, 80% of the dataset is used for training and 20%
for testing.

Tables I, II and III show how RMSE can be affected by
the number of iteration, number of latent features, and step
size, see (20). In Table I, we can see that good RMSE can
be achieved by few number of iterations, so there is no need
for many iteration to converge. In Table II we can see that
best RMSE can be achieved starting from 20 latent features.
In Table III we found that the best value for the step size
is 0.01. We can say that the step size is the most important
parameter in our method. It manages the balance between
Intensification and Diversification, see Section (II-A). Small
values of step size give more intensification, and large values
give more Diversification.

Table IV shows the difference between using Gaussian
distribution and Levy distribution as a random walk. Levy
distribution outperform Gaussian because of its ability to
escape from the local minimum [4][5].

Table V shows that SA-Levy can be outperformed by other
methods in terms of effectiveness. But SA-Levy can outper-
form all other methods in terms efficiency, because of its low
computations, where it needs only one matrix multiplication
in each iteration. Unlike WNMF or ALS which need many
matrix multiplications or calculating matrix inversion in each

TABLE IV. COMPARES LEVY AGAINST GAUSSIAN DISTRIBUTION AS
A RANDOM WALK FOR SIMULATED ANNEALING

Distribution Levy Gaussian
RMSE 1.118 1.168

TABLE V. COMPARES SA-LEVY WITH OTHER METHODS (SGD,
WNMF AND ALS)

System SA-Levy SGD WNMF ALS
RMSE 1.118 0.871 0.943 1.007

iteration. Also it is much easier than SGD to be parallelized
because it doesn’t need huge amount of data to be shuffled
between the cluster nodes. So SA-Levy can be a good choice
if we have limited time or resources and large amount of data.

Choice of Parameters

We conducted these experiments using Simanneal. It is
a python module for simulated annealing optimization1, also
the project source code can be found here2. Based on the
MovieLens 1M dataset [9] we found that the best parameters
are 10 Iteration, 20 latent features, 0.01 step size. For the tem-
perature parameter we found that the best values for maximum
and minimum temperature are 25000 and 2.5 respectively. To
focus more on Diversification at the beginning then decrease
it gradually to increase the Intensification.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We presented in this work a new method for matrix
factorization based Collaborative filtering. We achieved a sig-
nificant improvement in Simulated Annealing, by using Levy
distribution as a random walk, instead of Gaussian distribution.
We expect this contribution could fit in many optimization
problems, not only matrix factorization. We think that SA-Levy
is a good choice for complex matrix factorization problems.
When we have a very large data, and limited time for compu-
tation. We expect that SA-Levy can be easily implemented on
any distributed system, that has basic linear algebra operations,
like Apache Spark3, and Hadoop4.
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Abstract—Cloud computing becomes essential in these days
for the enterprises. Most of the large companies are moving their
services and data to the cloud servers which offer flexibility and
efficiency. Data owner (DO) hires a cloud service provider (CSP)
to store its data and carry out the related computation. The query
owner (QO) sends a request which is crucial for its future plans
to the CSP. The CSP computes all necessary calculations and
returns the result back to the QO. Neither the data nor query
owners want to reveal their private data to anyone. k-Nearest
Neighbour (k-NN) interpolation is one of the essential algorithms
to produce a prediction value for an unmeasured location. Simply,
it finds k number of nearest neighbours around the query point
to produce an output. Oblivious RAM (ORAM) has been used
to protect the privacy in cloud computing. In our work, we will
perform the k-NN method using the kd-tree and ORAM without
revealing both the data-owner’s and query owner’s confidential
data to each other or to third parties. The proposed solution
will be analysed to ensure that it provides accurate and reliable
predictions while preserving the privacy of all parties.

Keywords—Cloud computing; k-Nearest neighbour; spatial in-
terpolation

I. INTRODUCTION

Governments, companies and institutions save data for a
variety of reasons. Some examples of such data are medical,
insurance, banking and geographic. Data should be analysed to
obtain useful information. Data mining methods are conducted
to extract useful information from the stored data. The biggest
concern in data mining is privacy. Two major problems may
arise during data mining applications. First one, the data
required for mining may have been collected by two different
institutions. When executing the data mining algorithm on the
combined databases, each party does not want to share its
private data or laws may prohibit data sharing. The second
issue is that the calculated/resulting data must be transferred
to others for further activities. Data transfer should ensure the
privacy of the data owner and produce the correct output. The
banking sector is one of the examples regarding the privacy of
data while running data mining algorithm. Nowadays, multiple
different banks need to merge their data to mine for further
activities. Due to law and privacy policies, the data cannot
be pooled in one place. In these cases, solutions that provide
data privacy are preferred instead of traditional data mining
algorithms [1], [2].

Information Technology moved to a new era in this decade
known as cloud computing. Cloud computing provides access
to resources such as servers, storage and applications. Cloud

computing is divided into different models according to the
services they offer [3].

a) Software as a Service (SaaS)
b) Platform as a Service (PaaS)
c) Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)
d) Data as a Service (DaaS)
e) Database as a Service (DBaaS)

All models have the following characteristics: shared in-
frastructure, dynamic provisioning, network access and man-
aged metering. Furthermore, deployment of the cloud com-
puting is divided into four categories. They are private, com-
munity, public and hybrid cloud. Some of the challenges
associated with cloud computing are privacy, lack of standards,
constantly evolving, and compatibility concerns [3].

Spatial data should also be analysed to find concealed
patterns and properties. Spatial interpolation methods (SIM)
try to analyse and interpret spatial variability using statistics,
mathematics, and geographic assumptions. Retrieving the val-
ues for the unknown new points from the well-known stored
points without a big deviation from the original value is called
as spatial interpolation. There are about 42 different spatial
interpolation methods such as Nearest Neighbour (NN), Tri-
angular Irregular Network (TIN), Inverse Distance Weighted
(IDW), Kriging, etc. These methods are divided into three
categories [4].

a) Non-geostatistical methods
b) Geostatistical methods
c) Combined methods

A. Problem Description

There are three parties involved in this scheme. The first
party is the data owner which collects data for a specific
subject. The second party is the cloud service provider which
stores data and conducts necessary computations in place of the
data owner. CSP can be a public cloud like Google, Amazon,
etc. The CSP also can provide services like SaaS, PaaS, IaaS,
DaaS, and DbaaS. Final party is the query owner. Query owner
can be an organization, a company or a single user. Database
(referred as D hereafter) which is stored in CSP in an encrypted
form with the key owned by DO. Data stored in D are
points (e.g. location) and the requests are geometric operations
like finding a point or calculating nearest neighbours. Stored
database on CSP is encrypted with the public key (pk) of DO.
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Fig. 1. The system model includes a data owner, query owner and a cloud
service provider.

The public and private key pair of DO are generated using a
homomorphic encryption scheme.

(i) DO has a spatial database D.
(ii) DO hires a CSP to store the D in encrypted form.

(iii) QO sends a request to CSP to get a prediction value for
an unmeasured location.

(iv) k-NN spatial interpolation method is employed to predict
the value by the CSP

(v) Finally, CSP sends the prediction value to the QO.

Data stored by DO Data stored by CSP
x1 y1 z1
x2 y2 z2
. . .
. . .
. . .
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In this framework, nobody wants to reveal their private

data to others. In other words, DO does not want to reveal his
database D to neither CSP nor C. Additionally, both DO and
CSP cannot learn the query point which is the private data of
QO. The secure outsourcing of k-NN method will be utilized
under these data privacy conditions.

B. Security Definition

We consider semi-honest (honest-but-curious) model which
means that each party follows the steps of the proposed
protocol in the right manner, but tries to obtain clues about
the data of the other party from the messages sent to it.

The system model includes a data owner, query owner and
a cloud service provider (Fig. 1).

This paper is constructed as follows: Background of this
work explained in Section 2. We proposed a solution in Section

3. Next we analyse the solution in Section 4 and Section 5
concludes the paper and suggests the future work.

II. RELATED WORK

The increase in the amount and variety of the data causes
the costs of the institutions to increase day by day. This
situation necessitates transferring the storage and computation
complexity of institutions from client-server architecture to
cloud infrastructure. However, the concern that data privacy
may be violated is seen as the biggest obstacle in front of
the institutions [5]. Health and financial data are protected by
laws in many countries. Conscious or unconscious violations
of these laws cause both financial and prestige losses of
institutions [6]. Protocols that provide data privacy between
parties will abolish such concerns.

Encrypting data before transferring to cloud servers pro-
vides privacy. However, encryption does not allow some
calculations to be made on joint data. Secure multi-party
computations (SMC) initiated by Yao [7] are able to calculate
a common function using private inputs of two or more
parties. Yao employs garbled circuits to reach his objective.
On the other hand, other protocols use secret sharing [8], [9].
Many applications that require privacy have been solved with
SMC protocols. The first real application of SMC proposed
by Bogetoft et al. [10]. They implemented a secure auction
system between many sellers and buyers. Andrychowicz et al.
[11] presented how SMC protocols can adapt essential Bitcoin
properties to their solutions.

Fix and Hodges [12] suggested a non-parametric method
for classification algorithms which has since been known as
k-nearest neighbours. It has a significant role in machine
learning, image processing and spatial analysis. The k-NN is
a method that is frequently used in the analysis of minerals
in the soil, determining the position of the interior space,
and in image processing applications. In machine learning
applications, k-NN is used as a classifier method. Joachims
[13] used Support Vector Machines and many other classifi-
cation algorithms to categorize texts. There are various spatial
interpolation methods used in geostatistics. Xin et al. [14]
implemented a spatial interpolation method based k-NN and
IDW to analyse soil nutrient.

III. BACKGROUND

A. k-NN Method

There are many algorithms used to find similarity metrics in
data mining [15]. One of the most commonly used algorithms
is k-NN. Because it is easy to apply, fast to train new data
and effective for large amounts of data. Generally, points are
represented as distance metrics in the k-NN algorithm. It finds
the k number of nearest points for a given point using several
distance metrics like Euclidean, Manhattan and so on. The
steps of k-NN algorithm are as follows:

(i) Compute the distances from all training points to the
query point.

(ii) Choose the k nearest points around the query point.
(iii) Class labels are used to predict the class of query point

or average of k points is calculated for interpolation
methods.
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The value of k should be decided carefully. A small k
value takes immediate measurements into account. If large k
values are selected, it is possible to include the locations where
the similarity is low in the calculation process. Therefore,
the optimal k value is one of the research topics. kd-tree is
one of the binary trees used to represent the spatial data in
a multidimensional space. Points are divided in two ways to
build a kd-tree. First one by a median of the x-axis. A vertical
line divides the points into two halves. Half of the points are
on the left side of the line and another half on the right side. A
horizontal line is drawn by the median of the y-axis to divide
the points in two. One of the halves is in top the line and
remaining in the bottom.

B. Oblivious RAM (ORAM)

In a client-server architecture model, a client wants to
perform an operation on the data which is stored in a server
where the client does not want to share any information about
the operation. Because it does not trust the server. Because
of this neither the stored data nor the access pattern of the
data would be revealed to the server. Goldreich and Ostrovsky
[16] suggest a solution to overcome this called as ORAM.
ORAM works as follows: all the data were stored as blocks
(N blocks). These blocks are encrypted before sending to the
server. If the client wants to access one of the stored blocks
(ith block), client access all the blocks one by one and when
it gets the ith block, it works on it. Then re-encrypts all the
block and send back to the server. The server cannot identify
any common patterns to identify ith block if it accessed by
the client several times.

The very first idea of constructing hierarchical data-
structure modelling for the RAM was introduced by Goldreich
and Ostrovsky [16]. The idea is ORAM stored in buckets,
size of the buckets increases in a geometrical series. Smallest
bucket in the top and it increases in downwards. In worst case
scenario it needs O(nlog2n). A tree-based memory structure
ORAM is suggested by Shi et al. [17].

The structure of constructing the tree is:

(i) The client wants to store n number of array blocks
[M1,M2 . . .Mn] in a server.

(ii) Size of a block B = logcn where c is a constant.
(iii) Binary tree with n leaves and the height of logn is

constructed to store the memory.
(iv) A node in the tree considered as a bucket and a bucket

contains Z number of blocks.
(v) A path p(i) in the tree belongs to block i.

(vi) Check each and every bucket which is a match to Mi. If
it is not matched, it will be discarded.

The accessed block needs to be stored again in the memory.
There is a possibility of leakage of information if the block
stored in the previous place when reading the block again and
again. To avoid this situation the block is re-encrypted and
send it back to the top node.

C. Homomorphic Encryption (HE)

A special type of cryptography that provides mathemati-
cal operation on cipher-texts called homomorphic encryption.

Many researchers suggested several algorithms for homomor-
phic encryption likes Paillier cryptosystem [18], Goldwasser-
Micali [19], ElGamal [20], Boneh-Goh-Nissim [21] encryption
schemes and so on. Paillier encryption system provides two
algebraic operations on encrypted text. They are additive and
multiplicative operation. Assume that ξpk is the encryption
function and ξqk is the decryption function where pk is the
public key and the private key is qk in this scenario. To
retrieve x from ξpk(x) you need to know about qk, without
any knowledge about sk nobody cannot decrypt the encryption
function.

Homomorphic Addition: Dsk((ξpk(a) · ξpk(b))modN2) =
(a+ b)modN

Homomorphic Multiplication: Dsk((ξpk(a)
b)modN2) =

(a · b)modN

where a and b are plain-texts, N is a product of two large
prime numbers.

IV. PROPOSED SOLUTION

As explained above, there are three parties involved in the
outsourcing of secure k-NN interpolation method: Data Owner,
Cloud Service Provider and Query Owner. The database which
stores all measured data is possessed by DO. CSP provides
storage and computation services. QO is interested in the query
point where it may plan their future investments. Our solution
follows the steps explained below (Fig. 2):

(i) First, DO builds a kd-tree based on the points and
corresponding measurements in encrypted form. It sends
the kd-tree to CSP which acts as an ORAM server.

(ii) QO sends its query point to CSP. However, query owners
must send their inputs in encrypted form to hide coordi-
nates where they need prediction values.

(iii) CSP processes the query and determines the k-NN points
around the query coordinate. CSP cannot compute the
prediction value because all data are encrypted with the
key of DO. Therefore, CSP calculates

∏k
i=1 ξ(zi) =

ξ(z1) ·ξ(z2) · · · ξ(zk) which equals
∑k

i=1 zi in decrypted
form and sends to DO.

(iv) DO has the required key to decrypt the coming value
from CSP. It decrypts and gets the prediction value.
The prediction value, alone does not reveal information
about query coordinate. Therefore, DO cannot learn the
coordinate where the query owner is interested.

(v) DO encrypts the prediction value with the public key of
the query owner to hide the prediction value from CSP
and sends to CSP.

(vi) CSP forwards the prediction value in cipher-text form to
the query owner.

(vii) Query owner has the corresponding private key to open
cipher-text and gets the value where it needs a prediction.

V. ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED SOLUTION

A. Supplementary Cost Analysis

DO provides all functionalities like storing the data and
computing the prediction value for the location requested by a
query owner in the traditional spatial interpolation architecture.
However, the private data of both parties are at risk. On
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Fig. 2. Framework of secure k-NN spatial interpolation method.

the other hand, our idea of using privacy-preserving scheme
protects the privacy of both parties. Besides, our work cause
additional computation, storage and communication cost at
negligible level than the traditional scheme. These additional
costs do not affect the overall performance of spatial inter-
polation process. Due to the fact that spatial interpolation
methods are not a time critical process as in real-time systems,
researchers may prefer our solution when their privacy is
important.

1) Computational Cost Analysis: Cloud computing is more
efficient and profitable than the traditional client-server archi-
tecture. However, the privacy of the parties’ data should be
treated more carefully. Our solution which ensures the privacy
with the help of homomorphic encryption and secure multi-
party computation methods proposes that CSP has to carry
out all necessary calculations instead of DO. Using privacy-
preserving methods may increase computation time, but the
resulting delay will be negligible for all parties.

DO constructs a kd-tree based on the spatial data in en-
crypted form and sends the tree to the CSP. CSP stores the re-

ceived data as an ORAM server. Meanwhile, QO sends a query
q to CSP where the q is encrypted with DO’s public key. CSP
finds the k number of nearest neighbours around the query.
Then CSP calculates

∏k
i=1 ξ(zi) = ξ(z1) · ξ(z2) · · · ξ(zk) and

sends it to DO. Because, the stored data is encrypted with the
DO’s public key. So CSP cannot calculate the prediction value
on its own. DO decrypts the cipher-texts coming from CSP
and gets the prediction value. The final prediction value does
not give any information about the query point of QO. After
that, prediction value is encrypted by DO with QO’s public
key and sends it to CSP. CSP forward the encrypted value
coming from DO to QO. Finally, QO decrypts the message
and learns the prediction value. In the traditional method, DO
receives a query location (xp, yp) from QO and computes the
prediction value and sends the result back to the QO. But
in our scenario there are three encryption, two decryption
and two mathematical calculation in overall. These additional
operations increase the computational cost.

2) Communication Cost Analysis: As expected, commu-
nication cost may increase when outsourcing data to cloud
servers. DO sends its whole data in encrypted form to CSP.
The CSP computes the nearest points and sends them to DO.
DO has the required secret key to obtain the prediction value
in plain text. DO encrypts the prediction value with the public
key of the query owners and sends it back to CSP. QO receives
the encrypted prediction value from CSP. The query owner
has the necessary key to decrypt the cipher-text. Overall, there
are five extra communication activities between DO, CSP and
QO. However, in the traditional system there is only two
communication between DO and QO.

3) Storage Cost Analysis: In a traditional system, DO is the
only party that stores the database. However, in our proposed
solution both DO and CSP have to store the database. As a
result, the storage capacity requirement of the proposed solu-
tion is twice as much as the traditional system and negligible
amount of space to store variables during communication and
computation process.

B. Accuracy Analysis

Agrawal and Srikant [22] suggested a privacy-preserving
technique called data perturbation. Their technique adds ad-
ditional noise to ensure the privacy of the owner’s data. But,
this lead to the loss in the accuracy of the prediction model.
However, we used a special type of encryption system called
Paillier system [18]. In Paillier, the mathematical calculation
can be done on the cipher-text, which does not affect the
result of the operation. Therefore, our work produces the
same prediction values as in traditional scheme. Beyond that
it guarantees the confidentiality of the private data of all
participants.

C. Privacy Analysis

In our work, data need to be protected in four different
places from all three participants. CSP cannot learn the data
which is stored in CSP in encrypted form with the key of DO.
The second step, when QO sends his request in an encrypted
form to hide its points from the CSP and DO. The third one
is, CSP process the query to find the k-NN points for the
requested coordinate. At this time CSP cannot predict the
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value. Because all the data were encrypted using the DO’s
key. After determining the k nearest points, CSP sends the
prediction value in encrypted form to DO. DO decrypts and
gets the prediction value. In the fourth step, DO cannot get
any information about the query coordinate. Therefore, DO
cannot predict the location of the requested coordinate. Finally,
DO encrypts the predicted value with the public key of QO
and send it to CSP. Only QO can decrypt with its private
key. CSP does not have any way to learn the predicted value.
CSP forwards the cipher text to QO. QO decrypts the received
cipher-text and get the predicted value. As a summary, DO
cannot predict the query point from QO. CSP cannot predict
and/or measure the stored data by the DO, query point from
QO and predicted value by the DO. Finally, QO can only get
the final predicted value from the DO.

VI. CONCLUSION

Spatial interpolation is one of the essential operations of
geographic information systems. There is a variety of interpo-
lation methods used by researchers. k-NN interpolation method
is preferred due to its simplicity and efficiency in computation.
Recently, companies tend to move their data and computation
needs to cloud servers. However, their privacy may be at risk.
Therefore, we propose a k-NN spatial interpolation method
which protects privacy of all participants during the process.
We are aware of that privacy-preserving methods lead to
additional storage, communication and computation cost. We
analysed our solution in terms of these costs and presented that
they are not that critical from the perspective of all participants.
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Abstract—Model estimation is an important step in quadrotor
control design because model uncertainties can cause unstable
behavior especially with non-robust control methods. In this
paper, a modeling approach of a quadrotor prototype has been
proposed. First an initial dynamic model of quadrotor UAV
based on Euler-Lagrange formalism was developed. Then the
roll system has been estimated using closed loop identification
method and frequency domain analysis. An experimental tests
has been performed for the roll system to validate the estimated
dynamic model.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quadrotor is a Vertical Take-Off and Landing VTOL
aircraft consists on two arms on four rotors placed on the
extremities of its arms as is shown in Fig. 1. Quadrotor motion
is controlled through motors speed variation. In fact changing
simultaneously the speed of all motors with the same average
produces vertical motion. Rotation around yB axis (Pitch) is
provided by adjusting speed of motor (1) or (3), which results
a forward/backward motion. Roll motion is a rotation around
xB axis obtained by varying motor (2) or (4) speeds, thus a
right/left translation motion is acquired. Rotation around zB
axis (Yaw) is given by changing velocity of motor (1) and (3)
against (2) and (4). Modelling of quadrotor UAV has attracted
a lot of interest and there are several methods proposed in
literature. In fact mathematical model of the quadrotor UAV
was developed [1] and [2] using Newton-Euler and Lagrange
formalism resulting a six degree of freedom DOF equations
system describing quadrotor motion. Whereas in [3] quaternion
method was used to get the quadrotor model. In [4] a non
linear model was developed using Euler-Lagrange formalism,
then the unknown model parameters has been identified using
mathematical calculations and experimental tests. The quadro-
tor system was described with an ARMAX model obtained
by the closed loop identification method [5]. Authors in [6]
have used Black-box approach for a variable-pitch quadrotor
identification was also developed and explained. In [7] a non
linear dynamic model of a quadrotor UAV was detailed by
considering the aerodynamic effects into account, to cover a
wide flight regime not only hovering position. [8] used the
Prediction Error Method PEM with blak box model approach
to identify Linenar Time Invariant LTI model exploring ex-
perimental flight data. In [9] identification of linear parametric
model of quadrotor UAV is developed using frequency domain
method. [10] developed system identification of translation for
a cost open-source quadrotor prototype MikroKopter.

This paper presents an identification method to estimate
dynamic model of quadrotor roll loop basing on initial double
integration model. This paper is organized as follows: Mathe-
matical modeling of quadrotor attitude is elaborated in Section
II. Section III describes Sunbird quadrotor prototype. Section
IV presents the frequency identification method for quadrotor
roll loop. Simulation results and discussion is shown in Section
V. Finally, conclusion and future work are given in Section VI.

II. MATHEMATICAL MODELLING

This section describes the quadrotor mathematical model
developed using Euler-Lagrange formalism.

Denoting q the generalized coordinates of the quadrotor

q = (x, y, z, φ, θ, ψ) ∈ <6 (1)

where ξ = (x, y, z) is the positions of the quadrotor center
of mass relative to the fixed inertial frame E, the orientation
of the quadrotor are expressed by ϑ = (φ, θ, ψ), where φ is
the roll angle around the xB axis, θ is the pitch angle around
the yB axis and ψ is the yaw angle around the zB axis. The

Fig. 1. Quadrotor UAV coordinate system.

transformation matrix from inertial frame E to the body frame
B is given by

R =

[
cψ cθ cψ sθ sφ− sψ cφ cψ sθ cφ+ sψ sφ
sψ cθ sψ sθ sφ+ cψ cφ sψ sθ cφ− sφ cψ
−sθ cθ sφ cθ cφ

]
(2)
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where sθ = sin(θ) and cθ = cos(θ).

Lagrangian equation is defined as follow

L(q, q̇) = Ep − Ec (3)

where Ec and Ep are respectively the potential and kinetic
energy. {

Ec = mgz

Ep = m
2 ξ̇

T ξ̇ + 1
2 υ̇

T Iυ̇
(4)

where I is the inertia matrix, m is the total mass of the
quadrotor and g is the gravity acceleration.

Euler-Lagrange formulas is

d

dt
(
δL

δq̇
)− δL

δq
=

[
F
τ

]
(5)

where F is the force of translation, τ is the total torque.
Let’s start with the rotational dynamic of the quadrotor. where
τ is the total torques produced by quadrotor system. We can
write

τ = τ1 + τ2 (6)

where τ1 is the roll, pitch and yaw torques produced by
the quadrotor motors

τ1 =

 bl(Ω2
2 − Ω2

4)
bl(Ω2

1 − Ω2
3)

d(Ω2
1 − Ω2

2 + Ω2
3 − Ω2

4)

 (7)

τ2 is the gyroscopic effects given by

τ2 =

θ̇IrotorΩgφ̇IrotorΩg
0

 (8)

where Ωi is the angular speed of the ith motor, b is the
thrust coefficient, d is the drag coefficient, l is the distance
between the motors and the quadrotor center of gravity and
Irotor is the rotor inertia moment.

Ωg = (Ω1 − Ω2 + Ω3 − Ω4) (9)

The generalized moments are

d

dt
(
δL

δφ̇
)− δL

δφ
= Ixxφ̈+ (Izz − Iyy)θ̇ψ̇

d

dt
(
δL

δθ̇
)− δL

δθ
= Iyy θ̈ + (Ixx − Izz)φ̇ψ̇

d

dt
(
δL

δψ̇
)− δL

δψ
= Izz θ̈ + (Iyy − Ixx)φ̇θ̇

(10)

Where I is the inertia matrix:

I =

[
Ixx 0 0
0 Iyy 0
0 0 Izz

]

The rotational dynamic equations can deduced from (4),
(5) and (7)

φ̈ = θ̇ψ̇(
Iyy − Izz
Ixx

) +
Irotor ˙θΩg

Ixx
+

1

Ixx
U2

θ̈ = φ̇ψ̇(
Izz − Ixx
Iyy

) +
Irotor ˙φΩg

Iyy
+

1

Iyy
U3

ψ̈ = φ̇θ̇(
Ixx − Iyy

Izz
) +

1

Izz
U4

(11)

where (U1, U2, U3, U4) are the model inputs which given
by the following expressions

U1 = b (Ω2
1 + Ω2

2 + Ω2
3 + Ω2

4)

U2 = bl (Ω2
2 − Ω2

4)

U3 = bl (Ω2
1 − Ω2

3)

U4 = d (Ω2
1 − Ω2

2 + Ω2
3 − Ω2

4)

(12)

In order to reduce complexity of calculus, gyroscopic
effects and moments of inertia terms can be neglected in the
motion (8). Thus the roll

φ̈ =
1

Ixx
U2

θ̈ =
1

Iyy
U3

ψ̈ =
1

Izz
U4

(13)

To estimate moment of inertia, the quadrotor can be
decomposed into several parts (Arm, Battery, Card, Rotors).
Then using the formulas (14) the inertia moment of each part
relative to his axis can be calculated. After that by applying
the Huygens-Steiner theorem (15) we can get the moment of
inertia of each part through the quadrotor center of gravity.
The quadrotor moment of inertia is given by the sum of the
moment of each parts.

I0 =

∫
x2dm (14)

Ig = I0 +md2 (15)

Denoting G(s) as the dynamic model of the roll axis

G(s) =
1

Ixxs2
(16)

III. SUNBIRD QUADROTOR PROTOTYPE

In this paper a quadrotor prototype is used as a test platform
named Sunbird Shown in Fig. 2. Sunbird is a home-made
quadrotor platform designed at MACS research laboratory.

Sunbird quadrotor is composed as follows:

• Arduino DUE card used as flight controller. It based on a
32-bit ARM core micro-controller with 54 digital input/output,
2 analog output and 12 analog inputs.
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Fig. 2. Sunbird quadrotor prototype.

• FlySky 2.4 Ghz 4 channels Radio Control Transmitter
and Receiver used to remotely control the quadrotor.

• Rotor composed with Hextronik DT750 brushless DC
motor, 10×4.5 propellers and Electronic Speed Controller ESC
30A operating with Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) signal
generated by Arduino Due card.

• Ultrasonic sensor HC-SR 05 for altitude measuring with
a 4.5 meter of measurement range.

• Measurement Processing Unit MPU6050 is also used
to estimate attitude. MPU-6050 is a six axis IMU sensor
containing 3 axis gyroscope ITG 3200 giving the angular
velocities and 3 axis accelerometer ADXL 345 measuring
linear accelerations. Arduino Due board receives data from
MPU-6050 via I2C-bus. Then a complementary filter is used
to attenuate high frequency signals affecting accelerometer
like vibration and compensates the drifts affecting gyroscope
measurements. The composition of quadrotor prototype is
described in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Sunbird quadrotor prototype architecture.

IV. ROLL SYSTEM FREQUENCY IDENTIFICATION

In this section we interested on roll system modeling using
the closed loop identification method. It is based on frequency
domain analysis in order to estimate the process model.

The roll system described in (13) is unstable, hence the
necessity of a control loop.

A. Control loop identification

A Proportional Integral Derivative controller was used to
ensure the roll loop stability. The PID control loop used in this
section was described in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Process model in a PID control loop.

The PID controller is described by the following expres-
sion:

C(s) = kp +
ki
s

+ kds (17)

where (kp, ki, kd) are respectively the proportional, integral
and derivative factors.
The control system is based on reverse model technique. In
fact the control signals was used to calculate the desired motors
speed (Ωd1,Ωd2,Ωd3,Ωd4) from (12).

Ωd1 =
√

U1

4b + Uθ
2bl +

Uψ
4d

Ωd2 =
√

U1

4b +
Uφ
2bl −

Uψ
4d

Ωd3 =
√

U1

4b −
Uθ
2bl +

Uψ
4d

Ωd4 =
√

U1

4b −
Uφ
2bl −

Uψ
4d

(18)

Then using the desired motor speed, we can deduce the
PWM signal. The relation between PWM and motor speed
was experimentally estimated. Fig. 5 illustrates the relation of
PWM signal over the motor speed, which can be expressed by
the following second order equation using “polyfit” Matlab
function

PWM = a2Ω
2

+ a1Ω + a0 (19)

where a2 = 1.2093 10−5, a1 = 6.5776 10−2 and a0 =
948.2.
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Fig. 5. Measured and approximated PWM signal and motor speed charac-
teristics.

The PID controller was implemented on the Arduino DUE
board and then was experimentally adjusted. The chosen
controller parameters are

kp = 0.35 ki = 0.28, kd = 0.46

B. Frequency Identification

The The closed loop system in Fig. 4 was excited by a
varied sine setpoint with a magnitude of 5◦ and a frequency be-
tween

[
10−2, 102

]
Hz. The PID control loop is implemented

in the Arduino due card operating with a sample time of 0.01
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second. The quadrotor was placed on a test bench ensuring
rotation around the roll axis with minimum friction effects
shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Quadrotor prototype placed on a test bench ensuring rotation around
roll axis.

Fig. 7, 8 and 9 illustrate the setpoint and the output signals
with a frequency of respectively 10−2, 10−1 and 1Hz. As
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Fig. 7. Roll angle response for a sine setpoint with a frequency of 0.01Hz.
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Fig. 8. Roll angle response for a sine setpoint with a frequency of 0.1Hz.

can be seen, for low frequency the input and the output signals
are quietly non phases and gains are observed. However for
frequency around 1Hz the output amplitude increases locally
then decreases for a highest frequencies, and a lag behavior
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Fig. 9. Roll angle response for setpoint frequency f = 1Hz.

is also observed. From several sine responses, the phase and
magnitude can be measured for a each frequency. Then the
Bode diagram can be plotted. Bode plot of the quadrotor
proposed control loop is shown in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 10. Bode plot of the closed loop.

Basing on bode plot in Fig. 10 the closed loop transfer
function can be calculated. From the Bode diagram the closed
loop system can be estimated as a second order system with
resonance. Denoting F (s) the control loop transfer function
described in Fig. 4.

F (s) =
1

1
ω2
n
s2 + 2ξ

ωn
s+ 1

(20)

where ωn is the normal frequencies and ξ is the damping
factor.
Denoting Q the resonance factor of the closed loop system
which can be described by the following expression:

Q =
1

2ξ
√

1− ξ2
(21)

Thus
4Q2ξ2(1− ξ2) = 1 (22)
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We can write also

4Q2ξ4 − 4Q2ξ2 + 1 = 0 (23)

The damping factor ξ is given by solving the second order
differential equation (23).
We denotes ωr as the resonance frequency. Equation (24)
describes the relation between the resonance ωr and normal
frequencies ωn.

ωn =
ωr√

1− 2ξ2
(24)

We obtained the following normal frequency and damping
factor:

ξ = 0.24, ωn = 10rad/s (25)

The transfer function control loop can be written as

F (s) =
C(s)G(s)

1 + C(s)G(s)
(26)

where C(s) is the PID controller and G(s) is the process
model transfer function.

G(s) =
F (s)

C(s)(1− F (s))
(27)

Replacing C(s) and F (s) with their expression we can
write

G(s) =
1

(
kds2+kps+ki

s )( s
2

ω2
n

+ 2ξs
ωn

)
(28)

Thus the open loop roll model is following third order
transfer function

G(s) =
1

kds3

ω2
n

+ s2( 2ξkd
ωn

+
kp
ω2
n

) + s( kiω2
n

+
2ξkp
ωn

) +
2ξkp
ωn

(29)

The deduced process model is a third order transfer func-
tion system

G(s) =
1

c3s3 + c2s2 + c1s+ c0
(30)

where 

c3 = kd
ω2
n

c2 = 2ξkd
ωn

c1 = ki
ω2
n

+
2ξkp
ωn

c0 =
2ξkp
ωn

(31)

Fig. 11. Step responses of estimated dynamic model and experimental
prototype.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To evaluate the performances of the proposed identification
method. The quadrotor has been placed in a PID control loop
to compare the real prototype responses and simulations of the
estimated process model. Fig. 11 illustrates the experimental
simulation step responses of the roll system. We can remark
that both of these responses are very close, and the rise and
settling time are nearly the same.

In addition the quadrotor roll axis was tested with sine
response. Fig. 12 shows the measured response and simulation
of the identified dynamic model for sine setpoint. We can see
that the responses are approximately superposed. Basing on
these results we can judge the validity of estimated process
model by the proposed identification method.
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Fig. 12. Roll response of experimental prototype and simulation of process
model.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work the frequency identification method is pro-
posed to estimate the quadrotor roll model. A non linear model
is firstly developed using Euler-Lagrange formalism. Then the
proposed identification method is applied to Sunbird quadrotor
prototype using a PID control loop. Frequency domain analysis
is then used for roll loop model. Finally, a comparison of
experimental and simulated results in order to validate the
estimated model. For the future work, the other quadrotor
components (θ, ψ, x, y, z) should be estimated using the
frequency identification to validate the effectiveness of this
method in quadrotor system full modeling.
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Abstract—Multi-radio Multi-channel (MRMC) Wireless Mesh
Networks (WMNs) have made quick progress in current years
to become the best option for end users due to its reliability
and low cost. Although WMNs have already been used still the
capacity of WMNs is limited due to information asymmetry and
near hidden interference among frequency channels. In the past,
various research studies have been done to investigate both these
issues. To minimise both these interference types and maximise
network capacity; channel assignment has always been a critical
area of research in WMNs. In this research, a comparative
analysis is done between NH and IA interference based on
their impact on network capacity. This comparison is made
using the existing Optimal Channel Assignment Model (OCAM).
After extensive simulations, it is figured out that NH interference
performs a major role in degrading overall network capacity up
to 4% in comparison to IA interference. Further, in this research
an optimal channel assignment model Information Asymmetry
and Near Hidden Minimization (INM) model is proposed that
collectively minimises both NH and IA interference problems.
The proposed model considers three non-overlapping channels
1, 6 and 11 from IEEE802.11b standard. For simulations, four
different Multi-radio Multi-channel Wireless mesh topologies
have been considered to find out the average network capacity.
An extensive simulation in OPNET shows that the proposed INM
model performs 7% better than the existing OCAM model in
maximising the WMN net capacity.

Keywords—Wireless Mesh Network (WMN); near hidden and
information asymmetry interference; non-overlapping channels

I. INTRODUCTION

All types of Wireless networks develop into the next
generation to offer improved and attractive services. Among
those networks, Wireless Mesh Network (WMN) has emerged
in recent times. Three different types of nodes are used in
a wireless mesh network that is mesh router, mesh client
and gateway router [1]. In WMN nodes are connected with
one another, and these nodes operate as a router as well as
host, sending data to the node which are not in transmission
range with the help of intermediate nodes. Due to its different
features, i.e. reliability, redundancy and low cost the WMNs
are deployed most quickly. In WMN when one link is down
or not working, communication can be done with the help
of other links. Due to self-forming and self-configuration, a
WMN convey several advantages to its users, i.e. low costs,
network maintenance, reliable coverage and robustness [3].

For Commercial users, WMN offers a guarantee for their
applications. Both conventional and mesh clients used the
WMNs to connect to the backbone or mesh routers, and these

routers are fixed, or minimum mobility and these nodes operate
as a router as well as host. In WMN nodes send data to the
destination directly or with the help of intermediate nodes
[12]. A wireless mesh network made from multiple wireless
nodes. In a wireless mesh network, every node can transmit
information directly to single or multiple peer nodes. In a
wireless mesh network, new links are created, and the nodes
are connected to each other with the help of these links. When
the numbers of interconnected nodes are increased at that time
the possible path and the total bandwidth is also increased [5].
Dynamic channel assignment permits that different channel
may be assigned to different interfaces and these interfaces
may regularly change between multiple channels [18].

In WMN routers are usually fixed or minimal mobility, and
there is no power issue unlike in sensor network. Usually, the
structure design of WMN consists of three levels. First one is
mesh gateways second one is mesh router, and the third one
is mesh, client. In WMN the internet backbone is connected
with mesh backbone with the help of mesh gateways [4]. In
a wireless mesh network, the second level consists of mesh
router/backbone. The mesh backbone consists of mesh routers,
and these mesh routers are fixed sites. These mesh router
collect data from mesh client and send to gateway router and
from gateway to the internet. The third and last level of WMN
is mesh client. The mesh clients are the actual transmission
and reception of wireless mesh network [7].

In Fig. 1 the mesh backbone receives data which are
sending by mesh client. The mesh backbone then forwards data
to mesh gateway and then to the Internet. Internet is shown
in the form of cloud. These mesh routers have no mobility or
fixed, and multiple interfaces are assigned to them. In Fig. 1
the mesh client is laptops, computers and mobiles as shown.
The links are wireless links the works as backbone among all
the mesh routers. The mesh routers have multiple interfaces.

A. Applications of WMN

Wireless mesh networks consist of fixed or mobile devices.
The solutions are as different as communication needs, for
example in unmanageable environments such as emergency
situations, oil rigs, tunnels, battlefield surveillance, high-speed
mobile video applications on board public transport. An im-
portant possible application for wireless mesh networks is
VoIP. By using a Quality of Service scheme, some current
applications are mentioned below [8].
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Fig. 1. Diagram of wireless mesh network.

• U.S. military forces connect their computers through
wireless mesh networking field operations.

• Now in houses, electric meters are used that transmit
their readings from one to another and lastly to the
main office for billings without the requirement of
human meter readers.

B. Multi-Radio Multi-Channel Wireless Mesh Network

“In MR-MCWMN have multiple interfaces and more than
one frequency channels may be assigned to them. In this net-
work particular wireless mesh routers work as a gateway and
these gateways routers are connected to the internet or another
network that may be heterogeneous. MRMC-WMNs have got
development quickly in current years and have become the
best option for end users as it is trusty, scalable and can
expend network connectivity on the last mile. WMN provide
excessive throughput because of its multi-radio and multi-
channel technology [10]. A WMN can be categorized into
three sections. The first section includes gateways. Through
these gateways routers, the wireless mesh network is connected
to the internet as discussed in Fig. 1. The second section
consists of mesh router. These mesh router forward information
inside the WMNs on the interest of end users and these
mesh router is also called nodes. The third section consists
of mesh client or wireless LANs. In wireless mesh network
end users are the real sender and receiver of data. These mesh
routers send and receive data if these routers work on the
same frequency channel. Due to multiple channel and multiple
interfaces use interference is tack place that causes network
throughput degradation [18].”

Single-radio single-channel (SR-SC) is a type of wireless
mesh network (WMN). Which consist of mesh router and
every mesh router consist of only one network interface card.
Due to frequent backoff and packet collisions, the capacity
and throughput of the network are suffering and low. In this
research, multi-radio multi-channel WMN will be used for
exploration. The main issue that is to be solved is channel
interference [15].

In multiple simultaneous transmissions, the capacity of a
wireless network is limited due to interference which is a major
problem. In WMNs this problem is removed by mesh routers

which have multiple radios. In multi-radios, nodes can send
data on multiple channels at the same time and also send and
receive data simultaneously. However, the interference is not
eliminated due to a specific number of channels. In a wireless
mesh network, two nodes can only send and receive data if
these nodes are within the transmission range and working
on the same frequency channel. In a wireless mesh network
at a distance of transmission range, every mesh router has
carrier sensing range. Within receiving range, mesh router can
generate interference if they are transmitting information and
working on the identical frequency channel. When interference
arises, it degrades WMN performance, or it can cause transmis-
sion losses. In a wireless mesh network, two different types of
interference occur. The first one is coordinated and the second
one is non-coordinated interference. The non-coordinated in-
terference is categorized as information asymmetry (IA), near-
hidden (NH) and far-hidden (FH). If source nodes of multiple
links are within receiving a range of each other, then these
links are coordinated (CO) interfering links. In this research
information asymmetry and near-hidden interference will be
minimised and their effect will be compared [20].

C. Information Asymmetry

In the event of information asymmetry (IA) interference,
both links L1 (A, B) and L2 (C, D) are operating on the
same frequency channel. In IA both source nodes A and C are
outside each other carrier sensing ranges (Cs). Similarly, A and
D are also outside each other carrier-sensing range, but C and
B are inside each other carrier-sensing ranges. Let d represents
the physical distance between nodes. For IA interference the
following terms need to be fulfilled.

d(A,C) > Cs

d(B,C) < Cs

d(A,D) > Cs

Fig. 2. Information asymmetry interference in wireless mesh network.

In Fig. 2 both source nodes A and C are far away from
each other carrier sensing ranges (Cs). Similarly, A and D are
also far away from each other receiving range, but source C
and receiver B are inside each other carrier-sensing ranges. In
these conditions if C starts data transmission to D then B will
sense all the data sent by C. In this case B will sense data from
both A and C and data collision is experienced. The flow on
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L1 (A, B) can be minimised due to interference from L2(C,
D).

D. Near-Hidden Terminal

In the event of near hidden (NH) interference, the source
nodes of both links are far away from each other carrier sensing
range. However, the receivers of both links are inside each
other carrier sensing range. When both links L1 (A, B) and
L2 (C, D) are working on the same frequency channel. Then
for near-hidden (NH) interference, the following terms need to
be fulfilled:

d(A,C) > Cs

d(B,C) < Cs

d(A,D) < Cs

Fig. 3. Near-hidden terminals in a wireless mesh network.

In Fig. 3 source nodes A and C are outside each other
carrier-sensing range Cs. However, the receivers of both the
links are inside the sensing range of each others carrier sensing
range. In these links interference occur when node A sends
data to B. In the middle of this transmission, node C also
has data to send to node D at the same frequency channel.
The nodes A and D are hidden from each other concerning
the destination node. Hidden nodes can reduce the capacity
of the network because of the possibility of interference.
Minimization of IA and NH interference, an optimal channel
will be proposed because channel assignment is a major area
for dealing channel interference.

E. Channel Assignment in Wireless Mesh Network

There are different problems confronted by an MRMC-
WMNs, i.e. channel assignment, node deployment and link
scheduling. In MRMC -WMN channels assigning to a radio
interface to minimise the interference and attain efficient chan-
nel utilisation is done by channel assignment (CA). Channel
assignments are used to perform an appropriate mapping
among channels and the radios at specific nodes. To minimise
interference between WMN links channel assignment are used.
The purpose of CA scheme in MRMC-WMN is to improve the
combined network capacity and reduced interference and to
keep the network connectivity. Channel assignment in MRM-
WMN will allot channels to the free radio interfaces which

are free to get best uses of the channel and for minimisation
of interference. The CA schemes are commonly categorised
as Fixed (static)and dynamic channel assignment. For CA the
technology used will be IEEE 802.11b. The frequency range
of 802.11b is 2.4 GHz, 11 frequency channels are used in
IEEE 802.11b frequency band. Non-overlapping channel or
orthogonal are those channels which are separated by at least
25 MHz non-overlapping channel do not interfere, in IEEE
802.11b only three channels (1,6,11) are currently used that do
not overlap with each other. By allotting these non-overlapping
channels through the optimum way, it minimises the channel
interference. Channel assignment scheme is categorised as
static (fixed), dynamic and hybrid channel assignment. In static
(fixed) channel assignments different channels can be assigned
to a specific node permanently or for a long time with the help
of static assignment algorithm [7].

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

The basic idea familiarised by the authors to transmit data
in a bottleneck collision domain in the overall geographic area
is discussed in [9]. The authors displayed that in WMN the
capacity of every node is reduced as O(1/n). Where n denote
the entire mesh nodes in the wireless mesh network. The
authors equate existing proposed function, and they delivered
the exact higher boundary on the capacity of any node.

An algorithm of load-aware in a wireless mesh network
is suggested in [17], which assigns channels dynamically to
multi-radio WMN. The author suggestion needs that after
channel assignment that expected traffic loads and paths tra-
versed are take place. The essential, unique feature in his
suggestion is that to allot channels entirely based on awareness
of interference in the wireless mesh network.

The available network capacity could be increased by
using multiple channels. However, it required new protocols
fulfil the capacity [11]. The author further discussed that by
using multiple interfaces the capacity of multi-channel wireless
mesh network could be increased. The author considered the
scenario in which multiple interfaces are presented. However,
the numbers of the available interfaces are more than the
available channels. He offers different interface assignment
strategies and proposes new strategies without the adaptations
to 802.11, and for those strategies, he also recognises the
routing heuristics. The author discussed that in wireless mesh
network the frequent channel switching arises many problems.
Just like performance degradation and end-to-end delay per-
formance. In this research paper, the capacity of multi-channel
WMN is enhanced with the help of multiple interfaces.

Author in [13] supposed that for practical purposes in IEEE
802.11a the overlapping among adjacent channels is so small
which can be ignored. In this research, the authors displayed
that by using 802.11b and calculating the throughput, three
channels are separated, i.e. the free distance between two
non-overlapping neighbouring channels, and a 10m distance
is sufficient for two links to send and receive actual amount
of data without interference with each other. However, only
calculating the network throughput is not enough but also
the interference is decreased to come to the results. The
supposition of the author is entirely incorrect for 802.11a. It
is answered merely that more susceptible spreading technique
and higher modulation scheme in 802.11a.
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In WMN every node consists of more than one radio
interfaces, and more than one channel can be assigned to
that radio for communication [19]. To assign channel through
proper manner minimise the overall network interference. On
any node number of channel is more than the numbers of
radios. The constraint must follow by channel assignment that
different channel assigned to the links on any node. This
process is called NP-hard problem. For channel assignment
distributed and centralised algorithm are designed. Through
this algorithm, he developed a semidefinite program formula-
tion of the optimisation problem to achieve edge boundaries
on overall network interference.

Author in [7] studied the different constraints of CA
in WMN and show the main issues in channel assignment
schemes for multipath connectivity, traffic patterns and inter-
ference situation. Three different channel assignment schemes
are used, i.e. fixed, dynamic and hybrid channel assignment
schemed were examined. The main objective of CA algorithm
to reduced interference and improve the overall network ca-
pacity and to manage the hole network connectivity in WMN.
They presented a new MESTIC scheme to associates the
mesh connectivity issues and mesh traffic issues to decline
interference in a multi-radio mesh network.

In MR-MC WMN multiple channels are assigned to radio
interfaces for communication. The objective of the authors
is to minimise the network interference through allocating
channels to communication links in a network [2]. The number
of available channels is more than the number of radios
on every node and constraint must be followed by channel
assignment. When the number or radios channel is more than
the radio links then the interference occurs on that node,
and this problem is called NP-hard, and for this problem,
the author developed distributed and centralised algorithms
for channel assignment. To measure the output achievement
by these algorithms, the author developed liner program and
semidefinite program formulation to achieve the edge bound-
aries on network interference.

Author in [6] discussed that in wireless mesh network there
are two main types of interference. First one is coordinated
(CO) and the second one is non-coordinated (n-CO) inter-
fering links. He further divides the non-coordinated (n-CO)
interference links into three types. First one is information
asymmetry (IA) the second one is near hidden (NH), and the
third one is far hidden (FH) interference (Garettoet al., 2008).
The author further discussed these interference links on an
MRMC -WMN, and find out all the probabilities of packet
loss in these links. Then compare the coordinated (CO) and
non-coordinated (n-CO) interference links, and prove that non-
coordinated links have high transmission loss as compared to
coordinated interference. After that he proposed an analytical
model that minimizes this interference.

It was shown in [14] that the non-interfering links such as
radio frequency band, traffic pattern and physical modulation
(PHY), as well as a multi or single radio system. By using
more than one non-overlapping radio frequency channels to
improve the capacity of WMNs, and several devices can
transmit data on a different channel within a collision domain,
and adjacent channel interference (ACI) problem is discussed.

Author in [16] stated the suggestion of dynamic channel-

assignment algorithm LYCAS. He delivered an optimisa-
tion model to minimising the non-coordinated interference
and maximising the network capacity. The authors discussed
coordinated and non-coordinated interference and displayed
that non-coordinated interference is more destructive than
coordinated interference. The author used non-overlapping
channel assignment approach to minimise non-coordinated
interference. In this paper, decision variable is used for non-
overlapping channel assignment. His objective is to minimise
interference and maximise network capacity.

Author in [18] proposed optimisation model that concen-
trates on the maximisation of network capacity and minimisa-
tion of non-coordinated interference operating the effectiveness
of non-overlapping channel assignment in MRMC WMNs by
offering an optimised channel assignment approach. Through
simulation, both spare and dense channel assignment are com-
pared in MRMC-WMN topologies. Non-overlapping channels
which are three (1, 6, 11) of 802.11b were considered for
channel assignment strategy. In last with the help of OPNET
simulator both dense and sparse topologies were concluded.
Through simulation, the author shows that proposed model
gives 19% better results as compared to the dense network.

Author in [21] suggested that in this scenario non-
overlapping channels are less than the wireless mesh nodes, so
these non-overlapping channels repeatedly assigned to nodes
and shared between these nodes. Due to this failure, the
channel interference occurs and also degrades the performance
of the network. The author has presented a mathematical
Linear Programming (LP) model to minimise the interference
through a group based channel assignment method. This model
determines the channel assignment strategy for the removing
of interference. For solving the optimisation function, the
Discrete Particle Swarm Optimization (DPSO) are used.

The authors [22] considered a memoryless high power
amplifier PAPR-efficiency model, and the auxiliary channel
model under low complexity symbol-bysymbol receiver is also
derived. Moreover, the achievable spectral efficiency (ASE)
which can be viewed as the low bound for any modulation
and coding schemes is taken as a figure of merit throughout
this paper. By jointly optimizing the time-frequency spacing
and clipping ratio to maximization the ASE under the given
shaping pulse and modulation format, we show that the ASE of
clipping-based MFTN substantially outperforms conventional
Nyquist signaling schemes.

III. PROPOSED INM MODEL

In this proposed model decision variable, objective function
single channel per link constraint, coordinated interference
constraint, near-hidden and information asymmetry interfer-
ence constraints are explained which are given in details.
The proposed model that is information asymmetry and near
hidden minimisation (INM) Model consist of Near-Hidden and
information asymmetry interference constraint. The objectives
of this proposed model to improve the channel assignment
mechanism. INM model minimise interference and improve
the overall capacity of a network.

A. Decision Variable

In this proposed model the decision variable allots an IEEE
802.11b channel cj to a link ei. In this optimisation model, the
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following decision will be used. This model state that if on
any channel cj the directed link ei is active then it is equal to
1 otherwise 0. Such type of decision variable is represented as
a binary variable [18].

x(ei.cj) =

{
1 directed link ei operates channel cj

0 otherwise
(1)

B. Objective Function

The objective is to maximise the MRMC-WMN capacity
through this proposed model. To achieve the objectives, all
the constraints must be considered. Equation (2) shows the
objective of the proposed model. For the purpose of the
objective function, all the objective are used, and all the
constraints must be measured. All the link flows fulfilled over
all the links and channels are added.

max
∑
QiεE

∑
ciεM

x(ei, cj).λ(ei).f(ei) (2)

C. Constraints

Constraints are the limitations of an optimization model,
and they display the unwanted results. Below is the set of
constraints consist of this proposed channel assignment model.

1) Single Channel per Link Constraint: In this model, the
constraint will make sure that each link in the set Q must be
allotted a single channel. This constraint states that if is, a link
and cj is a channel assign to a link then the summation of all
channels evaluates to 1.∑

cjεM

x(ei, cj) = 1 ∀eiεQ, cjεM (3)

2) Coordinated Interference Constraint: In this constraint,
if more than one coordinated links operating on the identical
frequency channel it does not form intense interference and
network performance is not affected or minimised. Capac-
ity is shared among all the interfering links. The following
constraints will display in this optimisation model that on
which method the capacity is distributed when more than on
coordinated links are working on same channel (Shah et al.,
2013).

x(ei, cj).λ(ei).f(ei) +
∑

ekεco(ei).x(ek, cj).

λ(ek).f(ek) ≤ Ccj ∀eiεQ, cjεM
(4)

Fig. 4 consist of coordinated links. The solid line circle
shows the transmission range and the upper dotted line circle
display the carrier sensing range. There are three links rep-
resented in a figure. The source node A, C and E are inside
the carrier sensing range of each other. Moreover, these three
links share the capacity of a same frequency channel Cj.

3) Near hidden interference constraint: The second con-
straint in the optimisation model is near hidden. NH links
do not work on a fully overlapping channel. Equation (5)
shows that if there are more than one near hidden interfering
links, then only one channel cj will be assigned to them. Two

Fig. 4. Coordinated interfering links.

different links ei and ek working on the same channel cj. Then
in interfering range, only one of them will be active.

x(ei, cj)max
∑
QiεE

∑
ciεM

x(ei, cj).λ(ei).f(ei) (5)

Fig. 5. Near hidden links.

Fig. 5 explains that e2 and e3 are NH links. The receiver
node D and F are inside the carrier sensing of source A which
cause near hidden interference. The objective of the model is
to minimize this interference by assigning certain channel ei
which cannot assign to e2 and e3.

4) Information asymmetry interference Constraint: Equa-
tion (6) shows that if there is more than one information
asymmetry (IA) interfering links, then only one channel will be
assigned to them. Information asymmetry links do not operate
on a fully overlapping or common channel. Two different links
ei and ek are operational on the identical channel cj. Then in
interfering range, only one of them will be active.

x(ei, cj) +
∑

ekεIA(ei)x(ekcj) ≤ 1

∀eiεQ, ∀cjεM, ekεQ
(6)

Fig. 6 shows that e2 and e3 are Information asymmetry (IA)
links. The links e2 and e3 are far away from the receiving range
of source node of e1. However, in the range of destination
node B of link e1 and information asymmetry interference
may occur.

5) Near hidden and Information asymmetry interference
constraint: This equation shows that if there are multiple
near hidden, information asymmetry (NHIA) interfering links
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Fig. 6. Information asymmetry links.

then they are combined into one set NHIA. Only one channel
will be assigned to them which means that NH and IA links
do not work on a fully overlapping or same channel. In
these constraints, two different links ek belongs to the set of
interfering link of ei and they will not operate on the identical
channel. Then in interfering range only a single link are active
on channel cj.

x(ei, cj) +
∑

ekεNHIA(ei)x(ekcj) ≤ 1

∀eiεQ, ∀cjεM, ekεQ
(7)

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

In this chapter, a detailed discussion is made on the results
taken from this research study. This chapter consists of three
main sections. In first part different MRMC, wireless mesh
topologies were constructed with the help of Matrix Laboratory
(MATLAB). Then “A Mathematical programming language”’
(AMPL) is used for getting near-optimal channel assignment
strategy. In the third section, OPNET simulations are used for
result verification and analysis.

A. Simulation Parameters

Before simulations, some research parameters have been
considered that are present in Table I. The radio technology
that is used in this research is 802.11b where frequency
channels are 11. The total number of topologies which are
used in this research is 4, and every topology contains 30
mesh nodes. Every node contains three numbers of radios.
The transmission capacity of a link is 11mbps. Each node has
a transmission range which is 10 meters. The carrier sensing
range of each node is 2.6*10 meters. The flow demand is
changed from 50 to 500 Packets/sec. Poisson traffic generator
is used for traffic generation, and that is flow. For all network
topologies, the total simulation time is 3 simulation minutes.

B. MATLAB Topology Construction

In MATLAB 4 different topologies of MRMC are gen-
erated. Each topology consists of 30 nodes. In these four
topologies, the interference effect of IA and NH is to be

TABLE I. PARAMETERS USED DURING SIMULATION RESULTS

Parameter Value
Radio Technology IEEES02.11b
Numbers of Topology 4
Number of Nodes 30
Radios Per Node 3
Transmission Capacity 11 Mbps
Transmission Range 10 meters
Carrier Sensing Range 2.6 * 10 meters
Simulation Time 3 minutes
Terrain area 80 m x 80 m

checked. Every node has a transmission range and carrier
sensing range which are 10 meters and 26 meters, respectively.
In transmission, range node can send and receive information
successfully. While in sensing range nodes can only sense the
other nodes. Interference may be generated when more than
one node tries to communicate on the same channel within
carrier-sensing range of each other.

In coordinate system 80 by 80-meter area is taken and
construct four different topologies. Then find out information
asymmetry (IA) and near-hidden (NH) links in these topolo-
gies.

Fig. 7. MRMC-WMN MATLAB generated topology 1.

Fig. 7, 8, 9 and 10 consist of WMN topologies which are
constructed in MATLAB. In these four figures, the x and y-
coordinates are 80 x 80 meters. These four figures consist of
three types of circles cross line, solid line and dotted line circle.
Which represent the transmission range of source node, carrier
sensing range of source node, and carrier sensing range of
receiver node, respectively.

Fig. 7 consist of WMN topology which is created in
MATLAB. In Fig. 7 (8, 9) link have the following coordinated
links i.e. (2, 3), (3, 4), (4, 5), (6, 7), (7, 8), (9, 10), (16, 17),
(17, 18). While a set of information asymmetry (IA) links is
(19, 20) and set of near hidden (NH) links is (14, 15). Those
links which are present in the carrier sensing range of a source
node is said to be coordinated links. Those links which are
far away from the sensing range of source node but present in
the receiver sensing range is said to be information asymmetry
links, i.e. (19, 20). Near hidden are those links in which source
nodes are far away from the sensing range, but its receiver is
present in the carrier sensing range, i.e. (14, 15).
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Fig. 8. MRMC-WMN MATLAB generated topology 2.

In Fig. 8 (21, 22) link have the following coordinated links.
i.e. (4,5), (6,7), (11, 12), (12, 13), (19, 20), (22, 23), (23, 24),
(24, 25), (26, 27), (27, 28) while set of IA links is (7, 8), (28,
29) and the set of NH consist of (3, 4), (18, 19). Similarly in
Fig. 9 (6,7) links have the following coordinated links. i.e. (2,
3), (3, 4), (4, 5), (7, 8), (8, 9), (11, 12), (12,13), (13,14), (22,
23), (23, 24), (24, 25), (26, 27), (27, 28), (28, 29) while the
set of information asymmetry (IA) links are (9, 10), (29, 30)
and the set of near hidden links are (1, 2), (19, 20), (21, 22).

Fig. 9. MRMC-WMN MATLAB generated topology 3.

In Fig. 10 (11, 12) links have the following coordinated
links i.e. (12, 13), (13, 14), (19, 20), (26, 27), (27, 28). While
set of information asymmetry (IA) links are (14, 15), (28, 29)
and the set of near hidden (NH) links is (18, 19).

The Table II consists of coordinated links, information
asymmetry and near hidden links. In this table, the first
column consists of considered links. The second column shows
information asymmetry (IA) links and the third column consist
of near hidden (NH). From Fig. 9 these IA and NH links are

Fig. 10. MRMC-WMN MATLAB generated topology 4.

taken. For example consider link (1, 2) have the following
information asymmetry links, i.e. (4, 5), (24, 25). And near
hidden (NH) links consists of (6, 7), (12, 13), (28, 29). Due to
the effect, IA and NH interfering links the flow of (1, 2) link
will be reduced.

Table II consist of 30 nodes in which IA and NH nodes
links of a consider link are shown.

C. AMPL Results

The result obtained from MATLAB should be given to
a mathematical programming language (AMPL) solver, and
that gives us channel assignment information. In MATLAB
software four different topologies are generated through which
all the coordinated, information asymmetry and near hidden
links have been finding out. The obtaining results given to
AMPL which perform the linear programming (LP) proposed
a model. To assign channels to different network nodes is
performed by AMPL gurobi solver. The channel allocation is
near optimal, and the flow demand is changed from 50-500
packets per seconds on every link.

Fig. 11 is one of the topologies that has been taken.
This topology consists of 30 nodes. The above figure consists
of snapshots. During execution of AMPL software, these
snapshots are taken. The binary variables are used, 0 is used for
no channel, and one is used for the presence of channels. Same
traffic load is assigned to every link through AMPL, and the
flow demand is changed from 50-500 packets per second. Due
to channel sharing, some channels carry more data traffic than
other channels. In the proposed model, the objective functions
are used to achieve an aggregate capacity of all links. In
IEEE 802.11b for channel assignment, three non-overlapping
channels (1, 6, and 11) are used. For a solution, the gurobi
solver is preferred. For solving linear programming models,
the gurobi solver is used. For the actual implementation of the
proposed model, the “mm.txt” file is used. For output of the
proposed model the “solve” command issued. The “display”
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TABLE II. SET OF NEAR HIDDEN AND INFORMATION ASYMMETRY
LINKS OF 30 NODES WMN TOPOLOGY

Links Information Asymmetry Links (IA) Near Hidden Links
(1,2) (4,5)(24,25) (6,7)(12,13)(28,29)
(2,3) NIL (11,12)(27,28)
(3,4) NIL NIL
(4,5) NIL NIL
(6,7) (9,10)(29,30) (1,2)(19,20)(21,22)
(7,8) (14,15) (18,19)
(8,9) NIL (17,18)
(9,10) NIL (16,17)
(11,12) (9,10) (2,3)(23,24)
(12,13) NIL (1,2)(18,19)
(13,14) NIL (18,19)
(14,15) NIL (17,18)
(16,17) (1,2) (9,10)
(17,18) (2,3)(21,22) (8,9)(14,15)
(18,19) (3,4)(22,23) (7,8)(13,14)
(19,20) (4,5)(23,24) (6,7)(12,13)
(21,22) (4,5)(24,25) (6,7)(27,28)
(22,23) (12,13) NIL
(23,24) NIL (11,12)
(24,25) NIL NIL
(26,27) NIL NIL
(27,28) NIL (2,3)(21,22)
(28,29) (7,8 ) (1,2 )
(29,30) NIL NIL

Fig. 11. 11AMPL channel assignment results.

Fig. 12. 11AMPL channel assignment results.

command is used to show the channel assignment results which
are 1 or 0.

TABLE III. PROPOSED MODEL CHANNELS ASSIGNMENT

Node Channel Assigned
(1,2) 11
(2,3) 1
(3,4) 11
(4,5) 6
(5,6) 6
(6,7) 6
(7,8) 1
(8,9) 1
(9,10) 6
(10,11) 1
(11,12) 11
(12,13) 1
(13,14) 1
(14,15) 6
(15,16) 1
(16,17) 11
(17,18) 1
(19,20) 11
(20,21) 1
(21,22) 11
(22,23) 1
(23,24) 11
(24,25) 6
(25,26) 6
(26,27) 6
(27,28) 6
(28,29) 1
(29,30) 1

The gurobi solver is selected for a solution. This solver is
used for linear programming models. The implementation of
the proposed model is stored in “mm.txt” file. Solve command
gives output or objective of the proposed model. The channel
assignment results that are 0 or 1is assigned by “display”
command. Binary variables that show links or channel binding
is represented by “xx”. For example xx [*,*,*] shows xx
[sender link, receiving link, channel assigned]. For xx [2, 3,
11] show channel 11 is assigned to a link (2, 3).

Table III is made on the bases of Fig. 11. The table consists
of node value and the assigned channel value. The table
consists of two columns, the first column shows the number
of nodes and the second column represent a number of the
assigned channel to each link, and these are non-overlapping
channels, i.e. (1, 6, and 11). These channels are assigned
randomly to the nodes through optimal channel assignment
strategy.

D. Simulation in OPNET

In this thesis, all the scenario are designed and created
by OPNET modeller. Many choices are given by OPNET
modeller, i.e. selecting area and placement of nodes in that
area. For example, in OPNET modeller a scenario is built
which consist of 30 nodes and area selected is 80*80 meter as
indicated in Fig. 12. In this research, four different scenarios
are discussed and their information asymmetry (IA) and near
hidden (NH) results are compared.

In Fig. 12 shows simulation scenario for 30 nodes. In which
every node is linked to its adjacent node and these nodes
have no mobility and does not change its positions. Each node
has its particular properties. For example, channel assigning
to a radio nodes, power level, and packet size and internet
protocol (IP) address. In this topology, coordinates are identical
to MATLAB topology.
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Fig. 13. OPNET 30 node topology of proposed (INM) models.

TABLE IV. SIMULATION RESULTS OF IA

Flow de-
mand

Total
capacity
Of a
network

Network
Capac-
ity(30N)

Network
Capac-
ity(30N)

Network
Capac-
ity(30N)

Network
Capac-
ity(30N)

Average
network
capacity

Packet/sec Packet/sec Packet/sec Packet/sec Packet/sec Packet/sec Packet/sec
50 1250 1133 1008 1145 1168 1113.5
100 2500 2161 1970 2136 2183 2132.5
150 3750 2980 2503 2616 2726 27068.25
200 5000 3302 2587 2664 2962 2878.75
250 6250 3530 2588 2667 3146 2982
300 7500 3653 2589 2668 3261 3042.75
350 8750 3848 2590 2669 3306 3103
400 10000 3953 2592 2670 3338 3138.25
450 11250 4121 2595 2673 3339 3182
500 12500 4240 2598 2675 3347 3215

E. Simulations Results in OPNET

Table IV displays the information asymmetry (IA) sum-
mary results for each topology. The data in each column con-
sists the results of IA. The Table IV consists of seven columns.
The first columns consist of flow demand that varies from
50 to 500 packet/sec for every topology. The second column
consists of total network capacity. The third, fourth, fifth and
six columns show the results of four different topologies. Each
topology consists of 30 nodes. The last column shows the
average IA results for all the four topologies.

Table V displays the near-hidden (NH) summary results for
each topology. The data in each column consist the results of
NH. The table 4.5 consists of seven columns. The first columns
consist of flow demand that varies from 50 to 500 packet/sec
for every topology. The second consist of the total capacity of
a network. The third, fourth, fifth and six columns show the
results of four different topologies. Each topology consists of
30 nodes. The last column shows the average NH results for
all the four topologies.

Fig. 13 presents the comparison of 30 nodes for infor-
mation asymmetry (IA) and near hidden (NH) topology. The
grey line graph represents the network capacity of near hidden
(NH). Blackline graph represents the network capacity of infor-
mation asymmetry (IA). In Fig. 13 the horizontal line values

TABLE V. SIMULATION RESULTS OF NH

Flow de-
mand

Total
capacity
Of a
network

Network
Capac-
ity(30N)

Network
Capac-
ity(30N)

Network
Capac-
ity(30N)

Network
Capac-
ity(30N)

Average
network
capacity

Packet/sec Packet/sec Packet/sec Packet/sec Packet/sec Packet/sec Packet/sec
50 1250 1180 1036 533 1124 968.25
100 2500 2234 2129 1087 2251 1925.25
150 3750 2916 2600 1480 2779 2443.75
200 5000 3270 2610 1673 2969 2630.5
250 6250 3509 2613 1927 3082 2782.75
300 7500 3605 2615 2058 3150 2857
350 8750 3758 2617 2075 3240 2922.5
400 10000 3839 2618 2131 3316 2976
450 11250 3951 2620 2144 3398 3028.25
500 12500 4082 2621 2257 3475 3108.75

represent the flow demand in packet/sec, which are varying
from 50 to 500 packet/sec. Vertical line values shown on the
graph represent for both IA and NH topologies. Whenever the
number of flow demand changes the network capacity of both
IA and NH is change.

Fig. 14. Capacity comparison of IA and NH in WMN Topology I.

Fig. 14 shows the comparison of 30 nodes for the infor-
mation asymmetry (IA) and near hidden (NH) topologies. In
Fig. 14 all the values are taken from table 4 and 5. The grey
line represents the near-hidden (NH) network capacity graph,
and the black line represents the information asymmetry (IA)
network capacity graph. The x-axis represents the flow demand
in packet/sec. The y-axis represents wireless mesh network
capacity for both IA and NH topologies. The behaviour of a
graph shows that the flow demand change the network capacity
of both IA and NH are also changed.

Fig. 15 shows the compression of Information asymmetry
(IA) and near hidden (NH) topologies. These results have been
taken from wireless mesh topology which consists of 30 nodes.
For Fig. 15 the entire values have been selected from Tables
IV and V. The lower grey line indicates the result of NH and
the upper black line indicate the result of IA. On the x-axis,
the value represents the flow demand, and on the y-axis, the
values represent the network capacity of IA and NH. The graph
shows that the flow demand changed the network capacity also
changed for both IA and NH topologies.

Fig. 16 shows the comparison of information asymmetry
(IA) and near hidden (NH) topologies. The topology consists
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Fig. 15. Capacity comparison of IA and NH in WMN Topology 2.

Fig. 16. Capacity comparison of IA and NH in WMN Topology 3.

of 30 nodes. In Fig. 16 the graph consists two lines. The
black line represents the IA network capacity, and the grey
line indicates the NH network capacity. On x-axis, the values
represent the flow demand. Moreover, the flow demand varies
from 50 to 500 packet/sec. On y-axis, the value shows the
network capacity. The behaviour of graph represents that the
flow demand varies the network capacity of IA and NH also
change.

Fig. 17 is an average capacity comparison of informa-
tion asymmetry (IA) and near hidden (NH) topologies. This
figure graphically indicates NH and information asymmetry
topologies by two line graphs the grey and black line. The
grey line indicates the average network capacity of NH and
the black line indicates the average capacity of IA. In Fig.
17 x-axis values represent the average flow demand for four
different topologies. The flow demand value varies from 50 to
500 packet/sec, while the y-axis values represent the average
network capacity for both IA and NH topologies. Fig. 17 shows
that NH interference is more concerning IA interference.

Table VI displays average results for both information
asymmetry (IA) and near hidden (NH) topology. Table VI
consists of seven columns. The first columns consist of flow

Fig. 17. Capacity comparison of IA and NH in WMN Topology 4.

Fig. 18. Average capacity comparison of IA and NH.

demand that varies from 50 to 500 packet/sec for every
topology. The second column shows the network flow demand.
The third column shows the fulfil network capacity of IA and
the fourth one consist of a percentage of IA. The fifth column
shows the NH fulfil network capacity and the percentage of
NH is shown in six columns, and the seven columns consist
of the difference of IA and NH results.

F. INM (Proposed) Model Results

In this section results are taken from the proposed model
(INM) are presented. The results are compared with the exist-
ing model (OCAM). For comparison, a new WMN topology
is constructed in OPNET that is given in Fig. 18.

Fig. 19 shows a capacity comparison of INM (informa-
tion asymmetry, near-hidden minimization) proposed model
topology and OCAM (optimized channel Assignment) existing
model. This figure graphically indicates INM and OCAM
topologies by two line graphs the grey and black line. The grey
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TABLE VI. AVERAGE RESULT OF IA AND NH

Packet/sec Network
Flow
demand

IA fulfill
network
capacity

Percentage
of IA

NH
fulfill
network
capacity

Percentage
of NH

Difference
between
IA and
NH

50 1250 1113.5 89.08% 968.25 77.46% 11.62%
100 2500 2112.5 84.5% 1925.25 77.01% 7.49%
150 3750 2706.25 72.16% 2443.75 65.16% 7%
200 5000 2878.75 57.57% 2630.5 52.61% 4.96%
250 6250 2982 47.71% 2782.75 44.52% 3.19%
300 7500 3042.75 40.57% 2857 38.09% 2.48%
350 8750 3103 35.46% 2922.5 33.4% 2.06%
400 10000 3138.25 31.38% 2976 29.76% 1.62%
450 11250 3182 28.28% 3028.25 26.91% 1.37%
500 12500 3215 25.72% 3108.75 24.87% 0.85%

Fig. 19. OPNET 30 node topology for comparison of INM and OCAM.

Fig. 20. Comparison of INM and OCAM model of 30 nodes WMN.

line indicates the network capacity of OCAM (existing model)
and the black line indicates the capacity of INM (proposed
model). X-axis values represent the flow demand. The flow
demand value varies from 50 to 500 packet/second. While the
y-axis values represent the network capacity for both NHIA
and OCAM topologies.

Table VII shows the achieved capacity of both INM and
OCAM model. The results are given in percentage format to
shows the difference in results. The average is taken from all
the flow demands that show that INM performs 7% better that
OCAM model. The results are also given in Fig. 19 which

TABLE VII. RESULTS OF INM AND OCAM MODEL FOR WMN
TOPOLOGY 1

Packet/sec Total
capacity
Of a
network

Network
Capac-
ity of
INM
Pro-
posed
model

Network
Capac-
ity of
OCAM
(Ex-
isting)
model

Percentage
Capac-
ity of
INM
pro-
posed
model

Percentage
Capac-
ity of
OCAM
(Ex-
isting)
model

Percentage
im-
prove-
ment
of INM
over
OCAM

50 1250 1165 752 93.2% 75.2% 18%
100 2500 2159 1486 86.36% 74.3% 12.06%
150 3750 2438 1982 65.01% 51.41% 13.6%
200 5000 2616 2315 52.32% 46.3% 6.02%
250 6250 2789 2423 44.62% 38.76% 5.86%
300 7500 2831 2535 37.74% 33.8% 3.94%
350 8750 2860 2636 32.68% 30.12% 2.56%
400 10000 2893 2715 28.93% 27.15% 1.78%
450 11250 2964 2818 26.34% 25.04% 1.3%
500 12500 2980 2865 23.84% 22.27% 1.55%

shows that after 350 packets per second which is a high data
rate the results are consistent. It shows that the proposed model
is more consistent in case of high data rate demand.

V. CONCLUSION

This research has been successfully done to compare the
interference effect of information asymmetry (IA) and near
hidden (NH) wireless mesh network over OCAM (existing)
model. Then the combined interference effect of IA and NH
has been presented on the INM (proposed) model. Moreover,
then compare the INM (proposed) model and OCAM (existing)
model.

The OPNET results show that the near-hidden and informa-
tion asymmetry (INM) gives better performance than OCAM
model. Both of the models consist of 30 nodes. Where the Near
Hidden (NH) and information asymmetry (IA) interference is
high between the nodes, the proposed optimisation model gives
improved results regarding an increase in network capacity.
The results are given in percentage format to shows the
difference in results. The average is taken from all the flow
demands that show that INM performs 7% better that OCAM
model. The results are also given in Fig. 20 which shows that
after 350 packets per second which is a high data rate the
results are consistent. It shows that the proposed model is more
consistent in case of high data rate demand.

A. Future Work

In future work the research work can be expanded to
large wireless mesh networks, i.e. the number of wireless
mesh nodes may increase to hundreds. The performance can
be checked over 802.11g and 802.11n radios technologies
instead of 802.11b. In this research far-hidden terminals are
not considered so in the future far-hidden interference can also
be considered.
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Abstract—Image restoration and segmentation are important
areas in digital image processing and computer vision. In this
paper, a new convex hybrid model is proposed for joint restoration
and segmentation during the post-processing of colour images.
The proposed Convex Hybrid model is compared with the existing
state of the art variational models such as Cai model, Chan-Vese
Vector-Valued (CV-VV) model and Local Chan-Vese (LCV) model
using noises such as Salt & Pepper and Gaussian. Additional
four experiments were performed with increasing combination
of noises such as Salt & Pepper, Gaussian, Speckle and Poisson
to thoroughly verify the performance of Convex Hybrid Model.
The results revealed that the Convex Hybrid model comparatively
outperformed qualitatively and has successfully removed the
noises and segment the required object properly. The Convex
Hybrid model used the colour Tele Vision (TV) as a regularizer
for denoising of the corrupt image. The Convex Hybrid Model
is convex and can get global minima. The PDEs obtained from
the minimisation of the Convex Hybrid Model are numerically
solved by using explicit scheme.

Keywords—Color images; image restoration; image segmenta-
tion; noise

I. INTRODUCTION

Image restoration works to restore an image in digital
image processing. Noise in an image is the random variation
of intensity or colour in images (unwanted signals), which is
usually produced by the sensor or digital camera. Restoration
is the process of denoising an image. Many variational models
are proposed for restoration of images. Fundamental varia-
tional model for denoising of grey level images is proposed
by Rudin et al. [10]. Later on, Blomgren et al. [1] proposed a
model restoration of a colour image which is based on colour
total variation (CTV). The advantage of the TV-based model is
the preserving edges during denoising. TV-based model creates
the staircase effects. Much higher order’s derivatives based
models are proposed in [10]–[14] to avoid the staircase effect.

Segmentation is divided into distinct subdomains based
on some criterion like homogeneity in intensity, colour and
texture. Segmentation of noisy images is an issue in the field
of computer vision. Many variational models are developed
for segmentation of images to solve the issue of segmentation
of noisy images. These models are classified into two cat-
egories, i.e. Edge-Based Models and Region-Based Models.
Edged based models use edge information for segmentation
of images, such as snake model and geodesic active contour
model [9]. Snake model and geodesic active contour model
use edge information due to which they are not applicable in
noisy images. Region-based models use region information for

segmentation of images such as Mumford-Shah (MS) model
[6]. Chan Vese (CV) model [4] is the special case of MS
model. The CV model is not convex, and it might stick to
local minima. CV model cannot segment noisy images due
to non-convexity. Bresson et al. [2] proposed Fast Global
Minimization (FGM) model for the convex formulation of
the active contour model for grey level images. This model
also does not segment images having heavy noise and is more
dependent on the tradeoff parameters [15]–[17].

Image restoration is the first field of image processing
technology which improves the quality of an image. X-Cai
[3] proposed a Cai model which works jointly for image
restoration and segmentation. Cai models restore the degraded
image and then segment the restored image. Cai model is a
non-convex. Segmentation results of Cai model are not very
satisfactory in an image having intensity inhomogeneity.

In this paper, a new Convex Hybrid model is proposed
which works jointly for restoration and segmentation of colour
images. The Convex Hybrid model is based on colour total
variation (CTV) of restoration and global minimization for
segmentation [2].

II. RELATED VARIATIONAL MODELS

A brief overview of some image denoising and segmenta-
tion models are presented in this section.

A. Rudin, Osher and Fatimi (ROF) Model

ROF model is one of the famous and commonly used model
for the restoration and de-noising of corrupted images which
was designed by Rudin, Osher and Fatemi (ROF) in 1992. Let
Ω ⊂ R2 be a bounded, open, connected set, and v0(x, y) :
Ω −→ R be given corrupted image and v(x, y) : Ω −→ R is
the desired clean image. Then the energy functional of ROF
model can be written as:

EROF (v) = γ

∫
Ω

(v0 − v)2dxdy +

∫
Ω

|∇v|dxdy, (1)

where the regularization parameter is represented by γ and
the task of first term in (1) is that the clean image must be
close to the observed image. While in (1) the last term is the
smoothing or regularization term which is actually l1 norm.
The corresponding Euler-Lagrange equation for ROF model is
as:
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∂

∂x

 vx√
v2
x + v2

y

+
∂

∂y

 vy√
v2
x + v2

y


+γ(v − v0) = 0 in Ω, (2)

with ∂v
∂n = 0 on the boundary of Ω = ∂Ω. For solving (2)

the following parabolic equation is considered:

∂v

∂t
=

∂

∂x

 vx√
v2
x + v2

y

+
∂

∂y

 vy√
v2
x + v2

y


+γ(v − v0) = 0 for t > 0. (3)

The solution of (2) can be obtained from the steady state
solution of (3). ROF model uses l1 norm instead of l2 norm
as a result this model perform better than other models which
utilizes l2 norm. The advantage of l1 norm over l2 norm is that
l1 norm smooth the image but keeps the boundaries of object
sharp, in contrast l2 norm also smooth the edges of the objects
which is one of the main drawback to l2 norm. Moreover, the
results of ROF model is batter than linear smoothing but the
main drawback of ROF model is that it create staircase effects.
In order to overcome the limitation of ROF model, many other
models have been developed [6].

B. Peter Blomgren TV Color Model

As ROF model uses the one dimensional TV norm for the
restoration of scalar images. Therefore, to extend this model
for the restoration of vector-valued images, Blomgren and
Chan proposed a new definition of TV norm for the restoration
of color and vector-valued images. Which posses the properties
of not penalizing discontinuities (edges) in the image and is
rotational invariant [1]. TV-VV model proposed the following
energy functional:

min
v∈BV (Ω)

||v||TV−V V +
γ

2
||v − v0||22, (4)

where γ is Lagrange multiplier, |v|22 =
∑n
j=1 ||vj ||22 and

||.||TV−V V = TVm,n(v) and is defined as:

TVm,n(v) =

√√√√ n∑
j=1

[TVm,1(vj)]2. (5)

Now clearly for n = 1 (14) turn out to TV norm for
scalar valued function. Now the corresponding Euler-Lagrange
equation for the minimization problem (13) with ||.||TV−V V =
TVm,n(v) can be obtained as:

TVm,1(vj)

TVm,n(v)
∇.
(
∇vj
||∇vj ||

)
− γ(vj − v0,j) = 0. (6)

The solution can be computed by explicit time marching
scheme by considering the following PDE:

∂vj
∂t

=
TVm,1(vj)

TVm,n(v)
∇.

(
∇vj√

γ1 + ||∇vj ||2

)
− γ(vj − v0,j), (7)

where γ1 is used to avoid division by zero and is regarded
as small regularization parameter.

C. Active Contour without Edges (CV) Model

CV model was introduced by Chan and Vese, which is
actually a special case of the Mumford-Shah (MS) energy
functional [6] when restricted to only two phases [4], [7]. CV
model tries to demonstrate the minimization energy functional
as:

ECV (e1, e2,Γ) = ν.(Length(Γ))

+γ1

∫
inside(Γ)

|v0(x, y)− e1|2dxdy

+γ2

∫
outside(Γ)

|v0(x, y)− e2|2dxdy, (8)

where the segmented and smooth curve is represented by
Γ. ν, γ1 and γ2 are tuning positive parameters. While e1 and
e2 denotes the mean intensities of v0 inside and outside of Γ
respectively. CV model can be written in level set formulation
as follow:

ECV (e1, e2, ϕ) = ν

∫
Ω

δ(ϕ)|∇ϕ|dxdy

+γ1

∫
Ω

|v0 − e1|2H(ϕ)dxdy

+γ2

∫
Ω

|v0 − e2|2(1−H(ϕ))dxdy, (9)

where the level set function is represented by ϕ, H(ϕ) and
δ(ϕ) are the Heaviside and dirac delta functions, respectively.
CV model used the regularized form of Heaviside and dirac
delta functions instead of the original ones because Heaviside
function is not differentiable at the origin. The regularized
versions of Heaviside and dirac delta functions are denoted by
Hε(ϕ) and δε(ϕ), respectively and is defined So (9) is written
as:

ECV (ϕ, e1, e2) = ν

∫
Ω

δε(ϕ)|∇ϕ|dxdy

+γ1

∫
Ω

|v0 − e1|2Hε(ϕ)dxdy

+γ2

∫
Ω

|v0 − e2|2(1−Hε(ϕ))dxdy. (10)

Minimizing (10) with respect to e1 and e2 we have:

e1 =

∫
Ω
v0Hε(ϕ)dxdy∫

Ω
Hε(ϕ)dxdy

,

e2 =

∫
Ω
v0(1−Hε(ϕ))dxdy∫

Ω
(1−Hε(ϕ))dxdy

, (11)
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whereas, Euler-Lagrange equation for model (10) can be
obtained by its minimization and leads to the following PDE:


δε

[
νdiv

(
∇ϕ
|∇ϕ|

)
−γ1(v0 − e1)2 + γ2(v0 − e2)2

]
= 0 in Ω,

δε(ϕ)

|∇ϕ|
∂ϕ

∂~n
= 0 on ∂Ω.

(12)

The above PDE can be solved by numerical methods and
the values of e1 and e2 are updating at every iteration from
(11).

D. Chan-Vese Vector-Valued (CV-VV) Model

CV model is capable to segment only gray scale images.
Therefore, in [5] Chan, Sandberg and Vese extended the CV
model to vector-valued images. As their are many images
which can be properly segmented in their vector representation
rather than in its scalar representation. For instance, objects
with different missing parts in different channels are com-
pletely detected (such as occlusion). Also, in color images,
objects which are invisible in each channel or intensity can be
detected by our algorithm. Let v0,j be the given vector-valued
image over the domain Ω, with j = 1, 2, ...,M channels, and
Γ be the evolving curve. Then the energy functional of CV-VV
model is written as:

ECV−V V (e1, e2,Γ) = ν.(Length(Γ))

+

∫
inside(Γ)

1

M

M∑
j=1

γ1,j |v0,j(x, y)− e1,j |2dxdy

+

∫
outside(Γ)

1

M

M∑
j=1

γ2,j |v0,j(x, y)− e2,j |2dxdy, (13)

where e1 = (e1,1, e1,2, . . . , e1,M ) and
e2 = (e2,1, e2,2, . . . , e2,M ) are two unknown constant vectors
and γ1,j and γ2,j are positive parameters for each channel. In
level set formulation model 13 can be written as:

ECV−V V (e1, e2, ϕ) = ν.

∫
Ω

δ(ϕ(x, y))|∇ϕ(x, y)|dxdy

+

∫
Ω

1

M

M∑
j=1

γ1,j |v0,j(x, y)− e1,j |2H(ϕ(x, y))dxdy +

∫
Ω

1

M

M∑
j=1

γ2,j |v0,j(x, y)− e2,j |2(1−H(ϕ(x, y)))dxdy, (14)

where H(ϕ) and δ(ϕ) are Heaviside and dirac delta
functions, respectively as defined in CV model. The values of
constants e1,j and e1,j can be obtain by from (14) by taking
its partial derivatives.

The corresponding Euler-Lagrange equation can be find
out by keeping e1,j and e1,j fixed and minimizing (14) with
respect to ϕ we have:

∂ϕ

∂t
= δε

[
ν.div

(
∇ϕ
|∇ϕ|

)
− 1

M

M∑
j=1

γ1,j(v0,j − e1,j)
2

+
1

M

M∑
j=1

γ2,j(v0,j − e2,j)
2
]
in Ω, (15)

where δε is the regularized version of the dirac delta
function and with the boundary condition:

δε(ϕ)

|∇ϕ|
∂ϕ

∂~n
= 0,

on ∂Ω, and ~n represent the unit normal at the boundary of
Ω. The advantage of CV-VV model [5] over CV model [4]
is that it can also segment those images which can not be
segmented in any scalar representation. CV-VV is also able to
detect those objects in vector valued images that are not visible
in each channel. However, the limitation of CV-VV model can
be seen in intensity inhomogeneous images because CV-VV
model utilized the averages of CV model.

E. Fast Global Minimization (FGM) Model

Bresson et al. proposed a fast global minimization of the
CV model [2]. In this model, first, they made CV model convex
and then used dual formulation for minimization. As the CV
model is non-convex, so local minima exist, and therefore, a
smooth approximation of the Heaviside function is selected in
this model. Thus the steady state solution of (12) is same as:

∂ϕ

∂t
= ν∇.

(
∇ϕ
|∇ϕ|

)
− |v0 − e1|2 + |v0 − e2|2 (16)

Moreover, (16) is the partial differential equation obtained
from the model (8). It is non-convex and stuck at local minima.
FGM model incorporated an edge detector function into the
CV model (8) in order to make it convex and proposed the
following energy functional:

EFGM (e1, e2, ϕ) =

∫
Ω

g(x)|∇ϕ|dxdy

+

∫
Ω

(|v0 − e1|2 + |v0 − e2|2)ϕdxdy, (17)

where g(x) is an edge indicator function and the above
model is convex and provide us a global minima. Actually,
it is homogeneous of degree 1 in ϕ and therefore, it has
no stationary solution. To get the optimal solution, some
constrained must be imposed on ϕ, then the model (17) can
be written as follows:

min
0≤ϕ≤1

{EFGM (e1, e2, ϕ) =

∫
Ω

g(x)|∇ϕ|dxdy

+

∫
Ω

(|v0 − e1|2 + |v0 − e2|2)ϕdxdy}. (18)

The unconstrained form of minimization problem (18) is:
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min
ϕ
{EFGM (e1, e2, ϕ) =

∫
Ω

g(x)|∇ϕ|dxdy

+

∫
Ω

{(|v0 − e1|2 + |v0 − e2|2)ϕ+ γv(ϕ)dxdy}}, (19)

where v = max
{

0, 2|ϕ − 1
2 | − 1

}
is an exact penalty

function provided that the constant γ is chosen a large number
such that:

γ >
1

2
||(v0 − e2

1) + (v0 − e2)2||.

Furthermore, using dual formulation the variational problem
(19) is regularized and minimized as in CV model. This model
improved the performance of the CV model when there is
little bit intensity change in the object to be detected and the
background.

F. Xiaohao Cai Model

Image segmentation and restoration are closely related
problems to each other. Therefore, in [3] Cai proposed a joint
image segmentation and restoration model which is capable to
restore as well as segment corrupted and degraded images.
Cai et al. also provided a link between image restoration
and segmentation in [17] while, in [18] the author proved
that the solution of CV model [4] for a certain γ can be
obtained by thresholding the minimizer of the ROF model [8]
using a proper threshold, which provides a clear link between
image segmentation and restoration. Cai model proposed the
following energy functional as:

ECai(v, ej , φj) = νΦ(v0,Aw) + γψ(v, ej , φj)

+

K∑
j=1

∫
Ω

|∇φj |dx, (20)

such that

K∑
j=1

φj(x) = 1, φj(x) ∈ {0, 1},∀x ∈ Ω.

In model (20) the aim of first term is to restore the given cor-
rupted image and comes from image restoration methods while
the second term is designed for segmentation of images and
the third term is the regularization term. Whereas, A represent
the problem related operator. Cai model is designed for the
segmentation of three types of images namely, blurry images,
noisy images and images with missing pixels. Therefore the
operator A is to be tuned according to the given image. Now
by incorporating the data terms of ROF and CV model in
model (20) i.e., by setting Φ(v0,Av) =

∫
Ω

(v0 − Av)2dxdy

and ψ(v, ej , φj) =
∑K
j=1

∫
Ω

(v − ej)2φjdxdy, we have:

ECai(v, ej , φj) = ν

∫
Ω

(v0 −Av)2dxdy

+γ

K∑
j=1

∫
Ω

(v − ej)2φjdxdy

+

K∑
j=1

∫
Ω

|∇φj |dxdy, (21)

where
∑K
j=1 φj(x) = 1, φj(x) ∈ {0, 1}. Now the above

energy functional (21) is minimized by the alternating mini-
mization technique. For finding v keeping φj and ej fixed and
minimizing (21) with respect to v, we have:

v = (νATA+ γ)−1(νAT v0 + γ
K∑
j=1

ejφj), (22)

where A is considered to be linear operator. For finding ej
keeping φj and v fixed and minimize (21) with respect to ej ,
thus:

ej =

∫
Ω
vφjdxdy∫

Ω
φjdxdy

. (23)

Furthermore, for the minimization of energy functional
(21) with respect to φj optimization methods can be used like
ADMM (Alternating Direction Method of Mutiplying) method
[19], [20] the max-flow approach [21] or the primal-dual
algorithm [22], [23]. Cai model is able to segment images
corrupted from noise, blur or having missing pixels but on
the other hand the results of Cai model are not promising in
images suffered from intensity inhomogeneity. This is due
to the fact that Cai model used the data term of CV model,
which uses the global intensity information of images rather
than local one.

This section was devoted to the study of literature re-
view of variational models used for image segmentation and
restoration. Each of the above discussed models play a crucial
role in image segmentation and restoration fields. However,
these models have also some limitations as discussed above.
Based on these techniques in the next chapter, we develop a
new variational model for the joint image restoration and seg-
mentation which is capable to segment images from intensity
inhomogeneity.

III. CONVEX HYBRID MODEL

In this paper, a novel convex hybrid model is proposed
for both denoising and segmentation of colour images. In the
convex hybrid model, vector-valued TV is used for denoising.
The energy functional of the convex hybrid model is given
below:
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A. Numerical Scheme

The discretization of (8) using explicit finite difference
scheme becomes:

∂ϕki,j
∂t

= Ei,j −∇ ·
(gi,j∇ϕi,j
|∇ϕi,j |

)
,

(24)

where Ei,j =
∑M
j=1(|vj − e1,j |2 − |vj − e2,j |2)

ϕk+1
i,j − ϕki,j

M t
= Ei,j −∇ ·

(gi,j∇ϕi,j
|∇ϕi,j |

)
,

Simplifying we get,
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h2
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 , (25)

where the differences 4x+,4x−,4
y
+,4

y
− are given by,

4x+ϕki,j = ϕki+1,j − ϕki,j , 4x−ϕki,j = ϕki,j − ϕki−1,j ,
4y+ϕki,j = ϕki,j+1 − ϕki,j , 4y−ϕki,j = ϕki,j − ϕki,j−1,

(26)
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This
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The matrix form of the above equation becomes:

ϕk+1 = Ek +Mϕk, (36)

where ϕk+1,ϕk and Ek are column vectors of size 1× n.
M is a block Tri-diaognal matrix.

In this paper, a novel convex hybrid model is proposed
for both denoising and segmentation of colour images. In the
convex hybrid model, vector-valued TV is used for denoising.
The energy functional of the convex hybrid model is given
below.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, the proposed Convex Hybrid model is com-
pared with X. Cai [3] and CV vector-valued model [5] using
synthetic and real images. The results of these experiments are
compared using a qualitative approach.

Fig. 1 show ideal noise-free synthetic images of flower.
Two different noise, i.e. “Salt and Pepper” and Gaussian were
added to synthetic images as shown in Fig. 1 to evaluate
the proposed Convex Hybrid model thoroughly. Fig. 2 shows
salt and pepper noised synthetic image with Gaussian noise
(variance = 0.002).

In next phase, Cai, CV-VV, LCV and Convex Hybrid
models are applied to the noised synthetic images of bottles as
shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 3 display the results of Cai model. Fig. 4
revealed the results of CV-VV model. Fig. 5 shows the result
of LCV model. The balancing parameters such as µ1 = 10,
µ = 0.0001, λ1 = 1 λ2 = 5 and λ3 = 15 are used in the
Convex Hybrid Model.

Finally, the Convex Hybrid model results are revealed by
Fig. 5. It is clear from the results of the above figures that
Convex Hybrid model outperformed the Cai, CV-VV and LCV

Fig. 1. Original image of a bottle.

Fig. 2. Noisy image (having Salt and Pepper noise) of a bottle.

model as mentioned in Fig. 6. Convex Hybrid model segment
the noised synthetic images of flower and bottle (Fig. 2)
properly and successfully removed the noise as shown in Fig.
6. The Convex Hybrid model does not depend on the position
of initial contour due to convexity.

For extensive evaluation, the performance of Convex Hy-
brid model is verified using images with increasing combina-
tion of noises such as Salt & Pepper, Gaussian, Speckle and
Poisson. Four further experiments are performed as mentioned
below.

A. Test Case 1: Salt & Pepper, Gaussian, Speckle and Poisson

In test case 4, four noises i.e. salt and pepper, Gaussian,
Speckle and Poisson noises are added having variance 0.02
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Fig. 3. Joint results of restoration and segmentation for colour images using
Cai model.

Fig. 4. Joint results of restoration and segmentation for colour images using
Chan-Vese Vector-valued model.

as shown in Fig. 7. Fig. 8 is the result of Convex Hybrid
model with smooth/denoised image having four noises. Convex
Hybrid model with a segmented image is shown in Fig. 9.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the Convex Hybrid model is proposed for
restoration and segmentation of images. Initially, Convex Hy-
brid model is compared with three other models, i.e. Cai, CV-
VV and LCV using noises such as Salt & Pepper and Gaussian.
The results revealed that the Convex Hybrid model compara-
tively outperformed qualitatively. Four additional experiments
were performed with increasing combination of noises such
as Salt & Pepper, Gaussian, Speckle and Poisson. The convex

Fig. 5. Joint results of restoration and segmentation for colour images using
Local Chan-Vese Model.

Fig. 6. Joint results of restoration and segmentation for colour images using
Convex Hybrid model.

Fig. 7. Test Case 4: Noisy image having four noises, i.e. Salt & Pepper
noise, Gaussian, Speckle noise and Poisson noise of variance=0.02.
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Fig. 8. Test Case 4: Convex Hybrid model with smooth/denoised image
having four noises.

Fig. 9. Test Case 4: Convex Hybrid model with a segmented image having
four noises.

Hybrid model successfully removed the noises and segmented
the required object accurately. The Convex Hybrid model used
the colour TV as a regularizer for denoising of the corrupt
image. The Convex Hybrid Model is convex and can get global
minima. The PDEs obtained from the minimisation of the
Convex Hybrid Model are numerically solved by using explicit
scheme.

In future, this research work will be extended to 3D
image reconstruction and segmentation. There is a need to
deeply study and understand the relationship among image
segmentation, restoration and enhancement to achieve more
robust models for image segmentation. Developing of new and
robust numerical techniques for variational image segmenta-
tion models are also our research field of interest for future
work.
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Abstract—Context-aware ubiquitous learning is a promising
way to learn languages; however, it requires developers and
operators of much effort to construct, deploy, and use the
specialized system. As its alternative, this paper proposes movie
based context-aware language learning (MBCALL) that enables
learners to learn languages through quizzes generated along
virtual contexts occurring in the movie to be replayed. Since
full automatic context capturing from the movie is impossible,
the authors define an object-oriented context model (OOCM)
and also a textual context description language subject to the
OOCM to describe the movie context easily by human work.
The OOCM introduces the case grammar concept of natural
language processing. This enables quiz generation based on types
of the words for objects, actions, and modes found in the movie.
Evaluation with a small movie by three subjects shows that the
OOCM can guide them to enrich information included in the
movie context; therefore, we can generate more types of quizzes
based on the movie context.

Keywords—Movie based context-aware language learning (MB-
CALL); object-oriented context model (OOCM); context description
language; case grammar

I. INTRODUCTION

So far many context-aware ubiquitous learning systems
have shown that learning from real environment is attractive
and effective for learners. However, it requires developers
and operators to make much effort for using context-aware
ubiquitous learning systems in practice. Developers have to
develop complicated learning applications interacting with
real environment through various sensors and smart devices.
Operators have to prepare contextual learning materials that
can provide learning tasks reacting to dynamic situations.
Physical devices deployed in real environment can be out
of order by long time operation under harsh environment
such as outdoors. Availability of real time network connection
is another important issue to be concerned. These matters
will lead more development and operation cost or limited
functionality of the learning system.

The movie can be a place in where context-aware ubiqui-
tous learning is virtually practiced. The authors propose the

concept of movie based context-aware learning (or MBCAL
for short) as an alternative approach for context-aware ubiq-
uitous learning to overcome the above-mentioned difficulties
on development and operation [1]. MBCAL utilizes movies to
facilitate learner’s proactive learning from the context situated
in the scenes as ubiquitous learning systems try to do in
real environment. Moreover, it does not require any physical
equipment to be deployed in real environment and any specific
learning applications interacting with them, since every learn-
ing is performed in the movie player with learning functions.
Considering the movie has been utilized to teach languages
so far, one of the most suitable MBCAL applications will be
language learning, which is hereinafter called as Movie Based
Context-Aware Language Learning (or MBCALL for short).
This paper focuses solely on MBCALL.

In MBCALL, the learner watches the movie and the movie
player with learning functions generates quizzes automatically
based on both movie’s and learner’s contexts [2]. The MB-
CALL system generates different quizzes to different learners
depending on their different contexts even for the same movie.

The movie context is the current scene of the replayed
movie and any information derived from it. It is desirable
to compose the movie context description automatically from
the movie; however, considering state-of-the-art image and
phonetic recognition and understanding technologies, only a
limited class of automatic composition is possible. Moreover,
the movie sometimes includes the context which is not repre-
sented explicitly and is deduced from its story or implication.
Therefore, human work is needed for composition of the
movie context. The instructor describes the movie context by
language independent context description and associates them
with relating movie frames. This paper defines and evaluates
a language for movie context description.

On the other hand, the learner context is information
relating to the learner such as his/her learning level, com-
pleted learning tasks, watched/unwatched movies, and pre-
ferred movies. It is initially given by the learner him/herself
and updated by the system along with his/her learning activity.

Followed by related work in Section II, the authors show
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the standing point of the movie based context-aware learning
as well as its comprehensive comparison to existing learning
paradigms in Section III. Section IV presents a scheme to
describe the movie context with the object-oriented context
model (or OOCM for short) and the textual context description
based on the model, which are key conceptual contribution of
this paper. In Section V, the authors evaluate how the OOCM
can guide us to enrich information included in the movie
context. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Development of information and communication technol-
ogy (ICT) has derived a series of emerging learning paradigms.
Ogata and Uosaki presented a research map on use of comput-
ers in education that identifies six emerging learning paradigms
including CAI (computer assisted instruction) / ITS (intelligent
tutoring system), game based learning (GBL), computer sup-
ported collaboration learning (CSCL), web based learning (or
e-learning), mobile learning (or m-learning), and ubiquitous
learning (or u-learning), along with involved ICTs and their
contribution to user behaviors [3].

CAI is a form of computer supported learning and teach-
ing using fixed PC, which was introduced in 1960s. Later,
researchers incorporated artificial intelligence into CAI to
improve learning and problem solving [4], which is known
as ITS or ICAI (Intelligent CAI).

GBL, which was introduced in 1980s along with emer-
gence of multimedia technologies, is another type of learning
incorporating the subject matter into game play with defined
learning outcomes. The learner can apply what they have
learned to the real world through the game play.

CSCL, which is derived by invention of the world wide
web (WWW) in 1990, facilitates interaction and collaboration
among a group of learners connected each other.

E-learning facilitates learning on web based services in the
internet.

M-learning facilitates learning in mobility, which is real-
ized by mobile and wireless network and technologies.

U-learning facilitates learning through learner’s surround-
ings captured by mobile, wireless, and ubiquitous network and
technologies such as sensors and RFIDs.

E-, m-, and u-learnings have similar potential in enhancing
social interaction and cooperative learning among learners
through network. Moreover, u-learning enables learning from
experience through interaction between cyber and physical
spaces. Various research and commercial applications of these
learning paradigms are available in various learning domains.

Movie based learning is an alternative way to achieve
learning from experience, although the experience is virtual.
Therefore, the movie has been practically used for learning
so far. Kerber et al. encouraged students to learn the medical
theory from corresponding provided movies [5]. Lumlertgul
et al. conducted a cinemeducation project, which aimed to
help students learn medical professionalism using movies [6].
Jungraithmayr and Weder improved the learning process on
technique of orthotropic mouse lung transplantation with full-
length movie visualization [7].

Furthermore, the movie can facilitate to learn context
dependent aspects of the language. Chan and Herrero used
movie clips to teach various languages in the classroom in
their project and stated that plentiful contexts in the movie can
be utilized for language learning as same as real environment,
as it is known that the movie can facilitate comprehension
activities perceived as real [8]. Ismaili showed effectiveness of
using movies in the EFL classroom [9].

It is demonstrated by these researchers that movies im-
prove student’s understanding significantly and attract student’s
attention successfully. Additionally, in the field of language
learning, the movie presents languages naturally as well as
shows quite rich linguistic and environmental contexts that
can be perceived as real. Considering the above-mentioned
facts, the authors are motivated to incorporate the movie into
a learning platform and develop an MBCALL system.

III. MOVIE BASED CONTEXT-AWARE LEARNING

Movie based context-aware learning, which the authors
propose, is a concept that introduces context-awareness into
movie based learning. MBCAL enables learning from virtual
experience in the movie as efficiently as u-learning that en-
ables learning from experience in real environment through
ubiquitous networks and technologies.

To compare MBCAL with e-, m-, and u-learnings and
clarify differences, the authors surveyed existing work in the
field of e-, m-, and u-learnings and adopt six features for
comparison including permanency, accessibility, immediacy,
interactivity, context-awareness, and content of the learning
portfolio. The features except the content of the learning
portfolio are adopted by many researchers as presented in [10],
[11], [12] and [13]. The content of the learning portfolio is
solely mentioned in [11]. These features are too abstract to
differentiate the learning paradigms; thus, the authors define
some levels of functionality with explanation for each feature.

As shown in Table I, these four learning paradigms can
be accessed through the wireless network, show context-
awareness based on the learning portfolio, and record learner’s
online behavior. Both e-learning and MBCAL can be accessed
also via the wired network, while m-learning and u-learning
must be accessed via the wireless network for its inherent
characteristics. Both u-learning and MBCAL are able to keep
learner’s work permanently and provide dynamic adaptive
services. In terms of interactivity, u-learning shows effective
interactivity with peers, teachers, and experts. While both m-
learning and MBCAL may have active interactivity, e-learning
has interactivity in a limited form. Furthermore, the most
recognized advantage of u-learning is context-awareness by
both learner’s physical context and real environment context.
On the other hand, MBCAL shows context-awareness by
utilizing virtual environment; i.e. movie scenes but with some
technical limitations in performing real/physical context in u-
learning. Lastly, u-learning records all aspects as the learning
portfolio; namely, on-line behaviors, real-world behaviors, and
corresponding environmental information of the learner. The
others record online behaviors only.

In short, MBCAL has closest functionality to u-learning.
Although it has functionality almost common to u-learning,
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TABLE I. COMPARISON OF LEARNING PARADIGMS

Features Functionality e-learning m-learning u-learning MBCAL
Permanency The leaner cannot keep learning record. X

The learner can keep learning record partially. X
The learner can keep every learning record. X X

Accessibility The learner can access the system via the com-
puter network.

X X

The learner can access the system via the wireless
network.

X X X X

The learner and related devices can communicate
with ubiquitous technologies.

X

Adaptive Services The learner cannot get services immediately. X
The learner can get information immediately in
fixed environment.

X X

The learner can get information immediately in
dynamic environment (as active services).

X

Interactivity The learner can interact with peers, teachers, and
experts in a limited form.

X

The leaner can interact with peers, teachers, and
experts actively.

X X

The learner can interact with peers, teachers, and
experts effectively.

X

Context-Awareness The system can provide context-aware learning
based on the learning portfolio.

X X X X

The system can provide context-aware learning
based on learner’s personal context (physical con-
text).

X

The system can provide context-aware learning
based on the context of real environment.

X

The system can provide context-aware learning
based on the context of virtual environment.

X

Content of Learning
Portfolio

The system records the online behaviors. X X X X

The system records the real-world behaviors. X
The system records the corresponding environ-
mental information of the learner.

X

MBCAL has one unique functionality; that is, context-
awareness in virtual environment. Note that Table I lists
possible aspects of functionality that each learning paradigm
may show generally; yet, in practice, an application of each
learning paradigm may not show all of them. Applications
of a certain learning paradigm may show slightly different
functionality depending on their purposes.

IV. OBJECT-ORIENTED CONTEXT MODEL AND TEXTUAL
CONTEXT DESCRIPTION

In the MBCALL system, learners learn vocabularies and
language expressions along the context in the movie. In
contrast to the context-aware u-learning system which re-
quires sensing devices and other data sources to acquire the
context of physical environment, MBCALL requires none
of them. Instead, MBCALL requires context description of
movie scenes to be prepared before learning. Quizzes and
their expected answers are generated based on the context
description prepared for the movie.

The context description must be uniform, universal, and
natural language independent to guarantee its reusability for
different languages [14]. The authors have introduced the
object-oriented paradigm and defined an object-oriented con-
text model (or OOCM for short) to achieve this goal. The
OOCM introduces the case grammar concept, which is a
concept in the field of natural language processing, for its
definition. The textual description based on the OOCM is
defined as a means to describe the movie scenes.

A. Case Grammars

Fillmore proposed the case grammar concept [15]. The
basic structure of the sentence can be divided into a couple

of constituents: proposition and modality. The proposition
consists of a tenseless set of relationships involving verbs and
cases. The verb represents an event or activity, while cases are
nouns having semantical relationships to the verb. Fillmore
defines the following cases:

• Agentive: Who causes the event or activity?

• Instrument: What is used for the event or activity?

• Dative: Who experienced the event or activity?

• Factitive: What is the result of the event or activity?

• Locative: Where the event or activity happens?

• Objective: What is the target of the event or activity?

The modality includes such modalities on the sentence as-
a-whole as negation, tense, mood, and aspect. For example,
“Alice slices the bread with the knife” can be broken into
Alice as agentive, cut as verb, bread as objective, and knife as
instrument.

Followed by Fillmore, many linguists have refined his case
grammar concept and introduced more cases. The authors
surveyed those works[15], [16], [17], [18] and summarized
as shown in Table II. Note that there are some cases which
have the same or similar meaning but are named differently
by different linguists; for example, Fillmore’s agentive is
renamed as agent by Jurafsky and Martin[16] and as cAgent
by Parunak[17].

The cases in the table have the following meanings:

• An agent means a perceived instigator of the action
of the verb.
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• An object means a thing affected by the action or state
of the verb.

• An instrument means force or an inanimate object
casually involved in the state or action of the verb.

• An experiencer means an entity whose mental or
emotional state is affected by the action of the verb.

• A factitive means a thing produced by the action of
the verb.

• A goal means a place to where something moves or
thing toward which an action is directed.

• A beneficiary means an entity that possesses an object
or participates with an agent in transfer of an object.

• A manner means how the action, experiences, or
process of an event is carried out.

• A time indexes the action of the verb in time.

• A location identifies the place or spatial orientation of
the state or action.

• A measure means quantification of the event.

• A source means the place of the origin, entity from
which a physical sensation emanates, or original
owner in a transfer.

• A commutative refers to somebody else who performs
an action with the agent.

• A complement means the new state of a factitive case.

• A causer means the referent which instigates an event
rather than doing it actually.

B. Object-Oriented Context Model based on the Case Gram-
mar Concept

Since the cases represent what the human being can cog-
nize and verbalize, the case grammar concept can be used to
describe movie scenes in a semantically formalized manner.
The authors defined the OOCM integrating the case grammar
concept for this purpose [14]. In this paper the OOCM of the
previous work is improved for more comprehensive context
description after writing movie contexts. The classes are de-
fined by selecting cases from the summary shown in Section
IV-A and mapping them on the OOCM as roles of the class.
Fig. 1 shows the OOCM in the class diagram.

The OOCM has 11 classes. Classes Thing, Action, and
Mode are the most fundamental ones.

• Class Thing means a thing appearing in the movie.

• Class Action means an action performed in the movie.

• Class Mode means a mode of the thing or the action.

Thing has the following descendant classes:

• Class Animate, a sub class of Thing, has its own
intention.

• Class Inanimate, a sub class of Thing, does not have
any intention.

• Class Object, a sub class of Inanimate, is something
passively involved in the action.

• Class Space, a sub class of Inanimate, represents a
location.

• Class Time, a sub class of Inanimate, represents a time
instant of a duration.

Action has the following sub-classes:

• Class Transitive Action is an action that finishes im-
mediately.

• Class Continuous Action is an action that continues
for a certain duration.

C. Context Description Language

The movie context can be represented by the object dia-
gram instantiated from the OOCM explained in the previous
subsection. Since it is time consuming to edit the object
diagram, the authors define the context description language
(or CDL for short) to compose the movie context easily and
quickly in a textual form. Fig. 2 shows the syntax of the CDL
in the extended BNF in accordance with the current version
of the OOCM.

The start symbol of the grammar is ContextScript.
Symbol ClassName is the name of a class defined in the
OOCM. Symbol AssocName is the name of an association
between classes defined in the OOCM. ClassName and
AssocName must be prefixed by the backslash (\). Symbol
LanguageCode is a language code specified by ISO 639-
1[19] and 639-3[20] such as en for English, fr for French,
zh for Chinese, etc. Symbol DQ represents a double quotation
mark (").

For example, the movie scene shown in Fig. 3 can be
modeled by the OOCM as shown in Fig. 4 and described in
CDL as shown in Fig. 5.

V. EVALUATION

In order to evaluate the descriptive power of the OOCM,
the authors conducted an experiment by asking three volunteer
subjects to describe the context of a public domain movie from
Popeye the Sailor Series which is entitled as Insect to Injury
[21]. The length of the movie clip is 6 minutes 7 seconds. The
authors asked the subjects to describe the movie scenes in the
free text without any more direction. Then the authors gave a
short lecture on the OOCM and asked them to do the same
thing again but with referencing the OOCM. All the subjects
are Indonesian and they describe the movie scenes either in
English or in Bahasa Indonesia, which is the common language
in Republic of Indonesia.

Descriptions by the subjects were transformed into the
OOCM for comparison. Movie contexts included in a single
sentence can vary significantly depending on forms on writing.
A complex sentence with more modifiers can have more
meaning than a simple sentence. It enables fair comparison
in a normalized form to transform a sentence into the OOCM
and compare them based on the associations included in the
OOCM. In comparison, the authors checked if the same type
of association exists in the OOCMs describing the same movie
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TABLE II. SURVEY ON THE CASE GRAMMAR [14]

Cases Fil. [15] Long. [18] Lar. [18] Par. [17] Berk. [18] Jur. [16]
Agentive (A) / Agent X X X X X X
Instrumental (I) / Instrument X X X X X X
Dative (D) / Experiencer (E) X X - X X X
Factitive (F) / Result / Range X X X - - -
Locative (L) / Location X X - X X X
Objective (O) / Object / Patient / Theme X X X X X X
Goal (G) - X X - - -
Measure - X X - - -
Path - X - - - -
Source - X - - - -
Accompaniment / Comitative - - X X - -
Beneficiary / Benefacte - - X X - X
Causer / Force - - X - - X
Manner - - X - - -
Time - - X X - -
Recipient - - - - X X
Possessor - - - - X X
Content - - - - - X
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Fig. 1. Object oriented context model.
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ContextScript
= (InstanceDesc | ContextDesc)* .

InstanceDesc
= ClassName

"{" InstanceName "}"
"{" WordDescList "}" .

WordDescList
= WordDesc
| WordDescList "," WordDesc .

WordDesc
= LanguageCode "=" DQ Word DQ .

ContextDesc
= "\context" "{" AssocDesc* "}" .

AssocDesc
= AssocName

"{" SourceInstance "}"
"{" SinkInstance "}" .

SourceInstance = InstanceName .
SinkInstance = InstanceName .
InstanceName = [A-Za-z0-9]+ .

Fig. 2. Syntax of the context description language.

Fig. 3. An example movie scene.

scene by the subjects with ignoring trivial difference of words.
Rather, the authors focused on difference of meanings.

In this evaluation, the authors collected forty-two (42)
equivalent sentences from different subjects. Eighty-five (85)
OOCM associations were identified from these sentences. The
sentences and associations are listed in the appendix. The
authors checked if these OOCM associations appear in each
subject’s description one by one. Table III shows the results.

The subjects could identify more associations of the
OOCM describing the movie scenes with referencing OOCM
than without referencing the OOCM. That means the OOCM
can guide the composer to enrich information included in
the movie context; therefore, we can generate more types of
quizzes based on the movie context.

TABLE III. COMPARISON RESULTS

Approaches Subjects
#1 #2 #3

Without Referencing OOCM 46 47 18
With Referencing OOCM 63 55 53

Climb : ActionPopeye : Animate

Roof : Space

Ladder : Object

uses ▶performs ▶ 

is performed at ▼ 

Actor ActionAction

Action

Instrument

Location

Fig. 4. An example OOCM.

\context{
\Actor{Popeye}{en="Popeye", id=Popeye}
\Action{Climb}{en="climb", id=menaiki}
\Space{Roof}{en="roof", id=atap}
\Object{Ladder}{en="ladder", id=tangga}
\performs{Popeye}{Climb}
\isPerformedToward{Climb}{Roof}
\uses{Climb}{Ladder}

}

Fig. 5. An example CDL.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presented the concept of the movie based
context-aware learning (MBCAL). The learner learns some-
thing through quizzes generated depending on the movie
context with replaying the movie. In contrast to context-aware
ubiquitous learning, the MBCAL system does not require to
develop learning applications interacting with physical sensors
or smartphones as well as to operate physical systems. Lan-
guage learning is a promising application of MBCAL.

MBCAL requires less effort for its development and op-
eration than context-aware ubiquitous learning. On the other
hand, it requires effort to describe the movie context by human
work, since state-of-the-art image and phonetic recognition and
understanding technologies can recognize a limited class of
the movie context. The authors presented the object-oriented
context model (OOCM) which was constructed based on the
case grammar concept of natural language processing. The
OOCM can guide us to enrich description of the movie context.
In the evaluation conducted in this paper, with referencing the
OOCM, the subjects can identify and describe more OOCM
associations describing the contexts that occur in the movie.
Moreover, the authors defined a textual context description
language (CDL) that can describe an instance of the OOCM.
We can describe movie contexts instantly by using the textual
CDL.
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APPENDIX

In the evaluation conducted in Section V, the authors collected fourty-two
(42) equivalent sentences from three subjects. Each item in the enumeration
below shows an equivalent sentences in the first line and the OOCM asso-
ciations derived from the sentence in the following line(s). The fourty-two
equivalent sentences derives eighty-five (85) OOCM associations.

1) The surroundings of the house looks shady and cool.
Object(the surroundings of the house) looks Appearance(shady)
Object(the surroundings of the house) looks Appearance(cool)

2) Popeye climbs to the roof by a ladder.
Actor(Popeye) performs Action(climb)
Action(climb) isPerformedToward Goal(the roof )
Action(climb) uses Instrument(a ladder)

3) Popeye lays bricks very quickly.
Actor(Popeye) performs Action(lay)
Action(lay) affects Object(bricks)
Action(lay) byTheWayOf Manner(quickly)

4) Popeye feels satisfied.
Animate(Popeye) feels Feeling(satisfied)

5) Popeye slides down the stair.
Actor(Popeye) performs Action(slide down)
Action(slide down) isPerformedAt Location(the stair)

6) Popeye puts in the mailbox in front of the fence.
Actor(Popeye) performs Action(put in)
Action(put in) affects Object(the mailbox)
Action(put in) isPerformedAt Location(in front of the fence)

7) Popeye wears a yellow T-Shirt.
Actor(Popeye) performs Action(wear)
Action(wear) affects Object(a yellow T-Shirt)

8) Popeye writes his name on the mailbox.
Actor(Popeye) performs Action(write)
Action(write) affects Object(his name)
Action(write) isPerformedAt Location(on the mailbox)

9) The insects eat up the mailbox.
Actor(the insects) performs Action(eat up)
Action(eat up) affects Object(the mailbox)

10) Popeye closes the gate.
Actor(Popeye) performs Action(close)
Action(close) affects Object(the gate)

11) Popeye is in a panic.
Animate(Popeye) looks Appearance(in a panic)

12) Popeye blocks the insects.
Actor(Popeye) performs Action(block)
Action(block) affects Object(the insects)

13) Popeye catches the insects into the trash can.
Actor(Popeye) performs Action(catch)
Action(catch) affects Object(the insects)
Action(catch) isPerformedToward Goal(the trash can)

14) The insects escape from the trash can.
Actor(the insects) performs Action(escape)
Action(escape) isPerformedFrom Source(the trash can)

15) Popeye repairs the fence by the hammer.
Actor(Popeye) performs Action(repair)
Action(repair) affects Object(the fence)
Action(repair) uses Instrument(the hammer)

16) Popeye looks stressful.
Animate(Popeye) looks Appearance(stressful)

17) Popeye casts out the insects with wheels.
Actor(Popeye) performs Action(cast out)
Action(cast out) affects Object(the insects)
Action(cast out) uses Instrument(wheels)

18) The insects run towards the river.
Actor(the insects) performs Action(run)
Action(run) isPerformedToward Goal(the river)

19) The insects ruin the bridge.
Causer(the insects) causes Action(ruin)
Action(Action) affects Object(the bridge)

20) Popeye falls into the river.
Experiencer(Popeye) experiences Action(fall)
Action(fall) isPerformedToward Goal(the river)

21) The insects rush for the house.
Actor(the insects) performs Action(rush)
Action(rush) isPerformedToward Goal(the house)

22) Popeye digs a trench by the shovel.
Actor(Popeye) performs Action(dig)
Action(dig) affects Object(a trench)
Action(dig) uses Instrument(the shovel)

23) Popeye fills the trench with water.
Actor(Popeye) performs Action(fill)
Action(fill) affects Object(the trench)
Action(fill) uses Instrument(the water)

24) The insects look angry.
Animate(the insects) looks Appearance(angry)

25) Popeye feels secure.
Animate(Popeye) feels Feeling(secure)
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26) Popeye enters to the house.
Actor(Popeye) performs Action(enter)
Action(enter) isPerformedToward Goal(the house)

27) Popeye locks the door.
Actor(Popeye) performs Action(lock)
Action(lock) affects Object(the door)

28) Popeye reads a book.
Actor(Popeye) performs Action(read)
Action(read) affects Object(a book)

29) The insects cross the trench with a can.
Actor(the insects) performs Action(cross)
Action(cross) isPerformedAt Location(the trench)
Action(cross) uses Instrument(a can)

30) The insects enter to popeye’s house.
Actor(the insects) performs Action(enter)
Action(enter) isPerformedToward Goal(Popeye’s house)

31) Popeye looks shocked.
Animate(Popeye) looks Appearance(shocked)

32) The insects destroy the house.
Causer(the insects) causes Action(destroy)
Action(destroy) affects Object(the house)

33) Popeye falls into the bathtub.
Actor(Popeye) performs Action(fall)
Action(fall) isPerformedToward Goal(the bathtub)

34) The insects look satiate.

Animate(the insects) looks Appearance(satiate)
35) Popeye eats spinach.

Actor(Popeye) performs Action(eat)
Action(eat) affects Object(spinach)

36) Popeye looks strong.
Animate(Popeye) looks Appearance(strong)

37) Popeye rebuilds his house with the metal.
Actor(Popeye) performs Action(rebuild)
Action(rebuild) affects Object(his house)
Action(rebuild) uses Instrument(the metal)

38) Popeye rebuilds the house in a moment.
Actor(Popeye) performs Action(rebuild)
Action(rebuild) affects Object(his house)
Action(rebuild) byTheWayOf Manner(in a moment)

39) The insects look tired.
Animate(the insects) looks Appearance(tired)

40) Popeye triumphs over the insects.
Actor(Popeye) performs Action(triumph over)
Action(triumph over) affects Object(the insects)

41) The insects eat a cigar.
Actor(the insects) performs Action(Action)
Action(eat) affects Object(a cigar)

42) Popeye feels relieved.
Animate(insects) feels Feeling(relieved)
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Abstract—Due to the broadcast nature of the shared medium,
wireless communications become more vulnerable to malicious
attacks. In this paper, we tackle the problem of jamming in
wireless network when the transmission of the jammer and
the transmitter occur with a non-zero cost. We focus on a
jammer who keeps track of the re-transmission attempts of
the packet until it is dropped. Firstly, we consider a power
control problem following a Nash Game model, where all players
take action simultaneously. Secondly, we consider a Stackelberg
Game model, in which the transmitter is the leader and the
jammer is the follower. As the jammer has the ability to sense
the transmission power, the transmitter adjusts its transmission
power accordingly, knowing that the jammer will do so. We
provide the closed-form expressions of the equilibrium strategies
where both the transmitter and the jammer have a complete
information. Thereafter, we consider a worst case scenario where
the transmitter has an incomplete information while the jammer
has a complete information. We introduce a Reinforcement
Learning method, thus, the transmitter can act autonomously in
a dynamic environment without knowing the above Game model.
It turns out that despite the jammer ability of sensing the active
channel, the transmitter can enhance its efficiency by predicting
the jammer reaction according to its own strategy.

Keywords—Wireless networks; jamming attacks; game theory;
reinforcement learning

I. INTRODUCTION

Technology and system requirements in the telecommuni-
cations domain are changing very rapidly. Over the previous
years, since the transition from analogue to digital communica-
tions, and from wired to wireless networks, different standards
and solutions have been adopted, implemented and modified,
often to deal with new and different business requirements.
However, in the development of the wireless Next Generation
Networks (NGNs) in which the layered architecture is adopted
the common challenge of how further improve the resource uti-
lization efficiency and provide better quality-of-service (QoS)
is conditioned by the capacity of systems to accommodate
changes quickly and with minimum impact on the services
already implemented. Furthermore, the flexible topology and
the low cost in term of use and setup have motivated the
exploration of the wireless NGNs with increasingly higher data
rates to meet the rapidly growing demand for wireless access.

Distributed protocols would be required to improve the
radio resource utilization and provide high performance for

wireless NGNs. In particular, an integrated design of Medium
Access Control (MAC) based on Wireless Random Access
(WRA) mechanism may lead to an efficient solution. This is
why it is important to design distributed algorithms which can
be used by the mobiles to compute the equilibrium strategy
and simultaneously achieve the optimal operation points. On
the other hand, the basic underlying assumption in legacy
WRA protocols is that any concurrent transmission of two
or more users causes all transmitted packets to be lost [2].
However, this model does not reflect the actual situation in
many practical wireless networks where some information
can be received correctly from a simultaneous transmission
of several packets. This result is due to the fact that the
packet arriving with the highest power has a good chance to
be detected accurately, even when other packets are present.
The effect of capture on Aloha [9], [10], [11], [18] and
on IEEE 802.11 protocol (Carrier Sense Multiple Access-
Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA)) [19], [20], [21] has been
studied extensively in the literature and new MAC protocols
for channels with capture have been proposed. Furthermore,
the full system utilization requires coordination among users
which may be impractical given the distributed nature and
arbitrary topology changes of wireless collision channels.

Fig. 1. Layered architecture for wireless networks.
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However, while seeking ways to increase the performance
of wireless network, there are increasing number of critical
security issues that need to be addressed in order to make
these wireless NGNs safer [7], [24], [25] (e.g., time-critical
services, military operations, etc.). Note that wireless networks
are vulnerable to security threats such as distributed denial of
service attacks (DoS), spoofing attacks, Sybil attacks, faked
sensing attacks and smart jamming attacks [7]. Thus the study
of jamming problem in the context of wireless networks is an
important challenge since it’s easy to destroy communications
due to the fact that the jammer can create dynamic and
intelligent jamming attacks [23], [5].

The Game theory provides a convenient framework for
approaching the power control in wireless based distributed
MAC protocols. In fact, given the broadcast nature of the
wireless MAC, the users are considered as selfish transmitters
[2], and each transmitter seeks to maximize its payoff, while
a malicious user tries to degrade the performance of the
whole system. In this paper, we consider the IEEE 802.11
MAC CSMA/CA mechanism which is used by a large number
of wireless systems, therefore, the problem of jamming can
occurs during the transmission duty. In addition, the adversary
or the jammer has to expend a significant amount of energy to
jam the selected frequency bands, also the continuous presence
of unusual high interference levels makes these attacks easy
to detect. Thus, the main challenge in this paper is to derive
the optimal strategy defense against the DoS attacks [16], [3],
[4], [8], knowing the fact that the behavior of a malicious user
may jam the network by sending abnormal packets to another
user to block the channel from doing any things useful (Fig.
1).

It is well known that the Game theoretical approach is an
appropriate concept to dealing with the competitive situation.
Compared to the approaches used in previous works [12], [13],
[14], [15], [17], etc. we are interested here in the impact of a
smart jammer on the transmitter power levels during the period
that starts at the first attempt of a packet transmission until the
next packet transmission first attempt, due to the fact that when
re-transmissions are used, the jammers cause the effective
network activity factor (and hence the interference among
the Receiver Sides (RSs) to be doubled [24]. In particular,
we consider a scenario where a single transmitter (player 1)
and a single jammer (player 2) coexist. The case of several
transmitters/jammers is a subject of future research. Namely,
the strategies of both the jammer and the transmitter are their
transmission power levels during the packet transmission cycle.
Since each packet transmission attempt incurs a cost in term
of power, we consider that the Game objective utilities of both
players are functions of the Signal to Interference plus Noise
Ratio (SINR) value and the transmission cost. Under this anti-
jamming Game based on power control problem, we propose
two Game formulations, Nash Game where all players act
simultaneously and Stackelberg Game where the transmitter
is considered as leader (i.e. first to determine its transmit
power) while jammer is considered as follower. At first, we
derive the Nash Equilibrium (NE) expression, thereafter, we
prove the existence of the Stackelberg Equilibrium (SE) and
by using the Simulated Annealing Algorithm we sort out the
SE measurement. From the comparison of the two schemes, we
deduce that the transmitter can efficiently enhance the system
performance. The main limitation with regard to the proposed

power control-based anti-jamming problem is that there may
be information loss for unknown jamming patterns. Thus,
we consider a worst case scenario where the transmitter has
an incomplete information while the jammer has a complete
information. We introduce a Reinforcement Learning method,
thus, the transmitter can act autonomously in a dynamic
environment without knowing neither the estimating jamming
patterns and parameters nor the above Game model.

The rest of this paper is outlined as follows. We briefly
describe the related work in Section II. Then, we introduce
the system model and the Game formulation in Section III.
In Sections IV and V, we analyze the system in the presence
of a regular and a smart jammer. In Section VI we propose a
hierarchical learning solution. Simulation results are provided
in Section VII. Finally, we conclude the paper and give some
perspectives for future research.

II. RELATED WORK

Designing mechanisms that can be able to detect wireless
network jamming as well as avoid it has been widely studied
under several works. In [26], authors investigate the anti-
jamming problem with discrete power strategies, they formu-
late a Stackelberg Game to model the competitive interactions
between the user and jammer. Then, they analyzed the asymp-
totic convergence by proposing a hierarchical power control
algorithm (HPCA). In [27], a smart jammer can quickly learn
the transmission strategies of the legitimate transmitters, and
then he would adjust his strategy to damage the legitimate
transmission. Meanwhile, the transmitters are aware of the
existence of the smart jammer. The difference from [28] is
that they consider relay nodes which help the source counteract
a smart jammer. Furthermore, in [29] reinforcement learning
can be applied to determine transmission powers against a
jammer in a dynamic environment without knowing the un-
derlying Game model. In [1], authors propose an anti-jamming
Bayesian Stackelberg Game with incomplete information. In
all the previous works on anti-jamming, the authors consider
the problem transmitter-jammer during only one transmission
attempt.

In this paper, we study the power control problem during
a packet transmission cycle in the presence of a smart jam-
mer, which has energy-efficiency and keeps track of the re-
transmission attempts of the packet until that it is dropped. We
suppose that the power level set is continuous and we consider
a non-zero Game by introducing a transmission power cost.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

Let a mobile use IEEE 802.11 CSMA/CA standard which
is the most widely known standard in wireless networks. We
assume that a transmission fails with probability that depends
on the SINR. If a transmission fails then it is attempted again
after some back-off time. After a certain number of attempts
K the packet is dropped. Let’s assume that the power is
controlled. Hence, the power of the mobile user used at the ith
transmission attempt can be denoted by Ti ∈ [0, T̄ ] . Assume
that:

Ti = p0x
i−1 (1)

where p0 ≥ 0 is the initial transmission power and x > 1 is
the power multiplier factor for each re-transmission attempt. In
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this paper, we examine a scenario with one transmitter, which
has its own traffic to send, and one jammer, which does not
have its own traffic and simply wants to jam the transmitter
attempts. As the mobile user spreads its signal over a common
frequency band and treats interference as noise, thus, the signal
to interference plus noise ratio at the ith transmission attempt
SINRi at the receiver side is given by

SINRi =
αTi

N + βJi
(2)

where N is the background noise level on the channel,
Ji ∈ [0, Jmax] is the jammer power at the ith transmission
attempt, α > 0 and β > 0 denote the fading channel gain of
the mobile user and the jammer, respectively.

Since a jammer chooses which transmission or re-
transmission to jam, we assume that it jams all packets that
are in the back-off stage k ≥ K2, where K2 is an integer, that
means that the competition starts from the back-off stage K2.
Since the quick detection of the start of a packet is becoming
very harder for the jammer and this is due to the large
bandwidths and the widely spread signals, we assume the worst
situation in which the jammer can jam the communication from
the first transmission attempt despite the fact that it arrives at
a completely unpredictable time and frequency.

On the other hand, Let’s define a cycle as the period that
starts from the first attempt of a packet transmission to the
first attempt of the next packet transmission. During a cycle,
we consider a Game in which the two mobiles are players.

Moreover, we consider that each transmission occurs a
certain cost and let C > 0 and D > 0 be the transmission costs
per unit power of the mobile user and jammer respectively. We
assume that players have perfect knowledge of the environment
state and costs constraint at the beginning of each cycle.

Let St = {(p0, x)| 0 < p0 ≤ pmax0 ; 1 ≤ x ≤ xmax} the
feasible set of the power multiplier and the initial transmission
power of the mobile user and Sj = {(J1, J2, ...JK)| Ji ≥
0; Ji ≤ Jmax} the feasible set of the jammer power vector.
We consider the following power control problem where (T, J)
is to be determined, where J = (J1, J2, ...JK) and T = (p0, x)
.

The mobile user objective is to achieve the maximum∑K
i=1 SINRi with the minimum cost. Intuitively, from (1)

and (2), the utility function of the mobile user during a cycle
denoted as U(T, J) is given by:

U(T, J) =

K∑
i=1

(
αp0x

i−1

N + βJi
− Cp0xi−1) (3)

The jammer objective is to achieve the minimum∑K
i=1 SINRi with the minimum cost. From (1) and (2),

the utility function of the jammer during a cycle denoted as
V (T, J) is given by:

V (T, J) =

K∑
i=1

(−αp0x
i−1

N + βJi
−DJi) (4)

IV. NASH GAME

In this section, we assume the presence of a regular
jammer, and we consider a Game Gn = ({Transmitter, Regular
jammer}, {T, J}, {U, V}). Since the regular jammer does
not have the capability to sense the ongoing transmission
power, all players take actions simultaneously. We focus on
finding a Nash equilibrium in which neither the transmitter
nor the jammer can increase its utility function by unilaterally
changing its strategy. we define the Nash Equilibrium by the
following formulation:

TNE = ArgmaxT∈St
U(T, JNE)

JNE = ArgmaxJ∈Sj V (TNE , J)
(5)

Theorem 1: Let a jammer without the intelligence of learn-
ing the transmitter strategy. There exists a NE (TNE , JNE) in
the Game, in addition,

C > α/N

{
TNE = (0, 1)
JNE = 0

(6)

C < α/(N + βJmax)


TNE = (pmax0 , xmax)
JNE = (Min(Jmax,

Max(0, 1
β (
√

pmax
0 αβ
D xmaxi−1

−N))))i∈[1,K]

(7)

ow

{
TNE = ( αDβC2 , 1)

JNE = ( 1
β ( αC −N))i∈[1,K]

(8)

Proof: By (3) we have:

∂U(T, J)

∂x
= p0

K∑
i=2

(i− 1)(
α

N + βJi
− C)xi−2 (9)

∂U(T, J)

∂p0
=

K∑
i=1

(
α

N + βJi
− C)xi−1 (10)

The first order partial derivative of V (T, J) with respect
to Ji for i ∈ [1,K], is

∂V (T, J)

∂Ji
=

αβp0x
i−1

(N + βJi)
2 −D (11)

The second order partial derivatives of the jammer
objective function are:

∂2V (T, J)

∂Ji∂Jj
=

{
− 2αβ2p0x

i−1

(N+βJi)
3 i = j

0 ow
(12)

Therefore, the Hessian matrix of V (T, J) with respect to the
vector J is negative and V (T, J) is strictly concave in J . Thus
we consider the following cases:

• C > α/N :
As ∂U

∂T < 0 ∀T ∈ St, thus xNE = 1 and pNE0 = 0
yielding TNE = (0, 1) . By using the concavity of
V in J and setting ∂V (T,J)

∂Ji
to zero, we have J0

i =

1
β (
√

p0αβ
D xi−1−N). Since 0 ≤ Ji ≤ Jmax, let J

′
=
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(Min(Jmax,Max(0, J0
i)))i∈[1,K]. According to Fig.

1, we have ∀J ∈ Sj : V (TNE , J) ≤ V (TNE , J
′
).

Thus JNE = J
′

= 0.

• C < α/(N + βJmax):
As ∂U

∂T > 0 ∀T ∈ St, then, pNE0 = pmax0 and
xNE = xmax. By using the concavity of V in
J and setting ∂V (T,J)

∂Ji
to zero, we have J0

i =

1
β (
√

pmax
0 αβ
D xmaxi−1−N). Since 0 ≤ Ji ≤ Jmax, let

J
′

= (Min(Jmax,Max(0, J0
i)))i∈[1,K]. According

to Fig. 1, we have ∀J ∈ Sj : V (TNE , J) ≤
V (TNE , J

′
). Thus JNE = J

′
.
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Fig. 2. The assumption of Vi(TNE , Ji) with respect to Ji.

• α/(N + βJmax) ≤ C ≤ α/N :
let J

′
= ( 1

β ( αC − N))i∈[1,K], then U(T, J
′
) = 0

∀T ∈ St. By using the concavity of V in J and setting
∂V (T,J)
∂Ji

to zero, we have J0
i = 1

β (
√

p0αβ
D xi−1 −N).

In order to have J0
i = J

′

i for i ∈ [1,K] we must
have x = 1 and p0 = αD

βC2 , without loss of generality
we assume that αD

βC2 ≤ pmax0 . As result, we get,
TNE = ( αDβC2 , 1) and JNE = ( 1

β ( αC − N))i∈[1,K],
That means:
∀T ∈ St : U(T, JNE) = U(TNE , JNE) = 0.
∀J ∈ Sj : V (TNE , J) ≤ V (TNE , JNE).

V. STACKELBERG GAME

We assume the presence of a smart jammer. Since this kind
of jammer has the capability to sense the ongoing transmission
power, we model this problem as a Stackelberg Game denoted
as: Gs = ({Transmitter, Regular jammer}, {T, J}, {U, V}),
where the leader is the transmitter and the follower is the
jammer. Thus, the leader fixes its optimal strategy based on
the reaction of the follower, then the follower optimizes its
own utility according to the leader strategy, namely, we define
the Stackelberg Equilibrium by the following formulation:

TSE = ArgmaxT∈St U(T,ArgmaxJ∈Sj V (T, J))
JSE = ArgmaxJ∈Sj

V (TSE , J)
(13)

A. Jammer’s Optimal Reaction

Assume that the two players have a complete information
about the environment.

Lemma 1: Let T be a given strategy of the transmit-
ter. There exists a unique J∗(T ) such that J∗(T ) =
Argmaxj V (T, j). In addition, the optimal jammer reaction
is given by:

Ji∈[1,K]
∗(T ) =


0 E1

Jmax E2

1
β (
√

p0αβ
D xi−1 −N) ow

(14)

The conditions are given by:

• E1 : xi−1 < N2D
p0αβ

• E2 : xi−1 > (N+βJmax)2D
p0αβ

Proof: According to (4), V (T, .) is a continuous function
on the compact set Sj and it can achieve its maximum value at
some point J ∈ Sj . Since the first order partial derivative of
the jammer objective function with respect to Ji, ∀i ∈ [1,K]
is:

∂V (T, J)

∂Ji
=

αβp0x
i−1

(N + βJi)
2 −D (15)

and the second order partial derivatives of the jammer
objective function are:

∂2V (T, J)

∂Ji∂Jj
=

{
− 2αβ2p0x

i−1

(N+βJi)
3 i = j

0 ow
(16)

Therefore, the Hessian matrix of V (T, J) with respect to
the vector J is negative and V (T, J) is strictly concave in
J , [30]. Thus there exists a unique solution J∗(T ) such that
J∗(T ) = ArgmaxJ∈Sj

V (T, J).

On the other hand, by resolving the following equation
∂V (T,J)
∂Ji

= 0, we have J0
i = 1

β (
√

p0αβ
D xi−1 − N). Since

0 ≤ Ji ≤ Jmax. 1) If J0
i > Jmax, yielding E2, then

V (T, J) increases in Sj and thus Ji∈[1,K]
∗(T ) = Jmax.

2) If J0
i < 0, yielding E1, then V (T, J) decreases in Sj

yielding Ji∈[1,K]
∗(T ) = 0. 3) If 0 ≤ J0

i ≤ Jmax, yielding
E3, therefore, Ji∈[1,K]

∗(T ) = J0
i. Thus, we deduce the

property of the optimal jammer strategy given the strategy of
the transmitter given in lemma 1.

B. Stackelberg Equilibrium

Let’s now focus on analyzing the transmitter objective
function given the reaction of the jammer.

Theorem 2: There exists TSE ∈ St such that
(TSE , J∗(TSE)) is a Stackelberg Equilibrium of the
Game.

Proof: To do so, we begin by proving the continuity of J∗

on St. It’s obvious that J∗ is continuous in St \
K⋃
i=1

{Sai, Sbi},

where for each i ∈ [1,K], Sai is the set of couple (p0, x) ∈ St
such that p0xi−1 = N2D

αβ , and Sbi is the set of couple
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(p0, x) ∈ St such that p0xi−1 = (N+βJmax)2D
αβ . Let now

tai ∈ Sai and tbi ∈ Sbi , it’s clear from lemma 2 that
limT→t−ai

J∗i (T ) = limT→t+ai
J∗i (T ) = 0 ; limT→t−bi

J∗i (T ) =

limT→t+bi
J∗i (T ) = Jmax . The continuity of J∗ on all St is

proved. Since U(T, J) is a continuous function on St × Sj ,
thus U(T, J∗(T )) is continuous in T .

Since the set St is compact, U(T, J∗(T )) achieves its
maximum at some point TSE ∈ St . This prove the existence
of TSE ∈ St such that (TSE , J∗(TSE)) is a Stackelberg
Equilibrium of the Game.

U(T,J∗(T)) is not a concave function:: Despite we
proved the existence of a SE (TSE , J∗(TSE)), calculating the
SE is a challenging due to the non-concavity of the function
U(T, J∗(T )). We use an example to show that there exists
(T1, T2, t) ∈ S2

t×]0, 1[ where: U(t.T1 + (1− t)T2, J∗(t.T1 +
(1− t)T2)) < t.U(T1, J

∗(T1)) + (1− t).U(T2, J
∗(T2))

Let N = 0.2;E = 1;C = 0.1; p01 = p02 = 2; k = 10;α =
β = 0.5;x1 = 1.05, x2 = 1.1, t = 0.63.

In this example we have, U(t.x1 + (1 − t)T2, J∗(t.T1 +
(1 − t)T2)) = 13.7463, U(T1, J

∗(T1)) = 13.3062,
U(T2, J

∗(T2)) = 14.5018.

Hence, U(t.T1 + (1 − t)T2, J
∗(t.T1 + (1 − t)T2)) −

t.U(T1, J
∗(T1)) + (1 − t).U(T2, J

∗(T2)) = −0.0023. Thus
U(T, J∗(T )) is not a concave function on the set St. This
results proves the complexity of finding a closed form of the
global optimum, that’s why we propose a simulated annealing
technique as shown in Algorithm 2 in order to approximate
the global optimum of our given function U(T, J∗(T )).

Algorithm 1 Calculate TSE = ArgmaxT∈St
U(T, J∗(T ))

Require: T ∈ St
Initialize the system parameters.
Initialize G with a large value.
T0=[0,1];
while (G 6= 0) do

while (Accepted states number is below a threshold level)
do

Pick a random neighbor, Tnew ← neighbour(T )
δT = neighbour(T )− Tnew
δU = U(Tnew, J∗(Tnew))− U(T, J∗(T ))
if δU > 0 then
T ← Tnew

else
T ← Tnew + δT. exp (δU/G)

end if
end while
G← G− 1

end while

VI. ANTI-JAMMING WITH REINFORCEMENT LEARNING

Reinforcement Learning (RL) is considered as a method
in which the player takes action in a current time step and
receives the corresponding reward in the next time step to
evaluate its previous action [6]. RL is capable of solving
more complex problems, specially, as the player does not
require knowledge about the environment reaction and the

reward function. However, the player learns just from previous
experiences by interacting with the environment.

Through the above Game model, where both the transmitter
and the jammer have a complete information of each other
(i.e., channel gain and transmission cost), the SE strategies
are derived. However, in view of the fact that Neither the
jammer physical location nor its transmission cost is known by
the transmitter due to the assumption that firstly, the jammer
can change its physical location in a completely unforeseen
time; secondly, the value of the jammer’s transmission cost
is not shared over the channel. Consequently, we introduce
a reinforcement learning technique, especially the Q-learning
method, so that the transmitter can act autonomously in a dy-
namic environment without knowing the above Game model.

We assume that the transmitter can choose its power
multiplier and its initial transmission power from M and
N levels respectively. Let P and AMN denote the power
action taken by the transmitter and the set of power action
respectively. Meanwhile, the state observed by the transmitter
is denoted by stn. In each transmission cycle, the transmitter
and the jammer take actions sequentially, we denote by J the
jammer power action. At the beginning of the n-th transmission
cycle, the transmitter first takes action and the decision making
of its power action Pn is based on the transmission state in the
previous transmission cycle, i.e., stn = (Jn−1). sequentially,
based on the observed state sjn = (Pn), the jammer chooses
its optimal power Jn given by (14). The received utility value
of the transmitter is denoted by un. Let now describe the anti-
jamming power control strategy based on Q-learning. Let αt
and βt denote the learning rate and the discount factor of the
transmitter. The Q-function with the power action P in the
state st is denoted by Q(st, P ). The maximum Q value in the
state st is denoted by V (st). We define the update rule of the
Q-function in the n-th transmission cycle as follows:

Q(st
n, Pn)← Q(st

n, Pn) + αt(un + βtVn+1 −Q(st
n, Pn))

(17)
V (st

n)← max
∀P∈AMN

Q(st
n, P ) (18)

As a well-known reinforcement learning method, Q-
learning should try to balance between exploration and ex-
ploitation according to ε-greedy policy where the transmitter
chooses with a high probability 1-ε the power action that
maximizes the Q value in the state st while other power actions
are taken with an equal low probability ε

MN−1 . Thus, the
probability of power action x taken by the transmitter is given
by the following formulation:

Pr(P = x) =

{
1− ε x = argmax

∀P∈AMN

Q(st
n, P )

ε
MN−1 ow

(19)

Anti-Jamming Strategy of the transmitter with Q-learning
is shown in detail as Algorithm 2.

VII. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, numerical results are performed to evaluate
the performance of the proposed power control problem during
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Algorithm 2 Anti-Jamming Strategy of the transmitter with
Q-learning
Require: P ∈ St

Set the system parameters: βt, αt, ε, episode
Set st, AMN

Initialize Q(st, P ) ,V (st) as zero ∀ st, P ∈ AMN

while (episode 6= 0) do
Set the starting state s1t
For n = 1, 2, 3, ..
Observe the current state snt
Pick a random power Pn from snt according to Equation
(19).
if Pn = argmax

∀P∈AMN

Q(snt , P ) then

Decrease ε
end if
Observe the next state sn+1

t and un
Update Q(snt , Pn) by Equation (17).
Update V (snt ) by Equation (18).
Break if convergence: small deviation on Q
episode← episode− 1

end while

a cycle in both scenarios: 1) Transmitter against smart jammer
(in which the jammer has the intelligence to quickly learn
the transmission power of the transmitter and adjust its own
transmission power). 2) Transmitter against regular jammer (in
which both players play the Game simultaneously in a non-
cooperative manner).

Among all the system variables, only fading channel gains
of the transmitter and the jammer, may vary significantly due
to the fact that the players can change their physical locations.
Thus, we investigate the relations of the utilities of all players
in equilibrium with respect to α and β. Let N = 1, D = 0.2,
C = 0.2 and K = 10.

Fig. 3 shows the impact on the Utility function with
respect to α at NE and SE. We observe that, as α increases,
transmitter’s SE utility increases while jammers’ SE utility
decreases; this phenomenon is due to the fact that the larger α
became, the closer the transmitter became from the receiver.
In addition, we depict in Fig. 4 the Utility function at NE
and SE of both players with respect to β. As we can remark,
the transmitter’s utility at the SE decreases with β, while the
jammer’s utility increases with it; this is due to the fact that
the larger β became, the closer the jammer became from the
receiver. Moreover, in both Fig. 3 and 4, the transmitter at
the NE has a lower utility than that at the SE, because at
the latter the transmitter knows the existence of a jammer and
utilizes its transmit power more efficiently. Similarly, a jammer
obtains a higher utility at the SE than that at the NE, due to
its ability to learn and adjust its own power according to the
ongoing transmission power. This results proves that despite
the jammer ability of sensing the active channel, the transmitter
can enhance its efficiency by predicting the jammer reaction
according to its own strategy.

Let now consider a scenario with power control strategy
based on Q-learning. In this simulation, we set M = N = 20
and we set the maximum episode numbers in the learning to
120 in order to ensure the transmitter can learn an optimal

action. The learning rate αt = 0.8 which indicates how far the
current estimate value of Q is adjusted toward the update target
value of Q. The discount factor of the source βt = 0.8 that
indicates the increasing uncertainty about rewards that will be
received in the future. We assume a transmitter that does not
have a complete knowledge about the dynamic environment,
while the jammer has these knowledge. The initialization of
the ε value for greedy algorithm is starting from 0.5 to ensure
that the transmitter can try all actions in all states repeatedly.
The utility of the transmitter received by the receiver according
to the learning episodes are shown in Fig. 5. We can remark
that the utility of the transmitter converges towards the solution
proved in the above model. This result validate the proposed
power control model. Note that, as the transmitter is gradually
aware of the dynamic environment with the learning episodes
increasing, which indicates a well anti-jamming performance.
This is due to the fact that the transmitter chooses a more
proper power action after has a well knowledge about the
environment.
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Fig. 3. The impact of α on the utility function of Jammer/transmitter at NE
and SE. β=0.5.
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VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper we studied denial of service vulnerability in
wireless networks in the presence of jamming attacks. We
choose a Game theoretical approach which is an abstract
concept that indicates how the final outcome of a competitive
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Fig. 5. Utility function of the transmitter, where the transmitter action is
chosen based on Q-learning.

situation is dictated by interactions among the players. We
considered a jamming during a transmission cycle. We studied
the case where all players take action simultaneously and the
case where the transmitter is the leader and the jammer is
the follower. We proposed a Nash Game in the simultaneous
Game and a Stackelberg Game in the hierarchical Game. A
closed form of Nash Equilibrium is derived, then, we proved
the existence of Stackelberg equilibrium. We sorted out the
Stackelberg problem by using a simulated annealing algorithm.
Moreover, we studied the relations of the utilities of all players
in Nash and Stackelberg equilibrium. In order to validate our
Stackelberg model, Q-learning method can is considered to
be used by the transmitter to determine their transmission
power actions in the presence of a smart jammer in a dynamic
environment without knowing the underlying Game model.
Simulation results have verified that despite the jammer ability
of sensing the active channel, the transmitter can enhance
its efficiency by predicting the jammer reaction according to
its own strategy. Finally, this work can be extended to the
case of several jammers that operate on a single sub-carrier
during a single time slot in order to investigate the interaction
among jammers who have interest to damage the source node
transmission.
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Abstract—This paper proposes a hybrid intelligent system as 

medical decision support tool for data classification based on the 

Neural Network, Galactic Swarm Optimization (NN-GSO), and 

the classification model. The goal of the hybrid intelligent system 

is to take the advantages and reduce the disadvantages of the 

constituent models. The system is capable of learning from data 

sets and reach great classification performance. Consequently, 

various algorithms have been developed that include Neural 

Network based on Galactic Swarm Optimization (NN-GSO), 

Neural Network based on Particle Swarm Optimization (NN-

PSO) and Neural Network based on Genetic Algorithm (NN-GA) 

to improve NN structure and accuracy rates. For the evaluation 

process, the hybrid intelligent system has used multiple of 

benchmark medical data sets to evaluate the effectiveness. These 

benchmarks were gotten from the UCI Repository of Machine 

Learning. The three-performance metrics were calculated are 

accuracy, sensitivity and specificity. These metrics are useful for 

medical applications. The proposed algorithm was tested on 

various data sets which represent binary and multi-class medical 

diseases problems. The proposed algorithm performance 

analyzed and compared with others using k-fold cross validation. 

The significance tests results have proven that the proposed 

algorithm is effective to solve neural networks with good 

generalization ability and network structure for medical diseases 

detection. 

Keywords—Artificial neural network; galactic swarm 

optimization; particle swarm optimization; genetic algorithm; 

hybrid intelligent system; medical decision support 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The medical applications consider an important field for 
researchers. Because healthcare is one of the reasons that will 
help to encourage the general health and prosperity of the 
society. The two significant components in medical sciences 
are prediction and diagnosis of various diseases. In particular, 
prediction is the disease symptoms and diagnosis is relying on 
the experience of the physician. Typically, the physician gains 
the knowledge depending on the symptoms and the diagnosis. 
However, decision making problems such as prediction and 
diagnosis include complexity and uncertainty. 

The medical knowledge and the treatments are progress 
very fast such as the appearance of new diseases and drugs. So, 
the ability of physicians to be aware of all current knowledge 
and development it is challenging. That's why the deployment 
of intelligent systems is helpful as medical decision support 
tool to help physicians in prediction and increasing diagnosis 
accuracy. Also, it will assist to arrive to decision quickly.  

In machine learning, neural networks (NN) are used widely 
in medical decision support tools and have important 
advantages for these systems. Artificial neural networks are 
nonlinear sophisticated modelling techniques inspired by 
biological nervous systems. Neural networks capture the 
patterns in data by iteratively adjusting their synaptic weights 
in line with the learning algorithm [1]. Neural networks are a 
useful tool for various fields such as classification, prediction, 
pattern recognition, system identification, signal processing 
and function approximation. Classification problems consider 
the most artificial neural networks applications for medicine. 
There are multiple advantages of neural networks such as 
avoiding the time wasting and exacting knowledge gain 
procedure through learning from the data sets the relationship 
between patient symptoms (input) and the disease (output). 
However, choosing an appropriate architecture and learning 
algorithm is very important to have a high efficiency in ANN. 
In addition to learning, there are other useful properties for 
neural networks, which involve dealing with missing or 
incomplete data and filtering noise. 

Feed-forward neural networks, in particular Multi-Layer 
Perceptron‟s (MLP) has been used in wide range of science 
and engineering. Because MLP has a high ability to 
classification and forecasting, it has been widely used in 
medical diagnosis, detection, and evaluation of medical 
conditions. It is composed of fully connected feed forward 
network with one input layer, one or more hidden layers there 
is a weighted connection between each neuron and all neurons 
in the next layer. The input layer neurons compute the NN 
independent variables and output layer neurons will transfer 
the results.. Between input and output layers there are hidden 
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layers that can have any number of neurons. In each hidden 
layer there is defined sequence of activation functions through 
that the output value will be obtained.  

Chitra and Seenivasagam [2] have used a multi-layer feed 
forward neural network (MLFFNN) and particle swarm 
optimization (PSO) as a hybrid system for Heart disease 
prediction at the early stage using the patient medical record. 
Within specified range this system adopted local and global 
optimization of the network parameters. Also, Christian and 
Krzysztof [3] have used feed-forward neural networks for 
pattern classification with Ant colony optimization (ACO) 
algorithm as training algorithm.  On the other hand, a hybrid 
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and Gravitational Search 
Algorithm (GSA) as training algorithm for Feedforward Neural 
Networks (FNNs) has been done by Seyed Ali Mirjalili et al. 
[4]. To avoid local minima and enhance the convergence 
speed. Hamada et al. [5] have used a hybrid system that 
involves the artificial neural networks (ANN), fuzzy logic, and 
genetic algorithms (GA).  The combination of the neural 
networks and fuzzy logic helped to improve the performance. 
The Genetic algorithm have been used to minimize the fuzzy 
rules and number of features. Moreover, the GA worked on 
optimizing the initial weights of the artificial neural networks. 

This research paper proposes a hybrid intelligent system 
that consists of artificial neural network (ANN) and the 
galactic swarm optimization (GSO). This hybrid intelligent 
capable to learn from data samples to be able to correctly 
classify the problems. The GSO algorithm is used for NN 
learning. It is inspired by the motion of stars, galaxies and 
super clusters of galaxies under the influence of gravity [6]. 
Comparing to state-of-the-art PSO algorithms the GSO 
algorithm consider faster in converged to a significantly better 
solution on a variety of multi-modal and high dimensional 
benchmark optimization problems. we can conclude from the 
paper [6] that comparing to other algorithms GSO consider 
better and gives a good result because of the characteristics that 
GSO have. On the other hand, a decision support tool with high 
accuracy, sensitivity, specificity is important for reducing cost 
and saving time. Furthermore, these metrics are calculated to 
measure the performance of the classification.  

In addition, the aim of the hybrid intelligent system is to 
incorporate multiple techniques to complement each other and 
solving each other‟s limitation. Because the previous meta-
heuristics have several disadvantages, the proposed hybrid 
system uses a new meta-heuristic GSO that use in each epoch 
in the explorative phase and exploitative phase to prevent 
premature convergence and allows multi-modal surfaces to be 
efficiently explored. Also, GSO superior many multi swarm 
algorithms. On the other hand, FFNN take most of the research 
interests because of its ability to map any function to an 
arbitrary degree of accuracy.  

The objectives of this paper are to propose a hybrid 
intelligent system for the design of neural network for medical 
data classification, to use benchmark medical data sets for 
evaluating the effectiveness of the system and to evaluate, 
validate and compare the performance of the proposed hybrid 
intelligent system with Neural Network based on Particle 
Swarm Optimization (NN-PSO) and Neural Network based on 

Genetic algorithm (NN-GA). The rest of the paper is structured 
as follows. Background and overview of literature review are 
provided in Section 2. The proposed methodologies are 
presented in Section 3. Section 4 shows the experimental 
studies.  The results and the significance of the results are 
shown in Sections 5 and 6, respectively. Section 7 presents the 
discussion and analysis of the results. The conclusion and 
future work are presented in Section 8. 

II. BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

This section provides a brief explanation of Artificial 
Neural Network, Genetic Algorithm, Particle Swarm 
Optimization and Galactic Swarm Optimization along with 
some of the key basic concepts. 

A. Artificial Neural Network (ANN) 

An Artificial Neural Network (ANN), also known as a 
neural network, it is a mathematical model inspired by 
biological nervous systems that consist of an interconnected 
group of simulated neurons. Neural networks process 
information for computation by using connectionist approach 
and they can model the simple and complex relationships. 
They are an adaptive system that changes its structure in the 
learning phase [1]. 

An ANN can be designed for different type of applications, 
such as data classification and pattern categorization. Network 
structures are the arrangement of neurons to form layers and 
the connection pattern formed within and between layers. 
There are different types of NN architectures are Multi-Layer 
Perceptron network, Single-layer Perceptron network, Radial 
Basis Function network (RBF), Hopfield network and 
Recurrent network. Multi-Layer Perceptron network (MLP) 
composed of fully connected feed forward network with one 
input layer, one or more hidden layers and output layer. There 
is a weighted connection between each neuron and all neurons 
in the next layer.  

The important aspect of neural network is its capability of 
learning. The performance of neural network is relying on the 
success of the training process, and the training algorithm. 
Training or learning is a procedure of parameter tuning by 
which a neural network adapts itself to a stimulus and then 
desired output is produced [23]. 

B. Genetic Algorithm 

A genetic algorithm (GA) can be understood as an 
“intelligent” probabilistic search algorithm which can be 
applied to a variety of combinatorial optimization problems. 
The genetic algorithm originally developed by Holland [25] 
and it is based on principles of natural evolution [11]. The 
natural populations develop according to the principles of 
natural selection and survival of the fittest. The Individuals 
who have a better chance of surviving and reproducing they are 
the more successful in adapting to their environment while the 
less fit individuals fit will be removed. So, in each successive 
generation, the genes from the highly fit individuals will spread 
to an increasing number of individuals [7]. 

Therefore, GA will imitate these procedures by taking an 
initial population of individuals and using genetic operators to 
every reproduction. Each individual in the population will be 
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encoded into a chromosome or string which represents a 
possible solution to a given problem. The given objective 
function evaluated the fitness of an individual. The reproducing 
process will be done to highly fit individuals by replacing parts 
of their genetic information with other highly fit individuals, in 
a crossover procedure. Which will result new offspring 
solutions which share some characteristics taken from both 
parents. after crossover, the mutation process is applied to 
individuals by modifying some genes in the strings. Until a 
satisfactory solution is found, this evaluation selection-
reproduction cycle is repeated [7]. The outline of a GA is 
shown in Fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 1. Outline of GA algorithm [9]. 

C. Particle Swarm Optimization 

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) was introduced by 
Eberhart and Kennedy [24], it is a population-based stochastic 
optimization technique. PSO doesn‟t require gradient 
information of the objective function and with less iteration, 
PSO can reach the global optimum value [4]. In PSO, each 
particle in the population has two vectors a velocity vi(t) 
vector, that enable the particles it to move within the problem 
space and position xi(t) vector. In the optimization problem, 
the number of decision variables will identify the dimensions 
of the two vectors. Updating the particle position is done by 
using the previous position information and the current 
velocity of the particle. 

  (   )     ( )      (     ( ))      (     ( ))          (1) 

  (   )    ( )    (   )               (2) 

Where vi is the velocity of particle i , xi is the position of 
particle i , c1 is a weight applied to the cognitive learning 
portion, c2 is a similar weight applied to the influence of the 
social learning portion, r1 and r2 are separately generated 
random number in the range of zero and one. pi is the previous 
best location of particle i also known as pbest, pg is the best 
location found by the entire population, also known as the Gbest. 
Fig. 2 shows the basic pseudo-code for the PSO algorithm [8]. 

 
Fig. 2. Standard PSO algorithm [8]. 

D. Galactic Swarm Optimization (GSO) 

The GSO algorithm imitates the attraction of stars within 
galaxy to large masses and galaxies themselves to different 
large masses [2] as follows: First, according to the PSO 
algorithm, in every subpopulation the individuals are attracted 
to better solutions in the subpopulation. Secondly, the best 
solution for each sub swarm will be treated as a super swarm. 
The individuals in the super swarm will also move according to 
the PSO algorithm. The sub swarm is analogous to a galaxy of 
stars and the super-swarm is analogous to a cluster of galaxies. 

In terms of concept and computation, GSO algorithm 
consider different than other multi-swarm approaches that run 
independently and continuously a multi-swarm that share 
information periodically with the slave swarms. While the 
super swarm in GSO only exists through level 2. 

In GSO algorithm, promote exploration and avoid 
premature convergence consider the main difference between 
GSO and lots of alternative multi-swarm PSO because the flow 
of data between the sub swarms and the super swarm is 
unidirectional. This unidirectional relation means that the super 
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swarm doesn't influence the exploration of the sub swarms by 
inserting good solutions just like other multi-swarm 
approaches. So, the solutions that have been computed by the 
super swarm not reinserted into the sub-swarms to ensure 
independent exploration of the sub swarms. Fig. 3 shows the 
GSO algorithm. 

 

Fig. 3. GSO algorithm [6]. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

A. Neural Network Structure  

In this paper, the objective of the hybrid approach is to 
apply GSO learning algorithm to train the weights of feed 
forward neural network, a multi-layer perception (MLP) neural 
network has been used.  This network use Three-layers, which 
the first layer is composed of the input variables, the second 
layer consists of hidden nodes and the last layer is composed of 
the output variables [10]. It is built as shown in Fig. 4. 

 
Fig. 4. Structure of neural network [10]. 

To determine the number of hidden nodes, (3) in [11] has 
been used as it is shown below: 

           √                  (3) 

Where j is the number of the hidden node, a ∈ [1, 10], n is 

the number of input nodes and m represents the number of 
output nodes. 

B. Neural Network Representation 

NN-GSO and NN-PSO algorithms will be represented by 
particles, but NN-GA algorithm will be represented by 
individuals. The representation is formed by four parts: the 
connection weights between the input layer and the hidden 
layer wih, the weights between the hidden layer and the output 
layer who, and the hidden layer bias weights Bh and the output 
layer bias weights Bo. NN-GSO, NN-PSO and NN-GA 
algorithms will be encoded as vectors as in Fig. 5 where 
vectors are sequence of real numbers each of which belongs to 
the interval [−0.5, 0.5] where the dimension of individuals is 
given by (4). 

(   )  (   )                 (4) 
Where i is the number of nodes in the input layer, h is the 

number of nodes in the hidden layer and o is the number of 
nodes in the output layer.  
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Fig. 5. Representation of NN-GSO, NN-PSO and NN-GA individuals 

structure. 

C. Training Scheme 

In this paper, Supervised Learning has been used in which 
a network defined with a training dataset that contain attributes 
(input) and output pairs. The learning procedure for the 
network is done by changing weights at each step of the 
training in order to reduce the error measure between the 
network‟s output and the desired known target value for a 
given input. 

D. Fitness Function 

Mean squared error (MSE) is used in this research as 
performance measure indicators to evaluate the performance of 
solutions. MSE fitness function considers the most common 
performance function used to train NN. The weights of the 
neural network are adjusted to minimize MSE on training set. 
Equation (5) has been used to calculate MSE.   

     
2||)()(

1
||

1
ijyijt

N

iN



            (5) 

Where N, )(ijt , )(ijy  are maximum number of patterns, 

desired outputs and estimated outputs of Neural Network 
respectively. 

E. GSO-Based NN Network Training Algorithm 

GSO algorithm has been applied to improve Neural 
Network in various aspects such as network connection 
(weights, biases), and learning algorithm. The main process in 
our research is to apply GSO-based training algorithm on 
biases and weight optimization and investigate the efficiency 
of GSO in terms of robustness for training NN and the 
accuracy rate. By applying GSO algorithm the swarm is 
subdivided in to sub swarms. The GSO algorithm will update 
the sub swarms as well as the super swarm using the PSO 
algorithm. 

GSO is a population (swarm) based optimization tool. The 
swarm is subdivided in to sub swarms and GSO algorithm will 
update the sub swarms as well as the super swarm according to 
the PSO algorithm. Every single solution (called a particle) 

which flies over the solution space in search for the optimal 
solution. Through following the personal best solution of each 
particle and the global best amount of the entire sub swarm, the 
algorithm finishes the first level and the best solution of each 
sub swarm will participate in the second level the super swarm 
which also move according to PSO. The particles are evaluated 
using a fitness function to see how close they are to the optimal 
solution. The output of this algorithm is weights and biases. 
The particles (weight, bias) values are initialized randomly. 
The particles are updated according to (6) and (7): 

)1()()1(  tWtWtW           (6) 

  (   )      ( )          [      ( )   ( )]  
       [     ( )   ( )]             (7) 

Where w, c1, c2 are inertia, cognitive and social acceleration 
constant respectively. The flowchart procedure for 
implementing the GSO is given in Fig. 6. 

The Pseudo code for NN-GSO algorithm is as follows: 

Step 1: Initialize the network Choose the number of nodes 
for the input, output and hidden layers 

Step 2: Determine the initial value of weights between 0.5 
and - 0.5 

Step 3: Learning step and calculation of the weight values 

Define PSO parameters (c1, c2, w, r1, r2) 

Initialize population 

The swarm will be divided to sub swarms 

For each sub swarm  

Save best position of any particle (global-best) 

Loop  

  For each particle in sub swarm 

    Compute new particle velocity based on Eq. (6) 

    Compute new position based on Eq. (7) 

    Compute the error of new position based on Eq. 

(5) 

    If new error better than best-error 

      Best-position = new position 

    If new error better than global-best 

      Global-best = new position 

  End for 

End loop 

Return global-best position 

End for 

The global-bests will participate on the super swarm 

population  

Save best position of any particle (galactic-best) 

Loop  

  For each particle in super swarm 

    Compute new particle velocity 

    Compute new position 

    Compute error of new position 

    If new error better than best-error 

      Best-position = new position 

    If new error better than galactic -best 

      Galactic-best = new position 

  End for 
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End loop 

Return galactic-best position 

Step 4: give a diagnosis  

F. PSO-Based NN Network Training Algorithm 

Here we will present the procedure of NN-PSO. PSO is a 
population (swarm) based optimization tool. Every single 
solution (called a particle) which flies over the solution space 
in search for the optimal solution. The particles are evaluated 
using a fitness function to see how close they are to the optimal 
solution. The output of this algorithm is weights and biases. 
The particles (weight, bias) values are initialized randomly. 
The particles are updated according to (6) and (7). 

The Pseudo code for NN-PSO algorithm is as follows: 

Step 1: Initialize the network 

Choose the number of nodes for the input, output and 
hidden layers 

Step 2: Determine the initial value of weights between 0.5 
and - 0.5 

Step 3: Learning step and calculation of the weight values 

Define PSO parameters (c1, c2, w, r1, r2) 

Loop  

  For each particle in swarm 

    Compute new particle velocity based on Eq. (6) 

    Compute new position based on Eq. (7) 

    Compute error of new position based on Eq. (5) 

    If new error better than best-error 

      Best-position = new position 

    If new error better than global-best 

      Global-best = new position 

  End for 

End loop 

Return global-best position 

Step 4: give a diagnosis  

G. GA-Based NN Network Training Algorithm 

Here we will present the proposed algorithm of NN-GA, to 
compare the results of this method with NN-GSO and NN-
PSO. 

The Pseudo code for NN-GA algorithm is as follows: 

Step 1: Initialize the network 

Choose the number of nodes for the input, output and 
hidden layers 

Step 2: Determine the initial value of weights between 0.5 
and - 0.5 

Step 3: Learning step and calculation of the weight values 

Creation of the initial population of chromosomes. 

For each individual in the population   

Loop 

Evaluate the fitness of all the chromosomes of the 

population based on (5). 

The best chromosomes will be selected to reproduce, 

using mutation and crossover. 

With the new chromosomes created from the fittest 

of the previous generation, a new generation is 

created. 

end loop 

Evaluate the fitness for all the chromosomes of 

the population. 

Select the fittest chromosome of the population 

as the new weight. 

end for 

Step 4: Give a diagnosis 

 

Fig. 6. NN-GSO procedure. 
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H. Performance Metrics 

The performance metrics, accuracy, sensitivity and 
specificity are used to analyze and compare the outcomes of 
NN-GSO with NN-PSO and NN-GA algorithms. The accuracy 
measures how often the classifier makes the correct prediction 
on a dataset is defined by (8): 

    Accuracy = (TP +TN) / (TP+ FN+ FP+ TN)          (8) 

Where, TP (True Positive): is the proportion of positive 
cases that are correctly diagnosed as positive; FP (False 
Positive): is the proportion of negative cases that are wrongly 
diagnosed as positive; FN (False Negative): is the proportion of 
positive cases that are wrongly diagnosed as negative; TN 
(True Negative): is the proportion of negative cases that are 
correctly diagnosed as negative. On the other hand, sensitivity 
and specificity are statistical measures of the performance of a 
binary classification test, also known in statistics as 
classification function. Sensitivity which is also called the true 
positive rate, measures the proportion of positives that are 
identified correctly.  Such as the percentage of sick people who 
are correctly identified as having the condition. This can be 
expressed mathematically as (9): 

   Sensitivity = TP/ (TP +FN)            (9) 

Specificity which is also called the true negative rate, 
measures the proportion of negatives that are correctly 
identified, such as the percentage of healthy people who are 
identified correctly as not having the condition. This can be 
expressed mathematically as (10): 

       Specificity = TN / (TN + FP)         (10) 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES 

Several experiments were performed on nine real-world 
medical data sets. The results of NN-GSO for each dataset are 
compared to NN-PSO and NN-GA algorithms based on their 
overall classification performance. 

A. Description of the Datasets 

The proposed approach is applied on nine bench mark data 
sets for medical diseases for training and testing of the NN-
GSO algorithm.  These are Breast cancer, Diabetes, Heart, 
Hepatitis, Liver Disorders and Appendicitis datasets which 
represent binary class classification problems, while Thyroid, 
Dermatology and Alzheimer represent multiclass classification 
problems. All datasets are obtained from the University of 
California at Irvine UCI machine learning databases [21], 
except Alzheimer dataset which obtained from Open Access 
Series of Imaging Studies (OASIS) [22]. Table I shows the 
different dataset characteristics such as number of patterns and 
features. 

1) Breast cancer dataset 
This dataset has been collected from Dr. William H. 

Wolberg in the Wisconsin Hospitals University, Madison. The 
main purpose of it is to predict if the patient has benign tumour 
or malignant tumour. This data set includes 683 examples that 
have nine inputs (attributes) and two output classes.  

2)  Diabetes dataset 
The dataset purpose is to predict a Pima Indian individual 

either positive or negative, depend on medical examination and 
personal data. This dataset considers a difficult problem which 
contains 768 examples with eight inputs (attributes) and two 
output classes. 

3) Heart dataset 
The detection of the existence or absence of heart diseases 

(heart positive or heart negative) is the main objective of this 
dataset. There are 303 examples in this dataset of which 139 
are positive instances and 164 are negative instances. It has 
thirteen inputs (attributes) and two output classes. 

4)  Hepatitis dataset 
The objective of this dataset is to detect if a hepatitis patient 

will die or live. However, this dataset considers noisy and 
complicated data because it has many missing data. It includes 
155 examples that have 19 inputs (attributes) and two output 
classes.  

5) Thyroid dataset 
The objective of this dataset is to diagnosis if the patient is 

normal (1) or suffers from hyperthyroidism (2) or 
hypothyroidism (3). It contains 2069 examples with twenty-
one input (attributes) and three output classes. 

6) Alzheimer dataset 
This dataset obtained from Open Access Series of Imaging 

Studies (OASIS) that contains cross-sectional MRI data. The 
objective of this dataset is to detect if the patient has normal 
control (NC) or mild cognitive impairment (MCI) or 
Alzheimer‟s disease (AD). This dataset consists of 158 subjects 
aged 30 to 96. It contains fife attributes and three output 
classes‟ normal control (NC), mild cognitive impairment 
(MCI) and Alzheimer‟s disease (AD). 

7) Appendicitis dataset 
The objective of this dataset is to predict if the patient has 

appendicitis (1) or not (0). This data represents seven medical 
measures (inputs) taken over 106 patients and two output class.  

8)  Liver dataset 
This dataset includes 345 examples to diagnose the 

existence or absence of liver disorders diseases. It has six 
inputs and two output classes (abnormal or normal). This 
dataset has 145 are positive examples (abnormal) and 200 are 
negative examples (normal). 

9) Dermatology dataset  
In dermatology, the differential diagnosis of erythemato-

squamous diseases considers a real problem because they all 
share the clinical features of erythema and scaling, with very 
little differences and in the first stages the disease may show 
the features of another disease and may have the characteristic 
features at the following stages. This data contains 34 
attributes. The diseases in this data set are psoriasis, seboreic 
dermatitis, lichen planus. 
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TABLE I. DESCRIPTION OF DATASETS. 

Data Set Attributes Classes Samples 

Breast cancer 9 2 683 

Diabetes 8 2 768 

Heart 13 2 297 

Hepatitis 19 2 155 

Thyroid 21 3 2069 

Alzheimer 5 3 158 

Appendicitis 7 2 105 

Liver  6 2 343 

Dermatology 33 3 242 

B. Experimental Setup 

The Evaluation of the proposed algorithms has been done 
by random 10-fold cross validation. In 10-fold cross-validation, 
the dataset is split in to 10 equal parts .one part used as testing 
dataset and the other parts used as training dataset. This 
operation will be repeated until all parts used as testing dataset 
[9]. We use all datasets to evaluate the performance of 
proposed algorithms and analyze the evolutionary process of it. 
Table II shows the parameters settings for the proposed 
algorithms. While the number of input and output nodes is 
depending on the problem domain. We use the common 
parameter settings for GSO, PSO and GA algorithms that are 
recommended in literature [6], [15]. To unify all algorithms the 
population size is set for 100 and Maximum number of 
iterations is set to 1000 for all algorithms. 

TABLE II. PARAMETERS SETTINGS FOR THE PROPOSED ALGORITHMS 

Neural Network Initialization 

Initial weights [−0.5,0.5] 

NN-GSO 

Maximum number of iterations L1 198 

Acceleration coefficient (c1) 1.4 

Acceleration coefficient (c2) 1.4 

NN-PSO 

Population size 100 

Acceleration coefficient (c1) 1.4 

Acceleration coefficient (c2) 1.4 

NN-GA 

Crossover Probability (cp)  0.9 

Mutation Probability (mp)  0.5  

V. RESULTS 

The results of study are presented in this section. Table III 
shows the Mean Square Error (MSE) of the proposed 
algorithms NN-GSO, NN-PSO and NN-GA on the training and 
the testing set on Breast cancer, Heart, Hepatitis, Diabetes, 
Hepatitis, Liver Disorders, Appendicitis, Thyroid, 
Dermatology and Alzheimer datasets. Also, the average of 
MSE for all dataset for each of the proposed algorithms is 
shown in Table III. The Mean, Min, Max and STDV indicate 
the mean value, minimum value, maximum value and standard 
deviation, respectively. Ten-fold cross-validation has been 

used for all datasets to obtain the results. As can be seen from 
Table III, the testing error values indicate that NN-GSO 
algorithm has resulted in better convergence, for most of the 
data sets compared to NN-PSO and NN-GA algorithms. It also 
shows that NN-GSO algorithm has produced the smallest error 
in the testing set for Diabetes, Hepatitis, Breast cancer, Liver 
Disorders and Dermatology datasets with an average error 
0.15650, 0.16568, 0.02729, 0.20814, and 0.16665 respectively. 
However, NN-PSO algorithm outperforms the others with the 
smallest error for Heart and Thyroid datasets with an average 
error 0.08763 and 0.04546 respectively. For Alzheimer and 
Appendicitis datasets NN-GA algorithm produce the smallest 
error with an average error 0.03851 and 0.11803 respectively. 
NN-GSO algorithm does not show good performance for Heart 
and Thyroid dataset the reason for that is the nature of data. 
While NN-GA algorithm is better for Alzheimer and 
Appendicitis datasets because of the small number of samples.   

Accuracy, sensitivity and specificity consider the most 
using performance measures for dataset classification. The 
measure of the ability of the classifier to obtain an accurate 
diagnosis is the accuracy. Sensitivity will evaluate the 
performance of classifier through identifying the positive 
examples which is the number of false negatives and true 
positives. While specificity will evaluate the performance of 
classifier through identifying the negative examples which is 
the number of false positives and true negatives.  

Table IV and Fig. 7 to 9 shows the statistical results for 
accuracy, sensitivity and specificity of NN-GSO, NN-PSO, and 
NN-GA algorithms for all datasets on both the training and the 
testing set. Hepatitis, Thyroid and Liver datasets deserve 
special mention. These datasets represent difficult 
classification problems for all algorithms because they are very 
unbalanced datasets. For Hepatitis and Liver datasets NN-GSO 
algorithm shows the best results in accuracy and sensitivity, 
while NN-PSO algorithm shows the best results in specificity. 
However, NN-PSO algorithm shows the best results for 
Thyroid dataset in accuracy, sensitivity and specificity with 
85.68, 77.03 and 91.98 respectively. As per the results, NN-
GSO algorithm outperforms other algorithms in Breast cancer, 
Diabetes, Appendicitis, Hepatitis, Liver, Alzheimer and 
Dermatology datasets in accuracy and sensitivity with an 
average accuracy of 97.09, 77.73, 92.13, 77.33, 70.37, 95.59 
and 79.97 respectively. NN-GA algorithm outperforms other 
algorithms with accuracy 80.95 and sensitivity 80.27 for Heart 
dataset. As can be seen from the Table IV, NN-GSO algorithm 
has produced the best results in terms of sensitivity specificity 
and accuracy, on testing datasets and in average as well. Also, 
it can be noticed that NN-GSO algorithm has small standard 
deviation compared to other algorithms.  

Overall, NN-GSO algorithm shows better result than other 
algorithms in Breast cancer, Diabetes, Appendicitis, Hepatitis, 
Liver, Alzheimer and Dermatology datasets because GSO 
algorithm uses in each epoch explorative and exploitative 
phase to prevent premature convergence and allows multi-
modal surfaces to be efficiently explored.  However, NN-GSO   
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TABLE III. COMPARISON ON MSE RESULTS OF NN-GSO, NN-PSO AND NN-GA ON THE TRAINING AND TESTING SETS 

Data Set 

NN-GSO NN-PSO NN-GA 

Training Error 
Testing 

Error 
Training Error Testing Error Training Error Testing Error 

Breast Cancer 

MEAN 0.01310 0.02729 0.01625 0.03721 0.02283 0.03243 

MIN 0.01290 0.00116 0.01463 0.00146 0.01940 0.00264 

MAX 0.01320 0.06527 0.33498 0.07353 0.02501 0.08697 

STDAV 0.00116 0.02180 0.01461 0.02476 0.00179 0.02524 

Diabetes 

MEAN 0.14838 0.15650 0.14473 0.18110 0.17198 0.18864 

MIN 0.14550 0.10363 0.14177 0.14252 0.15823 0.13382 

MAX 0.15410 0.19584 0.22139 0.21819 0.19507 0.24561 

STDAV 0.00280 0.02539 0.00698 0.02256 0.01251 0.03646 

Heart 

MEAN 0.09780 0.14231 0.18570 0.08763 0.13060 0.15204 

MIN 0.09520 0.08977 0.12079 0.08017 0.10650 0.09404 

MAX 0.10600 0.24954 0.34086 0.24750 0.15373 0.28738 

STDAV 0.00338 0.04615 0.06862 0.01160 0.01353 0.05803 

Hepatitis 

MEAN 0.08073 0.16568 0.05374 0.22422 0.21076 0.25915 

MIN 0.08070 0.08303 0.04286 0.11621 0.19018 0.16649 

MAX 0.08140 0.30362 0.34198 0.47183 0.22937 0.30316 

STDAV 0.00013 0.05891 0.02187 0.10804 0.01407 0.04962 

Thyroid 

MEAN 0.04722 0.05295 0.02036 0.04546 0.13991 0.14005 

MIN 0.02630 0.01644 0.01002 0.01032 0.13420 0.10570 

MAX 0.07580 0.08540 0.05374 0.06051 0.14271 0.16201 

STDAV 0.01681 0.02348 0.01292 0.01598 0.00239 0.02186 

Alzheimer 

MEAN 0.02620 0.04633 0.01986 0.06696 0.03765 0.03851 

MIN 0.02190 0.00000 0.01537 0.00000 0.02606 0.00439 

MAX 0.03090 0.13514 0.02470 0.18804 0.05996 0.10109 

STDAV 0.00339 0.05291 0.00322 0.06225 0.01013 0.03142 

Appendicitis 

MEAN 0.07323 0.12103 0.02553 0.18110 0.08068 0.11803 

MIN 0.05173 0.00861 0.01190 0.14252 0.05474 0.00766 

MAX 0.08887 0.34799 0.08113 0.21819 0.09501 0.36292 

STDAV 0.01276 0.11575 0.02106 0.02256 0.01221 0.12134 

Liver  

MEAN 0.17529 0.20814 0.18811 0.21628 0.21842 0.23699 

MIN 0.16796 0.17508 0.18250 0.16903 0.20319 0.21519 

MAX 0.18969 0.23508 0.19688 0.25274 0.23915 0.27375 

STDAV 0.00590 0.02056 0.00461 0.02794 0.01070 0.02411 

Dermatology 

MEAN 0.18748 0.16665 0.11720 0.17788 0.25733 0.28699 

MIN 0.16687 0.04269 0.03579 0.03142 0.14592 0.09534 

MAX 0.20753 1.09850 0.15872 1.09239 0.39257 1.18110 

STDAV 0.01128 0.32803 0.03480 0.32330 0.07761 0.31956 

Average 
Mean 0.09438 0.12076 0.08572 0.13532 0.14113 0.16143 

STDAV 0.00640 0.07700 0.02097 0.06878 0.01722 0.07640 
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TABLE IV. COMPARISON OF THE SENSITIVITY (SEN), THE SPECIFICITY (SPE), THE ACCURACY (ACC) OF NN-GSO AND NN-PSO ON THE TRAINING AND 

TESTING SETS 

Data Set 

NN-GSO NN-PSO 

Training Set 
 

Testing Set Training Set Testing Set 

ACC SEN SPE ACC SEN SPE ACC SEN SPE ACC SEN SPE 

Breast Cancer 

MEAN 97.85 97.27 98.93 97.09 96.06 98.65 97.51 96.97 98.51 96.21 95.46 97.37 

MIN 97.40 96.52 98.17 92.96 90.48 95.24 97.22 96.48 97.21 92.65 89.36 90.91 

MAX 98.53 97.99 99.54 100 100 100 97.72 97.51 99.09 100 100 100 

STDAV 0.33 0.41 0.49 2.34 3.51 2.17 0.21 0.37 0.57 2.47 4.00 3.14 

Diabetes 

MEAN 77.73 62.38 85.95 77.73 61.70 86.37 74.31 59.65 82.17 72.41 58.01 80.22 

MIN 76.01 59.17 83.00 71.05 51.72 79.59 70.09 32.65 68.94 64.47 26.09 65.22 

MAX 79.62 65.98 87.97 89.47 78.26 94.34 78.07 78.99 93.07 80.26 76.67 92.45 

STDAV 1.12 2.77 1.56 4.69 8.64 5.25 2.83 12.58 7.43 4.71 16.95 9.44 

Heart 

MEAN 86.83 83.44 89.72 80.33 75.91 84.91 90.72 87.65 93.34 77.50 76.34 78.96 

MIN 85.08 80.80 86.71 62.07 50.00 70.59 89.18 82.05 91.03 62.07 41.67 61.54 

MAX 88.81 87.20 93.06 89.66 91.67 92.31 93.28 95.04 96.53 86.21 92.31 92.31 

STDAV 1.37 1.85 1.96 7.99 12.91 6.45 1.40 3.97 1.64 7.16 15.19 9.06 

Hepatitis 

MEAN 88.82 96.68 58.67 77.33 88.44 33.33 93.26 97.37 77.35 74.67 84.48 39.17 

MIN 86.43 90.99 44.83 60.00 75.00 0.00 90.00 91.89 51.72 46.67 58.33 0.00 

MAX 92.14 100 75.86 86.67 100 66.67 95.71 100 93.10 86.67 100 100 

STDAV 1.73 2.77 8.82 7.17 8.42 23.24 1.93 2.64 10.56 12.88 14.37 33.80 

Thyroid 

MEAN 81.78 69.56 85.38 82.59 69.97 85.61 90.72 84.31 96.35 85.68 77.03 91.98 

MIN 66.45 33.18 72.89 66.18 32.98 74.12 68.87 42.80 93.88 66.51 41.67 83.33 

MAX 90.66 86.53 99.00 93.13 92.48 97.92 98.80 98.04 98.25 99.36 99.49 100 

STDAV 8.28 17.39 8.19 7.83 17.45 7.73 9.88 17.11 1.59 9.89 16.06 6.02 

Alzheimer 

MEAN 97.59 86.60 99.83 95.59 84.17 98.52 98.16 89.29 99.75 92.77 74.17 96.20 

MIN 97.18 82.61 99.16 85.71 50.00 92.31 97.20 85.00 99.16 78.57 0.00 84.62 

MAX 97.90 90.91 100 100 100 100 98.59 91.30 100 100 100 100 

STDAV 0.35 2.37 0.35 4.62 21.68 3.13 0.48 2.53 0.40 7.02 40.91 5.41 

Appendicitis 

MEAN 85.75 60.37 93.77 92.13 63.51 99.20 74.31 59.65 82.17 72.41 58.01 80.22 

MIN 60.00 0.00 77.78 89.58 57.90 97.40 70.09 32.65 68.94 64.47 26.09 65.22 

MAX 100 100 100 94.79 72.22 100 78.07 78.99 93.07 80.26 76.67 92.45 

STDAV 14.24 42.44 8.45 1.60 4.43 0.92 2.83 12.58 7.43 4.71 16.95 9.44 

Liver  

MEAN 73.26 87.44 53.82 70.37 87.62 46.59 75.39 88.95 56.82 68.96 80.03 52.65 

MIN 70.65 84.18 47.69 64.71 78.95 31.25 73.23 83.33 42.86 55.88 57.90 31.25 

MAX 75.49 91.53 60.16 76.47 94.74 70.59 77.74 96.05 61.72 76.47 94.74 76.47 

STDAV 1.70 1.93 3.47 3.73 5.85 11.90 1.45 3.30 5.83 6.38 10.71 15.89 

Dermatology 

MEAN 79.98 72.63 80.10 79.97 78.20 80.48 76.66 85.19 76.62 74.23 73.78 74.29 

MIN 67.15 32.56 66.89 66.67 66.33 66.67 68.63 66.67 68.42 66.67 65.67 66.67 

MAX 97.43 100 98.03 100.00 100.00 100.00 94.99 100 95.18 94.44 95.77 95.83 

STDAV 12.04 26.05 12.20 12.60 12.85 12.85 7.98 17.57 8.07 8.80 9.47 9.13 

Average 
Mean 85.51 79.60 82.91 83.68 78.40 79.30 85.67 83.23 84.79 79.43 75.26 76.78 

STDAV 4.57 10.89 5.05 5.84 10.64 8.18 3.22 8.07 4.84 7.11 16.07 11.26 

TABLE IV. (CONTINUED) 

Data Set 

NN-GA 

Training Set 
 

Testing Set 

ACC SEN SPE ACC SEN SPE 

Breast Cancer 

MEAN 97.54 97.23 98.15 96.07 95.65 96.53 

MIN 97.24 96.54 97.24 90.14 89.36 90.48 

MAX 98.05 97.99 99.53 100 100 100 

STDAV 0.23 0.44 0.82 3.01 3.79 3.53 

Diabetes 

MEAN 74.67 57.42 83.92 71.37 53.38 80.97 

MIN 69.94 40.57 77.63 59.21 25.00 71.74 

MAX 78.07 65.98 90.31 78.95 69.57 86.96 

STDAV 2.84 7.88 4.61 6.15 13.47 4.66 

Heart 

MEAN 83.94 83.15 84.64 80.95 80.27 81.88 

MIN 79.85 75.20 77.08 65.52 50.00 62.50 

MAX 87.31 91.74 93.01 89.66 100 100 

STDAV 2.17 5.72 5.56 8.23 13.00 11.39 

Hepatitis 

MEAN 67.74 43.71 87.07 57.00 36.50 79.11 

MIN 62.86 13.56 75.34 26.67 0.00 58.33 

MAX 73.57 71.64 98.77 93.33 80.00 100 
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STDAV 3.91 18.09 7.56 17.95 22.69 18.40 

Thyroid 

MEAN 64.37 33.55 66.77 64.51 33.81 66.67 

MIN 64.20 33.31 66.67 63.93 33.33 66.67 

MAX 64.78 34.11 67.16 66.79 38.10 66.67 

STDAV 0.19 0.36 0.17 0.88 1.51 0.00 

Alzheimer 

MEAN 95.98 79.21 99.00 95.49 81.67 98.40 

MIN 93.01 59.09 98.32 85.71 50.00 91.67 

MAX 97.89 90.48 100 100 100 100 

STDAV 1.46 8.60 0.66 5.62 24.15 3.38 

Appendicitis 

MEAN 74.31 59.65 82.17 86.75 60.37 80.22 

MIN 70.09 32.65 68.94 60.00 0.00 65.22 

MAX 78.07 78.99 93.07 100 100 92.45 

STDAV 2.83 12.58 7.43 14.14 42.44 9.44 

Liver 

MEAN 66.04 82.57 43.26 59.61 78.67 33.43 

MIN 59.80 71.51 9.30 50.00 64.71 6.25 

MAX 69.68 96.61 60.87 67.65 95.46 60.00 

STDAV 2.99 7.93 16.07 6.23 11.21 16.78 

Dermatology 

MEAN 79.45 54.33 79.71 77.42 74.72 77.86 

MIN 67.34 31.82 66.69 66.67 66.67 66.67 

MAX 91.72 66.67 92.07 86.08 85.64 85.71 

STDAV 8.21 16.87 8.37 7.00 6.63 6.64 

Average 
Mean 78.23 65.65 80.52 76.57 66.12 77.23 

STDAV 2.76 8.72 5.69 7.69 15.43 8.25 

 

Algorithm doesn‟t show good results for Thyroid and Heart 
dataset in accuracy, sensitivity and specificity because of the 
nature of the data is irrelevant, redundant and has huge 
features. 

 

Fig. 7. Comparison of the average accuracy on the testing set. 

 
Fig. 8. Comparison of the average sensitivity on the testing set. 

 
Fig. 9. Comparison of the average specificity on the testing set. 

VI. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE RESULTS 

As can be seen from the result that NN-GSO algorithm is 
better in terms of accuracy compared to other algorithms. 
However, to show that there is a significant difference between 
the algorithms statistical tests have been applied in this paper. 
These statistical tests are the Paired t-test test [26] and 
Wilcoxon‟s signed-ranks test [27]. They are performed by 
using 0.05 as a level of confidence (α). 

A. Classification Accuracy Rate Analysis 

The analysis of the classification accuracy is discussed in 
this section. Table V presents the average ranks for each 
algorithm for all datasets. Each algorithm has been ranked by 
giving the best performance algorithm the rank of 1, the second 
gets 2 and the third get 3 for each dataset. In case of ties, all tie 
algorithms get an average rank. Then, we will compare the 
average ranks between all datasets. As can be seen from 
Table V, NN-GSO algorithm gets the lower value in the 
ranking which means that NN-GSO algorithm is the best 
algorithm.  On the other hand, Table VI shows the win, loss 
and ties count of the number of times that the algorithm is 
significantly better, loss and tie than other algorithms 
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respectively. As can be seen from this table, NN-GSO 
algorithm is statistically different from other algorithms in 
terms of accuracy rate. 

The Wilcoxon‟s signed-ranks test and Paired t-test has been 
used to analyze the accuracy for the proposed algorithms to 
determine whether the proposed methods are statistically 
different, the null hypothesis states that: H0: there is no 
difference between the average accuracy of the proposed 
algorithms. Table VII shows the results of applying 
Wilcoxon‟s signed-ranks test and Paired t-test on the proposed 
algorithms. As can be seen from Table VII, the values of P-
value signed rank and P-value t-test of NN-GSO vs. NN-PSO 
and NN-GSO vs. NN-GA is lower than significance level, a = 
0.05.  This means that NN-GSO is statistically different from 
the NN-PSO and NN-GA. Therefore, the null hypothesis, H0 is 
rejected. However, the values of the P-value t-test and P-value 
signed rank of NN-PSO vs. NN-GA are greater than the 
significance level, a = 0.05 which means that there are no 
significant differences between the two algorithms. Thus, the 
null hypothesis is not rejected. The greater than symbol („>‟) 
and equal sign („=‟) mean the algorithm on the left side is 
significantly and no significantly better than the algorithm on 
the right side respectively. 

TABLE V. RANKINGS OBTAINED FOR THE ALGORITHMS CONSIDERING 

ACCURACY RATE 

Algorithm Ranking 

NN-GSO 1.22 

NN-PSO 2.33 

NN-GA 2.44 

TABLE VI. WINE-LOSS-TIE COUNT OBTAINED FOR THE ALGORITHMS 

TAKING IN TO ACCOUNT THE ACCURACY RATE 

Algorithm Win Loss Tie 

NN-GSO 7 2 0 

NN-PSO 1 8 0 

NN-GA 1 8 0 

TABLE VII. PAIRED T-TEST AND WILCOXON‟S SIGNED-RANKS TEST 

RESULTS 

Algorithm 
P-value t-

test 

P-value 

signed rank 
Significant 

NN-GSO vs 

NN-PSO 
0.0408 0.0195 > 

NN-GSO vs 

GAONN 
0.0243 0.0117 > 

NN-PSO vs 

NN-GA 
0.5201 0.6523 

= 

 
 

B. Mean Squared Error Analysis 

The analysis of the Mean Squared Error (MSE) is discussed 
in this section. Table VIII presents the average ranks for each 
algorithm for all datasets. A smaller value in the ranking 
represents a better algorithm. Table IX shows the win-loss-tie 
count for the proposed algorithms in terms of average MSE. 

The results as illustrated in Table IX show that NN-GSO 
algorithm is significantly better than other algorithms in terms 
of MSE. 

The null hypothesis is stated as, H0: there is no difference 
between the average MSE of the proposed algorithms. Table X 
shows the results of applying both tests (Paired t-test and 
Wilcoxon‟s signed-ranks). The P-value t-test and P-value 
signed rank values of NN-GSO vs NN-PSO and NN-PSO vs 
NN-GA are greater than significance level a = 0.05 which 
means there are no significant differences. Therefore, the null 
hypothesis H0 is failed to reject. Otherwise, the P-value t-test 
and P-value signed rank values of NN-GSO vs NN-GA is 
lower than a, which means that there are significant 
differences. Therefore, the null hypothesis is rejected. 

TABLE VIII. RANKINGS OBTAINED FOR THE ALGORITHMS CONSIDERING 

MSE 

Algorithm Ranking 

GSONN 1.4 

PSONN 2.11 

GANN 2.4 

TABLE IX. WINE-LOSS-TIE COUNT OBTAINED FOR THE ALGORITHMS 

CONSIDERING MSE 

Algorithm Win Loss Tie 

GSONN 5 4 0 

PSONN 2 7 0 

GANN 2 7 0 

TABLE X. RESULTS OF PAIRED T-TEST AND WILCOXON‟S SIGNED-
RANKS TEST TAKING INTO ACCOUNT MSE RATE 

Algorithm 
P-value t-

test 

P-value 

signed 

rank 

Significant 

GSONN vs 

PSONN 
0.1204 0.0977 = 

GSONN vs 

GAONN 
0.0164 0.0273 > 

PSONN vs 

GANN 
0.1009 0.2031 = 

VII. DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 

Based on the above results, this study has been successfully 
presented a new hybrid intelligent system for the design of 
neural network for medical data classification (NN-GSO). By 
using multiple benchmark medical data sets and many 
performance metrics for evaluating the effectiveness of the 
system, the classification results show that NN-GSO algorithm 
has better and acceptable results compared to NN-PSO and 
NN-GA algorithms. In addition, the computational results of 
NN-GSO algorithm have been compared with the results of 
other algorithms in the literature in terms of classification 
accuracy.  

Table XI and Fig. 10 shows a summary of the comparative 
results. Note that none of the algorithms that presented in 
Table XI (MEPGANf1-f3 [12], MLP-BP [13], ISO-FLANN 
[13], NN-CAPSO [14], NN-GSA [14], NN-ICA  [14], NN-BP 
[15], NN-MVO [15], MODE-ESNN [16], DPM [16], SAE-MR 
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[17], SAE-ZEROMASK  [17], MKSVM [18], PMC [19], DG 
[19], FA [20] and LFA [20]) were tested on all the datasets that 
had been used in this study. Also, the results presented here are 
not fine-tuned in any manner, (i.e., the same parameters and 
experimental settings are used for all datasets). As can be seen 
from the table, NN-GSO algorithm outperformed other 
algorithms for breast cancer, diabetes and appendicitis datasets.  

However, for heart and liver disorders datasets NN-GSO 
algorithm provided comparable results to NN-CAPSO [14] and 
NN-MVO [15] respectively. For hepatitis dataset NN-MVO 
[15] outperformed other algorithms. PMC [19] algorithm 
outperformed other algorithms for thyroid and dermatology 
datasets, but it performed comparable for appendicitis and liver 
disorders. However, for Alzheimer dataset, NN-GSO algorithm 

outperformed DPMS [16], SAE-MR [17], SAE-ZEROMASK 
[17] and MKSVM [18].  

 Over all, NN-GSO algorithm is better or at least competitive 

for breast cancer, diabetes, heart, hepatitis, appendicitis and 

Alzheimer. On the other hand, NN-GSO performs comparable 

for the liver, disorders, thyroid and dermatology datasets (with 

respect to classification accuracy) comparing to other 

algorithms. In short, it has been shown from the results that 

the NN-GSO is a suitable algorithm that can be applied to 

solve classification problems because it shows good 

performance in terms of classification accuracy for most 

datasets. 

 
 

Fig. 10. Performance comparisons of the proposed and existing algorithms on the testing set for all datasets. 

TABLE XI. NEURAL NETWORKS CLASSIFICATION ACCURACIES FOR ALL DATASET PROBLEMS WITH CLASSIFICATION ACCURACIES OBTAINED BY OTHER 

STUDIES 

Algorithm / 

Reference 

 

Breast 

Cancer 

Diabetes Heart Hepatitis Liver  Appendicitis Thyroid Dermatology Alzheimer 

NN-GSO 97.09 77.73 80.33 77.33 70.73 92.13 82.59 79.97 95.59 

NN-PSO 96.21 72.41 77.50 74.67 68.96 72.41 85.68 74.23 92.77 

NN-GA 96.07 71.37 80.95 57.00 59.61 86.75 64.51 77.42 95.47 

MEPGANf1-f3/ [12] 97.80 68.35 80.79 79.38 63.50 - - - - 

MLP-BP/ [13] - - - 60.83 - - 79.77 80.63 - 

ISO-FLANN/ [13] - - - 75.72 - - 94.47 94.43 - 

NN-CAPSO / [14] 80.25 72.99 81.85 71.29 72.32 - - - - 

NN-GSA/ [14] 79.25 56.43 56.67 67.74 55.65 - - - - 

          

NN-ICA / [14] 78.25 64.61 66.67 64.52 67.68 - - - - 

NN-BP/ [15] 74.41 61.98 - 69.62 52.20 - - - - 

NN-MVO/ [15] - 76.79 - 89.43 72.46 - - - - 

MDODE-ESNN/ 

[16] 

- - 58.20 54.00 50.57 73.00 - - - 

DPMS / [16] - - - - - - - - 95.35 

SAE-MR/ [17] - - - - - - - - 87.79 

SAE-ZEROMASK / 

[17] 

- - - - - - - - 91.40 

MKSVM [18] - - - - - - - - 90.11 

PMC/ [19] - 75.65 - - 67.25 89.62 94.67 98.09 - 

DGC/ [19] - 66.62 - - 65.22 87.13 92.56 95.44  

FA / [20] 80.88 76.04 80.88 - - 92.50 - - - 

LFA/ [20] 81.94 77.08 80.88 - - 92.05 - - - 
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VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper we have proposed a new a hybrid intelligent 
system as medical decision support tool for medical diseases 
predication and classification based on the neural network, 
galactic swarm optimization (NN-GSO). The effectiveness of 
the proposed algorithm has been evaluated by using multiple of 
benchmark medical data sets which are Diabetes, Liver 
Disorders, Heart, Breast cancer, Hepatitis, and Appendicitis 
datasets which represent binary class classification problems, 
while Thyroid, Dermatology and Alzheimer represent 
multiclass classification problems. Experimental results have 
shown that the proposed algorithm gets better classification 
compared with NN-PSO and NN-GA algorithms. Multiple of 
statistical tests have been used to analyze the accuracy of the 
proposed algorithm. In conclusion, it has been shown that NN-
GSO approach is a suitable algorithm that can be employed to 
solve complex classification problems. For future work, we 
will focus on improving NN-GSO by training other types of 
neural networks such as recurrent neural network and 
implementation of NN-GSO algorithm with different fitness 
functions. Furthermore, GSO algorithm can be improved for 
multi-objective algorithm to optimize the structure, number of 
connections and learning of ANN simultaneously to avoid the 
problem of trial and error. 
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Abstract—A novel framework is presented that can segment 

semantic videos and detect commercials (ads) in a broadcasted 

TV transmission. The proposed technique combines SURF 

features and color Histogram in a weighted combination 

framework resulting in detecting individual TV ads from the 

transmission after segmenting semantic videos. Thus, better 

results are achieved. The proposed framework is designed for TV 

transmissions those who do not use black frame technique 

between the ad and non-ad part of the transmission and is 

commonly used in Pakistani TV channels transmission. The 

television transmission standards in Pakistan are different from 

those that are used in other countries of the world. The 

framework used unsupervised technique to segment the semantic 

videos.  

Keywords—TV ads; video segmentation; semantic analysis; ad 

segmentation; unsupervised segmentation 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Semantic analyses involve the extraction or understand the 
meaning of the subject that is being analyzed and finding 
relations among unstructured data. It is most commonly used 
in analyzing text data and Natural Language processing 
system.  

The amount of video information that is being generated 
now is more than it has been ever before. From TV 
transmission to CCTV footage and videos made by cell 
phones everything is adding to the amount of video data 
present. Therefore, it is important to have tools that can 
automatically extract meaningful information from these 
videos.  

Advertisements displayed in broadcast TV transmissions 
are a very important part of transmission as major revenue for 
a broadcaster is generated by advertising. However, the 
advertiser is keen in statistics of the broadcasted ad in the 
transmission. Knowing who what and where advertising can 
be useful information to measure the market trends and 
forming business strategy.  

If this statistics computed automatically and reliably then 
things will easy for both the broadcaster and advertiser as well 
for the market trends analyzer.     

The term semantics is a broad term and can be used to 
measure similarity in different domains such as sports, 
scenery, image etc. The proposed framework chose for the 
automatic ads detection that appears in a broadcasted 
television transmission. The developed framework can 
differentiate between ads and non-ad part in video of 
transmission as well as compute the statistics of broadcasted 
an ad in the transmission. Several research works have been 
attempted commercials detection and identification however; 
follow the USA and European television transmission 
standard which follow black frame transmission technique [1]. 
There are TV channels transmission e.g. in Pakistan that do 
not follow appearance of a black frame between the ad and a 
non-ad part of the transmission. 

  The developed framework useable for TV transmissions 
those do not use black frames technique in between ad and 
non-ad video part in the transmission like in Pakistan TV 
transmission. Techniques are common such as in [1] use of a 
black frame between ad and non-ad part in video to detect 
boundary of an ad. Another technique to detect boundary of an 
ad in video part is the nonappearance of TV channel logo. 
During the commercial breaks the TV channel logo is 
removed that to   commercials video part and non-commercial 
video part in TV transmission [2]. This technique also does 
not use in Pakistani TV transmissions. Fig. 1 shows the some 
examples labeled in the dataset of ads that contains different 
products images. 

This paper contains 6 sections including this section. 
Section I described Introduction of framework. Section II 
described related work that has been done in relation to video 
segmentation and semantic analysis for ad detection. 
Section III described implementation of framework. 
Section IV presented results of experiments that were 
conducted. Section V presented conclusion and future work. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Most American and European television broadcasters often 
use the black frame as standard for the transmission for 
separation of TV advertisements from the other programs. 
Many researchers have worked on TV adds detection using 
the black frame in TV transmission (Fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1. Examples (a-l) from the dataset of ads contain different products 

images/information. 

In [2] L. Y. Duan et al. worked on hassle of recognizing 
and categorizing TV ads from TV video streams. For 
boundary detection in each commercial a multimodal 
approach is followed. Absence of TV channel logo is used for 
separating a normal transmission program from a TV ad and 
also used for segmentation of ads. In addition to that Hidden 
Markov Model was trained using audio and visual feature for 
TV ad segmentation.  Results showed the precision and recall 
were 90% and 80% respectively. 

In research findings [3] Covell M. et al. investigated 
problem of extracting video fragments that are appeared 
frequently in video streams. Their real goal was the 
identification of those TV ads those are identified with 
telecasters possess programs, for example, programs that will 
be played one week from now in a single day at an alternate 
time. Their suggested approach has three noteworthy advances 
sound redundancy identification, endpoint discovery and 
discovery of endpoint. Experiment ran video recording of four 
days on video taken of different TV channels. An precision 
and recall was achieved of 85% and 94% respectively for 
sound coordinating part. Precision and recall was 92% and 
93% achieved after matching video streams announced and 
finally outcome values for precision and recall were 99% and 
95% respectively. 

In [4] the issue of recognizing TV ads in MPEG 
compressed video footage is investigated. It uses features 
extracted using MPEG parameters. TV ads detection is 
achieved using black frame, unicolor frame and in addition to 
that changed in aspect ratio. It was additionally watched that 
one minute was length for each TV ads break. For evaluation 
eight hour length video stream was recorded and appearance 
of black frame in TV ads break was observed to be the most 
appropriate advertisement recognizing parameter. 

In [5] issue of accessing TV Ads by considering salient 
semantics is addressed through semiotic point of view. 

Critical, playful, utopic and practical were recognized as 
semiotic classes. 150 ads recorded from Italian TV networks 
and examined to check that groupings made by framework are 
same as obtained via human specialists. For playful ad highest 
accurate results were obtained for practical least accurate 
results were obtained due to   wrongly recognizing product in 
foreground. 

In [6] the video contents were analyzed for real time 
indexing. The proposed achieves video indexing by taken into 
account the video contents using Hidden Markov Model 
(HMM).  The HMM accepts input feature that is based on 
image difference that indicates location target object in shot. 
In addition to that grey level histogram, intensity of motion 
and average motion deviation features are used in this 
approach. For assessment videos from 12 news programs 
obtained from various German TV networks were examined. 
Half of them were used in training and half used in testing. 
Nine different classes were recognized. Seven from total of 
nine had detection rate more noteworthy than 80%. The 
experimental showed that detection value for short news is 
higher than long news programs. 

El-Khoury et al. [7] suggested a strategy for automatic 
extraction from TV content based on signals. His technique 
can be applied on sound, visual contents or a mix of sound and 
visual contents by making utilization of Bayesian Information 
Criterion and general likelihood ration. This framework was 
assessed on recorded videos from French TV and furthermore 
using TRECVid dataset. Recall value of 93% and 89% was 
observed for ARGO and TRCVid respectively whereas 
precision value of 93% and 91% was examined for ARGO and 
TRECVid respectively. 

In [8] X. S. Hua et al. suggested a learning method for 
recognition of TV advertisements. His proposed method 
performs classification through Support Vector Machine on 
the basis of audio and video features. For visual features 
variance and average of frame difference and variance of edge 
change ratio were used. For audio   Mel frequency Cepstral 
Coefficient and shot time energy were taken into account. For 
the purpose of evacuating of shots that have little duration, 
checking of long ads and refining TV ads limits. For 
assessment TV transmission recordings of duration10.75 
hours used gathered from various TV channels including: 
NBC, CNN and ESPN2. Recall value 88.21% and precision 
value 89.39% seen without post preparing and after post 
handling, it expanded to 91.65%. 

In [9] S. C. Chen discussed the issue of identification of 
scene transformation in video streams by utilization of sound 
and pictorial data that is accessible in video. The suggested 
strategy comprises of first deciding shot limits and then 
unsupervised segmentation using object tracking. During 
experiment many video recordings were made from different 
TV stations. The results reported after experiments were 89% 
and 92% for the average recall and average precision 
respectively. 

In [11] the issue of identifying feature films in different 
types in light of their preview is investigated. They have 
grouped movies into four types called Action, Drama, Horror 
and Comedy depending on visual cues. The proposed 
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approach comprised on group of input features utilized to 
lessen variance among points of same class and maximize 
difference among points of other class. They computed 
average shot length feature in Hue, Saturation, and Value of 
brightness space. For experiment more than hundred previews 
of movies were downloaded from Mac website and grouped in 
four classes. There experiments on 101 videos showed 17 
video incorrectly categorized. 

In [12] K. Schöffmann et al. focused on the issue of 
detecting TV ads in recordings coded in H.264/AVC. This 
approach is different from other existing approaches as it 
works straight on compressed streams as opposed to 
uncompressing video. The proposed approach makes 
utilization unavailability of TV station at the time of TV ads 
which is valid for European and especially German TV. For 
assessment of results recording from 19 TV stations was 
utilized that were prevalently related German watchers. 
Results showed that recall value and precision value were 
reported as 97.33% and 99.31% respectively. 

In [13] J.R. Smith et al. the issue of automatically marking 
on TV transmission for later pursuit and indexing is addressed 
because annotating by human is costly and tedious job. For 
audio, text and video analysis a multimodal approach is 
applied. Their framework combines the text, audio and video 
data for video stream annotation. Using machine learning 
techniques semantic models library is developed using 
training dataset. Little human intervention involved for small 
portion of dataset in training stage. Framework enabled clients 
to search videos either by feature, choosing key frames, 
semantically and via text. With the end goal of assessment 
TRECVID benchmark is used. 90% precision was obtained. 

N. Venkatesh et al. [14] suggested a novel technique for 
TV commercial detection based on cookery programs. TV ads 
are identified using audiovisual features appeared in 
transmission. At first sound features are utilized for 
recognizing begin and end of TV ad break. At that point 
program name logo is compared with begin and end of 
commercial break. The audio features i.e. short time energy as 
well as Zero crossing rate are considered. Visual analysis is 
carried through edge identification and corner. 

In [15], Bingqing Qu et al. investigated the content based 
segmentation of TV programs through grammatical inference 
for the sake of video indexing. They proposed symbolic 
approach that finds a common structure model for repeating 
programs. Each structural element is having distinct syntactic 
meaning from other video segments. This distinct structure is 
represented by a symbol and used in grammatical inference. 
Their defined approach needs minimal information for 
segmentation of TV video streams which is based on two 
steps. In first step symbols are assigned to similar structures of 
programs. In second step, for searching particular TV program 
grammatical inference is taken into account using symbolic 
representation of each structural element. The experiment was 
performed on four distinct types of repeating programs like 
talk show, news, magazine and game. The results were 
obtained using three methods called base line, multiple 
sequence alignment (MSA) and uniform resampling (UNR) 
methods. UNR was better than baseline in results whereas 

MSA out performed UNR in situation where program duration 
is much lengthy. Precision and recall value for news, talk 
show and games and magazine were 69% and 54%, 53% and 
54%, 69% and 50%, 42% and  64% respectively for MSA 
method. 

In [16] Xiaomeng Wu, et al. suggested a system based on 
detecting and locating a TV commercial in video. They used 
Hashing algorithm for detection and localization of 
commercial. The system performance claimed consistent for 
both video and audio, high speed and clustering is completely 
unsupervised. Extraction is improved by algorithm that is 
responsible for integrating audio and video footage. 
Accuracies were 97.4% and 98.1% for frame level and 
sequence level during testing. This system is based on new 
BOFs model as it smart enough to handle decoding errors. The 
system is tested on ten hours, a month and five year video 
effectively and efficiently. 

III. FRAMEWORK 

 The proposed framework starts with the add detection in 
TV recorded transmission that contains recording of different 
programs including ads (commercials). This section address 
the approach used for detection of ads in video if present.  

A. Ad Break Detection 

To segment the videos automatically into ad and non-ad, 
we devised an algorithm. It calculates variance of a window 
before and after a point. The difference in variance between 
left window and right window is greater at the beginning and 
end of ad-break. So it can be used to segment video between 
ad and non-ad parts. 

RGB Mean  
Frames 

Fig. 2. Plot of RGB for each frame Vs RGB mean where ad breaks had 

higher distortion in graph and the portion that corresponds to normal 

transmission had fewer peaks per second. 

In the first step for the frames in video RGB mean is 
calculated and plot them along with the corresponding frame 
numbers. Fig. 2, 3, and 4 show the RGB mean and the frame 
numbers. Based on the variance shown in the graph, it is 
possible to see that there was a pattern being followed by ad 
breaks and normal transmission where ad breaks had higher 
distortion in graph and the portion that corresponds to normal 
transmission had fewer peaks per second. 

 
Fig. 3. Left and right window in non_ad region where difference in variance 

between left window and right window is almost same. 
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Fig. 4. Left and right window at split region where difference in variance 

between left window and right window is greater at the beginning and end of 

ad-break. 

In the second step a window size is defined that calculate 
variance of RGB mean. For each point the variances of that 
window before that point and after that point is calculated and 
stores the difference of that variance. 

 
Fig. 5. Plot after step 2 majority of values above red line correspond to ad 

region using window size 100 frames. 

In the next step video is split into ads and non-ad region 
based on calculating variance, method described above. Main 
consideration here is that when a value found greater than a 
threshold value, some other frames seek ahead to make sure 
that the peak observed is not a false peak. There are several 
values greater than threshold. Fig. 5 shows add region above 
the red line after setting a threshold value. Using parameters 
defined in Table I, we classify values as a sequence of low and 
high values.  

TABLE I. PARAMETERS AND THEIR DESCRIPTION 

Parameter Description 

Thresh Threshold to classify a value as low or high  

fLowSeek 
Number of frames to look ahead when 

looking from low to high 

nLowSeek 
Minimum number of high frames that should 
be present in search space for classification 

from low to high 

fHighSeek 
Number of frames to look ahead when going 
from high to low 

nHighSeek 

Maximum number of high frames that can be 

present in search space for it to be classified 

as change from high to low 

fHighSeek2 
Minimum number of consecutive low frames 
for classification from high to low 

Parameters and their description were used for classifying 
values as a sequence of low and high values. 

Based on the value of parameters following is established: 

 If Value is greater than the threshold mark it as high 
value if it is lower than threshold mark it as low value. 

 If current value is low and previous value was also low 
mark it as part of same sequence. 

 If current value is high and previous was also high 
mark it as current high sequence. 

 If current value is high and previous value was low 
seek for next “fLowSeek” frames and count number of 
frames that have value higher than threshold. If that 
number is greater than “nlowSeek” we mark as a 
change point from low to high.  

 If current value is low and previous value was high we 
check next “fHighSeek2” frames. If anyone frame in 
this range is found to be high we consider this value as 
part of existing high sequence. Otherwise we seek next 
fHighSeek2 frames, if number of high frames in these 
is less than nHighSeek we consider this as point of 
change from high to low sequence otherwise we make 
this frame as part of existing high sequence and 
continue. 

The proposed Ad Break Detection algorithm was 
evaluated using the following parameters on a 2.5 hours video 
recorded from a local TV channel (ARY Digital-Pakistan) at 
25 fps. 

TABLE II. PARAMETERS AND THEIR CHOSEN WEIGHTS 

Parameter Value 

Window Size 100 

Thresh 800 

fLowSeek 2500 

nLowSeek 300 

fHighSeek 3500 

nHighSeek 55 

fHighSeek2 800 

Parameters and their chosen weights were used for 
evaluating Ad Break Detection algorithm. 

Using these values shown in Table I, the video was split 
into 15 segments, 7 of them were ad segments and 8 were 
marked as non-ad. Total length of ad segment was 1 hour 2 
minutes. Out of them 4 minute 30 seconds were non-ads that 
were classified as ads. 

Remaining duration was classified as non-ads in them total 
4 minutes of content were composed of ads that were wrongly 
classified as ads. 

The (Ad Break Detection algorithm) was again evaluated 
on altered the values of the parameters in Table II. The altered 
values are shown in Table III. 

TABLE III. PARAMETERS AND THEIR ALTERED WEIGHTS 

Parameter Value 

Window Size 100 

Thresh 700 

fLowSeek 2500 

nLowSeek 300 

fHighSeek 3500 

nHighSeek 55 

fHighSeek2 2000 
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Parameters and their altered weights were used for 
evaluating Ad Break Detection algorithm 

Using these values the video was again split into 15 
segments, 7 of them were ad segments and 8 were marked as 
non-ad. Total length of ad segment was 1 hour 4 minutes. Out 
of them 5 minute 30 seconds were non-ads that were classified 
as ads. 

Remaining duration was classified as non-ads in them total 
2 minutes of content were composed of ads that were wrongly 
classified as ads. This shows choice of parameters values 
shown in Table II is good as it gives less wrong classification 
of ads.   

B. Ad Boundary Detection 

After video segmentation into ad and non-ad parts, it is 
aim to find automatically the boundaries of individual ads. 
This task is easy when a black frame exist at the beginning 
and at the end of each ad part in the video segment. However 
new techniques are required if black frame not exist a TV 
transmission, like in Pakistan. Therefore, a novel technique for 
the ad and non-ad detection automatically in such kind of TV 
transmission is proposed.  

Since the audio was not a good feature to separate ads, as 
there was no real silence present in between ads. Also several 
times inside a same ad, block of silence are found that cause 
wrong attribution of ad boundary. Therefore, instead of audio 
a new approach based on repeating patterns of scenes was 
used that assigned ID to each scene and determine ad 
boundary. The frame work of the proposed technique is shown 
in Fig. 7. 

To detect an ad boundary we employ a method that 
combines histogram with detecting repeating patterns of 
scenes in video, as the commercial ads are usually repeated 
several times during transmission. In the first part of ad 
boundary detection histogram is calculated for all frame 
having 30 bins (set threshold value after initial experiments) 
for each color and scene detection are performed based on 
histogram. To verify or determine a frame belong to a same 
scene or not,  histogram difference of change point for last 05 
scenes is calculated, if appropriate match was found then the 
frame considered belongs to an existing scene. Fig. 6 shows an 
output example of different frames belongs to a same scene.  

 
Fig. 6. Frames that marked as belonging to a same scene based on color 

histogram. 

The working of algorithm is divided into two steps. 

In first steps scenes are generated from whole video by 
making use of color histogram. After a scene is identified, it is 
compared with other scenes that have been already generated 
from the video. The aim is to assign same scene ID for those 
scenes which are similar but having not exactly same scene 

ID. If a new scene appears that was not presented earlier, a 
new scene ID is assigned. Whereas if that scene already 
observed at earlier location in video it is added to the scenes 
list belonging to existing scene ID. 

 
Fig. 7. Proposed framework for boundary detection of an ad. 

 In second step repeating sequences of scenes are detected. 
This step allows detecting of unique ads because normally an 
ad is composed of several scenes and an ad appear several 
time in a video stream of TV transmission as compared to 
non-ad transmission. Therefore, if an ad is composed of for 
example scene number “4, 5, 6” then we find this pattern 
multiple times in video stream. Thus, if multiple times in 
video we find that scene 5 comes after scene 4 and scene 6 
come from scene 5, it is concluded that these three scenes are 
related. And because this is a repeating sequence, therefore it 
is a strong candidate for being an ad. 

The details for second step are as follows: 

Scenes those have length less than 25 frames are 
eliminated. Starting from scene that has highest number of 
occurrences in videos, a repetition threshold is defined as 
follows: 

Θ = ( λ /10 ) x 3 

Where, Θ - represents Count Thresh. 

λ- Represents Occurrences of pattern. 

If Count Thresh is less than three (03) it is increased to 
three (03). Longest such pattern where number of occurrences 
of pattern is greater than Count Thresh is searched.  

If search is successful then all occurrences of that pattern 
are marked as checked and added to collection of discovered 
ads. This process is repeated for remaining scenes by taking 
unchecked scenes in order of their frequency. 

Each discovered pattern generally represents an ad that 
was repeated several time during the video. First scene of 
pattern is generally first frame of ad and last scene of ad. 

C. Ads segmentation  

For Ad segmentation RGB histogram is calculated for all 
the frames in the video segment and then split ad into scenes 
by using histogram difference. If histogram difference of two 
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consecutive frames is greater than threshold the point is 
considered as a change point for scene.  

 Inside each scene we define key frames. Key frames are 
those frames whose histogram difference is greater than the 
threshold value compared to the previous key frame. Using 
key frame, each ad is divided into scene with each scene 
having histograms of all frames and key frames marked inside 
them. To improve the detection and to eliminate false 
positives, user asks to select a key object that is used for 
computation of SURF (Speed Up Robust Transform) feature. 
The key object should be the main object in the ad, which is 
significant with respect to the product ad. Example of a 
selected key object is shown in Fig. 8. 

 

Fig. 8. Key object in an ad for SURF feature computation. 

Multiple objects in a same ad can be selected for 
computation of SURF feature but one object is enough to 
eliminate false positive ad detections. After this the computed 
training data can be saved inside a training file that will be 
used in detection stage. 

IV. RESULTS 

This section will describe results and outcome statistics of 
the proposed algorithm evaluated on test dataset. Test dataset 
composed of 2.5 hours video transmission segment that was 
recorded from ARY Digital-Pakistan TV channel. 

For evaluation of the proposed algorithm, first the ads 
were marked manually to collect ground truth and then ad 
detection algorithm was executed on the test dataset segment. 
To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, 
automatic labeled outcome results are compared with the 
ground truth. The target was to find those ads that appear at 
least 3 times in the provided test video segment. Standard 
quantitative measures Precision, Recall and F1 value [10] are 
used to measure the performance of proposed algorithm. 
Table IV shows the quantitative output values of Precision, 
Recall and F1 values. 

TABLE IV. PRECISION, RECALL AND F1 VALUES 

Test Video  
True 

+ve 

False    

+ ve 

False 

-ve 
Precision Recall 

F1-

Value 

2.5 hours video 

transmission 

ARY Digital-
Pakistan 

1325 50 116 96% 92% 93% 

In Table IV, Columns, True +ve shows number of correct 
detections duration in seconds, False +ve shows number of 
incorrect detections duration in seconds, False –ve shows 
number of missed detections duration in seconds for ads. 

Table IV shows Precision; Recall and F-1 Value results 
evaluated on a Pakistani TV channel (ARY Digital-Pakistan) 
recorded video of duration 2.5 hours. Average precision 96% 
and average recall rate is 92% and F1 value is 93%.  

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The proposed methods incorporate video segmentation 
techniques based on color Histogram and detect commercials 
by computing SURF descriptors feature from TV 
transmission. The experimental results show that a SURF 
feature provides better segmentation results for the 
commercials in video. 

The framework can be extended for multiple ads detection 
and identification from which any particular TV commercial 
can be identified. In addition to commercial identification, 
statistical analysis can be performed to know about the 
repeated occurrence of a TV commercial in given video 
stream. It can also be converted into a complete media 
monitoring and commercials verification package. This will be 
suitable for the analysis of commercials in a TV transmission 
where other solutions are not available. 
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Abstract—The problem of the potential depletion of IPv4 

addresses has given rise to the development of a new version of 

the Internet Protocol named IPv6. This version of the protocol 

offers many improvements, including an increase in the address 

space from 232 to 2128 and improvements in security, mobility, 

and quality of service. However, the transition from the current 

version to the new version (IPv4 to IPv6) is complicated and 

cannot be performed in a short time. The size and complexity of 

Internet make this migration task extremely difficult and time-

consuming. The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) took 

into account this migration problem and proposed transition 

mechanisms as temporary solutions allowing IPv4 to coexist and 

operate in parallel with IPv6 networks. The dual stack, manual 

tunnel, and 6to4 automatic tunnel appear to be promising 

solutions depending on their characteristics and benefits. In this 

paper, we study the performance of these transition mechanisms 

on real-time applications (VoIP and Video Conferencing) using 

the network simulator OPNET Modeler. Performance 

parameters such as delay, delay variation, jitter, MOS, and 

packet loss are measured for these transition mechanisms. The 

obtained results showed that the dual stack transition mechanism 

gave better network performance than the tunneling 

mechanisms. 

Keywords— Dual stack; manual tunnel; 6to4; OPNET; VoIP; 

video conferencing 

I. INTRODUCTION 

IPv4, the current version of the Internet Protocol (IP), is the 
version on which the Internet cloud is currently based [1]. IPv6 
is the new version of the protocol, developed by the IETF, 
which has many advantages, including addressing, auto-
configuration, mobility, quality of service, and security [2]. 
Furthermore, IPv4 and IPv6 are two protocols that are not 
compatible. Therefore the transition from IPv4 to IPv6 is 
complicated and is not a project that will succeed overnight. 
The deployment of IPv6 can only be done gradually (step by 
step) and can be divided into three phases as follows. Phase I: 
IPv6 is an island in the IPv4 ocean, where IPv4 dominates the 
global network. Phase II: IPv4 will become an island while 
IPv6 will be oceanic a few years later. That means that at this 
point IPv6 will be much wider-ranging than IPv4. The final 
phase, Phase III: most networks will be in native IPv6. During 
the transition phase from IPv4 to IPv6, a number of transition 
and migration mechanisms, proposed and implemented by the 

IETF, can be used. Most of them have advantages and 
disadvantages depending on their deployments. 

In this research paper, three IPv4/IPv6 transition 
mechanisms were examined. Namely: the dual stack, the 
manual tunnel, and the 6to4 automatic tunnel. These 
mechanisms were evaluated on a simulation network 
infrastructure under OPNET Modeler using two real-time 
applications (VoIP and Video Conferencing). The obtained 
results were compared with those of native IPv4 and IPv6 
networks. A comparative analysis of the simulation results 
involves various parameters such as delay, delay variation, 
jigger, MOS, and packet loss. The remainder of the document 
is organized as follows. Section II will present a background of 
some IPv4/IPv6 transition mechanisms and their classification. 
Section III will discuss a non-exhaustive state of the art of the 
research work carried out in this field of research. The 
simulation scenarios for the chosen IPv4/IPv6 transition 
mechanisms will be described in Section IV. The results of the 
simulation and the comparative analysis will be discussed in 
Section V. The conclusions and perspectives will be presented 
in the final section of this paper. 

II. BACKGROUND 

During the transition phase to IPv6 and because of the 
incompatibility between IPv4 and IPv6 (the number of fields, 
the format, and the size of the addresses are different), several 
transition mechanisms to IPv6 have been developed. Each 
mechanism has specificities that make it suitable for a 
particular use. These mechanisms can be classified into three 
main families as shown in Fig. 1 below: 

 
Fig. 1. IPv4/IPv6 transition mechanisms classification. 
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A. Dual Stack 

The dual stack [3] is the simplest transition mechanism to 
deploy. It requires that all network peripherals (computers, 
routers, servers, etc.) support both IPv4 and IPv6 protocols 
working in parallel and side by side. The applications 
communicate with IPv4 and IPv6. That means that we are on 
an IPv4/IPv6 network, and therefore we do not need additional 
mechanisms to access both IPv4 machines and IPv6 machines. 
In this case, the communications are transmitted by the IP 
layers corresponding to used addresses, and there is no 
conversion problem. The choice of the IP version is based on 
the result of the Domain Name System (DNS) query or 
application preference. 

B. Tunneling 

As IPv4 and IPv6 headers are different from each other, the 
IPv6 packet must be tunneled to head for its destination point 
across the incompatible IPv4 network. Tunneling [4] is a 
technique in which one protocol is encapsulated in another 
protocol depending on the network where the packet must be 
routed. In the case of an IPv6 tunnel, if an IPv6 source 
communicating with an IPv6 destination and an IPv4 network 
is between them, the IPv6 packets must be encapsulated in 
IPv4 headers in order to be routed for over the IPv4 network 
and reach their IPv6 destination.   

1) Manual Tunnel 
Here, IPv6 data are encapsulated in IPv4 packets and then 

transferred through the tunnel. At the endpoint of the tunnel, 
the packets will be decapsulated and transmitted to their 
destination [5]. The endpoint address of the tunnel is 
determined from the configuration information stored on the 
encapsulation/decapsulation points of the tunnel. These tunnels 
can be used from router to router, from host to router, from 
host to host or from router to host. 

2) 6to4 Automatic Tunnel 
This one allows communication between two IPv6 sites 

over an IPv4 network without needing for an explicitly 
configured tunnel or an IPv6-IPv4 compatible address. Thus, 
the tunnel end-node configuration is minimal [6]. Other 
tunneling mechanisms can be used such as: an IPv4-compatible 
automatic IPv6 tunnel [7], 6over4 [8], ISATAP [9], 6rd [9], 
etc. 

C. Translation 

This mechanism works by allowing a native IPv6 network 
to communicate with nodes on an IPv4 network and vice versa. 
That is an intermediate peripheral or service that converts 
packets headers to the border network. 

1) Network Address Translation-Protocol Translation 

(NAT-PT) 
It is a device residing at the edge of an IPv4/IPv6 network 

allowing communication between IPv4 nodes residing in an 
IPv4 network and IPv6 nodes residing in an IPv6 network and 
vice versa by translating IP addresses [10]. NAT-PT maintains 
a globally routable range of IPv4 addresses and assigns IPv4 
addresses to IPv6 nodes and vice versa. 

2) Dual Stack Application Level Gateway (DS-ALG) 
Here, a dual stack IP peripheral is used and it can access 

IPv4 and IPv6 services in native mode [11]. It is a simple and 
robust solution, but it requires that all customers are configured 
to use ALG, and it only works for specific applications 
supported by ALG. Other translation mechanisms can be used 
such as: BIH [12], NAT64 [13]/DNS64 [14], SIIT [15], etc. 

III. RELATED WORKS 

Performance evaluation of IPv4/IPv6 transition 
mechanisms is a very active field of research. Several research 
works have been carried out in this area. Here, we present 
some of the most relevant ones. 

The author Quintero and his colleagues compared the 
performance of three transition mechanisms, namely ISATAP, 
6to4, and NAT64 with IPv4 and IPv6 networks [16]. This 
comparison in terms of delay and throughput was performed on 
different operating systems (Debian, Windows 7, Windows 8 
and Windows 10) for two types of traffic: TCP and UDP. The 
obtained results showed that native IPv4 gave better 
performance, closely followed by native IPv6. The difference 
is mainly due to the length of the IP header (20 bytes in IPv4 
compared with 40 bytes in IPv6). The selected tunneling 
solutions (ISATAP and 6to4) have similar performance in 
terms of delay and throughput. They represent the low level of 
the technologies studied on account of the additional IPv4 
header added by the tunnel. 

In [17], the author Lu and his colleagues carried out a 
performance evaluation in terms of a routing path between two 
mechanisms that are the 4over6 and dual stack. Consequently, 
the authors found that the experimental routing performance of 
a dual stack mechanism gave better performance than 4over6. 
The 7-node routing path with dual stack was better than 4over6 
by 17,329%. 

In a detailed manner, the authors El Khadiri and his 
colleagues [18] and the author Govil [19] realized comparative 
studies of the mechanisms of the transition from IPv4 to IPv6 
in order to help, among others, the customers, who want to use 
or connect using IPv6, to choose the suitable mechanism 
according to their needs. The study showed that the right 
solution for a particular customer or organization depended on 
its existing infrastructure and the time it takes to migrate to 
IPv6. 

Other performance comparisons between IPv4, IPv6 
networks, and the 6to4 tunnel have been discussed in [20], 
[21]. VoIP has been used as test traffic according to certain 
parameters such as delay, queuing delay, response time, jitter 
and throughput. Consequently, IPv4 gave better performance 
than IPv6. The difference is due to the IPv6 header length, 
which is higher than the one of IPv4. Similarly, these networks 
(IPv4 and IPv6 networks) gave better results compared with 
the 6to4 tunnel. This difference is due to the additional header 
added by the tunnel during the encapsulation/decapsulation 
operations of IPv6 packets in IPv4. However, these works did 
not take into account the impact of packet loss, which is 
considered as a very important parameter in the measure of 
performance of a network, on the one hand between IPv4 and 
IPv6 networks, and on the other hand related to the tunnel.  
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In view of this reflexive synthesis, it turned out to be 
indispensable to complete the previous works. On one hand, by 
adding other IPv4/IPv6 transition mechanisms and on the other 
hand, we intend to evaluate the behavior of real-time 
applications, such as VoIP and Video Conferencing, taking 
into account the impact of the packet loss rate on the 
performance of the mechanisms that we are going to evaluate. 

IV. SCENARIOS OF THE SIMULATION 

A. Simulation Environment 

The proposed simulation network topology has been 
configured for five different scenarios. Three of them concern 
the dual stack transition mechanisms, manual tunnel, and 6to4 
automatic tunnel. The remaining two scenarios target native 
IPv4 and IPv6 networks if all communications are respectively 
only IPv4 or IPv6. Our simulation was implemented using the 
simulation tool OPNET (Optimized Network Engineering 
Tool) as shown by the simulation network topology 
represented in Fig. 2 below. Two IPv6 sites (the first is set in 
Rabat and the other in Tangier) want to communicate with 
each other through an IPv4 backbone. 

 
Fig. 2. The typology of simulation network. 

To that end, we used the version 17.5 of OPNET (Riverbed 
Modeler Academic Edition) [22]. In order to simulate the 
different chosen IPv4/IPv6 transition techniques, we used real-
time applications (VoIP and Video Conferencing) as test 
traffic. Regarding the routing, we have configured RIPv2 
routing on the IPv4 backbone and RIPng routing on the IPv6 
sites. 

B. Simulation Parameters 

Five simulation parameters were used during this 
simulation as follows: 

1) End-to-End Delay: This parameter represents the end-

to-end delay that is measured between the time a packet is 

created and sent from a source until it is received at its 

destination. 

2) Delay Variation: This is the variation between the 

unidirectional delay of selected packets in the same packet 

stream [23]. It is based on the end-to-end delay difference of 

these selected packets. This measure has a significant impact 

assessing the quality of voice/video conferencing applications. 

3) Jitter: Jitter is defined as the end-to-end transmission 

delay difference between selected packets in the same packets 

stream, without taking into account of eventually lost packets 

[23], [24]. This parameter is important for a voice application 

because if the transmission delay varies for a VoIP 

conversation, the voice quality will be degraded. The best 

jitter value is the one closest to zero. 

4) MOS: That is an important indicator for assessing the 

quality of a voice application [24] by giving it one of these 

values (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) where 5 indicates excellent quality and 1 

indicates poor quality. 

5) Loss Rate: That is the number of lost packets in percent 

compared with sent packets. 

V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

In this section, we present the results of the simulation by 
analyzing and comparing the five scenarios. For each specific 
case, the simulation process lasted 300 seconds using DES 
(Discrete Event Simulation). OPNET calculates the desired 
value at all times for the simulation time. In this simulation, the 
average values were monitored from the OPNET results viewer 
and exported to Excel in order to draw bar graphs for 
comparison purposes. 

A. End-to-End Delay 

The obtained results in Fig. 3 below represent the Video 
Conferencing Packet End-to-End Delay in milliseconds for the 
five proposed scenarios.  

 
Fig. 3. Video conferencing packet end-to-end delay (ms). 
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These results show that the dual stack is better than the 
other two IPv4/IPv6 transition mechanisms: with an average 
delay value of about 14ms for the dual stack compared with 
18ms and 20ms for the 6to4 tunnel and manual tunnel. That is 
due to the delay caused by encapsulation and decapsulation 
processes in the tunneling mechanisms whereas, in the dual 
stack, the two protocols simultaneously work without 
involving encapsulation or decapsulation. The comparison 
between the two protocols in relation to the same criterion 
indicates that IPv4 has better performance than IPv6. Indeed, 
IPv4 presents an average delay value of about 10.8ms 
compared with 12.6ms for IPv6. That is due to the IPv6 header 
length, which is higher than the one of IPv4. 

Fig. 4 below shows the results of the Voice Packet End-to-
End Delay in milliseconds for the five scenarios. 

 
Fig. 4. Voice packet end-to-end delay (ms). 

These results indicate that tunneling mechanisms 
recommend average delay values higher than those of dual 
stack. The difference is due to the additional IPv4 header that is 
added by tunneling for encapsulation/decapsulation operations. 
The comparison between the two protocols shows that IPv6 
provides an average delay value higher than the one of IPv4. 
That is due to the IPv6 header length that is higher than the one 
of IPv4. 

B. Delay Variation 

Fig. 5 and 6 below represent the results of the Packet Delay 
Variation in milliseconds for the two real-time applications 
(Video conferencing and VoIP) for the five scenarios. 

According to a first reading, it is clear that the dual stack is 
more performing than manual tunneling mechanisms and 6to4. 
Indeed, it presents a lower value in terms of Packet Delay 
Variation compared with the tunneling mechanisms. The 
comparison between the two protocols showed that IPv4 
provides a lower delay variation than IPv6. That indicates that 
IPv4 provides a better quality regarding VoIP and Video 
Conferencing applications compared with IPv6.   

 
Fig. 5. Video conferencing packet delay variation (ms). 

 

Fig. 6. Voice packet delay variation (ms). 

C. Jitter 

Fig. 7 below shows the average values of the Voice Jitter in 
milliseconds for the five scenarios. 

 
Fig. 7. Voice Jitter (ms). 

These results indicate that the dual stack is better than the 
other two IPv4/IPv6 transition mechanisms. Indeed, it presents 
a lower average jitter value than those of the manual tunneling 
mechanisms and 6to4. The comparison between the two 
protocols in relation to the same criterion indicates that IPv4 is 
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better than IPv6. That indicates that IPv4 offers better quality 
regarding VoIP applications compared with IPv6. 

D. MOS 

The obtained results in Fig. 8 below represent the average 
MOS values for the five scenarios. The highest MOS value 
indicates one better performance. As it can be seen, the results 
indicate that dual stack provides better voice quality than the 
other two IPv4/IPv6 transition mechanisms that appeared 
similar. The comparison between the two protocols in relation 
to the same criterion indicates that IPv4 has better voice quality 
than IPv6. 

 
Fig. 8. Voice MOS. 

E. Loss Rate 

Fig. 9 below shows the results of the Video Conferencing 
Packet Loss Rate for the five scenarios. As it can be seen, the 
results show that the packet loss rate of manual and 6to4 
tunneling mechanisms is higher than the one of the dual stack: 
a loss rate of about 3,6% and 4,1% for respectively 6to4 and 
manual tunneling mechanisms compared with 2,7% for the 
dual stack. That is due to the encapsulation/decapsulation 
operations of IPv6 packets encapsulated in IPv4 packets by the 
tunneling mechanisms. IPv4 presents a lower loss rate than 
IPv6. 

 

Fig. 9. Video conferencing packets loss rate (%). 

Fig. 10 below shows the results of the Voice Packets Loss 
Rate for the five scenarios. As it can be seen, the results reveal 
that the loss rate of the dual stack is lower than the one of the 
tunneling mechanisms: a loss rate of about 2,3% for the dual 
stack against respectively 3,2% and 3,7% for the 6to4 and 
manual tunneling mechanisms. The difference is due to 
encapsulation/decapsulation operations of IPv6 packets 
encapsulated in IPv4 packets by tunneling mechanisms. The 
comparison between the two protocols indicates that IPv4 
presents a lower loss rate than IPv6.  

 
Fig. 10. Voice packets loss rate (%). 

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES 

In this article, we studied and evaluated three IPv4/IPv6 
transition mechanisms: the dual stack, the manual tunnel, and 
the 6to4 automatic tunnel. These mechanisms were evaluated 
on a simulation network infrastructure under OPNET Modeler 
using two real-time applications (VoIP and Video 
Conferencing). The obtained results were compared with those 
of native IPv4 and IPv6 networks in terms of delay, delay 
variation, jitter, MOS, and packets loss. 

According to our results, the dual stack mechanism 
presents better performance compared with the two studied 
tunneling mechanisms: the manual tunnel and the 6to4 
automatic tunnel. The performance degradation of these lasts is 
due to the additional IPv4 header added by tunneling during 
encapsulation/decapsulation operations of IPv6 packets in IPv4 
packets. In contrast, in the dual stack, the two IP stacks work in 
parallel and side by side without involving encapsulation or 
decapsulation. 

In terms of deployment, the dual stack mechanism requires 
that all network peripherals take over both protocols (IPv4 and 
IPv6), which is difficult in the case of a large network that will 
require many configurations, including problem-solving in case 
of a crash. Consequently, this transition mechanism can be 
deployed in a small network. In contrast, tunneling 
mechanisms represent a good choice for large networks where 
only both ends of the network have to be configured with IPv4 
and IPv6 protocols. 

Regarding both protocols (IPv4 and IPv6), the results 
showed that IPv4 presents better performance than IPv6. 
Indeed, that is the price to pay for resolving the problem of the 
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potential depletion of the IPv4 addresses. The difference is 
actually due to the IPv6 header length, which is higher than the 
one of IPv4 (40 bytes in IPv6 compared with 20 bytes in IPv4). 

Our study was limited by the OPNET Modeler simulator, 
which only supports the study of integrated IPv4/IPv6 
transition mechanisms (the ones we studied). Our future 
research work focuses on an experimental evaluation of 
IPv4/IPv6 transition mechanisms by adding other mechanisms 
and by studying their performance for various types of 
applications. 
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Abstract—Exponential growth in mobile technology and mini 

computing devices has led to a massive increment in social media 

users, who are continuously posting their views and comments 

about certain products and services, which are in their use. These 

views and comments can be extremely beneficial for the 

companies which are interested to know about the public opinion 

regarding their offered products or services. This type of public 

opinion otherwise can be obtained via questionnaires and 

surveys, which is no doubt a difficult and complex task. So, the 

valuable information in the form of comments and posts from 

micro-blogging sites can be used by the companies to eliminate 

the flaws and to improve the products or services according to 

customer needs. However, extracting a general opinion out of a 

staggering number of users’ comments manually cannot be 

feasible. A solution to this is to use an automatic method for 

sentiment mining. Support Vector Machine (SVM) is one of the 

widely used classification techniques for polarity detection from 

textual data. This study proposes a technique to tune the SVM 

performance by using grid search method for sentiment analysis. 

In this paper, three datasets are used for the experiment and 

performance of proposed technique is evaluated using three 

information retrieval metrics: precision, recall and f-measure.  

Keywords—Sentiment analysis; polarity detection; machine 

learning technique; support vector machine (SVM); optimized 

SVM; grid search technique 

I. INTRODUCTION  

In order to compete in market, it is essential for the 
organizations and companies to get aware of the consumer‟s 
opinion regarding the products and services, they provide.  
Now days micro-blogging websites are the rich sources of 
textual data including opinions and reviews about products, 
services, brands, movies, music, news and politics, etc.   These 
sources can be used to extract public opinion about anything 
i.e. from comments regarding particular product or brand to 
the views about next election etc. In past, this type of 
information was obtained through telephonic and door to door 
surveys which were really time consuming and complex task. 
So the need of automatic technique for opinion extraction 
from textual data brought the researchers to this domain. 
Today, there are fundamentally three approaches available to 
extract the opinion from text: Lexicon driven [1], machine 
learning based [2] and finally the hybrid of both [3]. The 
lexicon-based approach depends upon its dictionary of 
weighted words to generalize the polarity of any given text. It 
does not require any form of prior training as its every aspect 
is pre-defined and pre-programmed. Machine learning 
approach can be further categorized as supervised, un-
supervised and semi supervised technique. Supervised 
technique needs to get trained in order to perform 

classification. For training purpose pre-classified/pre-labeled 
data (training data) is used and then it can be capable to 
classify the real input data (test data) [2], [4], [5]. The hybrid 
approach integrated both approaches (lexicon driven and 
machine learning) and usually brings more accurate results. 
SVM is one of the widely used supervised machine learning 
algorithms for sentiment analysis. It has proved to be highly 
effective in categorization of traditional texts. This research 
intends to tune the performance of SVM for sentiment 
analysis using grid search technique. Optimized Sentiment 
Analysis Framework (OSAF) is used in this research which is 
an extension of Sentiment Analysis Framework (SAF) [5]. 
OSAF consist of four phases: Dataset, Pre-processing, 
Classification and Results. Tuning is performed in the 
classification phase. Three datasets were used in this research, 
two from twitter and one from IMDB. In proposed technique, 
Grid-Search keeps tweaking the SVM‟s parameters and 
compares the accuracy of the obtained results with the pre-
labeled data and chooses the parameters with best result. On 
the other hand cross-validation takes the accuracy further up 
to a notch by changing the testing data ratio to the training 
data in accordance with a pre-defined range until it obtains the 
highest possible accuracy. To evaluate the performance of 
proposed technique three information retrieval metrics are 
used precision, recall and f-measure.  

Remaining paper is organized as follows. Section II is 
about related work in this domain. Section III elaborates the 
materials & methods used for this research. Section IV 
presents results & discussion. Section V finally concludes the 
paper.  

II. RELATED WORK 

Many researchers have been working to extract the 
sentiment from textual data by using data mining techniques. 
Some of the selected studies are discussed here. In [6], J48 
and MLP were used to classify five datasets. Performance was 
evaluated in terms of TP rate, FP rate, Precision, Recall, F-
measure and ROC Area. According to results, MLP performed 
better on each dataset. Neural Network also showed better 
learning capability and was suggested by the authors as good 
alternate option for classification. Authors in [7] presented an 
application for Arabic sentiment analysis of twitter data. 
Machine learning techniques: NB and SVM were used to 
analyze 1000 tweets for polarity detection. Feature vector 
approach was used with machine learning classifiers to 
improve the accuracy. Some problem areas were also 
identified by the researchers regarding training data such as 
multiple occurrences of tweets, opinion spamming and dual 
opinion tweets. It was mentioned that issues like these can 
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compromise the level of accuracy. Authors in [4] performed 
sentiment classification of Arabic tweets by using three 
machine learning algorithms: Naïve Bayes, Decision Tree and 
Support Vector Machine. Authors in this research used a 
framework for classification which includes: Term Frequency-
Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) and Arabic stemming 
as sub tasks. One dataset was used for all three techniques to 
evaluate the performance. Accuracy was measured in terms of 
three information retrieval metrics: precision, recall, and f-
measure. Authors in [8] presented a feature vector technique 
by dividing the feature extraction process in two steps, where 
process starts with the extraction of twitter specific features 
and then integrated with feature vector. After that these 
features are removed from the tweets and then again the 
feature extraction process is completed, like the case with 
normal text. These extracted features are also added to the 
feature vector. The accuracy of the proposed feature vector 
technique is same for Nave Bayes, SVM, Maximum Entropy 
and Ensemble classifiers. In [9], students‟ academic 
performance was analyzed and predicted by using three data 
mining techniques: Decision tree (C4.5), Multilayer 
Perception and Naïve Bayes. These techniques were applied 
on the student‟s data of 2 undergraduate courses from two 
semesters. According to the results, Naïve Bayes showed the 
prediction accuracy of 86% which was higher than MLP and 
Decision tree. This type of prediction can help the teachers to 
detect those students in early stage, who are expected to get F 
grade. So ultimately, with the teacher‟s special care to those 
students, the academic performance can be improved. In [10], 
authors predicted the rainfall in Malaysia by using five 
classification algorithms: Naïve Bayes, Decision Tree, 
Support Vector Machine, Neural Network and Random 
Forest. A comparative analysis was performed to identify the 
technique (s), which can give good result with low training 
data. Results showed that Decision Tree and Random Forest 
both have potential to bring higher F-measure after getting 
trained with lower amount of training data. Support Vector 
Machine and Naive Bayes brought lower F-measure, when got 
trained with little amount of data. Neural Network showed less 
performance in prediction even after getting trained with large 
amount of training data. In [11], authors performed a 
comparative analysis of various data mining techniques upon 
the practitioner‟s decision of potential therapy change for 40 
patients of posterior cancer. J48, MLP, Naïve Bayes, Radial 
Basis Function and K-Nearest Neighbor were used for 
classification. According to results, Radial Basis Function 
performed well and brought high accuracy and Kappa score 
with low error rate. In [5], performance of SVM was analyzed 
for polarity classification of textual data. The authors have 
proposed Sentiment Analysis Framework which consists of 4 
phases:  Dataset, Pre-processing, Classification and Results. 
Three datasets were used for the experiment, two from twitter 
and one from IMDB reviews. Performance of SVM was 
evaluated for each dataset by keeping in view three different 
ratios of training data and test data: 70:30, 50:50 and 30:70. 
Precision, recall and f-measure were used for performance 
evaluation. In [12], the authors have used SVM for sentiment 
analysis of twitter data. In this experiment, default parameters 

were selected in Weka along with 10 fold cross validation 
technique. Performance of SVM was analyzed on two datasets 
of pre-labeled tweets. Accuracy was evaluated In terms of 
Precision, Recall and F-Measure. In [13], authors conducted a 
systematic literature review on sentiment analysis. Latest 
research regarding use of SVM for sentiment analysis was the 
focus of this SLR and published research papers from year 
2012 to 2017 were considered. Total of 901 articles were 
collected and by following a thorough systematic approach, 8 
research articles were selected for critical review. Research 
objectives were identified in the form of research question and 
during the critical review the answers to those questions were 
provided. 

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

This research aims to optimize the performance of SVM 
for sentiment analysis using grid search technique. To analyze 
the performance of proposed technique, results are compared 
with three pre-labeled datasets, two from twitter [14], [15] and 
one from IMDB reviews [16]. An Optimized Sentiment 
Analysis Framework (OSAF) is used in this research (Fig. 1), 
which is an extension of Sentiment Analysis Framework 
(SAF) [5]. The proposed framework consists of four phases: 
Dataset, Pre-processing, Classification and Results. Dataset 
phase deals with the insertion of data into the WEKA 
(Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis) environment 
on which the classification is going to be performed. Pre-
processing Phase deals with the conversion of strings into 
vectors, which is a pre requisite process for the processing of 
SVM. This phase has further five steps: 1) Term Frequency-
Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF), 2) Stemming, 3) Stop 
Words, 4) Tokenizing and 5) Words to Keep. Classification 
phase deals with the working of SVM in WEKA using K-fold 
cross validation grid search technique. Result phase produces 
the results in the form of tables and graphs. For performance 
evaluation, three information retrieval metrics are used: 
precision, recall and f- measure.  

A. WEKA 

This study used WEKA for the implementation of SVM 
grid search technique. WEKA is one of the widely used data 
mining software, developed in Java language at the University 
of Waikato, New Zealand [17]. The reason behind the widely 
acceptance is it's easy to use GUI interface for different 
functionalities such as data analysis, classification, predictive 
modeling and visualizations. Further advantages of this 
software include its general public license and its portability. 

B. Data Sets  

Three datasets are used in this research (Table I). First 
dataset [14] consisted of tweets related to following four 
topics: „Apple‟, „Google‟, „Microsoft‟ and „Twitter‟. It 
contains 571 positive, 519 negative, 2331 neutral and 1689 
irrelevant tweets. In the second dataset [15], tweets are related 
to U.S. airlines and categorized as 2362 „positive‟, 9178 
„negative‟ and 3099 „neutral‟. Third dataset [16] was taken 
from the Internet Movie Database (IMDB) reviews and 
contains 1000 positive and 1000 negative comments. 
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Fig. 1. Optimized Sentiment Analysis Framework (OSAF). 

TABLE I. DATASETS DETAIL 

Source Positive Negative Neutral Irrelevant Total 

Twitter [14] 571 519 2331 1689 5110 

Airline [15] 2362 9178 3099 - 14639 

IMDB [16] 1000 1000 - - 2000 

Dataset phase deals with the arrangement of relevant data 
and its transformation to CSV/ARFF format to use in WEKA 
Workbench [17]. Simple CLI can be used to convert text files 
into ARFF format using 
“WEKA.core.converters.TextDirectoryLoader” function. 

C. Pre-Processing 

It is the most important phase of the framework. Purpose 
of this phase is to normalize the data by converting the strings 
into vectors for the classification process. Following sub tasks 
are performed in this phase. 

1) Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-

IDF) 
TF-IDF provides important information in pre-processing 

phase by evaluating the frequency of useful words, which 
essentially makes the sentiment detection process easy. 
Frequency of these terms plays an important role in 

identification of important information as explained by [18]. 
For example, frequently appearing words in a text document 
can be „Good‟, „Bad‟, „Happy‟ or „Sad‟ etc. Identification and 
frequency of these words can play a vital role in the process of 
opinion mining. Term Frequency (TF) is the number of 
occurrences of a term in a given document and can be 
calculated with following equation: 

             

Where TD corresponds to frequency of term t in a given 
document d. TF-IDF contains the inverse document frequency 
(IDF) that reverts higher weight-age for rare conditions while 
maintaining lower weight-age for common conditions as 
explained by [19]. IDF can be calculated with following 
equation: 

        (
 

  
) 

Where N represents number of documents and    
represents the number of terms. When both TF and IDF 
parameters are set to true, the results are calculated using the 
following equation: 

                                     (3) 
In WEKA, TF & IDF transformations are also available 

along with other filters. 

2) Stemming 
The process of stemming is immensely useful in many 

areas of computational linguistics and information retrieval as 
it reduces all words with the same stem/ base to a common 
form [20], for example, the word 'working' will be stemmed in 
to 'work' and so on. Word stemming is one of the essential 
features of pre-processing in text mining [21]-[25]. In this 
study, “IterativeLovinsStemmer” is selected in WEKA as the 
word stemmer in the pre-processing phase. It is based on the 
LovinsAlgortihm which was the first Stemming algorithm by 
Lovins JB in 1968 [26].  

3) MultiStopWords 
The Concept of stop words was originally introduced by 

[27]. These are common high frequency words like “A”, 
“the”, “of”, “and”, “an". This data is not use full and also does 
not affect the performance of classification; thus, it has to be 
removed. There are several methods available for stop word 
removal as explained by [20], [21], [23], [28], [29]. In this 
research, "MultiStopwords" was selected for stop words 
criterion for the pre-processing phase in WEKA.  

4) N-GramTokenizer 
“N-GramTokenizer” was selected as the Tokenizer in 

WEKA for pre-processing of data. It first breaks the text into 
words whenever one of the listed specified characters is 
detected in it. Afterwards it emits N-Grams of each word of 
the specified length.  

5) WordstoKeep 
1000 words were short-listed in “wordstokeep” parameter 

to narrow down the results within a limited amount of time. 
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After applying these parameters, pre-processing was 
performed on all three datasets. Then the processed datasets 
were forwarded to the classifier. 

D. Classification 

In supervised machine learning approach, first the 
algorithm has to get trained with pre classified data (training 
data) with which it makes rules for classification and then on 
the basis of these rules it classifies the input data (test data). 
For performance analysis of any supervised machine learning 
algorithm, pre classified data is provided as test data and then 
the results of the algorithm can be compared with this pre 
labeled data. Same strategy is used is this study to analyze the 
performance of proposed grid search technique. Pre labeled 
datasets are obtained from social forums: Twitter and IMDB. 
For classification, Support Vector Machine (SVM) with grid 
search and K-fold cross validation technique is used. Grid-
Search is basically a model for hyper parameter optimization. 
Hyper parameter tuning is an important task in SVM to extract 
more accurate results [30]-[33]. In Grid-Search, different 
models having different parameter values are trained and then 
evaluated using cross validation. For an RBF kernel, there are 
two parameters: C and ϒ. It cannot be ascertained in advance 
that which values of C and ϒ are best suited for a given 
problem, so an optimized model is required which can identify 
the ideal pair of values for these parameters to achieve 
maximum accuracy. The process of 10-k cross validation is 
performed on each model of C and ϒ and the pair with 
optimum results is selected. Cross validation is a method used 
to test multiple models under a particular classifier with the 
subset of input data as explained by [35]. For K-fold cross 
validation, the training data is first divided into k subsets of 
same size. One subset is tested using the classifier on the 
remaining k-1 subsets. The cross validation procedure can 
prevent the overfitting problem [34], [36], a binary 
classification problem is shown in Fig. 2 to illustrate this 
issue. Filled circles and triangles are the training data while 
hollow circles and triangles are the testing data. The testing 
accuracy of the classifier in Fig. 2(a) and (b) is not good as it 
overfits the training data. On the other hand, the classifier in 
Fig. 2(c) and (d) does not overfit the training data and gives 
better accuracy with cross validation. 

 
Fig. 2. Over-fitting with cross validation [36]. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Performance of proposed technique is evaluated for all of 
three selected datasets and for this purpose three information 
retrieval parameters are used: Precision, Recall and F-Measure. 

The precision can be calculated using TP and FP rate as 
shown below: 

Precision
  

         


TP is used for the sentences which are correctly classified 
whereas FP is used for sentences, which are wrongly 
classified. 

Recall can be calculated as shown below: 

Recall
  

         
 

FN is used for non-classified sentences and TP are the 
sentences, which are correctly classified (as explained above).  

F-measure can be computed as below: 

F-measure
                       

                    


A. Results with the First Dataset 

First dataset is taken from [14] and consisted of tweets 
about following topics: „Apple‟, „Google‟, „Microsoft‟ and  
„Twitter‟. According to results the average Precision, Recall 
and F-Measure scores are 0.745, 0.752 and 0.747, 
respectively. 

By keeping in view the f-measure score for each class, it 
can be analyzed that the proposed technique performed well 
for irrelevant class with the score of 0.87. Detailed results are 
available in Table II whereas shown graphically in Fig. 3. 

TABLE II. RESULTS OF FIRST DATASET 

 

Fig. 3. Results of first dataset. 

0
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Precision Recall F-Measure

Class Precision Recall F-Measure 

Negative 0.583 0.539 0.561 

Positive 0.504 0.378 0.432 

Neutral 0.745 0.804 0.773 

Irrelevant 0.872 0.867 0.87 

Average 0.745 0.752 0.747 
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B. Results with the Second Dataset 

Second dataset is obtained from [15] and contained the 
tweets regarding US airlines. The results show that the 
average Precision, Recall and F-Measure values are 0.786, 
0.79 and 0.787 respectively (Table III and Fig. 4). Highest f-
measure is reported in negative class which is 0.868. 

TABLE III. RESULTS OF SECOND DATASET 

 
Fig. 4. Results of second dataset.   

C. Results with the Third Dataset 

Third dataset is taken from [16] and consisted of IMDB 
reviews. The results show that Precision, Recall and F-
Measure values on average are 0.841, 0.841 and 0.841 
respectively. Highest f-measure is reported in negative class 
with the score of 0.843 (Table IV, Fig. 5). 

TABLE IV. RESULTS OF THIRD DATASET  

 
Fig. 5. Results of third dataset.   

D. Performance Evaluation of Grid Search SVM 

To evaluate the performance of grid search technique, f-
measure scores of this research are compared with f-measure 
scores achieved with 70:30 in [5]. In that study, Sentiment 
Analysis Framework (SAF) was proposed and SVM was used 
along with various proportions of training and test data. The 
selected study is an ideal benchmark for comparison as the 
datasets used in both the studies are same. For comparison, f-
measure score is considered as it is the average of precision 
and recall. OSAF used in this research is the extension of 
SAF. F-measure scores of both the studies are compared in 
Table V and graphically represented in Fig. 6. It can be seen 
that the grid search technique explored in this research has 
improved the performance in each class of all three data sets. 

TABLE V.  COMPARISON OF SAF AND OSAF 

Dataset Class 
F-Measure 

(SAF) 

F-Measure 

(OSAF) 

Twitter [14] 

Negative 0.532 0.561 

Positive 0.394 0.432 

Neutral 0.721 0.773 

Irrelevant 0.835 0.870 

Average 0.563 0.747 

Twitter [15] 

Negative 0.862 0.868 

Neutral 0.604 0.626 

Positive 0.671 0.683 

Average 0.776 0.787 

IMDB [16] 

Negative 0.791 0.843 

Positive 0.785 0.839 

Average 0.788 0.841 

 

Fig. 6. Comparison of SAF and OSAF. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this research, Grid- search technique for SVM is 
explored in Weka. SVM is one of the widely used supervised 
machine learning algorithms for sentiment analysis. 
Optimized Sentiment Analysis Framework OSAF is proposed 
in this study for text classification which used the SVM grid 
search technique along with 10k cross validation. Grid search 
method continually changes parametric values of SVM: 
gamma and cost, until the highest polarity detection accuracy 
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Dataset 1 Dataset 2 Dataset 3

F-Measure (SAF) F-Measure (oSAF)

Class Precision Recall F-Measure 

Negative 0.85 0.887 0.868 

Neutral 0.632 0.62 0.626 

Positive 0.74 0.634 0.683 

Average 0.786 0.79 0.787 

Class Precision Recall F-Measure 

Negative 0.832 0.855 0.843 

Positive 0.851 0.827 0.839 

Average 0.841 0.841 0.841 
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is achieved for the given dataset. This characteristic helps to 
tune the performance of SVM in classification. Cross 
validation on the other hand keeps changing the ratio of 
training and test data until finds the particular proportion 
which further enhance the accuracy to the maximum point. 
Finally performance of the explored technique was evaluated 
by comparing the f-measure scores with the published 
research, which have used the SVM with same datasets. It has 
been observed that grid search technique performed well and 
it is further suggested to use this technique on further datasets 
to explore its accuracy.  
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Abstract—Organizations are exposed to cyber-attacks on a 

regular basis. Managers in these organizations are using scoring 

systems to evaluate the risks of the attacks they are exposed to. 

Information security methodologies define three major security 

objectives: confidentiality, integrity and availability. This work is 

focused on defining new network exposure measures affecting the 

availability. According to existing security scoring models 

network exposure risks are assessed by assigning availability 

measures on an ordinal scale using users’ subjective assessment. 

In this work quantitative objective measures are defined and 

presented, based on the specific organizational network, thus 

improving accuracy of the scores computed by the current 

security risk scoring models. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

Various kinds of damages are caused to organizational 
computerized systems by anonymous hostile entities. Damage 
can range from stealing data, to changing software, or 
paralyzing websites [1]. Organizations‟ computers are 
exposed to attacks for long periods of time, sometimes for 
weeks, from the moment a vulnerability has been detected 
until the time a patch is prepared. According to [2] there is a 
need for a solution that can rapidly evaluate system damages 
after cyber-attacks for recovery purposes of their information 
system. Evaluation of potential damages is important for 
configuration management planning decisions. Information 
systems contain large amounts of software components which 
might contain vulnerabilities stemming from logical planning 
or programming bugs. Attackers plan their attacks on 
components having specific vulnerabilities using exploits. 
Organizations are exposed to damages of three kinds named 
„CIA triad”: Loss of Confidentiality, Integrity and 
Availability. Organizations wishing to defend their network 
should have accurate knowledge of their network, focusing on 
systems' vulnerabilities. This article focuses on using accurate 
knowledge of computers' components' characteristics and 
networks' configuration. Defense strategy and execution is 
effective only if it considers the amount of potential damage 
and the vulnerability characteristics [3]. Risk is defined in 
literature as “An event where the outcome is uncertain” [4]. 
The approach leading this research is lessening the uncertainty 
by proposing quantitative objective metrics instead of 
qualitative subjective assessment of organizational risk 
managers.  

This work focuses on risks to systems' availability. There 
are several definitions for availability. We use the definition of 
[5]: Availability is the capability of an information system to 
make information available including all the logical and 
physical resources and accessible whenever they are needed. 
Availability is usually evaluated using the MTBF and MTTF 
measures. Unavailability is used to measure the percentage of 
components that could be impacted by an attack on systems' 
components. Availability is the complement to 1 of that 
percentage. Current security risk models use an ordinal scale 
of three availability measures: High, Low and No impacts on 
availability, assigned by organizations' users. In this work 
availability measures are assigned real numbers in the range 
[0..1]. The greater the proportion of vulnerable components is 
the higher is the risk.  

This work proposes a new measure called „network 
availability exposure‟, which has not been considered, so far, 
in current security risk scoring models. Network Availability 
Exposure reflects the structure and characteristics of the 
software/hardware components of the network and the 
interrelationships between the components, which contribute 
to achieving good / bad network availability. For example, a 
network containing many vulnerable software components is 
exposed to external attackers exploiting the vulnerable 
components. Literature does not define any specific measure, 
nor scale for calculating the exposure of systems‟ network 
configuration to attacks. The proposed measure presented in 
this paper is based on the real-time information of systems' 
configuration, as proposed by [6].  

This work focuses on measuring networks‟ availability 
exposure by quantifying the impacts of cyber-attacks on 
network components. The quantification is based on formulas 
developed for this purpose. According to the proposed model, 
each time a new vulnerability is published or when its status is 
updated, the metric is calculated and risk scores are re-
evaluated. Developing new accurate assessments of risk scores 
is critical for planning organizations‟ risk management 
activities. Risk scores based on qualitative (subjective) 
estimates (which are currently been used) are prone to errors, 
and may cause organizations to under-estimate or over-
estimate the risk. This in turn may lead to under-mitigation in 
situations of major risks, or over-mitigation investments in 
cases of minor risks. By using quantitative accurate risk 
measures, organizations will be able to build IT configurations 
in proportion to the risk. According to [7] the secure 
management of information under the conditions of frequent 
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changes is a complex recognized problem, but the common 
solution is still absent. This work defines new metrics based 
on the real-time network configuration and on the updated 
vulnerabilities of networks‟ components. The proposed 
metrics are based on three grounds: First, metrics are based on 
the knowledge concerning the characteristics of the attacked 
component within the actual configuration of the system. 
Second, risk calculations take into consideration the published 
history of actual vulnerabilities of the specific component. 
Third, the metrics are defined on a standard scale assigning 
quantitative, enabling comparisons to other networks‟ or other 
internal or external configurations.     

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II 
describes current known existing solutions. Section III 
presents network exposure metrics and computations. 
Section IV presents an illustration example. Section V 
concludes and suggests future research directions.    

II. EXISTING SOLUTIONS 

External vulnerabilities databases are used by security risk 
scoring systems for evaluating the risks organizations are 
facing. There are several owners of vulnerability databases 
[1]. Two popular systems are the Sans Internet Storm Center 
services and The National Vulnerability Database (NVD). 
Risk scoring systems make use of various parameters for 
estimating vulnerabilities‟ impacts on the target organization. 
Risk scores are evaluated through running a scoring algorithm 
while using the parameters for predicting potential attacks‟ 
damages. The Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) 
enables characterizing vulnerabilities and predicting risks by 
IT risk management professionals and researchers [1].   

CVSS uses three groups of parameters: basic, temporal 
and environmental. Each group is represented by score 
compound parameters used for scoring computations. Basic 
parameters represent the intrinsic characteristics of the 
vulnerability, temporal parameters represent the 
vulnerabilities‟ specifications that might change over time due 
to defense activities taken. Environmental parameters 
represent the characteristics of vulnerabilities as configured by 
the specific organization, considering potential damages to 
that organization when exploits are being used by attackers. 
Basic and temporal parameters are specified by products‟ 
vendors who have the best knowledge of their product. 
Environmental parameters are specified by the users who have 
the best knowledge of their environments and attacks‟ impacts 
on their organization.  

For Availability Impact (AI) evaluation CVSS uses three 
parameters: two base parameters „Scope‟ and „Availability‟, 
and one environmental parameter „Availability Requirements‟. 
Scope refers to the ability for a vulnerability in one component 
to impact resources beyond its privileges, assigned values 
„unchanged‟ or „changed‟. Availability parameter measures 
the impact to the availability of the impacted component 
resulting from a successfully exploited vulnerability. 
Availability Requirement environmental parameter is assigned 
values „high‟, „medium‟ or „low‟. Environmental parameters 
include three groups of parameters indicating security 
importance measures in the organization: „Confidentiality 
Requirement‟, „Integrity Requirements‟ and „Availability 

Requirements‟. „Availability Requirement‟ represents the 
damage to the availability of the system in case of a successful 
attack on a component. Thus, no environmental parameter 
exists for measuring networks‟ exposure – which is the focus 
of this work. The environmental group of parameters enables 
to customize the CVSS score depending on the importance of 
the impacted IT asset to a user‟s organization. The full effect 
on the overall risk score is determined by the scoring 
algorithm by incorporating the base impact metrics into the 
environmental metrics producing the overall security risk 
score.  This work suggests adding the new environmental 
exposure impact measures into the computations of the 
availability measure. The availability measure is used for 
overall risk scoring computations.  

All CVSS parameters are assigned ordinal qualitative 
values which are based on the knowledge of human experts. 
For example, the „Availability Requirement‟ parameter is 
assigned values High, Medium, Low which do not 
differentiate between 0.99 availability and 0.999 availability, 
both are considered high. Also, organizations might assign a 
specific availability measure as high while other organizations 
might assign the same availability to medium. Parameter 
values are not based on the specific characteristics of the 
network. The new suggested exposure measure will be 
quantitative, in contrast to current metrics.   

According to [8] unavailability is not an option in todays‟ 
echo systems, given the heavy dependence of modern 
organizations on information resources. Availability is the 
least discussed and researched security attribute, although it is 
not the least important attribute. In fact, it plays an important 
role in determining the other attributes of security 
(confidentiality and integrity). According to [5] availability 
measurements should take into consideration the logical and 
physical resources, to enable accessibility whenever the 
information is needed. In [8] describe the factors availability is 
dependent upon as software, hardware and network. A system 
might be exploited step by step by gaining access from the 
upper layers. Current models do not take into consideration 
those issues. The proposed model measures network exposure 
to the actual known vulnerabilities. The model considers 
networks‟ components exposure specifically and evaluates 
network exposure by considering components‟ 
interrelationships.  

According to Federal Information Processing Standards 
(FIPS) 199.5 [9] organizations assign their IT resources 
importance measures based on component location, business 
function using it, and potential losses in case the component is 
damaged. For example, U.S. government assigns every IT 
asset to a group of assets called a system. Every system must 
be assigned three “potential impact” ratings according to three 
security objectives to represent the potential impact on the 
organization in case the system is compromised. Thus, every 
IT asset in the U.S. government has a potential impact rating 
with respect to security objectives. CVSS follows this general 
model but does not require organizations to use specific tools 
for assigning the impact ratings. In [10], author states that 
organizations should define the specifications of security risks 
of their specific environment. The Department of State has 
implemented a scoring program called iPost that is intended to 
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provide continuous monitoring capabilities of information 
security risks for IT infrastructure. According to [11], the 
iPOST scoring model does not define the base scores of CVSS 
to reflect the characteristics of its specific environment. This 
work presents a model aimed to close this gap.   

Quantification of the environmental parameters in CVSS 
algorithm has been recently presented in a research 
demonstrating improvements in accuracy of risk scores by 
using the actual IT configuration [12]; Incorporating the 
information relating to the actual IT components into the 
scoring algorithm metrics changes the risk scores to be 
objective rather than subjective measures [13]. Moreover, 
components‟ specifications are expressed in high resolution of 
the smallest IT elements rather than an overall configurational 
metric which shades smaller components‟ characteristics. 
Risks quantification is based on a configuration management 
database system (CMDB) which makes use of systems‟ 
metadata on the elementary components and their 
interrelationships according to security specifications (ibid). 
This paper continues the same line of research, aimed at 
improving risk scoring accuracy in relation to existing risk 
scoring models such as CVSS, by adding a quantitative metric 
rather than an ordinal subjective assessment and basing 
evaluations on the specific organizations‟ configuration. 

III. NETWORK EXPOSURE METRICS AND COMPUTATIONS 

The proposed approach produces estimates to the risk of 
losing availability, meaning the risk of system malfunction or 
system failure. It gives both overall network measures, as well 
as risk measures for single components. An information 
system is consisted of one computer operating many hardware 
/software components, or a communication network consisting 
of many computers communicating between each other. The 
network is represented as a graph, components are represented 
by nodes. Links between nodes represent information passing 
between the connected nodes. Components represent hardware 
or software entities. Some definitions are now in order to be 
used for further developments. 

A. Definitions 

Diameter – Minimal number of links between two points 
defined on the edge of the network or subnetwork.  

Working nodes – Uncompromised nodes 

Impacted nodes – Compromised nodes  

Impacted link – A link having at least one compromised 
node.  

M – Total number of impacted nodes 

m – Number of impacted nodes having at least 2 
neighboring impacted nodes 

d - Maximal diameter of the network generated by the 
impacted (compromised) nodes 

D’ – Maximal total network diameter 

D – Degree = Number of links emanating from a node 

Dir – Number of impacted links emanating from a node 

Sec - Number of links to risky nodes, which are still 
working but have direct links to impacted nodes. 

W  – The number of arcs connected to working nodes 

For the reader‟s convenience we shortly repeat the 
definitions in the proposed availability measures. In case, 
where the organizational network is attacked the following 
three network measures are suggested. 

1) Damage%: Percentage of nodes impacted: range of 

values is [0 to 1]. This measure represents the damage to the 

whole network, calculated by computing the percentage of 

impacted nodes out of all nodes.   
2) Dispersion: The ratio d/D‟ between d=maximal 

diameter of the impacted nodes, and D’=maximal total network 

diameter: range of values is [0 to 1]. D' the number of links in 

the maximal shortest path that connects between each pair of 

nodes; and d is the number of links in the maximal shortest 

path that connects between each pair of un-impacted neighbors 

of the impacted nodes. 

3) Concentration: The ratio of m/M between m= number 

of impacted nodes with at least 2 neighboring impacted nodes, 

and M=total number of impacted nodes. Range of values is [0 

to 1]. The measure represents the proportion of the seriously 

impacted nodes. A concentration of disconnected nodes 

signifies the severity of the impacts on systems‟ availability. 

possibly leading to situations of paralyzing the impacted area. 

Nodes connected to 2 or more impacted nodes might be 

disconnected more easily. 

In case where the organization is a node in the larger 
network, and in cases of measuring the exposure of a specific 
node in an organizational network, the following three node 
risk measures are proposed: 

1) Directs: defined as Dir/D; where D is the node degree 

(number of arcs emanating from it), and Dir is the number of 

impacted direct links: range of values is [0 to 1]. This measure 

represents the proportion of the directly impacted links 

between the node and its' neighboring nodes. 

2) Seconds: defined as Sec/D where D is the node degree 

(number of arcs emanating from it), and Sec is the number of 

links to working nodes having direct links to impacted nodes. 

The Seconds range of values is [0 to 1]. The measure 

represents the proportion of links to working nodes which have 

direct links to other impacted nodes. Those working nodes are 

exposed now to risks in cases of a second forthcoming attack 

coming from an already attacked component, thus, leading to a 

direct attack on the subject component.  

3) Disconnection risk: defined as (1/W), where W is the 

number of arcs connected to working nodes (with the exception 

that when this number is zero (disconnection), W=1). Thus, 

when only one arc is connected to a working node 

Disconnection risk =1; and when all arcs are connected to 

working nodes, the Disconnection risk =1/D (where D is the 

node degree). The measure represents the efforts needed by an 

attacker who wishes to disconnect a node. The proportion 
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means he needs to disconnect W links. As W is higher the 

effort are higher and the organizations' disconnection risk is 

smaller. 

IV.  ILLUSTRATION EXAMPLE 

The following case study illustrates the suggested 
measures, their computations, their meaning and effectiveness 
and their importance. Fig. 1 describes an example network 
with 20 computerized nodes after a first wave of attacks which 
culminated with failures of nodes 14, 16, and 17.  

 
Fig. 1. Computer Nodes Network after attack wave – 1. 

The 20 computer nodes network example with 3 impacted 
nodes (denoted by grey and dashed lines) and dashed lines are 
disconnected communication lines due to the hackers‟ attack. 

In Fig. 1 the network exposure measures are: 

1) Damage %: Percentage of nodes impacted: 3/20= 0.15. 

2) Dispersion: The ratio d/D’ =3/5 = 0.6. Where d the 

diameter of the impacted nodes: 3, and D’ the network 

diameter is 5. 

3) Concentration: The ratio of m/M = 3/3 = 1 the number 

of impacted nodes: 3 each is connected to the other two.   
To illustrate the node measures for Fig. 1, we chose to 

compute measures for nodes: 20, 15, 9, 6, 3. For brevity 
purpose we shall use: “Directs” for directly impacted 
neighbors, “Seconds” for second degree impacted neighbors, 
and “Arcs” for the degree of the non-impacted node. 

For node 20: Directs = 3/4, Seconds = 1/4 (node 19 
“Directs”>0), Disconnection risk =1/1=1  

For node 15: Directs = 2/6, Seconds = 3/6 (13, 18, 19 have 
“Directs”>0), Disconnection risk =1/4 

For node 9: Directs = 1/5, Seconds = 1/5 (node 13 have 
“Directs”>0), Disconnection risk =1/4 

For node 6: Directs = 1/8, Seconds = 3/8 (10, 11, 13 have 
“Directs”>0), Disconnection risk =1/7 

For node 3: Directs =0, Seconds = 0, Disconnection risk =1/3 

It follows that immediate risk is highest for node 20 with 
Directs=3/4 (followed by node 15), while risk evolution 
potential is highest for nodes 15 and 6 with Seconds=3/6, and 
3/8, respectively, and disconnection risk is highest for node 20 
(Disconnection risk =1). 

The example follows with hacker attack evolution as 
depicted in Fig. 2. 

Fig. 2 illustrates the example network with 20 
computerized nodes after a second wave of attacks which 
culminated with failures of nodes 9, 13, 19 (in addition to 
previously failed nodes: 14, 16, and 17).  

 
Fig. 2. Computer Nodes Network after attack wave – 2.  

The 20 computer nodes network example with 6 impacted 
nodes (denoted by grey and dashed lines - dashed lines are 
disconnected communication lines due to the hackers‟ attack). 

In Fig. 2, the network exposure measures are: 

1) Damage %: 6/20= 0.3 twice the number in Fig. 1. 

2) Dispersion: The diameter of the impacted nodes: 4/5 

(the number of links in the maximal path that connects 

minimally between each pair of un-impacted neighbors of the 

impacted nodes) for example: 20-16-13-9-4. Diameter of 4 is 

an increase from 3 in Fig. 1. 

3) Concentration: The largest connected group of at least 

two neighboring impacted nodes = 6 which is as large as the 

number of impacted nodes=6. So: 6/6=1. 

To illustrate the node measures for Fig. 2, we compute 
measures for nodes: 20, 15, 9, 6, 3. These could be easily 
compared to the measures for Fig. 1. 

For node 20: Directs = 4/4, Seconds = 0, Disconnection risk 
=1 (disconnected) 

For node 15: Directs = 4/6, Seconds = 2/6 (12, 18 have 
“Directs”>0), Disconnection risk =1/2 

For node 9:  Impacted. 

For node 6: Directs = 2/8, Seconds = 3/8 (5, 10, 11, have 
“Directs”>0), Disconnection risk =1/6  

For node 3: Directs =0, Seconds = 1/3 (node 6 have 
“Directs”>0), Disconnection risk =1/3 

Thus, node 9 failed, node 20 is disconnected 
(Disconnection risk =1), node 15 faces high immediate and 
intermediate risk along with disconnection risk. Node 6 has 
immediate and intermediate risk exposure, but its 
disconnection is unlikely (Disconnection risk =1/6). Finally, 
node 3 has small intermediate risk exposure (Seconds=1/3).  

 Attack Evolution Analysis 

Table I summarizes the node exposure metrics evolution 
along two waves attack. Analyzing node exposure evolution 
might help decision makers in planning their network 
mitigation activities. Looking at to Directs column might lead 
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to decision of defending node 15 which has the highest direct-
damage measure. Looking at the secondary-damage 
probability might lead to defending node 15 with highest 
measure, but in case we have already decided to defend it, we 
might decide now to defend node 6. Looking at the 
disconnection column leads to the understanding that it would 
be reasonable to defend node 15, but if we have already 
defended it then we will defend node 3.  

TABLE I. ATTACK EVOLUTION: 2-WAVES EXAMPLE 

Disconnection 
Second

ary impact 
Direct     
impact 

Node/wave 

1 
1 

0.25 
0 

0.75 
1 

20     1 
                2 

0.25 
0.50 

0.50 
0.33 

0.33 
0.67 

15     1 
         2 

0.25 0.20 
0.20 
impacted 

9       1 
         2 

0.14 
0.17 

0.375 
0.125 

0.125 
0.25 

6      1 
        2 

0.33 
0.33 

0 
0.33 

0 
0 

3      1 
        2 

These measures help decision makers in prevention 
planning activities. For example, node 20 would be very 
interested in adding a link to node 15, or 12.  

Moreover, the new measures could help in restoration 
priorities. The impacts of restoring alternative nodes could 
now be simulated. For example, suppose that the resources for 
restoration are limited to one node at a time. Comparing 
alternatives would be an efficient decision support tool. For 
example, in Fig. 2: comparing restoration of node 16 to node 
17 yields the following measures, referring to Fig. 2. A single 
restoration would change the number of impacted nodes from 
6 to 5 and the impacts on network measures are relatively 
small:  

For restoring node 16 – network measures: Damage % 
=5/20; Dispersion=4/5; Concentration=4/6 

For restoring node 17– network measures: Damage 
%=5/20; Dispersion=4/5; Concentration=5/6. 

Thus, analyzing network exposure measures leads to a 
decision to restore node 16. 

Let‟s see now the impacts on the neighboring nodes. 

The impact of restoration is always on specific 
neighboring nodes. So, for restoring node 16 vs. 17: the 
neighboring node of 16 and 17 are nodes 20 and 15.  The 
measures for node 20 are the same, but for node 15 the 
measures are in favor of 16.  

For node 20: Directs = 3/4, vs. 3/4, Seconds = 1 vs. 1, 
Disconnection risk =1 vs. 1  

For node 15: Directs = 3/6, vs. 4/6, Seconds = 3/6 vs 2/6 
(12, 18 have “Directs”>0), Disconnection risk =1/3 vs. 1/2 

Thus, restoring node 16 (vs. restoring node 17) has smaller 
direct risk, higher secondary risk, but more arcs meaning less 
disconnection risk.  

Thus, after analyzing both, network exposure and node 
measures, it may be concluded that restoring node 16 has a 
priority over node 17.  

The standpoint of the authors of this paper stress that 
current risk scoring models should be enhanced regarding all 
security objectives. The enhancements should be implemented 
taking several phases: First, incorporating the real 
configurations' characteristics into the scoring model. 
Secondly, transforming all the parameters defined as inputs to 
the scoring model as quantitative measures reflecting the 
actual organization environment rather than ordinal subjective 
users‟ assessments. Thirdly, scoring models should define new 
metrics expressing all risk objectives, relating to a whole 
environment rather than a specific component. The models 
should define the characteristics of a whole network and all 
interrelationships between the network and each of its internal 
components. Current scoring models do not support modeling 
the characteristics of the whole network, as has been shown in 
this research, dealing with the availability security measure. 
This is just one first example. The fourth phase should include 
metrics considering the time dimension such as this paper 
suggests: measuring the development of damages caused to a 
network as a continuous attack spreading in the different 
zones of the network. Such time-related measures should 
incorporate more complex graph-theory models and prediction 
algorithms looking at the historical network changes.  

V. CONCLUSIONS 

This work presents a risk assessment model with a focus 
on new availability risk measures, measuring the network 
security and node security, as part of an overall risk 
assessment. According to the proposed model, CVSS will use 
the new network exposure environmental parameters which 
are evaluated using a new formula based on the configuration 
of the system. The new measures are quantitative, normalized 
to [0..1] and based on the actual networks‟ configuration. This 
is contrary to the existing models which do not measure the 
impacts of network exposure on the overall risk, but consider 
networks‟ configuration implicitly relying on intuitive users‟ 
subjective assessment.   

Regarding the practical use of the theoretic results, the 
model helps risk managers in assessing the damages caused to 
firms‟ components in occasions of cyber-attacks. Using the 
proposed model will enable predicting accurate measures of 
organizational damages taking in consideration components‟ 
actual characteristics and the availability exposure of the 
network as an integrated entity. The suggested model enables 
efficient risk mitigation planning and improved defense to 
organizations. Risk managers will be able to assign risk 
budgets according to accurate and actual risk measures, thus 
focusing on the high-priority risks, and preventing 
unnecessary budgets to low-order risks. 
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The new network exposure metrics enable customizing the 
CVSS score to the characteristics of the attacked IT asset, its 
interrelationships to other assets, and the exposure 
characteristics of the network on the damages to user‟s 
organization. According to the proposed model, a formula 
which assigns quantitative measures to exposures‟ impacts 
based on the actual updated vulnerabilities of the specific 
component. The proposed model outlines the structure of a 
CMS which uses the real organizational environment and 
components, and the processes which update the network 
exposure parameters with the planned and actual values. The 
framework enables getting accurate risk measures, thus 
enabling the organization making better risk management 
decisions, allocating risk management budgets in proportion to 
the risks.    

Limitations of the study are related to two issues: First is 
the feasibility of a managing a graph describing the real-time 
status of each component and its interrelationships to other 
components, including all security characteristics. Such a 
graph might be difficult to update at every attack or 
configuration-change. Second limitation refers to the various 
connections possible between two nodes. It is reasonable to 
assume that not all connections enable transferring the cyber- 
attack to other nodes. It is possible to assume that there are 
connection-types that do not transfer the attacker to other 
connected nodes. This issue is a limitation of the current 
model and also a research issue. 

Further research directions are: 

 Designing ways of incorporating the new availability 
metrics in CVSS framework. 

 Algorithm formalization including complexity measures 
calculations. 

 Using more expressive graph models to represent 
varying node-types and varying connections among 
network nodes. It is reasonable to assume that certain 
connections may have more impact on the damages 
caused to neighboring nodes. 

 Further development of the algorithm to calculate N-
wave metrics and measures predictions of the N value 
at which the whole network will be paralyzed. 

 Research aimed at predicting attack evolution for 
decisions concerning mitigation activities for the long 
run of future attacks. 

Future improvements may focus on building a full dash-
board of system exposure metrics from its component 
measures. 

More research is needed in studying the impacts of the 
various proposed network exposure measures on the overall 
security risk score.  
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Abstract—User Interface Web Design Patterns are standard 

solutions for the development of web applications. The recovery 

of these patterns from web applications supports program 

comprehension, reusability, reverse engineering, re-engineering, 

and maintenance of legacy web applications. The recovery of 

patterns from web applications becomes arduous due to the 

heterogeneous nature of web applications. Authors presented 

different catalogs and recovery approaches for extracting User 

Interface Web Design Patterns from source code in last one and 

half decade. There is still a lack of formal specifications for web 

design patterns, which are important for their recovery from 

source code. The objective of this paper is to specify User 

Interface Web Design Patterns (UIWDP) using semiformal 

specification technique and use these specifications for the 

recovery of patterns from the source code of web applications 

using regular expressions. 55 feature types are identified for the 

specification of 15 UIWDPs. We evaluated our approach on 75 

randomly selected web applications and recovered 15 UIWDPs. 

The standard deviation, precision, recall and F-score measures 

are used to evaluate the accuracy of our approach. 

Keywords—Design patterns; user interface patterns; web 

applications; web reverse engineering; regular expressions 

I. INTRODUCTION  

The World Wide Web has surprisingly affected many 
aspects of our life and it will continuously influence society. 
Due to increasing popularity and use of web applications 
(WAs) in all fields of life, the WAs are subject to continuous 
evolution, maintenance and re-engineering [1], [10]. WAs 
demand continuous evolution due to different reasons such as 
improvement in usability, quality, efficiency, correction of 
bugs, introducing the new functionality and modifications in 
legacy WAs [22], [27]. User Interface Web Design Patterns are 
standard solutions that are frequently used for developing web 
applications. The appropriate use of UIWEDPs not only creates 
consistency among different web pages of web applications, 
but it also establishes efficient layout of web pages [3]-[6]. The 
automatic recovery of UIWDPs supports comprehension, 
maintenance, evolution and reengineering activities.  

Web application development too often had no design and 
modeling principles in early days of web application 

development processes. Mostly, developers apply ad hoc 
approaches which make the process of extracting information 
from web applications difficult. The recovery of information 
from legacy WAs is a daunting task due to the heterogeneous 
nature of web applications. Web applications are developed 
using different technologies such as Java Scripts, HTML, 
DHTML, XHTML, XML, CSS, ASP, PHP, DOM, database, 
images etc. Single language based static analysis tools are not 
capable to extract information from multilingual aspects of 
WAs.  

A major motivation for reverse engineering of web 
applications is to reuse the tested, reliable and valid artifacts of 
legacy applications in the development of modern applications. 
The recovery of UIWDPs helps to comprehend architecture of 
web applications. The UIWDPs are not just about buttons and 
menus; they are about the interaction between the users and 
applications or devices. The UI WDPs are used to create 
consistency throughout the web development process to give 
the best, attractive, user-friendly, most usable and effective 
layouts to the WAs. The different authors have presented 
various catalogs of UIWDPs in the last one and half decade 
such as UI pattern library [4], Welie patterns library for 
interaction design [5], 10 UI design patterns by Jovanovic [9] 
and 15 UI design patterns by Kayla Night [6]. All the authors 
of these lists focused only on the organization, usage, naming, 
problem summary and examples of UIWDPs. 

Most previous contributions [11]-[15] in the field of 
UIWDPs focused on the collection, organization and 
applications of UIWDPs. The recovery of these patterns from 
WAs requires standard and formal definitions which are not yet 
available to the best of our knowledge. Some approaches 
recover different components and models from web 
applications, but they did not focus on recovery of specific 
patterns with complete information. The concept of recovering 
UIWDPs is applied in [31]. The applied approach only extract 
whether a pattern is present in a web application or not.  The 
approach is also limited to recognize patterns with fixed tags 
and fails to recognize the same pattern when it is implemented 
by using different constructs. Our approach recognizes patterns 
from WAs along with complete information about the location 

http://uxdesign.smashingmagazine.com/author/janko-jovanovic/?rel=author
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of patterns which is important for the analysis of source code. 
We propose a lightweight approach based on lexical analysis to 
search patterns by file name, file path, line number and its 
occurrences in the WAs. The regular expression patterns are 
used in this paper and are easily customizable while handling 
variations in the detection of UIWDPs.   

Our work focuses on following contributions: 

 Summarization of up-to-date state of the art work on 
web design patterns recovery; 

 Semiformal specifications of UIWDPs; 

 Automatic recovery of UIWDPs from web applications; 

 Evaluation of approach. 

The rest of this paper is organized as:  In Section II, related 
work is discussed. Section III presents semiformal 
specifications of the web user interface design patterns used by 
our approach. This paper presents concept and architecture of 
our approach in Section IV. Section V presents the evaluation 
of approach and Section VI concludes the whole approach. 

II. RELATED WORK 

A number of approaches and tools are presented for 
recovery of information from web applications. The 
comparative overview on features of different approaches 
presented by different authors is given in Table I. The key 
factors for comparison are tool support, model/framework, 
source code languages, Analysis type, technique applied and 
experimental case studies. The important approaches are listed 
so far in Table I and discuss selected approaches in the 
following paragraphs. 

According to the experiment of the Carlos et al. [28], the 
proper use of UIWDPs [7] in the development of web 
applications had positive impact on the quantitative/qualitative 
performance and usability of WAs [8].  Different libraries of 
UIWDPs such as Danish web developer [4], Welie (a pattern 
library for interaction design) [5], 10 UI design patterns by 
Jovanovic [9] and 15 UIWDPs by Kayla Night [6] are 
presented. The information about patterns in these libraries is 
available in informal languages. 

Yingtao et al. [37] presented a reverse engineering 
approach to extract presentation layer from web applications. 
They specify recovered features in the form of WSDL and 
these features can be deployed through proxies accessing the 
original web server and parsing its responses. Authors recover 
functionalities of websites from the presentation layer instead 
of focusing on all the source code. The applied recovery 
process consists of five Components (page collector, pattern 
miner, pattern visualize, translator and service interface editor). 

Amalfitano et al. [34] presented a tool for automatic reverse 
engineering of dynamic web applications using source 
transformation technology. Authors extract UML sequence 
diagrams from the execution traces generated by the resulting 
instrumentation. The result can be directly imported and 
visualized in a UML toolset such as Rational Software 

Architect. The extracted results can be imported and visualized 
in any UML 2.1 toolset. Authors apply filter execution traces 
directly on information stored in a database that automatically 
eliminates redundant information which complicates the 
understanding process. The approach was limited only to 
reverse engineering of PHP-based web applications.  

Bochiha et al. [15] proposed a semi-automatic approach for 
re-engineering of multi-language based WAs and recovered the 
conceptual model by using syntactic and semantic information 
hidden in the LWAs.  The presented framework is based on 
two steps: web application reverse engineering and SWS 
forwarding engineering.  Reverse engineering step extract class 
and activity diagrams and forward engineering process 
generates WSDL and WSMO semantic descriptions. As 
compared to our approach, authors did not focus on the 
features of UI patterns that are necessary for pattern‟s recovery, 
maintenance and re-engineering from LWAs [23]. 

Staiger [55] presented an approach for reverse engineering 
of GUI components from different applications using static 
analysis. He extracted control flow graph for the examined 
applications.  Author maps source code constructs with GUI 
components and detects relationship between GUI components 
through event handlers and their callers. Bauhaus tool is 
applied by the author to extract GUI components from the 
source code of C/C++. 

Norizan et al. [16] performed the survey to extract the list 
of user interface design patterns and their impact on the 
usability of WAs. In their approach, they tried to recover 
groups of UIWDPs that were used collectively and their impact 
on the quantitative/qualitative performance and usability of 
WAs with help of check list based survey. But in our approach, 
we recover a single or group of UI patterns from LWAs on the 
basis of pattern‟s features. 

A number of approaches [10]-[13], [35], [36]  recovered 
UML models for the comprehension of behavioral, structural 
and relational aspects of WAs but these approaches did not 
focus on  the recovery of  UIWDPs and their occurrences in 
WAs. The Marchetteo et al. [14] proposed ReAjax tool to 
reverse engineer only Ajax based applications. Echeverrıa et al. 
[17] used MoDisco to reverse engineer only the Strut based 
WAs. Martin et al. [2] proposed reusing of software 
engineering tool Rigi as a means of analyzing and visualizing 
the structure of web applications. Chung and Lee [8] proposed 
an approach for reverse engineering of Websites and adopt 
Conallen‟s UML extensions [53] to describe their architecture.  
Rasool et al. [32] presented an approach to recover general 
artifacts from legacy software applications based on abstract 
regular expressions. Draheim et al. [56] presented a tool that 
constructs analysis from website based on the concept of from-
oriented analysis. Bouchiha et al. [57] presented an ontology 
based approach for reverse engineering of web applications. 
Boldyreff et al. [18] proposed a system that exploits traditional 
reverse engineering techniques to extract duplicated contents 
and styles from websites in order to restructure them and 
improve their maintainability. 
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Authors in approaches [17]-[20], [24], [25] used Eclipse 
and WARE [21] tools to create the intermediate representations 
of LWAs. They integrate reverse engineering and model driven 
engineering to extract the conceptual models of LWAs and 
user interaction artifacts from web applications. All applied 
approaches did not address the locations and occurrences of UI 
patterns in the code that are necessary for maintenance, 
correction of bugs and abstraction.  Key features of different 
approaches are summarized in Table I.  

We see from Table I that most reverse engineering 
approaches presented for recovery of information from web 
applications start their process from the selection of a model or 
a modeling language that will generate an intermediate format 
of the legacy web application. These intermediate formats may 
be used by one or more tools for recovering different artifacts 
from the source code. Some approaches use transform 
techniques, queries and algorithms to recover different types of 
artifacts and their relationships from the web applications. 
Many recovery tools accept models as input and recover 
different types of information from examined applications. The 
web models act as main source for the comprehensive reverse 
engineering of legacy web applications. 

III. SEMIFORMAL SPECIFICATION OF UIWDPS 

The list of UIWDPs proposed by Kayla Night [6] has been 
used by our approach. We realize that patterns presented in this 
list are more generic which include maximum UIWDPs that 
are included in other lists as well.  We take user interface 
graphical items, lexical items and feature types for the 
specification of patterns. Graphical items are specified with the 
help of different tags such as HTML, Form, DIV etc. Lexical 
items are captions/ labels that describe graphical items. For 
example, user login user name and password are lexical items 
that are used to describe graphical items. We use the concept of 
feature types presented in our previous work to specify all 15 
UIWDPs [50].  The feature types presented in this paper are 
different from feature types used to specify GoF (Gang of 
Four) design patterns in previous work. Feature types in this 
approach are based on graphical and lexical properties of 
patterns. They refer to different characteristics of patterns 
implemented by developers using different tags. The worth and 
quality of our specifications are based on the appropriate 
selection of feature types that are used by web designers in the 
specific area with specific sequence to implement the UIWDPs 
in the web applications. We identified 55 feature types 
presented in Table II to specify all 15UIDPs and their variants.  
We don‟t claim that these 55 features can be used to specify 
User Interface design patterns of different other lists. These 
features are presented in Table II. We select four UIWDPs 
(Login, Navigation Bars, Bread Scrum, Lazy Registration) to 
demonstrate our approach with their intent, visual diagrams 
and specifications as given in the following subsections. The 
specifications of rest of patterns are available on our web 
source [29]. 

A. Login Pattern 

Login Pattern is very common in web applications. The 
intent and specification of login pattern is given below: 

A login pattern [26] is required when users need to identify 
themselves to either gain access to a restricted area or 
experience a more personalized user interface based on 
information provided previously. Fig. 1 below presents the 
screenshot of a Login pattern.  

 
Fig. 1. Login pattern. 

 Specification  

Specification of login pattern described as feature types and 
diagrammatic notation is presented in Table III and Fig. 2. We 
consider variations used by developers while implementing 
these user interface web design patterns. Login pattern may 
have features (F11, F12, F13, F14, F15) or (F11, F12, F13, 
F14, F15, F16).  

 

Fig. 2. Login patter. 

B. Navigation Bar Patterns 

Navigation Bar pattern has become a key feature of all web 
applications. The intent and specification of Navigation Bar 
pattern is given below: 

Navigation Bar pattern is used when the user needs to 
locate contents and features necessary to accomplish a task. A 
vertical/horizontal navigation is a quite common layout that 
gives much emphasis to the vertical/horizontal orientation. 
Fig. 3 presents a screenshot of Navigation Bar pattern. 

<Form> 

<input type=password> 
 

<input type=submit > 
 

</Form> 
 

<input type=”text”> 
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TABLE I. COMPARATIVE OVERVIEW OF FEATURES  OF WEB RECOVERY APPROACHES 

Reference/Tool Model /Framework Technique 
Source Code 

Languages 
Analysis Type Experimental Case Studies 

[38] (2001) 

OOHDM-Web 
(Framework) 

OOHDMFrame. 

OOHDM-Web(UML) 
Manual observation 

OO code, ASP 

ISAPI, COM, 
Corba 

Behavioral &,Object 

oriented analysis 

Web application framework 

for conference paper review 
system. 

[18] (2001) 
JavaCC parser 

Rational Database Perl, SQL 
HTML, Java 
script 

Code analysis 
Parse tree analyzer 

Palatinate'99, SEG'99 
Palatinate'00, Personal Web  

[39] (2001) 

VAQUISTA 

Presentation  model 

XIML 

Mapping  tables 

matching techniques 
HTML4.0 Static Analysis 

http://www.acm.org/sigchi/ch

i2001/registration.html). 

[40] (2004) 

Saxon TidyR 

(MultiLingual XHTML) 

UML 
Page matching algorithm HTML, PHP 

Static analysis 

Syntax tree analysis 

 

www.ien.it. 

[41] (2002) 

WebRemUSINE 
Task models WebRemUSINE  HTML Static  analysis 

http://giove.cnuce.cnr.it/sigch

i/index.html 

[10] (2001) 
ReWeb 

TeslWeb 

UML Model 

Meta model 

Test cases  
Node-Reduction 

algorithm  

HTML 
Static  analysis 
Dynamic  analysis 

 

www.Wordnet.com 

www.Amazon.com 

[13] (2012) 

WebLabUX 

DOM, Three experiment 

patterns 

Survey responses 

t-test. 
N M 

users‟ navigational 
behavior on a 

website 

NM 

[14] (2012) 
ReAjax 

 

DOM 
GUI-based  

state models 

Regular Expression 
FSM( finite state 

machine) 

HTML, CSS 
Java script, PHP 

XUL,XML  

Static analysis. 
Dynamic analysis 

Execution traces  

[http://pafm.sourceforge.net], 

[http://tudu.sourceforge.net]  

[15] (2010) 

OntoWeR 
 

WSMO, SWS 

class & activity 
diagrams,UML Model 

Transform Algorithms 

OWL 

HTML, PHP 

JSP, 

Syntactic and 

Semantic  Analysis 
Self made example 

[42] (2008) 
SEASAT 

MDE, Class diagram  
link-based models 

Explanation based on 11 
rules 

HTML, 
Java script 

Lexical analysis: 
Syntactic analysis 

NM 

[43] (2009) 

Kenyonweb, 

Mining Software 

Repositories (MSR) 
DBMS 

Classification algorithm & 

Regular expression 
Java code 

 

NM 
Selected java code 

[31] (2008) 

Google search 

engine, SPSS 

Web mining. 

User interface 

Web patterns. 

Query with degree scale 

(+,-,?) 

Descriptive statistics 

NM Semantic analysis Nokia mobile websites 

[44] (2012) 
MoDisCo 

Navigational models 
MVC  WebFrameworks 

ATL Algo 
Data/Control Flows 

HTML, JSP 
XML, Java 

Static analysis. 
http://www.unex.es/eweb/mig
raria/cs/agenda 

[45] (2013) 
RE-UWA 

UWA-MDD      

Model Driven 

Reverse 

Engineering(MDRE) 
UWA models 

Query View 
Transformation - 

QVT, ATLrules 

Java beans, 
JSP, HTML 

 

Conceptual 

Analysis 

Object oriented 
analysis 

NM 

[46] (2013) 

WARE 

Re MDWE 

Meta-Model 

Clustering Algorithm, 

SQL Queries 

HTML,JavaScrip

t,XML 

Static analysis 

Dynamic analysis 
General Example 

[20] (2013) 

MIGRARIA 

WARE 

MDWE 

MVC-based web 

frameworks. 

Atlas transformations 

ATL rules 

Querying 

JSP, Java, XML 
HTML 

Static analysis 

Dynamic analysis 

 

http://www.eweb.unex.es/ewe
b/migraria/cs/agenda/ 

[47]( 2010) 
JWebTracer 

JBPRecovery. 

GUI-based Reverse 

Engineering, UML 

Clustering techniques, 

BPMN, BPEL, Petri Nets 

 

FSS, CSS, APTS 
Dynamic analysis www.softslate.com/ 

[34] (2009) 

WARE, 

PHP2XMI 

Database model  
ER model, 
SQL Queries 

PHP,SQL 
HTML,  

Static and dynamic 
analysis 

NM 

[ 21] (2007) 

WSDL2OWLS  

MDRE, Model Driven 

Architecture (MDA) 

(QVT) Algo [10] 

Owl ATL algo  
WSDL files 

Static, Dynamic and 

Semantic analysis 
NM 

[48] (2001) 
MySQL ,PHP 

interpreter, 

JSQLParser, 

Application  Model, 

System  Overview, 
Database 

SQL queries 
PHP, Java 

 
Dynamic analysis 

Wordpress, Drupal and 

Gallery2. 

[49](1996) 

PhpModeler, 

ReWeb 

Reverse  engineering  
(RE)  process 

Dependency analyzer 

Algorithm 

SQL  

HTML,CSS, 

PHP,ASP.NET,  

Java,JavaScript, 

Static  analysis 

Simple login page 

iForestFire  

 

[54](2012) 
DOM GUI-based  

State models 

Execution traces on State 

modes 

HTML, CSS 

Java script, PHP 
XUL,XML 

Dynamic analysis 
[http://pafm.sourceforge.net], 

[http://tudu.sourceforge.net] 

[11](2004) XMI Mutational Techniques HTML, ASP 
Static and Dynamic 

analysis 

XML node construction 

application 

http://www.google.com.pk/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=2&cad=rja&sqi=2&ved=0CC8QFjAB&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.eclipse.org%2Fforums%2Findex.php%2Ft%2F151094%2F&ei=vmS5UuaiEObB0gWfu4CwDw&usg=AFQjCNHrOBD3RW9EUefBo4v4OnkWkHUFYw&sig2=5EoDammj99WVD0KiuE-gpQ&bvm=bv.58187178,d.Yms
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TABLE II. FEATURE TYPES 

Fea
ture No 

Feature Tag Feature Description 
Feat

ure No 
Feature Tag Feature Description 

F1 <UL> List start point  F29 <Footer> Footer  start  

F2 </UL> List end point F30 </Footer > Footer end  

F3 <LI> Item start point  F31 <Label > Label Text  start 

F4 </LI> Navigation item end point F32 </Label > Label Text  end  

F5 <a> Anchor  start  F33 <Section> Sections start 

F6 </a> Anchor  end  F34 </Section> Section end  

F7 <DIV> Division start  F35 <article> Sub section 

F8 </DIV> Division end   F36 </article> Sub section end  

F9 <SPAN> 
Navigation item area start 

point  
F37 <header > Sub section title/heading start  

F1
0 

</SPAN> 
Navigation item area end 

point 
F38 </header> Sub section title/heading end   

F1
1 

<Form> Start of form  F39 <h> Heading style start 

F 
12 

</Form> End of form F40 </h> Heading style end 

F1
3 

<input 
type=”text”> 

Text data field F41 <p> Para start 

F1
4 

<input 
type=”password”> 

Password data field F42 </p> Para end  

F1
5 

<input 
type=”submit”> 

Submit button F43 <Strong>  Text Highlighter start   

F1
6 

User name /f-
name/-l-name 

Label/lexical item L1 F44 </Strong > Text Highlighter end   

F1
7 

“Password” Label/lexical item L2 F45 Digits Digits  

F1
8 

“Login”/text Label/text F46 <ol> Order list 

F1
9 

<Table> Start of table  F47 </ol> Un order list  

F2
0 

</Table> End of  table F48 <Script> Script language start  

F2
1 

<TR> Start of row F49 </Script> Script language end 

F2
2 

</TR> End of row F50 <tbody> Table body start  

F2
3 

<TD> Start of column F51 </Tbody> Table body end  

F2
4 

</TD> End of Column F52 <!DOCTYPE> Html Version  

F2
5 

<input 
type=”hidden”> 

Submit with action F53 
<html><head><titl

e> 
Webpage head  

F2
6 

<button> Button for action  F54 
<linkrel="styleshe

et> 
CSS link 

F2
7 

<IMg> Image icon F55 <body> Page body  

F2
8 

Id=Breadcrumb 
Div tag Id which contain 

the path to this page 
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TABLE III. FEATURES OF LOGIN PATTERN 

UI graphical 

items 

Lexical 

item 
Feature types 

Pattern 

definitions 

<form> 

 

<input  

type=”text”> 

<input  

type=”password”> 

<input  
type=”submit ”>

  

</form> 

. 

Login 

 

Username 

 

Password  

 

F11:Start of 

form F12:End 

of form F13: 
Text data field 

F14: Password 

data field F15: 
Submit button 

F16:Label/lexic

al item L1 

F17:Label/lexic

al item L2 

 

F11, 

F13,*F14,F15,F1
2 

OR 

F11,F16, 
*F13,F17,* 

F14,F15,F12 

*: Means that 
feature type can 

repeat 

 

Fig. 3. Navigation pattern. 

 Specification  

Features of Navigation Bar pattern are given in Table IV 
and diagrammatic specification is presented in Fig. 4. “*” 
means that a feature type or group of feature types can repeat. 
The first variant of Navigation Bar pattern has repeating 
features (F3, F5, F4) as shown in Fig. 4. Features for other 
variants of Navigation Bar are given in Table IV. 

 

Fig. 4. Navigation bar. 

TABLE IV. FEATURES OF NAVIGATION BAR PATTERN 

V
ar

. 

UI 

graphical 

items 

Feature types Pattern definitions 

 

 

 

1 

<UL> 
<LI> 

<a> 

</a> 
</LI> 

</UL> 

F1:Navigation list start point 
F2:Navigation list end point 

F3:Navigation item start 

point 
F4:Navigation item end 

point 

F5:Click able  link anchor  
start 

F6:Click able link anchor  

end 

 
F1,(F3,F5,F4,)* F2 

 

 
 

 

2 <DIV> 

<SPAN>>

<a><\a> 

</SPAN>

 

</DIV> 

F7:Division or potion start 

that contain a list 

F8:Division or potion end  

that contain  a list 

F9:Navigation item start 

point 
F10: Navigation item end 

point 

F7,(F9,F5,F10)*,F8 

3 <table> 

<tr><td> 

<a><\a></t
d> 

</tr> 

</table> 

F19:Start of table 

F20:End of  table 

F21:Start of row 
F22:End of row 

F23:Start of column 

F24:End of Column 

Horizontal 

F19,F21,(F23,F5,F6,

F24)*F22,F20 
Vertical 

F19,(F21,F23,F5,F6,

F24,F22)F20 
*: Means that feature 

type can repeat 

C. Breadcrumbs Pattern 

Breadcrumbs Pattern is mostly used when websites follow 
a hierarchical structure. The intent and specification of 
Breadcrumbs pattern is given below. 

The web users require the tracking of complete browsing 
path form home to its current location in order to possibly 
switch back to a higher level in the hierarchy [3]. Fig. 5 
presents a screenshot of Breadcrumbs pattern. 

 
Fig. 5. Breadcrumbs patterns. 

 Specification  

Features of Breadcrumbs Pattern are given in Table V and 
diagrammatic specification is presented in Fig. 6. The sequence 
of features is important for specification and recovery of 
Breadcrumb. The standard code contains the following tags: 
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<DIV></DIV>, <UL></UL> ,<LI></Li>, <Span></span>, 
<Nav></nav> 

 
Fig. 6. Breadcrumbs pattern. 

D. Lazy Registration Pattern 

Lazy Registration Pattern lets the user browse the website 
without formal registration. The intent and specification of 
Lazy Registration pattern is given below. 

Signup forms have long worked the casual visitor. During 
the process of discovery, nobody wants to stop and fill out 
details before they can “unlock” the rest of the site‟s potential. 
As web users become more and more fickle, signup forms are 
becoming an increasingly large barrier that repels many 
prospective visitors from great sites. Fortunately, there is a new 
signup system in web designing that is making it much easier 
for the visitor to interact with the site and it increases signups. 
Fig. 7 presents a screenshot of Lazy Registration pattern. 

 
Fig. 7. Lazy registration. 

 Semiformal Specification  

Features of Lazy Registration Pattern are given in Table VI 
and diagrammatic specification is presented in Fig. 8. 

IV. DETECTION APPROACH 

A lightweight and customizable approach for recognition of 
UIWDPs from WAS has been presented. Our approach can 
handle variations in patterns by customizing specifications and 
regular expression patterns. A number of regular expression 
parsing tools are available, but PowerGrep [33] has been 
selected due to its excellent features and free availability. It can 
match patterns through large numbers of files/folders in 
multiple formats. PowerGrep [33] is also capable to map one or 
more than one patterns at the same time. State of the art 
approaches [16], [21], [23], [31] discussed in Section II only 

indicate the presence or absence of patterns by using SQL, 
checklist survey and descriptive analysis of WAs. The 
proposed approach takes semiformal specifications of patterns, 
source code and regular expression patterns as input and 
recognizes patterns with detailed information. We also plan to 
automate the process of writing regular expression patterns 
directly from specifications in the future. The architecture of 
the approach is given in Fig. 9. 

TABLE V. FEATURES OF BREADCRUMBS PATTERNS 

V
a

r
. UI 

graphical 

items 

Lexical 

item 

Feature types Pattern 

definitions 

 

 

 
 

1 

<Div> 

<UL><Li> 

<a> 
text 

</a> 

</Li> 
</Div> 

 

 

 

 
<Div> 

tag 

contain 
attribut

e 

breadcr
umb 

> 

>> 
/ 

F7: Division or potion start 

that contain a list. 

F1: Navigation list start 
point 

F3: Navigation item start 

point 
F5: Click able  link anchor  

start 

F6: Click able link anchor  
end 

F4: Navigation item end 

point 
F2:  Navigation list end 

point 

F8: Division or potion end  
that contain a list 

 

 

F7,F28,(F1,
F3,F5,F6,F

4,F2)*,F8 

2 <Div>  

<Span><a>
text</a>  

</Span></

Div> 

 

F7: Division or potion start 

that contain a list. 
F9: Navigation item area 

start point 

F5: Click able  link anchor  

start 

F6: Click able link anchor  

end 
F10: Navigation item area 

end point 

F8: Division or potion end  
that contain a list 

 

 
F7,F28,(F9,

F5,F6,F10)

*,F8 

3 <Div> 

<a>…       
</a><Span

> 

<img> 
</Span> 

</Div> 

F7: Division or potion start 

that contain a list. 
F5: Click able  link anchor  

start 

F6: Click able link anchor  
end 

F9: Navigation item area 

start point 
F27: Navigation item area 

end point 

F8: Division or potion end  
that contain a  list 

 

 
F7,F28,(F5,

F6,F9,F27)

*,F8 
 

*: Means 

that feature 
type can 

repeat 

A. Regular Expressions 

We develop regular expression patterns for 15 UIWDPs 
discussed in [6]. There are few false matches due to limitations 
of regular expressions. We will handle false matches by 
integrating our present approach with other searching 
techniques. Table VII below presents the regular expressions 
for 15 selected UIWDPs. All regular expression patterns are 
independent of any specific tool and they can be used in any 
regular expressions based editor. We list variant regular 
expression patterns for different patterns in column 3. 

The above regular expression patterns are based on the 
compulsory features of UIWDPs. The worth and quality of  the 

<UL

<LI<LI

> 

<<

</A</A

</L </L

I> 

</U

LI> 

<LI

> 

<

</A

</L
I> 

<

A

</A

</L
I> 

<LI
> 

<DIv
> 

<DIv
> 
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recovery process is dependent on identification of correct 
feature types,  their sequence and regular expression patterns 
which must be free from backtracking and false matches. The 
presented approach is capable to detect the presence of 
specified UI pattern in a given WA. It can also recover 
filename, complete path and line number on which it was 
implemented. However, we want to clarify that presented 
approach can recover the UIWDPs according to specified 
sequence of feature types from the web source codes, but, if 
any application has implemented a pattern with same feature 
types according to our semiformal specifications, but in 
different order, then our approach is unable to recover such 
types of patterns.  

 
Fig. 8. Lazy registration. 

TABLE VI. FEATURES OF LAZY REGISTRATION 

V
a

r
.a

r
. 

UI graphical 

items 

Lexical 

item 

Feature types Pattern 

definitions 

 

 

 
 

1 

<form> 

<input  type=”text” 

name=”f-name”> 
<input  type=”text” 

name=”l-name”> 

<input  
type=”email/text” 

name=”email”> 

<input  
type=”password” 

name=”password”

> 
<a>---</a> 

<input  

type=”submit 
”>/Button 

</form> 

 

 

First 
name 

Last 

name 
Email 

Passwor

d 
Agree/a

ccept 

term and 
conditio

n 

F11:Start of form 

F12:End of form 

F13:Text data 
field 

F14:Password 

data field 
F5: Click able  

link anchor  start 

F6: Click able  
link anchor  end 

F15:Submit 

button 
F16:Label/lexical 

item L1 

F17:Label/lexical 
item L2 

 

 

 
F11,F12,*F1

3,*F14,F5,F6

, F16 ,F17 
 

 

*: Means that 
feature type 

can repeat 

 
Fig. 9. Architecture of approach

TABLE VII. REGULAR EXPRESSION PATTERNS 

I
D 

 Vr. Regular Expressions 

1 

L
o
g

in
 1 

((<FORM.*?>(?:(?!ORM>|pe="password"|pe="hidden"|pe="submit").)*?type="text"(?:(?!pe="text").)*?type="password"(?:(?!pe="te

xt"|pe="password").)*?Type=("submit"|"hidden")))|((?><form[^>]*>)((?>(?!ORM>|pe="password"|pe="hidden"|pe="submit").)*?typ

e="text")((?>(?!ORM>|pe="hidden"|pe="submit").)*?type="password")((?>(?!ORM>).)*?type=("submit"|"hidden"))((?>(?<!for).)*?<

/form>)) 

2 

N
av

ig
at

io
n
 

1 

Using  <Ul> and <LI> cannot be nested    
?><ul[^>]*>)(?>((.(?<!<ul))*?<li[^>]*>)(?>.*?<a[^>]*>)(?>.*?</a>)(?>.*?</li>))(?>((.(?<!<ul))*?<li[^>]*>)(?>.*?<a[^>]*>)(?>.*?</a
>)(?>.*?</li>))(?>((.(?<!<ul))*?<li[^>]*>)(?>.*?<a[^>]*>)(?>.*?</a>)(?>.*?</li>))(?>((.(?<!<ul))*?<li[^>]*>)(?>.*?<a[^>]*>)(?>.*?<
/a>)(?>.*?</li>))(?>(.(?<!<ul))*?</ul>) 

Using <Ul> and <LI> can be nested   
(?><ul[^>]*>)(?>(?>.*?<li[^>]*>)(?>.*?<a[^>]*>)(?>.*?</a>)(?>.*?</li>))(?>(?>.*?<li[^>]*>)(?>.*?<a[^>]*>)(?>.*?</a>)(?>.*?</li>)
)(?>(?>.*?<li[^>]*>)(?>.*?<a[^>]*>)(?>.*?</a>)(?>.*?</li>))(?>(?>.*?<li[^>]*>)(?>.*?<a[^>]*>)(?>.*?</a>)(?>.*?</li>))(?>.*?</ul>) 

2 

Using <Div> and <Span> 

(?><div[^>]*>)(?>(?>.*?<span[^>]*>)(?>.*?<a[^>]*>)(?>.*?</a>)(?>.*?</span>))(?>(?>.*?<span[^>]*>)(?>.*?<a[^>]*>)(?>.*?</
a>)(?>.*?</span>))(?>(?>.*?<span[^>]*>)(?>.*?<a[^>]*>)(?>.*?</a>)(?>.*?</span>))(?>(?>.*?<span[^>]*>)(?>.*?<a[^>]*>)(?>.*?</
a>)(?>.*?</span>)) (?>.*?</div>) 

3 

Using <table> cannot be nested 

(?><table[^>]*>)(?>(.(?<!<table))*?<td[^>]*>(.(?<!<table))*?<a[^>]*>(.(?<!<table))*?</a>(.(?<!<table))*?</td>)(?>(.(?<!<table))*?

<td[^>]*>(.(?<!<table))*?<a[^>]*>(.(?<!<table))*?</a>(.(?<!<table))*?</td>)(?>(.(?<!<table))*?<td[^>]*>(.(?<!<table))*?<a[^>]*>(.
(?<!<table))*?</a>(.(?<!<table))*?</td>)(?>(.(?<!<table))*?<td[^>]*>(.(?<!<table))*?<a[^>]*>(.(?<!<table))*?</a>(.(?<!<table))*?<

/td>)(?>(.(?<!<table))*?</table>) 

Using  <table> can be nested 

(?><table[^>]*>)(?>(?>.*?<td[^>]*>)(?>.*?<a[^>]*>)(?>.*?</a>)(?>.*?</td>))(?>(?>.*?<td[^>]*>)(?>.*?<a[^>]*>)(?>.*?</a>)(?>.*

?</td>))(?>(?>.*?<td[^>]*>)(?>.*?<a[^>]*>)(?>.*?</a>)(?>.*?</td>))(?>(?>.*?<td[^>]*>)(?>.*?<a[^>]*>)(?>.*?</a>)(?>.*?</td>))(

?>.*?</table>) 

3 

B re a d cr u m b
 1 

(((?><Div[^>]*(?=rumb[a-

z]*")[^>]*>)(?>(.(?<!<Div))*?<a[^>]*>(?>.*?</a>))(?>(.(?<!<Div))*?<a[^>]*>(?>.*?</a>))(?>.*?</Div>))) 

<Form> 

<button> 

 

</Form> 

 

<input type=”text”>        f-name 

<input type=”text”>        l-name 

<input type=”email”>       

<input type=”password”>      

   password 

<input type=”password”>         

Re-password 

Agree/accept 

  

  
 

Results   (5) 
    

UI Web patterns  
Semiformal  

 specification s 
  
(1)   

Regex Tool             
( 4 ) 

  

Web  source  
C ode (  3) 

  

 Regular  
Expression s 

      
  ( 2 )   
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2 

(((?><Div[^>]*(?=rumb[a-

z]*")[^>]*>)(?>(.(?<!<Div))*?<a[^>]*>(?>.*?</a>))(?>(.(?<!<Div))*?<a[^>]*>(?>.*?</a>))(?>.*?</Div>))) 

3 
(((?><Div[^>]*(?=rumb[a-
z]*")[^>]*>)(?>(.(?<!<Div))*?<a[^>]*>(?>.*?</a>))(?>(.(?<!<Div))*?<a[^>]*>(?>.*?</a>))(?>.*?</Div>))) 

4 

L
az

y
 R

eg
. 

1 

((?><form[^>]*>)(?>.(?<!<for))*?type="text"((?>(?!ORM>|pe="password"|pe="submit").)*?<input)(?>(?>.(?<!<for))*?type=)(?>(?>

.(?<!<for))*?("email"|"text")(?>.*?)(name="[a-z_]*?email[a-

z_]*?")?[^>]*>)(?>(?>.(?<!<for))*?<input)(?>(?>.(?<!<for))*?(?=pe="password"))(?>(?>.(?<!<for))*?(agree|accept)(?>.(?<!<for))*?
<a[^>]*>(?>.(?<!<for))*?</a>)?(((?>(?>.(?<!<for))*?a[^>]*>(?>.(?<!<for))*?</a>))|((?>(?>.(?<!<for))*?(<input|<button))(?>(?>.(?<

!<for))*?type=)(?>(?>.(?<!<for))*?("submit"|"hiddent")[^>]*>)))(?>(?>.(?<!<for))*?</form>)) 

2 

((?><form[^>]*>)(?>.(?<!<for))*?type="text"((?>(?!ORM>|pe="password"|pe="submit").)*?<input)(?>(?>.(?<!<for))*?type=)(?>(?>

.(?<!<for))*?("email"|"text")[^>]*>)(?>(?>.(?<!<for))*?<input)(?>(?>.(?<!<for))*?(?=pe="password"))(?>(?>.(?<!<for))*?(agree|acc

ept)(?>.(?<!<for))*?<a[^>]*>(?>.(?<!<for))*?</a>)?(((?>(?>.(?<!<for))*?a[^>]*>(?>.(?<!<for))*?</a>))|((?>(?>.(?<!<for))*?(<input|
<button))(?>(?>.(?<!<for))*?type=)(?>(?>.(?<!<for))*?("submit"|"hiddent")[^>]*>)))(?>(?>.(?<!<for))*?</form>)) 

5 

P
ag

i

n
at

io

n
 1 

(((?><Div[^>]*?(?=nation")[^>]*>))|((?><p[^>]*?(?=nation"|rfix")[^>]*>)))(((?>.*?<span[^>]*>)(?>.*?1)(?>.*?</Span>))|((?>.*?<St

rong[^>]*>)(?>.*?1)(?>.*?</Strong>))|((?>.*?<a[^>]*>)(?>.*?1)(?>.*?</a>)))((?>.*?<a[^>]*>)(?>.*?\d)(?>.*?</a>)){8}((?>.*?</div
>)|(?>.*?</p>)) 

6 

C
o
n

te
n

t 
fo

o
te

r 1 
((?><footer[^>]*>)(?>(.(?<!<foot))*?(<div[^>]*>)(.(?<!<foot))*?(<a[^>]*>)(?>(.(?<!<foot))*?</footer>))) 

2 ((?><Div[^>]*(?=(footer"|tent"))[^>]*>)((?>.*?<div[^>]*>)(?>.*?<a[^>]*>)(?>.*?</div)){3,}(?>.*</div>)) 

7 

F
o

rm
 w

iz
ar

d
 1 

(?><form[^>]*>)((?>(.(?<!<form))*?((<div[^>]*>)(?>(.(?<!<div))*?<Label[^>]*>)(?>(.(?<!<div))*?type="text")(?>(.(?<!<div))*?</

div>)))){2,}((?>(.(?<!<form))*?((<div[^>]*>)(?>(.(?<!<div))*?<Label[^>]*>)(?>(.(?<!<div))*?type="password")(?>(.(?<!<div))*?</

div>)))){2,}(?>(.(?<!<form))*?((<input(?>(.(?<!<form))*?type="submit"[^>]*>))|(<button)))(?>.*?</form>) 

2 
(?><form[^>]*>)((?>(.(?<!<form))*?<Label[^>]*>)(?>(.(?<!<form))*?</label>)(?>(.(?<!<form))*?<input)(?>(.(?<!<form))*?type="t
ext"[^>]*>)){2,}((?>(.(?<!<form))*?<Label[^>]*>)(?>(.(?<!<form))*?</label>)(?>(.(?<!<form))*?<input)(?>(.(?<!<form))*?type="p

assword"[^>]*>)){1}(?>(.(?<!<form))*?((<input(?>(.(?<!<form))*?type="submit"[^>]*>))|(<button)))(?>.*?</form>) 

8 

M
o
d
u

la
r 

ta
b
 

1 
((<div[^>]*>)|(<article[^>]*>))(((?>.*?<header[^>]*>)|(?>.*?<div[^>]*>))(?>.*?<a[^>]*>)(?>.*?<p[^>]*>)(?>.*?<a[^>]*>)((?>.*?</

header>)|(?>.*?</div>))){4,}((?>.*?</div>)|(?>.*?</article>)) 

2 (<div[^>]*>)((?>.*?<ul[^>]*>)(?>.*?<a[^>]*>)(?>.*?</a>)(?>.*?</li>)){5,} (?>.*?</ul>)(?>.*?</div>) 

9 

P
ag

e 

G
ri

d
 

1 
(<!DOCTYPE[^>]*>)(?>.*?<html)(?>.*?<head)(?>.*?<title>)((?>.*?<link)(?>.*?rel="stylesheet"[^>]*>)){3,}(?>.*?<body)(((?>.*?<
div)(?>.*?id=[^>]*>)(?>.*?<div)(?>.*?id=[^>]*>)(?>.*?<div)(?>.*?id=[^>]*>))){35,} 

1
0 

A
rt

ic
le

 L
is

t 1 
(<section[^>]*>)(?>.*?<header[^>]*>)(?>.*?</header>)((?>.*?<article[^>]*>)(?>.*?<h\d[^>]*>)(?>.*?<a[^>]*>)(?>.*?</a>)(?>.*?</
h\d>)(?>.*?<p[^>]*>)(?>.*?<a[^>]*>)(?>.*?</a>)(?>.*?</p>)(?>.*?<p[^>]*>)(?>.*?</p>)(?>.*?</article>)){2,}?(?>.*?</section>) 

2 

(<div[^>]*(wrapper|article|main)[^>]*>)((?>.*?<div[^>]*>)(?>.*?<h\d[^>]*>)(?>.*?</h\d>)(((?>.*?<Div[^>]*>))|((?>.*?<p[^>]*>)))

(?>.*?<a[^>]*>)(?>.*?</a>)((?>.*?</div>)|(?>.*?</p>))((?>.*?<p[^>]*>))(?>.*?<a[^>]*>)(?>.*?</a>)(?>.*?</p>)(?>.*?</div>)){3,}
?(?>.*?</div>) 

1
1 

V
o

te
 t

o
 

p
ro

m
o

t

e 

1 

((<section[^>]*>)|(<div[^>]*>)|(<table[^>]*>))(((?>.*?<div[^>]*>)|(?>.*?<tr[^>]*>))(?>.*?<a[^>]*>)(?>.*?</a>)((?>.*?<div[^>]*>)

|(?>.*?<td[^>]*>))(?>.*?<a[^>]*>)(?>.*?</a>)((?>.*?<div[^>]*>)|(?>.*?<td[^>]*>))((?>.*?<span[^>]*>)|(?>.*?<p[^>]*>))((?>.*?</s

pan>)|(?>.*?</p>))){10,}?((?>.*?</section>)|(?>.*?</div>)|(<?>.*?/table>)) 

1
2 

A
rc

h
iv

es
 

1 

((?><section[^>]*>)|(?><div[^>]*>)|(?><table[^>]*>))((?>.*?<h\d[^>]*>)(?>.*?</h\d>)((?>.*?<ul[^>]*>)|(?>.*?<ol[^>]*>)|(?>.*?<a

rticle[^>]*>))((?>.*?<li[^>]*>)(?>.*?<a[^>]*>)(?>.*?</a>)(?>.*?</li>)){2,}?((?>.*?</ul>)|(?>.*?</ol>)|(?>.*?</article>))){4,}?((?><
/section[^>]*>)|(?>.*?</div>)|(<?.*?</table>)) 

2 

((?><section[^>]*>)|(?><div[^>]*>)|(?><table[^>]*>))(((?>.*?<tr[^>]*>)|(?>.*?<div[^>]*>)|(?>.*?<article[^>]*>))(?>.*?<h\d[^>]*>

)(?>.*?</h\d>)((?>.*?<ul[^>]*>)|(?>.*?<ol[^>]*>)|(?>.*?<article[^>]*>))((?>.*?<li[^>]*>)(?>.*?<a[^>]*>)(?>.*?</a>)(?>.*?</li>)){
2,}?((?>.*?</ul>)|(?>.*?</ol>)|(?>.*?</article>))){4,}?((?></section[^>]*>)|(?>.*?</div>)|(<?.*?</table>)) 

1
3 

D
as

h
b

o
ar

d
 

1 (?>(<Script[^>]*"text/javascript"[^>]*>)(?>.*?Dashboard){1,}?(?>.*?</script>))|(?><\w+[^>]*Dashboard[^>]*>){1,}? 

1
4 

H
ie

ra
rc

h
ic

al
 

A
ct

io
n

s 

1 

(?><form[^>]*>)(?>(?>.(?<!<for))*?<input)(?>(?>.(?<!<for))*?type="submit"[^>]*>)(?>(?>.(?<!<for))*?<a[^>]*>)(?>(?>.(?<!<for))

*?</a>)(?>(?>.(?<!<for))*?</form>)  

2 

(?><form[^>]*>)(?>(?>.(?<!<for))*?<a[^>]*>)(?>(?>.(?<!<for))*?</a>)(?>(?>.(?<!<for))*?<input)(?>(?>.(?<!<for))*?type="submit"

[^>]*>)(?>(?>.(?<!<for))*?</form>) 

1
5 

D
is

p
la

y
 

C
o
ll

ec
ti

o
n
 

1 

((?><table[^>]*>)|(?><div[^>]*>))(((?>.*?<tbody[^>]*>)|(?>.*?<div[^>]*>)|(?>.*?<UL[^>]*>))(((?>.*?<td[^>]*>)|(?>.*?<div[^>]*

>)|(?>.*?<li[^>]*>))(?>.*?<a[^>]*>)(?>.*?</a>)((?>.*?</div>)|(?>.*?</li>))){20,}?((?>.*?</tbody>)|(?>.*?</div>)|(?>.*?</UL>)))((

?>.*?</table>)|(?>.*?</div>)) 
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V. EVALUATION 

We evaluate our approach on 75 randomly selected 
websites. The source code for all these websites is available 
freely on web. We cannot find a standard benchmark system 
from the literature that can be used for comparison of our 
results. Due to this reason, we performed manual analysis on 
the source code which was very time consuming and daunting 
task. The results of manual analysis are compared with 
automated results on five selected websites for each pattern. 
The reason for performing manual and automated on five 
selected websites is due to the reason that we want to validate 
patterns definitions manual analysis of source code. Secondly, 
we performed an experiment on all websites for 15 UIWDPs 
and extracted results are shown in Table X.  We want to clarify 
that we calculated accuracy of our approach on five selected 
websites for each pattern. The detail about automated and 
manual experiments is given below. 

A. Automated Experiment  

In order to validate our semiformal specifications and 
regular expression patterns, we performed experiments on 75 
different websites using PowerGrep [33] tool and recovered 
instances of 15 selected patterns. PowerGrep tool has excellent 
capabilities for parsing source code by using regular 
expressions. The recovered results are presented in Table VIII.  

B. Manual Experiment 

Manual analysis of source code is very time consuming and 
daunting task. It was important for us to validate our 
semiformal specifications of UIWDPs in the source code 
manually. In order to recover a pattern, we start searching from 
folders, subfolders and files, line by line, that was very time 
consuming and very difficult to mark starting and end point of 

the patterns. The multiple occurrences of patterns and finding 
the precise location of patterns in the code are very hard. 

There exists slight difference between the manual and 
automated results due to the several factors.  One of the major 
reasons is that different web designers implement UIWDPs 
according to their skill, nature of applications and frameworks. 
The manual detection involves personal experiences and 
understanding of multi-language source code, but our approach 
can recover patterns automatically by following the semiformal 
specifications and regular expression patterns. 

The difference between automated and manual experiments 
with their Standard Deviation (S.T.D.) is shown in the 
following Fig. 10. 

 

Fig. 10. Comparison between the manual & automatic recovery. 

C. Accuracy of Approach 

The accuracy in the universal statistical sense indicates the 
proximity of calculations or estimates to the accurate or exact 
results. To measure the accuracy of our approach, we compute 
the Precision, Recall and F-Score for our recovered results.  

The data retrieval techniques can be evaluated by using the 
Precision and Recall metrics. This matrix method is popular for 
the evaluation of patterns extraction approaches. 

TABLE VIII. EVALUATION RESULTS 

Pattern Website 
Files Results Total 

SD TP FP FN Pr Rc Fs 
Tot Imp M A TM TA 

Login 

Olx.com 80 1 1 1 

3 3 0.00 3 0 0 1.00 1.00 1.00 

samshine.com 87 0 0 0 

geomedia.com 103 0 0 0 

www.fast.edu.pk 10 1 1 1 

Netvib.com 85 1 1 1 

Navigation 

Olx.com 80 1 2 2 

9 9 0.00 9 0 0 1.00 1.00 1.00 

aiou.edu 107 2 2 2 

geomedia.com 103 1 1 1 

Ngaming.com 80 1 1 1 

Bath_baby.com 80 3 3 3 

Breadcrumb 

hec.gov.pk 17 0 0 1 

3 4 0.71 3 0 1 0.75 1.00 0.95 

Ngaming.com 80 1 1 1 

Bath_baby.com 80 1 1 1 

Netvib.com 85 1 0 0 

Vimeo.com 91 1 1 1 

Lazy hec.gov.pk 17 0 0 0 2 2 0.00 2 0 0 1.00 1.00 1.00 
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Registration sis.cuonlineatd.edu 95 0 0 0 

aiou.edu 107 0 0 0 

Netvib.com 85 1 1 1 

Vimeo.com 97 1 1 1 

Pagination 

drweb.de/magazin 73 1 1 1 

8 8 0.00 8 0 0 1.00 1.00 1.00 

d3.ru/popular 45 2 2 2 

erweiterungen.de 35 2 2 2 

subcide.com/articles 95 1 1 1 

spacecollective.org 88 1 1 1 

Content 

Footer 

www.cssbeauty.com 17 1 1 1 

5 5 0.00 5 0 0 1.00 1.00 1.00 

billyhughes.oph.gov 17 1 1 1 

www.cityofgrace.com 35 1 1 1 

www. Lastfm.com 84 1 1 1 

viget.com 28 1 1 1 

Form wizard 

club.nokia.com/ 116 1 1 1 

6 5 0.71 5 1 0 1.00 0.83 0.85 

beanstalkapp.com/ 86 1 1 1 

ui-patterns.com/ 87 2 2 2 

mite.com 20 1 1 1 

statementstacker.com 36 1 1 0 

Modular Tab 

bestwebgallery.com 43 1 1 1 

6 6 0.00 6 0 0 1.00 1.00 1.00 

haveamint.com 10 1 1 1 

mailchimp.com 11 1 1 1 

www.cbs.com 107 2 2 2 

viget.com/advance 16 1 1 1 

Page Grid 

nps.gov/index 46 1 1 1 

5 4 0.71 4 1 0 1.00 0.80 0.83 

nytimes.com/ 158 1 1 1 

yeeaahh.subtraction.com 30 1 1 0 

theguardian.com 131 1 1 1 

yui.github.io 37 1 1 1 

Article list 

alistapart.com 17 1 1 1 

5 5 0.00 5 0 0 1.00 1.00 1.00 

businesscatalyst.com 55 1 1 1 

visitmix.com 23 1 1 1 

www.popsci.com 106 1 1 1 

valetmag.com 82 1 1 1 

Vote to 

promote 

digg.com/ 99 1 2 3 

9 10 0.71 9 0 1 0.90 1.00 0.98 

news.layervault.com 9 1 1 1 

news.ycombinator.com 3 1 1 1 

stackoverflow.com/ 65 1 3 3 

www.squidoo.com/ 62 1 2 2 

Archives 

astheria.com 9 1 1 1 

6 6 0.71 6 0 0 1.00 1.00 1.00 

ismaelburciaga.com 36 1 1 1 

colly.com 6 1 1 1 

www.cssmania.com 17 1 1 1 
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www.darrenhoyt.com 31 1 1 1 

Dashboard 

www.tripit.com 48 1 1 1 

8 7 1.41 6 2 0 1.00 0.75 0.78 

www.mint.com 23 1 1 0 

www.weatherspark.com 10 1 1 1 

www.udemy.com 77 2 4 3 

www.last.fm 120 1 1 1 

Hierarchical 
Actions 

www.fedex.com 40 1 1 1 

5 4 0.71 5 1 0 1.00 0.83 0.85 

www.twitter.com 30 1 2 2 

www.paypal.com 29 1 1 1 

www.barnesandnoble.com 22 1 1 0 

www.reg.ebay.com 11 1 1 1 

Display 

Collection 

 

www.smileycat.com 63 2 3 3 

9 8 0.71 8 1 0 1.00 0.89 0.90 

http://patterntap.com 34 1 3 3 

www.webdesignpractices.com/ 26 1 1 0 

www.quince.infragistics.com 123 1 1 1 

http://www.patternry.com 55 2 1 1 

Total/ Average - 79 90 86 90 86 - 84 6 2 0.98 0.93 0.94 

SD: Standard Deviation, TP: True Positives, FP: False Positives, FN: False Negatives, Pr: Precision, Rc: Recall, Fs: F-Score, Tot: Total Files, Imp: Files in which 
pattern is implemented, M: Manual Result, A: Automated Result, TM: Total Manual Instances, TA: Total Automated Instances 

The Precision and Recall have been used to evaluate the 
quality of different systems from the last few decades. This 
method can evaluate how many patterns retrieved are relevant 
and how many relevant patterns are retrieved [51]. The 
accuracy of any approach can be measured by finding the 
relationship between the Precision and Recall metrics. In the 
ideal situations, the Precision results of an approach should 
remain high when the Recall increases [52]. The following 
parameters are used to calculate the Precision and Recall for 
pattern recovery techniques as given in Table IX. 

Precision: The fraction of retrieved documents those are 
relevant:  P=TP/(TP+FP) 

Recall: The fraction of relevant documents that are 
retrieved: R=TP/(TP+FN) 

TABLE IX. PRECISION AND RECALL  

TP= True Positives  

TN=True Negatives  

FN=False Positives, 

FN=False Negatives  

Relevant Non  Relevant 

Retrieved TP FP 

Not Retrieved FN TN 

F-Score: The accuracy of pattern recovery approaches can 
be effectively measured by using the Precision and Recall, 
although the combination of both factors yields a combined 
effect. This common factor for evaluating the Precision and 
Recall metrics for any recovery technique is addressed by 
Peterson et al. [30]. They proposed a standard solution by 
using the Precision and Recall of any approach. They defined 
F-score (Fw) as: 

Fw = (1+W2)(PR)/(W2P+R) 

The value of W is constant (W =2.28). If the Precision and 
Recall of any approach are high, then F-Score obtained is also 
high. The Precision and Recall for manual and automated 
experimental results are given in Table VIII and presented in 
Fig. 11.  The average Precision, Recall and F-Score is 98%, 
93% and 94% respectively for all 15 UI WDPs detected from 
the 75 web applications. 

D. Validity Threats 

Validity is an important concern for empirical acceptance 
of results extracted by different approaches. A major threat to 
results of our approach is a lack of standard definitions for 
UIWDPs and their variants. These definitions are not available 
in literate to the best of our knowledge. Internal validity refers 
to the consistency of measurements across all methods and 
tools. It is affected by experimental biases. We tried to mitigate 
this threat by manually performing experiments on source code 
of 75 selected web applications. All the experimental results of 
our approach are presented in paper and researchers can 
validate our results. External validation is affected by 
generalization of results. We specified all 15 UIWDPs using 
semiformal specifications and these specifications are available 
on web for community. The source code of 75 web 
applications is also freely available. One possible threat to 
external validity of our results may be application of different 
constructs for the implementation of UIWDPs.  Reliability 
validity affects the replicability of our results. All selected web 
applications and their source code are available on web for 
validation. Reliability validity threat is eliminated because our 
regular expression patterns can be validated with different 
regular expression parsing tools which are available on the 
web. 
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Fig. 11. Precision and recall for all patterns. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

UIWDPs recovery from WAs is a challenging task due to 
ever increasing applications of new technologies for the 
development of web applications. The recovery of information 
from web applications provides valuable information to 
maintenance, comprehension, refactoring, reuse and re-
engineering disciplines. A number of techniques and tools are 
presented for recovering information from web applications, 
but they are not capable enough to deal with the heterogeneous 
nature of web applications completely. The recovery of 

information from web applications is difficult due to number of 
technologies and external dependencies in web applications. 
State of the art approaches focused on extraction of UML 
models from WAs. In this paper, we present an approach that 
can recover UIWDPs from LWAs with their necessary 
attributes such as filename, line number, numbers of matches 
per file, etc.  The deviation in the automated results extracted 
by our approach and manual results shows that there is no 
consensus on the definitions of UIWDPs from community. The 
implementation variations are another cause in the disperse 
results extracted by our approach.  Our approach can handle 
multi-language source code partially for recovery of patterns 
directly from the source code. Moreover, the recovered UI 
pattern‟s information can be effectively used in the 
maintenance, abstraction, comprehension, upgradation, 
migration of applications from one framework to another and 
re-engineering of LWAs.  In future, we plan to extend the 
scope of our automatic recognition of UIWDPs approach on 
other UI pattern libraries such as Yahoo pattern library, Weli 
pattern library, etc. 

 

TABLE X. EVALUATION OF ALL WEBSITES FOR ALL PATTERNS 

Pattern #     
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

Website name  

www.olx.com 1 2 x x x 1 x 2 x x 1 x x x 2 

www.samshine.com x 1 x x x 1 x 1 x 1 x 1 x x 1 

www.geomedia.com.au x 1 x x x 1 x 2 1 1 x 2 x x x 

www.fast.edu.pk 1 x x x x x x x x x x x x x x 

www.netvibes.com 1 x x 1 1 1 1 1 1 x x x x x x 

www.aiou.edu x 2 x x x x x 1 x x 1 x x x 1 

www.ngaming.com x 1 1 x x 1 x 2 1 x x 1 x x 1 

www.buybuybaby.com x 3 1 x x 1 x x x x x x 1 x x 

www.hec.gov.pk x 1 1 x x 1 x 2 1 x 1 x x x 2 

www.buybuybaby.com x x 1 1 x 1 1 x 1 1 x 1 x 1 1 

www.netvibes.com 1 2 x x x 1 x 2 x x 1 x x x 2 

www.vimeo.com x 1 x x x 1 x 1 x 1 x 1 x x 1 

www.sis.cuonlineatd.edu.pk x x x x x x x 1 1 x 1 x x 1 x 

www.drweb.de/magazin x 3 x x 1 1 x 1 1 1 1 x 2 x 3 

http://d3.ru/popular x 3 x 1 2 2 x 1 x x x 1 x 1 1 

www.erweiterungen.de x x x 1 2 x x x x 1 x x x x 1 

www.subcide.com/articles x x x x 1 x x 1 x x 1 1 x x x 

http://spacecollective.org x x x x 1 1 x x x x 2 x x x x 

www.cssbeauty.com x x x x 2 1 x 1 1 x x 1 x x x 

www.billyhughes.oph.gov x x x x x 1 x 1 1 1 x x x x 1 

www.cityofgrace.com x x x x x 1 x x 1 x x x x x x 

www.last.fm x x x x x 1 x 1 1 x 1 2 x x 2 

www.viget.com x x x x x 1 x 1 x 1 x 1 x x 1 

www.club.nokia.com  x x x 1 x 1 1 1 x 1 1 1 x x 5 

www.beanstalkapp.com 1 x x 1 x 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 x 2 1 
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http://ui-patterns.com 2 x x 2 x 2 2 2 2 x x x x 2 2 

www.mite.com 1 x x 1 x x 1 x 1 x x x x 1 x 

www.statementstacker.com x 1 1 x 1 1 x x 1 1 x 1 x 1 x 

www.bestwebgallery.com x x x x x 2 x 1 1 x 2 4 x x 3 

www.haveamint.com x x x x x 1 x 1 x x x x x x x 

www.mailchimp.com x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x 

www.cbs.com x x x x x 1 x 1 x x x 1 x x 1 

www.viget.com/advance x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x 

www.nps.gov/index x x x x x 1 x 1 1 x 1 x x x 3 

www.nytimes.com/ x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x 

ww.yeeaahh.subtraction.com x x x x x 1 x 1 x 1 x 1 x x 1 

www.theguardian.com x x x x x 1 x 1 1 x x 2 2 x 2 

www.yui.github.io x x x 1 x 1 x 2 1 1 3 1 x x 4 

www. alistapart.com x x x x x 1 x x 1 x x 1 x x 1 

businesscatalyst.com x x x x x 1 x 1 1 1 x 4 1 x 3 

http://visitmix.com x x x x 2 3 x 2 5 2 1 1 3 x 1 

http://www.popsci.com x x x x x x x 1 x 1 x x x x x 

www.valetmag.com x x x x x 1 x 1 x 1 x 1 x x 2 

http://digg.com x x x x x 1 x 2 x 2 x x x x 2 

https://news.layervault.com x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x 

www.news.ycombinator.com x x x x x 2 x 1 1 1 1 1 x x 1 

http://stackoverflow.com x x x x x 2 x 2 x 1 1 x x x 3 

http://www.squidoo.com x x x x x 1 x 1 x 1 3 1 x x 1 

http://astheria.com x x x x x x x x x x x 1 x x 1 

http://ismaelburciaga.com x x x x x 2 x 1 1 1 1 1 x x 2 

http://colly.com x x x x x x x x x x x 1 x x 1 

www.cssmania.com x x x x x x x 1 x x x 1 x x 1 

www.darrenhoyt.com x x x x 1 1 x 1 x x x 1 x x x 

www.tripit.com x x x x x 1 x x 1 x x x 1 1 1 

www.mint.com 1 x x x x 1 x 1 1 1 x x 0 x x 

www.weatherspark.com x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x 

www.udemy.com x x x x x 1 x 1 1 1 x x 5 x 1 

www.last.fm x x x x x x x 1 x 1 2 5 1 x x 

www.fedex.com x x x x x x x x x x x x 1 x x 

www.twitter.com 1 x x x x 1 x 1 x x x 4 x 1 1 

www.paypal.com 3 x x 2 x 3 x 2 1 x x 1 1 2 1 

www.barnesandnoble.com x x x x x 1 x x 1 x x x x 1 x 

www.reg.ebay.com x x x x x 1 x 1 1 x 1 1 x x 3 

www.smileycat.com 1 x x x x 1 1 x x x x x x 1 x 

http://patterntap.com x x x x x 3 x 3 2 2 x 2 x x 1 

www.webdesignpractices.com x x x x x 1 x 1 x x 1 1 x x 1 

www.quince.infragistics.com 1 x 1 x 1 1 x 1 x 1 x x 1 1 1 

www.patternry.com 1 x x x x x x x x x x x 1 1 1 

Total  15 21 6 10 15 61 8 60 38 30 29 52 19 17 72 

1: Login, 2: Navigation, 3: Breadcrumb, 4: Lazy Registration, 5: Pagination, 6: Content Footer, 7: Form wizard, 8: Modular Tab, 9: Page Grid, 10: Article list,  
11: Vote to promote, 12: Archives, 13: Dashboard, 14: Hierarchical Actions, 15: Display Collection 
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Abstract—Nowadays, Internet of Things (IoT) is receiving a 

great attention due to its potential strength and ability to be 

integrated into any complex system. The IoT provides the 

acquired data from the environment to the Internet through the 

service providers. This further helps users to view the numerical 

or plotted data. In addition, it also allows objects which are 

located in long distances to be sensed and controlled remotely 

through embedded devices which are important in agriculture 

domain. Developing such a system for the IoT is a very complex 

task due to the diverse variety of devices, link layer technologies, 

and services. This paper proposes a practical approach to 

acquiring data of temperature, humidity and soil moisture of 

plants. In order to accomplish this, we developed a prototype 

device and an android application which acquires physical data 

and sends it to cloud. Moreover, in the subsequent part of 

current research work, we have focused towards a temperature 

forecasting application. Forecasting metrological parameters 

have a profound influence on crop growth, development and 

yields of agriculture. In response to this fact, an application is 

developed for 10 days ahead maximum and minimum 

temperatures forecasting using a type of recurrent neural 

network. 

Keywords—Internet of Things; wireless sensor networks; smart 

agriculture; smartphone applications; artificial neural network; 

nonlinear autoregressive model; temperature forecasting 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Agriculture is a cultivation of products to feed the 
population. For centuries, it has remained as a key 
development factor for human civilization. Moreover, today 
the demand for efficient agriculture products is increasing [1]. 
In order to improve agriculture processes, we can acquire field 
data with sensors, make data analytics, perform analysis and 
take appropriate decisions and actions. Collecting big data 
from the field gives us a clearer understanding of product 
variability and quality of products [2].  

   In agriculture, physical parameters such as temperature, 
relative humidity and soil moisture are important [3]. There are 
several applications and well established measuring 
instruments to collect these data [4]. In addition, sensors to 
measure soil properties [5], detect and monitor foliar disease 
[1] or fertilizer management [6] already exist.   

Data acquisition systems in agriculture need to cover large 
areas, collect representative samples and exchange measured 
information and control commands. In precision agriculture, 
one of the vital problems is how to distribute sensors and to 
establish reliable data communications. A robust and reliable 
data acquisition system enables synchronizing, exchange and 
storing of measured data.  This kind of system is required to 
efficiently evaluate sensor signals and allow real-time or a-
posteriori analysis of the behaviour of single parameters and 
their mutual impact [7]. 

Internet of Things (IoT) is receiving a great attention due to 
its potential strength and ability to be integrated into any 
complex system. It is becoming a great tool to acquire data 
from particular environment to the cloud. One of the use case 
fields of IoT is smart agriculture. However, there are some 
issues on developing low cost and power efficient WSN using 
advanced radio technologies for short and long-range 
applications. To satisfy the need for population, farmers and 
agriculture companies are turning to the Internet of Things 
(IoT). The IoT is pushing the future of farming to the next 
level. Smart agriculture is becoming more commonplace 
among farmers, and high tech farming is quickly becoming the 
standard thanks to the agricultural sensors. 

WSN are playing important role in IoT technologies since 
it has been discovered. WSN systems are a strong and effective 
tool to distribute data among sensor nodes. The use of IoT 
applications and WSN (Wireless Sensor Networks) in the 
agriculture domain as proposed by other authors are discussed 
as follows. In [8], the authors have identified the issues related 
to reliability, autonomy, cost and accessibility to the 
application domain. The authors of [9] showed farm 
management system and its architecture is based on Internet of 
Things features. This architecture gives easy access to acquired 
data and advice. The authors of [10] have offered the use cases 
of Cloud Computing in the agriculture area. Moreover, they 
further describe it in the context of service providers and 
supply chain for cost-effective services for farmers. In [11], 
authors have illustrated the controlled architecture of smart 
agriculture based on IoT and Cloud Computing. Another issue 
arose with Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) which must be 
connected to all sensor nodes in a smart way. The authors of 
[12] proposed a WSN for precision agriculture where a real-
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time data of the climatologically and other environmental 
properties are sensed and relayed to a central repository. 
Moreover, they proposed Wireless Mesh Network architecture 
which is convenient for agriculture applications [13]. The 
authors in [14] proposed an architecture Bayesian event 
prediction model which uses historical event data generated by 
the IoT cloud to predict future events. In [15], researchers 
reviewed the application of the data mining techniques for 
solving different challenges in event prediction system on time 
series. Despite the fact that there are many types of research, 
proposed architectures and WSN applications in agriculture 
domain, still, main problems rely on allocation sensors and 
thereby establishing reliable data communications in long-
range areas. A robust and reliable data acquisition system 
enables synchronizing, exchange and storing of measured data. 
This kind of system is required to efficiently evaluate sensor 
signals and allow real-time or a posterior analysis of the 
behaviour of single parameters and their mutual impact [17]. 

This paper proposes a novel WSN approach and predictive 
model for smart agriculture sector which is different from 
above-mentioned technologies. Section 2 presents the detailed 
specifications followed and implemented to develop an IoT 
system and its Android application software. Our proposed IoT 
is capable to monitor ambient temperature, humidity and soil 
moisture. In Section 3, we introduce the use of an Artificial 
Neural Network (ANN) as time series forecaster to predict the 
temperature. Section 4 demonstrates the obtained results and 
evaluations for the chosen model. It also presents the 
discussion and summarized results. Section 5 concludes our 
work.   

II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

In this section, we focused on the requirements and 
specifications of the system and described the developed 
hardware and software configurations of the Internet of Plants 
(IoP) system. In the foremost subsections, we specify the 
general architecture and components of our IoP based system. 
We further explain the basic flow of the designed system. Last 
two subsections are related to the server for storing data and 
developing PCB layout with Allegro ORCAD. The proposed 
system is based on monitoring temperature, humidity [16] and 
soil moisture of plants. We achieve this through developed IoP 
device and Android application, which provides the data, 
acquired from agricultural environment to the Internet through 
the Thingspeak platform. ThingSpeak [18] is an open source 
IoT platform. It is user-friendly and easy to extract data using 
API and HTTP protocol over the Internet or via a Local Area 
Network (LAN). The ThingSpeak IoT platform provides 
applications that let you analyze and visualize your data in 
MATLAB [19], and then act on the data. Sensor node data can 
be sent to ThingSpeak from Arduino [20], Raspberry Pi [21], 
BeagleBone Black [22], and other hardware. 

A. General Architecture and Components of IoT System 

The IoT is defined as a network of physical objects and 
devices embedded with Internet connectivity. It allows objects 
to be sensed and controlled remotely through embedded 
devices. The proposed prototype device gets information from 

plants and makes it available to the user. The design 
architecture of the IoP system is shown in Fig. 1. Next 
subsections will describe each stage of IoT based plant 
monitoring system. 

B. Requirements and Specifications of the System 

The IoP temperature, relative humidity and soil moisture 
acquisition system of plants consists of a device including a 
sensor and a microcontroller which wirelessly transmits plants 
data to the server using Wi-Fi protocol. DHT11 humidity and 
temperature sensors are selected for the system. 8-bit resolution 
digital output was used for reading the data. This sensor is 
ranked IP65, which means complete protection from dust and 
protection from water. It requires 2.5mA maximum current. 
The temperature ranges from 0 to 50 °C and response time 
from 6sec to 30sec, humidity ranges from 20% to 90% at 25 
°C, response time 6 sec to 15sec. 

To measure soil moisture, we have selected six Groovec 
soil moisture sensor. It is based on soil resistivity 
measurement, so with one device, it's possible to read the 
ground humidity in six different locations. Current 
consumption of the sensor is 35mA.  

For data elaboration and communication management, the 
STM32L476RG microcontroller unit (MCU) of ST 
Microelectronics has been chosen. This component supports a 
Universal Synchronous/Asynchronous 
Receiver/Transmitter (USART) communication protocol 
required to communicate with the ESP-12E Wi-Fi module. It 
can drive various digital pins, that are required to communicate 
with the DHT11, drives the light-emitting diode (LED)s and 
performs other required functions. Maximum current usage of 
the MCU is about 150 mA. The main feature of this MCU is 
very low power consumption even in fully operative mode. 
This microcontroller enables users to serially upload the 
firmware through an embedded Joint Test Action 
Group (JTAG) serial wire debug port, which employs only two 
pins: PA13(the 46th pin) and PA14(the 49th pin). 

For uploading the code it's possible to use an ST-Link 
device that can be connected to provide serial communication 
between the MCU and a personal computer (PC). In order to 
implement the connection between the device and Internet, we 
used ESP-12E Wi-Fi module. The WiFi module runs Lua 
language based scripts that are provided through USART 
communication by the MCU. WiFi module creates a client 
socket connection to the ThingSpeak internet protocol (IP) 
address through the predefined port and provides to a personal 
channel, which is created in the website database. In order to 
send data, we send an access request to the server. The 
thingspeak platform provides application programming 
interface (API) key which sends the package so that the data 
will be correctly processed. The maximum current 
consumption of the module is 250 mA. 

We calibrated all sensors before prototyping. The 
calibration has been performed under standard working 
conditions. This means, for the DHT11, with a temperature 
range between (10 ÷ 35) °C and with a humidity range between 
(35 ÷ 65) %RH. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microcontroller_unit
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Fig. 1. IoT based plant monitoring system on the Thingspeak platform. 

For the soil moisture sensor, another approach has been 
considered: First of all, the maximum reading value has been 
considered by measuring the value in water, and afterwards, 
the values in a dry soil that is gradually damping have been 
sensed. Considering the readability of the moisture data for the 
user, the result values have been divided into five ranges, that 
are represented by integer values as presented in Table I. 

TABLE I.  SOIL MOISTURE SENSOR CALIBRATION VALUES 

Value Data 

0 Very dry soil 

1 Dry soil 

2 Humid soil 

3  Very humid 

4 Wet soil 

C. The Design flow of the IOP 

In order to have a working product, the design has been 
divided into three steps: 

 First step: to create a working prototype sensor node 
using the NUCLEOL476RG developing board of ST 
Microelectronics and the NodeMCU WiFi board which 
is depicted in Fig. 2. 

 Second step: to draw the schematics of design using the 
OrCAD Capture tool.  

 Third step: to create the PCB layout using the OrCAD 
Allegro tool. 

 For developing prototype board we have been used STM 
MCU of the NUCLEOL476RG and ESP-12E component of 
the NodeMCU thus having an easier access to the offered 
features. Fig. 3 shows the final prototype of the IOP system. 

 
Fig. 2. The used boards NUCLEO-L476RG and NodeMCU. 

D. WiFi Configurations 

Whenever the device is booted, the WiFi connection needs 
configuration. Therefore, the first part of the firmware consists 
in a loop to correctly set the connection. For this phase, an 
Android application has been developed, so that the required 
information can be sent. The information required is: 

 Service set-identifier (SSID) of the WiFi network in 
which the connection needs to be established. 

 Password to connect to the network. 

 API code for the ThingSpeak channel. 

 Number of moisture sensors connected to the device. 

Once the WiFi connection has been correctly set, the 
firmware enters into an infinite loop, which restarts every 
minute. Initially, data was collected from the sensors. 

At this point, the values are correctly converted so that they 
can be transferred to the ESP module. Afterwards, the MCU 
through Lua scripts makes the ESP module open the socket 
connection. Data is thus sent to the ThingSpeak channel and 
plotted into each proper graph. 
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Fig. 3. Final development prototype of the IoP system. 

E. IoP Android Application 

Whenever the device is turned on or it's rebooted it is 
necessary to configure the WiFi connection to the access point. 
Solution before developing the application was to generate 
each time a telnet connection, with a computer or a general 
mobile application, by specifying the connection parameters 
and tokens. In order to make this procedure easier, we 
developed an application using Android Studio. 

The application gives the possibility of configuring the 
connection by just entering the four required fields SSID, 
password, API code for the ThingSpeak channel, number of 
moisture sensors. 

The Application is developed with a single activity that 
gives the possibility of entering the fields and by pressing the 
send button a Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). TCP/IP 
connection is established with the device and with a predefined 
timing the required data is sent. The user interface of the 
android application is shown in Fig. 4. 

F. Web Service Settings 

As mentioned earlier, Thingspeak is a free web service that 
gives the possibility to collect and store sensor data in the 
cloud for developing Internet of Things applications. The 
following steps are required to properly use this service. 

Account registration 

Channel settings: 

Name: The name of the monitoring object 

Field 1: Temperature 

Field 2: Humidity 

Field 3: Soil humidity 

API generation: Each channel has an API key used to 
protect the user from undesired connections. When connecting 
to a channel, the API key specified to the App and the one 
specified on the portal must coincide. In Fig. 5, 6, 7 we have 
shown that how ThingSpeak plots data sent by the device and 
further collected by the sensors. Air temperature (Fig. 5) and 
humidity (Fig. 6) have been compared to the readings of a 
commercial thermo-hydrometer. Soil moisture sensor which is 
in Fig. 7 has been tested first in outside the soil with the 
absence of water, then, by inserting it into an almost dry soil; 
thus, by adding some water to the soil and finally into the pure 
water. 

 
Fig. 4. The user interface of the IoP android application.  

 

Fig. 5. Air temperature.  
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Fig. 6. Relative humidity. 

 
Fig. 7. Soil moisture. 

G. PCB Layout with OrCAD Allegro 

After creating a footprint of the PCB, the netlist of the 
circuit has been generated from the Capture tool and a file with 
the extension .brd is generated. Some constrain on the nets 
have been defined, in our case the power supply, +3V3 and 
GND nets need to change the configuration from the default 
one. After setting the correct environment, the components are 
placed. The board consists of a double layer PCB. The top 
layer holds components and provides a ground plane, the 
bottom one holds coupling capacitors and another ground 
plane. These two-ground plane are connected through series of 
vias to avoid big ground loops. In order to design correctly the 
PCB, several rules were employed for noise rejection and 
power dissipation. The methodology employed for placing and 
routing components is elaborated as follows. 

PCB traces width: Maximum current consumption through 
the board occurs when the ESP module communicates over a 
WiFi connection. The total current, considering also the current 
required for the MCU module and the other circuitry is 
approximately 150 + 215 + (35*6) + 2.5 =577.5 mA. Thus, for 
577.5 mA maximum current owing to power supply traces, 
0.66 mm has been set for power traces. 

PCB traces geometry and position: To avoid reactions 90 
angles traces have been avoided. Since the board doesn't 
employ high-frequency signals, cross-talk effects have been 
neglected. 

Decoupling capacitors: Near each power supply pins of 
each device decoupling capacitors have been used, to isolate 
direct current (DC) power supply pins from alternating current 
(AC) radiated noise. 

Ground: Two ground planes, one for each side of the PCB 
have been used. These improve electromagnetic noise 
immunity but must be properly designed, to avoid undesired 

ground loops, by employing series of via between the two 
planes. 

After defining the restrictions, it was possible to route the 
components. For this task, the automatic router of Allegro has 
been used and some more critical connections have been re-
positioned. 

The final PCB with highlighted measurements can be 
viewed in Fig. 8. It's also possible to see a 3D view of the PCB 
in Fig. 9. 

 

Fig. 8. PCB design with OrCAD Capture.  

 

Fig. 9. 3D view of the PCB design. 

The final cost of the product is around 25 Euro, where the 
main costs of production are provided from the DHT11 sensor, 
the MCU and the WiFi module, that cover about the 72% of 
the costs 

III. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK AS FORECASTER 

Artificial Neural networks are becoming a significant 
method for prediction and forecasting in almost every field. 
Utilizing the time series approach to forecasting problem, 
forecasters actually collect and analyze the historical 
observations to create a model to capture the underlying 
behaviour of the data.  

In Scientific research of meteorology, the weather 
forecasting is actually a typical unbiased time series forecasting 
problem. The real-life process is mostly nonlinear which brings 
deficiency in the traditional mathematical model. The 
metrological data is very irregular and it follows nonlinear 
Trend. Application of neural network in time series forecasting 
is based on the ability of the neural network to approximate 
nonlinear functions. 
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ANN is a mathematical model based on the structure and 
functions of biological neural networks. Information that flows 
through the network affects the structure of the ANN and it is 
generally based on three layers: an input layer, hidden and an 
output layer. Each layer contains nodes or neurons. Input layer 
consists of input nodes and output layer has as many nodes as 
the output. The middle layer or hidden layer contains an 
arbitrary number of nodes which is chosen after some trial and 
error initially. Fig. 10 shows a schematic view of feed forward 
Multilayer Perceptron (MLP). The mathematical representation 
is demonstrated in equation 1 where   is the vector parameter 
which contains all the adjustable parameters of the network 

such as weights and biases{         } and they are determined 

from a set of examples through the process called training. The 
examples, or the training data as they are usually called, are a 
set of inputs, u(t), and corresponding desired outputs, y(t). 

 ̂( )    [   ]    *∑      (∑      
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In general, the aim of the experiment is to acquire a set of 
data that describes how the system behaves over its entire 
range of operation. Different input(s), u, is given on input layer 
and the impact on the output(s), y is observed. If the system to 
be identified is unstable or contains lightly damped dynamics it 
may be necessary to conduct the experiment again. 

Afterwards, the network must be trained and when it starts 
to give reasonably accurate results, we can use the same 
network to predict unseen data. The flow chart for the selection 
and training of a predictive model is presented in Fig. 11. 

 
Fig. 10. MLP network with three input nodes and one bias, 2 hidden layers 

and an output layer with 2 nodes.  

IV. EXPERIMENTAL  RESULTS 

The primary goal of our research was to develop an IoT 
system which can acquire the remotely sensed weather data 

through an android application. Additionally, it should be 
capable to foresee the future data by implementing the neural 
networks for forecasting. Consequently, this aims to present an 
application for smart agriculture. In this part, we present the 
time series prediction of meteorological parameters using 
ANN. 

 

Fig. 11. The flow chart for the predictive model.  

In order to select the appropriate predictive model, we took 
three different types of neural architectures into consideration 
which are further discussed in next section. Depending on the 
choice of input or regression vector, different nonlinear model 
structures emerge. 

A. Time Series Temperature Prediction Model  

Forecasting of temperature is important for many 
agriculture applications. Forecasts of the temperature of the 
soil, water, crop canopies or specific plant organs are also 
important in some specific cases. Crop species exhibit the 
phenomenon of thermo-periodicity, which is the differential 
response of crop species to daytime, nocturnal and mean air 
temperatures. It is possible to derive mean day and night-time 
temperatures from maximum and minimum temperatures data. 
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Fig. 12. NARX architecture model of 10-day forecasting maximum and minimum temperatures. 

In order to predict maximum and minimum temperatures, 
we developed a nonlinear autoregressive exogenous model 
(NARX) ANN time series model. The followed approach is not 
intended for proposing a new method, but to use the dynamic 
and more robust method from the family of neural networks for 
forecasting the atmospheric temperature related to our aim.  
NARX has shown promising results and an accurate prediction 
in earlier studies [23]-[25]. NARX belongs to the family of 
Recurrent Neural Networks. The RNN have been widely used 
as one of the most popular data-driven dynamic models. In 
next sections, we present the data preprocessing and the 
followed steps for experimental setup.   

B. Data Preprocessing and Feature Extraction 

Since data collection takes a long time in agriculture 
applications, we took data from Oak Park weather station. In 
order to compute accurate predictions, we must have some 
meaningful attributes that provide content contribution and 
possibly reduced error rates. However, the valuable 
information can be lost as the choice of filtering and signal 
processing techniques require the expertise of data. 

Feature selection, also known as variable selection or 
attribute selection. It is the process of selecting a subset of 
relevant features (variables, predictors) for use in model 
construction. As the input attributes, we used date (day, month, 
year), rainfall and season. The season attribute is related to 
each of the four divisions of the year (winter, spring, summer 
and autumn). As an input feature, this season attribute is 
represented by a numerical value consecutively.  In total, there 
are five nodes in the input layer. Our target (output layer) in the 
model was to predict maximum and minimum temperatures.  

In order to remove the noisy fluctuations from the time 
series data, we filtered the target data with a Savitzky–Golay 
filter. Savitzky-Golay filtering can be thought of as a 
generalized moving average. In fact, the moving average filter 
smoothes the data by replacing each data point with the 
average of the neighbouring data points defined within the 
span. 

For more accurate predictions, it is necessary to choose 
statistically the lagged terms, which are highly correlated with 
the predicted value Autocorrelation and Cross-correlation 

functions were used to determine the correct input/output 
patterns for nonlinear time series forecasting [26]. The correct 
combination and selection of lag terms also place strong impact 
on proper forecasts. These terms are also known as delay 
terms.  

Moreover, the time series data usually have an explicit 
dependency on time variable. It can be observed that, given an 
input x(t) at time t, the model computes y(t), albeit similar 
input at later in time can be related to different prediction. Due 
to this reason, the predictive model must be equipped with 
more data input from past or must have memory for past 
inputs. 

C. Forecasting Model 

Prior to network modelling, the next step is the selection of 
meaning full attributes and proper lag terms.  Consequently, 
the subsequent step is to develop and train ANN model.  Since 
our aim was to predict both, the maximum and minimum 
temperatures, we created two separate models.   The above 
significant lag terms for both models were determined by the 
correlation function. 

 The number of hidden neurons was selected by optimizing 
the model several times depending on validation set error. The 
approach followed here is in line with [25]. Finally, two hidden 
layers were selected with [10 50] number of neurons which 
fitted well to both time series data better than others. These 
trained models were further transformed into closed loop 
models so that multi-step ahead predictions could be computed. 

The general NARX architecture of the multi-step 
forecasting model for maximum and minimum temperatures is 
shown in Fig. 12.  

Where          and who represents weights of network 

and they are multiplied by inputs and added together in bias 
  and   and subjected to an activation function which decides 
the output of the network. The training was performed with 
Levenberg-Marquardt training algorithm, which is good at 
curve fitting for nonlinear regression problems. 

D. Discussion 

This paper proposed Internet of Plants (IoP) system based 
on monitoring temperature, humidity and soil moisture of 
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plants. Further, collected data could be used to train a 
predictive ANN model. In order to train ANN model, we used 
Oak Park weather station dataset. We selected NARX as a 
forecasting model due to its dynamic nature and long-term 
dependency. For both maximum and minimum temperatures 
data, we trained separate neural network models. Mean Square 
Error (MSE) is chosen as performance measuring criteria. Prior 
to training, the data was divided into a training set, validation 
set and test set.   

Trained ANN model was further extrapolated in a closed 
loop. Afterwards, this closed loop model was able to predict 
10-days forecast for maximum and minimum temperatures. As 
we increased the steps ahead for forecasting, it is obvious that 
the propagation of error in each sample will be raised. 

In the following section, we present results of performance 
of ANN model. The performance of trained models is shown in 
Fig. 13 and 14. The model for maximum temperature 
prediction provided an error of 0.8826 on unseen data for the 
month of September. Similarly, the performance of the model 
predicting minimum temperature was tested. It resulted in an 
error value of 0.944. 

 

Fig. 13. Performance of the maximum temperature.  

 
Fig. 14. Performance of the minimum temperature. 

 As mentioned earlier, the trained models were 
extrapolated in closed loop form to perform multi-step ahead 
predictions. The multistep forecasting computed for the next 10 
days. The estimation for 10-days forecast maximum and 
minimum temperatures were obtained by a forecaster for the 
month of October.  The performance of both predictive models 

for maximum and minimum temperatures for 10-days forecast 
is shown in Fig. 15 and 16 respectively.  The figure shows, that 
the estimated forecasts for longer horizon can be achieved but 
with reduced accuracy. Since multistep forecasting is much 
more challenging than a one-step-ahead prediction. Thus, the 
accumulation of error increases, which degrades the prediction 
performance. This application can be considered general: it can 
be further applied to predict other climate attributes which are 
necessary for the deployment of smart agriculture.   

 

Fig. 15. Ten-days forecast of maximum temperature.  

 
Fig. 16. Ten-days forecast of minimum temperature. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The main objective of our research was to develop an IoP 
based system which contains prototype device, the Android 
application as the hotspot to acquire physical data of the 
objects which are in long ranges and further send it to the 
cloud. We studied the network architecture, standards and 
protocols of IoT and selected the best communication protocols 
for our IoT designs. Considering the fact that in agriculture 
domain we need long distance communication and power 
efficient technologies, we proposed the WSN technology 
which is useful for field smart agriculture applications. 

Additionally, we did 10 days ahead temperature forecasting 
using ANNs. Temperature prediction is important for many 
agriculture applications. However, the weather time series data 
is non-stationary and complex with unique characteristics that 
make them more challenging to get analyzed. In order to 
forecast the maximum and minimum temperatures for ten days 
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ahead our preferred neural model is NARX. The deployed 
ANN application can be further applied to predict other 
climatic parameters of a smart agriculture. 
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Abstract—Iterative image reconstruction methods are 

considered better as compared to the analytical reconstruction 

methods in terms of their noise characteristics and quantification 

ability. Penalized-Likelihood Expectation Maximization (PLEM) 

image reconstruction methods are able to incorporate prior 

information about the object being imaged and have flexibility to 

include various prior functions which are based on different 

image descriptions. Median Root Priors intrinsically take into 

account the salient image features, such as edges, which becomes 

smooth owing to quadratic priors. Generally, a 3*3 pixels 

neighborhood support or root image size is used to evaluate the 

median. We evaluate different root image sizes to observe their 

effect on the final reconstructed image. Our results show that at 

higher parameter values, root image size has pronounced effect 

on different image quality parameters evaluated such as 

reconstructed image bias as compared to the phantom image, 

contrast and resolution in the reconstructed object. Our results 

show that for the small-sized objects, small root image is better 

whereas for objects of diameter more than two to three times of 

the resolution of the reconstructed object, larger root image size 

is preferable in terms of reconstruction speed and image quality. 

Keywords—Penalized-Likelihood expectation maximization; 

median root priors; maximum-likelihood expectation 

maximization; full-width-at-half-maximum   

I. INTRODUCTION 

Positron emission tomography (PET) and Single photon 
emission tomography (SPECT) are used to image human body 
functions non-invasively. Data obtained from these scanners, 
is reconstructed by analytical or iterative image reconstruction 
methods to estimate emission object’s activity distribution. 
Analytical image reconstruction methods use line integral 
model and simply ignore any underlying noise distribution [1], 
[2]. It is also not so simple to incorporate emission or 
detection physics model into the reconstruction problem and 
these methods do not take into account the non-negativity 
condition due to Fourier transforms employed. On the other 
hand, statistical iterative image reconstruction methods can 

include modeling for emission and detection processes into the 
system matrix and automatically fulfill non-negativity 
constraint [3]. Owing to this ability, statistical iterative image 
reconstruction methods are claimed to be superior to analytical 
image reconstruction methods with respect to noise 
characteristics and quantification ability [3], [4]. 

A very popular and basic iterative image reconstruction 
method is known as maximum-likelihood expectation maxi-
mization (MLEM) method [5]. Various techniques, such as 
post reconstruction smoothing or method of Sieves, have been 
used to reduce this resultant image noise [7]–[9]. We adopt the 
same definition of the prior derivative in this paper. The 
equally popular class of priors based on median root priors 
(MRPs) is used. MRPs are designed on the basic image 
description that images are locally monotonic. In MRP’s algo-
rithm, neighborhood support of the prior function is termed as 
root image and most frequently a 3*3 pixels neighborhood is 
used as the root image. Median value evaluated on this 
neighborhood is used to penalize image pixels. We evaluate 
the impact of variation of the root image size on the final re-
constructed image by proposing a penalized-likelihood image 
reconstruction algorithm which exploits root prior knowledge. 

To the best of our knowledge, there is not much work done 
to evaluate the impact of root image size on final 
reconstructed image characteristics [15]. It is observed that the 
correlation between image pixels decreases as the distance 
between two pixels is increased. However, the value of the 
median evaluated on different root image sizes may vary. This 
work focuses on analyzing the impact of this variation on the 
properties of the final reconstructed image. 

 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, 

we describe the methodological background. In Section III, we 
outline the proposed algorithm. Experimental results are 
shown in Section IV. In Section V, the discussion on the 
experimental results is presented. Finally, the paper is 
concluded in Section VI 
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II. METHODOLOGICAL BACKGROUND 

MLEM is an iterative optimization method used to 
reconstruct images from scanner data known as sinogram. 
Mathematically, this method attempts to maximize an 
objective function based on the statistical average of the 
logarithm of the likelihood function as follows: 

           ̂                        (1) 

where the objective function L(X,Y) is defined as the 
logarithm of the likelihood function of the emission data Y 
given object X and the statistical expectation of Y is 
considered to be the mean of the independent Poisson 
emission model as given below. Aij is the system matrix 
element and characterizes the probability of an event being 
detected at the i-th bin and emitted from the j-th pixel point.  

   ̅̅ ̅   [    ]     ∑     
 
                        (2) 

However, with increasing iteration number this method is 
known to produce noisier images as image reconstruction is an 
ill-posed inverse problem and this technique attempts to fit the 
solution image to the data and does not consider any priori 
information about the object being imaged [6]. 

Various techniques such as post reconstruction smoothing 
or method of Sieves, have been used to reduce this resultant 
image noise [7]–[9]. However, penalized-likelihood image re-
construction methods are more favorable due to their 
flexibility to incorporate various penalizing schemes. A 
penalty function is added to the likelihood function based on 
some priori image description or knowledge and logarithm of 
this modified objective function is maximized, instead, as 
described in Eq. (II). These functions induce additional 
constraints to reduce the solution image set [10], [11]. 

 ̂              [ [      ]       ]     (3) 

In relationship given below, R(X) is the prior term and de-
pends on some priori image information or image description 
and is the hyper parameter which controls prior influence on 
the final image. Generally, quadratic prior functions are used 
due to their implementation simplicity [3], [12]. However, 
these priors produce overly smoothed salient image features 
due to their penalizing scheme to modify pixel values on the 
basis of the differences in their values [3], [7], [11], [13]. 
These priors are designed with the basic concept of image 
description that images are locally smooth. Hence, quadratic 
priors attract all image pixels in a local neighborhood which 
are close to each other in values [1]. Following relationship 
describes mathematical form of the quadratic priors: 

     ∑ ∑     

    

 

   

  (     ) 

        ∑ ∑         
 
   

 

 
        

          (4) 

In the above relationship,     are the weights assigned to 

pixels in a smaller neighborhood and V(x) is energy function 
as defined in Gibbs distribution [14]. Another equally popular 
class of priors based on median root priors (MRPs). MRPs are 

designed on the basic image description that images are 
locally monotonic. Interestingly, this includes the definition of 
local smoothness. Hence, we may observe some level of 
smoothing in the resultant image. MRPs also have their ability 
to automatically preserve edges inside the image without any 
need of an additional tuning parameter which is a 
disadvantage of other non-quadratic edge-preserving priors 
[1], [15], [16]. MRPs can be described as follows: 

 
Fig. 1. An empirical dependence of median in a local neighborhood against 

those pixel values in the same neighborhood. 
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Where Mj is the median in local neighborhood of jth pixel 
and Nb is the number of pixels in the neighborhood of the 
relevant disk. Pixel neighborhoods are generally considered as 
Markov Random Fields (MRFs) and described according to 
Gibbs distribution [14], [17]. These prior functions are 
incorporated into the reconstruction algorithm according to 
Greens very popular One-Step-Late (OSL) algorithm. 
According to this algorithm, we need first derivative of the 
objective function, including log-likelihood and logarithm of 
the prior function, to obtain the current image estimate. 
However, while the current image is being estimated, it is not 
possible to evaluate first derivative at the current image 
estimate. Derivative of the prior function is evaluated for 
image estimated at the previous iteration, hence the name OSL 
algorithm [18]. 

OSL algorithm needs first derivative of the prior function 
and, unfortunately, it is not possible to directly evaluate the 
gradient of the median function as dependence of median on 
local neighborhood is nonlinear. We have to resort to some 
empirical derivation of the gradient of median based priors. 
MRP has been defined as Gaussian distribution of the prior 
function, in the form of Gibbs priors [15], [17]. For the sake of 
the evaluation of the derivative of MRP, authors have assumed 
an empirical dependence of the local median on the image 
values as presented in Fig. 1. They have assumed local median 
to be constant within the functioning limits of the MRP 
function. Under this assumption, it becomes much easier to 
find an empirical derivation of the prior function. We adopt 
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the same definition of the prior derivative in this paper. In 
MRP algorithm, neighborhood support of the prior function is 
termed as root image and most frequently, a 3*3 pixels 
neighborhood is used as the root image.  

        

             
Fig. 2. Data simulation scheme (bottom) simulated Phantom image (left) 

and simulated sinogram data (right) which was used to reconstruct images for 
our analysis evaluated on this neighborhood is used to penalize image pixels. 

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM  

We use a 128*128 pixels image grid with a circular 
emission object comprised of a main background disk, having 
four small disks inside it placed at the same distance from 
center of the background disk as shown in Fig. 2 (left). The 
simulated phantom image was based on the simulation scheme 
shown in Fig. 2 (bottom). This figure shows a square grid 
encircling reconstruction circle inside its boundaries. A 
random point was generated inside the grid along with a 
randomly generated angle to simulate a random event. This 
simulated event, based on a random point and angle pair, was 
assumed to describe path of a randomly emitted photon pair 
and detected in a particular line-of-response (LOR). Index of 
this LOR was calculated by the following (6) and describes 
perpendicular distance of the assumed path of emitted pair of 
photons. 

                                                         (6) 

In this expression, t represents perpendicular distance from the 

origin to the LOR, defined by the line of flight of the pair of 

photons emitted at point (x; y) and traveling at an angle with 

the x-axis. To reconstruct images for our analysis, we have 

used One-Step-Late (OSL) algorithm by P. Green [18]. That 

algorithm can be given by the following relationship. 

 
Fig. 3. Zero padding scheme for the application of median. 
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Where CML
k
 is the maximum-likelihood correction factor 

and CPL
k
 is the priors correction factor both evaluated at kth 

iteration. As mentioned by Green [18], prior function needs to 
be a continuous function having continuous derivatives, un-
luckily, median priors do not have its derivatives defined. 
However, Alenius [15] has developed some heuristic approach 

to visualize dependence of median on the local neighborhood 
as shown in Fig. 1. According to this approach, median can be 
considered constant within the operational range of the MRP. 

Our work deals with the effect of root image size on the 
images reconstructed by the PLEM image reconstruction 
methods including MRPs, hence we have used varying size of 
root images. Generally, a 3*3 pixels or 5*5 pixels root image 
is used to reconstruct images with PLEM including MRPs. We 
used 3*3, 5*5, 7*7 and 9*9 pixels root images to analyze 
characteristics of the reconstructed images. It is important to 
note that at the boundaries of the image grid, we need zero 
padding in order to apply MRPs. We have zero-padded the 
images as shown in Fig. 3. 

Initially, for our analysis, to see if size of the root image 
does produce any change in the reconstructed image, we 
evaluate reconstructed image bias (RIB) relative to the true 
phantom image based on the following equation: 

            ∑         
 
                           (10) 

    Where Xk and Phk are the relative pixels in the recon-
structed image and the phantom image respectively and N is 
the total number of pixels in the image. We analyze the 
behavior of MRPs relative to the size of their root image in 
terms of image contrast in a local neighborhood. We select 4 4 
pixels ROIs inside each small disk, at higher activity as 
compared to the background, to obtain positive contrast 
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values. Contrast is evaluated using the following formula: 

               
        

  
               (11) 

In this relation, Xe is the estimated mean value in an ROI 
in the hot disk and Xb is the estimated mean value in the 
background disk of the same size ROI. Finally, we study the 
effect of root image size on the resolution of the reconstructed 
image. We generate two realizations of the sinogram to 
evaluate reconstructed resolution, one with an impulse added 
to the centre pixel of each disk and the other one without an 
added impulse. These sinograms are then reconstructed to 

obtain two images f(X +X) and f(X). Resolution in Full-
Width-at-Half-Maximum (FWHM) is calculated from the 
differential image evaluated using the following formula: 

  

  
       

              

 
                  (12) 

Where X is a very small quantity and logically tends to 

zero for the differential image. A Matlab Function fwhm2.m, 

developed by J. A. Fessler is used to calculate resolution in 

pixels at the centre of each small disk. The proposed algorithm 

is outlined in Algorithm 1. 

Algorithm 1: Penalized-Likelihood Image Reconstruction 

Algorithm for PET 
 

1: Input: Take an image Xj
k
   

2: Output: Resolution  
3: For each iteration number k, update image using Eqs. (7-

9).  

4: Reconstruct image with varying neighbourhood size 3*3, 

5*5, 7*7, 9*9 in PLEM.   
5: Evaluate image bias using Eq. (10) for each reconstructed 

image to evaluate hyper parameter values for optimum 
reconstructed resolution.  

6: for  each beta do   
7: for each disc do   
8: Evaluate contrast using Eq. (11).   
9: Evaluate reconstructed resolution by FWHM of impulse 

response.  

10: Next   
11: end for   
12: Next  

13: end for  

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS  

We evaluate reconstructed image bias relative to the true 
phantom image, to observe any effect of root image size on 
reconstructed images, and presented our results in Fig. 4. We 
use (10) to calculate image bias and this figure displays bias 
values for different beta values and root image sizes. We 
observe that image bias reduces with decreasing value of beta 
parameter value, reconstructed image moves more and more 
towards its MLEM solution, hence reducing effect of the prior 
and, consequently, of the root image size. 

 
Fig. 4. Reconstructed image bias relative to the true phantom image using 

MRPs for different root-image sizes and beta parameter values. 

It is clear that at low beta values, there is not much 
difference in bias values for different root image sizes. 
However, as beta value increases, and gets near 1, image bias 
increases and clearly is affected by different root image sizes 
in penalized-likelihood image reconstruction method using 
MRPs. We also analyze the effect of root-image-size in MRPs 
on the reconstructed contrast values inside each small disk, 
using (4), and present our results in Fig. 5. 

This image clarifies that the reconstructed contrast varies 
with different root image size at higher beta values for smaller 
objects. This contrast values becomes almost same for 
different root image sizes for the largest disk size having 
highest activity level. However, for lower beta values root 
image size does not have much effect on the reconstructed 
contrast in different objects and for different root image sizes. 

Fig. 6 presents results for reconstructed resolution, in 
FWHM (Pixels), at the centre of each small disk for two 
different beta parameter values. With higher beta value, recon-
structed resolution is much different for different root image 
sizes. However, for lower beta value where priors influence is 
reduced, root image size does not seem to have strong 
influence. This effect is similar to that of different root image 
sizes over the image bias or reconstructed image contrast 
values. 

Average reconstructed resolution also seems to be higher 
(lower FWHM values) in case of lower beta value as 
compared to the one with higher beta values which may be 
considered as higher smoothing at high beta values. This may 
not, strictly, be the same kind of smoothing as produced by 
quadratic priors [2]. It should also be noted that DISK2 and 
DISK4 are on the vertical axis whereas DISK1 and DISK3 are 
on the horizontal axis. This indicates an asymmetrical 
reconstructed resolution response. 
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Fig. 5. Contrast recovery results with MRPs for different size of root 

images. DISK1 to DISK4 present recovered contrast for different activity 

values and different size of the object for two different values of beta hyper 
parameter values. At higher beta values, for the smallest DISK1 with least 

activity, contrast varies for different root-image-sizes, whereas for largest 

DISK4 with highest activity value, contrast is almost same. 

 

 
Fig. 6. Resolution in FWHM (Pixels) with MRPs for different size of root 

images at the center of each small disk. DISK1 to DISK4 present 

reconstructed resolution for different activity values and different size of the 

object for two different values of beta hyper parameter values. At higher beta 
values, for the smallest DISK1 with least activity, contrast varies for different 

root-image-sizes, whereas for largest DISK4 with highest activity value, 

contrast is almost same. 

V. DISCUSSION 

We have analyzed effects of root image size on the final 
reconstructed image using penalized-likelihood image 
reconstruction methods including median root based priors. 
We have evaluated this effect in terms of reconstructed image 
bias as compared to the true phantom image, reconstructed 
contrast in high activity regions and resolution in FWHM (in 
pixels) at certain locations inside the image. 

Our results show that root image size has pronounced 
effect on the bias values for higher beta parameter values. 
Higher beta value, in case of MRPs, means higher priors 
influence on the final reconstructed image which means that it 
is attracted more towards local medians. At higher beta values, 
shape of the prior is more sharply peaked and locally non-
monotonic areas are dragged towards local median with 
stronger force. Moreover, with higher beta values and bigger 
root image size, response of MRPs is farthest from that of any 
local smoothing prior (quadratic priors), hence reduced 
smoothing will be observed. That could be the reason that we 
observe higher bias values with bigger root image size at 
higher beta values. This can also be attributed to less 
correlation between distant pixels. 

Additionally for contrast values, no significant difference 
is observed at lower beta values with different root image size. 
However, at higher beta values, contrast is much reduced for 
bigger root image size for small object size containing low 
activity value as compared to the smaller neighborhood in the 
same object. This may also mark presence of partial volume 
error because this effect is reversed in the bigger size disks 
containing higher activity values where contrast is higher for 
bigger root image size. 
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For higher values of beta parameter, resolution in FWHM 
(Pixels) varies markedly for different size of root image and 
even the trend varies in horizontal and vertical directions. 
DISK1 and DISK 3 are on the horizontal axis where the 
reconstructed resolution is worse (or higher in FWHM) as 
compared to the DISK 2 and DISK 4 that are lying on the 
vertical axis. This effect is totally strange for the smallest root 
image size and could represent a mixture of root image partial 
volume error combined due to the disk size smaller than 2 to 3 
times of the resolution (FWHM in Pixels). 

 
However, at lower beta values (near to zero) difference 

between different root image size disappeared, though the 
effect of object size and activity level still persists in the form 
of varying resolution at the center of these disks. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

We evaluated the effect of varying root image size on the 
final reconstructed image by Penalized-Likelihood image 
reconstruction methods with median root based priors. We 
conclude that higher root image or neighborhood size 
produces higher bias which means reconstructed image is 
farther from the true image as compared to the image 
reconstructed by the smaller root image size. The same is true 
for the reconstructed contrast and reconstructed resolution. It 
should be stressed that the effect of the hyper-parameter 
values be considered along with the effect of root image size. 
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Abstract—Securing crucial information is always considered 

as one of the complex, critical, and a time-consuming task. This 

research investigates a significant threat to the security of a 

network, i.e., selective forwarding attack. Protection of 

information is considered as the main stimulating task in the 

design of an information system for an organization. The 

research work proposes a framework that detects the selective 

forwarding attacks and computes the harmful hosts residing an 

ad-hoc structure. Our solution is further split into two phases: 

initial phase is the detection of selective forwarding attacks and 

the second phase performs the identification of malicious nodes. 

Performance of the proposed model is evaluated based on the 

network throughput, which is for the enhancement of security. 

Simulation of the proposed model is performed using NetLogo 

and the results show an improvement of 20% in throughput of 

the network. 

Keywords—Ad-hoc on-demand distance vector; control ACK; 

mobile ad-hoc network; network throughput 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Ad-hoc network is considered as one of the most emerging 
technologies in today’s world. The unique ad-hoc mesh 
structure of a network is the latest wireless networking model 
of roving hosts. In an ad-hoc network, the hosts rely upon one 
another to enable and maintain the entire network 
communicating and linked together. The ad-hoc networking 
model has achieved a lot of attention in the industry of 
information technology as well as in academics. The ad hoc 
mesh is most developing technologies in the information 
technology world. Significant research has been conducted in 
emerging technology of mobile ad-hoc network (MANET).  

The use of MANET upon people’s day-to-day life style 
has greatly developed with the passage of time. Thus, in 
response it has created an immense requirement for a secure 
ad-hoc structure. Greater amount of investigation and research 
is focusing upon constructing and modeling efficient and safe 
ad-hoc network [1], [2]. To provide defense from malicious 
hosts, different researchers are working specifically to the 
challenges concern to security of MANETs [11]. 

The ad hoc structure is built with the help of a number of 
mobile nodes that are connected wirelessly and they cooperate 
with each other. These networks transfer the information and 
data by using the multi-hop forwarding techniques. The 
deployment for a spectacular MANET structure is very useful 
into such area where the pre-deployed infrastructure is not 
supportive. There are several recent works on the security of 
MANETs but most of them have failed due to different 

aspects including network throughput, performance, etc. [9]. 
With the passage of time as the user of the computing 
technology is dynamically growing, the threat to the 
computing technology has increased as well, which demands 
for security requirement. Increasing users of computing 
technology has also created the problem of finding the 
loopholes.  

To develop a safe and secure routing protocol for an ad-
hoc structure is a daunting task owing to its distinctive mesh 
properties such as missing of central control, quick 
host mobility, continuously change of topology, safe working 
environment, and accessibility to resources [10]. A MANET is 
a group of roving hosts that can create a neighborhood for 
themselves. It is possible that they leave an area open. 
Therefore, it is crucial to have a safe and reliable exchange of 
data within MANET [12]. 

A. Key Contributions 

 The proposed system presents an efficient framework, 
which detects selective forwarding attacks and 
identifies malicious nodes in the network.  

 Thorough experiments are performed for the 
verification and validation of the proposed solution. 
Malicious hosts are created randomly for testing in the 
simulation environment.   

 The harmful hosts are positioned in the forwarding path 
of simulation environment. The control packet and 
control ACK is added to the ad hoc on-demand 
distance vector (AODV) routing protocol for the 
verification and validation of our proposed framework.  

B. Paper Organization  

Rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II 
provides the prior work. Section III discusses the proposed 
solution, control packet/ control ACK, and different cases. 
Section IV gives evaluation of the proposed solution based on 
the experiments. Finally, Section V concludes the paper and 
highlights the future work. 

II. PREVIOUS ROUTING MECHANISMS 

The number of information technology users are 
dynamically increasing. Consequenlty, the issue of the 
security is increasing. There are many types of protocols, 
which include SRP [5], SEAD [6], and SAODV [7]. These 
routing protocols have been addressing the security attacks 
and have presented a different solution to counter security 
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attacks.  Most of these protocols use different authentication 
techniques including public key management, asymmetric key 
management, and many other authentication techniques.  

The secure key management scheme was given by [2], 
which was based on the threshold cryptography. The scheme 
worked efficiently when it had to deploy in large scattered 
areas. The mobiles nodes contact the servers. A refreshing 
scheme was used to counter the mobile node adversaries. 
Scheme in [8] was based on simple architecture where all 
nodes were considered as servers. Main advantage of the 
scheme was that it was highly efficient and secure while 
performing local communication. The scheme reduced 
security in case when mobile nodes were not physically 
protected. 

Several security routing protocols and framework were 
introduced in the past years such as SEAD, which was 
modeled and established for wireless ad-hoc mesh for the 
distance vector routing. There is a number of researchers who 
have been extending these techniques on the simulation of 
different goals. In [1], the design and evaluation of efficient 
secure AODV routing protocols were mainly focused. A 
protected ad-hoc structure for routing stands upon frame of 
“destination-sequenced distance-vector” routing protocol. The 
work restricted CPU working capacity and protection towards 
the attacks for the service denial where attacker tries to force 
other nodes capture excess processing time or bandwidth of 
the network [3].  

In [6] authors presented a complete survey on the solutions 
and challenges within the security perspective of the wireless 
network and discussed some improvements to overcome these 
challenges. The provided solution can be simulated on 
different techniques. To address a number of challenges as 
identified in the survey, the survey was simulated around key 
management techniques, routing protocols, and securing 
challenges involved in it.  

The prior work presented the intrusion detection in order 
to resolve a number of issues, which have been presented in 
the survey.  The research study in [3] presented a new 
approach inspired by trust model and clustering algorithm. 
The solution utilized the certificate authority (CA) for 
securing the information in the MANET. The solution utilized 
the self-organization security and PGP (trust model) to secure 
ad-hoc network.  In the solution, all the cluster nodes hold the 
CA and are registered to the specific authority that authorities 
issue the certificates to the cluster nodes.  

III. PROPOSED SOLUTION 

The solution proposed is divided into two phases; a) to 
find and b) localize selective forwarding attacks on MANET. 
In the first phase, selective forwarding attacks are detected. 
Since a mesh of random numbers is needed, it is generated for 
the nodes of source and destination. The AODV protocol route 
requests are flooded in entire MANET. Since a packet counter 
is required, it is maintained in each node so that a track of all 
packets sent is kept and received by the node. Second phase of 
the proposed solution provides a detection scheme, which is 

based on two different packets. The given method “the control 
packet and the control ACK” is utilized in the detection 
scheme. 

A. Control Packet and Control ACK 

The proposed solution contains the new control packet. 
This packet is added to the data packet in the protocol of 
AODV. Main goal is to add these packets to identify the 
selective forwarding attacks and malicious nodes that are 
presented in the network. The control packet and control ACK 
(acknowledge) packet contain the parameter including final 
hash, hash function, hash field, destination ID and source ID. 
The control packet contains the parameters given in Table I. 

TABLE I.  CONTROL PACKET AND CONTROL ACK 

Control Packet & Control ACK 

Final hash 
Hash 

function 
Hash field 

Destination 
ID 

Source 
ID 

Table I presents the structure of control packet and control 
ACK. The source ID filed contains the information about 
source node from where the packet is generated and the 
destination ID field contains the information about the 
destination node. Total number of hops is carried from source 
to destination by the hash. Hash function is used to compute 
hops between destination and source, which is stored in final 
hash. In the end, the final hash value is compared with the 
security value stored in hash field. The hash chain is 
implemented on each packet to make the communication 
secure. The control packet is sent with each data packet.  

Algorithm 1 Retrieve hash field value algorithm 

1: If (Final – Hash = F Hop Count (Hash)) then 

2:   Retrieve the packet count value in the Hash field of 

      the control packet 

3: else 

4:   Drop the control packet 

Algorithm 1 is used by the final node, which accepts the 
control packet and accomplishes the operation as per steps 
given in Algorithm 1. There are three cases of control ACK; 
a) positive control ACK, b) negative control ACK and, c) no 
control ACK. Table II “Cases of Control ACK” presents the 
three cases of control ACK. In the first case, hop count is 
equal to the detection threshold and as a result positive control 
ACK is sent from destination to source node in order to send 
data packet for communication. This case has no attacker and 
thus communication occurs in a safely manner. In the second 
case, the hop count is less than the detection threshold and as a 
result destination sends negative control ACK to source host. 
The negative control ACK mentions the presence of the 
potential attacker in the forwarding path to the source host. 
While in the third case, there is no control ACK received by 
the source node from the destination, demonstrating the 
existence of attacker in the forwarding path that has dropped 
the control ACK or has dropped control packet; hence, 
destination did not receive any packet. 
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TABLE II.  CASES OF CONTROL ACK 

Case I Case II Case III 

Positive Control 
ACK from Destination 

Negative Control 
ACK from Destination 

No Control ACK 
from Destination 

Count 
(destination packet) = 
detection threshold 

Count 
(destination packet) < 
detection threshold 

 Condition I 
Malicious host 
drops the control 
ACK, which is 
send by the 
destination.  

 Condition II 
Malicious host 
drops the control 
packet, as it 
doesn’t reach 
destination, so 
destination does 
not reply with 
any control 
ACK. 

In case I, the 
control ACK received 
by source host. 

In case II, control 
ACK received by 
source host. 

In case III, no 
control ACK received 
by the source node. 

No presence of 
attacker 

Presence of 
attacker 

Presence of 
attacker 

B. Detection of the Malicious Hosts 

When it is detected that a malicious node is present, the 
source node begins querying all hosts, which are present in the 
forwarding path and then gets a value of the packet counter. A 
counter frequency is utilized to choose the intermediate nodes 
in the way between destination and source nodes. A suitable 
value of the counter frequency could be computed by using 
mesh topology experiments [4]. Table III presents two 
different cases of malicious node detection. 

If the malicious node is noticed then the source node 
forwards the error packet in order to update all the hosts, 
which are existing in neighborhood about the harmful host. 
Specific node is dropped from the routing table and in future, 
during the route discovery, the malicious nodes are not 
considered again. The removal of harmful host from 
neighborhood enhances overall network performance of the 
network as the packets of the malicious nodes are no longer 
flooding in the network 

TABLE III.  CASES OF MALACIOUS NODE DETECTION 

Case I Case II 

Malicious host drops all packets. Malicious host drops few packets. 

No control ACK received Negative control ACK to source 

Malicious node detected Malicious node detected 

IV. EVALUATION 

A. Detection Threshold 

In this subsection, analysis of the threshold is performed. 
Detection of the threshold is designed upon metric of expected 
transmission count (ETX). The ETX calculates total number 
of counts, which are needed for the successful delivery of a 
packet between a source and destination. Total number of the 
count also includes the retransmitted packets. Table IV 
describes the threshold parameters. 

TABLE IV.  THRESHOLD PARAMETER 

Symbol Parameter Description 

Df Forward delivery 
Probability of the 

packet deliver successfully. 

Dr Reserve delivery 
Probability of the 

ACK packet received 
successfully. 

The ETX link is computed by using (1). 

     
 

     
               (1) 

B. Simulation 

The AODV protocol is simulated on the MANET based in 
real-time environment. Ad-hoc network environment is 
deployed. The nodes detect the environment and rain, speed, 
average humidity, wind speed, temperature and find fire 
weather index (FWI) based on this parameter. Network 
throughput in kbps is used as an evaluation metric for the 
proposed solution. There are 35 nodes deployed in the forest 
fire simulation model. The AODV protocol is used for 
communication between these mobile nodes. The data packet 
of each node contains the information of current temperature 
(T), rain (R), wind speed (WS), and average humidly (H). 
Harmful hosts are randomly created in the environment. These 
harmful hosts are positioned in the forwarding path. The 
control packet and control ACK are added to the AODV 
routing protocol for verification and validation of the proposed 
model. The timeout is set to 2 units before the initialization of 
the lead-off node.  The ETX metric is integrated into the 

AODV protocol. 

C. Performance Results 

Performance of the proposed solution was evaluated and 
analyzed based on the network throughput. The detailed 
discussion of the experiments performed and their 
corresponding results has been provided. Two different 
experiments have been simulated based on different scenarios 
and parameters. The harmful hosts are also added in the 
network with the context of the experiment so that the right 
performance and efficiency can be calculated by the help of 
the respond time of the simulation environment.   

1) Experiment no. 1: The forwarding path between source 

node and destination node has a single attacker. Within this 

experiment, attacker is randomly deployed in the path of 

selective forward routing.  In the simulation environment, two 

observations are made. First is the network throughput and the 

second is detection. Network throughput is decreased as there 

is a presence of malicious nodes. As the malicious node 

interrupts with the communication held between the nodes of 

the network, the throughput of the network drops, which can 

be seen in Fig. 1 

In order to define and measures the results more accurate, 
the experiment was considered and executed for more than ten 
times and based on that simulation the following graph has 
been generated. During simulating environment, bit error rate 
is also considered while calculating throughput in the context 
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of this research and errors have also been considered that 
occur in the transmission of digital data and based on the 
analysis, the overall performance is computed. 

 

Fig. 1. Single attacher present in the forwarding path. 

The time is considered on the X-axis and the network 
throughput is considered on the Y-axis. It can be observed 
from the above graph as the time passes the network 
throughput increases. The graph in Fig. 1 that is mentioned in 
the experiment is generated from Table V, which contains 
different values of “attacker present and detection”, “attacker 
present and no detection” and “no attacker in forwarding 
path”. 

 
Fig. 2. Single malacious node in the forwarding path. 

TABLE V.  THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK IN CASE OF A SINGLE 

ATTACKER  

Attackers present & 

detection (kbps) 

Attackers present & 

no detection (kbps) 

No attackers in 

forwarding path 

(kbps) 

182 125 246 

142 25 249 

194 75 191 

129 135 238 

151 50 192 

162 25 240 

176 0 186 

125 25 251 

168 0 208 

161 0 222 

182 70 220 

148 70 201 

141 60 243 

142 80 181 

194 50 245 

127 55 255 

155 90 251 

154 60 231 

172 35 184 

150 80 233 

178 50 219 

186 65 205 

200 25 209 

200 20 243 

164 25 229 

153 0 225 

150 0 235 

177 25 235 

186 0 206 

180 0 235 

156 0 227 

127 0 244 

192 0 191 

187 25 230 

166 0 212 

145 0 204 

133 0 222 

145 0 195 

143 0 219 

192 0 252 

148 0 199 

154 0 180 

137 0 192 

159 0 217 

132 0 233 

137 0 181 

187 50 241 

144 100 252 
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Fig. 1 has three different graphs, which are used to show 
the network performance based on the network throughput. 
The green graph shows different values of the throughput 
when there is no attacker present in the forwarding path; the 
throughput is the highest in this case. The red graph shows the 
values of throughput when network has the presence of an 
attacker but not detected; the throughput is the lowest in this 
case. While the blue graph shows values of the throughput 
when attacker was spotted and then removed from 
neighborhood, which results in better network throughput than 
the case when there is no detection of the attacker. The green 
and red graphs were obtained by simple AODV while blue 
graph was obtained by the implementation of the proposed 
solution. In Fig. 2, forwarding path has a single malicious 
node, which attempts selective forwarding attack. 

 
Fig. 3. Multiple forwarding paths between source node and destination node 

have colluding attackers. 

2) Experiment no. 2: In mutiple forwarding paths between 

source and destination, colluding attackers are present. In this 

experiment, there  were  more  than   two   attackers   

randomly.   

 

Fig. 1. Colluding  malicious nodes in the multiple forwarding paths.  

TABLE VI.  THROUGHPUT OF THE NETWORK IN CASE OF TWO 

ATTACKERS 

Attackers present & 

detection (kbps) 

Attackers present & 

no detection (kbps) 

No attackers in 

forwarding path 

(kbps) 

0 125 242 

50 25 238 

30 75 209 

100 135 232 

50 50 205 

140 25 224 

160 0 210 

180 25 230 

30 0 243 

95 0 239 

200 70 243 

237 70 238 

202 60 235 

224 80 212 

242 50 227 

248 55 223 

206 90 204 

219 60 210 

231 35 207 

228 80 210 

204 50 226 

204 65 203 

204 25 222 

207 20 240 

244 25 247 

218 0 234 

214 0 209 

238 25 232 

248 0 236 

212 0 212 

240 0 219 

234 0 233 

225 0 241 

221 25 244 

213 0 238 

234 0 232 

204 0 239 

207 0 231 

250 0 214 

205 0 250 

203 0 238 

210 0 241 

247 0 244 

221 0 230 

211 0 212 

240 0 244 

230 50 218 

241 100 249 
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Selected and placed in between multi path of selected 
forwarding routing. Network throughput is increased as the 
malicious nodes were detected.  In order to obtain accurate 
results, the experiment was executed for more than ten times 
and based on that simulation; the graph in Fig. 3 is generated. 
Bit error rate and errors occur in the transmission have also 
been considered and based on analysis, the overall 
performance is calculated. 

The graphs in Fig. 3 are generated from the data of 
Table VI, which contains different values of “attacker present 
and detection”, “attacker present and no detection” and “no 
attacker in forwarding path”. Fig. 3 shows that throughput of 
network increases after the specific time interval. The new 
route request is generated and the malicious nodes are 
removed from the routing table. Network performance is 
improved after specific time interval. In initial phase, 
performances was low but after detection of attackers within a 
time interval of 0 -7s new routes were identified in network 
and the malicious nodes were removed. Time (seconds) is 
considered on the X- axis and network throughput (kbps) is 
considered on the Y-axis. In Fig. 4, two malicious nodes are 
present in the multiple forwarding paths attempting the 
selective forwarding attack. 

D. Network Overhead 

The control packet send with each data packet increases 
the system’s algorithm complexity and processing time, which 
results in network overhead. Although the control packet 
design has a slight network overhead but after the detection 
and elimination of the malicious nodes, their packets are no 
longer floating in the network plus there is also no need to 
resend the dropped packet hence increasing the overall 
performance and reducing the overhead of the network. 

TABLE VII.  SUMMARIZED OBSERVATIONS 

Experiment 
No. 

Scenario Observation 

1.  
When there is a single 
attacker in the forwarding 
path of the network 

Network throughput is 
decreased as there is a 
presence of the malicious 
nodes. 

2.  

When there are more than 
one attackers present in 
multiple forwarding paths 
between destination and 
source 

Performances of the 
network throughput 
increases after the 
specific time interval. 

Table VII summarizes the observations made in the 
experiments performed for the evaluation of the proposed 
system. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

We developed and simulated a framework for the detection 
of selective forwarding attacks using MANET technologies. A 
network environment is deployed and several experiments 
were performed for the verification and validation of the 
proposed solution.  For the testing purpose, malicious nodes 
were randomly created in the environment.  These malicious 
nodes were positioned in the forwarding path of the simulation 
environment. The control packet and control ACK are added 
to the AODV routing protocol during evaluation of the 
system. The proposed solution can be applied to the protocols 
such as DSR and DSDV.  There are some parameters such as 
network overhead and threshold detection, which can be done 
in future  work. 
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Abstract—With increasing competition in the software 

industry, software companies need to effectively manage the risks 

of software projects with minimal time and cost to deliver high 

quality products. High frequencies of warning errors and failures 

in software projects are indicative of human and financial costs 

in the software projects and teams. One of the reasons for the 

failure of software projects is the lack of risk management 

mechanism in the software development process, which can, in 

case of proper implementation of risk management, increase the 

success rate of such projects. In most projects, risk management 

activities are strongly confined to the adopted software 

methodology. Therefore, is needed a solution or model to 

overcome this constraint. Scrum is one of the most popular 

software development methodologies which has recently 

considered by software teams. This methodology seems not to 

have paid much attention to risk management. Focusing on this 

weakness, this research has been trying to provide a model for 

risk management with the participation of 52 Agile experts from 

six different countries using the Prince2 project management 

framework in Scrum methodology. The main goals of this model 

are to improve the coverage and appropriate risk management 

mechanism on software projects, increase the project’s success 

rate and to provide a good estimation of the required time, 

improve product quality and enhance quality parameters, such 

as the usability, flexibility, efficiency, and reliability. 

Keywords—Agile software development; risk management; risk 

management hybrid model; prince2; scrum; agile risk management 

I. INTRODUCTION 

American Project Management Institute (PMI) introduced 
risk management as one of the twelve principal levels of the 
general knowledge project [1]. Risk management refers to all 
processes to identify, analyze, and respond to any uncertainty 
that includes maximizing the results of desirable events and 
minimizing adverse events results [2]. Chawan et al. (2013) 
examined risk management models and the result of adverse 
events the basic steps such as risk identification, risk planning, 
risk assessment, risk mitigation and risk monitoring and 
control and concluded that different models and frameworks 
for risk management are tools for risk management and 
control in the critical conditions [3].  

Traditional project management (waterfall approach) is 
suitable for the projects that are well defined areas and it has 
less complexity and uncertainty [4]. At present, more complex 
projects and business environments with unique needs and 
capabilities are changing [5]. Most customers cannot express 
all their needs clearly [6]. One of the challenges of the 

traditional models, it needs very time and cost to writing the 
documentation of the project. The heavyweight 
methodologies, nature of software development, lead to 
unrealistic estimates in the design phase and inability to adapt 
to unforeseen changes in projects. So it is needed an approach 
to identify and solve these challenges and risks [7]. 

A review of previous studies shows that there is no a 
comprehensive model for risk management in the agile 
software development process [8]-[11]. The evidence for this 
assertion, by reviewing the prior studies in the literature, is the 
enhancing the failures in software projects. 

Results of proposed model and participation of 52 Agile 
experts from 6 different countries shows that the proposed 
model can reduce the risk of projects and increased the 
usability, flexibility, efficiency, and reliability. 

The next section of this research is to investigate the 
importance of risk management and its challenges. Section III 
will be explaining the PRINCE2 method. Also, Section IV 
focuses on research method. In Section VI is explained the 
designing, analyzing, and results of the performance of the 
proposed model. Sections VI and VIII discuss the limitations 
and discussion of the study and Section IX explains the 
conclusion and future work of the research.  

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

After Agile Manifesto was released, the discussion of agile 
project management was also raised [12]. There are many 
types of research on the differences between traditional and 
agile development methods and new approaches to project 
management are needed [13]-[17]. In agile methodologies, 
risk management has not been defined clearly. For example, 
Scrum framework has not formally described project risk 
management. Therefore, it is necessary, according to project 
requirements to be included processes for risk management in 
this framework [8].  

Scrum has flaws and defects in project management and 
risk management in software projects [9]. The absence of 
effective risk management techniques in agile software 
development caused many challenges in the software 
production process [10]. In Scrum Framework, projects are 
broken into several sprints and can be performed in two to 
four weeks. However, for large projects, a large number of 
Sprints in Scrum cause difficult task management for Scrum 
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development teams, which is one of the challenges and 
weaknesses in the scrum [11], [18], [19]. 

According to studies conducted the Scrum and Prince 2 
methodologies are both process-oriented, which can overlap 
each other, so can be created a combine framework with them.  

Nitin and Ugrasen (2015) introduced a framework called 
RBSM to risk management processes to improve the Scrum 
method in order to increase the success of projects. The 
purpose of this model is to create a general model to a quality 
and reliable productin in the organizations that use the agile 
methods [20]. 

Al-Zoabi (2008) introduced a framework with XP and 
Prince 2 standard that her aim was the flexible method to 
project management. The results indicated that using their 
proposed method in a real project provided high-quality 
software products at a lower cost and time [21]. 

III. PRINCE 2 

Prince2 is a well-known standard in project management. 
Prince2 proposed in 1996 after PMBOK by APMG in the UK 
and has been expanded by the British state (Government). 
Prince2 is the result of managers, experts and consultants 
experience in the field of project management (OGC, 2009). 
Project management methodology success with Prince 2 that 
has created consisting of four integrated elements, principles, 
themes, processes and project environment [22]-[24].  

Project management based on Prince2 has two parallel 
sections called themes and processes; each one divided into 
seven separate issues, and all moving to forward based on 
seven principles [25]. Prince2 is a process-based approach in 
project management. In Prince2 there are seven processes, 
including a set of activities required for project control, 
management and successful delivery of the projects [23], [26], 
[27]. The principles in Prince2 are definitive guidelines that 
show proximity and compliance in the project management 
based on Prince2. There are seven principles in Prince2 [23], 
[27]. Themes, describing the components of project 
management must be used continuously and in parallel in the 
project [25], [27]. The Prince2 framework is flexible and can 
be tailored to any size and type [23], [28]. The proportionating 
element (of project environment) can be used as a framework 
for combining it with Scrum framework and to create an 
integrated model for risk management in agile software 
development. Prince2 describes how to divide a project into 
manageable steps. 

IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The present study is an applied empirical research in the 
field of software engineering. Fig. 1 shows the steps and 
processes adopted in the current research [29]. 

A. Data Collection 

The questioner is one of the research tools in which the 
researcher designs a set of items (question) aiming to collect 

information on the respondents and statistically analyze the 
responses. In this research, for measurement of the attitudes, 
Likert scales were used [30]. In this research the questionnaire 
items were designed in 5- and 7- option Spectrum.  

B. Validity 

Validity refers to the ability of the instrument to measure 
the attribute for the measurement of the test has been 
designed. In this research for validity measurement, a standard 
questionnaire was used. After the questionnaire was designed, 
it was given to a number of researchers and experts in the field 
of software engineering. After receiving the comments, 
corrective actions were made. 

C. Reliability 

Reliability refers to the accuracy of reliance and stability 
of test results. Cronbach's alpha was used to measure 
reliability in the present study. After the data collection 
process, reliability factor (Cronbach's alpha) was calculated 
using SPSS software. The result was 0.90 indicating the 
stability and internal consistency of the questionnaire. 

The Cronbach's alpha method is one of the most common 
methods to measure the reliability and validity of the 
questionnaire. This factor (coefficient) is used to get the 
respondents’ impression of the items (questions). Evidently, 
the nearer Cronbach's alpha index to 1, the more internal 
correlation between the items and, as a result, the more It is 
clear any amount Cronbach's alpha is the index to 1 closer, the 
internal correlation between questions are more homogeneous. 
Cronbach's alpha values between 5.0 to 7.0 are average and 
acceptable, lower than 5.0 lacks reliability, more than 7.0 is 
good reliability, and higher than 9.0 is considered too high 
[31].  

D. Selection of Research Target Population 

The statistical universe and participants in this research 
include software development teams, senior and junior 
managers, executive managers, consultants, developers, 
Scrum Masters, customers, software companies and all 
stakeholders involved in projects. It should be noted that data 
were collected by sharing the questionnaire

1
 in professional 

online groups, and sites like Facebook, Google +, LinkedIn, 
Researchgate, Google group, Yahoo and social networks such 
as WhatsApp, Telegram, etc. as well as sending the 
questionnaire via email to software engineering expert. 
Finally, the questionnaire was responded by 52 people in six 
different countries, in professional groups of software 
engineering. In analyzing data from the questionnaire the 
characteristics of the respondents to the questionnaire, such as 
work experience in traditional and Agile software 
development, role or job, methods used in the organization, 
country of activity, the scope of the project by the 
organization, the number of employees and scale of enterprise 
have been shown in Table I. 

                                                           
1 Link to the questionnaire: 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScWC0RCuUUlAKVQZUnEkc

NRf4oUdrgRqGJDyRqnoDayopRpCg/formResponse 
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Fig. 1. Steps design in the current research, adopted from [29]. 

TABLE I. FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION RELATED TO CHARACTERISTICS OF THE RESPONDENTS 

Demography of the participants (Agile positions: Project Manager(PM), Scrum Master(SM), Product Owner(PO), Programmer(PRG), 

Developer (DEV), Agile Coach(AC), Customer(CUS), Advisor(ADV), Tester(TST)) 
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1 1 1-3 4-6 PM SCRUM USA Accounting and Finance 55 

2 2 7-10 6-10 SM , PO SCRUM, DSDM   Iran Office Automation   31 

3  7-10 1-3 PM, DEV SCRUM Iran Office Automation   30 

4  4-6 1-3 PRG, DEV SCRUM, XP   Iran Applications 26 

5  1-3 1-3 AC, DEV SCRUM, XP , DSDM  Iran All Areas 12 

6  1-3 1-3 other Others Iran Other 6 

7 7 7-10 1-3 PRG, DEV SCRUM Iran Applications Web Based 23 

8  7-10 1-3 PRG SCRUM Iran Applications Web Based 8 

9  4-6 1-3 PRG SCRUM, XP   Iran Applications 21 

11  1-3 1-3 CUS Others Iran All Areas 28 

11  4-6 4-6 SM  SCRUM, XP,DSDM   Malaysia Mobile Application 25 

12  4-6 4-6 SM , PRG, TST, DEV SCRUM, XP,DSDM  Australia All Areas 22 

13  4-6 4-6 SM , PO, PM, PRG SCRUM, XP   Australia All Areas 20 

14  4-6 1-3 PM, ADV, PRG SCRUM, XP,DSDM   Iran Applications Web Based 15 

15  4-6 1-3 PRG SCRUM, XP   Iran All Areas 15 

16  1-3 1-3 PRG SCRUM Iran Applications 12 

17  4-6 1-3 PRG, CUS SCRUM, XP, Others Turkey Applications 22 

18  4-6 4-6 SM , PO, PRG, TST SCRUM, DSDM   Turkey Accounting and Finance 40 

19  4-6 4-6 SM , PO, PRG, TST XP  , SCRUM Iran Applications 22 

21  4-6 4-6 SM , PO, AC SCRUM, XP  , DSDM   Turkey Applications Web Based 20 

21  4-6 1-3 SM, PM, ADVو PRG SCRUM, XP , Others Turkey All Areas 12 

22  1-3 1-3 SM , PO SCRUM, DSDM   Turkey Applications Web Based 13 
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23  4-6 4-6 PM XP   Iran Applications 22 

24  1-3 1-3 PRG SCRUM, XP   Iran Accounting and Finance 8 

25  1-3 1-3 SM  SCRUM Iran Applications 20 

26  1-3 1-3 PRG SCRUM Turkey Applications 14 

27  7-10 6-10 SM  SCRUM Malaysia Applications 40 

28  1-3 1-3 SM  SCRUM Iran All Areas 8 

29  4-6 4-6 SM  SCRUM Turkey Office Automation   10 

31  4-6 4-6 SM , PO, PRG SCRUM, XP , TDD   Malaysia Office Automation   20 

31  7-10 6-10 SM , PRG, DEV SCRUM, XP   Iran Applications 80 

32  1-3 1-3 SM  SCRUM Iran Office Automation   11 

33  4-6 4-6 SM  SCRUM, XP   Iran Applications 10 

34  4-6 1-3 PM, PRG, TST XP   Malaysia Office Automation   22 

35  4-6 4-6 SM , PRG, TST SCRUM Iran Applications Web Based 9 

36  1-3 1-3 SM , PRG, TST, CUS SCRUM, XP   Iran Office Automation   7 

37  >10 >10 PM, PRG SCRUM, Others Australia Applications Web Based 18 

38  7-10 6-10 PRG, TST SCRUM, XP   Iran Applications 12 

39  4-6 4-6 PRG SCRUM Iran Applications Web Based 9 

41  1-3 1-3 PRG SCRUM Iran Applications Web Based 7 

41  1-3 1-3 PRG SCRUM Iran Applications 20 

42  4-6 4-6 SM  SCRUM Iran Applications Web Based 8 

43  4-6 4-6 SM , PRG SCRUM Iran Applications 9 

44  7-10 1-3 SM  SCRUM Iran Applications 18 

45  1-3 1-3 SM  SCRUM Iran Applications 9 

46  7-10 1-3 SM  SCRUM Iran Applications Web Based 8 

47  >10 6-10 SM  SCRUM Turkey Applications Web Based 12 

48  7-10 1-3 PRG SCRUM, Others Qatar Applications Web Based 20 

49  >10 >10 PRG SCRUM, Others Iran Applications 12 

51  7-10 1-3 SM  SCRUM Qatar Applications 15 

51  4-6 1-3 Other TDD   Iran Office Automation   21 

52  1-3 1-3 CUS TDD   Iran Mobile Application 6 

V.  PROPOSED MODEL 

According to product quick release in an iterative and 
incremental mode in Scrum, the Scrum methodology can be 
used in product delivery [32]. In this idea, with using prince2 
management features and scrum iterative delivery features can 
be introduced a combined model. 

With this idea, processes are run in different layers. By 
applying the features of different parts of Prince2 and 
dimensions of the Scrum framework with a focus on risk 
management can be provided an integrated model to identify 
or improve risk management. The integrated model Prince2 
project management processes and Scrum process with the 
risk management approach in agile projects can increase the 
success rate of software agile projects [33]. The proposed 
model has been shown in Fig. 2. 

First, in the project charter, defined the obligations of 
individuals relative to the project can be defined. One 
weakness of Scrum is a severe attachment to team members 
leaving may result in the project stoppage and failure. These 
challenges of Scrum can be resolved by the project charter. 
The project manager begins the project with estimates of the 
needs and costs. Product Owner and Project Manager 
cooperate in the assessment and transparency requirements. In 
the process of directing the project, decisions are made to start 
the project and licenses are issued. Projects can be started 
when the project manager designs details and stages. After 
that, the project enters the initiation phase. One of the  

weaknesses of Scrum is a failure to identify area involved in 
the project. However, in the preparation phase (project 
initiation), the project scope can be partly identified. In 
determining the scope of the project, the risks can be better 
identified. The project manager must link process with Sprints. 
The product owner should also express their basic needs in the 
format of “Product Backlog”. Scrum master and project 
manager design the sprints and facilitate the implementation of 
processes. Product owner and development team together, 
exchange ideas about “product Backlog” and the requirements 
that must be delivered in the next sprint.  

In the boundary management process, risks are recorded 
and reported and by the process of directing project, the next 
stage of the project is done step by step. Process and “product 
Backlog” are prioritized by the product owner and planned on 
Sprint by Scrum Master and processes in the format of 
“Product Backlog” delivered to the development team and the 
development team will release the product. After the release, 
review and retrospective meetings are held, and if 
recompletion is required, the sprints are planned and 
developed. After the sprint review meeting, the project 
manager should prepare a special report on the project 
progress.  Product Owner and Project Manager by using the 
burndown charts and weekly meetings evaluate the sprints and 
identify the project risks. In the proposed model, risks are 
recorded and updated in the initiation step, process control, 
and boundary management steps. In the end stage, reports are 
presented and these processes are performed iteratively and 
incrementally. 
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Fig. 2. The proposed model of risk management based on Scrum with using Prince2. 

VI. EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED MODEL 

A. Model Usability 

Based on results in Table II, it is concluded that according 
to the Pearson correlation coefficient, usability between the 
model intelligibility and easy learning and the ability to 
implement the model gets the value of 0.698. Also, a decision 
criterion (Sig.) was close to 0.000, which is lower than 0.05. 
So there are significant correlations on the usability of the 
model. 

TABLE II. RESULT OF PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENT BETWEEN 

MODEL INTELLIGIBILITY, EASY LEARNING OF THE MODEL, THE ABILITY TO 

IMPLEMENT, AND EXECUTE THE MODEL 

Model intelligibility 

and easy learning 

model  

Ability to implement 

and execute the model 
 

 
 

 
1 

 

52 

 
 

 
0.698 

0.000 

52 

Model intelligibility 
and easy learning 

model  
Pearson correlation 

Sig. (2-tailed) 

N 

 
 

 

0.698 
0.000 

52 

 
 

 

1 
 

52 

Ability to implement 

and execute the model 
Pearson correlation 

Sig. (2-tailed) 

N 

B. Flexibility of Model 

The results in Table III show that the flexibility of the 
model, the ability of different process adoption, and 
interaction of the model gets the value of 0.864. Also, a 
decision criterion (Sig.) was close to 0.000, which is lower 
than 0.05. So there are significant correlations on the 
flexibility of the model. 

TABLE III. RESULT OF DIFFERENT PROCESSES, ADAPTION AND 

INTERACTION OF THE MODEL 

The 

performance of  

the model   

Ability adapt and 

interact different 

processes 

 

 

1 

 

52 

 

0.864 

0.000 

52 

Performance of the model   

Pearson correlation 

Sig. (2-tailed) N 

 
 

0.864 

0.000 

52 

 
 

1 

 

52 

Ability of adaption and interaction of 
different processes  

Pearson correlation 

Sig. (2-tailed) N 

C. Model Performance  

The results in Table IV show that according to Pearson’s 
correlation coefficient between the ability of the product, 
quick delivery and timely delivery with the ability of optimal 
use of all the project resource gets the value of 0.434. Also, 
decision criterion (Sig.) is 0.001, which is lower than 0.05 and 
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Pearson correlation coefficient between the ability of the 
product, quick delivery and timely delivery with the ability to 
create a commercially valuable product gets the value of 
0.309. Also, decision criterion (Sig.) is 0.026, which is lower 
than 0.05 and Pearson’s correlation coefficient between the 
ability to optimal use all resources of the project with the 
ability to create a commercially valuable product gets the 
value of 0.596. Also, decision criterion (Sig.) was close to 
0.000, which is lower than 0.05 Therefore, between these 
three factors, there are significant correlations effective on the 
model performance. 

TABLE IV. RESULT OF PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENT BETWEEN 

THE ABILITY OF THE PRODUCTS QUICK DELIVERY, AND TIMELY DELIVERY, 
ABILITY OF OPTIMAL USE OF ALL THE PROJECT RESOURCES AND ABILITY TO 

CREATE A COMMERCIALLY VALUABLE PRODUCT   

Ability to 

quick 

delivery and 

timely 

delivery of 

products 

Ability to 

optimal 

use all 

resources 

of the 

project 

Ability to 

create a 

commercially 

valuable 

product 

 

 

 

 
 

 

1 
 

52 

 

 

 
 

 

0.434 
0.001 

52 

 

 

 
 

 

0.309 
0.026 

52 

Ability to quick 

delivery and 

timely delivery 
of products 

Pearson 

correlation 
Sig. (2-tailed) 

N 

 
 

 

0.434 

0.001 

52 

 
 

 

1 

 

52 

 
 

 

0.596 

0.000 

52 

Ability to 

optimal use all 
resources of the 

project 

Pearson 

correlation 

Sig. (2-tailed) 
N 

 

 

 
0.309 

0.026 

52 

 

 

 
0.596 

0.000 

52 

 

 

 
1 

 

52 

Ability to 

create a 

commercially 
valuable 

product 

Pearson 
correlation 

Sig. (2-tailed) 

N 

D. Reliability of the Model  

Based on the results in Table V, it is concluded that the 
reliability of the model according to the Pearson correlation 
coefficient between satisfaction with a product created in the 
software life cycle model with confidence in the risk 
identification, analysis, and control gets the value of 0.323.  
Also, a decision criterion (Sig.) was close to 0.000, which is 
lower than 0.05. Soو there are significant correlations on the 
reliability of the model. 

TABLE V. RESULT OF PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENT BETWEEN 

SATISFACTION WITH PRODUCTS CREATED IN THE SOFTWARE LIFECYCLE WITH 

CONFIDENCE IN THE RISKS IDENTIFICATION, ANALYSIS, AND CONTROL  

Satisfaction with 

products created in 
the software lifecycle 

Confidence in the 

identification, analysis, 
and control of the risks 

 

 

 
 

 

1 
 

52 

 

 
 

 

0.323 
0.019 

52 

Satisfaction with 

products created in the 

software lifecycle 
Pearson correlation 

Sig. (2-tailed) 

N 

 
 

 

 
 

0.323 

0.019 
52 

 
 

 

 
 

1 

 
52 

Confidence in the 

identification, analysis, 
and control  

 

Pearson correlation 

Sig. (2-tailed) 

N 

VII. DISCUSSION 

After reviewing and evaluating the model parameters some 
of the most important qualitative results are shown in Fig. 3. 

 
Fig. 3. The most important results of the qualitative parameters of the 

proposed model. 

The results showed that the proposed model can have 
usability in the projects at 59.92 percent. If teams and 
companies have more information on the model to increase 
the model intelligibility and learnability and ability to 
implement and execute it, usability will also increase. Results 
showed that the proposed model can be flexible at 57.28 
percent. By increasing, the correctness of performance and 
different process compatibility, the flexibility of the model 
also will be increased. 
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The results showed that the proposed model has a 71.94 
percent performance. With increase the ability on the timely 
and quick delivery of product, and the most optimal use of all 
the project resources, and increase the ability to establish a 
more commercially valuable product, the rate of efficiency as 
well. 

The results showed that the proposed model has 72 per 
cent reliability. With increase satisfaction of products created 
in the software life cycle and confidence for identification, 
analysis, and control of the risks by the proposed model, the 
reliability will be increased. 

VIII. RESEARCH LIMITATIONS 

One of the limitations of this study is the lack of similar 
work in this field. Also, for evaluation of the proposed model 
through questionnaire constantly had faced the lack of the 
cooperation and follow up. Many items of the questionnaire 
may prolong the research conduction time, some respondents 
may have provided false responses and responses precision 
has been influenced. Another limitation of the research is the 
lack of expertise and lack of their knowledge in the field of 
risk management in Prince2 and Scrum. However, this study 
does not claim that the results could the global model for all 
the teams because team’s organizational cultures are different.  

IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

According to the studies in the field of risk management 
and Agile Scrum methodology in future research can be 
combined with project management standards. Such as 
PMBOK, P2M, OPM3, PRINCE2 and Agile methods such as 
Scrum, DSDM, XP, ASD that have more focus on project 
management processes to create hybrid models to identify and 
reduce the risks of software projects. Also, using project 
management standards and agile methods can be created the 
models and ways to improve project management and 
assurance quality in agile software development. 

In this study, using risk management techniques with 
Scrum framework and project management standard Prince2, 
suggested a model to increase in the success rate projects. 
There are some of scrum weak points causing risk increase in 
software development. The proposed model covered the 
weaknesses and this covering reduces the risk of the project 
failures. Some of the important results include: covering of 
risk management at 67.4%, increasing project success about 
75.4%, the ability to provide a quality product at 75%, and the 
reliability to identify, analyze, and control the risks at 85.71%. 
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Abstract—Cloud computing is an emerging trend in the IT 

industry that provides new opportunities to control costs 

associated with the creation and maintenance of applications. Of 

prevalent issues in cloud computing, load balancing is a primary 

one as it has a significant impact on efficiency and plays a leading 

role in improved management. In this paper, by using a heuristic 

search technique called the bee colony algorithm, tasks are 

balanced on a virtual machine such that their waiting time in the 

queue is minimized. In the proposed model, the cloud is 

partitioned into several sectors with many nodes as resources of 

distributed computing. Furthermore, the indices of speed and 

cost are considered to prioritize virtual machines. The results of 

a simulation show that the proposed model outperforms 

prevalent algorithms as it balances the prioritization of tasks on 

the virtual machine as well as the entire cloud system and 

minimizes the waiting times of tasks in the queue. It also reduces 

the completion time of tasks in comparison with the HBB-LB, 

WRR, and FCFS algorithms. 

Keywords—Cloud computing; load balancing; bee colony 

algorithm; public cloud; cloud partitioning 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing provides ways of presenting IT services 
in a similar manner to public utility companies. In simple 
terms, cloud computing is a new approach to use computing 
resources. The cloud is a group of distributed nodes that supply 
resources, hardware, and software over the network based on 
user demand. The increasingly strong presence of such 
companies as Microsoft, Google, and Amazon in the arena of 
cloud computing indicates its rapid development and influence 
on IT. 

New changes or concepts in the technological world can 
lead to problems and complications, and cloud computing is no 
exception. It poses many challenges to experts in the field. One 
of these is load balancing in the cloud. Load balancing in is 
crucial in computer science, and has attracted a considerable 
amount of research. Many techniques have been employed for 
load balancing, such as the genetic algorithm, bees’ algorithm, 
neural networks, and distributed research. Load balancing 
algorithms make decisions about allocating resources to tasks 
and coordinating among them. The aim of load balancing is to 
share resources among tasks within the system such that for 
every resource, there are an equal number of tasks to be 
completed, and this minimizes the total time needed [3]. 
Algorithms for load balancing and resource management can 
be categorized into three groups (Wu, Wang & Xie, 2013 [7]; 

Yan, Wang, Chang & Lin, 2007 [9]). The first consists of 
algorithms for static load balancing. In such algorithms, 
decisions concerning load balancing are made at compile time. 
The advantage of static load balancing is its simple 
implementation and low overhead, as there is no need to 
permanently monitor nodes to assess the efficiency of the 
system. These algorithms work well when there are small 
changes in loads in virtual machines. Therefore, they are not 
appropriate for cloud and grid computing environments 
because the load on the network is variable at every point of 
time in such environments. The second category of load 
balancing and resource management techniques consists of 
algorithms of dynamic load balancing. In these algorithms, the 
distribution of load among nodes changes, and they use the 
given information to make decisions about load distribution. 
The third category consists of hybrid algorithms, which involve 
the hybrid use of static and dynamic algorithms, and switch 
between them when necessary.  

There are many papers have been proposed based on 
optimization in them [10]-[19] and [24]-[26]. These papers 
tried to optimize their problems by presented some formal 
methods and fitness functions in them. In [18] authors 
presented new distributed method to reducing the energy for 
the communication between nods and coordinator. Also in 
[24], [25] and [26] authors used the optimization methods in 
Meso-Scaled material. Saffar Ardabili and Aghayi [20] 
evaluated efficiency score of decision making units (DMUs) by 
the undesirable outputs. Aghayi et al. [22] measured efficiency 
measure using common set of weights in present of uncertainty 
based on robust optimization. Aghayi [23] proposed the 
approach to obtain cost efficiency of DMUs by fuzzy data. 
Aghayi and Maleki [21] measured the efficiency of bank 
branches of Ardabil, Iran using robust optimization theory and 
undesirable outputs. Rostamy-malkhalifeh, and Aghayi [27] 
suggested the method for calculating overall profit efficiency 
using uncertainty as fuzzy in data. Aghayi and Ghelejbeigi [28] 
presented the improvement of cost efficiency based on 
resource allocation. Aghayi [29] computed revenue efficiency 
of DMUs with undesirable and fuzzy data. Salehpour and 
Aghayi [30] calculated the most revenue efficiency with price 
uncertainty. 

In this study, a method for cloud partitioning is proposed 
that is also used to investigate the load on systems in 
heterogeneous environments, with the aim of reducing the time 
needed for scheduling and other tasks. The proposed method is 
dynamic. In this method, the algorithms of load balancing can 

http://proceedings.asmedigitalcollection.asme.org/pdfaccess.ashx?url=/data/conferences/asmep/90685/v02bt03a002-detc2016-59082.pdf
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represent each resource according to its capabilities and 
accessibility to tasks services, which enhances the efficiency of 
the cloud system. To balance the load, load balancing as used 
in cloud computing environments is used, inspired by the 
HBB-LB algorithm (Babu & Krishna, 2013 [1]). 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, 
prevalent scheduling algorithms are introduced. Section 3 
describes the proposed scheduling algorithm, Section 4 details 
the simulation to test it and the results and Section 5 contains 
the conclusions of this study and recommendations for future 
work in the area. 

II. REVIEW OF LOAD BALANCING ALGORITHMS 

One method for load balancing involves the efficient use of 
virtual machines. It was proposed by Domanal and Reddy 
(2013) [2], and allows for load distribution on accessible 
virtual machines to guarantee that stable use of resources or 
virtual machines in the cloud system. This is in contrast to 
active load balancing, which involves the proper distribution of 
load within the system to solve the problem of inefficient use 
of virtual machines in other algorithms. However, the service 
time following load balancing has not been yet studied. In 
2013, Babu and Krishna [1] proposed a load balancing 
algorithm inspired by the food-finding behavior of honey bees, 
and is used on the Web. The aim is to reach a balanced load 
within virtual machines by maximizing capability. Moreover, it 
balances the prioritization of tasks in virtual machines such that 
the waiting times of tasks in the queue are minimized. 
However, this algorithm is impractical for dependent tasks. 
Ren, Lan, and Yin (2012) [5] proposed a dynamic load 
balancing algorithm according to the migration of virtual 
machines within the cloud computing environment. This 
algorithm contains a unit to monitor excessive loads, one for 
diagnosis, and a unit for load scheduling. The unit of load 
monitoring is used to collect the load information pertaining to 
a group of virtual machines and the resources’ server 
(calculating the load and updating it). The database information 
for this algorithm is collected according to the trigger strategy 
based on fractal methods. It determines the time of migration 
from an overloaded virtual machine in the system. In this 
method, operating capability is maximized by using 
unemployed nodes in the system. Moreover, the overload in 
load balancing systems is minimum. However, in this method, 
only the load is studied. TeraScaler ELB was proposed by Wu 
et al. (2013) [7] based on the prediction of elastic load 
balancing for resource management in cloud computing. In this 
algorithm, virtual machines are added or removed according to 
the analysis and prediction of the given load and its history. 
The algorithm of ELB resource management is regularly 
implemented through two events: 

 The load balancer regularly collects resource 
information from the back-end server. 

 The load balancer determines whether there is a request 
to remove the back-end virtual machine according to 
the collected resource information from the back-end 
server. 

In 2012, Nishant and et al. [4] proposed an algorithm for 
the load distribution of workloads among the nodes of a cloud 

using ant colony optimization. According to this study, ants 
can move in two directions: forward and backward. In the 
forward direction, if an ant faces overloaded nodes, they will 
move forward. In the backward direction, if an ant faces an 
overloaded node, which has faced an under-loaded node, it will 
move backward. The main duty of ants is to redistribute tasks. 
In this approach, the ants repeatedly update their pheromones 
during all their moves. They also identify the tasks of nodes 
and find their way among different types of nodes. In 2013, 
Xu, Pang, and Fu [8] proposed a load balancing model based 
on cloud partitioning for public clouds in different 
geographical locations. This method renders load balancing 
easier in extremely large and complicated environments. 
Clouds have a main controller to choose the proper sectors of 
tasks, and the balancer chooses the best strategy for load 
balancing per sector of the cloud. Sectors can be unemployed, 
normal, or overloaded. The sector of load balancing decides 
how to assign tasks to nodes of normal or unemployed sectors. 
In this algorithm, the features of virtual machines are not 
considered. Soni and Kalra (2014) [6] proposed a central load 
balancer to balance loads among virtual machines in a cloud 
data center. This algorithm distributes the load among 
heterogeneous virtual machines based on hardware 
configuration and their states in the cloud data center. This 
method can balance the load quickly and reliably in cloud 
computing environments by using all virtual machines based 
on their calculation capacities. The central load balancer 
communicates with all users and virtual machines, which are 
presented in cloud data center through a data center controller, 
which also analyzes the values’ table containing the identifies, 
states, and priorities of virtual machines. It searches for the 
virtual machine with the highest priority to allocate user 
requests. The data center controller allocates the requests to the 
identifier of the virtual machine as presented by the central 
load balancer. 

By studying research on the load balancing of tasks and 
resources, it can be concluded that more research has been 
conducted on load balancing in heterogeneous environments. 
Existing algorithms have some drawbacks in the cloud sample, 
and this study attempts to alleviate some of them with solutions 
for responding to requests quickly and managing virtual 
machines properly. 

III. PROPOSED METHOD 

In this method, load balancing in cloud computing 
environments, inspired by the algorithm that mirrors the food-
finding behavior of honey bees (HBB-LB), is used. This 
algorithm not only balances load, but also considers the priority 
of tasks removed from virtual machines due to overload. The 
techniques of load balancing are effective for reducing the time 
needed to answer and service requests. The load balancing of 
non-exclusive independent tasks on virtual machines is an 
important aspect of task scheduling in cloud computing. The 
load on virtual machines must be distributed on balance, so that 
the machine is used efficiently. 

 In the ABC algorithm, several species of bees act in a 
research atmosphere. The bee that is randomly chosen to act to 
search is called the scout bee. It determines the location of 
sources of food and nectar. 
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A. Scheduling System Model 

As in the cloud computing environment, we encounter a 
large space with several users and service providers, tasks are 
not predictable, and the capacity of each virtual machine is 
different. In the proposed method, the cloud is partitioned into 
several sectors. When the environment is very large, balancing 
the load within the entire system is difficult. In this method, to 
balance the load in smaller sectors, the load balancing 
algorithm inspired by the behavior of honey bees is used. 

The aim of load balancing algorithms is to balance the load 
among virtual machines to maximize operating capability. The 
proposed algorithm balances tasks on virtual machines as well 
as the entire cloud system, so that the waiting time of tasks in 
the queue is minimized. 

Fig. 1 depicts the proposed method. The user presents tasks 
to the cloud system, which contains a data center for 
independent tasks. The tasks are presented to the system and, 
prior to execution, the processing time of each task is 
calculated (or the processing times of tasks are estimated 
through mathematical models) and the characteristics of all 
tasks are identified. The service provider has a controller and a 
state table that records the features of all virtual machines. 
Moreover, in the controller sector of the load of each virtual 
machine, the system is divided into three general sectors 
(overloaded, under-loaded, and balanced sectors). If a virtual 
machine loses its load while performing tasks, it can be moved 
from one sector to another. Tasks are assigned based on the 
magnitude of loads of the virtual machines and processing 
times. Moreover, the indices of speed and cost are considered 
for the prioritization of the virtual machines. In the following, 
all stages of this process are discussed. 

 
Fig. 1. The architecture of tasks. 

B. Mechanism of Partitioning the Cloud System 

In the cloud model, an infrastructure is considered an IaaS 
service that provides users with virtual resources. The cloud is 

partitioned into several sectors. A cloud may contain a large 
number of nodes in different geographical locations. 
Partitioning the cloud leads to better use. Fig. 2 lists details of a 
cloud system that has been partitioned into several separate 
sectors. It is worth mentioning that each area can be partitioned 
into several sectors. Heterogeneous virtual machines have been 
used in various areas, and are managed by a central controller. 
The methods of management may vary by cloud service 
provider. 

 
Fig. 2. Partitioning the cloud into three sectors. 

When the environment is large, partitioning based on load 
balancing limits the search environment for assigning tasks. 
The cloud has a main controller that selects appropriate sectors 
for input tasks. The balancer per sector of the cloud selects the 
best strategy for load balancing (Xu et al., 2013) [8]. The load 
states of all virtual machines per data center are stored in the 
central controller, which controller deals with information for 
each sector, collects the information of each node, and selects 
the best strategy for partitioning virtual machines and assigning 
tasks. This information is updated repeatedly. When a task is 
entered into the cloud, the first stage involves selecting the 
proper sector. To partition the data center, it is necessary to 
calculate the load of each virtual machine. The controller 
searches sectors of the cloud and investigates the overloaded, 
underloaded and balanced states. Therefore, the cloud 
environment is partitioned into overloaded, underloaded, and 
balanced sectors. The method of calculating load per virtual 
machine is explained in Table I. Following partitioning, the 
tasks are presented to the underloaded sectors. To prioritize 
virtual machines, speed and cost are used. It is worth 
mentioning that after each stage of assigning tasks, the load on 
the system is updated. In this cloud system, for each sector, a 
processor is used to monitor and investigate the load on the 
virtual machines. If the magnitude of load on a virtual machine 
changes, it is moved to another sector. The values of LVMk,t and 
LVMk,t+1 indicate the loads on virtual machines at times t and t + 
1, respectively. Load differences in a time interval may show a 
change in the load on the virtual machine in overloaded or 
balanced sectors. When diffL is zero, there are no load changes 
in virtual machines and no changes in the sectors. However, if 
it is lower than zero, virtual machines are moved from one 
sector to another. 

TABLE I. PSEUDO CODE USED TO DETERMINE CHANGES IN LOAD  

The pseudo code used to determine changes in load  

1) diffL = LVMk,t+1  LVMk,t 

2) If (diffL = 0) no change in the magnitude of load 

3) Else if (diffL  0) the virtual machine can be moved from one sector to 

another. 

4) End 
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In Table II, the parameters used in this study are 
introduced. 

TABLE II. DEFINITIONS OF THE PARAMETERS IN THE EQUATIONS 

Variables Definitions of the Variables 

CTmax Maximum completion time of task 

CTij Completion time of task i on machine j 

Pij Processing time of task Ti by virtual machine VMj 

Length Ti Length of task i 

Penumj Number of processors in VMj 

Pemipsj Million instructions per second of all processors in VMj 

Pj Processing time of all tasks in VMj 

Cj , C 
Processing capacity of VMj and optimal processing 
capacity 

VMbwj Communication bandwidth capability of VMj 

LVMj,t Load of VMj at time t 

N(T,t) Number of requests per period 

S(VMj,t) Speed of service 

L , LVMj 
Load on all virtual machines in a data center, load on 

VMj 

PTj , PT 
Processing time of VMj and processing times of all 

virtual machines 

δ Standard deviation 

Posj Priority per node 

Speedj Speed of VM 

Costj Cost of VM 

α Importance of speed index 

β Importance of cost index 

C. Calculating Processing Time 

In HBB-LB, it is hypothesized that VM = VM1, VM2, 

VM3… VMm is a collection of m virtual machines with no 
links and in parallel, where they must process n tasks. Tasks 

are shown as a collection T = T1, T2, T3, … , Tn. Independent 
tasks are non-exclusive, and are scheduled on virtual machines. 
A collection of virtual machines for processing tasks are an 
underloaded collection of virtual machines in the data center. 
Makespan is the time taken for task completion, and is shown 
in (1) (Babu & Krishna, 2013): 

1. MakeSpan = max{CTij|i ϵ T , I = 1,2,…,n and j ϵ VM , j = 

1,2,…,m }  

The processing time of task i on virtual machine j is Pij, and 
is calculated through (2) (Li, Xu, Zhao, Dong & Wang, 2011). 
The processing time of all tasks on virtual machine j is Pi, and 
is obtained through (3): 

2. Pij =  
         

              
    I = 1, 2, … , n   j = 1, 2, … , m 

3. Pj = 
n
i=1 Pij    I = 1, 2, … , n      j = 1, 2, … , m 

The processing times of all tasks on a virtual machine must 
be smaller than or equal to their completion times. Therefore, 
by minimizing CTmax, (4) is obtained: 

4. 
n
i=1 Pij  CTmax                      j = 1, 2, … , m 

According to (3) and (4), (5) is obtained as 

5. 3 and 4 Pj  CTmax                   j = 1, 2, … , m 

6. CTmax = max
n
i=1 CTi, max

m
j=1 

n
i=1 Pij 

D. Calculating Capacity of Virtual Machines 

The capacity of a given virtual machine as well as all 
virtual machines is calculated through (7) and (8) in 
conjunction with the HBB-LB algorithm. The total capacity of 
all virtual machines is equal to the capacity of the data center. 
Cj is the capacity of virtual machine j and C the capacity of all 
virtual machines. Moreover, Penumj, Pemipsj, and VMbwj 
respectively indicate the number of processors in virtual 
machine, millions of instructions for all VMj and the 
bandwidth of VMj. 

7. Cj = Penumj  Pemipsj VMbwj 

8. C = 
m

j=1 Cj 

E. Calculating Load on Virtual Machines 

Load includes all tasks assigned to a virtual machine. A 
problem in cloud systems that has negative effects on them is 
unbalanced loads. Heterogeneous and unequal distributions of 
loads among virtual machines of cloud systems can create this 
problem. As some processors may be overloaded and others 
unemployed, load balancing increases the efficiency of 
distributed systems. This happens when nodes with heavy 
loads are moved to other nodes for processing. The proposed 
algorithms for load balancing are inventive and varied.  

The load on a virtual machine can be calculated as the 
number of tasks at time t in a queue in virtual machine j divided 
by the servicing speed of virtual machine j at time t. The 
magnitude of the load on all virtual machines in a data center is 
calculated through (10) (Babu & Krishna, 2013) [1]: 

9. LVMj,t = 
      

        
 

10. L = 
m

j=1 LVMj 

The processing time of a virtual machine, the processing 
times of all virtual machines, and the standard deviation of load 
are calculated through (11), (12), and (13), respectively: 

11. PTj = 
    

  
 

12. PT = 
 

 
 

13.    √
 

 
   

          
  

If δ for a virtual machine is equal or lower than [0–1] (δ  
Ts), the system is balanced. Otherwise, it is unbalanced, and 
may or not have extra load. If the magnitude of load in a virtual 
machine is greater than the permissible capacity, the virtual 
machine is overloaded and load balancing is impossible. When 
the load on a system is balanced, tasks are assigned to virtual 
machines. Table III shows the pseudo code of the load 
balancing algorithm. 
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TABLE III. PSEUDOCODE OF LOAD BALANCING ALGORITHM 

Pseudocode of load balancing algorithm 

1. Input: the set task; the set VM. 

2. While there are tasks in the list do 

3.          for all VMs of a host do 

4.               The Ci and LVMj,t of every VMs are calculated. 

5.               The PTi and PT of every VMs are calculated. 

6.              The   of every VMs is calculated. 

7.                        If    Ts Then 

8.                         System is balanced, and Send Task to Partition; 

9.                              The Posj of every VMs is calculated; 

10.                              The Pj and CTi of every tasks are calculated. 

11.                              If Posjmax and CTmax 

12.                                 Assign taski to VM 

13.                     Exit 

14.                 If L  maximum capacity 

15.                        Load balancing is not possible 

16.                  Else 

17.                            Trigger load balancing 

18.        end for 

19.  end while 

F. Calculating Priority of Virtual Machines 

Following partitioning, the priority of under loaded virtual 
machines is calculated through (14). The priority per virtual 
machine is set according to speed and cost. POS, Speed, and 
Cost, respectively, indicate the priority per node in the virtual 
machine, the speed per node in the virtual machine, and the 

cost per node in it. The coefficients  and  indicate the 
importance of the speed and cost indices, respectively. As users 

assign varying priorities to indices of  and , their values 

change in the interval [1, 1]. 

14. Posj = * Speedj + * Costj 

IV. EVALUATION AND RESULTS OF SIMULATION 

The accuracy of the proposed method was tested (according 
to a CloudSim simulation) and the performance of the HBB-
LBP algorithm assessed in comparison with the HBB-LB, 
FCFS, and WRR algorithms. For the simulation, a data center 
and four groups of tasks of 10, 20, 30, and 40 were used. 
Table IV lists the values of the simulation. 

TABLE IV. VALUES OF  SIMULATION 

Type Parameters Value 

 

Data center 

Number of data centers 1 

Number of hosts 3 

 

Virtual machine 

Number of virtual machines 25 

Value of misp in every 

processor 
250–2000 

Bandwidth 10000–1000 

 

Tasks 

Number of tasks 10–40 

Length of tasks Random 

Number of needed processors 1–4 

Fig. 3 shows the average time for task completion before 
and after load balancing in the HBB-LBP algorithm (the 
proposed algorithm) with different numbers of tasks. The x-
axis shows the number of tasks and the y-axis their completion 
times in seconds. The completion times of tasks continued to 
decrease. If the number of tasks increased, the algorithm 
exhibited better performance. Fig. 4 shows a comparison 

between the completion times of tasks for HBB-LBP, HBB-
LB, FCFS, and WRR. The x-axis shows the number of tasks 
and the y-axis their completion times. According to the results, 
the HBB-LBP algorithm was the most efficient. Fig. 5 shows a 
comparison between the average times of response of HBB-
LBP, HBB-LB, FCFS, and WRR.  

 
Fig. 3. Completion times of tasks before and after load balancing in the 

proposed algorithm. 

 
Fig. 4. Comparison among the completion times of tasks in the algorithms. 

 
Fig. 5. Comparison among average times of response by the algorithms. 

In general, the HBB-LBP method reduced the completion 
times of tasks and their response times in comparison with the 
three other algorithms. According to Table V, it reduces 
completion times by 9.02%, 44.08%, and 51.97% compared 
with HBB-LB, WRR, and FCFS, respectively. 

Moreover, HBB-LBP reduced response time by 13.80%, 
44.34%, and 63.94% in comparison with HBB-LB, WRR, and 
FCFS, respectively. 

TABLE V. INDICES USED TO ASSESS THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM (HBB-
LB) AND THE PERCENTAGE OF IMPROVEMENT  

                  Algorithms 

 

Evaluations 

FCFS WRR HBB-LB 

Completion times of 
tasks 

51.97 44.08 9.02 

Response times 63.94 44.34 13.80 
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V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

In this study, a method to partition a cloud system and 
investigate system load in heterogeneous environments was 
proposed. In the proposed model, the cloud is partitioned into 
several sectors and a load balancing method is used in the 
smaller sectors. This was inspired by the food-finding behavior 
of honey bees. This load balancing algorithm can consider each 
resource based on its capabilities and accessibility to tasks 
service providers, which increases the efficiency of the cloud 
system. Moreover, the indices of speed and cost are considered 
for the prioritization of virtual machines. Therefore, the 
proposed algorithm selects efficient resources for performing 
tasks based on the indices of speed and cost for the 
prioritization of virtual machines and the amount of load on the 
resources, which minimizes the time needed to service all tasks 
and balances system load. For future resources, the effect of 
fixed cost as well as the time can be evaluated, and a pricing 
model for user payments to cloud service providers can be 
organized. Moreover, cloud system modeling can be 
accomplished through reliable models and a hierarchical 
scheduler that considers the reliability of an application. This 
kind of load balancing can be expanded for independent tasks 
and the algorithm can be improved to include other factors 
pertaining to service quality. Moreover, the magnitude of load 
within the entire cloud system can be investigated, and 
migration can be used to distribute load between under loaded 
and overloaded resources. 
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Abstract—Routing layer is one of the most important layers of
the network stack. In wireless ad hoc networks, it becomes more
significant because nodes act as relay nodes or routers in the
network. This characteristic puts them at risk of routing attacks.
A wormhole is the most treacherous attack on a routing layer
of wireless ad hoc networks. The present proposed techniques
require extra hardware, clock synchronization; or they make
restrict assumption to deal with this attack. We have proposed
a simple behavior-based approach which uses a small amount
of memory for recording a few packets received and sent by
the neighboring nodes. From this information, a behavior of
these nodes is detected, that is, whether the behavior is benign
or malicious. Nodes exhibiting malicious behavior are placed in
the blocked node list. Malicious nodes are broadcasted in the
network. None of the legal nodes in the network entertains any
packet from these nodes. This approach has been simulated and
verified in ns2.30 which detects and isolates wormhole nodes
successfully. The current study focuses on the looping behavior
of this attack.

Keywords—Wormholes attack; wireless routing layer attack;
detection time; throughput

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless ad hoc networks are very economical, simple
and flexible. Easily, they can be deployed even in the hostile
environments. Due to these features, they are being used
extensively in civilian as well as in the defense domains.
Their importance can be envisioned from the range of deploy-
ments; as they are deployed in large enterprise organizations,
corporate sector, offices, and homes. Even, in the bodies of
different living and non-living creatures like guided flying
objects, these networks are operating now. Major categories
of ad hoc networks are PANs, MANETs, VANETs and WSNs
[1], [2].

But, now the wireless ad hoc networks are taking new turns
and transforming themselves to Internet of Things [3], Internet
of Vehicles [4] and mobile cloud computing [5]. With all these
advantages, they are inherently broadcast networks and attract
different types of attacks at different layers of the underlying
network stack. The major attacks these networks encountering
are the sinkhole, rushing, Byzantine, black hole, wormhole,
and Sybil. Attacks like spoofing, dropping of routing traffic,
selective forwarding, resource consumption are also important
to be mentioned here [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11]. Besides this,
the safe use of wireless devices like mobiles and smart-phones

has been well discussed in [13]. All the attacks mentioned
above are equally significant, but, the wormhole is one of the
trickiest attacks observed in the literature [12]. The aim of
this study is to devise a flexible and extendable mechanism
to detect attacker nodes involved in the creation of wormhole
link involved in looping of data packets.

In rest of the article, we have discussed wireless networks
in Section II; routing protocols, wormhole attack and looping
in Sections III, IV and V, respectively. Sections VI, VII and
VIII shed light on wormhole classification, related work, and
proposed approach. Under Sections IX, X, XI, results, future
directions, and the conclusion is discussed.

II. WIRELESS NETWORKS

This section has been added in this study to introduce the
readers to different types of network and their applications;
helping them focus on the particular type being discussed in
this study.

A. Wireless Personal Area Network (PAN)

These are the networks which are within a reach of a
person. These are the replacement of peripheral devices. NFC,
Bluetooth, and Zigbee are the examples of such networks [46].

B. Wireless Local Area Network (LAN)

The range of this network can be campus, building, home
or office. It is the extension of the wired network. WiFi (IEEE-
802.11) types of networks fall into this category [46].

C. Wireless Metropolitan Area Network (MAN)

It’s the type of network which covers an area of a city or a
town. WiMax (IEEE 802.15) network are basically metropoli-
tan area networks. They are used to connect wireless network
with one another [46]. In other words, these provide inter-
network connectivity.

D. Wireless Wide Area Network (WAN)

These are the big networks which provide wireless access
beyond the range limits of LAN and MAN. LTE UMTS,
GSM, and satellites networks all are the types of wide area
networks [46]. The type of network discussed in this study
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is basically an 802.11 WiFi ad hoc mode where no central
control (Access Point) is applied rather the wireless nodes are
providing relaying function themselves.

III. ROUTING PROTOCOLS

It has been observed that due to the ready availability
of wireless technology, wireless networks are becoming very
popular in all areas of life. Mobile ad hoc networks are among
popular types of wireless networks have specific features like
dynamic topology, open network boundaries and hop by hop
communication. These networks are facing a lot of routing
challenges too; some of these are the limited wireless range,
constraints in battery power, heterogeneity in devices hardware
and software, hidden terminals, etc.

Actually, it is the routing which finds and maintains routes
between nodes, so that data can be transferred from the source
to the destination. This process itself is considered to be the
most challenging because nodes do not have familiarities with
the underlying topology which is very dynamic in nature due
to mobility. Messages are sent and received according to the
predefined set of rules. These set of rules are referred to as
protocols. Routing protocols are categorized into flat routing
and geographical position assisted routing. In flat routing, each
network identity is represented individually. Flat routing is
divided into proactive, reactive and hierarchical/hybrid routing.
Proactive routing protocols are also known as table driven
routing protocols. DSDV, WAR, CGSR, WRP, QDRP, TBRPF,
and OLSR are the well-known examples of proactive routing
protocols [47], [48]. Whereas, AODV, DSR, LMR, TORA, and
LQSR are the famous examples of reactive routing protocols
[47], [48]. In proactive routing, the entire network routing
information is maintained continuously by using the routing
tables.

On the contrary, the reactive routing nodes only maintain
information of the active routes to the destination nodes. In
reactive routing searching for the path starts only when a node
is required to send a data to another node in the network. In
flat routing, wireless ad hoc networks start facing additional
overhead when the network size increases. In these scenarios,
hybrid/hierarchical routing protocols like ZRP, BGP, EIGRP,
CGSR routing protocols are chosen [47], [48].

In the geographical position assisted routing, performance
of the routing algorithm increases by using the moving node.
Global positioning systems help in determining the location
information of nodes in the network. LAR, DREAM, GPSR,
and EGR are the protocols of geographical position assisted
routing. Fig. 1 shows the taxonomy of these routing protocols
[47], [48], [49].

In the current study, AODV has been used as a routing
protocol in ns2.30.

IV. WORMHOLE ATTACK

Wormhole is one of the most problematic attacks in routing
layer of the network stack [8]. It is a very intelligent attack that
creates a tunnel whose one end opens at the sender side and
other end opens at the receiver side.Whereas, these senders and
receivers are very distant nodes. All traffic travels through this
tunnel is controlled by the wormhole attackers. These attacker

Fig. 1. Routing protocols in MANET.

nodes are sitting in the vicinity of sender and receiver which
are many hops away from each other [10].

Fig. 2. Wormhole attack.

Usually, these attacker nodes have low latency wired or
high radio range wireless link. This low latency link attracts
the maximum traffic of the region covered by wormhole nodes.
This is a 2 hops illusion created by wormhole which seduces
the traffic to allure toward this malicious link in shortest path
routing protocols. Wormhole captures traffic from one part of
the network that is from sender side and replays it in another
part of the network, that is, a receiver side. As shown in Fig.2,
once the wormhole link has been established, wormhole node
W1 captures the packets from the source X, relays them to the
attacker node W2 which is resided in the vicinity of destination
Y. Attackers W1 and W2 will take over the route X ↔ W 1
↔ W 2 ↔ Y.

When source will send data, this packet will be entrapped
into a wormhole link W 1 ↔ W 2. Due to, different malicious
behaviors like replay and drop or loop-back of this link, a data
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packet will not be able to escape from this trap. The scenario
becomes worst when intermediate nodes are compromised they
also start taking part in relaying traffic from one wormhole
node to another. Wormhole can disrupt 30% to 90% of network
[14]. Wormhole can also create sinkhole which result in the
drawn of all traffic from the surrounding provided alternative
routes are less attractive than the wormhole link [10]. State of
the systems may become poor, when wormholes combine with
Sybil attack, which becomes hard to detect then [11].

V. LOOPING BEHAVIOR OF WORMHOLE

For the onward discussion we follow the conventions as
given in Table I, as well as assuming, a wormhole link has
already been established as shown in Fig. 2

TABLE I. CONVENTIONS TO BE USED

Node IP-Address MAC-Address
Source node ”S” IP-S MAC-S

Destination node ”D” IP-D MAC-D
Wormhole Attacker ”W1” IP-W1 MAC-W1
Wormhole Attacker ”W2” IP-W2 MAC-W2

In distance vector routing protocols, when the node “S”
(Source Node) sends a data packet to “D” (destination node),
“S” will insert its Source-IP “IP-S”, Destination IP “IP-D” in
place of Original-Src-IP and Original-Dest-IP, respectively. In
the place of Src-MAC, it will insert its MAC “MAC-S” and
in place of “Dst-MAC”, it will place next node MAC “MAC-
W1”. “S” will transmit this packet. When this packet reaches
the wormhole node “W1”, then in the place of “Src-MAC”,
“W1” will insert its MAC “MAC-W1” and in place of “Dst-
MAC”, it will place next node MAC “MAC-W2”. “W1” will
transmit this packet through high radio range link established
at route discovery time.

When this packet reaches the wormhole node “W2”, then
in the place of “Src-MAC”, “W2” will insert its MAC “MAC-
W2” and in place of “Dst-MAC”, it will place “W1” MAC
“MAC-W1”. “W2” will change the direction of this packet
while transmitting. This packet will come back to “W1”. In
this way, this packet not will reach the destination at all as
shown in the Fig. 3. For the simplicity packets with fewer
fields have been shown moving between two wormholes nodes
W1 and “W2” in this figure.

VI. CLASSIFICATION OF WORMHOLES ATTACKS

More robust solutions can be devised if the wormhole
attacks are made classified according to their mode of behavior,
that is, whether the attacker nodes are visible or not in the
route. These are classified as open wormhole attack, closed
wormhole attack, half open wormhole attack [50].

A. Open Wormhole Attack

In the open wormhole, source S, attacker X and Y and
destination D are visible in the network. So, the path formed
would be S↔X↔Y↔D. Attackers make themselves a part
of the header following route discovery algorithm. A packet
will be tunneled from one end to the other where it will be
broadcasted. In this case, attackers do not let intermediate
nodes A, B and C to make themselves visible in this network.

Fig. 3. Looping behavior of wormhole.

B. Closed Wormhole Attack

While in half open wormhole one of the attackers keeps
itself hidden while other visible. Wormhole attacker close to
the source will receive the packet from the source and will
broadcast it in the other end. So the path formed would be
S↔X↔D.

C. Half Open Wormhole Attack

Whereas, both of the malicious nodes X and Y nodes
along with intermediate A, B and C are kept hidden in the
closed wormhole. Source and destination think that they are
one hop away from each other. Thus fake neighbors are created
in this case. These three modes can be visualized from Fig.
?? Wormhole attacks can project themselves using packet
encapsulation, high-quality/out-of-band link, high-power trans-
mission capability, using packet relay and protocol distortion
[50].

Fig. 4. Wormhole modes.

VII. RELATED WORK

There are different types of mitigation approaches which
have been discussed under different sections for the better
understanding of the reader. They have been categorized
like hardware-based, cryptographic-based, guard-node-based,
packet-leashes-based, etc.
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A. Reply Count-based Approaches

WARP [15] is a very promising approach for the mitigation
of wormhole attacks. It is based on different abnormalities
observed in the system. It modifies the RREQ message of
AODV [17], [18], [19] protocol by introducing an additional
field ‘first-hop’. It adds three fields in AODV routing table
named first-hop, RREP-count, and RREP-DEC-count. It uses
an additional RREP-DEC message with the same fields as that
of the RREP of AODV. ‘Type’ field of the RREP has been used
to distinguish them. The addition of such fields in the packet
header results in a considerable overhead of bandwidth. Upon
receiving the RREP, originator always sends the RREP-DEC
message. The routing table is also overwhelmed by storing the
information of the first-hop, RREP-Count, RREP-DEC-count.
Periodic broadcasts also result in the increase of bandwidth
required. Nodes continuously observe the behavior of other
nodes. If they notice some irregularities beyond a certain
threshold, then these nodes will be cut off from the network.

DAWSEN [16] is a wormhole mitigation scheme which
makes use of reply counts. DAWSEN is simple, but, requires
a high power base station, so that, a request can be received
in one hop.

B. Guard Nodes-based Approaches

Honey-pots are the computer nodes which are deployed
in the network to attract the attackers, so that; they may be
detected and kept isolated from the network. They are also used
to study the unauthorized attempts to get access to different
business information systems. Honey-pots have been proposed
in [20] for catching wormhole nodes.

Authors in [20] suggest placing some honey-pot nodes with
some vulnerability in the network. These honey-pot nodes will
allure the attackers which become exposed ultimately and can
be removed from the network subsequently. LITEWORP [21]
is another approach which places guard nodes in the network
to identify the wormhole nodes. These are simple approaches,
but, in bigger networks, deployment of additional nodes may
result in some scalability issues [22].

C. Cryptographic Approaches

Cryptographic approaches are husbanded with complex
computational operations, but, still, some authors suggest them
for the detection and isolation of wormhole links in wireless
ad hoc networks.

Some of them are TESLA [27] “Timed Efficient Stream
Loss-tolerant Authentication” and TIK [28] “TESLA with
instant key”, MOBIWORP [23], SOADV [24], SPINS [25],
TrueLink [26], Ariadne [29], etc. These all approaches are
computation and bandwidth hungry and some even require
precise clock synchronization. For instance, TESLA, which
cannot be achieved without additional dedicated hardware.
TESLA [27] is good for laptop class, but, it does not suit
network scenarios with low resources [25]. Since wormhole
attack projects itself at the time of route discovery; so, it does
not require cryptographic information to relay or forward rout-
ing packets. That is why; these approaches are still vulnerable
to this attack [30].

D. Additional Hardware based Approaches

There are certain approaches which believe in, that there
should not be any objection if some extra hardware is brought
into use for the handling of this treacherous attack. Among
these approaches [11], [31], [32] are the very famous one.
They make use of the directional antenna. In these scenarios,
receiver detects the direction of the signal and it can bypass the
wormhole. But, all these scenarios put forward an assumption
that sender and receiver must be carefully aligned with one
another.

Moreover, [31] and [11] assume that secret keys are pre-
shared and secure discovery of neighbor nodes is already run-
ning. Approach [31] can only partially mitigate the wormhole
attack and scalability factor also rules out the use of such
approaches according to other researchers [21], [26]. SECTOR
[33], MOBIWORP [23], DAWSEN [16], Leashes [28] are
some of the other approaches which fall in this category.

E. RF Based Techniques

Radio Frequency (RF) based approach has been proposed
at the physical layer in [34]. A waveform with a special pattern
is projected and if any of the wormhole nodes cause a change
in this special pattern that can be detected easily, and, the route
is discarded. This is fine where malicious nodes cause a change
in the pattern, but, if they exactly replicate the wave form they
can be bypassed [21]. It is also not feasible to provide every
node with RF capability.

F. Hop-Count Based

The approach proposed in [36] suggests the pre-distribution
of secret keys pairwise. According to them, secret keys can
be generated by using the one-way hash functions. They also
make use of a hop-count parameter to differentiate between
normal and wormhole nodes. The approach proposed in [35]
is fairly simple and based upon the number of hops traversed
by the routing packet. In this approach, routes with a higher
number of hops are considered to be fair, whereas, routes
with relatively fewer hops are treated as the malicious or
corrupted ones. This idea works well for high transmission-
power based wormhole attackers, but, not equally suitable for
low range attackers. Authors of [37] suggest detecting distant
nodes whose messages arrive quite earlier than the messages
sent by other nodes. This behavior predicts the suspiciousness
of such nodes. These techniques are simple and free of extra
hardware cost and complex cryptographic operations.

G. Graph Theory-based Approaches

Graph theory has been leveraged in this regard and ap-
proach [40], [44], [45] make use of this field for the detection
and isolation of multiple occurrences of the wormholes. These
are the more advanced versions of this attack which work
together for projecting the collaborative attacks. These are new
classes of attack; Evil Twin is one of the famous attacks of
this category in wireless ad hoc networks.

H. Other Secure Routing Protocol Approaches

The authors of [38] make use of changes occurring in
the network along with routing information to detect the
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wormhole attacker nodes. It is a simple approach which does
not require additional hardware and even does not impose
any strict assumption. Secure routing protocols used in [8],
[39]project a quite reasonable defense layer against the nodes
which collude with one another for the launch of wormhole
link. They achieve this by using end-to-end authentication with
the help of hashed message authentication codes.

SEAD [41] is the secure routing protocol which provides
authentication for routing processes. SEAD is basically an
improvement of DSDV [42]. It is a good guard against attack
which result in the modification of the packet, and hence
unable to catch the wormhole nodes. In other words, it can
only resist against the illegal increase in the sequence-no or
illegal decrease in the hop-count. An approach proposed in
[43], suggests to make use of Timed Colored Petri Net for
the formal verification of the proposed approach, whether,
the proposed approach works or not under different network
conditions and scenarios. The technique in [43] is based upon
the round trip time (RTT). The value of RTT is always very
short over the routes with wormhole link and very high over
the route which are free from this malicious link.

All these approaches are promising; each has its own pros
and cons. The aim of this study is not to reject other proposed
approaches but to bring attention of the research community
toward simpler solutions, because they are equally as effective
and efficient as compared to the complex solutions.

VIII. PROPOSED APPROACH

Referring to Section-V (Looping Behavior of Wormhole),
data packets will not be able to escape from this wormhole.
Neighbor nodes of both the attackers maintain suspicious-
node-list by storing packet sequence-no, previous-hop and
next-hop. If for the same packet, its previous hop is becoming
its next hop and next hop is becoming its previous hop, then
node will be suspected as wormhole attacker node. Neighbor
nodes will send alert message for this node as suspicious
node and a node on getting alerts beyond the certain thresh-
hold, against this node, will broadcast the ID of this node
as malicious. RERR message will be generated. On receiving
RERR message, source sends new RREQ message, where the
malicious nodes will be blocked to take part in new route
discovery process. We have discussed the scenario where the
tunnel is created with the help of compromised nodes in Fig.
5. In this case, W1 and W2 are real attackers whereas node-5
and node-11 are compromised nodes.

As an example, list of packets to be cached at node-1
has been shown in this figure. Nodes involved in looping can
be detected from the cache list. If we look at the detection
mechanism node-5 and node-11 will also be detected as
malicious nodes and will be isolated.

Carefully, we have observed this event and decided to
remove this limitation of isolation of compromised nodes in
future. This whole mechanism has been formulated in the form
of a flow chart given in 6, for the better understanding of
the reader. Algorithm (Pseudo Code) which is close to imple-
mentation has been elaborated in Algorithm 1. For successful
implementation of this algorithm, two cache lists were created
one is the suspicious node list whose fields are packet-ID,
previous hop, next hop and the other is blocked node list whose

fields are malicious node-ID and witness-count. The purpose
of the first list is to store the packets along with node-IDs and
the purpose of the second list is to hold the malicious nodes
Ids respectively. These lists are given in from Fig. 5 and 6.

Node Ids given in flowchart are ones used in the simulation,
where ‘from’ and ‘to’ have been used for source-MAC and
Destination-MAC, respectively. CBR is constant bit rate data
traffic. Entries in the suspicious node list help to detect the
looping behavior of malicious and compromised nodes. From
Fig. 5 it can be observed that W1 is giving data packet to node-
5, node-5 to node-11 and node node-11 to W2. W2 instead of
delivering the packet to destination node “D” sends the packet
back to node-11 and node-11 to node-5 and node-5 to W1. In
this way, packets are kept in a loop until they drop down.

Detection algorithm processes the suspicious list and de-
tects this behavior. Nodes showing this behavior are captured
and are broadcasted in the whole network. Every node in
the network on receiving broad alert against newly detected
malicious node, adds that node in its list of blocked nodes.
None of the nodes in the network accepts any route request
packets from nodes placed in the blocked node list. This results
in secure route discover.

IX. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Simulations have been carried out in ns2.30 with 802.11
MAC, at 64 Kbps data rate, with an omnidirectional antenna,
in 1000 m x 1000 m topology with 200 wireless legal and
2 wormhole nodes. In this simulation attacker nodes radio
range is 400 m and legitimate nodes 80 m. Static as well as
mobile scenarios with 1000 J as the initial energy of the nodes
have been simulated for 5-100 seconds using AODV protocol.
The packet size has been kept as 512 Bytes in all cases.
The malicious behavior of the wormhole node-200 and node-
201 referred in Fig. 7. In the absence of new scheme, these
wormhole nodes capture data packets going from source node-
34 to destination node-100. Wormhole nodes keep on relaying
these data packets. Ultimately, their time to live (TTL)value
reaches zero and they dropped down. Wormhole nodes can
disrupt only selective packets just to make their detection more
problematic.

When we apply the proposed approach, wormhole node-
200 and node-201 were successfully detected and isolated. The
new route discovered was free from wormhole attacker nodes.
And a successful communication was made possible between
the source node 34 and destination node-100 as shown in Fig.
7. Whereas, prior applying this new algorithm, the wormhole
nodes did not allow the data packets to move from node-34 to
node-100.

A. Throughput & Loss Ratio

The proposed approach has a quite satisfactory throughput,
which has been observed ranging from 78% to 96%. In static
scenarios, the average throughput was about 96%, whereas, in
mobile scenarios, it was about 78%. These observations were
made with two wormhole nodes. For brevity, results of one of
the experiment have been shown in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 5. Detection mechanism with intermediate node.
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Fig. 6. Detection mechanism with intermediate node.
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Algorithm 1: Wormhole Detection
1 begin
2 if Packet Type = Data Packet then
3 Store packet− id, previous− hop, next−

hop in suspected neighbor list;
4 else
5 Forward Packet;
6 end
7 while NOT END OF ”SuspectedNeighborList”

do
8 if same packet occurs twice whose

next and previous hops are same then
9 Generate 1−

hopalert against this suspected node;
10 end
11 Processing at Wormhole Neighbors

The following operating will be performed
at neighboring nodes wormhole
1.Receive suspicious alert message
2.Insert the suspected-nod in the blocked-node-list
3.Increments witness-count
Threshold of the witness-count is decided wisely
if witness− count > Threshold then

12 Broadcast this malicious node−
idusingmaliciousalertmessage;

13 Generate route error message;
14 Processing at All Nodes

All nodes will remove the entries of malicious nodes
from their routing tables when they will receive the
malicious node-id from malicious alert message.
Moreover, nodes will update their blocked-node-list by
adding this malicious node on receiving the malicious
node-id
Processing at Source Node
Source node will broadcast RREQ again
Processing at Intermediate Node
Node Receive RREQ
if RREQ previous−hop ∈ BlockedNodeList then

15 DiscardtheRREQ;
16 else if RREQ− destination− id = −node− id then
17 Send RREP ;
18 else
19 Forward the RREQ;
20 Processing at Destination Node

Node Receive RREQ if
RREQprevious− hop ∈ BlockedNodeList then

21 Discard the RREQ;
22 else if RREQ− destination = node− id then
23 send RREP ;
24 else
25 Forward the RREQ;
26 Processing at Source Node

In this way, wormhole nodes will be filtered out
because none of the nodes from the network will
accept RREQ from the nodes listed in
Blocked-Node-List. In this, there is very high
probability the route established between source and
destination will be free from the wormhole. Thus, the
Source Node receives RREP from the path which has
dispelled out wormhole nodes.It starts the
retransmission of data packets. Data packet reaches a
destination through newly established path
successfully.

27 end

Fig. 7. Wormhole isolation in simulated environment.

Fig. 8. Throughput in mobile scenario with 2 wormhole nodes.

B. Detection Time

Satisfactory detection and recovery time has been observed
during the simulation. Simulation started at 1.0 second; worm-
hole nodes were detected at 1.149 seconds of the 10-100
second. It also depends upon the witness threshold. We suggest
witness-count threshold to be kept low as one or two. However,
if a witness-count threshold is kept low, detection latency will
be decreased respectively. If it is kept high, detection latency
would be increased, respectively. Therefore, it is important to
wisely keep both the thresholds.

It was observed during simulation, the destination sends
RREP at 1.248 second and data packets then successfully
received at the destination at time 1.3150 second. Wormhole
detection time, as well as system recovery time, is quite
satisfactory. We calculated that system recovered within 0.15
second after the wormhole detection, as shown in Fig. 9

X. FUTURE WORK

We have planned to extend the existing approach for de-
tecting multiple wormhole links equipped with other malicious
behaviors like packet drop, packet selective drop, manipulation
of TTL, replaying in wireless ad hoc networks. We aim that the
extended strategy should be efficient with respect to memory,
computation, and bandwidth.

XI. CONCLUSION

The proposed technique is simple, scalable and does not
require any additional hardware. It does not impose any strict
assumption of loose or tight clock synchronization for the
proposed approach to work. The solution is not computation,
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Fig. 9. Detection & recovery time.

memory, and bandwidth hungry. Size of cache lists is small
enough to be easily processed by the wireless nodes including
wireless sensor nodes. Thus, the solution is equally deliverable
in small as well as in large wireless ad hoc networks in static
as well as in mobile scenarios.
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Abstract—Segmentation of the whole-cardiac CT image 

sequence is the key to computer-aided diagnosis and study of 

lesions in the heart. Due to the dilation, contraction and the flow 

of the blood, the cardiac CT images are prone to weak 

boundaries and artifacts. Traditional manual segmentation 

methods are time-consuming and labor-intensive to produce 

over-segmentation. Therefore, an automatic cardiac CT image 

sequence segmentation technique is proposed. This technique was 

employed using deep learning algorithm to understand the 

segmentation function from the ground truth data. Using the 

convolution neural network (CNN) on the central location of the 

heart, filtering ribs, muscles and other contrasting contrast are 

not an obvious part of the removal of the heart area. Staked 

denoising auto-encoders are used to automatically deduce the 

contours of the heart. Therefore, nine cardiac CT image sequence 

datasets are used to validate the method. The results showed that 

the algorithm proposed in this paper has best segmentation 

impact to such cardiac CT images which have a complex 

background, the distinctness between the background and the 

target area which is not obvious; and the internal structure 

diversification. It can filter out most of the non-heart tissue part, 

which is more conducive to the doctor observing patient’s heart 

health. 

Keywords—Cardiac CT; segmentation; deep learning; 

automatic location; contour inference 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Cardiac disease is the leading cause of death in Human. 
The heart as a substantial organ, having only Imaging data to 
understand the location of its internal lesions, is an effective 
means of noninvasive diagnosis of cardiac disease

 
[1].   

Cardiac CT image sequence segmentation is the key to the 
diagnosis of cardiac diseases using CT images. Therefore, 
improvement of the segmentation accuracy of whole-heart CT 
image sequences has got a major concentration of cardiac 
disease research [2]. 

Heart and other soft tissue images are hard to get 
segmented because of its target and background contrast are 
small as compared to a large scale of noise. The traditional 
approaches mainly obtain the edge points of the target 
manually by the anatomical knowledge and experience by the 
clinician [3]. These methods have a high accuracy but 
time-consuming, labor-intensive, and the doctor’s experience 
surely affect the accuracy of the segmentation strongly. With 
the development of computer and image processing 
technology, the researchers have developed a series of 

methods which semi-automatically extract the target through 
input of specified calculation parameters and human-computer 
interaction. These methods can combine a prior knowledge 
such as anatomical knowledge, which let it be more popular. 
In recent years, some full automatic segmentation methods 
were developed, which do not need to enter any parameters 
and interaction, make the segmentation more efficient. 
However, the accuracy of the segmentation cannot be ensured 
and the calculation is extremely expensive [4]. 

In order to increase the precision and segmentation 
efficiency regarding the automatic segmentation algorithm, a 
novel method based on deep learning used for whole cardiac 
CT image sequences segmentation is proposed here. The 
procedure is done in three stages: First, the convolution neural 
network technique used to locate the center of the heart. Then 
the stacked denoising auto-encoder was used to automatically 
deduce the contours of the heart. Finally, the Gaussian 
smoothing and cardiac segmentation were employed to further 
improve the efficiency of the segmentation. Experiments 
display that the preparation method based on deep learning 
has high segmentation efficiency and accuracy. 

II. METHODS 

The Architecture of the prepared segmentation method is 
shown in Fig. 1. The segmentation method mainly includes 
the following three steps: 1) Region of interest consisting the 
heart is located using a convolutional neural network [5]-[9]. 
2) The cardiac contour is inferred using staked denoising 
auto-encoders, which trained to delineate the heart [10]-[16]. 
3) Smoothing cardiac contour using Gaussian Smoothing 
Filter and using smoothed cardiac contour image to segment 
cardiac CT image [17]-[19]. Each step is individually trained 
during an offline training process to obtain its optimum values 
of parameter. After training, the automatic segmentation to 
learn deep learning network employee is used. This way, 
three-steps are described below. 

A. Automatic Location 

CT cardiac tissues of the heart and chest raw image 
sequence usually contain tissues. In order to reduce the impact 
of the surrounding tissue on the segmentation while improve 
the accuracy of segmentation, the first step of the algorithm is 
to locate the region of interest (ROI) containing the heart and 
filter out ribs, vertebrae and other interference. Fig. 2 shows 
the diagram of the convolution neural network to locate the 
specific location of the heart of the process.  

*National Natural Science Foundation of China under Grant Nos. 81571836. 
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Fig. 1. The architecture of the developed algorithm. 

In order to reduce the complexity of the algorithm and 
computational complexity, the original image size of 

512 512  is down-sampled to 64 64 , which is used as the 

input data of the neural network. 

Then, the filter
11 11

lF  ，
100

0b   is employed to 

convolution operation with the input image to obtain a 

convolution characteristic map. I signify an input grayscale 

image having a size of 64 64 ,  ,I i j represents the gray 

value of the point with the coordinate  ,i j  in the image. 

The convolution characteristic is calculated by this formula

    , ,l lC i j f Z i j , where 
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In the formula 1 , 54i j  ， 1,...,100l  . This results 

in 100 convolved features
54 54

lZ  . Here,  x i signify 

the ith number of the vector x  and  ,X i j signify the 

number of ith row and jth column of the matrix X . 

Next, the convolution feature map is sub-sampled by 
maximum pooling, and each pooled feature value calculates 
the maximum of the adjacent overlapping. 

7 7 size convolution map area is calculated through (2). 

   
1 1

1 1

7 7

1 1

7 6 7 6

, max( , )
i j

l l

i i j j

P i j C i j
   

  
          

 

For
1 11 , 8i j  . The result in 100 reduced-resolution 

features, where
8 8

lP  , 1,...,100l  . 

Finally, the pooled feature expands to the vector
6400p , a logical layer that associates with cell output 

1024. 32 x 32 size picture of the specific region of interest, 
logical regression layer will create a mask. 

The output of the formula is  1 1cy f w p b  , where 

1024 8100

1w   and
1024

1b  are trainable matrices.  

Because the size of the original input CT image is 

512 512 , so the output mask image is up-sampled to the 

size of the original image, and finally, according to the mask 
image. To produce the ROI image for the next step, and the 

size is 400 400 . It is necessary to train the network 

parameters to confirm the accuracy of the location. 

 
Fig. 2. The architecture of the automatic location for the heart in CT dataset.
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The training and optimization of the parameters in location 
operation will introduce as follows: 

1) Training Convolutional Network 
The CNN training mainly focuses on obtaining the 

parameters
lF , 1,...,100l   

0b of the filter, and the optimal 

values of the other parameters
1w , 

1b . In the case of large 

enough data sets, these parameters can obtain through the 
training of the ideal parameter values; therefore, in the normal 
case, the parameters are randomly initialized and then trained 
to obtain the desired parameter values. When using the 
unsupervised method of hierarchical pre-training depth 
network weights, random noise is introduced into the visual 
layer (e.g. the input layer of data) of the network, which is 
called denoising auto-encoder (dA). As shown in Fig. 3, the 
random noise is added to the sample x from the QD 
distribution instead of adding the Gaussian noise, the input 
value (as many as half of them) is cleared to zero with a 

certain probability， this is known as stochastic corrosion 

process. This successfully solves the problem of few data sets 
and avoids the resulting overfitting. At here the stochastic 
corrosion process ratio is 0.5. As shown in Fig. 4, the number 
of input and output units of dA is 121 and the number of 

hidden layer units is 100. Randomly select
4

1 10N   blocks 

of size 11 11  from the input image sequence, each block is 

expanded into a vector
( ) 121ix  , 

11,...,i N and is used 

as input to the dA. 

 
Fig. 3. The architecture of denoising auto-encoder. 

 

Fig. 4. Train denoising auto-encoder is to initialize filters. 

The weight parameter matrix between input layer and 

hidden layer is
100 121

2W  , and the weight parameter 

within the implicit layer and the output layer is
121 100

3W  . 

Hidden layer and output layer are calculated through the 

formula 
  ( )

2 2 2

iia f w x b   and
    3 2 3

i i
y f w a b  , 

here the data
 i

x  and 
 
2

i
a  are the stochastic corruption 

process of 
 i

x and
( )

2

ia . The sigmoid activation function is

   1 1 xf x e  ,
100

2b  ,
121

3b  is the bias vector. 

The purpose of the dA is to recompose
 i

x at the output layer 

over the output of the hidden layer. Therefore, the input data is 
used as the mark data without requiring the actual mark data. 
The dA parameter optimization is achieved through the 
low-cost function. 
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The first term is the direct mean square error within the 

output
 i

y and the ideal output
 i

x . Moreover, in order to 

prevent overfitting, the second terminology is added; a weight 
attenuation term whose purpose is to reduce the magnitude of 
the weights. At the same time in order to be able to learn more 
features from the input data, the hidden unit added sparse 
constraints. In this way, a dA network is built. Here, KL 

divergence limits the activation mean      1

1 21
ˆ 1

N i

j i
N a j


  ,

1,...,100j  of the hidden layer, and
j is usually small in 

order to maintain equilibrium with the discrete parameter  . 

The weight attenuation coefficient   and the discrete 

coefficient controls the relative of the three conditions is the 
importance of the cost function. The optimal values are

410  ， 0.1  ，and 3  . After the dA is trained, 

2W is the initial value of 
11 11

lF  ， 1,...,100l  and

0 2b b for the next step. 
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Fig. 5. Input images (top) and the use of automatic location for training 

related binary mask image (bottom). 

The feed-forward operation, then (1) and (2) through to the 
output layer is performed, and the output layer is already 
trained through the minimal cost function. 
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Where 
roiI is described data matching to the ith input 

image and 
2N  is the number of training images? The 

described data of the output layer is a binary mask image 
which generates through the described manual. The binary 
mask is a black background and the white foreground image 
matching to the ROI.  

As shown in Fig. 5, the midpoint of the foreground 
corresponds to the midpoint of the heart contour, the binary 

mask is down-sampled to 32 32 and expanded into vectors

roiI  for the network training. 

Finally, the fine tuning of the entire network achieved is by 
minimizing the cost function represented by (5). 
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The cost function can be minimized by back propagation 

aggregate, where
410  , the training method only runs 

once. 

B. Contour Inference 

Unlike the literature [6], to train and use the stacked dA to 
infer the contour of the heart is shown in Fig. 6. The Stacked 
dA has an input layer, two hidden layers, and an output layer. 
The sub-image obtained by the convolution network is 

down-sampled and expanded into a vector 
6400

sx  and 

feedback to the input layer. The output of the two hidden 

layers is calculated by  1 4 4sa f w x b  and

 2 5 1 5a f w a b  . Finally, the output layer computes 

 6 2 6sy f w a b 
 

to produce a binary mask image with a 

pixel value of 0 or 1, where the heart segment corresponds to 

1. Here, the parameters
100 6400

4w  ,
100

4b  ,

100 100

5w  ,
100

5b  ,
6400 100

6w  ,
6400

6b  are 

training matrices and vectors, respectively, obtained by the 

training program, the data
sx  ,

1a  and
2a  are the result of 

stochastic corruption process of data sx ,
1a and

2a . 

1) Training stacked-dA 
Training divides into two steps, similar to previous 

convolution neural network training, include pre-training and 
fine-tuning. Because of the limited data available in the 
experiment, a layer-to-layer approach is used for pre-training 
parameters. This method effectively reduces the overfitting. In 

the layer-to-layer pre-training process, parameters
4w , 

5w  of 

the staked-dA are achieved layer-to-layer with no described 
data. The parameter is achieved applying described data. This 
Valuation is as follows.

 
Fig. 6. Stacked dA for inferring the cardiac contour. An input is sub-image and the binary mask is an output.
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Fig. 7. Typical sub-image with manual heart segmentation and the matching 
binary mask applied training the stacked denoising auto-encoder. 

Initially, an input layer and from the H1 hidden layer is 
distinct from the stacked-dA by calculating the output layer of 
the similar size as an input layer to form a sparse dA (similar 

to Fig. 4). An unsupervised way to get the 
4w

 
parameter is 

trained to sparse dA, as described in Section 2.1.1. The 

optimal parameter is set as
33 10   , 0.1  , and

13 10   . 

The training input and output data of reserve dA are 

sub-images of the size 400 400 drawn out from the 

full-size training data, image midpoint matching to the center 
of the heart. The input image is down-sampled to the size of 

80 80  to be compatible with an input size 6400 of the 

stacked-dA. Once training of reserve dA is complete, it’s an 
output layer that is deserted. An output of the dA hidden layer 
unit is used as input to the next hidden layer H2. 

Next, separate the H1 and H2 from the stacked dA and add 
a layer of the same size as the H2 output to compose a sparse 

dA. In addition, the next sparse dA is used to get
5w , with no 

described data. The input data is same as the input data of the 
previous dA hidden layer. 

An output of the last hidden layer is the input of the last 

layer, it is trained in the unsupervised mode to obtain 6w . The 

cost function used to train the last layer is calculated as 
follows: 

 
2 2 2

6 6 6
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Where, 
6400i

lvI   is the described dataset matching to 

the ith image. The described dataset is a binary mask image 
generated by hand segmentation. Fig. 7 depicts three input 
images and a matching binary mask image for the training of 
the stacked-dA. It should note that the binary mask image is 

expanded into the vector
lvI during optimization. 

The purpose of layer-by-layer pre-training is to obtain the 

appropriate initial values for parameters
4w ,

5w ,
6w . Finally, 

the complete architecture is fine-tuned through reducing the 
cost function as shown in (2). 
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The minimization process of the cost function uses a 
supervised back-propagation algorithm. The automatic 
detection, as well as the training process, perform only once. 

The optimal parameter is
410  . 

C. Smoothing and Segmentation 

The final step of the algorithm is smoothing and 
segmentation, because the contour inference network output 

image size is 80 80 . It has a clear jagged edge after the 

image is up-sampled to the size of 400 400 . To resolve 

this issue, a two-dimensional Gaussian filtering algorithm is 
followed to smooth the contour inference image which is 

up-sampled to the size of 400 400 , the algorithm 

formula is: 

 
 2 2

22
2

1
,

2

x y

G x y e 






 

Finally, a binary mask image with contour inference is 
obtained after high-pass filtering and binarization. The size of 
the smoothing filter is 10, after the experiment, when is 2.5, 

the smoothing effect is the best. Finally, the heart contours are 
registered by a high pass filter, and the segmentation result 
will be got. 

III. EXPERIMENT 

In the proposed method the training dataset from TaiZhou 
City People Hospital was used. The training dataset consisted 
of 9 groups, each group of dataset matching to a patient’s 
cardiac CT images, the number of each group ranging from 

241 to 344. The size of cardiac CT image is 512 512 . The 

number of available experimental image of data is 2500. 

In order to enhance the efficiency of the segmentation 
algorithm, the training dataset are linearly interpolated, and 
the image data is expanded to 5000 pieces. The described 
dataset consists of two parts; the described image is binary 
mask image. The first part is for convolution neural network 
training, the center of the region of interest corresponds to the 
cardiac center of the cardiac CT image. The second part is for 
stacked denoising auto-encoder training, the foreground white 
outline of the described image corresponds to the contour of 
the heart. The training is performed only once. 

Considerable overfitting may happen in deep learning 
network due to the large number of parameters to be learned. 
Mainly focus a lot on the network to intercept the problem 
overfitting, to find the solution to this problem, we adopted 

layer-wise pre-training,
2l regularization and denoising 
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constraints as detailed in Section 2.1 and 2.3. The challenge 
was the deficit of data and the use of layer-wise pre-training 
and denoising constraints is very useful. Hence, also kept the 
number of the layer in the location networks do not go before 
three and the number of the layer in the contours inferring do 
not go before four to make sure that the number of parameters 
is manageable. While training of the proposed method, 
cross-validation was accomplished through dividing the 
training dataset into 8 subjects for training and 2 subjects for 
validation and also early stopping to supervise and intercept 
overfitting. Furthermore, the training dataset is increased as 
described in the beginning. The hyperparameters of the 
networks, the number of layers and units, filter and pooling 
size, are persistent empirically throughout the cross-validation 
method. 

The performance of the segmentation algorithm is 
evaluated by its accuracy, regional statistical characteristics, 
and reliability [20]. The manual segmentation result is taken 
as the reference standard, and the performance of the 
segmentation algorithm can realize by calculating the 
segmentation algorithm accuracy. Accuracy is the degree of 
consistency between the segmentation results and the manual 
segmentation results [21], where expressing the accuracy of 
the segmentation by calculating the percentage of correct 
classified pixels as a percentage of the number of reference 
pixels [22]. The four measures of accuracy are True Positives 
(TP), False Positive (FP), True Negative (TN) and False 
Negative (FN), the matching percentages are TPR, FPR, FNR, 
and TNR. The correct rate (TTR) is calculated by (9). 
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In the recent study, this program designed in MATLAB 
2015 a, accomplished on a Dell OptiPlex 7020 machine, with 
Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-4150 CPU 3.5GHz, 16GB RAM, on a 
64-bit Windows 10 platform. The process was training 
working on the training dataset and tested on the testing 
dataset, the testing dataset includes three sequences of cardiac 
CT images. 

IV. RESULTS 

A. Illustrative Results 

In order to determine the aspect of every step, the effect of 
CNN (heart location, Step 1) for three image segments close 
the base/middle and the point of the heart as shown in Fig. 8, 
illustrates the location results of the different cardiac segment. 
Fig. 9 illustrates the location center of a whole sequence of 

cardiac CT images. 

The deep learning method (contours inference, Step 2) 
outcome for three image segments close the base/middle and 
the point of the heart is shown in Fig. 10. 

 

Fig. 8. CNN and manual location result from base to point of the heart. 

 

Fig. 9. Location centers from base to the apex of a whole cardiac CT image 

sequences. 

The region growing (RG) segmentation algorithm is used 
as the contrast algorithm. Fig. 11 illustrates the original, 
region growing automated, and manual whole heart 
segmentation results for a typical cardiac CT dataset.  
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Fig. 10. Automatic (top) and manual (bottom) contours inference from base 

to the point of the hear. 

From the base to Apex, in Fig. 11, original images (a), (b), 
(c) are shown in the first row, region growing segmentation 
results (d), (e), (f) are shown in the second row, automatic 
segmentation results (h), (i), (j) are shown in the third row, and 
the ground truth manual segmentations (k), (l), (m) are shown 
in the last row. 

B. Quantitative Results 

Table I shows the evaluation of method prepared and 
region growing segmentation results, from which we can 
understand that the method prepared in this paper has a higher 
TTR (average 93.77%), TNR (average 98.15%) and lower 
FPR (average 1.84%); it is almost completely close to the 
manual segmentation. 

Table II compare the running time of method proposed in 
this paper and RG spent in the segmentation. The average time 
of proposed method is 0.1244s, it is far less than the average 
time of RG (4.2385 s). 

 

Fig. 11. Segmentation results of heart.

TABLE I. OBJECTIVE EVALUATION OF DEEP LEARNING AND REGION GROWING SEGMENTATION METHODS 

Segment Method TPR (%) FPR (%) TNR (%) FNR (%) TTR (%) 

Base DL 98.67 1.30 98.69 1.32 92.23 

RG 99.43 25.03 74.97 0.56 -23.86 

Mid DL 97.78 1.53 98.46 2.22 94.8 

RG 99.56 23.29 76.71 0.43 54.26 

Apex DL 99.25 2.69 97.31 0.74 94.30 

RG 99.95 19.65 80.35 0.04 63.80 

Average DL 98.56 1.84 98.15 1.42 93.77 

RG 99.65 22.65 77.34 0.34 31.4 

TABLE II. COMPARISON OF RUNNING TIMES 

Segment Base Mid Apex Average 

DL(s) 0.1227 0.1229 0.1276 0.1244 

RG(s) 1.8297 4.6046 6.2820 4.2385 

Approximated lapsed times of the training method were as 
follows: Training denoising auto-encoder to get filters: 123.4s, 
training convolutional neural network: 4.1 h, training stacked 
denoising auto-encoder: 3.2h. Once trained, the elapsed times 
of the heart segmentation in a typical CT image were as 
follows: ROI location (convolution, pooling, and the logistic 
regression):0.23s, contour inferring (stacked -dA):0.12s, and 
segmentation (smoothing and segmentation): 0.15s. 

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

In this research, we suggested and validated an automated 
heart segmentation process placed on deep learning algorithms. 

In this issue, cover the localization, contour inferring and 
segmentation tasks. Convolutional neural networks were 
preferred for the localization and extracting an ROI through 
which they are matched to special translation and variation in 
scale and pixels’ density [23]. Also, cover a stacked dA for 
contour inferring as its simplicity in training and 
implementation still shown to become effective in different 
vision tasks [24]. Meaningfully, a perfect deep learning 
network is desired. However, this was impossible due to the 
limited number of training dataset. Hence, we kept the number 
of the layer in the location networks not to go beyond three 
and the number of the layer in the contours inferring not to go 
beyond four to make sure that the number of parameters are 
manageable. Also, employ the linear interpolation to enlarge 
the training dataset. 

As seen in Fig. 3 and 4, the denoising auto-encoder and 
layer-wise pre-training were adopted in CNN training to 
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ensure the accuracy of localization. And the outcome of CNN 
in Fig. 8 and 9 also verify the effectiveness of the measures. 
The CNN and manual location of the heart are pretty close and 
the trend of location center is consistent, the average distance 
error is below 10 pixels. Although, there is still some error in 
Fig. 9, but the error is within the allowable range. 

From Fig. 10, this could be recognized that the heart was 
accurately segmented from the base to point. In Fig. 11, the 
first row is the original cardiac CT image, the slices near the 
ground truth from a small base cane showed leakage. This 
position is one of the most difficult cases that due to the 
fuzziness of the heart border, contour tends to leak to 
surrounding areas in normal segmentation methods. In this 
study, the used staked-dA is perfect to solve this problem. 

The quantitative results in Table I show that the method 
prepared in this study has a pretty high average accuracy 
(93.77%) of segmentation. Table II compare the average 
running time of method to the region growing algorithm, the 
result showed that the average running time of methods 
proposed is much faster, and can complete fully automatic 
segmentation tasks of whole heart CT image sequence in a 
short time. 

In summary, a novel segmentation process for a fully 
automatic cardiac CT is presented. The process places on deep 
learning algorithm broke down into automatic localization and 
inferring the heart contour. And the contour inferred was 
smoothing by the Gaussian filter. It could be recognized that 
the segmentation process prepared in this paper has better 
segmentation efficiency than the regional growth 
segmentation method and successfully filters out most of the 
interfering tissue; the result is the closest to the manual 
segmentation and can replace the manual segmentation and 
realize the Automatic Segmentation of cardiac CT image 
sequences. 

In the future, other depth learning algorithms may be 
introduced to realize heart image segmentation. In the medical 
image field, the application of 4D images is the mainstream 
trend. The basic data of the 4D image is a large volume of 
information contained in the three-dimensional volume data. 
The existing segmentation algorithm can be extended to the 
three-dimensional space to directly segment the volume data. 
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Abstract—Energy efficiency is a vital issue in wireless sensor 

networks. In this paper, an energy efficient routing algorithm has 

been proposed with an aim to enhance lifetime of network. In this 

paper, Fuzzy C-Means clustering has been used to form optimum 

number of static clusters. A concept of coherence is used to 

eliminate redundant data generation and transmission which 

avoids undue loss of energy. Intra-cluster and inter-cluster 

gateways are used to avoid nodes from transmitting data through 

long distances. A new strategy has been proposed to select robust 

nodes near sink for direct data transmissions. The proposed 

algorithm is compared with LEACH, MR-LEACH, MH-LEACH 

and OCM-FCM based upon lifetime, average energy 

consumption and throughput. From the results, it is confirmed 

that the performance of the proposed algorithm is much better 

than other algorithms and is more suitable for implementation in 

wireless sensor networks. 

Keywords—WSN; clustering; sleep-awake; virtual grids; multi-

hop; routing 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) consist of thousands of 
micro-sized low power Sensor Nodes (SNs) randomly 
deployed in the Sensor Field (SF). These SNs sense local 
environmental statistics, aggregate and communicate sensed 
information to sink. For each operation SN consumes its 
battery power. As SFs are hostile in most of the applications 
of WSN, it is not possible to replace batteries of SNs [1]. In 
order to enhance lifetime of network, the routing algorithms in 
WSN mainly focus on energy efficiency. 

Clustering is one of the most effective techniques in 
routing to preserve the energy of the network. The whole 
network is organized into small groups of SNs called clusters. 
In each cluster, one node is elected as Cluster Head (CH) 
which performs the task of collecting data from all Cluster 
Member (CMs) nodes, aggregation of data and forwarding it 
to the sink directly or in multi-hop manner [2], [3]. The 
aggregation may or may not be perfect depending upon the 
relation between the sensed data. Perfect aggregation means 
many k-bit data packets are compressed to a single k-bit 
packet. Perfect-fusion, a simple technique has attracted many 
researchers’ interest [2], [4]. LEACH (Low Energy Adaptive 
Clustering Hierarchy) [2], EEUC (Energy Efficient Unequal 
Clustering) [3], IB-LEACH (Intra-Balanced LEACH) [5], 
MR-LEACH (Multi-hop Routing LEACH) [6], MH-LEACH 
(Multi-Hop LEACH) [7], EMRP (Energy efficient multi-hop 
routing protocol) [8], ACEEC [9], OCM-FCM (Optimal 
Clustering Mechanism Fuzzy-C Means) [10], SEECP (Stable 

Energy Efficient Clustering Protocol) [11] and MLRC (Multi-
Level Route-aware Clustering) [12]  are some of the popular 
clustering protocols. In these protocols, all nodes in the 
network actively sense from the environment and 
continuously generate data. The nodes which are placed close 
to each other tend to generate redundant data due to 
phenomenon of coherence. A major amount of network 
energy is wasted in transmitting redundant data to sink which 
directly affects the network lifetime. Protocols like Span [13] 
and LEACH-SM (LEACH Spare Management) [14] keep a 
small subset of SNs active in such a way that these nodes 
cover the whole network while other nodes in the network are 
kept in sleep mode. In [15] an energy efficient sleep 
scheduling has been proposed in order to maintain network 
coverage and connectivity. Consequently, the energy 
consumed per round is reduced, thus, increasing the WSN 
lifetime. 

Major part of energy is consumed by SNs in transmitting 
data which is proportional to the distance between sensor 

nodes raised to power ( 2)   . Therefore, long-distance 

transmissions should be minimized for optimizing the usage of 
network energy [16].  Multi-hop data transmission between 
Gate Way nodes (GWs), CHs and sink can be used to reduce 
energy consumption, but SNs (may be CHs or GWs) near sink 
are more probable to be selected for transmitting the data to 
sink, resulting in their early death and thus, effecting the 
overall performance of the network. 

In many clustering algorithms, number of clusters in each 
round is not fixed and employs poor CH election and cluster 
formation techniques. As a result, total inter and intra cluster 
distance becomes large, resulting in high energy consumption 
of the network. Therefore, soft computing techniques can be 
beneficially employed in cluster based routing protocols [16], 
[17]. Fuzzy-C means clustering groups the SNs based upon 
their degree of membership in each cluster. The aim is to 
minimize the sum of distances between the SNs and the 
centroid of their cluster. OCM-FCM uses Fuzzy-C means 
clustering to form more uniform and correlated clusters in 
order to improve the lifetime of WSN [10]. 

In this paper, a multi-hop efficient routing algorithm for 
WSN has been proposed.  The algorithm emphasizes to 
optimize the energy usage in the network in order to enhance 
the network lifetime. It eliminates redundant data generation 
in the network by keeping only one node active from the set of 
nodes that are sending redundant data and also renders full 
network coverage. Initially, the whole network is divided into 
optimal number of static clusters using FCM. CH in each 
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cluster changes deterministically during the network 
operation. In order to reduce long distance transmissions and 
balance load, multi-hop routes are established using gate way 
nodes. In multi-hop routing, the nodes which lie near the sink 
are more probable to be selected for establishing direct link to 
the sink despite of having lower residual energy. Therefore, 
SNs near the sink will die soon and create energy hole in the 
network. To avoid it, a strategy is designed which selects the 
nearest eligible SN for transmitting data to sink, therefore 
consuming least amount of energy. It also ensures that this SN 
has sufficient residual energy so that it may not become dead. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: 
Section 2 gives brief review of the related work. Network 
model and assumption made for the proposed work has been 
presented in Section 3. Section 4 describes the proposed 
algorithm for an energy efficient multi-hop adaptive routing 
using FCM clustering. The results and their comparison with 
other algorithms have been discussed in Section 5. Finally 
concluding remarks are given in Section 6. 

II. RELATED RESEARCH 

Many clustering protocols have been explored in literature 
for WSN in the last few years to increase network lifetime. 
LEACH is forerunner decentralized clustering protocol uses 
random rotation of CH in each round to evenly distribute the 
load in the network. CHs are responsible to transmit cluster 
information to the sink [2]. CHs far away from the sink 
consume lot of the energy to transmit data to sink. 
Randomized selection of CHs in each round adds extra 
overhead to the network. The algorithm does not assure even 
distribution of CHs in the network which may result into 
uneven energy consumption in different parts of the network. 
Moreover, the clusters formed in each round may or may not 
be correlated which increases the intra cluster distances. 
Therefore, LEACH is not suitable for large scale networks.   

IB-LEACH is an improvement over LEACH [5]. CH 
selection of method is complex and involves lot of 
computations. Some nodes in the network are overburdened.  

MH-LEACH and MR-LEACH are the variants of LEACH, 
which follow the same CH selection methods as proposed in 
LEACH [6], [7]. These algorithms establish the multi-hop 
routes to transmit data to the sink and reduce number of long 
distance transmissions in the network. CH nodes which are 
near the sink (inner CH) are responsible for transmitting data 
to the sink and other CHs (outer CH) will transmit their data to 
the nearby CH. When sink lies outside the sensor field, inner 
CH will consume higher energy than outer CHs and may die 
soon.  

EEUC and EMRP divide the network into unequal sized 
clusters [3], [8]. The clusters that are formed near the sink are 
smaller in size as compared to clusters far away from the sink. 
There is an additional overhead involved for CH selection in 
each round.  Nodes near sink are responsible to transmit data 
directly to sink even if they have low energy.  

ACEEC and THCEEC [9] are the centralized routing 
algorithms which results in better network lifetime as 
compared to the conventional distributed routing protocols 
like LEACH. The algorithm divides the whole network in 
regions which act as static clusters for WSN. The sink finds 
CH in each region and efficient path to route region data to 
sink. This centralized scheme is helpful in planning power-

aware, well-organized routes in the network. Network status 
needs to transmit to the sink in each round which increases 
energy consumption in all SNs and overall performance of 
network degrades. 

Soft computing methods like Fuzzy C-Means clustering 
(FCM), K-means clustering, Genetic Algorithms (GA) and 
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) are recently used to 
overcome problems of non-correlated clusters [10], [17]. It 
helps to prolong the life of WSN. However, all these methods 
run at centralized node i.e. at sink and need physical location 
of SNs. In OCM-FCM reduces the cluster formation overhead 
on SNs as sink divides WSN in K optimal number of static 
clusters. After first round, the current CH selects a highest 
energy node in the cluster and elects it as CH for the next 
round. This algorithm uses multi-hop technique by finding 
Secondary Cluster Heads (SCHs) from already chosen CHs if 
sink is far away from the sensor field [18], [19]. It will result 
in reduction of long distance transmissions. The drawbacks of 
the algorithm are: 1) Poor CH selection; 2) CHs are 
overburdened as compared to other SNs; 3) SCHs consume 
more energy as compared to primary CHs. In all the 
algorithms discussed, all nodes are regularly sensing and 
transmitting data to sink. Thus, large amount of network 
energy is wasted in redundant data transmissions which need 
to be reduced.   

III. NETWORK MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS  

    Total N sensor nodes in WSN are randomly deployed in 
of X m by Y m

 
rectangular sensor field. The assumptions 

made for the implementation of the proposed work are as 
given under: 

1) All nodes are stationary and have unique ID. 

2) It is assumed that all SNs find their locations either 

through GPS system or using some localization algorithm. 

3) All nodes are static and have same initial energy initE  

4) All the active sensor nodes regularly generate 

information from the environment. 

5) All SNs are capable to perform data aggregations in 

perfect fusion mode. 

6) In the cluster formation process, each SN can be a 

member of only one cluster and can act as CH for the same 

cluster.  

7) The sink has unlimited energy and computational 

resources. 

8)  First order radio energy model described in [2] is 

utilized for sensor nodes during their communications 

procedure. 

IV. PROPOSED ENERGY EFFICIENT ALGORITHM  

The paper proposes an energy efficient algorithm for WSN 
using multi-hop routing. Initially it runs a network 
dimensioning phase where sink divides the whole network 
into desired number of static clusters using FCM technique 
and turns off all SNs producing redundant data. Thereafter, it 
organizes the network operation into a series of rounds where 
each round is divided into network setup phase and network 
communication phase. In network set up phase, new CHs are 
elected in static clusters if required and energy efficient multi-
hop paths are established from each SN to the sink. The 
network communication phase deals with intra-cluster and 
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inter-cluster multi-hop routing and data transmissions. In 
network communication phase every CH allocates TDMA 
slots to CMs in each cluster and for inter-cluster 
communication is achieved through CDMA codes.  

A. Network Dimensioning Phase 

a) Division of SF in granules: WSN is initially divided 

uniformly into granules. The size of granule may vary 

according to degree of coherence in sensed data. In a SF, if 

information to be sensed is more coherent, then size of granule 

may be taken large and vice-versa. The entire SF is divided 

into gn
 granules where xn

granules are along x-axis and yn

granules along y-axis. The size of granule is wx
by wy

subject 

to constraint that wx
and wy

are integer multiple of width and 

height of SF respectively. Any 
thi  SN with co-ordinates 

 ,i ix y
finds its associated granule ID using formula given as 

under: 

     0.5 0.5 1i i
n

w w

x y
GranID round round y

x y

    
          

    

 …….(1) 

        All SNs save this information for further use. 

b) Initial Active-Sleep Methodology: Once SNs find 

their associated granule ID, each SN will broadcast a message 

( , )S NodeID GranID to all SNs in its radius comR . Where 

comR is equal to the diagonal of a granule and is given by 

following equation: 

                                         
2 2

com w wR x y    ……….  (2) 

Initially, SNs do not need to broadcast their residual 

energy as all SNs have same initE . Each SN saves NodeID of 

the received message if it belongs to its granule node and 
discards otherwise. In this way, all SNs maintains NodeID

and resiE  of its granule SNs. Once, all SNs save information 

of their associated GranID , granule SNs. SN with highest 
node ID in a granule will activate itself and broadcast its 
location and ID information to the sink. Remaining nodes in 
the granule shall be in sleep mode. 

c) Clusters Formation: At the end of active-sleep 

process, the sink will receive location information of all n 

active nodes. The sink first calculates their associated 

GranIDs using (1), then divides whole WSN into K optimal 

number of clusters using FCM clustering algorithm. The SN is 

associated with the cluster in which it has the highest 

membership value based upon its distance from the centroids 

of the clusters. The sink broadcasts messages 

 ,   ClusterID List of associated GraS nIDs   for each cluster to all 

SNs. SNs belonging to GranID  specified in the message 

will save this message in its cluster table. 

d) Initial Selection of Cluster Heads: The sink divides 

the whole network into   clusters. Thereafter, the sink 

evaluates the fitness of all SNs in each cluster on the basis of 

an objective function given by (3). The SN with highest 

fitness value will be elected as CH in each cluster. The sink 

broadcasts this information to each cluster.  

1
( ) , , ,1

( , )

th

j

f i j c cluster j i c K
dis i j 

     
    

 (3) 

 
where ( )f i  is the fitness of 

thi  member of 
thc cluster. 

( , )dis i j is the Euclidean distance between 
thi  and 

thj  

member of 
thc cluster. The value of  is taken as 2 for 

( , )dis i j less than threshold distance, otherwise 4. 

e) Logical Region Division: In many multi-hop 

routing algorithms proposed by various researchers, SNs 

nearer to sink carry heavier traffic loads and are responsible 

for routing data to the sink. Therefore, SNs around sink 

deplete their energy at faster rate and may create energy hole 

near the sink. To avoid the problem, the SF under 

consideration is divided into three logical regions as Low 

Energy Area (LEA), Medium Energy Area (MEA) and High 

Energy Area (HEA) depending upon the energy required by 

SNs in these regions to transmit data directly to the sink. The 

sink assigns region IDs to all SNs. The logical region division 

has been shown in Fig. 1. The SNs from the region specified 

by the sink will only establish direct communication to it. 

Initially, LEA becomes region of interest. 

  
Fig. 1. Logical Region Division of SF in LEA, MEA and HEA (this figure is 

created for this research work). 

 
Fig. 2. Multi-hop topology for proposed system (this figure is created for 

this research work). 
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B. Network Setup Phase 

After initial set up of WSN by sink, multi-hop energy 
efficient routes are established for each SN in distributive 
manner. Re-election of CHs may start from next round at each 
cluster level. 

a) CH Election: A CH of a cluster continues to be CH 

for the next rounds provided its residual energy Eresi is greater 

than threshold energy of its cluster, C

ThE . The technique 

eliminates the overhead of forming CHs in each round and 

saves energy. For its implementation, threshold energy of each 

cluster
C

ThE begins with 60% of Einit and decreased by 20% 

when energy of all nodes in the cluster falls below the 

threshold level. When Eresi of CH goes below
C

ThE , it prompts 

new CH election process and activates the active-sleep process 

in the cluster. Each active SN in the cluster scans its granule to 

finds a SN (in sleep mode) with highest resiE . Make specified 

SN active and goes itself in sleep mode. Before going to sleep 

mode it transmits all its routing information to newly selected 

active node. Then, present CH finds candidate CH nodes, 

having residual energy above
C

ThE . Candidate CH with 

maximum fitness calculated according to (3) is selected as 

new CH. If there are two or more nodes with same fitness 

value, then, a node with higher ID number is chosen. 

b) Multi-hop route establishment: CH in a cluster 

receives information from its CMs, aggregates the received 

data with its own sensed data and forwards it to sink either in 

single hop or in multi-hop. CMs are accountable to sense 

environmental data and transmit sensed information to CH. 

Therefore, CH in a cluster does more work than other nodes 

and consumes much higher energy. To reduce its work, the 

task of inter cluster communication is shifted to another node 

known as Intra Cluster GW (IntraCGW). The cluster CH will 

choose IntraCGW in the direction of logical region announced 

by sink. If the selected IntraCGW is in the announced logical 

region, link is established directly to sink depending upon a 

probability function described in (4), otherwise inter cluster 

path is devised. Then, IntraCGW finds a nearest inter cluster 

SN in a cluster, currently not connected in order to avoid loops 

in communication path. The selected inter cluster node called 

“Inter Cluster GW (InterGW)” forms the link between the two 

clusters. The multi-hop topology formed by the proposed 

algorithm is shown in Fig. 2. 

 
, R

1
( ) 1 ( mod )

0,

R

avg

avg

EP
if c

ET c P r
P

otherwise


 


  



……… (4) 

where P is the desired percentage of direct links to the 

sink, r is the current round,
R

avgE  is the average energy of CMs 

of the cluster in announced region R, Eavg is the average 
energy of the active nodes in the network. Each CH in c

th
 

cluster in announced region generates a random number 
between 0 and 1. The CH will establish a link to the sink 
through selected IntraGW, if generated random number is less 

than threshold value of the cluster as calculated in (4). The 
proposed algorithm to establish multi-hop routes is given in 
Fig. 3. 

c) Region Announcement by Sink: In order to attain 

nearly balanced energy depletion and to increase the reliability 

of WSN, it is desirable that all nodes remain alive for larger 

time period. SNs in LEA region consume lowest energy in 

direct data transmissions than MEA and HEA region nodes. 

Therefore, nodes from LEA region are desirable for 

establishing direct link to sink, but if these nodes continue to 

transmit information directly to sink, they will consume 

energy continuously and ultimately become dead. To avoid 

such situation, a shifting strategy between three logical 

regions has been proposed in this paper. A threshold 

parameter
R

thE  is taken to decide this shifting strategy. 

Initially,
R

thE is set to 30% of Einit energy. Depending upon its 

value, the sink announces the region of interest in each round. 

If residual energy of all SNs in the SF goes below
R

thE  then 

R

thE  is decreased to 10% of Einit and announce LEA as region 

of interest.  

                                 Algorithm: Network Setup Phase 
1. For each CH check  CH C

resi ThE E   

2. Broadcast a query “What is the highest residual energy of the granule?” 
to all CMs and activate active sleep process. 

3. Each active SN in the cluster finds other SN in its granule with highest

resiE . Activate newly selected SN. Transfer its routing information and 

goes in sleep mode.  

4. All the activated nodes send reply message to 

 , , resiS NodeID GranID E  current CH. 

5. Current CH finds a set CCH of candidate CHs such that their

 C

resi ThE E   

6. Check if no CCH is selected 

      
CH

resiE  is decreased by 20% and current CH remains CH for next 

the rounds. 
 Otherwise  

      Select a candidate CH with maximum fitness value and broadcast it 

to all SNs in the cluster. 
7. Multi-Hop Route Establishment to Sink by Selected CH 

a. CH chooses GW within its cluster in the direction of announced 

region of interest with highest resiE  . 

b. Check  selected GW is in Region of Interest and 

 R

resi thE E   

 CH generates a random number <1; if it is less than 
threshold of its cluster then establish connection to the 

sink. 

               Otherwise 
Check if all other clusters in the network are connected 

directly or indirectly to it.       

        Establish connection to the sink  

Otherwise    selects another closest SN from other 
clusters not connected to it and        

        Establish connection to it. 

C. Network Communication Phase  

In communication phase, there are two types of 
communication takes place in the network: intra-cluster 
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communication and inter cluster communication. For intra 
cluster communication CH node assigns TDMA schedule to 
its entire CMs. Each CM in a cluster transmits its sensed data 
to CH in its allotted slot. With TDMA scheme lot of energy of 
CMs is saved as CM goes in sleep mode when it is not 
transmitting any data. CH of each cluster receives data packets 
from CMs and aggregated the received information with its 
own sensed data and forwards it to IntraGW. It will then 
aggregate the received data packet with its own and forward it 
to InterGW using CDMA codes. In each round, active SN 

those go below
R

thE  transmit its energy status to the sink. 

Depending upon information received, it announces the region 
of interest. 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The proposed methodology has been implemented with 
MATLAB and executed on 100 randomly deployed wireless 
sensor networks in order to evaluate the performance 
parameters: network lifetime, energy consumption and 
throughput. Network lifetime is considered as the number of 
rounds until the complete network is dead. Energy 
consumption in each SN of the network is measured as the 
sum of energy consumed in receiving, aggregating and 
forwarding the data to other intermediate nodes or to the sink. 
Throughput is defined as sum of unique data packets 
generated in each round. For example, four data packets are 
generated from an active granule by four SNs in that granule. 
We consider it as one because other three carries same data as 
that of first packet. For simplicity, it is assumed that there is 
no data collision and packet loss in the wireless channel. 
Likewise, control packets have also been ignored for the 
evaluation of performance parameters. 

In this simulation setup, one hundred static sensor nodes 
are randomly distributed in a SF of area 200m X 200m and 
considered as one WSN deployment. The sink is placed at 
location (100,100) and is immobile. Initial battery power for 
all SN is taken as 0.5J. Further, to ensure the generalisation of 
results, the simulation experiments were conducted for one 
hundred WSN deployments. Each simulation is run until all 
sensor nodes in the network become dead. The energy 
consumed in the network is calculated for transmitting, 
receiving and aggregating data packets. The energy consumed 
in aggregating and transmitting 1 bit data over distance d is 
calculated using (5). 

          

2

2

,

,

elec DA fs o

t

elec DA mp o

E E E d d d
e

E E E d d d

    
 

   

 …………..(5)            

Energy consumed in receiving 1 bit data is given as under: 

                      

                       r elece E                  ………………………(6) 

where elecE  is energy dissipated per bit to run transmitter 

or receiver circuit, taken as 50nJ/bit. DAE  is energy consumed 

in aggregating one bit data and set to 5nJ/bit/signal. fsE and

mpE are energy consumed in free space model and energy 

used in multipath fading model taken as 10 pJ/bit/m
2
 and 

0.0013 pJ/bit/m
4
 respectively. The threshold distance od is 

equal to square root of ratio fs

mp

E

E
 . Total energy consumed in 

communication from iSN  to 
jSN  over distance   is given 

by (7). 

                          ( , ) *( )ij t rE l d l e e           (7) 

Where   is the length of data packet taken as 4000 bits.  To 
decide optimal number of clusters Kopt for the proposed 
algorithm, the algorithm is executed on all 100 simulations for 
varying K, i.e. number of clusters, from 1 to 20. The average 
energy consumption per round for each value of K is 
calculated. The minimum average energy consumption per 
round is found at K =10. Hence, the value of Kopt is taken 
as10.  

In order to generalize the results, all the five algorithms 
(LEACH, MR-LEACH, MH-LEACH, OCM-FCM and EEA-
FCM) were implemented on the same hundred deployments 
and averaged results obtained from them have been used to 
present the comparative account of the algorithms. The results 
are shown in Fig. 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8. 

  

Fig. 3. Graph of number of operational nodes verses rounds in WSN for 

N=100. 

 
Fig. 4. Energy consumption in WSN for N=100. 
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Fig. 5. FND, HND and LND for WSN for N=100. 

      
Fig. 6. Standard deviation of average energy consumption per SN per Round 

in WSN for N=100. 

 
Fig. 7. Comparative plot of throughput for N=100, 400 and 1000. 

The graph of number of operational nodes verses the 
number of rounds is shown in Fig. 4. It is clearly observed 
from the figure that EEA-FCM remains operational for longer 
period of time as compared to LEACH, MR-LEACH, MH-
LEACH and OCM-FCM algorithms. At 900

th
 round, the dead 

node percentage increases to 7, 10 and 14 for MH-LEACH, 
MR-LEACH and OCM-FCM algorithms respectively while it 
is 1% for EEA-FCM. Similarly, when EEA-FCM lost its 10% 
network operational ability (i.e. 10% nodes are dead), network 
in OCM-FCM and MH-LEACH almost ceases to exist. First 
10% nodes in MR-LEACH died more quickly as compared to 
MH-LEACH, OCM-FCM and EEA-FCM. Network in MR-
LEACH stabilizes to some extent after losing 20% of its 
operational ability. This shows EEA-FCM algorithm performs 
far better than the other algorithms under test at each point of 
network operation. 

Percentage of total energy consumed in all the five 
protocols has been presented in Fig. 5. It is observed from the 
figure that the rate of energy consumption in LEACH is much 
higher as compared to EEA-FCM, OCM-FCM, MR-LEACH 
and MH-LEACH. Energy consumption in OCM-FCM and 
MH-LEACH is almost same. It is worth noting that OCM-
FCM is transmitting cluster data to the sink in single hop 
whereas MH-LEACH transmits in multiple hops. Therefore, 
OCM-FCM clustering technique is much better as compared 
to MH-LEACH. At the point of network operation where 
EEA-FCM consumed fifty percent of its network energy, 
OCM-FCM and MR-LEACH consumed 65% and 60% 
respectively.  Hence, energy usage of the network is more 
economical in EEA-FCM as compared to OCM-FCM and 
MR-LEACH. 

From Fig. 4 and 5, it is clearly observable that distribution 
of network load amongst all the SNs is more balanced which 
will enhance the network lifetime. Round value for FND (First 
Node Dead), HND (Half Node Dead) and LND (Last Node 
Dead) has great significance to evaluate the performance of 
network. The round value of FND indicates the reliability and 
stability of the network operation. The round value of HND 
specifies rate of decay of performance of network after first 
node become dead. The round value for LND indicates the 
duration for which the network remains operational. Fig. 6 
shows that FND, HND and LND for EEA-FCM is much 
higher as compared to compared to OCM-FCM, MH-LEACH, 
MR-LEACH and LEACH algorithms. In the proposed EEA-
FCM algorithm, data collection, aggregation and data 
forwarding is divided amongst the CH and GW nodes of the 
cluster which results in healthier CH node for long period of 
time. Due to these factors, energy usage in the network and 
decay in reliability of WSN operation is reduced.  

The standard deviation of node’s average consumption per 
SN per round is shown in Fig. 7. Standard deviation value of 
average energy consumption in a SN at any round indicates 
load distribution amongst all SNs in the network. Large value 
of standard deviation means that there is large fluctuation 
from mean of average energy consumption in a SN. It 
indicates that some nodes in the network consume large 
amount of energy as compared to other nodes. OCM-FCM 
shows higher value of standard deviation, when less number 
of nodes in the network are alive. It is worth noting the 
standard deviation of energy consumption per SN in EEA is 
very small as compared to LEACH, MR-LEACH, MH-
LEACH and OCM-FCM. 
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Fig. 8. Percentage of dead nodes verses rounds at number of nodes is 400. 

 
Fig. 9. Percentage of dead nodes verses rounds at number of nodes is 1000. 

Therefore, network load is uniformly distributed amongst 
all SNs in EEA-FCM and consume almost equal amount of 
energy which leads to more stable and reliable network 
operation. 

A comparative graph of throughput for all five algorithms 
is presented in Fig. 8. OCM-FCM and MR-LEACH acquire 
less amount data from the SF as their nodes have lesser 
lifetime as compared to EEA-FCM. In EEA-FCM, SNs are 
not generating redundant data from SF and remain alive for 
longer period. Therefore, throughput of the network is 
improved. Total throughput in case of EAA-FCM is 7.6% 
higher than MR-LEACH and 28% more than OCM-FCM. 
Thence, the proposed algorithm shows a significant 
improvement in throughput. 

Node density of WSN may greatly affect SF coverage, 
network connectivity and network life time. Therefore, it is an 
important factor that needs to be considered while evaluating 
the performance of WSN. To verify the effect of node density 
on the performance of the network, additional simulation 
experiments are conducted by varying the number of nodes, 
N, in the WSN deployments as N=100, 400 and 1000. Please 
note that N=400 in SF of 200m X 200m is equivalent 100 
nodes in an area of 100m X100m. 

The percentage of dead nodes for varying number of 
rounds has been shown in Fig. 4 (N=100) and Fig. 10 (N=400) 
and Fig. 11 (N=1000). Comparison for all three algorithm for 
N=100 has already been discussed earlier. Taking the 
discussion further, it is seen that when network node density 
increased to 400, within first 1100 rounds, all nodes for 
LEACH, MH-LEACH and OCM-FCM become dead, but all 

the four hundred nodes for EEA-FCM are still alive. When 
15% nodes of EEA-FCM are dead, 90% nodes in MR-LEACH 
has already become dead. Further, the slops of five curves in 
Fig. 6 have been observed. It is clearly seen that the slop of 
curve for EEA-FCM is much less than other two curves. This 
indicates that the rate of nodes becoming dead is much slower 
in EEA-FCM. Lifetime of WSN for the proposed algorithm is 
almost double than LEACH, MH-LEACH and OCM-FCM 
algorithms. Further, when number of nodes in WSN increased 
from 400 to 1000, similar behaviour of algorithms has been 
observed. There is no improvement in network lifetime of 
LEACH, MH-LEACH, MR-LEACH and OCM-FCM. 
Network lifetime of EEA-FCM is far improved over other two 
algorithms. It is approximately 4.5 times that of LEACH, MH-
LEACH and OCM-FCM. 

 
Fig. 10. FND, HND and LND for WSN for Varying Number of Nodes is 400. 

The network throughput obtained in LEACH, MR-
LEACH, MH-LEACH, OCM-FCM and EEA-FCM with 
varying N is shown in Fig. 9 and Table I. It is observed, for 
N=100, OCM-FCM, MR-LEACH and EEA-FCM generate 
96641, 114973 and 123577 data packets in its lifetime, 
respectively. There is a 63% improvement in throughput of 
EEA-FCM over OCM-FCM for N=400. By varying nodes 
from 400 to 1000, throughput obtained in EEA-FCM is almost 
three times as compared to OCM-FCM. The throughput of 
EEA-FCM is improved in many folds compare to LEACH and 
OCM-FCM with the increase in node density. 

 
Fig. 11. FND, HND and LND for WSN for Varying Number of Nodes is 

1000. 
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The value of rounds for First Node Dead (FND), Half 
Node Dead (HND) and Last Node Dead (LND) for all 
algorithms under examination at N=100, 400 and 1000 are 
shown in Fig. 10 and 11. For N=100, OCM-FCM improves 
the round number for FND by 4% over MH-LEACH. EEA-
FCM improves FND of MH-LEACH further by another 11%. 
The round number for HND is 694

th
, 1171

th
, 984

th
, 977

th
 and 

1220
th

 round in LEACH, MR-LEACH, MH-LEACH, OCM-
FCM and EEA-FCM respectively.MR-LEACH improves the 
round number for HND for OCM-FCM by 19%. EEA-FCM 
improves it further by 5%. The LND round number is almost 
same for LEACH and OCM-FCM. The network lifetime for 

EEA-FCM is improved 58% over LEACH.  It is also observed 
that by changing N from 100 to 400, FND values of all three 
algorithms are improved. EEA-FCM improves HND value of 
OCM-FCM by 63%. Network lifetime for EEA-FCM is 
almost double as compared to the other two algorithms. For 
N=1000, there is not much improvement in LEACH and 
OCM-FCM. The round number for FND, HND and LND in 
EEA-FCM is delayed by 182, 1396 and 2063 rounds 
respectively as compared to their  values at N=400. Therefore, 
network operation got improved in EEA-FCM on increasing 
the node density. 

TABLE I. LIFETIME AND THROUGHPUT FOR VARYING NODE DENSITY N=100, 400 AND 1000 

Algorithm Lifetime Throughput Lifetime Throughput Lifetime Throughput 

 
Node Density 

N=100 

Node Density 

N=400 

Node Density 

N=1000 

LEACH 1102 70093 1109 323570 1129 829786 

MR-LEACH 2375 114973 2559 512385 2684 1311447 

MH-LEACH 1092 97638 1305 445357 1381 1139135 

OCM-FCM 1044 96641 1075 414114 1093 1048670 

EAA-FCM 1746 123577 2634 677378 4635 2906828 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, an energy efficient algorithm for WSN is 
presented. The results have been compared with LEACH, 
MH-LEACH, MR-LEACH and OCM-FCM algorithms. From 
the outcome, it is concluded that lifetime and throughput of 
proposed algorithm is 58% and 28% more as compared to the 
other algorithms under examination. Network load amongst all 
SNs is optimally distributed in the proposed algorithm. The 
rate of decay i.e. the nodes becoming dead is also minimum 
for the proposed algorithm as compared to other algorithms. 
Therefore, it is concluded that EEA-FCM achieves better 
energy efficiency and enhanced lifetime. Moreover, the 
performance of network has also been analyzed for varying 
N=100, 400 and 1000. The performance of EEA-FCM is far 
better for higher node density of WSN. From the results, it is 
concluded that the proposed EEA-FCM algorithm out 
performs other algorithms discussed in this paper.  
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